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PREFACE 

The main purpose of this work is to present short 

biographical accounts of the lives of the scholars who were either 

natives of or visitors to Nishapur from the beginning of the eighth 

century to the first quarter of the thirteenth century. 

The content of the work can best be illustrated by a brief 

account of the method chosen to present it. After the General 

Introduction, the work is divided chronologically into four parts 

dealing respectively with the periods from 700 to 900, 900 to 

1000, 1000 to 1100 and 1100 to 1225o Each part is prefaced by a 

historical introduction to the period and is then divided into 

five sections according to the five categories I have employed to 

denote the particular field of scholarship in m1ich each of those 

scholars who died within that period was most renovmed, videlicet, 

(I) the traditionists, (2) the jurists and the theologians, 

(3) the mystics, (4) the readers and the commentators of the 

Qur>an and (5) the men of letters and the poets. In each section, 

there is an introduction indicating the most significant trends 

occurring within that field of scholarship in the period and 

mentioning the most celebrated scholars connected therewitho 

Following this introduction are biographical notes of all the 

relevant scholars who ~ractised in this field in that period. 

These biographies are arranged in chronological order according 

to the dates of death of the scholars, with the exception of the 

biographies of those scholars whose· exact dates of death are 

unknovm and these are listed at the end of each section. Finally, 
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the work is supplemented by four lists tabling respectively 

(1) the teachers and their pupils, (2) the scholars who taught in 

the madrasas 9 (3) the rJ.ag.is and the Chiefs of' the qagis and (4) the 

scholars who acted as muftis. 

chronologically. 

Each list is also arranged 

With regard to the transliteration of the characters of 

Arabic into those of English, I have followed the system employed 

by the Iviuir Institute of Edinburgh University .9 and in this 

connection I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to my supervisor, 

the Reverend Professor Wo 1:iontgomery Watt
9 

for his assistance o 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE SOURCES 

Much o~ the in~ormation on which this thesis is based 

is derived ~rom biogPaphical works and to a lesser extent 

~rom chronological works r.rri tten by Muslim writers. These 

WPiters' source o~ in~oPmation about the scholars o~ the city 

o~ Nisha:puP consisted o:f the works o~ two eminent scholars and 

natives o~ that city: the :first vvas the authop o~ the history 

o:f the local scholars o~ Nishapur, al-~akim Abu-'Abd-Allah 

MW]ammad ibn-'Abd-AllBh al-Bayyi' ( IIIo Q .. 3 ). He :finished 

writing his vv-oPk Ta,rilr..h 'ulama:- Naysabur (~Pequently called 

Ta'rikh Naysabur) in 998, in eight thick volumes.. Apparently a 

copy o:f this work came into the possession o~ the Turkish 

bibliographer ~ajjf-Khali~a (d. 1658), who read this work with 

admiration. He remarks that the majority o~ the men mentioned 

are his masters or the masters o~ his masters. He mentioned also 

the Companions a11.d the Followers vvho came to Khurasan and resided 

there and he investigated and gave in~ormation about their nisbas 

and their historyo Next he gives the second generation o:f 

Followers 9 then the generations o:f the 3rd and the 4th century o~ 

the Hijra.. He divided them into six tclasses'
9 

tabaqat; the 

persons o:r each generation were arranged in alphabetical order 

and the sixth and last class consists o:f those persons who taught 

traditions between the year 933 and 990. Though we do not 

:possess this book to-day 9 it is extensively quoted by later 

biographers, such as the authors o:f works which I used, as-Subki
9 

1 .. IJ Kh .. ,I, 308. 
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Jawzi, Ibn-Khallikan, Yaqut and others. The information 

vvhich this book gives through these vvri ters forms the 

biographical notes on a great number of' the scholars which 

are given in the first and second part (700-1000) of' this 

thesis. It might be worth mentioning here the abridged 

Persian version of' this book which was made by AQ.mad ibn

Mu..Q.ammad ibn-al-Jjasan (or Nu.J.:lammad ibn al-Ijusayn) known as 
---al-Khalif'a an-Naysaburi. His abridgment is extant

1 
and is 

of' some use with regard to the biographical information he 

gives; it could be looked on as an index to the original work. 

He ended his compilation v1i th valuable detailed information on 

the Geography and the history of' Nishapur. 

The second work written about the local scholars of' 

Nishapur was by 'Abd-al-Ghaf'ir Isma 6 il al-Farisi ( IV. Y. 8 ) 

~ho continued the work of' al-Hakim Abu-'Abd-All~ an-Naysaburi • 
down to 1124-25. His book was entitled as-Siyag li-ta'rikh 

Naysabur; it is no longer extant, but it was lmovvn and 

extensively used by as-Subki, Ibn- 6 Asakir, Ibn-Abi- 9 1-Waf'a, 

Ibn-Khallikan, as-SuyUti, Yaqut and others. We possess at 

the present time an abridged version of' his work which was made 

by Ibrahim ibn-~ad a~-9arifini (d.l243). In his introduction he 

rrrites "This is a selection of' the Siyag Naysabur, of' the Imam 

Abu->1-Hasan 'Abd-al-Ghaf'ir ibn-Isma'il ibn-'Abd-al-Gha:rir al-. 
Farisi .. Hereafter, it is suggested by some of' the dearest 

brothers f'rom the party of' the pupils of controversy
9 

which I 

must listen to, to compile a book to include and to mention the 
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masters and the scholars of' Naysabur who were born and brought , 

up there and the students who visited, passed through 9 settled 

and lectured there (the book written) upon the same line of' 

history as a continuation of what is mentioned by al-~akim 

Abu- 'Abd-All~ ...... "1 However a~-9ari:rini divided 

his work into sections starting with those whose names were 

M~ammad and the rest o~ the sections are arranged alphabetically 9 

each section being divided into three classes. He ended his 

work by giving a biographical note on the author of' the work 

'Abd-al-Ghafir al-Farisi .. I used this abridgment extensively 

and in particular in dealing with the traditionists of' the 

thir~ part (1000-1100) and the earliest scholars of the fourth 

part (1100-1225) of this thesiso 

1. Siyag .. , f'. la. 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTORY NOTES 

1. KHURASAN: ITS LOCJ-\.LITY AND ITS ROLE IN EARLY ISLAMIC 

HISTORY 

Khurasan, "the country of the rising su...n", was in the 

earlier middle ages a vast land nhich included all the Muslim 

provinces east of the Great Desert as far aF the frontier 

of the Indian mountains. Its outer bounda~ies were the 

Chinese desert and the Pamir towards Central Asia, with 

the Hindu-Kust-! ranges towa1'lds India. In the South, Khurasan 

began north of Sijistan and QUhistan; in the West, on the 
- -marches of Gurgan and Qumis; in the East, at Ghur and 

Si stan; and in the North in '~r<1.nso:x:iana. Its principle towns 

\~;ere, Ni sha:pur, Iviarw, Her at and Balk..h; other towns included 

r_rus, Nasa, Abiward, Surakhs, 'J'ataqan, Asf'uza1•, Badhghis, 

However, at the present day the region 

now. designated by the name ~hurasan covers less than half the 

area of ancient Khurasan. The :part east of a line starting 

from Sarakhs in the north and running directly south, 

:passing half-way between 1viashhad and H:;rat, is now a :part of 

Afghanistan. The region which extended from ruarw to the 

Oxus belongs to Russia. The rest of the province remained 

as Persian territory with Ma&~ad QS its administrative 
1 centre. 

1. ~udud al-lalam, 102-12; M B , II, 410; I~t~~ri, 

Masalik a1-mama1ik., 253; Ibn-~awqal, al-Uasalik wa'1-

mamalik , 308-309; Le Strange, The l.mds 

f th t r. 1· h ..~... "Z 8 2 H t E I l "Kh - - i' f.'\ e eas ern ,,a lP- ave.,, .J ; uar o, _1 __ , orasan. 

at the :present day Khurasaj_l covers an area of 120,710 

s~1rre miles, thA population in 1956 was 2,023,612; 

Encyclop~edia Britanni~, XIII, 336. 
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Historically, Khurasan flourished during the Greco

Bactrian period, when urban life was,according to Bosworth, 

stimulated by Alexander the Great's expedition to the ~ast: 

his foundation of Marw and Herat was one of his great cultural 

achievements. This prosperity continued under the Ar~acids. 

But under the Sasanids as under the Achaemenids the ce~tre 

of the Empire shifted to Mesopotamia and Khurasan became 
1 comparatively poor and backwards. The eastern part of the 

Empire was administered under the Sasanids by isbahbadh 
- - -

who held the title o:f bathusban, and by four me.rzubans. Each 

governing a quarter of the territories, 1. Marw, 2. Balkh 

and ~ukharistan, 3 •. Herat, Bushanj, Badhghis and Sijistan, 

4 T 
. 2 • ransoxlana. 

Then came the period of the Muslim conquest o:f Khurasan, 

He.rat, Bushanj and Badhghis wePe under the authority of the 

Sasa:nid chief called l Azirr.: He rat itself pa.rticularly was 

~der the jurisdiction of the Ephtalite Runs (Haytal); so 

that in fact the last Persian terri tor.y in the north consisted_,. 

~ the city of Marw-ar-Rudh under the command of a. marzuban 

called. .B~dbam,. 3 Already during the reign of the Orthod•x 

Caliph 'um~ (reg. 634-44), the Arabs had placed som~ of the 

SEi-sanid to\ms under tributary· subjection, but it was in the 

reign of his successor, the Caliph 'Uthman (reg. 644-656}, · 

1. Bos., 146. 
2. Ibn-Khurradadhbih, Masa1il< al-mam~l.ik,. 18. 

3. Baladhuri, Futlip al-buldan, 570-571; 
Ta'rikh ar-rusul wa'l-muluk , I, 2885; 
t'I<ho~asa·n". 

Tabari, 
. 1 

Hu~rt, E I , 
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that the Is~amic empire was finally extended eastwards. In 

the year 651-2, an army set out from Fars and Qllhistan under 

the command of a~-~~~ak ibn-Qays al-~afo He commanded 

6 Abd- Alltih ibn- 'PJnir i'bn-Kurayz to lead an ex-pedition towards 

Khurasan which wns successfully conductedo He invaded 

Khurasan by the way of li'al'lla, conquering Ni shapur, Balkh and 

~ukharistan, though al-Baladhuri tells that the Muslim army 

had some difficulty in taking Nishnpur: at first it captured 

the city's surrounding districts, i.e. Busht, Bayhaq, Khawaf, 

I sfara ~in, Juwayn and Arghiyan. The Sasanid governor had 

taken strong military precautions in Nishapur against the 

advancing lriuslim army, but he was betrayed by the treachery 

of one of his marzubal"S who was in charge of one of the 

quarte:;7'S of Ni shapur. This man opened the gate to the Muslims, 

whe captured the city and forced the Persian army to surrender. 

~Abd-Allah ibn--~Amir then appointed Qays as-Sulami governor 

of Nishapur. 1 

During the civil war between 'Ali and Mu·'awiya., the 

Arabs v-vere driven from Ni shapur, which thu.s re~ained its 

independence., But the Galiph "Ali soon sent Khulayd ibn-

Qurra al-Yarbut:I, in 657,, to bring the in.~.'J:abi tants of 

Nishapur back under Islamic ruleo 2 

1-. Balf~d"!J.u:·i, Fu~~ al-bu1dan, 567-572; Dhahabi, 

Ta' rikh al-Is1am., II.,S4-;+abari, Ta' rikh ar-rusu1 wa' 1-mu1Ul{ 9 

I, 2885~2886; T N., 125-130.; M B 9 II >' 410; Kamil., 

II_I, 96-97; Ibn-Miskawayh,Tajarib al-urnam wa-ta'agib 

al-humrurr, I., f .. 444. 
2. Dinav.f'c.1ri, al-Akhbar at-tiwal 9 163-164; r_rabari 

't I -350 V ·~ I 0 7-9J.J_.!_q_!_~ o' •. ~, j ; !~~ •' . ' r~ :J; 

575 .. 
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During the period of Umayyad 1~1e, Khu~as~ was 

subject to the governor of Baf?ra, who had complete·.-hutonomy, 

under the Caliph in Damascus, in appointing the governors of 

all the eastern colonies. In Khurasan, the governor of Ba9ra~ 

Ziyad ibn-Sufyan, in the year 665, recognized the division o~ 

Khurasan into four principle states; Marw, Balkh, Herat and 

Nishapur. Each had its ovm governor deriving his authority 

from the governor of the province of Khurasan, whose 

seat was in either Marw or Balkh. 1 

In the second half of the seventh century, Khurasan 

was the scene of struggles both within and between Arab 

tribes. Political authority in the province had been 

divided between the two rival tribes of 1-Iu<).a.r and Rabi'" ao 

Nish~pur was occupied by the representative of the Mu9-ar, 

Qaysite, while Marw was held by the Bakrite of the Rabi 'a 

tribe. Most of the inter-tribal feuds took place outside 

the 

Nishapur itsel~ to the east. The Military weakness caused 

by these internal disputes between the Arabs, however, 

encouraged the Turkish tribes to make sporadic raids into 

Khurasan as ·far as Nishapur. A temporary respite in this 

tribal feuding was achieved when the caliph at Damascus 

appointed a neutral Azdite governor, called al-Muhallab 

Ibn-Abi-~ufra, but this measure only served finally to 

introduce a third tribe into the fray, when, in 697, the 

Azdite allied with the Bakrites of Rabi~a against the 

Muc.le.v tribe. There was a fight for supremacy and the 

1 o ':pabari, Ta'rikh ar-rusul wa'l-muluk, I, 2831; 
Kamil., III, 377. 



first seemed to triumph when the family of al-Muhallab 

remained in power for a long time. After this, however, 

peace between the tribes was not achieved until 747, when 

the governor, Na?r ibn-Sayyar, called the attention of the 

caliph of Damascus, Marwan II (reg .. 744-750), to the 'Abbasid 

movement, which united the Persian peasantry an_d the Shi'ites 

under the leadership of Abu-Muslim in an attempt to overthrow 

the Umayyads, but the Caliph did not pay attention. However, 

Na~r succeeded in uniting the warring factions temporarily 

against the 'Abbasid propaganda and the leader Abu-Muslim, 

who established a camp not far from Marw. Although the 

:peace between the rival tribes :put Abu-Muslim in a difficult 

position at the.beginning, he succeeded later in winning 

over the Azd tribe to his side .. He was then able to · 

intervene successfully in a battle fought by Na~r ibn

Sayyar in the streets of Marw against Ibn-al-Kirmani, and 

in 748 Abu-Muslim easily took Marw .. Then the whole country 

came under his :power. 1 

In 750, the 'Abbasids came to :power and kept Khurasan 

and other eastern provinces under their protection. During 

the early years of the 'Abbasid Cali:phate, Iranian religious 

and national movements manifested themselves. ~l' .... ese . 

moy~~ents were directed against the Caliphate of Baghdad. In 

1. Ya' qubi, Ki tab al-buldan, 81-85. Dhahe.bi, 

Ta'rikh al-Islam, V9 201; Ibn-a~-rnqraqa, al-Fakh~i, 232; 

Dinawari, al-JLI{l:bar at-~iwal, 301-360; Wellhausen, rrThe 

Arab Tribes :..n Khura~an", The .Arab Kingdom and fall , 

397-491; Muir, "The J._rab Tribal feuds in Khurasanu 9 The 
Caliphate its rise, decline and fall, 417-421. 
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755, Sunbnth the Magian came from Nishapur as the avenger o~ 

Abu-Muslim, who was executed in 754 by the Caliph al-Man~ur 

(reg. 754-775) but the revolt of Sunbath was soon crushed 

in a buttle with the ~Abbasid army near Rayy. 1 Then there 

was a rising in Ra·wand, near I~pahan, which was the stronghold 

of the Persian extremist sect, ar-Rawandiyya (so-called after 

the n8me of its leader Aqu-'Abd-Allih ar-Rawandi). The sect 

tried to identify the Caliph al-Man?ur vtith God but its 

revolt was ruthlessly crushed in 758. 2 But the strongest 

national movement was that of al-Muqanna''s al-Mubayyi~a and 

Babak's al-Khurramdiniyya. A~-Muqanna' who led a revolt in 

775 in the Zarafshan basin and who posed as an incarnation 

of the deity, for years defied the forces of the Caliph 

al-Mah:ii (reg. 775-785) and according to Bosworth this 

movement united Ir&~ian national feeling against AFab 

political domination. The Babak movement of o.l-Mul).runmira 

evidently arose in Adharbayjan as a result of the execution 

of Abu-Muslim. They denied that Abu-Muslim was dead and 

foretold his return to spread justice in the VJOrld. The 

revolt or Bnbo.k en,3"8.0ed the ( i).bbO:sicl: army for severe'.::. yeaPs 

until Babak was put to death in 838. -~nd there were other 

1. Ni~am-al-Mulk, Siyasat-nama, 212-213; Ibn-at-1-'aqtnqa, 

a1-Fakhri, 232. Mas 'udi, Muruj aCLlL-dhahab ~, VI, 188; 

L H P , I, 313. 

2 . .!: .. sh 'ari, al~Ma.ga1at wa > 1-firaq, ;· 69; Nawbakhti, 

'rabaqat ash-Shf'a, 46; r_rabari, Ta>rikh ar-rusu1 

·w§/ 1-muluk , III, 129-133; M as 'udi, 
op. ci t., vr, 26, 54~55; L H P , I, 316 .. 
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Iranian religious movements which originated and spread in 

Khurasan: The BukUkiyya, who also believed in the imamote 

of Abu-Muslim, a sect with followers in Herat and Marw; the 

Bihafaridiyya, a sect nameiafter its founder Biha~arid who 

was born in ~Za\7Zan of Ni sha:pur, and the Ustadhis movement of 

- 1 Budhghis. 

During the ninth century vigorous local and semi-

independent Persian dynasties grew up in the east of the 

Empire. Khurasan recovered its independence with the 

foundation of the Tnhirid dynasty by tnhir ibn-al-~usayn who9 

in 820, was nominated governor of the eastern regions by the 

Caliph al-I~.'ia'mlin (ree;. 813-833). His son 'Abd-All~, tnok 

Nishapur as the sent of his governorshi:p and brought a great 

measu~e of prosperity and stability to ~~urasan. Succeedii1.g 

the 1'li.hirids,the ~affarids of Sijistan were essentially 

military adventurers. Their occupation of Khurasan was 

short-lived. Under the Samanids, Khurasan and Transoxiana 

became a cent1')e of culture and art, and so.rr the Pi se ·of' the new 

Persian language ffiLd the development of a Perso-Islamic style 

of architecture and painting. The Ghaznnvids of Ghazna 

occupied Khurasan and their rule br·oueht }:)eace 2nd stability; 

but their period of control9 to~ was ffi1ort, and in the end 

they were succeeded by the Seljuqs. 2 

1 .. Baghdadi, al-Farq baynn nl-firaq, 266-270; Ash' ari, 

al-Magalat wa'l-firqg, 64; Ibn-un-Nadi~ al-Fihrist, 

479-484. See in detcil the Pevolt of al-Luqan.na', 

Narsnal~hi,. The History of Bu1chara, tr., Fraye, 65-74; cf'. 

L HP , I, 308-336; ~·- 164. 
2. Bos., 147; ~See belotr, 25-291 1?8-1:~2, 25f5-27L!·· 
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The Seljuqs ruled Khurasan for over a century. 

'fughril-Beg, Alp-Arslan and l'lialik-Shah held supreme sway 

over the whole of the vast empire, but after the death 

of the last, civil war broke out between the brothers 

Barkiyaruq and MliQammad, and different branches of the 

Seljuq family attained virtual independencein different 

parts of the Empire, although the main line preserved a 

r~minal sovereignty dovm tq the death of Sanjar~whose rule 

was almost confined to Khurasan. The capture of Sultan 

Sanjar by the Ghuzz in 1153 showed up the Seljuq failure to 

control Khurasan and in fact the death of Sanjar in 1157 

marked the end of the Seljuq rule thereo Then Khurasan 

became part of the Khwarizm Sh[ili's empire until the 

Mongol hordes swept across the province in 1220-21.1 

1. Sykes, A History of Persia, II, 47-50; 
see below, 457-467. 



2. A NOTE ON THE TOPOGRAPHY OF NISHAPUR 

Nishapur is pronounced Nishapur in modern Persian, 

while the Arabs pronounce it Naysabur. The name is lmown 

to be derived ~rom the old Persian Niv-Shapur, meani~ the 

good (thing, deed or place), o~ Shapurf He was the Sasanid 

King, _Shapur.I (d. 271), who built the city in the ~orm o~ a 

chess-board, with eight squares to each side, and erected 

11 . 15 000 n~ces ~round l·t. 1 wa s measur1ng , ~u u It was rebuilt 

by Shapur II (d. 379), knovm. to the Arabs as Shapur dhu- '1-

Akta~, who is said to have constructed the city about a 

~ortress and dug a trench round it. He is also said to 

have erected there a huge statue o~ himsel~ which remained 

standing till the Islamic conquest. However, the city 

seems to have been ~ounded earlier than the Sasanid period, 

its legendary ~oundation being attributed to Tahmuras, one 

o~ the Pishdadian Kings and a ~ourth descendant o~ Noah. 2 

By the lOth century, Nishnpur was already a ·most 

populous place. Al-I~~akhri portrays a ~lourishing city 

built as a square measuring one ~arsakh by one ~arsakh, with 

houses built o~ mud and all in good condition. He says that 

the city was divided into three parts the citadel had two 

1. Is~ahani, Ta 9 rikh sunni mulUk al-arg., I, 48; .. 
Musta~~Nuzhat al-gulub., 148; Marq~art, A cataloRUe 

o~ the provincial capitals o~Iranshahr, 12, 52; cf. Le 

Strange,The lands o~ the eastern Caliphate, 383; 

Curzon,Persia and the Persian question , I, 261. 
2. l'!Iarghani, Ghurar akhbar muluk al-Furs , 529; Ifrunil., 

I, 284; Ibn-Miskawayh, Tajarib al-umam., I,f'-8, 135; 
rabari, Ta' rikh ar-rusul 0' I' 840; cf\ CurZOl) op .• ci t. ~~ 

I, 261. Seve~al names were given to Nishapur such as 
.Abra-Shahr, Iran-Shahr and Nashawlir, Le Strange, op_.cit., 

383, 385; Marquart, op.ci t., 74-78. ~ 
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gates (un-named by him); the city proper had four gates, 

Bab-al-Qantara, Bab-Sikkat Ma(qil, Bab-Takin and Bab-al-

Quhandiz. The surrounding suburb, too, had four main gates, 

on the west the gate of Qubab opening towards Iraq and Gurgan, 

on the east the gate of Jane, opening towards Transoxiana, 

to the south ·the gate of .AJ.:lwa?-AbSd, opening towards Fars 

and QQhistan, and, lastly, to the north, the main cate and 

those of Sir-Shirin and Sukht opening towards tUB and 

No.sa. The suburb contained the Friday Ivioe~ue and the city 

marketso Al-I~takhri gives information as to the locution 

of Nishapur 1 s main market-places, the Murabba'a al-Kabira 

and the Murabba'a a9-9aghira as well as the graveyard of ul-

l}usayn,the gate of al-Qan~ara and the Friday-Mosqueo He 

gives the gate, the mosque, the graveyard and the Murabba'a 

a~-~aghira as respectively north, east, south and west of 

the market place, the rtiurabba' a al-Kabira. Furthermore he 

notes that the Murabba'a a~-9aghira was the market-place near 

the governor's palace and the prison, which were located in 

the great square of al-l}usayn. 

1 situated in the Mu' askar quarter. 

The Friday Mosque was 

Writing shortly after al-I~j;akhri, Ibn-Ij:awqal gives an 

account of Nishapur quoting word for word the earlier 

writer, but omitting all reference to the orientation of 

the gate of al-Qantara and the Friday-Mosque, and merely 

1. I?takhri, Masalik al-mamalik, 254-255; cf. Le Strange, 
The land of the eastern Caliphate, 383-384. 
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noting that the graveyard of ul-~usain is to the west (south 

according to al-I~takhri) of the Murabba'a al-Kabi~a. 

However, he does mcke some dduitional references of his own: 

o.p:parently the market-places contained buildings called 

khans and hotels for both rich and not so rich merchants. 

Different kinds of merchandise had their o~n separate markets; 

cobblers, clothiers, boot-makers and others tended to have 

their own separate areas. . Hotels and shops were attached 

to these markets. 1 

Al-Maqdisi adds to the information given by his 

contemporary Ibn-~awqal. He v~ites that Nishnpur ~as divided 

into 42 quarters, some of them the size of half Shiraz. 

There were fifty main streets converging on the gates. He 

also counted 6,000 villages and 120 Friday mosques with 

pulpits in the twelve rustaqs of Nishapur, Busht~ Bayhaq, 

Juwayn, Jajarm, Isfara'in, Ustur:ra, Asfand9 Jam, Bakharz, 

Khawaf, Zawa and Rukhkh. 2 

Al-~akim an-Naysaburi ( rrr. Q. 3 ), who was a native 

of Nishupur and who vvrote his work Ta >-rikh Naysabur in 998t 

gives a considerable amount of geographical information 

about his city. It had 4 main squares, namely, Talajird, 

Hani' ~asayn and Ziyad. The square of al-~usayn was the 

largest and the meeting place of the notables of the city 

and the Sultans. Nishapur had twelve mosques, the earliest 

1. Ibn -IJa wqal, al-Masalik wa > 1_:-mamalik, 311; 

The lands of the .. eastern Caliphate~ 384 .. 
cf'. Le Strange 

2. I:iaqdisi, ['~san at-tagasim :ri ma' ri:t'at al-agalim, 

315-316 ~cf. Le Strange, on .. ci t, ~ loc ci t. 
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having been built =th the quarter of ash ... Bhaiiiiii'bar by the 

Muslim Commander 1 Abd-AllUh i.bn:- '~i~. iq_n-:<~<hu~?tYZ, who 

invaded the city in 652. A~-:tl"iki.m an-~ ays~bu_ri also gives 

detailed information about the Frida:y Mosque, w:nose foundation 

he attributes to Abu-Muslim,who occupied Nish~pur in 748. 

The mosque extended over 30 jaribs and had 1,000 columns. 

It wns one of the largest mosques in the city and it is 

said that as many us 60,000 Muslims once offered up their 

prayers there at one time. Inside the mosque were deep 

pools and running water. In the middle there was a snow 

store filled vnth snow in winter fu!d used in summer as a 

sour~e of drinking water. The roof of the great court, 

maqsura, in the mosque was supported by 12 columns; six of' 

them were marble. Both the roof and the dome were 

ornamented with gold. The mosque had two minarets at one 

time but these were demolisl:led by the Tahir•id prince, 1v1anS3ur 

ibn-Tal~a, who constructed another huge tall minaret in 

their placeo 1 The Friday Mosque stood until the ~affurid 

prince 'Amr ibn-al-Layth demolished the ffi:Osque and built 

his Friday Iviosque in the suburb east of the city market-place 

the Murabbn~n al-Kabira. According to al-Maqdis~ 'Amr ibn-

al-Layth r s mosque was built in six \7D.rds, its roof was 

supported by columns of backed brick, there were three 

arcades round the great court and the main buildine was 

decorated vrith· golden tiles. There were eleven gates to 

the mosque, each flunked by marble column~ and both vmlls 

1. T ~ , 141-143. 
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and ~oot w~re p~o~UselY ornamented.1 

Unfortunately, Nishapur was partly ruined by earth• 

quakes in 1145, and was rurther badly damaged by the invasion 

or the Turkish hordes of al-Ghuzz in 1153. When the Seljuq 

general al-Mu> ayyad, recaptured Nishapur, he moved the 

inhabitants to the district of ash-Shadhy~, which had 

formerly been a garden belonging to the governor 'Abd-AllUh 

ibn-'.fahir. Ash-Shndhyukh was enlarged by al-Mu'ayya~ who 

also surrounded it with wa1ls. 2 

Yaqut visited Nishapur in 1216. He stated that the 

name of the city was commonly pronounced Nashawlir. He saw 

the ruins resulting rrom the earthquakes or 1145 and the 

damage done b~/ the Ghuzz invaders, but he claims that in 

spite of all this he had never seen a finer city in all 

Khurasan. Its gardens were famous for their white 

currant~ ribas, and for other fruits.3 

In 1221, Nishapur was taken and sacked by the Mongols, 

vmo~ according to Yaqut, did not leave 'one stone standing 

on another' • Nishapur (ash-Shadhyak~) was completely 

destroyed by 8.Tl earthquake in 1280. A third city of 

1. Il!iaqdisi, A}Jsan at-taqasim., 316; cf. Le St~~-~--:~he 

lands of the eastern Caliphate , 384-385. In the second 
half of the 11th century a large mosque was built by the 

scholar Abu-'Ali al-Mani'i (.III. So 15 ), and was called 
after his name, the mosque of al-Mani'i. 

2. M B, III, 228-229; MustawfLNazhat al-gulub , 148. 

see below , 464-465. 

3. MP , IV, 857. 



Nishapur was reformded on a different site, and Muetn1."lfi, 

who lived in the 14th century, describes how the city had 

walls measuring 6,700 paces in circuit and lay at the foot 

of a hill, facing south. Ibn-Bawuta visited the city at 

this time and he say3 that it was given the name of ttlittle 

Damascus" because of its beauty, and the quantity of its 

fruit trees, orchards and streams. ·He adds that garments 

of silk and velvet were manufactured in Nishapur. 

The present city of Nishapur lies 46 miles west of 

Mashhad and one mile north-west of the ancient Nishapur, 

on the eastern side of a plain, surrounded by mountains, 

and facing the desert which is to the south.1 

l. M_E_, IV, 858-859; Mustawfi, Nuzhat al-gulub , 148; 
Ibn~~:~-pu-pa, RiJ:;la~, 177; Le Strange, The lands o:f the 

_eastern Caliphat~, 386 Yate, Khurasan and Sistan, 

410; ~cyc~aedia Britannica, XVI, 532. 
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3. AGRICULTURE AND IRRIGATION IN THE NISHAPUR OASIS 

The oasis containing Nishapur and its surrounding 

villages lay on a raised plain. To the east was the mountain 

range of' al-Buttam, running from Harw-ar-Rudh towards Rayy; 

this range twisted and f'ormed a ~escent facing Nishapuro 1 

Much of the land in the Nishapur oasis was laid out as 

orchards and gardens, as well as holding land for tillage 

and extensive estates. 2 Geographers divided the oasis 

into four fertile quarters, or rub's, namely ash-Shamat, 

Mazul, Riwand and Bushtaf'rush (now known as Pusht-Farosh). 

This last lay a day t s journey eastwards from the Jang Gate of 

the city of Nishapur and contained 126 villages, whose 

gardens produced apricots, which were exported in vast 

quantities .. 3 The quarter of ash-Shamat was called 

in Persian Tak-Ab, meaning 'whence water flows'. It 

stretched from the Friday Iv!osque of the city to the rustag 

of Busht about 16 farsakhs away, and though it co~tained an 

area of swampland it was kno~m for its extraordinary 

fertility .. 4 Mazul lay· to the north, one farsakh from the 

city of Nishapuro Its chief village was Bushtaniqan 

1 .. Ibn-~awqal, a1-Musa1ik wa'l-mama1ik, 109; Suhrab , 

'Aja'ib al-aqa~Im as-sab'a, 114. 

2. liaqdisi; Ahsan at-taqasim., 314; 

3 • Ib id-:. , o P .• c.i ~ • , 317; ll , 13 9 ; Le 
Str.ange, The lands of the eastern Caliphate, 387. 

.. -
4. T N , 139; M B , III, 238; Maqdisi, ~~t., 

316~ 
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( Bushtanqan or Bushtaqan), where 'Amr ibn-al-Layth, the 

9a~~arid, had planted a ~amous garden, which was a ~avourite 

pleasure-resort o~ the Nishapurians. This district was 

also renowned for its currants. 1 The last quarter, Riwand, 

with its main town of the same name, was a small district 

laying one stage west o~ Nishapur and covering the area rrom 

the Friday Mosque or Nishapur to the garden o~ ~ad-Abad. 

In the lOth century Riwand had a Friday Mosque built or 

backed brick, standing on the town's river. Riwand was 

~amous ~or its vineyards and quinces, whiCh were exported in 

immense quantities. 2 

The soil of the oasis of Nishapur was considered very 

fertile: its black earth, as Bosworth remarks, indicated 

a loamy nature. Fraser visited Nishapur nearly a 

century and a half ago and found in many places in the 

ruined city o~ Nishapur soil which contained a consider~ble 

proportion o~ rich loam to sand. He also noticed a thick 

coat o~ grass over much o~ the oasis. Bosworth comments 

on Fraser's statement: "This has resulted from the 

conversion of the mixed arable-pastoral farming of pre-

Seljuq times into the predominance of pasture under the 

T.urkmen and Kurdish nomadsu.3 

1. T N , 139; a.l-Maqdisi, Ahsan at-'taqasim,317; M B , I, 630. 
2. Ibid., II, 891-892; T N , 138; Maqdisi, op.cit., 

316-317; Le Strange, The lands o~ the eastern 

Caliphate, 387. 

3. Maqdi si, OJ?. ci t., 315; Bgfs., 153; Fraser~ 

Narrative o~ a journel into Khorasan in the years 1821 

and 1822., 391. 



The most important agricultural unit in Khurasan was 

the rusta or rustag on which Nishapur depended ~or its ~ood 

supply. Most of the products of Nishapur were consumed 

locally, except for the edible earth of Zawzan and the 

currants, which were exported. In the lOth century, Nishapur 

imported food-stuffs from Us·tuwa, the rustaq which lay 

a fair distance away .from Nishapur, towards Nas~ on the 

head-waters of the Atrek. Rustag Busht which lay at a 

distance of 16 f'arsakhs from Nishapur, was one of the most 

fertile in Khurasan, renowned for its moderate climate and 

its immense quantity of fruits, especially figs and grapes, 

although olives were also planted there, and it was a centre 

of grain production. It exported its food stuffs not only 

to Nishapur but to the other cities in Khurasano Harakhs, 

near Marw, was also regarded as a great centre of grain 

products and an important supplier of Nishapuro Al-Maqdisi 

noted that the amount of the grain exported each week from 

Sarakhs equalled that exported from Egypt to Qulzum and 

Jjijaz. 1 

In the lOth century the markets of' Nishapur were 

full of food-stuff' in sufficient quantity, but later the 

inhabitants suffered the effects of two disastrous 

famines, one in lOll, when ovring to early frost the grain 

failed to open and the citizens suffered so terribly that 

it is said 100,000 people in Niahapur die~ and another in 

1. Maqdisi, Ahsan at-taqasim., 313, 317-319; Ans., f.3la; cf. 

Bos.~ 153-154; Yate, Khurasan and Sistan, 180. 
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1101, when :famine broke out in the city owing to the heavy 

taxation imposed by the SUltan Sanjar: during this time 

some people are said to have eaten human :flesh publicly. 1 

Nishapur and its surrounding plain made use o:f water 

:from streams 9 springs and wells which provided 300 quarters 

o:f the city with water. Cold spring water ran swirt1y in 

the streams descending the mountains to the north-east. 

-- -The Wadi-Saghawar was the largest river in NiShapu~ as :far 

as we can gather. Coming :from the village o:f Bushtaniqan 9 

it turned about 70 mills, and had many people living on its 

banks, before passing across the oasis towards the city :for 

2 :farsakhs. Within the city and between the houses there 

2 were also many wells o:f sweet water. Mustaw:fi, who 

lived in the 14th century, noted that the water supply was 

plentiful, :for Nisha:pur's river had a strong enough 

current still to turn 40 mills before it came to the city. 3 

But one o:f the most important sources o:f water to Nishapur 

was artificial irrigation, by ganats. Al-?akim an-Naysaburi 

(III.Q.3) attributes the :foundation of this method to the 

legendary Pishdadian King Manuchihr. This ganat system o:f 

1. 'Utb~ at-Ta,rikh al-Yamini, II, 125-128; Jurbadhqani, 

Tarjuma-yi ta'rilth-i Yamkd,200-202; I Fun., 175-176; 

Kamil., IX, 158; See below~ 460; c:f. Bos., 

161-162; Barthold, Turkestan down to the Mongol 

invasion, 287-288. 

2. Maqdisi, AQ.san at-taqasim., 329; al-I9-pakhri, Masalik 

al-mamnlik, 225; Bos., 155; Le Strange, The lands o:f 

the eastern Caliphate, 385o 

3. Mustaw:f~Nuzhat a~-gulub, 148; 

Strange, OD.cit., 386. 

Bos., loc.cit., Le 
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irrigation was improved during the period of Arab domination. 

It is reported that the governor of Khurasan 9 'Abd-AllUh ibm

t~i~ according to Gardizi, commissioned jurists from 

Khurasa~ and Iraq and instructed them to write an authorita

tive text-book on the legal as)?ects of Q.a:p.ats and the use 

of their water. The book which they produced, Kitab al-

quni, still served as a reference for the solution of similar 

disputes two centuries later in the time of Gardizi. 1 In 

the lOth century al-Maqdisi reported 70 underground ~anats 

in Nishapur, fed from four main ganats whose branches came 

to the surface in the surrounding villages as well as 1n some 

quarters of the city. Even in the heat of summer their 
2 water was cool. Ibn-~awqal also recorded the existence 

of ganats and their coming to the surface in the rustags .. 

H$ a.lso reported that some of thetn wore eo deep 1 t needed 

lOO steps to reach them.3 Yaqut reported that the 

source of the vrate1, in the qana.ts. was an underground lake 

and added that the \.Vater was very sweet. 4 In the time 

of Mustawfi, the lL~th century, many of the ganats :fell 

into ruin and the city depended on its river for its water 

supply: he relates further that most o:f the houses in 

1 .• '1' N , 138; Gardizi, Zayn al-akhbar, 8; cf. :·Ba~thGld, 

Turkest® down to the Mongol invasion, 213; Bos., 157. 

2. Haqd.isi, Alfsan at-taq_asim., 329. 

3o Ibn-~awqal~ al~Masalik wa}l~mama1ik, 312; 

4 • !11 B , I V 1- 8 57 ; 
~ 
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Nishapur had cisterns ~or storing water in the dry season. 

Among the qana~o~ Nishapur mentioned by writers are those 

sup~lying the quarters of al-~ira, Balfawa, ash-Shadhy~h 

and Bab ul-Ma~mar and the street of perfumers, the 

ganats of Abu-'ft~r al-Khaffaf ( II. I. 5 ) , su,7ar, Sahl-

tashin, Ijamra-yi 'ulya (Ij:e.mza-yi •ulya), Kharkabadh, two 

qanats, the upper and the lower,coming from the village of 

Juri and that of Jahm from the villnee of Dastjirdo 1 

Fraser visited the ancient city of Nishupur and estimated 

tho.t throue;hol:.t t!le dif'~?~rent q_uarter•s of"' Nishapur thei'e 

Y.:·:~re 14,000 distinct villages: o.ll t7e-::·c inhe.bi ted and were 

irrigated by 12,000 qanats and 18 small rivers from the 

t 
. 1 moun .alns a 

1. ~usta~i, Nuzhat al-qulub , 148; T N , 121; 

l>tiaqdi si, ."l.l).san at-taqasim., 329; pos., 155; Le 
Strange, The lands of the eastern Caliphate, 386; 
Fraser, Narrative of a journey into Khorasan., 405. 



4. NISHAPUR: TRADE ~ND INDUSTRY 

Nishapur, in the Middle Ages 9 was a centre for many , 

branch caravan routes. One route ran southwards to 

'}:'ab as on the border of the Great Desert in Quhistan .. 

Another went to Qayino A third and the lon~est route 

ran south to Shiraz in Fars and reached the Persian Gulf'. 

Yet another went south-eastwards to Herat and reached 

Zaranj in Sijistano Finally 9 and most important, 

Nishapur lay on the great caravan route going eastwards 

from Baghdad to the frontier town of Jaxartes on the 

borders of Chinao 1 By the use of this route Nishapur 

provided the vvestern cities of the Empire with its :products" 

Its Garments of silk were popular and cherished among the 

Iraqis and the Egyptians of the lOth century. Its 

currants, rihas, were considered the best in Khurasnn and 

were presented at the dinner-tables of the Caliphs in 

Baghdad. Above all els~Nishapur in the lOth century 

exported the most delicious luxury food-stuff of the 

period, 'edible earth'. This delicacy was exported to 

Turke::;tan as well as to Iraq and Egypt. A th-Tha 'alibi 

( III. X. 11) noted that it was very dear in Egypt 9 

selling at one dinar a poundo The Caliphs ate it as a 

dessert. The best variety was green like rape but more 

glossyo The chief so~rce of edible earth was the 

l. Ibn-Rhurradadhbih, al-Nasa1ik wa' 1-mamalik. , 41, 50-5; 
Ibn-al-Faqih, Kitnb al-buldan., 208-246; Le Strange, 

The lunds of the eastern Cnliphate, 9-lOo 
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district of' Zawzan in Nisha:pur and it \7as also found in 
- ._ l 

Quhistan. 

In the lOth century, the~Nishapur became one of the 

most :prosperous· cities of' Khurasan. Its markets were full 

of cheap food-stuffs and its merchandize was distributed 

to many lands. It became m1 international centre of trade, 

an entrepSt, furga, for Furs, Sind and Kirman and a dep~t, 

- 2 
mntr~ for Khwarizm, Rayy and Gurgano Already in the 

11th century Nishapurian currency was high in value and 

circulated extensively as money economy becrune increasingly 

adopted in this periodo However, the value of currency was 

not necessarily the sume in ull pcrts of the Islamic empire. 

At the beginning of the lOth century, Khurusan coins had 

less value in Iraqo In the former region, the value of 

eold rose enormously towards the end of the lOth century 

ror political reasons. The Caliph al-Qn'im tried, in 

1036, to destroy the superior currency of his opponents, 

the Fa-pmids .. He abandoned the use of the Fatimid currency, 

the Maghribi dinars, in commercial transactions and 

recognized only the Qadiri, the Qashani and the Nishapuri 

dinars .. 3 

The manufacturing industry of Khurasan was indeed, as 

1 .. ~t'iaqdisi, Al}.san at-taqasim., 3l4-315, 326 n. e.; 

Tha'alibi, Latn>if al-ma'arif, 192; Mez , The 

renaissance of Islam , 436; Bos .. , 153. 

2. Haqdis_i,. oE.cit., 314-:'315; Bos., 150. 
3. Iviunta~am., VIII, 88; Knmil, IX, 308; 1\iez , 

op.cit., 475; Bos., 150. 
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Bosworth remarks, on a small scale and on a local basis. 

In the lOth century, Nishapur produced its own ironware, 

needles 9 knives and other articles. According to Hudud 

al-'alam, there were mines in the mountains o~ Khurasan, 

yielding turquoise, copper 9 lead, &ntimony, iron, gold and 

silver. From the hills around Nishapur itself came copper 

and turquoise .. In fact, Abu-Dulaf remarks that the 

qunlity of the copper from the mines of Nishapur was 

superior to any other in the world. 1 The turquoise o~ 

Nishapur was also of the best quality and its fame reached 

as far &s China for it is reported tho.t a Chinese author 

of the 14th century included in a list of jewels of the 

Muslims ni-she-bu-di turquoises as being distinguished 

by their fine structure. At the present day, there are 

still turquoise mines, they lie to the north-east of the 

city of Mashhad, 30 miles from the ancient city of 

Nishapu~ and cover an area of about 40 square mileso 2 

However, Nisho.pur's most famous produce was textiles 9 

of silk, cotton, linen a..nd velvet. hiost renowned of all 

was the industry of' the thin white cloth culled at-tahiriyya, 

named after the Tahirid princeso Also ~amous Ylere the 

1. Haqdisi, ~san at-taqasim., 325-326; 

102-103; Abu-Du1af', Abu-Dul:.f h!is' ar ibn Muhalhi1' s 
Travels in Iran. s Tr. Hinorsky, 59; ~·, 151. 

2. Thafalibi,· Lat~,if al-ma'~rif , 193; 

Eaqdisi, o:p.cit., 336; Bretschneider, Mediaeval 

Researches., I, 175; Curzon, Persia and the Persian 

guestion, I, 264-267; Bos., 151. 
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o:f silk. Nishapur's cra:fnsmen produced also materials 

made :from either silk or linen, and called ar-rak~taj 

and at-talrntanj. Turbans, called ash-shahjaniyya 9 were 

ulso manufactured, alone with veils and underwear. 

Nishapur's velvet garments were considered the best and 

in the 14th century Ibn-Battuta said the Nishapurinn 

garments of silk and vel vet were exported to India. 

Th&'alibi reports thnt the 'attabi and the saqilatlini 

Ath-

brocades of Nishapur were as good as those manufactured in 

Bae;hdad and I ?Pahan. Bosworth notes that Nishapur 

manufactured cloth of all grades: :for the mass of the 

people there were utilitarian cottons and felts, while 

brocade was produced to meet the demands o:f the court, 

for c:fficial ceremonies a~d for the harems. 1 

1. Tha 'alibi, 
- -

Maqdisi, ~sun at-taqasi~ 323; Ibn-Ba~tu~a, Ri~la, 

177; Bos., 151. 



PART ONE 

THE SCHOLARS OF NISHAPUR VffiO DIED BE~VEEN 

700 - 900. 
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II 

HISTORICAL INTRODUCTORY NOTE 

THE TAHIRIDS' PATRONAGE OF LEMLWING 
• 

The ~olitical im~ortance of Nisha~ur came to be 

recognized first under the 'fahirid dynasty~ when, during the 

governorshi~ of 'Abd-All~ ibn-Tahir (828-844), it became the 

ca~ital of Khurasan. 

The Tahirids were the first dynasty to establish a state • 

east of Baghdad which was semi-independent of the 'Abbasid 

Cali~hate. The founder of the dynasty, tahir ibn-al-~usayn~ 

was a descendant of a Persian slave and had at one time been a 

commander of the troops of the Cali~h al-Ma'mUn (reg. 813-833) 

when he had earned his master's respect and trust by 

defeating the forces of al-Amin (reg. 809-813). As a reward 

for this, al-Ma'm~ in 82~ appointed him governor of Khurasan. 

But rahi~ soon began to dissociate himself from the Cali~hate 

and by the time of his death, two years after his appointment 

as governor, he had omitted all reference to the Cali~hB name 

in the khutba. 1 'fahir was succeeded·in Khurasan by his son 

ial~a (reg. 822-828); after him reigned 'Abd-Allah ibn-Tahir, 

who was the most famous of the t~hirid governors. During 

the reign of his father he was a~~ointed by the Caliph al

Ma'mlin governor of Raqqa andEgypt and at the same time the 

1. Gardizi, Zayn al-akhbar, 5; Ya'qubi~ Kitab al-buldan, 90-
91; Shadh., II, 16-17; Mas 'uui, ~liuruj adh-dhahab., VI 

423; Tabari, Ta,rikh ar-rusul wa 5 1-muluk, III, 829; 

Kamil.~ VI, 255, 270; for general survey on the 

r_r·ahirids, see Barthold, E I 1 , 11 'J'aJJ.irids". 
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commander of the Caliph's troops. While he was at Dinawar, 

combatting the revolt of Babak the Khurramite, his brother 

ra~a died and he was appointed by al-Ma'mun to succeed Tal~a. 

'Abd-All~ established a stable government in Khurasan and made 

Nishapur his official capital: he laid out gardens in the 

Shadhyakh district of the city, where he also erected many 

buildingso 1 During the reign of the Caliph al~Mu'ta~im, 

(reg. 833-842) 'Abd-Allah successfully crushed the revolts 

of the 'Alid pretender, M~ammad ibn-al-Qasim, in 834-5 and in 

838-99 in rabaristan9 which was under the jurisdiction of the 

governor of Khurasan. He also subdued the more dangerous 

revolt of Maziya~ who had been incited to rebel by al-Afshin. 2 

Though he did much for the Caliph al-Mu&ta~im, he was hated 

by the Caliph because of a personal criticism expressed by 

'Abd-Allah when al-Mu'ta?im became Caliph. It is related by 

al-Gardizi that al-Mu(.ta?im tried to poison 'Abd-All~ by 

sending him a slave girl with a gift of poisoned cloth, but 

the attempt failed because the slave girl fell in love with 

him and revealed the Caliph's plot. 3 It was under ~Abd-All~ 

that the tahirids reached the zenith of their power. Their 

territory at this time comprised Rayy Kirman 9 in addition to 

lo Ya' qubi, Kitab al-buldan, 91; Gardizi, Zayn al-akhbar, 

6; Kamil~ VI, 257, 292; M B 9 III, 228-229; ~o' IX, 
483-489; Shadh., II, 68. 

2o I~fahani, Maqatil at-Talibiyyin, 577-589; Tabari, 

Ta'rikh ar-rusul wa'l-muluk, III,l275; Ga~dizi, 

op.cii7.,8. 

3. Ibid., op.cit., 7; the biography of 'Abd-Allih ibn-

'_fahir with references, see Marin E r 2 , "'Abd:·All8h B '? T~ir". 
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Khurasan proper and the lands east of it as far as the 

frontier of India. After his death in 844 his son T~ir 

succeeded him~ and M~ammad succeeded T~ir in 862. The 

'.f~irid dynasty collapsed during M~ammad's reign as a result 

of the attack of Ya'qub the 9affarid who took Khurasan in 

872. 1 

The T~irids seem to have been not only statesmen but . 
also learned men and patrons of learning and culture. The 

founde~ ra~ir ibn-al-~usa~ was celebrated as a poet of note 

a.nd as an author. Ibn-an-Nadim noted in his v~rk,al-Fihrist 9 

that '.fahir's famous prose-work was his letter,Risala, to his 
9 - 2 

benefacto~ the Caliph al-Ma mun. When Tahir was a general 

of the Caliph in Baghdad his court attracted the scholars 

of that city such as al-Khuza'i ( I. H. 5 ) al-Huhallabi 

(I. H. 4 ) and Abu-'1-'Amaythal al-A'rabi ( I. H. 2 ) . 
He t0ok them with him to Khurasan when he became a governor. 

It is rlelated that al-Muhallabi became his tutor in philology 

and earned his respect and favour and Abu-'1-'Amaythal became 

one of his favourite poets in his court.3 

'Abd-All~ ibn-iahir surpassed his father in the 

interest he took in the field of education and learning. 

1. Mas'udi, Muruj adh-dhahab, VIII, 42; 'Jabari, Ta'rikf1 ar

rusul wa'l-mulUk, III, 1880; Ya'qubi, Kitab al-buldan, 91. 
2. Ibn-an-Nadim, al-Fihrist~ 170. 
3 • Ib id • , o p • c it . , 7 2-7 3 • 
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'Abd-All~ himsel~ was an accomplished musician and a poet o~ 

note in his own right. He strongly supported all things 

Arabic and renounced Persian culture. He brought general 

education to the lower classes o~ peo~le: his attitude is 

illustrated by his saying, "knowledge must be available to the 

worthy and unworthy; knowledge will take care of itsel~ and 

not remain with the unworthy."1 His court in Nishapur was 

open to the many poets, scholars and writers not only of 

Nishapur but particularly of Iraq. It is reported by 

Yaqut that lAbd-All~ hims~lf requested the Caliph al-Ma 9 mUn 
to send him scholars from his court in Baghdad and that the 

Caliph granted his request and instructed three scholars ~rom 

his court to go to the governor's court in Nishapur; they 

were al-~usayn ibn-al-Fa~l al-Bajali, Abu-Sa'id a~-~arir 

( I,. H. 3 ) and Abu-Is}Jaq al-Qurashi and when they arrived 

in Nishapur they were housed in the quarter o~ 'Azra. 2 

Of the three scholars, we know Abu-Sa'id a~-~arir, who became 

the chief librarian of 'Abd-All~'s rich library in Nishapur. 

'Abd-All~ also ~avoured the scholar Abu-~1-'Amaythal, who 

previously had been mentioned as a favourite poet of his 

fatherrs court, and whom he also appoimted as the chief 

librarian as well as tutor to his sons. 3 The eminent scholar 

1. Gardizi, Zayn al-akhbar, 8. Ibn-an-Nadim, al-Fihrist, 

170: cf. Barthold, Turkestan down to the Mongol invasion, 

213. 

2. Irsh., I, 122. 

3. Ibn-an-Nadim, op.cit., 72; see below, 116~117. 
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o~ Nishapur, Ibn-R~uya ( I. C. 1 ), who was introduced to 

the court o~ 'Abd-A11~ by Y~ya ibn-Ya~ya an-Naysaburi 

( I. A. 5 ) 9 was honoured and res~ected by 'Abd-Allah and 

eventually became one o~ his intimate friends. 1 It might 

suf~ice to mention here that the court poet o~ al-Mu'ta~im 

Abu-Tammam ( I. H. 1 ) was attracted by the ~ame 6~ the 

governor o~ Khurasan 'Abd-All~ and that the poet, when he 

came to Nishapur, sang the praises o~ the governor in many 

2 
poems. 

The tahirids produced two outstanding scholars; the most 

eminent was the nephew o~ 'Abd-Allah ibn-':f~ir, Man~ur ibn-

- -
ral~a, the governor o~ Marw, Amul and Khwarizm. He was noted 

as a scientist and a philosopher and he wrote several works on 

mathematics and astronomy. His book al-Mu'nis ~i'l-musiqa was 

read with interest and admiration by his contemporary, the famous 

Muslim philosopher al-Kindi. 'Ubayd-All~ ibn-rahir, was 

celebrated as a man o~ letters and a poet. 'Abd-All~ ibn-

iahir calls him the 'wisdom,~ukm,o~ the t~irids. He was the 

author o~ several works, among them a collection of his 

Risalas dedicated to the ~amous poet Ibn-al-Mu'tazz (d. 908). 

However 'Ubayd-All~ spent most o~ his li~e in Baghdad where he 

occupied the position of chie~ o~ police. 3 

1. Subk., I, 232-233. 

2. See below~ 117. 

3. Ibn-an-Nadim, al-Fihrist, 170; I Kh., I, 233; cf. 

Barthold, Turkestan dovm to the Mongol invasion, 213. 
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III 

THE TRADITIONISTS 

THE COLLECTORS OF TRADITIONS: AL~BUKAARI .AND MUSLIM 

The word tradition (~adith 'narrative, talk') has the 

particular meaning o:f a record o:f the actions or sayings o:f· 

the Prophet and sometimes o:f the Companions or Successors. 

Tradition came to be ranked as the authority second to the 

Qur>an, but this was as a result o:f lengthy researches and 

investigations. J._:fteP the death o:f Mu.J)ammad, the original 

religious ideas and· usages Ylhich were current in the oldest 

community o:f Islam could not remain permanently unalteredo 

A new· period of' development in the :field of scholarship began 

to develop systematically the doctrine o:f duties and ideas in 

accordance with the ne~ conditions created a:fteP the great 

Islamic conquest, which covered a vast areao The Qur 9 an alone 

did not su:f:fice to provide laws :for so great an Empire, and it 

became necessary, at a very early period 9 to cast light on its 

precepts by means of explanations furnished by M~ammad himself' .. 

Theref'ore students o:f traditions and jurisprudence began to 

travel throughout the Islamic world in search o:f traditions 

and in pursuit of learning them :from the lips o:f the best 

authorities who were the Companions and the Successors, and 

gradually, as a result o:f these researches 9 traditions were 

written down by the ~ijazians and Iraqis among others 9 and 

also by the Khurasanianso 1 

2 l .. Rob son, E I , uiJadi th"; S E I 9 uljadi th 11 
• 
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At :r:irst; WtJ~ks d.evot~d ta tvadition al:la works on 

jurisprudence9 such as the Muwatta' of Malik ibn-Anas (d.795) 

of' 1Jedina and the Musnad of' Al).mad ibn-ljanbal (d .. 855) of 

Baghdad. However; Ni sha:pur, at the same period, produced 

scholars who participated in committing traditions to writing 

for legal uses: among such scholars were Ibn-Tahman (I. B .. 1) 

the author of as-Sunan fi '1-fiqh, and. t Abd-Allat. ibn-al-Mubarak 

(I. F. 1 ), the author of.a book of' the same title: other ~orks 

werethe Musnads of al-I·,Iut~awwi 6 i (I. A. 4 ) and that of 

Is~aq ibn-Rahuya ( I. c. 1 ) . Of' these works of the 

- " --Nishapurians, all are lost except the I':Iusnad of' Isl)aq 1bn-~ahuya 

in which traditions are arranged in order of the most recent 

witness, without any regard to the subject matter. He 

v.ras f'·~llowing the method of arrangement used in the Musliad 

of his contemporary, Aqmad ibn-Ijanbal. 1 

The 9th century of our era was the time when the 

important mus?annaf (Classified) works were compiled according 

to Chapters, 'ala al-abwab, which were in the course of time 

generally recognized by the Sunnite Muslim world as 

authoritative. They are the collections of al-Bul~ari 

( I. A. 23 ), Muslim ( I. A. 2g ), Abu-Dawlid (d.888), at-

Tirmidhi (d.892) an-Nasa>I (d. 915) and Ibn-Maja (d.886). 

These works are usually called briefly the six books·, al-Kutub 

as-sitta, or the six 9~i~s. Th·e collections of' al-Bukhari 
- -1. Ibn-I{haldun, ~ugaddima, 370;Ibn-an-Ncdim, al-Fihrist, 319-321; 

H ~· II, 1678; ~~mad Amin, ~l~ al-Islam, II, 106-107; 

Robson E I 2 "Hadlth"· A L . 217.. Gibb, Arabic ' '0 ,_, ' 
Literature, 72. 
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and Muslim are considered to be the most authoritative and 

were held in particularly high esteem. 
- 1 the two f?a{lil}.s. 

They are known as 

We must note that the traditionist a~-Bukhari was born 

in Bukhara, o~ a Persian family. After an absence of sixteen 

years, five of which he spent in Nishapur, where.he lectured 

on traditions, he returned to Bukhara and there wrote his 

He died in 870. ·His Sahih consists of traditions . - -· . 
which, in his view, r..re the only ones universally 

admitted to be authentic. The book includes traditions or 

all sorts, biographical, ethical and medical, as well as 

purely legal. Ibn-Khaldlin noted that al-Bukhari "widened the 

area of traditions and wrote the Sunnite trndition.s 

arranged according to subject. He combined all the different 

systems of the (legal schools) ~ijazians, Syrians and Iraqis, 

accepting the material upon which they all agreed, but 

excluding the material concerning which there were differences 

of opinion." Thererore al-Bukhari could be considered the 

first to compile a handbook serving in particular the Sunnite 

jurists, who belonged to different schools of jurisprudence, 

as a source for their legal opinions. 2 

Muslim, on the other hand, was a native of Nishapur 

of Arabian descent. He was a pupil of al-Bukhari and he 

also made an extensive journey during which he collected more 

1. Ibn-Khaldun, Muqaddima, 373; Robson, E r 2 , "{Iadithtr; 
Atmad Amin, D~a al-Islam, II, 110; A L , 219. 

2. Ibn-Khaldun, ()P.qJ:..!., 370; Gibb, .Arabic Literature, 
72; A L , 218. 
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than 300 9 000 tradition~on which his selection is based. The 

~riendship between Muslim aDd al-Bu1hari survived even the 

~ersecutions w~ich drove the latter scholar ~rom Nisha~ur. 

Muslim defended his friend's cause against MuJt.ammad ibn-Yal}.ya 

adh-Dhuhli ( I. A. 22 ),who affirmed the doctrine thatnot only 

the Qur~an itself is eternal, as being the word of God, but 

that the same rule ap~lied to the 'utterance',~ o~ the 

words of' which it is composed. Muslim classified his 

traditions in his 9~it according to juridicial categories and 

organized his chapters under different heads of jurisprudence. 

He presented a complete collection of' all the sound 

traditions .. 1 

Tradi ticns were divided into the f'ol1ovring categories; 

1. 'scund' ?~I~; this name is given to the utterly faultless 

tradition in whose 'chain of authority', isnad,there is no 

'weakness' ~lla, 2. 'good',hasan; such a tradition is not 

absolutely ~aultless, because its chain of authority is not 

quite complete, 3.. 'vreak ', g.a' i~, or 'infirm', sc.q_Im.; this is 

applied to a tradition against which serious doubts c~n be 

raised by reason of' its contents or because its transmitter 

is considered unreliable. Furthermor~ traditions were 

divided into seven grades: 1. Those given by al-Buk~ari and 

Muslim. 2. Those given by al-Bukhari aloneo 3. Those given 

by Muslim alone. 4. Those not given by eitherr which, however, 

ful~il their 'conditions'; shuruii. 5. Those tPaditions which 

1. Ibn-Kha1dun, Mu~d~~ma, 370; I Kh., II, 91; Shadh~ II, 

138; Subk., II, 11-13; I ~' IX, 54; Gibb, Arabic 

~i~~ture, 73; ~~ , 218-219. 
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:Cul:fil the conditions of al-Bukho.ri. 6. Those whi~h fulfil 

the conditions of Muslim. 7. Those traditions which are 

sound in the opinion of other authorities. 1 

However.? traditions which are mentioned by Muslim and 

al-Bukhari are given on the author~ity o:f the most reliable 

traditionists. Those scholars whose lives are connected with 

Ni sha:pur and on whose a~~_thor~i ty traditions are mentioned in the 

Sahihs of both al-Bukhari and Muslim are: - -
Q 6 ..• 

Abu-Zrurariyya ~n-

Naysaburi ( I. A. 5 ), Abu-'Abd-ar-R~man al-Ba~ri (I.A.9) 9 

Ibn-Ra:fi c (I .A .15), Ab~-' Ali al-I.·Iasa.rj isi (I .A .11), Abu-' 1-I}asan 

al-LG.baqi (I. L. 19 )t Abu-Ja'far as-Sarakhsi ( I. A. 20 ) 9 

Abu-!t 1-Azhar an-Naysaburi .( I. A. 29 ) , :tramdan ( I. A. 30 ) 

ar~RibB:ti ( I. A. 31 ) Ibn-r.fahman ( I. B. 1 ) Ibn-Rahuya 

( I .. C. 1 ), Abu-'Abd-Al1~ al-Qurashi ( I. c. 2 ) and 

Ibn-Abi-'Amr an-Naysaburi ( I. G. 2 ) . Those authorities 

vvhose traditions are quoted in a1-Bukhari' s Sahih and n.ot in 
t! • , 

Muslim's are: .Abu- 'Amr as-Su1ami ( I. A. 3 ) 

Abu··Ja' far ar-R2.zi ( I. A. 12 ) , 1\·iu:Q.ammad ibn

Ye.j.ya adh-Dhuhli ( I. A. 22 ) and Abt1.-f'IIUQ.ammad a1-

tAbd~ (l.A.26). And lastly, · thePe are those vrhosa .traditions 

are quoted in Muslim's 9~1~ and not related in al-Bukhari's; 

they are Abu-Musa al-An~ari (I.A.l3), and Abu-'Abd-ar-Ratun!i.n 

at· Tus~ (I .A .25) and Ab::t-Mul).ammad al-Karri (I .. A. 10) ~ 

The science o:f studying traditions was developed by 

Muslim scholars a century after the composition o:f the six 

·-. --·-· .2 
1 .. Robson, u_, u:£:iadith 11

; ~ .. , "Tradition:. 

Investir;ation and C~assi:fication" 9 1-1 \7, XLI ( 1951), 107-108. 
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Sahihs o 
5 i , , 

The rirst outstanding scholar to have studied 

traditions as a science9 'ilm9 was Abu-M~ammad ar-Ramahurmuzi 

(d. 971),whose writings on the subject are contained in a 

lengthy work of 7 volumes called al-Muhaddith al-fa9il bayna 

A Nishapurian scholar al-~~im Abu-;Abd-

All8h an-Naysaburi ( III. Q. 3 ) composed a mor~ systematic 

work entitled M·a"ri:fat anwa 4 'ulllin al-hadith which further 

divided traditions into 52 'categories~ naw", a method which 

was followed by later scholars such as Abu- 1Amr ibn-~ali~ 

( d .1245) anO. Mu}fyi- ad-Din an-Nawawi (d. 1277). 

Ibn-Khaldun credits al-~akim an-Naysaburi as being the 

~oremost who studied the science of tradition and says that 

al-.J:Iakim an-Naysaburi was "the one who polished the science 

of t:r-<:1di tions and displayed its charms. ul 

1. Ibn-KhaldUn , ~.luga.ddima~ 370;· Robson, E 12, "I~e.dith"; 
see below, 275-278. 
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THE TRADITIONISTS ( 700 - 9f.>O ). 

His name was al-ljusayn ibn-al-Walid and his laqab was 

Kumayl. He was an Arab belonging to the tribe or Quraysh 

and a native of Nishapur. He spent quite a considerable 

:part of his life fighting as a warrior vvi th the Cali:phate 

army against the Turkish tribes in east Persia. He made 

the :pilgrimage to l!iecca several times 1 and he is said to have 

studied under several authorities. In Iraq he read the Qur>an 

under al-Kisa'i 9 tutor to HarUn. ar-Rashid'-s sons, and 'Isa 
- -

ibn-'f'ahman. He also heard traditions from Sufyan ath-Thawri, 

Su:fyan ibn- 6 Uyayna 9 Jarir ibn-J;Iazim.,kialik ibn-Anas and other 

authorities from Iraq and ljijaz. He became noted in 

Nishapur as the master o:f the city in the science of 

traditicn and it is reported that many Nisha:purians learned 

traditions from him: among these were Is}faq ibn-R~uya (I .C.l), 

Ibn-Rafi' (I. A. 15) ---
and Ya}fya ibn-Ya}fya an-Naysaburi 

(I. A. 5 He died in Nishapur either in the year 817 
2 or one year later. 

1. His kun;r:a was either Abu-'Ali 
-2. I IJ ' II, 374-5; Shadh. 'J II 9 6· 

' 
c:f. T N 

' 15. 

or J•.bu- 6 Abd-All~. 

K.h.at.' VIII, 143; 
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His name was tumar ibn- 'Abd-.h.ll~ ibnuRazin ibn-

Hu:p.ammad ibn-Burd .. J\n Arab scholar belonging to the tribe 

of Sulaym!l he was born in NishaJ?ur and so received the nisba 

an-Naysaburi .. He studied traditions under the Nishapurians 

(I.G.l). 

He became renovmed as a reliable traditionist and many 

authorities learned traditions from him~ such as - ' . Abu- 1-Azhar 

an-Naysaburi ( I. A. 29 ) , AJ:lmad ibn-Yusu:f as-Sulami 

( I. A. 30 ), Is~aq ibn-~Abd-Allah as-Sulaymani~ al-?usayn 

ibn-Ean~ur as-Sulami.. He died in Nishapur in 818 o 1 

\ A. .. - ~ /J. s 1 72 A.3 _ ou- -:-mr as- u am1 

His name was. Ifa:f~ ibn- (Abd-Allah ibn-Rashid. He was a 

native of Nishapur and the qa~i of the city. During his 

twenty years as. qagl 9 he never permitted the use o:f 'personal 

. d t y ' JU gmen £.§:_]!_. He learned traditions in Nishapur :from Ibrahim 

Ibn-rahman ( r. B. 1 ) and· :from other masters of IraC1 such 

as Israjil ibn-Yu!:t.::?, Ibn-Abi-Dhi 'b, Sufyan ath-Thawri and 

others. He became noted e.s a master of traditions and al-

Bukhari ( I. A~ 23 ) related in his 9~ih soQnd traditions 

delivered by as-Sulami. He died in 824o 3 

1. f ~ ~ VII, L~:60·-Lt-69 

2. His }n.mya was either Abu- 6 iunr or .A.bu-Sahl .. 

3. I {I 9 II, 403~'-I-; _Sha<LI"l .. , II !' 22. 



A.4 Al-Muttawwi'i 
0 • 

His name was Ibr~Im ibn-Is~aq. He received the laqab 

Mu:fid-Naysabur, and was knovm as al-i.!utta\vvri 'i because o:f his . . 
love of jihad. During his travels through Khurasan and 

Iraq, he compiled material for his work entitled the Musnad 

and heard traditions :from 'Abd-All~ ibn-al-Mubarak (I. 

F. 1), Jarir ibn- 'Abd-al-tramid and Abu-Bakr al- 'Ayyash 0 It 

is also re~orted that Abu-Zur'a and Abu-Hatim o:f Rayy 
0 

delivered traditions on his authority. 

the city o:f Dinawaro 1 
He died in 825 in 

A.5 Abu-Zakariyya an-Naysaburi 

His name was Ya:Q.ya ibn-YeJ:lya ibn-Bukayr ibn-'Abd-ar-

Ra:Q.man ibn-Ya.J:lya ibn-Ijammad. He was an .Arab scholar 

belonging to the tribe o:f Tamim.. He vvas born in Nisha~ur 

in 759. He learned traditions, during his travels in Iraq 

and I:Iijaz,, :from Nalik ibn-imas, Sulayman ibn-Bilal, the 

~ammadayn, I:Iamld ibn- 4Abd-ar-RaQman ar~vN~si and :from other 

masters o:f traditions. He became noted as one o:f the most 

authori tativ·e tradi tionists in Khurasan. It is reported 

that the coll·ectors o:f traditions, al-Bul~ari ( I. A.. 23 ) , 

Muslim ( I. A.. 28 ) a.D.d at-Tirmidhi, related traditions on 

his authority. It is also reported that the Nisha:purians, 

1. Tadh., II, 3; for the derivation of' the nisba "al-IviuttaMvi'iu 

see Ans., f.534a; Lub., III, 151. 
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MUQ.ammad ibn-Ya{lya adh-Dhuh1i ( I. A. 22 ), Abu-'1-Azhar 

Alpnad :i:bn-a1·-Azhar ( I. A. 29 ) , Ibn-R8huya ( I o c. 1 ) , 

.AJ:lmad ibn-Sa1ama an-Naysaburi ( I" A .. 34 ) and Ya.Q.ya ibn

IviUJ.:lammad adh-Dhuh1i ( I. B o 11 ) de1i vered traditions on 

his authoPity .. He died in Nishapur in 838. It was 

estimated that about one hundred thousand citizens o~ 

Nishapur were present at his funeral. 1 

He was a 

native of Kufa .. He learnt tradition ~rom his father 

'Aththam, as well as from Ibn-'Uyayna, 'Abd-allan ibn-al-

1-liubarak (I. Fo 1) and Ijafl? ibn-Ghiyath. Then he travelled 

eastward, and in 820 settled in Nishapur. He became noted 

in this city foP his Vfide lmowledge of jurisprudence, 1i terature 

and traditions and gave lectures to mru1y students o~ the city, 
- --

including Is~aq ibn-Rahuya ( Io Co 1 ) and Mu~ammad ibn-

'Abd-al-Wahhab al-Farra' ( I., A o 36 ) . In 839 he le~t 
-

Nishapur and \Vent to Tarsus where he stayed until his .death 

in 842 .. 2 

1. I IJ, XI, 296-299. 

2. Ibid., VII, 363-364; Shadh., II, 65. 
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of Ni sha:pu:.., .. He cpent sone time in Baghdad before he went 

Durinp; his stay in the 

latter two cities he heard traditions from several masters 

including Sulayma~ ibn-Bilal, Nahshal ibn-s-atid, Abu-'l-Ahwas 9 . . 
Abu-'Awana, al-Layth and Sharik al-Qa~i. 

that traditions were delivered on his authority by MuJ.:l~amad 

ibn-Ishaq_ as-S:1gheni, Harb al-Kirmani, Muhammad al-Hadrami . . . . . . . 
and al- 'Ul\:bari. According to an-Nasa'I, Ibn-Ea 'in and 

Abu-Da~~d, Abu-'Ali-an-Naysaburi was not a reliable 

traditionist because it was believed that he made mistakes in 

giving 1 snads, and Daraq_utni alleges that .i\.f)u- ~ Ali t in.vents 

traditions' yada(. al-~hadith. 1 
' . .. -

_\. 8 Abu-li'Iu.Jtammad al-Quhustani 

His name Yfas 'Aod-All8.h ibn-al-Jarr~ ibn-Sa'd.. He 

was an Arab belonging to the tribe of Tamim and was a native 

of Quhustan, which was a small tovm situated between Herat 

and Nishapur. He spent most of his life in the city of 

Nishapur. He obtained his knowledge of traditions from his 

visits to Iraq Rnd ~ijaz where he heard traditions rrom 

trammad ibn-?tn.yd, m2lik ibn-Anas 1 I;Iaf~ ibn-Ghiyath and from 

other masters. He became renowned in Nishapur as a 

1 o _I_JI. , IX, 464-65; Kha}, III, 270-71.~. 
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distinguished traditionist and al-~~im an-Naysaburi (III.Q.3) 

attributes to him the spread of the science ~f tradition in · • 

Nisha}?ur. Many Nishi:.::1urians D.!'e .veported to have learned traditions 

from him, amongst them '.Abd-al-Wahhab al-Farra' ( I. A. 36 ), 

al-~usayn al-Qabbani ( II. I, 1 

place, Quhuatan in 846 .. 1 

) . He died in his native 

His name was ~amid ibn-~Umar .ibn-~af~ ibn-'Umar ibn-

'Ubayd-All~. He was a native of Ba~ra, but was later 

appointed ~ of Kirman. Then he left Kirman and went to 

Nishapur where he stayed until his death,which occurred in 846. 

He learned traditions in Iraq from~r lbn-Abl-Bakra, Abu-

1Awana, 'Abd-al-W~id ibn-Ziyad. Traditions were related 
• 

on hi? authority in the works of Muslim ( I. A. 28 ) and al-

Bukhari ( I. A. 23 ). He ie regarded by Ibn-Hibban . 
( II. K. 9 ) and ~ad ibn-Bistam as a reliable traditionist. 2 

A.lO Abu-MUQ.ammad a1~Karri 

His name was ~Abd-Al18h ibn-Muti'. He was a native of . 
Nishapur, but he went to B~ghdad whe~e be remained to~ the rest 

l. I H , 
~ 

V, 169-~0; cf. T N, 25; cf, ".al-Quhustanft Jms., f .466a; 

Lub., -- !II,- 13. 
2. I H 

_..:.. ' II, 169. 
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of his days and where he died in 851. He was noted as a 

reliable traditionist, and it is reported that he delivered 

traditions on the authority of ~Abd-Allah ibn-al-Mubarak 

( I. F. 1 ), Hushaym, Abu-Nu'aym~ YaQya ibn-Y~ya an-

Naysaburi ( I 0 A. 5 ), ~mad ibn-~anbal and others. It 

is also reported thet traditions were related on his authority 

in the works of an-Nasa~ I, Abu-Dav~ud and :Muslim ( I. A. 2$ ) •1 

A.ll Abu-'Ali al-Masarjisi 

His name was al-~asan ibn-'Isa ibn-Masarji& He was 

born in Nishapur in the quarter of 'Isa, and came from a 

well-known Christian family of the city. He was converted 

to Islam by 'Abd-Allai1 ibn-al-IYiubarak ( I. F. 1 ) . He 

came to Baghdad where he learned traditions from Abu-Bakr 

ibr:-·al-'Ayyash,'Abd-as-SaJLam ibn-Jjarb, Jarir ibn-'Abd-al-

tiamid, Ibn- 'Uyayna and Abu-Mu 'awiya. It is reported that 

he taught traditions in Baghdad, concerning the subject of 'faith'~ 

Iman, but the scholars of Baghdad disapproved of his lectures 

and left his class. In Khurasan, al-lvi"asarjist was held in 

high esteem and considered as reliable traditionist so that 

traditions were delivered on his authority and recorded by 

eminent masters of both Iraq and IGlurasan. Among those 

masters were ~ad ibn-~anbal, al-Bukhari ( I. A. 23 ) , Muslim 

(I.A.281Abu-Da.lld and an-Nasa~r. It is also reported that 

1. ~ , VI, 37; Khat., X, 177o 
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his classes in Nishapur were attended by the majority o~ the 

pupils of' the city and it is said that in his class twelve 

thousand ink :pots were counted. 

hecca in 853-4. 1 
He died on his return f'rom 

A.l2 Abu-Ja 1 f'ar ar-Razi 

His name was r:!ukhallad ibn-1Yialik ibn-Jabir. He was a 

native of' Ra;y-y, but he came to live in N i shapur where he died 

in 855. He delivered traditions on the authority of' Ibn-

'Uyayna, al..,..Walid ibn-Muslim 9 Ya.J}ya ibn-Sa tid and Abu- '.t\.wana o 

It is reported that traditions were delivered on his authority 

by al-Bukhari ( I. A. 23 ), 1Abd-Allah ad-Darimi, AQ.mad ibn-

aki\-N a9-r i bn- • Abd- al-Wahhab an-N aysaburi ( II. I. 3 

?asan ibn-Suf'yan and some others. 2 

) , al-

- --
A.l3 Abu-Musa al-An~ari 

His name was Isl}aq_ ibn-I•:iusa ibn-'Abd-All"iili. ibn-I~1usa 

ibn-'Abd-All~ ibn-Yazid. His ancestor Yazid was one of' 

the An~aris of' f:!edina, but Abu-busa Is:{laq was born in Kui'a. 

He came to Baghdad where he taught traditions and became noted 

l. I Kh." I, 581; I H., II, 313-314; Shadh., II 9 4; 
--S.. 

Khat., VII, 352; Lub., III, 82-83; Ans., f'f'.50la-502b; 

cf. Ibn-al-KhaFib ad-Dahsha, Tul).f'at dhawi' 1- 'J1.rab, 102. 

2. I IJ ' 
X, 75-76. 
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as a reliable traditionist. During the lifetime o~ Y~ya 

) he waG appointed qagi ef Nishapur. 

He stayed in Nishapu1"», during his retirement. fr0m 

office, in 855. He died in ~im~ in 858. 

Abu-Musa is considered by many authorities as a reliable 

traditionist. He learned traditions from Sufyan ibn-Uya~~a, 

al-Walid ibn-~uslim and Jarir ibn- 1Abd-al-~amid, and it is 

reported that Muslim ( 1. A. 28 ), at-Tirmidhi, Ibn-fuaja 

and an-Nasa~r related·traditions on his authority. 1 

A.l4 Abu-'Abd-ar-Ra.Jtiin al-Juzjani 

Hi-s name was Mu~ammad ibn-Atunad· i.bn-al-Jarr~. He was 
~.]"\-~CA 

a native of juzjan, which was ~ near Herat, but he spent 

111ost of his li:fe .: in Ni shapur. His father was a ~anafite 

jurist ... He hims~lf studied traditions with great devotion 

··and travelled widely in search of' religious knowledge. He 

leal..,ned traditions from Rawh ibn-'Ubada, Sa'id ibn-'Amirs 
. . : . 

V·!ahb ibn-Jarir, Abu- 'A~im and others .• It ~s also reported 

that traditions were related on his authority by the collector 

of traditions Ibn-laaja and he is considered by Ibn-:F}ibban 

( II. K. 9 ) as a reliable traditionist. He died in 859. 2 

1. Shadh., II, 105; Tadh., II, 89-90; I~ 9 I, 251. 

2. Ibid., I)_C, 20-21. 

,.;.:. -~ . ., 
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His name was M~ammad ibn-Rafil Ibn-Abi-Zayd 

Sabur. His kunya was Abu- 'Abd-Allah. He was a native of 

Yaman but he lived much of his life in Nishapur. He 

travelled so widely throughout the Islamic empire that it 

is said that he entered all the mosques in the Muslim world 

and studied under every shaykh he met in each mosque. It 

is recorded that he learned traditions from Sufyan ibn

'Uyayna, Abu-Mu'awiya, Abu-~mad az-Zubayri, Abu-Dawud 

al-Muqri', Abu-Dawud a~-'fayalisi and J:Iusayn iblJ.- 'Ali 

al-Ju"fi. He became noted as the most reliable master of 

Khurasan in the science of tradition. It is said that 

traditions were delivered on his authority by the Nishapurians 

MuJ:lammad ibn-YaJ.lya adh-Dhuhli ( Io A. 22 ), Abu-'1-

'Abbas as-Sarraj ( II. I. 12 ) and Ibn-Khuzayma ( II. K. 4. ). 

It is also said that traditions were related on his authority 

in the works of the f~1ous collectors of traditions al-

Bukhari ( I. A. 23 ) , Muslim ( I. A. 28 ) an-Nasa'I, 

at-Tirmidhi and Abu-Davrud. He died in 859. 1 

1. I ti . , IX, 160 .. 
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A.l6 Ibn-al-·' Ajaml 

His name was Muhammad ·ibn-hias·'ud ibn-Yusuf.. He .. 
received the kunya Abu-Ja:' far .• He was a Persian and a 

native of Nishavur but he left there und went to live in 

'tarsus where he died in 861 .• It is reported that the scholars 

of Maghr:i:l:> borrowed from him his queries on the rijal and 'ilal 

al-hadith. Ibn-al-'Ajruni learned traditions from Zayd ibn-

al-Ijabab, 1viusa ibn-Dawud aQ.-~abbi and others. It is also 

reported that traditions were delivered on his authority by 

Abu-Dawud, al-Haytham ibn-Khalaf', Ja':rar al-Faryabi, as-Sarraj 

(II. I.l2) and others. 1 

A.17 Abu-'1-Fa~l an-Numayri 

His name was 'I~ma ibn-al-Fa~l. He was a native of 

Nishapur. For a time he lived in Baghdad and was regarded 

as a reliable traditionist. He learned traditions from Zayd 

Yal).ya ibn-Adam and some others. It is said that 

1. I H 
--l.. 

IX, 438; Khat., _III, 301. --· 
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traditions were related on his authority by an-Nasa}i, Ibn-

Haja, Ibn-Ijibban ( II .. K .. 9 ), al--Qa.bbani ( II. I .. 1 ) 

and some other masters.. He died in 864. 1 

Abu-'Utbman ad-Baghdadi 

His name was Sa'id ibn-iviarwan ibn..:.'Ali. He was a 

native oi' Baghdad, but he s:pent most of his life in Nisha:pur 

and died there in 866. He learned traditions from Abu-

Np.~aym, 1.1-ul}ammad ibn..:. 1Abd-al-'Aziz, Abu-IJudhayf'a, Y~ya ibn-

It is said that al-Bulmari related in 

his ~a~I~ one tradition on the authority of al-Baghdadr. 2 

A.l9 Abu-~1-~asan al-Labaqi 

His name v1as 'Ali ibn-Salama ibn- 'Uqba. He lived in 

Nishapur and died there in 866.He hea.rdtraditions during his 

travels from Zayd ibn-:t:Iabab, hiarvvan · ibn-r.ia 'awiya, 'Abd-ar-
. . 

·R~an al-hiul}aribi and .Eu'awiya ibn-Ijisham. It is said 

that traditions were ·delivered on his authority by Ibn-

Khuzayma ( IIo K .. 4 ) , ·Ibrahim Ibn-hi~ammad ibn-Sufyan, 

) , f.iuslim ( II. A. 2~ , ) , 

Ibr:iliim · ibn-M~ammad. _Ibn-Abi-,r'alib .. and .al-Ijasan ibn-Sut'yan.3 

1, I ~-I , VII, 197;· <Iiliat., VII, ·288. 

2. I H , IV, 80; · llliat., IX, 91-2. -.--· . ---.-. 
3. I H., VII, 327~8'; Ans., f .494a; Lub., III, 66. --· 
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A~20 Abu-Ja'~ar as-Sarakhsi 

His name was Ahmad ibn~Sa'id ibn-Sakhr-. . He was born 

in Sarakhs but he spent most o~ his li~e in Nishapur where he 

died in 867. He made intermittent journeys in the course o~ 

vvhich he heard traditions ~rom an .... NaQ_r ibn-Shumayl, Abu- 'Amir 

al-'Aqadi and 'Ali ibn-al-?usayn al~Marwazi. It is said 

that tradi tionR vtere related on hi,s authority by r:iuslim (I .A. 28), 

al~Bukhari ( I. A. 23 

navrod. 1 

A.21 

\ 

I ~ 

}j.s name was 'All ibn-Sa'id ibn-Jarir· ibn~Dhakwan. 

A native of Nasa, he came tb live in Nishapur~ He made 

severa1 journ·~;ys in Khurasan, ?ijaz, Syria and Iraq, during 

which he heard t:.'laditions :from 1\J)mad ibn-Jjanbal, 'Uthman ibn

(Umar ibn-Farj s 9 ''./\.bd-Allfih as-Sahmi, Ya ( qub· ibn-Ibrahim ibn-
~ . \ . 

Sa' d, Yabya ibn-ljia:m.mad and some others.- Traditions were 

related on his authority by an-Nasa:-i, Ivius& ibn-HarUn and 

Ibn·~IYiaj a in his §unart_ section on the Ta:fsir·. He died in 869. 2 

1. Ta~., II, 116; 

2 • :r.,. .· j. , VI I, 3 2 6 • · 
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A.22 Mu1lammad adh-Dhuhli 

His name was 1-Ju.J}ammad ibn-Yal)ya ibn-'Abd-A:LlEih ibn-Khalid 

ibn-Faris ibn-Dhuwayb. He received the kunya. Apu- 1-Abd-All~ 

and was knovm by his nisba adh-Dhuhli, which was the name o:f 

an Arabian tribe. Adh-Dhuhli was a native o:f Ntshapur. He 

came to Baghdad where he met Ibn-?anbal and asked him some legal 

questions. He also learnt traditions in Baghdad :from 'Abd-ar-

Ral)m·an ibn-al-r,iahdi., Bi shr- az~Zahrani and others. He returned 

to Nishapur· where he was held in hi;gh esteem by the people o:f 

that city9 who acknowledged him as the imam of' the people 

o:f traditi.on in Khuras~. One of the most important episodes 

in his life occur-red vthen s.l~Bukhari ( I. A. 23 ) came 

to N i shapu1--: and the students le:ft adh-Dhuhlirs lectures to 

came to study under al-Buk~ari. Disputations arose between 

him and al-Bukhari and then adh-Dhuhli alleged that al-Bukhari up-

held lviu' tazalite doctrines~ Eventually al~Bukhari was forced 

to leave Nishapur and most of his students returned to study 

under adh-Dhuhli. Adh~Dhuhl.i died in Nishapur in 869. 

Adh-Dhuhll was one of the most reliable traditionists of 

Nishapur. It is said that he collected traditions which were 

related to az-Zuhri. It is also said that traditions were 

related on his authority in the collections of al-Bukhari 
- -- 1 Abu-Da\vud9 at-'J:irmi<L~i, Ibn-.Maja and a."'1.-Nasa't.~ 

1. Shadh., IIs 138; I Kh., II 9 91; Khat.•.' III, 415-420; 
-· 2 -6- 6 -J;lUntazam., V , 15 ..... 1 ; I .1:1 , IX, 511-51 ; Ibn-Abi-

Ya'1a,Tabaqat a1-Hanabila ... , I, 328; c:f. The nisba "ad.h

Dhuh1I", Lub .• , I, 477; ~ ~, :f. 241a .• 
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Ao23 Al-Bukhari 

His name vvas l-tiuhammad ibn-Isma'il ibn-Ibrahim ibn-al-. 
lfughira i bn-Bardi zba 9 with the kunya Abu- 6 ii.bd-Allah 0 He came 

of a Persian family. He received the nisba al-Ju 6 fi because his 

great grandfather al-r:!ughira ~vas a mawla o:f Yamo.n al-Ju ':fi, 

governor o:f Bukhara. He was born in Bukhara in 810 and 

began at the age of eleven to study traditionso Some of 

the previous collections of traditions ~hich he is knovm to 

have studied were those o:f 'Abd-Allah ibn-al-Eubarak ( Io 

Fo 1 ). 1Nhen he was sixteen, he went on the pilgrimage to 

Mecca with his mother and sister but on their return journey 

he was lef't behind in Ifijaz, wheT·e he attended the lectures 

o:f the most :famous tradi tioni sts o:f 1-:iecca and 1'.1edina o In 

828, he vras at r:iedina and v1hile he was there, he wrote his 

great historical vYork on the trustw·orthy tradi tionists, 

entitled at-Ta>rikh .al-ma'rufo For the next sixteen years, 

al-Bukhari travelled widely throughout the Islamic world, 

visiting the main cities :from Khurasan to Egypt, and he later 

claimed that during these travels he heard over 600,000 

traditions :from a 1000 shayk .. h.s o It is said that he heard 

traditions in Balkh :from ri!ak.ki ibn-Ibrahim, YaJ;lya ibn-Bi shr 

az-Z~id, in Marw :from 'All ibn-al-?usayn ibn-Shaqiq ibn-

• Abdan, in Ni shapur :from Ya.J;lya ibn-Yal).ya ( I. A. 5 ) 9 

Ishaq ibn-Riihuya ( I. c. 1 • ) and Bishr ibn-al-~akam, in 

Rayy :from Ibrahim ibn-Musa al~~afi~, in Baghdad :from Shuray' 

ibn-an-Nu'man, in Ba?ra :from Abu-(A?im an-Nabb~ in Ku:fa :from 



Abu-Nu' aym and l_falq ibn-Ghcnnam9 in Lecca from al-I]amidi 9 in 

1~iedina from 'Abd-al- 'Aziz al-llJwaysi and !:iuttari:f ibn- 'Abc1-Allah 9 

ru1d from many others in Egypt, Damascus, 'Asqalan and ~im~o 

During these travels he is 1illO\ll1 to have de:fini tel;:,r visited 

Nishapur twice and it was on his second visit to Nishapur that 

he was acclaimed at the gates of' the city by over 1000 of its 

inhabitants. He was held in even higher esteem by the 

scholars of that city who continued to hold him in high regard 

in spite of' his quarrel with the chief' of.the traditionists in 

the ci ty 9 Jviuhammad ibn-Yal).ya adh-Dhuhli (I oAo22), over a certain 

pronunciation of' the words of the Qur~anic text. Eventually the 

hostility of' :M~ammad adh-Dhuhli, who accused al-Bu.khari of 

spreading heretical doctrines, forced him to abandon his 

lecturin6 and even to leave Nishapuro Among the scholars 

who remained faithful to al-Bukhari at this time and who 

continued to attend his classes, despite orders to the 

contrary issued by the tfanafite leader, were huslim ( I 

Ao 28) and al-Qabbani ( II. I. 1 )o 

After being forced to leave Nishapur, al-Bu~hari 

returned to his native city of Bukhara, where he encountered 

similar hostility from the ~anafites. It is reported that 
-- - -

the governor of' Bukhara, Khalid adh-Dhuhli, asked him to tutor 

his children and when al-Bukhari refused to do so, he was 

expelled :from the city. Al-Bukhari then went to live in 
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Kharatank, a village about two farsakhs from Samarqand. He 

died there in 870. 1 

Al-Bukhari's most famous work al-Jami' a~-~aQi9, was the 

result o~ the experience acc~mulated during his sixteen years 

o~ travel, end his selections from the vast number of traditions 

which he had gatheredo In spite of the hostility of 

certain scholars during the latter :period of his life, which 

we have already recounted,. ·shis book was widely read and even 

during his lifetime it had acquired the reputation of being a 

sacred book only slightly inferior to the Qur;,an itself. 

The work itself is divided into 97 books with 3450 'chapters', 

babs,and some 7397·tr.adition~ with full 'chains of 

Ibn-Khaldun remar1cs that al-Bukharir s 

work enl~rged the area of traditions partly because of their 

quantity and mainly because they vverfl' arranged end classified 

according to subj_ect mattc:ra-. If a particular tradition had 

some bearing upon the su~Jject· of a chapter it was included in 

that chapter and, .. since a :part·icular tradition may cover 

_different topics, it was Quite usual to find that tradition 

repeated ih sev.eral different chapters •. If we om.i·t the 

1 •. Subk~.,, II, 2-16;. I. _l\11_~.,_. T, 376-77 ;_ I H. , . IX, 4 7-5 5; 
~..,: . . 

1ii::fta1l:., II, 4--5;. T£.dh •. , II,. 122;· Khat; •. , II, 4-33; 
Shadh •. , II, 144; Lub., II, 101; Ans o, :f • .68a: Ibn-Abi 

Ya' 18, 't.abaqat al-:trana.~, I , 271-279; al~Bukhari' s second 
visit to Ni.sha:pur :pr_Qbably lasted :five years, c:f o.T N 

29-30. 
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repetitions, there are only about 2762 traditions 9 but even 

this number gives some indication o~ the immense scope o~ the 

work~~ 1 

A.24. Abu-'Abd-Allah an-Naysaburi 

H"is name v1as MUQ.ammad ibn-'Aqil ibn.:..Khuwaylid ibn-

He was a native o~ 

Nisha:pur,.o~ Arabian desc·ent and cf tl:e Khuz·a'a tribe. He 

learned traditions in Ni shapur· f'rom !}c.{§· as-Sulami ( I .. A o 3 ) 

Hafs al-Balkhi ( I .. Bo 2 
• 0 

) and from other scholars in 

Khurasan and Iraq_.· He became reno·wned as a reliable 

traditionist and :lt is said that he taught ten traditions in 

Iraq. Traditions vvere related on his authority in the 

Ibn-Hibban ( Io Ko 9 . 
and al-~akim Abu~~mad ( II .. Io 43 ). 

Nishapur in 870~2 
He died in 

1. Ibn-Khaldun, al~.hh.1qaddima, 370-37t; Subk.,. II, 4; cf. I~ L , 
l -..;......,. 2 -

217-18 ;: Brockelmann,!_;L_, "Al-Bukhari", Rob son, ~' 

"Al---Bukhari"; S E I ,. "Al-Bukhari11
; G A L ,. I, 163; G A L S , 

I, 260. 

2~ !_£, IX, 347. 
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A.25 Abu- 1Abd-ar-Rahman at-Tusi1 . . . 
His name was 'Abd-Allah ibn-Hashim ibn-Hayyan. . He was 

an Arab and a descendant or the Arabian tribe the 'Ubayd. 

He was born in Radhakan~ a district in Tus, hut he lived most 

or his life in Nishapur and Baghdad. He studied traditidn 

in Ni shapur under i::.bu- 'Amr Ija:f9 as-Sulumi ( I. A. 3 ) • 

In 816 he went to Baghdad where he became a p-:.1pil of Waki' 

ibn-al-Jarra~ and it is said that he read most of the works 

of his teacher. He also deepened his knowledge by learning 

traditions from Sufyan ibn-~Uyayna~ Y~ya al-Qattan, Ibn-al-

I'liahdi and others • He was held in Baghdad as well as 

Nishapur as one or the mos·t reliable tradi tionists of' his 

time and writers :from Nish.apur such as j,·iuslim ( I .. A .. 28 ) 

al-Qabbani ( IIo Io 1 ) ~ad ibn-Salama ( Io A. 34 ) 

and Is~aq_ ibn-R8heya ( Io Go 1 ) related traditions in 

their work on the authority o'f at.-ttisi. 

in '872. 2 

He died in Baghdad 

A. 26 Abu-itiuh~ammad al-lAbdi - . 
His name was 'Abd-ar-R$fian ibn-Bishr ibn-al-:IJakaJn. 

He was a native of' Nishapur, but of Arabian origin~ During 

his travels through Iraq_ and tlijaz _ _, he heard traditions from 

1. His kunya was either Abu- l Abd-ar-Ral}man or Abu-I1iUQ.ammad. 

2. IUla~., X, 193-194; I ~,, VI~ 60. 
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Su:fyan ibn- 'Uyayna, I1ialik ibn-Su'ayr, Ya\lya ibn-Sa ~d al-Qatt;firt,. 

an-Na~r ibn-Shumay~ Waki' ibn-~1-Jarr~ and :from others. He· 

became noted as a reliable traditionist and his distinguished 

knovvledge o:f trad:l tions is sho'JVn by the :fact that the governor· 

in Nishapur 'Abd-Allah :Lbn-t.ahir acknowledged him with three 

others chosen from several hundred shaylths as mastePs o:f 

Nishapur in the subject o:f tradition •. It is reported th~t 

traditions were related on his authority in the works o:f al-· 

Bukhari ( I .. A.-... 23 ) ,. Abu~nawid· 
' 
al~Qabbani ( IIo I o 1 ) 9 

AlJmad ibn-Salama c Io I 34 ). 'i: Ibn~Xhuzayma ( II o K. 4 ) SI .h.o 

Abu- 'Awana ( II 0 I. 16 ) ,. al~Jjakim an-Naysaburi (. II .. I 0 43 ) 

and Abu,...·'Amr al-<Mustamli ( I .. A 0 33 ) •. He died in 873. 1 

A. 27· Qatan al-Qushayri .. 
His name was Qatan- ibn_;;Ibr~im ibn:..::.-•·Isa. ibn-Muslim ibn-•· 

Khali·d ibn-Qat:an ibn...;.···Abd:..:.Allah ibn Ghatfan ibn-Isma lil ibn-... .. 
Salama ibn-Qu'Shay.r,. wi~th the kunya Abu_;;:sa •·id •. He was an Arab 

belongi·ng· to. the tribe o:r· Qushayr·. He was born in Nishapur 

in 796 •. He learned t.radi tions in Nisha:pur :from Ija:f~ ibn- 'Abd-

Allcll as-Sulami ( I .. A ... 3 ) and al-<iiusayn ibn..;.al-'.~Ialid al-

Qurashi ( Io C. 2 
-

).~ During his travels to Iraq and Jjijaz 

he l-earned traditi'ons :from several masters,. i'ncluding 1:iu 'all a 
ibn-Asad, Qabi9a ibn-'Uqba, .. 'Abd...;.Allah ibn-Yazid al-l~iuq_ri' 
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and ~ammad ibn-Qirrat. He became a distinguished traditionist 

but Ibn-~ibuan (II.K.9) alleges that Qatan occasionally made some 

mistakes in delivering traditions. It is reported that an-

Nasa'i related in his Sunan two traditions on the authority 

of Qatan. Qatan died in 874 •. 1 .. 

A. 2 8 lviuslim 

His name was J,:iuslim ibn-al·-I}aj jaJ i.bn-1\iuslim, with the 

f1IDYa of Abu- , .. 1-~usayn . He was a native of Nishapur 

belonging to the Arabian t~-ibe of Qu Ghay·r-.. He was born in 

Nishapur in 817 or 821. At the age of sixteen he is reputed 

to have "'Jegun his study of traditions in his birth-place under 

) and Y~ya ibn-Ya{lya an-

Naysaburi ( I. A .• 5 He travelled extensively in 

Iji jaz, Irag_ 9 Sy·ria and EgyJ:>"4 during whi eh time he collected 

material :for- his wo·rk the 9al).f1) .• He visited Baghdad several 

times and during his eai3lier· visits he learned traditions there 

from Ya{lya ibn-~a' .. id and hu~ammad ibn-l':iukhallad .. His last 

visit to Baghdad was in 872/3 .. ~~en a1-Bukhari ( I. A. 23) 

resided in Nisha:pur l,ius1im made his acq_uaintance and continued 

to visit him and attend hi.s· lectures even after al-Buk.hari's 

quarrel vvi th the chief of the tradi tionists in l\Tishapur i.iuJ:lammad 

1. I H , VIII, 380-381. 
__,J.. 
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at the age of fifty. 1 

) . 
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Muslim died in Nishapur in 876 

Muslim wrote a large number of books on traditions, 

jurisprudence, biography and genealogy but none of these books 

- - 2 have survived, with the exception or al-Jami' a~-~a~i~, 

His reputation today rests upon the f?aJ:lil)., which ranks with 

al-Bukhari's work of the same name. Muslim's Sahih took . . . 
him about fifteen years to compile and is said to have been 

selected from over 30,000 traditions which he had collected 

during his travelso He included in his collection only 

those traditions upon which the~e was general agreement.3 

iviuslim' s Yvork consists of' 53 books vvhich dealt vti th the 

common subjects of' traditions: the :five pillars, marriage, 

slavery, barter, hereditary law, sacrif'ice, manners and customs, 

the Prophet and the Companions, predestination and other 

theological matters. However 9 I\·.iuslim r s ~a.Q.i:Q. dif'f'ers :from 

that of' al-Bukhari and :from other collections of' traditions in 

two important respects: (a) lvtuslim classif'ies the tro.di tions 

1. I Kh., II, 91-92; I ~ , X, 126-128; Khat., XII, 100-104; 

1\:1if't8J;., II, 8; ~., XIII, 10-4; ~a~am., v2 , 32; 

Tadh., II, 150-152; Lub~, II, 264; jms., f'.453b; Ibn-

Abi-Ya'la, ':fabaqat al-ljanabila., I, 337-339; ·· 

'F N , 15. 

2. See lists of' his works ..~.n: I H , XI, 127; H Kh., I, 175, ---· ~ 

202; II, 555, 1099, 1160, 1387, 1464, 1469; Tadh., II, 

151-152; G A,l, I, 166-168; GAL a, I, 265-266. 

3. Ibn-Khald"Un,lviugaddima, 171; I Kh., II, 91; Ibn-Abi

Ya~la, Tabaqat al-~anabilao, I, 338. 
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according to judicial categories and organised his chapters 

under different kinds of jurisprudence, whereas in al-Bukharits 

wo1,k the traditions were classified according to tarjamas. 

In this way i·:!uslim omitted the repetitions which werle a 

noticeable featu1•e in al-Bukhari r s work: (b) l':iuslim gave 

particular attention to the isnads which serve as an 

introduction to ei the1 .. the same or to a slightly different 

1 version of' the 1~p,tn~ 

A.29 

I-Iis name was J4:1mad ibn-al-Azhar ibn-i':lanit ibn-Sulayt ibn-

Ibrahim. He was a native of Nishapur 9 an Arab and a 

descenda~·1t of' the tribe of 'Ubaydo It seems that he had 

made many journeys through Iraq and ~ijaz and learned 

traditions from Sufyan ibn- 'Uyayna, 1-lalik ibn-Sa ,.id, IbrBhim 

ibn-Sa'd, 'Abd .... Allah ibn-:Numayr·~ Raw:Q. ibn-'Ubada and from otherso 

In Baghdad he taught traditions, and he related details of' the 

life of YalJ.ya ibn-i~ani"· to the people of that city. Abu-'J.-

Azhar is r~arded as a reliable traditionist and it is reported 

that traditions were related on his authority in the v-vorks of' 

al-Bukhari ( Io Ao 23 ) Muslim ( Io Ao 28 ), Abu-'Awana 

al-Isf'ara' ini ( II 0 I. 16 ) Abu-Zur':a ar-Razi and the famous 

l. Ibn-Khaldun, Mugaddima, 371;: 8 E I , H:Muslim B .. Al-

I}adjdjadj 11
; Wensincl(, E r1 , "h1uslim B .. Al-tjadjdjadj"; 

A L ., 218-219., 



historian Liul).ammad ibn Jarir at-11 abari (838-923) o 

Azhar died in Nisha:pu.r in 874 or in. 877. 1 

A-.. 30 Hamdan .. 
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- ' Abu- 1-

His name was A.Q.mad ibn-Yusu:f ibn-Khalid al-r,iuhallabi 

al-Azdi as-Sulami, vvi th the t.unya of .A"ou-5' 1-trasan. He was 

a native of Nishaj_)ur, of Arabian descent~belonging to tha 

tribe of Sulaym. He heard traditions in Khurasan, Iraq and 

Ijijaz. from sev-eral authol~ities such as Sufyan ibn-'Uyayna, 

Abu-;;n-Na~r, Abu-t:Ubayd and Ibn-al-Jarr~. It is reported 

-that he wrote dort.n 30,000 traditions from i:iuhammad ibn-hiusa . 
and studied traditions llilder the Nishapurian Yalfya ibn-YaJ.:lya 

( Io A. 5 He bE:came noted as a reliable traditionist 

·and writers of' tradi tio.n, Sl1..ch as al-Bukhari ( I. A o 23 ) , 

i:luslim ( I o A. 28 ) ., an-Nasa'i and Abu-Davrud, related 

traditions in their works on the authority of I:Iamdan. He 

died in Nishapur in 877~ 2 

l •. I I:I·:-, I, 11·; .Khat o, VII, 39; Tadh .• , II 9 114-115; 

Shadh .• , II, 146. 
2. L!! , I, 91·-~2.; ShacL"h. ... , II, 147. 
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- A .. 31 

His name \·1as JU:unad ibn-Sa 'id ibn-Ibr~Im, with the kunya 

o~ Abu-'Abd-All~. He was a native o~ Mirw but spent most 

o~ his li~e ir- Nishapur. He received tte nisba ar-Ribati 

because he built several ribats in Nishapur and was in charge 

o~ its awgaf'. He visited Iraq and ~ij~z and learned 

traditions from Y:!al{i' i bn-al-Jarral;., 'Ab:i-AllBh ibn-1\iusa, 

Wahb ibn-Jarir and Sa 1 Id ibn-'Amir. J:t is reported that he 

visited Baghdad and learned traditions from i~ad ibn~~anbal 

and other scholars of that cityo He is regarded by an-Nasa~I 

as a reliable tradi tionist and tradi tj.ons were related on his 

authority in the vrorks of al~Bukhari ( Io Ao 23 ) , !Yiuslim _ 

( Io Ao 28 ), Abu-Dawtid·, an-Nasa~I, Ibn-Khuzayma ( II .. K. 4 ) 

as-Sarraj ( II o I". 12 ) and .al-Qabbanl ( II o I" 1 ) • He 

died in Qlimi s in 88o-. 1 

His name w~s Sa'fd ibn-Ya'q~b. He was a native of 

'falaqan which was a tov:m situated betv7een r.iarw-ar-Rudh and 

Balkh. 2 He travelled and heHrd traditions from many 

Amo.ng __ those masters 

1. Khat._~, IV, 165-:.:..l_66; .!.J!., I, 30;. Shadh .. ,. II, 102: 

Ibn-Abi~Ya~I.a· T-abanat al-Harrahi·la· I .. 45-,... Lub .... I, 457; 
• ' ... '::!.. . . • ·" , , 

Ans .. t:· ~ .. 247b; Tadh:, II, 108. 

2~·- There is ano-ther· 't~laqan whi.ch is near Qazwin, c~. Abu-'1-

Ijusa-yn a~-Talaqani (IVoAAo35); c~~ Lub .. , II, 76-77; 
~0, ~.363b .. 
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were :trammad i·bn-Yaz:td, Khalid ibn...:.'Ali, • Abd-.AllSh 
11. 

1bn al-friubarak 

) , Yazi:d ibn-Zuray", 'Uthman ibn-Yam_nn, Hashlm 9 

'Abd-as-2allam ibn-ti_arb and A.~ad ibn-tianbal. He crone to 

Ni sha:pur and taught traditions there to Eu~anmad aci-DlT'J.hli 

(I. Ao22) and the latter's conteupora.ries .. Some say that 

Ibn-Khuzayma ( IIo Ko 4 ) heard traditions from him but ibn-

~~jar rejects this statement.~ He died in Baghdad in 885. 

P.:~-'talaqani·. is regarded as the best tradi tionist of 

his time in Khurasano He is o.clmowledged by the distingui-

- -
shed Baghdadian traditionist Daraqutnx·as a reliable master 

and traditions are related on at-Talaqani's authority in the . . . 

A .. 33 · Abu--'Amr a1-1'1Iustam1i 

His name vvas .AJ.:ll!lad ibn-al-1\Lubaraki ( t1ubarak),. and he 

was a native of Nishapur •. He received the nisba al-Hustamli 

J_)robably beca·J.se he wrote down_, Virith devotion, information 

from other .scholgrs. It is said that he r..rrote down 

traditions from 842 until his death in 897. He learned 

traditions in Il.hurasan, Iraq· and· tii jaz from. the masters of 

those countries· in_cluding Qutayba ibn-Sa 'id,. Sahl ibn- 'Uthman, 

Yazid i bn-f?~lil). and .c\.;,.jJ_n&C. ibn-~~1bal ~-, ·In Ni shapur ·he taught 

1 .. -~ t! 9 IV, 103; :Te,dho, II, 43; Khat., IX, 89-90;: 

Ibn-Abi-Ya"la?·'.l1abaqat a;L-_!jan.abila -,. I, 168 .. 
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traditions to numerous students whose names are not given by 

his biographers 9 but it is reported that later, the most 

proround traditionist o~ Nishapur Abu-~amid ibn-ash-Sharqi 

( II .. I .. 21 ) taught traditions on the authority o~ al-

~· t 1-i 1 1·.1us am • 

A.34 Ibn-Salama 

His name was A:trrnad ibn-Salama, with the kunya Abu-'1-

Fa~l, and· he was a native of Nishapur. He accompanied 

J\'!Uslim ( I .. A.. 28 ) on his travels in ~ijaz, Iraq, Syria 

and Egypt and during this time he heard traditions from 

Qutayba ibn...Sa 'id and 'Abd-All"iili ibn-1\iu "a wiya. Then he 

heard some in Ni shapur from I s~aq i bn-RB:huya ( I.. c.. 1 ) .. 

He made a collection of traditions which is said to have 

resembled that of Iviuslim' s even to the extent or taking the 

same name oecause it was entitled al-Jami' ar-~a.tJ.il).. 

Unfortunately this work is no longer extant. 

died in Nishapur in 899. 2 

Ibn-Salama 

1. Tadh., II, 196; Shadh .. , II, 186;cf .. Ans., f.529a;Lub .. ,III,l36 .. 

2. Tadh .• , II, 190-191; Shadh., II, 192. 



A.35 Abu-ivip.:Q.ammad al-i·.ladini 

His name was ~1\.bd-al--'·Aziz ibn-Yatya. He was a native 

of' 1-.ledtna o He read the 1'iiUwatta" under the author 1~alik :ibn .... -

Anas and leal'">tled traditions from al-Layth, Sulayman ibn-Bi.lal, 

Ibn..,.~:-:iahb, Sa ~Id ibn-Bi"shr· and from other masters o:r 

traditions in Hi jaz and Iraq •. .. In 849 he came to Nishapur 

where he taught Abu.;..':Amr al-Nustamli ( I o A. 33 ) • It is 

reported that Abu-Zur~ a ar-Razi regarded al-J:.ladini as an 

unreliable traditioni·st .. 

not recorded. 1 

The date of al-i!ie.dini'·s death is 

A.36 -, Abu-Alj.mctd o.l-Fo.rrn · 

His name was 1-.'lu.Q.o.mmcd ibn- 'Abd-nl-'-~!o.hh8b ibn-Ijnbib ibn-

1.1ihran. He was u no.t"ive of Nisho.pur. Hi·s nisbc. cl-Farra, 

was, o.ccording to o.s-So.m~Eni· and ibn-Gl-Athir, given to those 

who manu:fnctured :furs and traded them. He learned traditions 

and studied jurisprudence under his father. He also received 

tro.di tions from his paternal cousin Bi shr i bn-al-I]e.kam and 

from Abu-Na~1· Hashim, Ya'la ibn-'lJ'oayd, al-Waq_idi, Ya'ciQb az-

Zuhri, Sulayman al-Hashimi and others. It is said that 

tr8cl.i tions \IV'ere doli vered on his autbori ty by Al}.mad as-
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So.rakhsi ( I. 

o.l-Azho.r ( I. 

A. 

A. 

20 

29 

) Ibn-Khuzo.ymo. ( II. K. 4 ) 9 ~~ad ibn

), Abu-'Awana ( II. I. 16 )9 Abu-'1-

1Abbas as-So.rro.j ( II. I. 12)9 o.l-Qo.bbani ( II. I. 1 ) and 

al-Mustamli ( Io A. 33 ) . -, 
Ibn-~ujar noted that nl-Fo.rra 

wo.s praised by Muslim ( I. A. 28 ) and that Ibn-~ibbo.n 

( II. K. 9 ) included him among the reliable traditionists 

in his work o.th-Thiqat. Al-Fnrra' mo.stered the subjects o~ 

trad~tions, jurisprudence, and literature and it is said 

that b.e gave excellent opinions on these subjects. His date 

of death is not recorded but he probably died in the last 

decade of the 9th century .. 1 

1 .. I IJ, IX, 319-320; see the nisbo. "o.1-Farrn'", Ans., 

f.2~9b; Lub .. , II, 198o 
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IV 

THE JURISTS AND THE :'l'E.EOLOGIANS 

THE Ij:ANAFITES: IBN-'rAHl~, ABU-lUMAE\.AL-FAQIH, BISHRDWAYHI 

AND HIS SONS, ABU-NASR AL-LABBAD Al\fD HIKAN o THE . . 
SI-ULB'I 'ITES: IBN-RAJIDYA i'u'TD ABU- 'ABD-AUAli AL-QURASHI .. 

THE FOUNDER OF THE ZAHIRITE SCHOOL OF JURISPRUDENCE 

DAWDD IBN -KHALAF AND THE FOUNDER OF THE KARRAt.:iiTE SCHOOL 

OF THEOLOGY IBN-KARRAMo 

The Qur'an and traditions o~ the Prophet provided the 

~oundation o~ jurisprudence,~~ and theology, kalam, in Islam. 

All aspects o~ public li~e, private life and business should 

be regulated according to laws recognised by religion; the 

science or these laws in jurisprudenceo It was together with 

the movement of studying traditions that jurisprudence came to 

be developed by individual jurists, who built up a great mass 

o~ literature arising out o~ numberless dif~iculties in the 

application o~ the simple rules provided in the Qur>an. Some 

jurists tended to introduce laws relJring exclusively on the 

traditions of the Prophet represented by the l}i jazians, w·hile 

others ~ollowed more or less the systems of' 'analogy', giyas, and 

'personal o:piniont,ra~y, supplemented by the traditions of the 

Prophet, represented by the Iraqis. These di~~erent trends 

o~ systems in law were developed by a·long process into 

four main Sunnite schools or rites in Islamo They were the 

~ana~ite, the Malikite, the Shafi'ite and the ~anbalite. 

0~ these schools,the ~ana~ite and the Shafi~ite had become 

prevalent by the tenth century as the main schools of 

jurisprudence in Khurasan generally and particularly in 
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Nisha:pur. From a doctrinal point of' view the Jjanafite attitude 

in law was less strict than the Shaf'i'ite and permitted :freer 

use of' ra'y, giyas and isti~sE.n, relying less on the traditions 

of' the prophet. However the differences between both schools 

do not amount to much. 1 

The l}anaf'i te school wa!3 the :first to :flourish in 

Nishapur due to the influence of' individual scholars who 

were acquainted with and st·J.died under the :founder of the 

school, Abu-Ijanifa; we ma~· mention particularly Ibn-r_rahman 

(I. B. 1 ) and Ab1i---'Umaral-Faqfu (. Io B ... 2 ). 2 

Ibn-t'ahman was a na·ci ve of' He rat. He received 

traditions dur·ing m·s period of' study in Baghdad :from Abu-

Ijani:fa and Su.f'yan. ibn-'Uyayna •. He became noted as a jurist 

and traditionist. Suf'f'ice lt to mention with regard to his 

:fame as a traditionist that traditions were rel.ated on his 

authority in the six Sihahs and as a jurist he is said to have 
~~ 

been a Ijanaf'i te and a· :follower of the Murji ~ i te doctrines. 

He is reported to have made an attempt to :form a group of' 

followers of' Murji ~ i te doctrines in Ni shapur but there is no 

tr~~.ce of' any evidence of such a group of' Mur~ i ~ i tes or 

intellectuals named af.ter him being active in Nishapur.3 We 

may mention here that the chi"ef doctrine o·:f .Murji 'ism consisted 

in the 'suspending'; 1-r.Ja.-'~,- of' those who committed acts contrary 

1. Ihn-Khaldun 1 Mugaddim.a; 374.;· AJ(mad Amin, ~a al-I slam, 

I 1, 15i~l56; Schacht, E ;r~_., .. f']'i qli' ";: . S E. ~~- .:'Fi qh"; 

A_~ , 23~234; detail o:f the system o:f the :four Stmnite 

school of' jurisprudence, see. Fi tzgerald,. Muhammadan law, 

10-16; Macdonald9 Development- .o.f'. Muslim Theology:,_ 94-111; 

2. SeE; below, (list No,;I.A),-607 •. 

3· Mizan., I, 33; Jaw., I, 39; Kha~~, VI, 105-111. 
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to the Prophets teachings and not in publicly declaring them to 

be infidel& On the political side 9 the Murji 1 ites appear to 

have supported the Umayyad dynasty and this may be one of the 

reasons for this minor school's :-eapid eclipse in the early 

years of 'Abbasid ruleo 1 Records also show that there were 

upholders of Murji,ism among the ascetics in Nishapur such as 

Ibn-Karram ( Io Eo 1 ) and his disciple Y~ya ibn-Mu'adh 

ar-Razi ( I. F. 4 ), as well as among the early shaykhs of 

the Malamite path. 2 

Another ~anafite jurist who was also reported to be a 

follower of the Murji~ite doctrines was Abu~'umar al-Faqih. 

He was a native of Balkh. Having studied in Baghdad 1 notably 

under Abu-~anifa and Sufyfan ath-T.hawri, he came to Nishapur 

·where he took UJ:? the· a:p-poin tmen t of ~~1~ .• He can be regarded 

as the first !janafi.te to hold this office in N:lshapur.3 

In the: ft.rst half of the ninth c:en tury the fami-ly of 

Bi shruwayhi ( I. B.. 6 ) seems to have been the most learned 

among the ~Ianafites in Nishapur. Bishruwayhi himself studied 

in Iraq and I]iJaz. and rec-eived traditions frbm eminent masters, 

notably Malik ibn~Anas and al-Layth ibn-Sa'd.- He was held in 

h±gh esteem as a tradttti'oni·st and as a Jjanafi te jtl;J?i.st. It was 

he whh taught. his sons Sahl,. al-IJusayn ( I o B. 8 

Ij:asan ( I •. B •. 9: )· .. Vie know nothing of Sahl, but al-J:Iusayn 

1. A L , 263'; Hi'tti, ij_i_stoJjt of· .. the Arahs~. 247:.;.: Watt, Islamic 

Phi'loso:phy and TheolQW::.,: I,. 27-35, Wensi~nck;·The- ... Muslim Creed, 
224;. i:Pid .•. ,:- E I 1 , "At~IvhiPdji,~"; SE I·,''Al_,;Murdji'a". 

2._.. See below.,. (ltst No.T.D),·.619; see also, 96. 
3·., Jaw •. ,. I, 221";: l...J! , It9 404 ;· See befow, (list No .3 )<; 631 o 
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became qa~~ of Nishapur and al-~asan also became qa~i as well 

as muf't:b. o:f the tianafi tes in Ni shapur .J 

In the second half' o:f the ninth century Nishapur 

produced a renowned Ijanafite scholaro He was the chief or 

the school and his name was Abu-Na~r al-Lnbbad ( I. B. 15 ) 

who was a pupil of the chief of the !Janafites in Baghdad, 

Bishr ibn-al-Walid al-Qa~i ( d. $52 But the most 

influential ljana:fite personality at this time was Abu-Zakariyya 

Yal).ya ibn-Mul).ammad adh-Dhuhli, better knovm as Ijikan { It .iB .ll ) . 

His career cast light on the jurist's role in the political 

affair-s o:f Khurasan: Ijikan was the son of the :famous 

traditionist,Yalfya adh-Dhuhli ( Io A. 22 ), and he was educated 

in Nishapur and Baghdado He was noted in Nishapur as a 

reliaolP- traditionist and as a Ijanafi te jurist., He took up 

the career o:f volunteer in the army vvhich cost him his life. 

Ibn ..... al-Athir reports that when the fight began between the 

genera.l Atuaad ibn- • Abd..;..All~ al-liliujustanf,. the supporter of 

the ousted government of the ~~irids, and the head of the new 

military governm-ent, Ya ,. qub the §a:f:farid, the people of 

Nishapur and particularly the Jurists and the army volunteers 

Muttawwi'a headed by Ijikan supported the new government. 

Howev·er al-Khujustani engaged the f?a:f:farid army in a sporadic· 

war and he managed, after the death of Ya'qu~ (d. 878), to 

take some c·ities ftJ.. Khurasan out of ~affarid hands; and in 

879 he successfully invaded Nishapur and made it his seat of 

l. Jaw., 166; 190~191;· J Ij , II, 256 ;: see below, (Lists Nos. 

3.,. 4)~ 631,. 634.· 

2. Jaw •. , 122--123; Lub., I It,, 65 ;· Ans., :f:f. 493a - 493b. 

see below, (List No.IoA ), 607. 
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government~ The popularity of the 9arrarid agent ijikan among 

the people of Nishapur and his strength as the head or the 

volunteers threatened the security or the new governmento 

Therefore al-Khujustani tried to destroy his }!opularity by 

trea.ting the !Janaf'ite jurists with respect and f'avouring them 

with honours. Al-Khujustani claimed that ~ikan was a f'ollower 

of' the ijijazi school and in this way he received the support of' 

the jurists of' the city and weakened the power of' ~Ikan~ But 

when al-Khujustani departed f'rom Nishapur leaving behind him a 

deputy who appears to have f'avoured the 'ayyars and who 

encouraged corruption in the city, the people or Nishapur and 

particularly the jurists deserted the government cause and 

reverted to Hikan. 
0 

Under his leadership and vdth the support 

of' 'Amr ibn-al-Layth,the ~af'f'arids were able to organize a 

revolt and successfully took control of' Nishapur, imprisoning 

the deputy. But when the nevv-s of' the revolt reached al-

Khujustani he ·returned to Nishapur in 881; the revolt 

collapsed and its leader ~ikan was executed,but a year later 

al-Khujustani was assassinated and Nishapur was again under 

the rule of' the Saf'f'arids. 1 . 
The ~anaf'ites, being the f'irst to be repuesented in 

Nishapur, were naturally anxious to see that the f'atwas were 
- -, given by them and the legal of'f'ice of' qa~a , whi~h was usually 

given to scholars who were specialists in religious law, was 

also occupied by them. The successive local governments of' 

Tabirids, ~af'f'arids, Sam~~ids, Ghaznavids, as well as the great 

1. Kamil., VII, 204, 208, 210; Jaw., II, 217; ~~' XIV, 
2 - - __.. 

217-219; Muntazam, V , 62; Gardizi, Zayn al-a~1bar, 14-l5o 
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Seljuqs, seem to have Been sympathetic to the ¥anafites. 

Therefore the qa<J_is depended in their judgments on Jjanafi t·e 

law and the office therefore was occupied usually by ?anafite 

jurists .. The office seems to have been kept within the 

members of eminent families of Nishapur, such as the Bishruwayhi 

family, the Tabbanis and the 9a'idis. 1 

In the second half of the ninth century Sha:fi'ism became 

represented by a few scholars; vve know that Abu- 'Abd-Allail 

al-Qurashi ( Io Co 2 ) and Ibn-Rahuya (I.C .. l) were arr.ong them. 

The former was a pupil of Abu---'Ubayda .(d. 825); ::1~ 

went to Egypt and there he taught the famous Shafi'ite 

scholar Ibn-Khuzayma ( IIo K. 4) the science of jurisprudence. 2 

The latter, Ibn-Rahuya, is said to. have had direct contact 

with the founder of the Shafi ':lte school the Imam ash-Sha:fi 'i(Q. .. 820) 0 

He had several legal discussions at hlecca with ash-Sha:fi'I 

during the course of which he became convinced by his teachings 

and from thence:forward he became an ardent :follower· of the 

Shafi'ite doctrines~ He is held in great esteem by his 

biographers, such as Ibn-·"Imad, who refers to him as " the 

scholar o:f the '-East Jt, and as...:..Subki, who calls him tithe' imam 

of religion who combined the knowledge of jurisprudence 

and tradition with piety 11 .~ He was reputed tO" 

have memorised by- rote 70,000 traditions, each with :full 

1. See below, 266-268, and (Lfst No~3),-631-633 .. · 

2. Subk., I, 287; ~I}, 86; see below, (List No~l.B), .. 609. 
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isnad. He was one of the earliest Shafi'ite ¥~iters, as we 

have mentioned above, to have com:po·sed the Musnad which have 

come dovm to us. 1 

A :pupil of IsJ::laq ibn-R~uya and of Thn-I]anbal was Dawud 

studied in Nisha:pur_ and Baghdad. 
\ 

) who was born in Kuf'a and 

In the latter place he 

s:pen t most -of his .. -life. Dawtid was the founder of a minor 

school of ·jurisprudence· called a~-~~iriy-ya or ad-Dawlidiyya. 

Adh-Dhahabi regards him as a ':fanatic',-muta'a~~b 7 Sh8:i'i~ite but 

in fact he was an extreme re:presentati ve _o:f the I]~nbali te 

school. The ~~irite school relied exclusively on the 

'literal', zahi.!J meaning- of the Qurian and the traditions of the 

Prophet and it rejected as contrary to religion the giyas 9 

ra 9 y, istihsan _and taqlid. !t regarded as the only legally 

valid ~onsensus~ijma~ that of the traditions related by the 

Prophet and his C'..,om:panions~ The ~ahirit-e school however 

was represented ~rt Ni~ha:pur later 9 in. the tenth century, by 

individual-mystics such as Abu-'1-~usayn al-Warraq ( IIQ N. 5) 

and Ibn-Munazil .( 'II. N. 7 ) 9 who were reported by ash-Sha'rani 

to be the leading followers of the ~~irite schoo1. 3 

1. Subk., I, 232-235; _· Shadh._, II, 89; · ~·-' VI, 345-355; 
Tadh., II, 19-20; · Miftah .. , . II, 157; · Mizan._,. I, 182; see above,3J_ .. 

2 •. Mizan., 14--16; I Kh·., I, 219-220; Subk ~-' . II, 42-44; 
Ibn-KhaldUn,.IViugaddima,_ 374; on the ~ahiri·te system of 

juri-sprudence see· Watt, Islamic Philo-sophy and Theology, I, 

134-135; Macdonald, Aspects,of' Islam,. 236-239; ibid, 
Development of Muslim Theology etc., 108-110; Wensinck 9 

The Muslim Creed, 161; Schacht, Introduction to I~lamic 

~' 63-64; . Strothmann, E 11 , ~~~~iriya". _. 

3o See below, 231 --232. 
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There were some scholars in Nishapur who are reported to 

have studied theology and to have become noted as theologians. 

The first to be represented in Islam were the Mu'tazalites who 

in their rationalistic study of the Qur'an and their directing 

of their inquiries especially to the existence and attributes of 

the deity, were opposed by the whole Sunnite body of Islamo 

They were first recognised as a theological school during the 

reign of the Caliph al-Ma} mun ( 813 -· 833) and their activity 

ceased soon after the death o~ this Caliph. 1 However, it 

seems that the doctrines of the school were represented later 

by individual scholars who lived in the tenth and eleventh 

century and v1ere particularly noted as Ijanafi te jurists o 

These were az-Zujjaji (II .. Jo 8), Abu-'1-Qasim al-Bukhari 

(II.J .. l5) 9 an-Na?il)f (IIIo R. 13) and a~-~andali (III.,R .. l4) .. 2 

However, on the theological side, the scholar credited 

vvi th exploding the Mu' tazali te dogmas and re-·establi shing the 

Sunnite creed, was Abu-'1-~asan al-Ash'ari (d. 935-6) whose 

theological school was called after him the Ash~arite .. 3 This 

school was very active in Nishapur in the second half of the 

l. Hi tti, History of the Arabs o, 430; A L , 262-263; on the 

science of kalam see Macdonald E I 1 , trKalam"fs E I~ 
"Kalamtf; on the doctrines of the .Muttazalites see, 

Zettersteen, E 11 , n~.1u 'tazila"'; 8 E I.') trMu •·tazila"; VVatt, 

Islamic Philosophy and Theology, I, 58-71; Wensinck, 

The Muslim Greed, 66-82; Shahrastan~ Ki tab al-milal wa :~ n

ni)).al, 29-31. 
2. See below, 334o 

3 o H)tti, op. cit 0, 430 -- 431; A L , 264-266; on 

the Ash'arites theological doctrines, ~., 82-89; 

Shahrastani, opoeit., 65-75; Watt, op.cit., 82-89; ibid., 

E r 2 , "Ash'ariyya". 
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tenth century and included great scholars who were Sha~i 1 ites 

in jurisprudence, notably Ibn-Furak ( IIIo To 1 )~ Abu-Is~aq 

al-Is~ara'ini ( IIIo To 3 ) and Abu-Man~ur al-Baghdadi 

( IIIo To 5 ): and later Nishapur provided the most 

distinguished teacher o~ Ash'aris~Abu-'1-Ma'ali al-Juwayni 

known as Imam-al-garamayn ( IIIo T. 9 ), as well as his pupil 

Abu-~amid al-Ghazali ( IV. cc. 1 ),who is unquestionably the 

greatest Muslim thinker.~ 

It was apparently ~rom among the Hana~ites that there • 

·came another group o~ ascetics -and theologians called the 

Karramites whose ~ounder was Ibn-Karram ( I. Eo 1 ), a man 

~~m Sijistan who spent much o~ his life in Nishapuro His 

opponents alleged that he held the doctrine of 'anthropomorphism', 
- -

tajsim, tashbih,and that his chief theological doctrine was 

that tho Divine Being is a 'Substance', jawhar, for which some o~ 

his followers substituted fJ3ody', jism. 1 Whether· these 

allegations were true or not, the Karramites' own opinion is 

that they were the true representative of the ~ana~ite system 

of jurisprudence and this was attested by the verses :from the 

~amous Karramite poet Abu-'1-Fat~ al-Busti ( IIIo Xo 3 ) who 

said "the only true 'system of juri-sprudence', figh, is that of 

Abu-Jjani:ra, just as the only true rreligious sys·tem', ain9 is 

1.· .In addition to the re~erences given in the biography o~ Ibn

Karram, .see bolow, .90 -·92,.~~d articles written by 

Bosworth with additional references, Bosworth ttThe rise of 

the Karami;yyahin Khurasan", M W,L (1960)~ 5-14; Bos., 

185-189; on the doctrines of the Karramites see, al-

Baghdadi, al-Farg bayna al-:firaq, 215-225; Shahristani, 

Kitab al-milal wa.?n-nil).al, 79-85; Wensinck,The Muslim 

Creed, 209; 267; hlacdonald, Development of Muslim Theology 
etco, 171-172; Tritton,- Muslim Theology~ 49,114 136, 194. 
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- 1 th.s. t of Ibn-Karram". The teachings of Ibn-Karram were 

contained in his work entitled, 1Adhab al-gabr, and some 

excerpts from his book are given in al-Baghdadi's work al-

F b 1 . 2 T arg a:vna a -f'irag. his latter work contains the earliest 

account which we have of the Karramite doctrines and the 

author states that the Karramite sect was subdivided into 

three minor sects: al-I:Iaqqaqiyya, at-'fara'iqiyya and 
- 3 al-I slj.aqiyya •... Another subdivision of the Karramite sect 

is given by ash-Shahrastani who states that the sect was 

divided into tv1elve minor sects, of which he names six·~ 

Is:Qaqi:yya,. 'Ahidiyya, Nuniyya, Zarabiyya,. Walfidiyya and 

Hayc}.amiyya •. Of these, we can identi:fy the first, which was 

undoubtedly named after Abu-Ya' qub Isl).aq ibn-Mal).mashadh 

( II 0 M. 1 ) , an.d the last9 which was named after the chief 

Karrami te theologian, Mulj.ammad ibn-al-Hayqam ( III o U o G ) • 4 

On the death of·Ibn-Karram9 his followers were already 

great in numb er: al?-f?afadi. counted over 20, .000 of his 

followers in Jerusalem and by the tenth century Karramite 

:followers and khanqahs were found in Baghdad, Jerusalem and 

Fustat: in addition ~hanoahs were founded in Juzjan, IChuttal, 

Farghana, Marw and Samar·qm1d. 5 

~ 'Utbi.9 at-Ta' rlkh al-Yamini, II,. 310; Jurbadhqani, 

Tar juma-yi ta' rikh-f-Y.amini, 254 .. 
2 .::~ Bagh1adi·,. Al-Farg bayna al-firaq, 216, 219-220. 

3. · ~·, op. ci t .. 9 215. 

4. · Shahras tan I, Ki tab al-milal wa' n-nil).al 9 79-80 •. 

5! Waf'i., IV, 375; rli B ,. II, 39; hiaqdi si, 1\.l)san at-
- - 8 202 Boswortho 11 "PhA rise tagasimo 1 179, 1 2, 1 323. c:t. , 

of the Karamiyyah in Khurasan", MW , L (1960), 7. 
Bqs., 106. 
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Present day w~iters suggest that these khang~s, together vdth 

the madrasas of the Karramites~which were heard of later, 

provided the origin of the Sunnite madrasas founded in the 

11th century. No evidence has been found to support this 

theoryo On the other hand there were already in the lOth 

century madrasas founded by Shafi~ite scholars such as that o~ 

Abu-' 1-IJasan al-Bayhaqi ( II c K .. ) ) and that of Ibn-!}:ibban 

( ) n 
1 

II o K o 9 

The Karramites became firmly established in Nishapur at 

an early date as a sect with a great follovting .. By the latter 

half of the tenth century.? the Karrami tes in Nishapur were led 

by Abu-Ya' qUb Is:Q.aq i bn-Matunashadh ( II.. l':i c 1 ) , famed as an 

ascetic and a preacher; he is said to have converted over 

5000 People of the Book and Zoroastrians in Nishapur .. He made 

a deep impression on the general SebUktigin,the founder of the 

Ghaznavid dynast~ when he was a Samanid commander in Khurasan 

and he is said actually to have converted Sobuktigin to the 

Karr8mite beliefs. His son Abu-Bakr Mu:Q_ammad ( III o U. 3 ) 

was also an ascetic as well as a teacher. He succeeded his 

~ather as the leader of the Karramites in Nishapur and was 

favoured and respected by the Ghaznavid Sultan M~ud, who 

appointed Abu-Bakr as ra.9Is of the city of Nishapur. During 

his occupation o~ this office the Karramites reached the 

~enith o~ their political power and strength in Nishapuro
2 

1. Bos;, 186; Massignon, Essai sur les origines du lexigue 

technique de la mystique musulmane, 232; see below,(List No.2), 
625. . . 

2 o see below, 260 - 262; cf. Bos., 186~189 o 
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His name was Ibr~im ibn-~ahman, with the kunya Abu-sa•ido 

He was born in Herat but spent his childhood and a considerable 

part of his life in Nishapur. His time and energy were 

devoted to the search for and· the study of religious knowledgeo 

During his travels, he encountered such masters of the 

traditions as 'Abd-Alla_"h i bn-Dinar and 'Umar i bn-Dinar. At 

some unspecified date, he carae to Baghdad where he is known to 

have received tradition~ inter alia,from the Imam Abu-

Hanifa and Sufyan ibn-'Uyaynao . He subsequently left for 

Mecca where he died in 776o 

Ibn-rahman was one of the foremost scholars of Khurasan, 

a ~anafite jurist and a reliable traditionisto It is 

reported that traditions were related on his authority in the 

six collections of al-Bukhari ( I o A o 23 ) , lviuslim ( I o A. 

28 ) ' Abu-DavvUd, Ibn-haja, an-Nasa> I and at-Tirmidhi 0 

Ibn-*ahman was also regarded by the famous scholars of 

Baghdad, Daraqu ~ni and AJtillad i bn-Jjc.nbal o.s a follower of' the 

Hurji'ite doctrine, and,accordinc; to-al-Khatib-al-Baghdadi, 

Ibn-'tahman preached this doctrine in :iJish:.:!.)ur and attempted 

to persuade the jurists of the city to hold it. Ibn-rahman 

vvas one of the earliest \·.'ri ters in Khurasc11 to r:-ri te books on 

religious knonledGe• Cne of his '.~.'oPks, the Taf'sir, concerned 

~-ihe inter]_)Petation of the Qur an. His collection o? traditions 
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was called al-Sunan fi'l-:fig_Q, in which traditions were collected 

for jurisprudential uses, but neither o:f his works are now 

extant. 1 

B. 2 Abu- ~ume.r al-Faqih 

His name was Hafs ibn-':Abd-ar-Rahman ibn-Farrukho 2 His . " . . 
~ifather was a native of Balkh v-1ho had come to Nishapur, where 

~he had been appointed q_adi of' the city. He had two sons 

• j~bd-AllEth and Hafs. . . . . ~-Ie.f? came to Iraq where he studied 

jurisprudence and learned traditions from Abu-~ru1lfa,Sufyan 

ath-Thawri, Isra'il ibn-Yunus and other masters of Iraq. He 

became one of the most profound jurists among the ?anafites of 

Khurasan. Ibn-Ij;ajar, howeve1,. mentions, on the authority of Ibn-

~ibban (II.K.9), that ~af~ was a follo~cr of the Murji'ito doctrineo 

~af? was held in great esteem by the people of Nishapur~ The 

o:fffcia1s appointed him qag.i. of the city. Later he retired 

from this office and sgent the rest of his lif'e in a state of 

asceticism o He died in Nishapur· in 814.~ 

1 •. Khat •. , VI, 105-111 ;· __ .. ddW., Ir. 39; 

:r N., 15;· Ion-an-Nadim, al-Fihrist 9 319;: 

hiiz.an ... , I, 38 ;. Ibn-Ijibban, }!iashahir 

'\llama' a1-am.?ar ' 199-120. 

or· Furrukh, a Persian name; Ibn-a1-Khatib ad-~sha, 

Tahfat dhawi-' 1-; f\rao, 90 .. 

Jaw., I, 221; I H , II, 404; Miz&no, I, 560. 
---t.. 
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B.3 Al-Jarud 

His name was al-Jarud, ibn ..... Yazid. He received the 

kunya o~ Abu-'Ali and the l~Qab o~ ag-D~~ak. He was a 

native o~ Nishapur and one or the :PUI>ils who studied under 

Abu-Hani~a in Iraq .. . He also learned traditions in the 

latter place ~rom Bahz. ibn-al:-Ij:akim and 'Umar ibn-dhar. 

According to al-khatih-al-Baghdadi, al--Jarud came to Baghdad 

and taught traditions there to 'Abd-al .. Jabbar ibn-'AS3im and 

Mu.b-ammad ibn-Zanj·uwayhi. He died either· in 818 or in 820.
1 

- -
B.4 A1-Buzdighari 

His name was '·Abd-ar-RalJman ibn-Raja' ibn-al-Qasim. 

He was born in Buzdigha, which is, ac·cording to Yaq_ut, one 

of' the villages of'. Nishapur· .. A1~Buzdfghari is regarded by 

. -;- ' -~ Ibn-:--Abl- 1-Wa~a · as one o~ the gr·eatest jurists of Nisha:pur• and he 

studied Jj.urisp:7Ud.en.ce i:-1 t!1e. c-ity undel-"~ ./:.y;yub i".Jn-:11-~Ic.snn ~I .. B. 10) 

and Atmad ibn:-Harb .. 
•· 

He also learned traditions in Nisharur 

.from 'Amr ibn-Zurara C I. G. 2 

and mention is made that traditions were delivered on his 

authority by the Nisha:purians Abu-'1-'Abbas AJ}mad ibn-Harlin 

at-Tabbani ( II. J. 10 ) and Munammad ibn-Su1ayman.. He 

died in 824. 2 

1. Jaw., I, 176; 

M B , I, 604; 

Khat . .-, VII, 261; Miz.an, I, 384 •. 

Jaw .. ,. I,. 300. 
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B •. 5 Ibn-Abi-· 9·1-Azhar 

His name was Bishr ibn-Y~zid. He. was a 

native of' Nishapur·o· He went. to Kuf'a where he studied 

jurisprudence under· the di"sti"nguished pupil of' Abu-Ijanif'a, 

Then Bishr became muf'ti of' Kuf'a and a 

dtsti'nguishe.d teacher of'· the ~ii:ma:fite system of jurisprudence .. 

It. is reported that tradfti"ons were delivered on his authority 

in Nishapur by· Abu-·lAli. al.-liadfui" and hu.J:la.mmad ibn-YaJ,1.ya adh-

Dhuhlf. ( I o A· •. 2 2 ) .. He died in 828 •. 1 

B o.6 Bi shruwayhi 

His name was Bishr· ibn-:-·al-Qasim ibn-J;l;ammad,, with the 

kunya of' Abu-Sahl •. He was of' Arabian descent,. of' the tribe 

of Su1aymo. He had thr:ee sons, Sahl ,. ~as an ( I •. B o 9 ) and 

al-ljusayn ( I. B •. 8 )., of'.· whom two.,. Jiasan and al-}jusayn, 

became Clt?.~i~s. fn N-fshapur.' •. Bfshr· tr.avelled through Iraq 

and· I}ijaz· and·. learned traditions from sev.era1. authorities in 

b:oth count.rtes:: among these \Vere r5alik ibn-:-Anas,. a}_-Layth 

ibn-Sa'd, Ibn-Lahita and Sharik ibn--':Abd-Allah al-Qag.Io He 

became noted as a lja_'la:fi'te jurist and an authority on tradi tiono 

It was he who taught hi's sons a1-:tr-usa:Y'"l1. and al-Ijasan the 

Ij,a_l1.af'i te syst1 ~m of' juri s:prudence •. 

1 .. Jaw., I, 

2. Jaw., I, 

168·· 
' 

166. 

T N. ,. 20. _____, ~ , 

He died in ~30. 2 
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B.7 Al-'Amiri 

His name was Atmnd ibn-~ajj. He was n native of 

Nishapur belonging to the 'Amirl 9 which was the name o~ 

three Aro.bio.n tribes. He went to Irnq where he studied the 

Ijanafite system o~ jurisprudence under the ~runous pupil of' 

Abu-Jjnni~a, :tviuJ:lo.mmnd ibn-o.l-Ijaso.n ash-Shuybnni. He also 

received traditions from 'Abd-AllQh ibn-al-Muburak ( I. 

F. 1 ) and Sufynn i bn- 'Uyo.ynn. In Ni shapur he became noted 

as a ?ana~ite jurist and it is said that the leader of' 

Ijo.na~ites ~~nd ibn-No.~r nl-Lnbbad ( I. B. 13 
1 

) heard 

traditions ~rom him. He died in 851. 

His nnme was nl-~usnyn ibn-Bishr ibn-al-Qasim. He 

wo.s n no. ti ve o~ N i shapur and the son o~ the above mentioned. 

He studied jurisprudence Qnder his f'o.ther nnd learned 
- --traditions ~ram Yo.zid ibn-Ijn.zim .. He beco.rne the qn~I of 

Nisho.pur. He died in 856. 2 

B.9 Al-Hnso.n ibn-Bishr . 
His name wns nl-~nsan ibn-B!shr ibn-al-Qnsim. He was 

a native of' Nishnpur.and the brother o~ the above-mentioned (I.Ba8). 

He studied jurisprudence under his father. Then he left 

Nishapur and went to Iraq where he continued his studies under 

1 .. Jaw., I, 62-63, 327; cf'. The nisbo."al-tAmiriV Ans., 

f'.378b, 379n; Lub., II, 106-107. 

2 • J QW 0 ' I' 166' 208. 
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al-IJasan ibn-Ziynd al-Lu!llu'i .. He also received traditions 

from Su:fynn ibn-'Uyayna and Wo.ki' ibn-al-JarrBJ; .. Then he left 

Iraq and went to Egypto He made the acquaintance there or 
the secretary o~ o.l-Layth, 'Abd-Allon ibn-~ali~9 o.nd heard 

traditions :from himo Havihg finished his educo.tion, Bishr 

came bo.ck to N i shnpur · o.nd became qo.gi· .. o:f. the city CJ.1d the mufti 

of the ljnno.:fi te sect·. He di.ed ih Ni shapur in 858 o 1 

His name wo.s Ayyub ibn-al-~asnno He was a native of 

Nishapur o.nd studied jurisprudence undeP Mul}o.mmnd ibn-o.l-IJo.snn. 

He go.ve lectures in Ni.sha:pur on the I}.ann:fi te system of 

jurisprudence nnd nmong his :po:pulo.r students wo.s Ibro.him ibn-

IviuJ.:lammaC. ibn-Su:fyan ( II o J .. 5 ) o. He died in 865o2 

B.ll. ~ikon 

His nc~me wo.s YoJ).yn ibn-i~IuJ.:lo.mmo.d ibn-Ynljyo. ibn-·'Abd-Allnh 
- -i bn-Kho.1i d i bn -Fari s. He received the kunyn Abu-Znknri"yye. .. 

He wc.s o. natiVe of Nisho..pur c..nd the son of the sho.ykh of the 

tradi tioni sts in the city 9 Eu.l)nmmo.d o.dh-Dhullli ( I o A, 22 ) . 

He studied trndi tions in Ni sho.pur under I s}Jnq ibn-RGhuyo. (I .c .1), 

then he went to Bo.r;hdo.d v!here he met Ibn-Ijc.nbal a.n.d received 

:from him the tradition which is given in 'rabaqnt al-Ijanabila. 

It is also so.id tho.t he to.ught tro.ditions in Bo.ghdo.d on the 

authori·ty of Abu- "Umnr nl-H:ndi o.nd Yal)ya ibn-Yalj.yo. o.n-

1. Jaw., I, 190-191; I H , II,. 256. 
--~ 

2. Ibid. 9 I, 163-164. 
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He came back to Nishapur and was 

held there as a leading J:I.anaf'i te jurist a 1!1uf'ti and a tru.stworthy 

tradi.tioni st •. Once he held a discussion with his 1:ather on 

a :point o:f law and a dispute arose between them, before both 

agreed that the Sha:frt te scholar Ibn-Khazayma ( I. K.. 4 ) 

should judge between them. 

:raV"our of Hikan's father. •· 

Then Ibn-Khuzayma judged in 

Hikan met his death when he and .. 
his folTowers revolted against the governorof Nishapur Abu

lAbd-Allah· al-Khujustani.. He was executed in 881 ... 1 

B.l2 Abu-Y~ya al-'Ataki 

His name was Sahl ibn-'AmmaF. ian-iAbd-Allah. He was 

a native :)f Nisha:pur and received the nisba al-·'Ataki because 

he belonged to the 'Atak which was a clan o:f the Arabian 

tribB called al-Azd. He studied traditions in Wasi't under . 
the great Ijana:fite jurist of that city, Harun.ibn-Yazid. 

Then he became noted as one of the followers-of the Hanafite • 

school o:f jurisprudence and was appointed qa~i first of rus9 

then of Herat. He died in 88l. 2 

1. Jaw .. , II, 217 ;. Kha} •. , XIV, 217-219; 1viuntazam:-, V2 , 62; 

.!._]! , XI, 276-277 ;: Ibn-Abi-Ya '-1~ r_rabaqat al-H.anabila, I, 

407; see above, 68-69. 

2. Jaw., I, 253, II, 220, 228. 
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His name was .A{lmad ibn-M~ammad ibn-Na~r. He received 

the nisba an-Naysaburi ~rom being a native o~ Nishapur and the 

1agab o~ al-Labbad because o~ his occupation as a manu~acturer 

o~ ~elt. He studied the ~anafite system o~ jurisprudence 

under Bishr ibn-al-Walid al-Qadi 9 probably in Baghdad. He 
• 

became the ra'is of the ~anafites in Nishapuro Ibn-Abi-'1-

Wafa' quotes ~rom Ta 7 rlkh Naysabur of ~1-~~im an-Naysaburi 

( III a Q o 3 ) , one o~ the judicial sayings o~ Sufyan ath-

Thawri transmitted by al-Lal1bad. 

B.14 

His name was a1-Hasan ibn-Ayyub • • He was born in one 

o~ the big quarters of Nishapur called Ramjar and hence he 

received the nisba ar-R~mjari. Ibn-Abi-'1-Wafa' quotes 

~rom Ta'rikh Naysab~r of al-~akim an-Naysaburi that ar-Ramjari 

was one o~ the ~oremost jurists of Nishapur. He was a ~riend 

of Ibn-Abi-'1-Azhar Bishr al-Qa~i (I. B. 5 ) and went with 

him to I~~~ where they both studied jurisprudence under Abu-

Yusu~ al-Qa<}.I. It is reported that Abu-'Amr al-Mustrunli (I.A.33) 

1. Jaw., I, 122-123; 166-167; II 9 384; 

Ans., ~~.493a-493b, 

~., III, 65; 
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recorded in his notes that ar-Ramjari was a resident of the 

quarter of ar-Ramjar 9 one of the most reliable jurists and a 

man of culture. His date of death is not recorded but he 

probably died in th$ first half of the 9th century since he 

was a friend of Bishr al-Qa~i. 1 

lo. Jaw.') I, 190; ere. ~s . ., f--.25B"'o.... E B , II, 816; Lub", I, 

476 .. 
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THE SH!~I 'ITES 

c.1 Ibn-R8huya 

His name was Is:Q.aq ibn-Ibrahim ibn-Mukhallad ibn-

He received the kunya Abu-Yat~ub but was 

knovm by his laqab Ibn-Ra~uya. 1 · He was born in the city o~ 

1'1Iarw in 777 or 782 and while still a youth he took up the study 

of traditions in his birth place under the famous master o~ 

Khurasan, 'Abd-All'iili i bn-al-J.,iubarak ( I. F. 1 ) . Before 

completing his studies, he left l!iarw in 800 and went on a long 

journey throughout Khurasan, Iraq and ~ijaz. During his 

travels he continued to study traditions under various masters 

amongst whom were Jarir i bn- 'Abd-al-I}amid
9 

Sufyan i bn- 'Uyayna
9 

'Abd-al- 'Aziz ad-Dawardi and Waki' ibn-al-Jarra."h. 
• In Baghdad 

he became an intimate friend of Ahmad ibn-Hanbal. . . As a 

result of this intensive study he became one of the foremost 

shaykhs of traditions in his generation. 

On his visit to Mecca he made the acquaintance of ash

Shafi1i and held many discussions with him on various points 

of law. He was eventually persuaded to follow the doctrines 

of ash-Shafi'i and returned to Illiurasan to become one of the 

main exponents of these doctrines in that province. On his 

return to Khurasan he chose for his place of residence the 

city of Nishapur and there he met Y~ya ibn-Y~ya an-Naysaburi 

( I. A. 5 ) who introduced him to the governor, 'Abd-Allah 

ibn-T~ir. He became an intimate friend of the governor who 

1. Ibn-R~uya or Ibn-Rahawayhi was the Persian laqab given to 
the scholar mentioned above because he was born on the route, 
r8h,to Meccao He was called by the Marwazians by this 
title although he himself disliked i!, Ans., f .245f; Lub.~, 
I 455 · Subk I 233 · Ibn-al-Khatib ad-Dahsha, Tuh~at ' ' --·-0' ' ' 0 dhawi-'l- 1Arab, 53· T N , 18o 
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showered him with honours and treated him with great respect. 

It is even said that the governor settled his outstanding debts 

in i:1arw which a·mounted to some 30,000 dirhams. Ibn-Rahuya 

remained for the rest of his life in Nisha:pur and met al-Bakhari 

( I. Ao 23) during the latter's visit to the city. 

in Nishapur in 852. 1 
He died 

Ibn-Rahuya was a renowned traditionist and jurist. During 

his lecturEs he is reputed to have dictated 70,000 traditions 

giving full isnads. His importance can be measured by 

the fact that ·al-BuY~arLMuslim 

Abu-Davrud, at-Tirmidhi, J\.l}mad ibn-Ijanbal 1 Ibn-iviani', ivi~ammad 

ibn-Ya~ya adh-Dhuhli ( I.A .. 22 ) and Is~aq al-Kusaj 

all related traditions on his a~thority. In addition Ibn-

Rahuya ~as the author of several compilations: one was on 

traditions and entitled al-Musnad and lli1other was a collection 

of traditions written for jurisprudential use entitled as-Sunan 

fi '1-figh. He is also thought to have written an inter-

pretation of the Qur~an entitled at-Tafsir, but none of his 

writings are now wholly extant though the fourth volume of his 

2 al-Musnad still survives to this day. 

1. ~., I, 232-234; I~ , I, 216-218; Khato, VI, 345-355; 

Mizan., I, 182; Shadh., II, 89; Tadh., II, 19-20; Ibn

Abi-Ya'la, Tabaqat al-Hanahila, I, 109; MiftElh., II, 157 .. 

2. Subk., I, 24; 234; Ibn-an-Nadfm, al-Fihrist, 321; Nadawi, 
Tadhkirat an-nawadir, 36-37; ~ Kh., I, 4[~: II, 583, 1678. 
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c.2 Abu-'Abd-All~ al-Qurashi 

His name was Atr.lad ibh-Na?r ibn-Zlyad. He was a 

native of Nishapur and a descendant of the Arab Tribe of 

Quraysh, whence he received the ~isba al-Qurashi. During 

one of his many travels he met Abu-'Ubayda (d.825 ) in Ir~g_ 

and learned from him the science of jurisprudence. It is 

reported that during al-Qurashi's last visit to Egypt he 

taught Ibn-Khuzayma ( IIo K. 4) some principles of law. He 

died in 859 .• 

Al-:-Qur~sh1 was regarded as a Shafi'ite, a reliable 

tradi tioni st and a readel"'l of the Qur> an. It is said that 

t~~ditions were mentioned on his authority in the works 

of at-.Tirmidhi, an-Nasa' i,. al-Bu.k:hari ( I o A. 23 ) 

and MusJ:.i.m (I. •. A o 28) •. 1 

1. Subk., I, 287;.: 
. .r---- . 

I H ., I, 85-:86; -· -·---
t Q, , I, 145. . 
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THE FOUNDER OF THE ~AHIRI~E SCHOOL OF JURISPRUDENCE 

Dawlid az-Zflhiri 
• 6 

His name was Dawlid ibn-'Ali ion-Khalaf .. He received the 
kunya Abu-Sulayman. He came from a family which lived in 

I~pahan and he was therefore called al-I~bahani. The nisba a~-

~~iri derives from the fact that he later became the founder of' 

the ~ahirite school of jurisprudence. Davmd's birth took place 

in Kufa in 815 or in 818. He spent most of his youth in 

Baghdad, however? where he met the famous master Ibn-Hanba~ and . 
became one of his pupils. Later he left Ba~hdad and went to 

Nishapur where he attended the classes Given by the Shafi'ite 

master Ibn-Rahuya (I" Cvl)and read his master's work, al-Eusnad .. 

After finishing his studies he returned to Baghdad where he 

became highly esteemed as a teacher and a mufti. 

Baghdad in 884. 1 
He died in 

The school of jurisprudence which was founded by Dawud relies 

exclusively on the 'literal', ~ahir>meaning of the Qur'an and the 

traditions from the Prophet and rejects as contrary to religion 

not only the free exercise of 'personal opinion',ra' yy which had 

- - f ' been customary before ash-Shafi'i but even the use of analogy, 

giyas, and 'approval', isti]Jsan, which asn-Shaf'i 'i retained. 2 In 

theology it is reported by adh-Dhahabi and as-Subki that Davmd 

held the Mu'tazalite opinion that the 'Q.ur'an is created' which 

he manifested during his diseussions in Nishapur \tith his 

1. Subk., II, 42-44; Shadh., II, 158; Kha}., VIII, 369-375; 

hfzan., II, 14-16; T~dh .. , II, 136-137; ~., II, 99-lOO; 
Ans 0, f' .. 376b; Abu-Na' aym, Dhikr Tn>rTim I?bahan, I., 312-313; 

I Kh., I, 219~220. 

2. Ibn-Khaldun, 1riugadimma, 374; Schacht 9 E I 2, "DawUd B. 'Ali 

B. Khalaf"; Ibid .. , Introduction to Islamic Law., 63-64. 
see above, 71. 
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teacher·, Ibn-.Rahuya .. They also report that his teacher in BaGhdad, 

.Ahmad ibn-·IJanbal, refused to see him wh:en he came back from Nisha~uro . . 

Hov-;ever this report is doubtful since his school of jurisprudence 

nas exclusively contru1..,y to the !\'iu' tazali te doctrines and he 

himself was an extreme rep re sen tati ve of the Ijanbali te school 

which was rour.~.ded by his teacher Ibn--Ijanbal. horeover, as we 

mentioned above, he restricted the sources of jurisprudence to the 

Qur,an and traditions and since the holy text •.vas the :first main 

source o:f hie 1e.:=;al theory, it is difficult to acce:pt this report. 1 

Davmd was the author of many writings; according to Ibn

an-Nadim he wrote the following works: 

l. Al-IQ.al). ---·--
2 .. Al-I:fsah ----=-0 .--t,. 

3 •. Ad-Da 'v;a vta-' 1-bayanat 

4. Al-U~ul 

5. Al-ljay<;t 

Ibn-an--Nadim, on the other hand, gives a much longer list of his 

works, on the authority of I.!u.Q.ammad ibn-Isl).aq; in this list, he 

mentions by name over a hundred and thirty works W£-i tten by Dawud., 

However all Davrud' s works are lost exc._ept his treatisA entitled 

- - 2 
Risalat Dawud a?-~ahiri. 

1. Subk., II, 43-44; :Mizan., II~ 14-16. 
2. Ibn-an-Nadim, al-Fihrist, 303-305; G A L S ? I, 312; Another 

list of his vrorks are· given by a?-~afadi, cf. Wafi? III~ 58. 
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E.l Ibn--:-Karram1 

His name was Jtlul)ammad ibn-Karram ibn- 'Arraf ibn-Khuraya 

as-Sajazi as-Sijistani an-Naysaburi. He received the kunya Abu

• .!~~bd-AllGh. and ;_:.ras of Arab descent, o:L the tribe of Banu-Nazar o He 

·was born in 805 near the village of Zaranj in Sijistan. He later 

went to Khurasan where he attended the classes of ~ad ibn-

Harb the ascetic in Balkh and heard traditions from Ibr~im 
il 

ibn-Yusuf al-1VIakiyani; in i·,Iarw he hea1'ld them from 'Ali-ibn-Ijajar 

(I.C.3)and finally in Herat he heard them :from 'Abd-Allah 6Ali-

ibn-Lialik as-Sulaymani. From 84Li. to 849 he stayed in l'Aecca 

as mujawir, before he returned,possibly via Jerusalem,to 

Nishapur .. Afterwards he returned to Si j i stan v-1here he took 

a vow of' poverty and sold all his property. He began preachin~ 

his doctrine, but the governor of his native province Sijistan 

1. Karram or liaram, Kirram or Kiram; the derivation of the name 

is disputed: as-Sam'ani, Ibn-al-Athir and Ibn-Makula, 

connect the name with the occupation of karram, 'vine-tender', 

while the chief' theologian of the school in his time Ibn-al

Hayg.am ( III 0 u 0 8 ) and the poet Abu- 7 1-Fatl). al-Busti 

( III. X. 3 ) connect the name with the adjective 'noble' 

(pl.), kiram o The name Karram is more lil<:ely since most 

of the biographers of the scholars wrote the name with (rr) 

and they are quoted by most of the recent writers, Al1s., 

f.476b; Lub., III, 32; Ibn-r~faklila and Ibn-al...:Hayg.am quoted 

by adh-Dha_habi, :~izan .. , IV 9 21-22; al-Busti verses quoted by 

'Utbi, at-T~~rikh al-Yamini, II, 310; Jurbadhqani, Tarjuma-yi 

ta>rikh-i Yamini, 254; References.and more details about the 
h f ( ) 11The derivation of the name given by Bosworth w o ?re em r ' 

rise o:f the Karamiyyah in Khurasan", ¥VI , L (1960), 5n. 
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expelled him on the ground that he was an 'innovator in religion', 

~~btadi'. He then preached his doctrine in Ghur, Gharjist~n 

and the rural areas of Khurssan. He finally arrived in 

Nishapur with a group of followers from Gharjistan. He opened 

a dairy in this city and it was there that he held his meetings 

with his follo~ers~ It is reported that he met in Nishapur 

the famous Shafi~ite scholar Ibn-Khuzayma ( II. K. 4) and held 

several theological discussions with hlm •. Then he was jailed 

for eight years by M~ammad ibn-Tahir·· ibn~'Abd-Allai1 the governor 

of Khurasan (862-73). Thi"s happened probably because of his 

social and politic·al activities in addition to his theoloe£i·cal 

ideaso 

After his release, he went to Syria and died there in a 

village called Zughar in 869 but his a~herents carried his body 

to Jerusalem nhere he was buriedo. It is said that vmen he 

1 died his adherents, in Je11 usalem alone,numbered over 20,000. 

Ibn-Karram was an ascetic, a preacher and a theologian 

and before he had developed his on:.t1 theological ideas he was a 

foll·ovTer· of hiur j i Y ism o His ovm teachings v7ere set out in a 

treatise entitled 'Adhab al-qabr& from which quotations are 

1. Ans., ff. 476a-477b; Lub ... ,. III, 32-·33; ·;iaf'i., IV, 375-377; 

sa•Id Nafisi notes to his edition of Bayhaqi's, Ta'rikh-i-

I.Ias'·udi, II, 915-68; Iviizan., IV'~ 21; Kami1 .. , VII, 149; cf. 

Bos. 51 185-186 ;· Bosworth ,"The r-ise of the Karam~yyah in 

I5J.1.ura.san"; l1i w , L ( 1960 ), 5-6; Hassignon, Essai sur les 

origines du lexigue technique de la mystique musulmane, 230-
- 7 . . . "Q 11 11K • tr 232; S E I , "KarramJ.ya"; Margollou th, E;__ , · arr~1ya o 
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) work al-

Farg bayna al-firag, where there is the fullest accormt of the 

Karramite sect with some of whose members the author held 

discussions. It is said that most of Ibn-Karram's teachings 

were preserved in the writings of his pupil Ma'mlin ibn-~ad 

as-Sulami, but unfortunately none of these writings are now 

extant. However Ibn-Karram's opponents alleged that he held 

the doctrine of 'anthropomorphism', ta·j si 1llp tashbih, to an 

extreme degree. \Vhatever the truth of this allegation he 

definitely played a considerable role in Islamic thinking 

in his time and his doctrine spread throughout Khurasan 

and Afghanistan~ and reached as far as India. 

lasted about three centuries. 1 

1. Shadh., II, 131; 

His school 

bayna al-~irag, 215-225; see also his doctrine which 

is given by Shahrastani, Kitab al-mila1 wa~n-ni~aL, 79-85; 
see above, 73-75. 
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THE MYSTICS 

• ABD-ALLAH IBN-AL-MUBARAK? YAJ}.YA IBN-MU" ADH AR RJ1._2I, 

AL-Ij.AKilvi AT-TIRMIDHI: THE MALAMITES AND THE RISALA , 

OF THE MALAMITES OF ABU- 'ABD-AR-RAijMAN AS-SULAMI .. 

~~ile the theory and practice of mysticism came to be 

important elements in Islamic religion, they were always 

regarded as being foreign infiltrations, but the :precise 

history of their introduction into I'slam is still obscure. 

Among the :pre-Islamic religious doctrines were Judaism, 

Christianity, Buddhism and Zoroastrianism. 1 Of these, 

Christianity seems to have had some influence on the thinking 

and teaching of the 8arly ascetic Muslims and to support this 

we must refer to al-Hujwiri who reports that the celebrated 

traditicnist and ascetic 6Abd- Allah ibn-al-Mubarak ( Io F. l ) 

received instruction on mysticism from a Christian monk who 
. 2 

taught him the way to God. The ascetic and theologian 

Ibn-Karram ( Io Eo 1 ) is said by al-Baghdadi to have been 

influenced in his theological teachings by Christianity, and 

the celebrated mystic al-~akim at-Tirmidhi ( Io Fo 7 ) gives 

a :particular role to Jesus in his most famous work Khatm al-

wilaya. However from our narrow study we cannot generalize 

about the influence of Christianity on the movement o:f 

1.. Smith, Readings :from the i~iystic s of L$le.rb.;. l-2; :for 

general ~tudy of mysticism, sec Massignon, E r 1 , 

''Tasawwu~1 ' . . 
2. Kashf., 96-97. 
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mysticism in Islam. 1 

Mysticism came to be taught publicly in the ninth century 

and we have records that Abu-ZakariyyaYal).ya ibn-l.fu tadh ar-

Razi ( I o F. 4 ) , a disciple of Ibn-Karram ( I .. E .. 1 ) 

in mysticism, was the first in Islam to hold :public discussions 

on my$ticism in the mosque in Nisha:pur and to declare in 

poetry his love for God directly. He was one of the scholars 

who followed the Murji'ite doctrine-and probably he studied it 

under his teacher Ibn-Karram. 2 

It was also in the ninth century that there lived the 

celebrated :philosopher and mystic of Khurasan al-Hakim at-• . 

Tirmidhi. ~ter he had been expelled from his native town 

Tirmidh 9 because he was accused of being an innovator in 

religior.., he went to Nishapur where he taught for some years. 

He wrote over 30 works, of which 17 are extant~ According 

to Massignon he was the first Muslim mystic in whose writings 

we can detect the influence of Hellenistic philoso:phyo In 

his works Nawadir al-u?ul and Khatm al-¥dlaya he attempts to 

l .. B aghdad1 , al-Farq bayna al-firaq, 216; for Christian 

influence in theology on Ibn-Karram,see Sweetman, Islam 

and Christian Theology, index; Massignon remarks that at

Tirmidhi was influenced by the teachings of Ibn-Karram and 

that he composed a book entitled 'Adhab al-gabr which title 

is similar to that of Ibn-Karram, Massignon,Essai sur les 

origines du lexigue technique de la mystique musulmane, 

258, 263; ibid., E I 1 , "Al-Tirmidhi" o 

2. I Kh., II, 224-225; Shadh., II, 131, 138; lrashf., 

122-123: Massignon, Essai sur les origines du lexigue 

technique de la mystique musulmane, 238. 
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give a Sunnite mystical exegesis of certain agnostic themes, 

which were9 according to ruassignon, developed later by the 

extremist Shi'ites .. In his works 'Ilal al-'ubudiyya, Sharh 

a?-~ alat and al-IJaj j wa asr.aruhu he t;pies to explain 

rationally the form of the canonical schools. He is credited 

with being the first author of· a collection of biographies 

on the history of mysticism., but this work is only lmown from 

quotations .. Massignon rega:rds him as the true precursor of 

the Spanish scholar Thn-al-·'·Arab.f. (d .. 1151 ) \ivho, three 

centuries later,. studied his wo·rks carefully and admired him •. 1 

It was during· the. ninth century that there was founded 

in Khurasan and particularly in Nishapur· a mystic· sect called 

al-Iv!alamiyya or al--Malamatiyya and the adherents of this sect 

followed the ''path of the blame r;. tariqat al-malam .. They 

incurred "blame 11 by concealing their good deeds, in order to 

avoid sel:f-conce±.t ... 2 
The actual founder o:f.· the sect is 

still unknown but the earliest follower who lived in Nishapur 

1 •. Kashf., 141; If A, T... . dh. 11 
.ti:..L -·· l rml l ; 

Essai sur les origines du·.lexique techni.oue de la 

mystique musu:lmane.,,· 25.6-259 .. 

66 o Smith .. , E. I 2 
o. "H. amdlin al-~a~~ari! .. 2 .. Kashf .. ,. ;. SUbk •. , II:,. l9 ,;; , 

3. See below,. (J:;,i:st No •. I .D ).,;6I9 .... 
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and 'Ali an-Na~rabadhi and associated with Abu-'Ali ath-Thaqafi 

( II. K o 6 He is regarded as the one who spread the 

Malamite doctrine in Nishapur. His followers formed a sect 

of mystics called a~ter him the Qa?~arite or the ~amdlinite. 1 

One of his famous sayings about the Malamites is recorded by 

al-Hujwiri and Ab1i-Nu' aym: he said "the Malami te is 

characterized by the hope o~ the Murji'ites and the fear of 

the Qadarites". 2 

It might be worthwhile here to cast light on the 

earliest account of the principles o~ the Malamites as set 

~orth in the Risala o~ Abu-'Abd-ar-R~an as-Sulami ( III.V.2 ), 

who probably learnt the Malamite teachings ~rom his paternal 

uncle Ibn-Najld ( II. N.ll), who was himself a pupil of the 

Malamite mystic Abu-'Uthman al-~iri ( II. N. 2 )o3 

The following are some o~ the principles as stated by 

as-Sulami in his work Risalat al-Malamatiyya:4 

1. They regarded the illumination with the external 'divine 

service',' ibadat, as 'polytheism', shirk~ and the illumination of an 

inwardly 'condi tiorr,:Q_al, as' apostatism',irtidad. 

2. They did not accept what was .o~~ered to them with 

'nobility~'izz, but they ate with humility because in humility 

there is nobility. 

1. N)tf., 90; Sulam., 114; Sha 6 , I, 84; Smith, 

E r 2 "HamdUn al-Kassar" _, ... 
2. Kat;fhf., 66; Abu-Nu 1 ayrn:, Hilyat al-awliya~, X, 231; 

c.f. Amedroz, ";Notes on some Sufi ~i Ve~", J R A S, (1912), 562. 

3. See below (List No. D)., 620. 
4 o 'Mifi "'Ri sa_l~a~ al-MA.lamtiyya", Fouad I University Bulletin 

of the Faculty of Arts (1942), 47-98; The Risala is also 

published previously by Hartmann, "1\s-Sul.all}:f Ri sal at al
Mal8platija", Der Islam, VIII(l918), 157-203. 
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3o They believe in the fulfilment of duties and the 

renunciation of rights. 

4. They like to deprive themselves of something by great 

self-control; they like even to be deprived of things by 

means of force. 

5. They face the oppressor with self-control, patience, 

humility, apology and good deeds. 

6o They distrust their own 'soul'nafs in every· condition. 
'~ 

7. There are four kinds of' recollectionr, dhikr: recollection 

with the tongue, with the heart 9 with the conscience and with 

the spirito If the recollection of the spirit is in order9 

the heart and the conscience become silent; that is the 

recollection of 'vision',mush~adao If the recollection of the 

conscience is in order, the heart and the spirit become 

silent; that is the recollection of 'awe', hayba. 

If the recollection of the heart is in order, the tongue 

becomes silent; that is the recollection of 'mercy',ra.Q.mao 

And if the heart misses the recollection the tongue will start 

with it; that is the recollection of'habif,'ada. 

8. They fight against the feelings of enjoyment of good 

deeds, since it contains deadly poison. 

9. They are trained by one of the 'sect's leaders~a'imat 

al-gawm,and ask for his opinion in all situations9 whether it 

be a question of science or condition. 

10. Each kind of 'work',' amal, and each kind of 'obedience', 

ta'a,which you have seen and which your soul takes delight 

in is vanity. 
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11. The human being has to be the enemy of his own selfish 

soul 9 which does not find satisfaction in any condition. 

12o They avoid using theology in science with self-pride 

and they reject using it to display the secrets of God in 

front of people who are not worthy. 

l3o During the condition of tecstacy'sama( 9 if it has its 

effect on a person9 · then his rawe',hayba, 'movement~ haraka, and 

screaming are hindered because of the completeness of his awe. 

14. They give up the habit of changing clothes and try to 

be vdth the people as they are, outwardly, but to keep the 

soul in good order. 

l5o They do not occupy themselves with the errors of 

human beings, because of their occupation with the errors 

of their ovvn souls, which imposes on them the duty of being 

mutious of harm, of examining their souls constantly and of 

working towards their own improvement. 

16. Many troubles in worldly affairs are a sign of mischief 

and trust, silence and being content with the ways of 

desti":ly, ar.e a sign of blissfulness. 

17. They dislike it if someone serves them, puts them upon 

a pedestal and asks them for adviceo 

18. The human being should avoid his firasa and the faitb~ul 
-

one does not demand firasa for himself. 

19. This has been handed down to me (the author) from Abu-

) ) : "The faithful one 

would like to be a light in the night for his brother and a 

support for him during the day o" 
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20 .. 1ha saying of' Abu- 'Uthman ( al-I}Iri ( rr .. N .. 2 ) ) which 

he told Qbout his teacher Abu-~af~ (al-~addad ( I. F. 5 )), 

h c- • d · 11 the one who h t kn w o Sal • - as grea owledge, has few works, 

and the one who has many works, has small knowledge." Abu-

'Uthman continues "when I turned to Abu-ljaf~ for an explanation 

of the saying, he answerecf~ "the one whose knowledge is great, 

regards his many works as small, because he knows that he has 

more to lear~ and the one whose knowledge is small, regards 

his few works as great because he does not realise how much 

he has to learn and that he has made errors." 

21. The sama' of the ear should not overpower the vision of 

the eye. 

22 .. They ignore discussion of the particulars and subtle 

indicRtions of the sciences and do not go deeply into them but 

return to the field of command and prohibition. 

23 .. They must have'trust in God~tawakkul. 

24. They keep signs and miracles secret and look upon them 

as being misleading and remote from the path of truth. 

25. 1hey refrain from weeping whilst performing sama', the 

dhik_£, the 'ilm etc., but keep the sadness, since that befits 

the body. 

26. They renounce taking refuge with other people and demanding 

help from them, since they are demanding help from someone who 

is perhaps more needy and oppressed than they. 
-, 27. When they see that one of their ~rayers,du'~e has been 

heard, they are sad and worried and say that it is a ruse and 

a mieleading path. 
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28. They accept life, if it is tied to humiliation and they 

refuse it9 if concupiscence and the wickedness of nature are 

attached to it. 

As-Sulami's Risala, however, is published and studied 

by Hartmann, who remarks that the Malamites were influenced by 

the teaching of the Cynic philosophe·rs, the KalbiyiQn, and that in 

Europe it has been pointed out several times, that Cynicism 

seems to be revived in many forms of mysticism. 'Afifi, who 

published the Risala after Hartmann,noted that Cynicism did 

not influence the early Malamite movement which was founded in 

the ninth century but it influenced another group of Malamites 

who lived later and are known to have distorted the actual 

meaning of the Malamites and followed principles which are 

quite contrary to the religious law. 'Afifi probably meant 

the group of the Qalanduriyya who, according to as-suhrawardi, 

claimed that they were Malamites but were in fact heretics 

. f l" . 1 and enem1es o re 1g1on. 

1. 'Af'i:fi, "Risalat al-Malam~ti:y:yau Fouad I University Bulletin 

of the Faculty of Arts; (1942) 50; Hartmann, "As-Sulami 

Risalat al-Malamat~ja":o ner Islam, VIII, (1918) 197-198 
Suhrawardi, 'Awarif al-ma'arif, 56~ 
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F 

THE MYSTICS ( 700 .... 900) 

F .1 'Abd-All~ ibn-al-Mubarak 

His name was as mentioned but he received the kunya Abu-

1 Abd-ar-Rahman. • His f'ather was Turkish but he himself' was· a 

'client! m.~srla, to the tribe of' !Jan~ala. He was born at Marw 

in 736. He seems to have spent most of' his lif'e in Khurasan 

in the cities of' Marw and Nishapur. In the latter city he 

is said to have converted the Christian Abu-'Ali al-

Masarjisi ( I .. A .. 11 ) to Islamo In 754 he lef't Khurasan 

and lived f'or a time in Baghdad where he became known as the 

scholar of' Khurasan. While he was staying in Baghdad he 

became associated with the mystic community there. He lef't 

Baghdad and went to Mecca where he studied jurisprudence under 

Ivialik ibn-Anas and learnt by heart his master's law book al-

Muwatta' o 
0 • 

\Vhen he returned to Marw, the inhabitants of' that 

city held him in such high esteem that they endowed him with 

a place of' assembly where he could give lectures on various 

subjects. At that time in fuarw the inhabitants seem to have 

been evenly divided betwe,en those who were f'ollowers of' 

tr~dition and those who f'ollowed the ~anaf'ite system o~ 

jurisprudence but they all '.7i th one accord acclaimed "Abd-AllDh .. 

In ~act he seems to have been in agreement \rlth both factions. 

His impartiality is illustrated by the f'act that he built two 
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ribajs in the city, one for each faction. Subseq_uently he 

returned to ~ij~z and settled in ~ecca for a time bef6re 

leaving to join the holy war; .;_4iha~ against the infidels 0 On 

his return from Tarsus to i~iecca he died in 797 at a town on 

the Euphrates river called Hit. 1 

'Abd-Alllih was regarded as one of the greatest shaykhs 

of his time. He was known ;!;hroughout Khurasan as the divine 

scholar of Marw. He was recarded a~-having a comprehensive 

knowledge of traditions_, jurisprudence, asceticism, 

He collected traditions in f. treatise entitled al-Arba' in and 

also compiled a collection of traditions for legal 

uses entitled as..JSunan fi-'_)--·:fioh 1vhich became and remained a 

standard text for students )f. tr·Zldi:tions for 

at least a centuryc Amon[' the scholars v-rho studied these 

vvorks of his were al-Bukhari ( Io Ao 23 ) and Is~aq_ ibn-

Rahuya ( Io c. 1 'Abd-All~l.h also compiled a book on 

the· inter:p:r·etation of the C-~u:r~an called at--IJ;afp_rr. and a book 

in which he collected trad:~ t1ons concerning the hol-y war, 

ent~tled a.l-Jih~rl:- .. -2 

"Abd..,Allah vv-a.s also· renowned ror· his asceticism. We 

1. Ka~f •. , 9 5-...97 ;- I_ :ti- 9 Vs -382~3Ci7;- Khat .. ,~ X~ 152_:.·162 ;· 1J:. Q , I, 466. 

Ibn-Sa"d,~t*t?:J?-a,.,qa~-- ?11-k.~.P..~:.~~- VII,. 114;- Sha.dh.~, I, 295-
296'·;. I. Kh •. ,. 1,~ Jll-f r.irmawi, al.,..K.avvaki,p ad.-dur:i,yya, I, 

131.$.133; .AJJ.l? .•. , f ... l79:a;: Lub .. ~ I, 324;:· Jaw.-,- I, 281-282; 

Ibn-lJibban, iYiash~ir _ c·ulama' a1-arru,?ar., 194-195; Sha'., 

I, J7-9. Abu-Nu '·aymt Ei"lyc;.t_ a1-aw1iya'.-, VIII, 192-190. 

2. H Kh., I, 5?;· II, 911, 1410,: 1422; ibn-an;..;Nadim,. al-

Fihrist., 319;· 
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already mentioned t:ne commencement of his interest in 

mysticism in Baghdad and already he had developed his 

}<:novfledge of it during his travels
9 

in vvhich he met many 

mystical directors9 among vrhom was a Christian ;:1onk from whom 

he ~eceived mystical disciplineso He is also credited with 

being the first !:iuslim writer. to vvri te clo::rn tll.e ]?Pinciples of 

asceticism which he set out in his work az-Zuhd v.ra'r-raga> ig. 

This boo.k,. together with his other· book al-Jilia~ is now 
1 extant o. 

F .•. 2 Fa~ima an~N.aysaburiyya 

She was -a natiye of Nishapur. During her stay in 

the city she was visited by the famous mystic Abu-Yazid 

tayfur al-Bi st.ami· .. She went to Jerusalem where she met 

Dhu- 'n-nun al..,.Jvii ?ri and she taught him the mystic. v1ay of 

life. Then she went to !:iecca where she lived the rest of 

her life and died in 837~2 

Ibn~ . .Khadrawayhi . . .. ·,t! . . 

His name was .~ad ibn~~1a~rawayhi (or Khadruya). . 
He received the funya Abu~Uamid. He Tias a native of 

1.. Kashf., 96-97; Nadawi, Tadhkirat .an-nawadir, 32-33; 
G A p. S , I, 256. 

1ft .e: 
2 ·s·ha' I 66 n~un-awi. al-Kawakio ad-duriy.ya., I, 260. 

• -•' 9 ; .m , tL.. 
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Balkh and was the first to adopt the path of 'the blame', 

malamato His wife was Fatima,the daughter of the governor of 

Balkh, and she was also reno\·:ned as a mystic 
0 Then Ibn-

Kha~rawayhi and his wife came to live in Nishapuro He is 

said to have studied mysticism in his native place Balkh 

under Abu-~Abd-ar-Rahman Hatim al-Asamm and Abu-Turab 'Askar 
0 0 • 

ibn-a1-Husayn an-Nakhshabi. • It is also said that he went 

to Bistam and received there mystical instructions from Abu-

Yazid Tay~r-al-Bistami. • • Ibn-Kha<frawayhi was well known 

in Nishapur because of the generosity he showed in holding 

many banquets for the scholars vvho v·isi ted the city. As 

a mystic he is credited with many lofty sayings which are 

mentioned in Kashf al-In9.hjub of al-Hujwiri. He was also 

the author of many works in every branch of ethics and of 

mysticism, none of which have been named or have survived. 

He died in Nishapur in 854. 1 

F.4 Y~ya ar-Razi 

His name wo.s Y~ya ibn-Mu'ndh ibn-Jn'fnr. His kunyo. 

wo.s Abu-Zaknriyyn. He wo.s o. nntive of RQyy. He hetd two 

brothers; the nume of the elder we1s Ismn'il end of the younger, 

IbrUhim. After having contracted many debts at Rayy he set 

out with his brother Ibrnhim for Khuro.so.n. He came to Bnlkh 

1. Kashf., 119-122; Sulam., 93; Sha'., I, 82; 
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and the people of that city detained him for some time in 

order that he might give lectures to them, and they guve him 

100,000 dirhams. On his way back to Rayy he was attacked 

by brigands, who seized the whole sum .. Afterwards he left 

Rayy for Nishapur where he probably received instruction in 

~ysticism from Ibn-Knrr;m ( I .. Eo 1 ) and followed his 

muster's belief that mysticism is only one of the aspects of 

the religious life .. It is related that Ya~yn visited Baghdad 

at o.n unspecified date and gave discourses to the mystics of 

that city .. He died in Nishnpur in 871 .. 

Ya..:Q.ya was o. h~Iuslim thinker o.nd o. mystic o He held the 

doctrine of 'hope',raja'9 in God. Al-Hujwiri writes that 

Ifu:?ri says "God hcd two YnJ;yns, one o. :prophet o.nd the other o. 

so.int .. YoJ}yo. b. Znko.riyyo. trod the :path of feo.r so that 

all Pretenders were filled rri th feo.r and despaired of their 

so.lvo.tion 9 while Ya.l}yo. b • !l'iu 'ndh trod the path of hope so 

that he tied the hands of all pretenders to hope". YoJ:lyn was 

the first to give public lectures on mysticism and one of the 

first to declare directly his love to God. 1 

----------------------
1 o Knshf .. , 122-123; Sha • .. , I, 81; Sulwn o, 98; lviun to.~nm .. 9 

v2 , 16-17; Sho.dh., II, 138; ~., XIV, 208-212; I Kh .. , 
- - -~ II, 224-225; Nnf .. 9 55; Abu-Nu'o.ym, ~ilyat nl-o.wliyn , X'} 

51-70; Munnwi, o.l-Kawnkib ad-durriyyn, I, 272-273; 
o. brief note given by Iviusto.wfi, To.' rikh-i guzida, I, f. 

771. Quotations of Ya:Q.y-n' s sayings o.re given by :Massignon, 

Esso.i sur les origines du lexigue technique de la mystique 

musulmane, 238-242, and Smith, Readings from the 

mystics,_, 25. 
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H t - 1 is name wns Umar ibn-So.lim. He w~s born in the 

village of Kuro.dbndh, which \7c..s situated o.t the northern gate 

of the city of Nishupur. He was e blucksmith huddQd until he 

went to Bo.wo.rd and took the vows of di se ipleship to Abu- 'Abd-
- -

Allah nl-Bo.wnrdi. He returned to 1\Tishopur but wo.s unc.ble to 

continue his tro.de becuuse of o.n nccident which ho.ppened to him 

in his workshop o It is said thnt he wus associated in 

Ni shnpur w"i th the nystic 9 Ibn-KhoQ_r~wnyhi ( I. F. 3 

probably from him he received instructions on the mnlDmite 

po. th 0 He o.lso consorted for o. while with Abu-Shujn' o.l-

KTrmnni ( II·. N. 1 ) during the lc.tter' s visit to Nishapur with 

hi"s dfscip.l.e Abu- 6 U·tb.man al·-I{fri. ( II ... N. 2) . on 

his depnr·ture f'or·his no.tive place Kirmnn~ ShGh-Sho.jn' left the 

young Abu- 'Uthman o.l-ljiri in the· co.re of Abu-:trnf~ who tnught 

the young devoted student the principles of mysticism. It is 

sc~id that Abu-ljnf~ vi:sited Bo.ghdo.d rrith his disciples, although 

he never spoke Arnbfc in Ni sho.:gur 9 t.-:.1 though Fhen he met the 

mystics of Bo.ghdo.d9 includfng nl-Junnyd, in the Shuni ziyyo. fiio sque 9 

he conversed with them in elegont Arabic which surprised both 

his disc.iples ~.nd the mystics of Bc.ghdnd. 

Nishapur in 883.2 

Abu-Hnfs died in . . . . 

1. or 'Amr ibn-Mo.s1o.mn o.l-~p.ddndi·. Ko.shf ,.~ 123 ;.: Kho..~. 9 XII 9 220. 

2 • KnsM., 123-125, 132~3.33 ;.:Khat· •. , XII ,-221-222 ;.: Sha' • , I, 82; 

Su~·~am.sl05;: Ans ... , f.l58a;· Lub •. ,I.,:232-283; Naf.!/57; I.~unawl 9 
u1-KawUkib o.d-durriyya, I, 257-259;: Abu-Nu' 2ym, tlil;vat 

o.l-flrvliYn',. X, 229-230 ;: n brief note gfven by Mustawfi, 
- t ttr S 1 . r To.ll rikh~r guzido., I:.. f'~ 772; cf... Hnr mo.nny As- u ~~ s 

Risn1nt o.l-I~io.1runntija", Der Islrun .. ,. VIII (1918), 189-190 .. 
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F.6 Hamdun al-Qassar 
• 0 • 

His name was ljamdun ibn-J\.tlmad ibn- 'Umarc., with the ~unya 

He was a nt.ttive of Nishapur. He received the 

nisba 'the fu1lei'' al-Qa~~ar·, '-l'"lhich was probably his occupo.tion. 

He wo.s a folloV!er of Sufyan ath-'11hawri in jurisprudence end 

di-v-inity. In mysticism he v.,ras the disciple of Abu-rrurab an-

Nakhshabi, 
6 
Ali ru1-Na~rabadhi and associoted with Abu- 'A1i. ath-

Thaqafi (II. Ko 6). He died in Ni shapur in 884 and was buried 

in the graveyard of al-~ira. 

Al-Qa~_~ar waG the chief of the J:ialami te mystic sect in 

Nishapur. His biographers attPibute to him the syread of the 

sect's doctrine in that city. hany of his fine snyings 

rega~ding the IYI-alamite teachings are recorded by al-Hujwiri, 

Abu-Nu'aym and Abu-'Abd-ar-Ra))man as-Sulami (III. v .. 2). 

Al-~a~t=~ar's influence among the mystics of Nishapur v.ras so 

great that his followers formed a mystic sect called after hj.m 

the Qa~~arite or the ·Ij:-amdunite. 1 

F .. 7 Al-Ijakim at-Tirmidhi 

His name was f:fuhammad ibn-'Ali ibn-al-Husayn ibn-Bishr. . . 
He received the lmnya Abu-'Abd-Allah. The inhabitants of 

1 o Kashf., 66, 125-126; l'Jaf., 90; Sulam. 9 114; Sha' • , I, 

84; Munawi, al-Kaw~cib ad-durriyya, I, 220-221; Abu

Nu'aym, Ijilyat al-awliya' o 9 X, 231-232; cf .• Smith, E I 2 , 

"tiamdun al-I}a.~~ar".; Amedroz, "Notes on some Suri lives" 9 

·J R A f , (1912), 562; Hartmann, 11As-Sulami Hisalat al

J..ialamatija", VIII, Der Islam, (1918), 190; see ubove, 95-96. 
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rr·trmidh called him al-Jjakim and the I}akimi tes
9 

a mystic sect 

in that region9 were his followers. He was expelled ~rom 

Tirmidh because he was accused of being ~tinnovator in 

religion r, mubtadi' • He went to Balkh for a time before coming 

in D95 ·eo :r~·isha:pul~, where he taught tl~adi tions. He died in 898. 

At-Tirmidhi W&s a mystic, theologian~ :philosopher ahd 

jurist oi' the ljanafi te school .. He studied jurisprudence with 

the intimate friend of Abu-{Ianifa and nas associated p:-:obably in 

Tirmidh with the Shi ~ i te Imam ul-I~hid:e., 
. 0 His disciple 

Abu-Bakr al-\-/arraq related that al-Khi9-r used to visit at

Tirmidhi ~ve.ry $unday, and that they conversed with each other .. 1 

.. ·. -
At-Tirmidhi ·was· a voluminous writer. His style in 

-his extant ·work is, accordin[S to 1viassignon, somewhat prolix 

but the ·.vorks are very fully documented. 2 The follovJing is 

.-a list of his works ·which is given by Brockelmanno 

1. Khatm al...:.vvilaya -( al·-·Et_~~~~iya,), which is lost except for 

the table of c-hapters Which is extant. According to 

Massignon it is at-Tirmidhi's fundamental book, and 

Ibri-al-'Arabi meditated oveP and used 1t a long time later. 

2. "Ilal ·-al.- •.ubudiyy_a, which is extant. 

3. Kite b a~~:~;y;~s- vifa' ~-~m.u.~ tarr~n, whi eh is extant. 

4. Riyadat an-nafs·, which is extan~'· 

5. Jamal ki tab ( 'Uthnian· ibn-Sa.' id) min Rayy, which is extant .. 

1. Kash~ .. ··, 141~-4;2', 2·\o; ~., I 1 91; I~iifta]j.., II, 53; 

Tadh .. , _ II, 19_7; Subk., ~II, 20; Na .. f .. ," ilB. 
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6. Ba;ian o.l-kasb, nhich is extant. 

7o r.1o.sa ~ il9 Phi eh is lost. 

8. Ad ab _al-muridin 9 rt.ni eh is lost. 

9 0 Ki tab at-tawhid • _9 which is lost • 

lOo 6 Adhab al-gabr 9 Yihich is losto 

110 Ad-Durr al-malmun f'i as;, ilat ma kan nama yalrun? Vlhich is 

extant. 

12. Nawadir al-usul 9 nhich is extant. 

l3o Kitab al-:ruruq 9 which is extant. 

14. Kitab nn-nahj 9 Yfhich is lost. 

15 o 'rafsir 9 (a commentary of the S~ur> an) 'Hhich is lost. 

16. Ta.>rikh a.l-masha>ilrn 9 Yfhich is losto 

18 o !':.~-Haqq Yfa asraruh 9 rthich is extant o 

19 0 Al-Ilmtiyarat9 \7hich is lost. 

20o Al-Jumal al-lazim ma'rifatha 9 which is lost. 

2lo 'Arsh al-muwahhidfn 9 Hhich is lost. 

22 0 Al-A~ <la> wa 9n-nafs o 9 nhich is lost. 

23 o l-!ianazil al- 6 ibad VIa ,1- 'ibada, Which is extant • 

24. al- 'Agl Yla> l-haYia 9 which is extant o 

25 o Al.-Uunhivat 9 ~-.rhich is extant o 

26 0 Al-Amthal min al-·ki tab wo.> s-sw.1.na9 whj..ch is extant o 

27. Adab an-nafs 9 which is extant. 

28. Ghawr al-umur 9 which is lost. 

29. Ad 6 iyya ~a 'aza>im 9 which is extant. 
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30o Ki tab o.1- ~ulum~ '.7hich is lost. 

31 o Rasa>' il-i Ij:Ukim~i T .. irlilidh-i.. \7hich 1· 8 " extanto 

32. Shor:t;J. s~'alS:t fi't-ta'birD:t al-ilahiyya, Fhich is 
extanto 

1 o GAL S, I, 355-357; See also the list of his wor»lcs from 

No .. 1 to No .15 given by i.ias.signon 9 Essai suP les origines 

du lexigue technique de la mystique musulmane, 257-258o 
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VI 

THE READERS iiliD rrHE COiviHENTATORS OF THE QUR >AN 

THE EARLIEST READEHS Al'lD COI:ihiENTATORS IN NISHAPUR: 

BUK_AYR AN-N~~YSABURI, Ifu'T-ABI- 6 AMR AN-Nl\.YSABURI AND 

ABU-'1-HASAN AS-SA'Dio 

The Qur) an, on which the nhole Muslim system of 

jurisprudence was largely based, was a subject of careful 

study and re search by r:Iuslim scholars 0 The study of' the 

Qur>an was later differentiated into two branches. These 

\~1ere the science of reading and the science of interpretation .. 

In 651, the Caliph 'Uthman laid dor,n a single 

authoritative text which was to remain the final and standard 

recension of the Qur>an. This has come dovm to us ru1d its 

authenticity is above suspicion. But in spite of 'Uthman's 

single copy, the Qur/an continued to be read in different ways 

and differing schools were founded in the main cities of the 

Empire; at Iviecca, Medina, Ba~ra and Kufao In these the 

art of reading the Qur'an was transmitted by oral tradition in 

different ways o These differences affect certain of the words 

in it and the manner in which the words were pronouncedo 

Each was related to the authority of some great name from 

which its teachings had come dovm. 1 

These different Hays of reading, then, were set dovm in 

vvri ting. Huart remarks that as early as the middle of the 

eighth century, Ya' qub al-?aQ.rami compiled a work on the 

various ways of readineo Of all the works which are mentio:o.ed, 

1. Ibn-Khaldun, lviaq&ddim.a, 366; A L, 254. · :for references on 
- . l 

the Qur>an and its studies see Buhl, E I , "Koranuo 
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none 9 however, survived; neither did the compilation by the 

famous historian at-Tabari, nor the summary 0~ the seven 

schools of readers siven by Abu-Bakr ibn-Mujahid. But in the tenth

century works compiled by Ibn-Khaqan (d. 927) and Ibn-Mihran 

( I I o 0 • 4 ) have survived. 1 

As far as the :period(700-900)is concerrned~Nishapur prodt4CE:d f:ew 

scholars and their importance in the field of the reading of the 

Qur;lan is small.'T!e lmovt that Ibn-Abi-'Amr an-Naysaburi (I.G,l), was 

a native of Nishapur- of· Arabian ori"gin, who lived in the ninth 

century and who read the Q.ur-'=an. under the famous philologist of 

Ku:ra, al-Kisa'I (d ... 805). 2 We read about the scholar Abu-'Ali 

an-Naysaburi ( I •. A .. 1 ), who was also knovm to have read 

the Qurjan under al-Kisa~I, but he was primarily specialized 

as a tr&ditionist. 3 ~e also read that the Shafitite jurist 

Abu-'Abd-All~ al-Qurashi ( I .. c .. 2 ),who is mentioned above 

as a pupil of Abu-'Ubayda, became reno¥med as a jurist and a 

Peader of the Qur;lan. He is reputed to be the one vmo taught 

Ibn~Khuzayma ( IIo K .. 4 ) jurisprudenceo4 

More import&"'1t to the :Muslim scholar was the 

interpretation of the text of the Qur!lan. At an early date 

the Companions and later the SUccessors were endlessly 

questioned us to the meaning of the unclear verses, which are 

very numerous in the Qur~rul, This is sometimes on account of 

the stylistic form nnd sometimes ov1ing to the use o:f words 

1. T Q , I, 139; A L 9 255; see below1 237 • 
..~....-..-::.. 

2. I H , VIII, 35; See below (List No. I. E), 622. 
---L 

3. Shadh., II, 6; I ~I , II, 374. 

4 S bk I 287 · . I-H I 85-86 see beloYv, (List No. I .B), 609 ; 
" ~-' ' ' --a.."·' ' ' 

see above, 70. 
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belonging to the Qurayshi te dialect in vvhich the Qur,an 

is said to have been revealed and which Arabs from other tribes 

either misunderstood or did not understand at all.l 

Several works on the inte~pretation of the Qur~an were 

written in the eighth century, but the most famous is 

the extant vvork of at-1'_abari, which was composed in the 
2 

ninth century. As far as Nishapur is concerne~ we read 

about Bukhayr ibn-Ma'ruf an-Naysaburi (Io G. 1) who was the pupil 

of Muqatil ibn-~ayyan and the qa~I of Nishapu~ and who, according 

to Ibn-!fajar·, was the author· of Tafsir·. Also we read about 

Abu-'1-Hasan as ..... sa'di ( I. G. 3· 
0 ), who was a man from Marw 

and who resided during the latter per-iod of his life in 

Nishapur; he is also reported by Ibn-Ijajar to be the author 

of an ir:.terpretation of the Qur~an entitled Al]l{am al-Qur>8:n.3 

We have already had occasion to mention interpretative works of 

the tradi tionist and ascetic '·Abd-.All~ ibn-al-Mubarak 

( I. F. 1 ), the Jjanafite jurist and traditionist Ibn-

'!'ahman ( I. B •. 1. ) the Shafi''ite jurist Ibn-R~aya 

( I. C. 1 

( I. F. 7 

)· and the famous mystic al-Ijakim at-Tirmid.hi 

) o: However, none of the works of these 

Nishapurians are extant. We must come down to the tenth 

century when. scholars such as Abu-Bakr al-Ja~~a~ ( II o J o 16 ) 

and Ibn-al-Mundhir ( II. K. 3- ) ,. who c-onnected their lives vri th 

Nishapu~, wro:te works. which have come down to us, together 
- -

with famous works which we1_,e written later by al-Wa.lfidi 

( III. W. 6 ) and ath-Tha'1abi ( 4 III o W •. 2 ) •. 

l. Ibn-KhaldUn,. Mugaddima, 367-368; A L , 255-256 • 
2. Nicholson, Literary History of the~bs, 145. AL., 256. 
3 • I \{ , I I I , 3 5 ;: see below, (List No • I · E ) , 6 2 2 • 

4. See below, 237-238, 420. 
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G 

THE. READERS AND THE CO~.HiENTATORS OF THE QUR>A.N 
(700-900l 

Go 3 El1.kayr an-N aysaburi 

His name was Bukayr ibn-MaGruf. He received the bLnya 
- -He was probably from Damghan, 

but he lived a considerable period of his life in Nishapur 

where he occupied the post of qag.i of the cityo Then he came 

to Damascus where he died in 779. Bukayr was educated in 

Iraq and studied traditions under Y~ya ibn-sa~id al-An~ari, 

Abu- 5 1-Zubayr and others. He was known as the disciple of 

He is said to have composed an inter-

pretatior .. of the Qur, an entitled at-Tafsir which is no longer 

extant. 1 

His name was 'Amr ibn-Zurara ibn-Waqid. He received 

the k:unya Abu-M~ammad and uas a native of Nishapur belonging 

to the Arabian tribe of Banu-Kalb. He travelled through Iraq 

and Jjijaz in pursuit of learning traditions .. He learned from 

eminent masters of those countries, amongst them Abu-Bakr ibn

'Ayyash, Marwan ibn-Mu'awiya, Hushaym, al-Qasim ibn-Malik al-
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Muzani, Abu:... 
6
Ubayda al-l}addad~ Ziyad al-Bakka~ i and Sufyan 

ibn-"Uyaynao He came to Kufa vmere he read the Qur'an 

under the famous scholar al-Kisa~I. In Nishapur he was 

highly esteemed as a :t.,eliable tradi tionist and a reader of the 

It is said th::1t trad1· t1· ons 
V'o Yfere related on hi-s 

authority in the work:-. of al-Bukhari ( I .... ) l\-
• .!"i • 23 9 r:1USlim 

( I o A o 28 

A~mad i bn-Salama ( I .. il o 34 ) , al-:\lusayn al-Qabbani ( II 0 

r 0 1 ) Ibn-IJibban ( II o K 0 9 ) and al-Ij:akim an-Naysaburi 

He died in 852 •. 1 

Abu-'1-Hasan as-Sa'di • 

His name was 'Ali ibn-ijajar ibn-Iyas. His nisba as-

Sa'di indicates that he \"!as of Arabian descento He was born 

in hiarw which he late~ left and went to live in Baghdad for a 

time,: learning· tradi.tj_on.s there from Sharil:;: 1 : Hushaym and Ibn-al 

i:1ubarak (I .. Fo l) •. He later moved to Nishapur where he died in 

358 •. As-Sa 1dl was acclaimed oy later·v~iters as a Great ~afir 

and was renowned as an authority on t~e Qurjanic text, tradi

tions, literature &~d poetry.· He v~ote m~ny books but his 

main work was Ahkam al-Qur~an, ~hich has been losto He vras an 

authority on traditions; it is said that traditions were 

related to his authority in the works of Abu-Dawnd, Ibn~·Maja, 

Ibn-Khuzayma ( II~ Ko 4 ) and al-ijasan ibn-Su:fyan.
2 

1 • .!__rt, VIII, 35; §h&dh., II, 90; T N, 28; Lub., I, 498; 

An s • ' f . 2 7 2b • 

2 4 S dh II 105 fo n the nisba "as-Sa'ditt .. • ~·, II, 33-3 ; ha ", , - ; "'- 7 

.:t.o~ r.,i"\ __ T _ ~Jt 7) • A...ns.. f. 298a. 
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THE MEN OF LETTERS AND THE POETS 

THE ACTIVIrl'IES OF PO:Cr11S AND Llli-! OF L:S~TERS ~ B.h.GHDAD IN 

NISH.APUR: ABU..:.TAMiviAi.i, ABU-:. l- 'AlviAYTHAL .. AL-A' RABI, ABU SA 6 ID 
i\.J)-:Q.ARIR, ABU-~1-l'liiNHl\L AL-MUHALLABI .AND ABU- >1-MINHAL 

AL-KHUZA 'I o 

It is generally kno~m that men of letters and 
' 

particularly poets, made their living by connecting their 

fortunes with the court of the caliphs and the governors, and 

with the establishment of the i'ahirid. dynasty in Khurasan and 

its capital in Nishapur, many scholars and court poets of 

Baghdad were attracted by the fame of the new governors of 

Khurasan .. Of these the most important can be singled out 

for special notice on account of their activities in the field 

of Arabic literature~ adab, whether in verse or prose; they 

were Abu-Tammam ( I .. Hu 1 ), Abu-'1-'Amaythal al-A'rabi 

( I .. Ho 2 ) , Abu-' 1-Minhal 

al-Muhallabi ( Io H. 4 

( Io Ho 5 ) o 

- -Abu-Tronmam was a distinguished poet 9 who flourished and 

became famous in the court of the Caliph al-Mu'ta~im. His 

visit to Nishapur was at the end of his life. He was 

disappointed by the cold reception he had received from the 

governor 'Abd-Allah ibn-Tanir and from the learned men of his 
- -

court. At-Tibrizi remarks on the treatment which Abu-Tammam 

received in Nishapur from the scholars Abu-'1-'Amaythal al

A'rabi and Abu-Sa'id a~-~ari~who were in charge of the 

governor's library and also in charge of testing the qa?idas 
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which were presented by the poets in order to be sung in the 

presence of the governoro But when Abu-Tammam presented 

his poem, it was rejected by Abu-,1-~Amaythal who classified 

it among the ordinary poems, and even cast it among the 

Therefore Abu-Tammam failed at 

first to obtainan audience in the court of the governor. 

However, he later succeeded and sang poems praising the 

governor: one of them mimiyya complained to the governor about 

the incident which took place between him and Abu-,l-'Amaytha1. 

However, the governor was not generous in rewarding him, and 

either for this reason, or because of the cold winter of 

1 Nishapur, he left the city and later lampooned the governoro 
- -

However, Abu-Tammam was noted as an author of 

anthological works which he compiled in Hamadano The most 

important of the six anthologies he composed ·was the 

Hamas~ which has come down to us o The work is divided into 

ten chapters which bear the following titles: 2 

1. 'The Chapter of Fortitude' .(Babu, 1-hamasa~ 

2. rThe Chapter of Dirges' (Babu' 1-marath}). 

3. 'The Chapter of Good Manners' (Babu'l-ada~. 

4. 'The Chapter of Love-Songs' (Babu,l-nasib). 

1. Tabrizi, Sharh diwan Abu-Tammam, I, 244-255; ~uli, Akhbar 
• T:'l I 2 ltj b- r.-1 a 11 Abu-Tammam, 211-226; cf. Rltter, ~' 1.. u 1.amm m • 

2. The work is divided into ten cl1apters according to Freytag' s 

edition and the titles are quoted by Nicholson, Literary 

History of the Arabs, 129-130. 
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5. 'The Chapter of Satire' (Babu'1 ..... 41j~J~ 

6. 'The Chapter of Guests and Panegyric' (Babu'l
a£yaf wa'l-madi~l 

7. 'The Chapter of Description' (Babu'l-sifat~ 

8. 'The Chapter of Travel and Repose' (Babu'l-sayr 
wa' 1-nu ~as). 

9. 'The Chapter of Facetiae' (Babu' 1-mulaJ;l). 

10. 'The Chapter of Vituperation of Women' 
- ' (Babu 1-mad..hammati 'll-ni sa'). 

Commentaries were written on Abu-Tammam's Hamasa by . . 

many scholars; among them at-Tabrizi, who also made a 

commentary on Abu-Tammam's Diwan. Other commentaries,no 

longer extant,were written by Nishapurians in the eleventh 

century, including the commentaries of Abu-'1-Muzaffar al-
• 

Harawi ( III. X. 4 )9 Ab~-'1-~usayn ash-Shamati ( III. X. 19, 

and, in the twelfth century, the commentary of AbuJAli at-

Tabarsi ( IV. EE. 9 ) • . : 

The above-mentioned contemporary of Abu-Tammam, Abu-'1-

l Amaythal al-A l rabi, was an eloquent, able poet and a man of 

letters. He was educated in the Arabian desert with the 

Bedouins and became the favourite poet of the founder of the 

TBnirlddynasty, t~ir ibn-al-~usayn, inheriting the same 

f·avour from the governor 'Abd-All~ ibn-t'ahir. He was the 

author of several works in verse and prose and we possess at 

the :present day his book on rhetoric, ma'an~which is one of 



the earliest Arabic prose works written in Khurasan on this 
. 1 

subJect ti 

A pupil of Abu-~1-'Amaythal was Abu-Sa'id a~-~arir. 

He was sent to Nishapur with other scholars by the Caliph al-

¥a'mlin, on the request of 'Abd-All~ ibn-T~iro He became 

noted as the transmitter of the poet 'Abd-All~ ibn-al-A'rabi. 

We have already mentioned that 'Abd-All~ ibn-T~ir put him 

in charge of his library and he also presided over the 

assemblies of literature which were held in 'Abd-All~'s court. 

A~-~arir was the author of two work~ one was a collection of 

poetry called al-Abyat, the other a critique on the work o:f 

Abu-Ubayd's Gharib al-hadith. 2 

Also :from Baghdad came Abu-.? 1-Iviinhal al-liiuhallabi, a 

pupil o:f al-Khalil ibn-A.Qmad (d. 791), the author o:f the first 

Arabic le xi con al- 'Ayn o He was tutor in philology to the 

governor Tahir ibn-al-~usayn and obtained the governor's :favour 

and respecto This favour continued during the reign o:f the 

governor 'Abd-All~ ibn-Tahir. However he vn:->ote 

many works in the field of Arabic literature but 

none o:f them has come dovm to us and only the title 

of five o:f them are named by Yaqut.3 
- - , 

Contemporary with Abu-'1-:t.t.iinhal al-Muhallabi was Abu- 1-

Minhal al-Khuza'I, a poet from ~arran, who connected his 

1. Ibn-an-Nadim, al-Fihrist, 72-73; Abu-'1-'Amaythal, al-Kitab 

al-ma',thur. 
2. Ireh., I, 118-119; A~-9afadi, Nakt al-himy~ 69--98; see 

below, (List No.I.F) 624. 
3~ cf. 126. 
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fortunes first vdth the court of al-Ma'mlin in Baghdad then with 

that of al-~usayn ibn-1~ir of Khurasano He stayed thirty 

years in Nishapur but latterly he was on bad terms with the 

new governor, 'Abd-All~ ibn-1~ir, whom he praised at first 

but whom, when he left Nishapur on his way back to Harran he 
.. ' 

lampoomed. Ibn-
6 
Imad says that al-Khuza 'i was "in verse 

comparable to al-Mutannabi but less ambitious" •1 

It must be remembered here that in the field of literature 

of different kinds Muslim writers of this period (700-900) 

wrote their works in Arabic. The 1atirids seem to have dis-

couraged the use o:f the Per ... sian language, probably for religious 

reasons. For instanc~ Dawlatshan reports that one day 1n 

Nishapur an old Persian book was presented to the governor 

'Abd-All~ ibn-Tahir: the book contained 'the Romance of • 

W.amiq and 'Adhra', composed by wise men and dedicated to the 

King Nushirwan (d~ 579). But the governor ordered it to be 

destroyed, saying that ttthe Qur,an and the traditions ought 

to be sufficient for good men 11 and adding: 11 this book was 

written by Magians and is accursed in our eyes". 2 

However, Persian lite1.,ature really began to flourish 

under the Samanids, while in the period of their successors, 

the Ghaznavids, it might be said to have attained its full 

development, if not its zenith. 3 

l. Shadh., II, 32; Irsh., VI, 95-98. 
2. Dawlatsh8h, Tadhkirat ash-ahu 'ara', 35; L H P- , I, 12, 

347-348; II, 275o 
3. See below, 130-131, 429;cf. L HP, II, 90-165. 
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H 

THE 1viEN OF LETTERS AND THE POETS ( 700-900) 

H .• l Abu-Tarnmam 

His name was Babib ibn-Aws ibn-al-~arath ibn-Qays ibn

al-Ashaj j ibn-Ya.J:lya ibn-Marw~"'l. ibn-Murraibn-Sa l d ibn-Kahil 

ibn- 'Amr ibn- 'Adi ibn- 'Amr ibn-a.l-Ghawth ibn-'tayy>. He was 

a native of Syria, bo~n in either 804 or 806 in the town of 

Jasim, between Damascus and 1'iberias_. He was the son of 

a Christian named Tadus (Thaddeus) 9 for which name the son, 

when he became a Muslim, substituted the Arabic Aws, and 

attached for himself the nisba of the Tayy) i te tribe. .. He was 

a great traveller .• In his youth he was in Damascus where 

his father kept a wine-shop,, and he worked as a weaver's 

assistant. Thence he went to Ijim~:' vrhere the poet al-

Bu.J:ltu.ri (d. 908) met him .• Subsequently Abu-Tammam went 

to Egypt where he lived at first by selling water in the 

Great Mosque and where he found an opportunity to study 

Arabic poetry and its rules .. It ·was most probably in Egypt 

that Abu~T.ammam established his reputation as a poet and 

where he composed his first poem about the tax~collector 

'Ayyash ibn~Lahi' a. From Egypt he returned to Syria, 

expecting to be admi·tted to the court of the Caliph al

Ma'mun, to await on him, but the Caliph disliked the Bedouin 

style of poem which he offered him and refused to grant him 

an audience. He went to MawsiJ. and from thence he travelled . . . .. , .. 
into Armenia, where rich gifts from the governor, Khalid ibn-

Yazi~ awaited him~ ' -On the death of al-Ma mun, he came to 
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Baghdad where he was received and fa:voured by. ai-hiu.'ta~im, and 

met with great success at his court. At this stage of his 

life Abu-Tammam rose to fame and even the Caliph took him as 

a companion on his famous expedition against Amorium in the 

year 838. Abu-Tammam also enjoyed the favour of al-Mu't6?im's 

so~ AQ.mad, and his son and successor al-Wathiq and other eminent 

men, to whom he dedicated many of his poems. The increasing 

fame of the governor of Khurasan 'Abd-All~ ibn-T~ir 

attracted the poet. He came to Nishapur but 'Abd-All~ did 

not come up to his expectation in rewarding him. Also, 

the cold climate did not suit Abu-Tammam. On his return 

from Ni shapur he vvas delayed at Hamadan by a snowstorm; he 

made the acquaintance of the learned Abu-'1-Wafa> ibn-Salama, 

who gave him the freedom of his library and the poet made good 

use of his time by composing the most celebrated of his 

anthologies, the ~amasao Some two years before his death 

the governor of Maw~il 9 ~asan ibn-Wahb, found him the post-

master ship of the city vthich was a most confidential position. 

He died in this tovVl1 9 about 846. 1 

Abu-Tanmaw \7as one of the best poet::> o:f the court. He 

is said to have surpassed his contemporaries in purity of 

style, in the intrinsic merit of his work, and in the 

excellence of the way in whi~h he treats a subject. His 

Di wan .. contains some devotional poems, besides the encomiums 

on the poet's various patrons, laments on their deaths and 

1. ~uli, Akhbar Abu-Tammam., 66, 105, 121, 231-2, 235-8, 

246, 272-3; Shadh., II, 72-74; I Kh., I, 150-153; 

Ans., f.365a; Lub., II, 78; Ibn-al-Anbari, Nuzhat 

al-albab., 107-109; I~fahani, al-Aghani, XVI, 383-399. 
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satires on his enemies, but the most important are the voems 

which are of historical interest, such as the ones which 

describe the campaign against Amorium, the defeat and execution 

of Babak the Khur·rami te, and the execu ti 0 n of the 

general al-Afshino The Diwa:n was arranged in alphabetical 

order by a~-9uli, and afterwards arranged in order of 

subjects by 'Ali-ibn-?amza al-I~bahan~ it was also handed down to 

us by as-Sukkari and others. Abu-Tammam made a great study 

of the older poets and this enabled him to collect and 

compose six anthologies: 

1. Ikhtiyar gaba'ili (The Greater), selections of verses 

from tribal dayso 

2. Ikhtiyar gaba'ili, selections of verses of tribal 

days from little known poets. 

3. IKhtiyar shu'ara' al-ful).ul. Selection of verses 

from Master poets of pre-Islamic and Islamic time. 

4. Al-Hamasa, which he composed when he was at Hamadan. 

It is in ten sections and it deals with a great number of 

poets and poetical r1orks from pre-Islamic down to 'Abbasid 

times. A similar collection of the Hamasa poems was also 

made by Abu-Tammam' s contem:pol~ary, al-Bu.J)turi who was also 

a court poet, but it is inferior to that of Abu-Tammam. 

5.. IKhtiy?r al-muqa~ta 'at, which consists of a 

selection of love poems. 

·6 .. Selections from modern poets. 
1 

Of these antholoGies only No.4 the Hamasa is extant. 

1. Jriargoliouth, E I 1~ "Abu Tammam"; 
. I 2 l!Ab- m - If • i\T • h 1 AL 88-89· R1tter 1 E , u ~ammam , I·tlC o son, 

--' ' 
i:.. literar_;y_histocy of the Arabs, 129-130; G A L.~I,83-84; 
G .. \. L s , I. 134-l37. R ~· y "Philolo3ika XIII . .t\.rabische 
Handschriften in Anatolien und Istanbul", Oriens, II <1949), 266-269 
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sat d. 

His name was 'Abd-Allah ibn-Khulayd (Khalid) ibn

He v:ras of Persian descent but wa.s related to the 

house of the Prophet as a ~pa"'r~la to J·a 'far ibn-Sulayman ibn-

'Abd-AllaiJ. ibn-al- 'Abbas ibn- 'Abd-al-11uttalib. He v1as a 

native of Rayy, lmo;_~m !)y his laqab al-A~rabi because he 

lived ~d was educated amonc the desert Arabs. He 

connected his :fortunes with the r.fahirii J?rinces of Khurasan. 

At first he lived in the cou1_,t of the prince r.fchir ibn-al-

~usayn in Marw, then he became attached to the court of the 

:princers s0n 'Abd-All~ ibn-rahir, in Nishapur. He died in 

854, ten years after the death of his benefactor 'Abd-Al1ail 

( c_ . BLJ-4) •1 

J:"bu-)1 1- '1\.maythal :.vas a poet o.nd a man of letters. He wr...,te 

an excellent rrorl{ on Arabic ·literature$ adab
9 
which is extant 

- ~ -under the title al-Kitab al-n~ thur. Of his works which are 

mentioned in the al-Fihrist of Ibn-an-Nadim, that is to say, 

1. ~~-Tash_abub., 2. al-Abyat as-sa~ira, and 3. Ma'ani ash-

shi'r, none are extant. 2 

1. Ibn-an-Nadim 9 al-Fihrist, 72-73. 

2 • Ib i d • 9 _o p .. c i t • , 7 3 ; G .·A L E , I , . l 0 5 ; 
Abu-'1-'Amaythal, al-Kitab al-ma'thur, 5-8. 
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His name was ~ad ibn-Khalid. He was called a~-~arir 
because he was blind. He was a wealthy man from Baghdad and 

one of the regular attendants at the court of the Caliph 
-- ') -al-Ma muno When ~ Abd-All~ ibn-'J'~ir became governor of' 

Khurasan9 the Caliph awarded him with a number of learned men; 

among· them vvas ad-Darir. 
0 0 'Nhen the latter came to Nishapur he 

started his education in literature in the court of 'Aod-All~. 

He took lessons from Abu-'1-'Amaythal ( Io H. 2 ) , ~Arram, 

others. He became noted as the transmitter of the poet lAbd-

Allah ibn-al-A'rabi and became the most distinguished literary 

man in the court of ~ Abd-Allah., S)ecio.lly in conducting the 

discussions and disputations which sometimes arose in that 

court. He died in Ni shapur in 895 and vtas buried in the 

graveyard of al-~usayn. 

A~-~arir was the author of a collection of poems called 

simply al-Abyat. He also composed a critique of Abu-

'Ubayd' s ( d. 837 ) work Gharib-al-hadi th which was 

entitled Ar-Radd 'ala Abu- ~Ubayd fi gharib al-l}adTth. 

Neither of a~-~arir's ~orks are now extant. 1 

H .4 Abu-' 1-al-Minnal al-Muhallaoi 

His name was lUyayna ibn- 'Abd-ar-Ral}.mano His nisba 

1.. S f' d · Nakt al-himyan .• , 96-98; • a a 1, _ 
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Khurasan al-Muhallab Ibn-Abi-~ufra. Abu- '1-Minhal was born 
in Baghdad. He studied philology under the great philologist 

al-Khalil ibn-A]J.mad, the author of the book al-'Ayn W'..nen 

r~ir ibn-al-~usayn became governor of Khurasan in 820, he 

took Abu>-' 1-Minhal with him to Khurasan as the governor's ovm. 

tutor in philology. During the reign of 'Abd-All~ ibn-~ahir 

( reg. 828-844) he was highly respected and held in honour 

in his court at Nishapuro He died during the reign of tAbd-

Allah in Nishapur. 

Abu-,1-I'tiin..lJ.al was the author of many litera1'ly v;orks. 

The following are named by Yaqut: 

lo Kitab fi '1-shi'r 

2. Ki tab an-n a wadi 

3. Kitab al-Azd 

4. jl-Ansar 

5. Kitab li-Is~aq fi~l-Qur,an. 

1 None of his works are now extanto 

His narne was 'Awf ibn-M~allim. He was a poet from 

Syria and a native of ~arran of Arabian origin, a descendant 

of the tribe of Khuza'a. At first, he was a court poet, 

connecting his fortunes with the Caliph al-Mu>mlin, in whose 

court he met the general tahir ibn-al-~usayn. 'i\lhen the 

1. Irsh., VI, 111-112; for the ni sba 11 al-Muhallabi", see 

Lub., III, 195; Ans., f.546a. 
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latter was granted the governorship of Khurasan he took the 

poet with him. The poet stayed 30 years in Nishapur as a 

boon-companion to t~ir and his son 'Abd-All~. At first 

he eulogized 'Abd-Allah but when he did not come u9 to his 

eX]_)ectation in rev1arding him, he returned to Harran where he 
• 

died while 'Abd-All~ was still a governor. 

Al-Khuza~i was a stylistic poet and a man of letters. 

His poems dealt mainly with devotional subjects or were 

encomiums of' the poet's patrons the tahirids. Yaqut and Ibn-'~ 

l preserve for us a specimen of his poems.-

1. Irsh., VI, 95-98; Shadh., II, 31-32; For the nisba 
n al-Khuza 'I", see Lub., I, 360-361; lills., f .197 · 
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HISTORICAL INTRODUCTORY NOTE 

THE f?l!FFARIDS: 'l'HE SAMANID PATRONS OF LEARNING 

In the later decades of the ninth century, Khurasan 

and its capital, Nishapur, fell into the hands of the 

9affarids, a dynasty which originated in Sijistan and which 

was to reign in Khurasan for thirty years (873-903). The 

founder of the dynasty was a military commander called Ya 1 qub 

ibn-al-Layth a~-~affar (Reg. 868-878), who was a Kharajite 

sympathiser. When he captured Nishapur in 873, he met vnth 

little resistance from the tahirid forces and from the minority 

community of the 'Alids in the city. He is reported to have 

captured the 'Alid leader Al-Husayn ibn-Ibrahim and to have 
0 

imprisoned him. He is also known to have plundered houses 

and burnt down palaces when he had taken Nishapur. His 

successor, ~Amr ibn-al-layth (reg. 878-900) followed a 

contrary policy, for the building of the Friday Mosque and 

the governors palace, Dar al-Imara, is attributed to him. 1 

'Amr employed some scholars Who served his government. Among 

these scholars was Abu-I~aq al-Mughaythi(III.P. 61 who served 

1. Ya 1 qubi, Ki tab al-buldan, 91-92; Gardizi, Za,yn al-.akhbar., 

14-19; Kamil., VII, 180, 184, 204; Tabari, Ta'rikh ar~rusul 

wa '1-muliik, III, 1180, 2039; I Kh., I,312-331; I?takhri, 

Masalik al-mamalik 254; Maqdis~AQsan at-taqasim,, 316; 

I~fahani, Maqatil at-Ialibiyyin, 689 

cf. Bartho1.d, Turkestan down to the Mong.el invasion, 

215-23; Haig, E 11 , "9af'f'arids'r; Bos., 147. 
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both the Tahirids and the 9affarids as a secretar~ and the we11-

knovm jurist and traditionist Abu-~Abd-All~ al-Bushanji 

( II. K. 1) was acquainted with the governor 'Amr, who once 

awarded him 20,000 dinar~. However, ~affarid rule in 

Khurasan was short-lived so their patronage of men of 

literature and science is hardly worthy of notice.l 

Politicall~ this dynasty acted independently of the 

Caliphs in Baghdad and when the Samanids invaded Nishapur in 

900 the ~arfarid ruler 'Amr was easily defeated and was taken 

as a prison~r to Baghdad. 2 

The Samanids ruled Transoxiana directly, with Khurasan 

remaining semi-independent. Khurasan was ruled by military 

leaders. Some were of Turkish slave origin, such as Tash 

Beztuzun and Fa'iq. Others more famous came from 

notable local families, such as Abu-'Ali Chaghani and simjuris. 

However for about a century Khurasan was under Samanid 

rule during which time it became, with Transoxiana, a centre of 

learning and arts~3 The Samanid prince Abu~$a1i~ Man~ur ibn-

Is~aq was patron to the celebrated physician ar-Razi, who 

dedicated his book on medicine al-Mansuri to the honour of his 

patron.4. And it was in response to a summons from the Samanid 

1. J Fun., 152; Subk., I, 290. 
2. Kamil., VII, 345; Gardizi, Zayn al-akhbar, 19; c:f. Barthold, 

Turkestan down to the Mongal invasion, 225; L H P , II, 10. 

3. Bos., 29-30; for general survey of the Samanid dynasty, 

see Buchner, E I 1 , "Samanids". 
4. Nicholson, Literary history of the Arabs, 265; L H P , I, 

363; Hitti, History of the Arabs , 366; A L , 308; 

cf. Kraus and pines, E I 1 , "Al-Razi" 
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prince N~ ibn-Man~?ur (reg. 976-997) that the young Ibn-Hina, 

still in his teens, came to the prince's palace in Bukhara. 

Ibn-Sina was given free access to the rich royal library, 

where he acquired much of his knowledge.l 

In this period, too, a new manifestation was seen in the 

rise of a new Persian national epic. We may mention here 

Rudagi of Samarqand, the blind minstrel and poet, of whom we 

possess his most remarkable achievement which is the song he 

composed and sang in the presence of the Samanid prince, Na~r 

I ibn-~mad (reg. 874- 892), to induce that prince to leave 

Herat and return to his native city Bukhara, wnich he had 

neglected for four years; and Daqiqi of rus whose fragment 

of a Persian epic was later incorporated by Firdawsi in his 

Shatmama. 2 

We read that the eminent al-Ballami family provided two 

learned and celebrated men, who acted as Viziers to the Samanid 

princes. The family was headed by Abu-~1-Fa~l M~ammad al-

Bal'ami (d. 940)ywho was a native of Marw and Vizier to the 

prince, Isma'il ibn-~ad (rego 892-897), and who later became 

vizier, probably in 927, to Na~r II ibn-AQmad (reg. 913-943). 3 

1. Nicholson, Literary History of the Arabs, 265-266; AL., 

285-286; L HP , II, 106-107; Hitti, History of the Arabs, 

6 1 "I 8-:- -~~ 2 5 ; cf • De Bo er, E I , bn- 1na • 
2 0 Ni~ami -i-t ArliQ.I, Chahar maqala, 33; cf. Nicholson, op. ci t., 

· "" E I 1 "R-d k-:-" 265o L HP , I, 16-17; Henr1 Masse, ____ , u a l • 

3. Ans., f~ 90a.; Lub., Iy 141-142; Shadh., II, 324; 
2 

Ni~ami-i-'Arli~i, op. cit., 98; cf. Dunlop, E I , 

"Al-Bal'ami". 
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Abu-~1-Fa~1 was a patron of scholars. In Nishapur his court 

was often visited by the celebrated scholar Ibn-Khuzayma 

( II. K. 4 ) and the famous Shafilite jurist Abu-Sah1 a~-

9u~lliki ( II. L. 1 ).
1 Abu-~1-Fa~l's taste in poetry was 

excellent and mention is made that he considered the poet 

Rudagi without equal among the Arabs and Persians. 2 

of Abu-~1-Fa~l, Abu-lAli M~ammad was a scholar and a 

The son 

politician. He became Vizier to ~Abd-al-Malik ibn-N~ 

(reg. 954-961), towards the end of his reign, through the 

influence of the chamberlain Alptigin. He was also vizier, 

twice, to·" Abd-al-Malik the successor of al-Man?ur ( reg. 997-

999) and it was from him that :i.1e received instruction to 

write, in Persian, an abridgement of at-~abari's history 

Ta'rikh ar-rusul wa '1-mulUk, which is one of the oldest 

prose works in Persian that have come down to us.3 

Many other distinguished scholars connected their 

fortunes with the service of the Samanid rulers. Fqv. 

instanc~ from Nishapur, the leader of the Shafi 1 ites, Ibn

Khuzayma was given the post of ra,Is of the city during the 

reign of the Samanid princ~ Isma'il ibn-Atmad (892 - 907), 

a post which he held till his death in 923 a
4 

1. Subk., II, 131, 161. 

2 • An s 0 ' f • 2 0 2b • 
3. Nizami-i-lArlidi, Chahar magala, 98; Gardizi, Zayn-a1-

• • 2 
_akhbar, 42-43; Dunlop 1Ll._, "Al-Bal 'ami"; Storey, 

Persian literature, I, 61-65; II, 1229: 

L H P , I, 11, 110, 356, 368-369, 478; Nicholson, 

Liter~ry history of the Arabs, 265; 

Arabs, 463. 

4. Subk., IIp 131-132. 

Hitti, History of the 
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The post, however, was given later to a noble and a man o~ 

) ~ who later 

became associated with Samanid Vizier Abu-Ja' far al-'Utbi 

and who, through the favour of the Vizier, was appointed head 

of the chancellery, a post which he occupied till his death 

in 107lol Another scholar of Nishapur who worked in the 

chancellery was Abu-'1-Qasim al-Iskafi ( II. Po 7 ). He 

acted ~irst as a secretary to the governor of Khurasan, Abu

lAli Chaghani and was then appointed head of the chancellery 

in Bukhara by the Samanid prince, NliJt ibn-Nas>r ( reg. 942-954). 2 

1. Irsh., II, 343-346; Ans., f.549a- 549b; cf. 

Bo s., lBO; see below~, 245-246. 
2 I sh 229 230 Thalalibi, Yatimat ad-dahr., • _r_., - ; 

IV, 96,. 
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THE TRADITIONISTS 

~H.A INFLU~CE OF Tltffi_li.ORK OF AL-BUK.BARI AND 11UgLIM ON. 

'):'HE. _ __QQb1~CTIONS. QF T~ O'J:HER TRADITIONISTS IN NISHAPUR: 

THE ...:A.T~_I_T.UDE OF THE SHAFI' ITE AND THE IJA-NAFITE SCHOOLS 
TOWARDS THE STUDY OF TRADITIONS. . 

The two 9~i~s or collections of traditions which were 

made by al-Bukhari ( I. A. 23 ) and Muslim ( I. A. 28 ) 

proved to be fruitful legacies for the writings of scholars on 

traditions during that century and for some time afterwards. 

The influ~nce of Muslim's ~al).i~ in particular was very 

extensive among the Nishapurian scholars for approximately a 

century and a half after his death. 

These two collections greatly influenced succeeding 

scholars in the manner in which their material was selected, 

treated and arranged. But more than this, some successors 

plagiarized the content of the works and even, sometimes, 

adopted similar titles. Among the collections which were 

arranged in the manner of al-Bukhari's ~~i~ were the Musnad 

of al-Qabbani ( II. I. 1 ) and the ~~i~ of AbU-~mad al

~akim ( II. I. 43 ). And among those collections which 

were arranged in a way similar to the works of both al-Bukhari 

and Muslim were the Mustakhraj of Ibn-al-Akhram ( II. I. 27 ) 

and the Sahihan of al-H"iikim an-N aysaburi ( III. Q.. 3 ) • . . . . 
Lastly there were the collections arranged like that of Muslim, 

including al-Jami 'as- Pattil). of Ibn-Salama ( I. A. 34 ) , al-

Jami' a~-~~i1). of Abu-Jalfar al-~iri ( II. I. 11), al-Musnad 

a~-~~it of Abu-Imran al-Juwayni ( II. I. 20), the ~~i~ of 
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Ibn-ash-Shargi ( IIo I. 21 ), the 9a9i~ of Abu- Sa'id al-Hiri . 
( II o I o 33 ) ' the 1viukhra,j of ash-Sharak-i ( II 

o I. 34 ), the 
$aoih. of Abu-Ahomad al-I .. iakim ( II ) 

• V • I. 43 the Mukhraj of Abu-

> 1-Walid al-Qurashi ( II o K o 8 ) and al-Musnad as- sahih of 
" .. 

Abu-'Awana ( IIo I. 16 ). The latter collection is the only 

one of those listed above which is extant. It is regarded as 

fa1") inferior to the work of al-Bukhari and Muslim. Abu-

'Awana's collection is,according to adh-Dhahabi, largely 

extracted from the 9~i~ of Muslim with certain additional 

information added. The collection seems to have been 

transmitted in Nishapur and it is said that Abu-'Awana's 

nephew Abu-Nu'aym al-Isfara~ini ( IIIo Q. 2 ) taught his 

unclers book to a large nwnber of students assembled in the 

ribat of al-Bayhaqi in Nishapur. 1 

There were scholars whose lives were connected with 

Nishapur and who directed their labour to the criticism of 

transmitters; they included Ibn-~ibban ( IIo Ko 9 ) and 

Muslim scholars made researches 

and investigations in order to find credible isnad with 

unbroken series of reliable transmitters. The purpose of the 

study is to determine after investigation the nature of 

transmitters and make clear who were reliable and who were noto 

This kind of study vvas called the 'science of men', 'ilm ar-rijal, 

and the general n~1e for the criticism of the men was 'wounding 

and authenticating', al-jar~ wa~t-ta'dil. Ibn-Ijibban was 

one of the earliest writers in Khurasan to compose works on 

1. I Kh., II, 308; Mift~, II, 15; Tadh, III, 2; I~' X, 

127; ~ad Amin, ~a al-Islam, I, 263; Nadawi, 

Tadhkirat an-nawadir, 46. 
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the science of men; the most famous of his works, which is 

extant, is his book ath-Thigat, which is frequently mentioned 

and quoted by Ibn-~ajar and as-Subki. His other work, which 

is also extant, is entitled Kitab at-ta'rikh wa,l-majrQhin min 

al-muhaddithino A generation after Ibn-Hibban lived the 
0 9 

most renowned authority on traditions, al-~hat~abi, who left 

behind him two works on the criticism of tradition which 

are extant today. The first deals with the corrections of 

the errors made by some authorities and is called Isl~ 
Gbeir7b " 

ghalat al-muoaddithin. The second~was the more important 

and it deals with the Qncommon words in the ttext'
9 

matn,of 

tradition. This book became one of the basic text-books 

for succeeding generations and was taught alongside the 

Sahihs of Muslim and al-Bukhario 
• • q However· the last work of 

this kind written by a Nishapurian was by the celebrated 

scholar • Abd-al-Ghafir al-Farisi ( IVo Y. 8 ), who lived 

in the twelfth century: his work is extant and is called 

Majma• al-ghara'ib. 1 

We must now note the formation of the two recognized 

Sunnite schools of jurisprudence in Nishapur, the ~anafite and 

the Sha£i'it~ whose adherents,followed different trends and 

held different attitudes towards the study of tradition. 

The Shafi'ites relied more on traditions than the ~anafites 

though the differences are not very great. There were in 

1. Tadh., III, 209; Subk., II, 141; Nadawi Ta<L11kirat an-

nawadir, 90-92; Atmad Ami~ DQ~a al-Is1am, II, 129-130; 
2 "H d7 th 11 Ib'd A L , 225; Robson, ~' .a 1 ; 1 ., 

"Tradition: Investigation and Classification" 1Yi W, (1951) 

105. 



Khurasan scholars who devoted themselves to the study of 

traditions, who v.tere noted as the best authorities on the sub

ject, and who were connected with Abu-l]anifa or his pupils: among 

them were 'Abd-Allah ibn-al-Mubarak ( I. F. 1 ); ron-

~ahman ( I. Bo 1) and al-Jarlid~ (IoB.3)o Later some noted 

~anafite jurists were also distinguished as reliable 

authorities on traditions: ---among them were Abu-Bakr al-Jarudi 

(IIo Jo 1), knovm as one of the imams of traditions in Nishapur 

as well as being well-versed in jurispruq..ence, . .the ... :gta·qt!I o£. 

Nishapur Ibn-Salmuwayhi (II .I .4), whr .. was a rra.ster of shurut, and 

Ibr~im an-Naysaburi ( II. J. 5 ), who was a transmitter of 

the Sahih of Muslim. 
• 0 • Howeve~ some of the ~anafites refused 

to teach traditions or refused to give personal opinions, 

fatwas,which relied on traditions: among suchmen were Ibn-Dinar 

( II o J. 7 

However most of the writers and collectors of traditions 

were COlLnected with the Shafi'ite school of jurisprudence. 

For example, Abu-'Awana, whom we have mentioned above as one 

of the collectors of traditions, is said to have introduced 

Shafi'ism into Isfara~in though we do not know under whom he 

had studied this doctrine. 2 One of the most distinguished 

traditionist scholars in the tenth century was a native of 

Nishapur, Abu-~1-'Abbas M~ammad ibn-Ya'qub, known as al-

A~amm ( II. I. 28 ) who came to be bLown as a follower of 
' 

the Shafi'ite schoolo He studied the writings of ash-Shafi'i 

1. Jaw., I, 105; II, 66; liuntazam., VI, 365. 

2. I Kh., II, 308; Tadho, III, 3; see above, 134. 
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in Egypt. ~fuen he returned to Nishapur he gave lectures on 

the Qur'an and the Mabsut of ash-Shafi'i. It is narrated 

that students came from all over the Islamic world to attend 

his classes, some even from countries as distant as Spain. 1 

Contemporary vnth al-A~am~ was Abu-'Ali al-~afi~ (II. I. 31)
9 

who was a collector of traditions and a critic, included by 

as-Subki among the Shafi'ite scholars. He held the view that 

the Sahih of al-Bukhari was inferior to that of Muslim. 2 
0 • ' 

Another distinguished traditionist who is also included by 

as-Subki among the Shafi~ites was Abu-'1-'Abbas as-Sarraj, 

(II. I.l2)C) He is simply referred.to as the transmitter of 

Nishapur, and he was noted as an opponent of the 

theologians :particularly of those who followed the Mu'tazalite 

doctrines, because it is related that when az-Za'farani 

visited Nishapur and began to preach one of their doctrines 

about the creation of the Qur,an, as-Sarraj succeeded in 

bringing evidence against him and inciting the people to 

compel him to leave the city.3 

1. Tadh., 

2. Subk., 

3. rradh.' 

III, 73-74· 
II, 215. 

II, 270. 
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I 

THE TRADITIONISTS (900-l'OOO) 

I.l Abu-Bnkr Al-Qabbani 

He uns a native of 

Nisha:pur and he received the nisba of 'the vreigherr al-Cabbani 

because his paternal grandfather had DOSsessed a steelyard 

f.rhich was frequently borrowed f1,.,om him by some of the natives 

and from this the family received this nisbao 

Al-Gabbani obtained his lmov'lledge of traditions in 

Nishapur by learning from Is~aq ibn-R~uya ( I. Co 1 ) 9 Sahl 
~ 

ibn- 6 Uthman, Ibrahim ibn-al-hundhir and some other traditionistso 

He attended the classes of al-Bukhari ( Io A. 23 ) during the 

latter's second visit to Nishapuro -.-.;:[}en a dispute arose 

between al-Bukhari and aill1-Dhuhli (IoAo22) on the subject of the 

pronunciation of the words of .the Qur'anic text, al-Qabbani, 

the faithful student 9 sup)orted his teacher al-Bukhari against 

his rivals and he continued to visit him during the latter's 

stay in Nishapuro Al-Qaobnni travelled to Iraq and ~ijazo 

He heard and collected traditions from the masters of both 
ibn 

re~ ions, amon&st them L.lan~ur ibn-'Alifhiuz~im 9 i._bu-i.iu~ 6 ab 9 Ion-

He became noted in rTi shnpur as a 

reliGble transmitter of trcditions QDd it is soiQ that 

tr:.•_di tions \7ere related on his authority in the 9al).iJ.:l of al-

He died in NishQyur in 90lo 

Al-Qabbani r;ras a collector of traditions anc1 an author o 

His best-lmovm vTorl\: in his or.m time was the Musnad and like 
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his teacher nl-:3ukhari he composed the bioeraphies of' his 

He rras o.lso the author of' the 

Abwab ond the Eunn9 but all his rrritings are lost.l 

I. 2 Abu-Ba."k1., as-Sulami 

His nmne was J.iubashshir ibn- 'Abd-All~ ibn-Razin ibn-

bu:O.ammad ibn-Burdo He Y!as a no. ti ve of Ni shapur .. He 

received the nisba as-Sulami probably because he belonged 

to the Arabian tribe of Sulaym. He stayed most of his life 

in Ni shapur ,~Jhere he heard traditions fr-om Ibn-'J'ahman (I. B. 1). 

He became noted o.s a l,.,eliable trt:.c.li tionist anci. it is said 

that he delivered traditions on the o.uthori ty of Ibn-Isl}ag_
9 

Abu-Raja!t al-Harawi 9 Sufya_n ibn-o.l-I)usayn
9 

al-tJ:aj jaj ibn-

Ara~a, Harlin ibn-1-Iusa an-Na1)x.ri and Kharija ibn-Eu!?' ab.. He 

died in Nishapur in 901. 2 

I .3 .h.bu-:. 1-FacJl an-Naysaburi 

His name was Al).mad ibn-c:1n-Na9-r ibn-'Abd-al-;."!ah._h.ab. 

He was a native of Ni shc:})ur end he end his brother I~uJ;emmad 

devoted themselves to lea1~ing the subject of tradition. He 

himself heard traditions in Nish~pur from Is~aq ibn-Rahuya 

1. I H II, 268; Tadh. 9 II 9 226-227; Shadh .. 9 II 9 201; cf. 
----.2.. 9 

A.ns .. 9 f:f. 440b- L!l~l a; Lub o 9 II9 239-40o 
2 .. I H , x, 32. 

---!!... 
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( Io Co l ) al-Eut:hari ( I A ) • . 23 , und other 

traditionistso It is Pelnted tho.t ·~--~hen al-Bul<hari visited 

Nisho.pur9 he stayed as a guest in his house, and he studied 

the 9aJ:li:Q. of' his guest. He beco.ne noted in Nisho.y}ur as a 

r·eliable tradi tionist and a transmitter of the S~'li.h o.f al-
• s r 

:Culdlari. It is said that traditions v.rere related on his 

authority in the rrorl-:s of Ibn-ash-Sharq-1· ( II I 
0 • 21 ) 9 Ibn 

a.l-Al(hram ( II o I .. 27 ) and al-Bukhari 0 

in Nishapur in 902. 1 
Abu- 9 1-Fo.dl died 

0 

Al-Isma 6 ili 

His name was h1ulj.am.mad ibn-Isma 6 il ibn-IAihran.. His 

nisba al-Isma 6 ili r:ras derived from the narne of his fathero 

He heard traditions in his native city Nisho.pur from Is~aq 

He travelled Hidely to heo.r 

tPndi tions 9 jou:r·neying to Iraq, I}ijaz 9 SyPic. :'-nd EgyJ_)t. 

During his travels, he heard tPaditions in most of the cities 

of these countries
9
noto.bly fpom Hisham ibn- 6 Alilmar 9 I)o.rmala 

ibn-Yc.hya., 'Isa ibn-Hc.mmado Ah..iilad al-Huwari, /l.bu-. , . , . . 
Nu 6 aym cl-Hnlabi and Yahya ibn-Talha al-Yarbu 6 i. He became 

• 0 0 0 

noted as a reliable traditionist and a teacherc He taught 

traditions in Nishapur and among his pupils were the 

lo Tadh. 9 II,l97-98; I ? , I, 87; Shn dh • , I I 9 2 0 5 • 
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Nishnpurians Abu->1-'Abbas as-SarraJ· ( II 1 " 0 12 

ibn-o.sh-Sho.rqi ( II o I .. 21 ) 9 Ibn-nl-i.Jchram ( II 0 I .. 27 ) 

Ibn-l\faJ·id (. II .. N. 11 ) d .b- '=> -
- on J\. U-.i.Jakr i:J:lmad ibn- ' ..... l.li D.l"~-Razi 

( II o I. 14 ) .. He died in Nish~1j_)Ur in 907 
0
1 

1.5 Abu- 6Amr o.l-Kho.ffnf 

His no.rae was .AJ;mad ibn-Ha~r ibn-IlJrQhino 

native of Ni shavur m1d he received the ni sba o.l-1'ill8ffo.f beco.use 

he was a boot-maker .. He learned traditions in lTisho..:pur from 

He left Nishapur ancl travelled for thirty years in Is1o.mic 

lanus in pursuit of learninG traditions .. He leo.rned during 

his travels from Abu-~lu~ i ab nz-Zuhri, Ya' q_ub ibn-al-Kasin, 

~ 'uh d . , ' . ... d 1 '. -:- Ib . ,._ -=- ., . 
1.1 

0 
amma lon- AD -a -1:.z1z, n-F.ul-.~\lZlTI0. 9 Abu-ICurayb· .and from 

many other O.'L,_thorities .. 

Al-lC11o.ffo.f ·1ro.s o. relio.ole tro..di tionist, a 1~1ufti ~.nd a 

professor of traditions .. He used to cive fatuas, referring 

in eo.ch fatna to o. reci tntion of a hunc1rec1 thousand traditions .. 

i.!.any in J.Jl.uro.san o..ncl es~_lecio.lly in his native city Nish~~pur 

stuclied tr~"t.d..i tions unde1., hilll such o.s Abu-ti'C:mid ibn-o.sh-f:>ho.rc.Li 

( II.. I.. 21) 1\.J}mo.d ul-I~iri ( II. I. 17 ) OJ'lcl .=\.ou-Do.lcr .l:.tunad 

aQ.-:Dubn'i ( II .. I. 25 ).. He diec!. in 911 .. 2 

1 .. Tadh .. , II, 227; 

lms .. , f.36b .. 

Shadh .. 9 II, 221; Lub., I, 46-47; 

2. Tndho, II, 204-205; hunto.?'am .. , VI 9 110; Shadh .. , II 9 231-32 .. 
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His nrune was Ibr8him ibn-Is~aq and he \70.8 a native of 
Nishapuro He received the nisba al-Anma~I ~robably because 
he earned his living by trading in car:9ets. 1 

He learned 

traditions in Nishapur from Is~aq ibn-Rahuya ( I. Co 1 )o 

Then he travelled widely throu~h the Islamic rtorld and during 

his travels he heard traditions from 6 Uthman ibn-Shayba, 'Abd

Allah ibn-ar-Rammal)., hi~ammad ibn-ljamid ar-Razi and from many 

other mo.sters. He came to Bar;hdad and became associated \7i th 

Ahmad ibn-Hanbal o Al-Anma+I was considered to be a reliable . . ~ 

traditionisto He taught traditions in Ni sh~lJ!Ul, to J~bu-Ijamid 

ibn-Ash-Sharqi ( II. Io 21 ), Ibn-nl-PJchram ( II. I. 27 ) 

and Yahya ibn-i.tuhammad al-Anbo.ri. 
0 " 

He was the author or the 
:,-

commente~y on the Qur an entitled at-To.fsir al-ko.bir, but this 

wort:: ho.s not survived o He died in 915 o 
2 

I. 7 Abu-Ya < q_ub al-Bushti 

His name was Is~1aq ibn-IbrElhim ibn-Na~r. He was born 

in the district of Busht in Nishapuro This district was 

inhabited by the Arabs after the early Islamic invasion of the 

city in 652 and yroduced many scholo.rs in Arabic literature. 3 

Al-Bushti devoted himself to the study of traditions and 

lo See the nisba 

3 o Ivi B 9 I , 6 2 8 ; 

I? 1 11 -t711 
a -.1-mma l 9 • Lub o, I, 73; 

Shadh . , I I , 242 o 

Lub o, I, 126; 
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came to the city of Nish2pur ~-.'here he studied traditions under 

the Shafi'ite schol&r Is~aq ibn-ROhuya ( Io c .. 1 He 

travelled through the Islamic Yrorld in pursuit of collecting 

traditionso He hec~rd them dui•ing his trGvels from Cuto..yba 

He becoJ11e noted in Ehurasan as a reliable 

tr8.di tioni st anc~, nccordin~ to Ibn-' Imad, al-Bushti composed 

n nork entitled al-Liusnac"t, in thPee 12-rge volumes, but this 

•.-.. ·or le has not cone do,:.n to us 0 He died in Nishcpur in 915o 1 

I.B Ibn-Shiruwayhi 

His name \7as 'Abd-i\.lleh ibn-1.iul}.8Dmad ibn-' i~bd-~P-Ral}man 

ibn-Shiru~-.rayhi o He r1as a no.ti ve of Ni sh::-·.J!UP o His u·reat-

grandfather> ,-.,as Shirunnyhi ne.s a mawla o:L the ..:·:.rcbiru1 tribe 

Quraysho He learned tr~ditions in Nish2pup from Is~aq ibn-

Rahuya ( r o c. 1 ) and 6 ..i:JUr i bn-Zurara ( I. G.. 2 

He also learned during his travels through Illiur~son and Iraq 

from 'Abd-i~11an. ibn-l.iu'a'.-.riya e.l-Jahmi, Abu-I(urayh n:nd ll..lt-mad 

ibn-Liani' o It is sc.id tho.t most of the Hisha:9urian students 

of traditions studied under him, notably Ibn-c.l-.i~lcram (II o I .. 27) 

and Abu-'Ali al-Hafiz (II. I. 31). 
0 • 

He cli e d in N i sho.pur 

in 917 9 at the age of D.inety o 

Ibn-Shiru•.7cyhi r.ras a reli~1.ble trodi tioni st o He r.ras 

also the author of mo.ny ':!orl-:s in the science of trndi tion, but 

1 .. Tadh o 9 II, 241-!.; Shadho, II, 242 .. 
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none of his uorks DO\! exist nor does his biographer give 

their titleso 1 

I o 9 Aou-ZJ.kariyya o.l-1~ 'raj 

His name uas Y~ya ibn-Zal~ariy::/a i"bn-Y~yao He '\7as 

a native of Nisha:pur rrell lmorln by his nisbc. 'the lo.me' al-
' 6 • 2 

I'-- raJ. He learned traditions froEl Islj.aq ibn-Rehuya (I.C.l) and 

other authoritieso He t1•o.velled into I}i jnz 9 Syria anc1 Egypt 

nnD. durinG his travels he 1.1sed to nl'i te do•:.'Yl tro.di tions from 

the mcsters of the cities he visitedo Occo.sionc.lly he 

dictated tl.,~~di tions to a number of stt.!.dents" Latterly, he 

settled in Egypt nnd died there in 919o 

Al-1~' raj uas a reliable tradi tioni st o l.Io.ny traditionists 

learned traditions from him including his ~aternal cousin 

hu.J:lammad ibn- 6 Abd-Al1Qh 9 as r.rell as hiul)ammad ad-Daghawli and 

the famous tradi tioni st J~bu-~Iamid ibn-ash-Sharqi ( II. I o 21) o 

It is reported that an-Nnsa 7 i rele.ted traditions on al-A~ro.jrs 

authority and included him ~·111onG the relio.tle tradi tioni sts., 

Al-A'raj uas referred to by Ibn-I}ajar as beinG one of the 

Sha:fi 'i tes v1ho gathered a great lmor:ledge of the doctrine of 

Shafi'ism but the biographer of the Shafi'ites ns-Subki has 

not mentioned him in his uorl~ 9 t'abo.qet ash-Shnfi 'iyya al

,_...~b-.,::; 3 . .nu. .J.. (...;. 0 

2o See the nisoa 

3. Tadho 9 II 9 279; 
, al-A' ra.i 1 ~ Lub o 9 I 9 

Shcdh~ 9 II 9 251-52; 

60; .!illS o, 
I H g IX 9 ---.!.,_ 

f .44b 0 

21Q-2llo 
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His no.me vras 6 Abd-~ll~h ibn-al-JGrud .. He nas a no.tive 

of Ni shapur o He learned traditions in his nQtive ~lo.ce from 

He moved to i.iecco. and 

settled there till his death in 919o He leo.rned traditions 

ibn-Khashram, Ya~qub ad.-Danraqi and otherso He became 

recognised as a reliable traditionist and a critic and in 

Ni sho.pur traditions ·-.:ere tauGht on his o.uthoPi ty by Ibn-o.sh-

Shnrqi ( IIo I. 21 ) 9 Ibn-Man~ur ( IIo Io 2~ ) and many 

other authoritieso 1\.l-Jarud rJ8.S the author of a selected 

list of legal decisions which was entitled al-Muttafig 

This uork has been losto 1 

I.ll 

His no.me V!as Ahmad ibn-Ha.l!1d2l1. ibn- 6 1\.lio He rto.s a 
• 0 

native of Nishapur from the ~uarter of Ql-~irao He travelled 

first to I.iaw§>il, Phere he hec .. rd tr~:.--.ditions from .i\.bu-Yo. 6 la .... •.1-

Uurr~ili, then to GurgC:n, r.here he heard tro.di tions from l.iusa 

ibn-Mujashi'. Al-Hiri rras nlso o.ssocinted r.ri th sor11e mysticso 
0 

In Nishapur he closely associated •.-.rith Shah-Shuja 6 al.-

Kirmani ( II. N. 1 ) o.nd c.l so ni th the BaGhdadi an al-

Junayd, ;·J1.o used to corres~·_)ond Pith him by letter o He died 

lo Tadh., III, 15o 
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in Nishapur in 923o Al-ljiri uas noted c.s a reliable 

tro.ditionisto He taught trnditions in Nishcpur and o.mong 

his :pupils r.ro.s his son Liul).ammad ':!ho became a masteP of 

Khwarizm. Al-tiiri v-.rns o.lso the o.uthor of a collection of 

traditions; the title o.ncl the materials of his nork nere 

extracted from the y~rork of l.Iuslim, entitled the 9a.J:ll:Q.; Al...; 

~Iri's book is no longer extant. 1 

1.12 

His name nas !.luJ:lo.mmad ibn-Isl}aq_ ibn-Ibrnhim ibn-l.iihran 

ibn- t: Abd-Allah o He r:o.s a native of Ni shapur belonging to 

the Arabian tribe of Thaq_if. He Yfo.s riell lmown by his ni sba 

as-Sarra~ nhich nas derived from his ancestor's trade of 

sadclle-makingo 2 
As-Sarro.j ~as born in Nisho.pur in 830-83lo 

He met in his birth place Abu-Zakariy;yn YaJ.:lyo. ibn-Yal).ya 

(I. A. 5 ) and learned traditions from the Nishapurinns 

Isl.;aq_ ibn-REih.uya ( I. c. 1 ) and 'Amr i!Jn-Zurara ( I. G. 

2 He travelled in ~ursuit of learning traditions in 

Khurasan, Iraq and ~ijaz and learned from authorities such as 

~utayba ibn-Sa 'id, !Viul:J.ammad ibn-ar-Rayynn, i:..bu"""Kurayb, Danud ibn

Ra&hid and from many others. According to al-Khatib-al-Bftghdadi,a~ 

$a.rraj came to Baghdad r.'hel')e he stayed o.bout forty years, then 

he left for Nishapur r.rhere he remained until his deo.th in 925o 

1. Tadh. 9 II 9 293-294; 1\hn~o, IV, 115; Sulam., 336;Sha 6
., I,86. 

2ft Lub.~ I, 538; ftnso 9 f.295ao 
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As-Sarrnj is considered as a reliable traditionist and as the 

transmitter or Ni shapur o He taught traditions in Nishapur 

to a 11.u_mber 0.1~ st d t h 1 t n en s rr_ o a er became distinguished 

scholurs, such as Abu-Sahl a~-~u 'lul~i ( II. L. 1 ) and Ibn-

Hibban (IIo K. 9 
0 It is said that traditions vere related 

on his authoPi ty in the ?nJ;il}' s of lr!uslim ( I. A • 28 ) and 

al-Bukhari ( I. A. 23 )o It i8 also said that as-Sarraj 

r.'O.S the author of man;v books on traditions r.dl.ich r.rere 

celebrated in their time but nhich ho.ve neve1"l been tracedo 1 

Abu-Bakr ad11-Dho.ho.bi 

His name v7as Al).mad ibn-i.iuhammad ibn-IIaso.n and he \Vas 
V 8 0 

a native of Balkho His nisba adh-Dhahabi Llec,ns 'the gold-

miner' 9 and probably this \Yas the profession of his ancestors. 2 

Adh-Dhahabi settled in Nishayur and learned tro.di tions there 

from I.IuJ;o.mmad adh-Dhuhli ( I. A. 22 ) 9 and from others 

during his travels including 61\.mr ibn- "Ali al-Fo.llas 9 l~iuJ:lammo.d 

ibn-Bashshar,Salama ibn-Junada and tiaj jaj nsh-Sha' ir. He 

taught traditions in l'Tishn}?ur and among those r:ho learned from 

him were Abu- 'B.li al-Ijafi~ ( II o I. 31 ) 9 al-Isma 'ili ( II. 

I. 4 ) and .Abu-Ja 'far al-Bushti o Adh-Dhahabi \7as an author 

of traditions. The original copies of his ~:-:orks nere 

1 .. Subk o 9 II, 129-130; Tadh o, II 9 268-273; Lunto.zam o 9 VI, 

199; \!afio, I, 187; IG1o.to, I, 248-251. 

2. See the ni sba ;r adh-Dhahabi", Lub o, I, 477; 
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possessed by al-~Iakim an-No.ysaburi ( III 0 Q .. 3 ) who alleged 

that the se .... 'OPl~s ne re full of inventions .. Their titles are 

unknown .. .Aclh-Dho11nbi died in 926 .. 1 

I .. l4 Abu-Bakr ar-Razi 

His name ~7as !J:lmad ibn- 'i1.li ibn-al-Jjusayn ibn-Sho.hrayar o 

He v-1as a native of Nishapuro His nisba was ar-Razi bec~use 

his father vvas a native of ?.ayy 9 but he himself was born 

in Nishapur. It is reported by Ibn-'Im~d that ar-

Razi trc.velled througl1 Syi·io. 9 Iro.q_ 9 tii jaz and I\huras·an and 

visited the cities of Rayy 9 naghdad and Kufao He learned 

traditions during his travels fr~om as-Sariyy i'bn-Khuza~rnlC. 9 

Abu-IJatim ar-Razi 9 Ibrahim nl-Qo.~~ar and from mc_ny other 

In I:isho.lJur he to.ught traditions to Ibn-al-

Akhram ( IIo Io 27 ) 9 Abu- 6 .hli ~11-IJnfi~ ( II .. Io 31)? Ibn

ljamdan (II. I.40)9Aou-iJ;;.mo.( Ql-!j:al;:im ( II. I .. 43 ) o.nd others" 

Ar>-Razi ~-:as 8ll author ':.~ho \7l"'ote on the se ience of tradi·tion 

but his biograyhers men·cion none of the titles of his \7orlcs .. 

Lutterly nr-Rczi settled Qt ~us and died tbe~e in the 

district of rabarru1 in 9279 aged over fifty-four .. 2 

1 o ·al-Hakim as quo tee!. by a6l1-Dho.habi, 
0 

Tac1ho 9 III 9 21 .. 
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1.15 Abu-Bakr as-Sijisteni 

His name was tAbd-Allah ibn-Sulaymano He was born in 

Sijistan in 844 but was brought up in Nishapuro He travelled 

Fidely for the :purpose of learning traditions,in Khurasan, 

Syria, ~ijaz, Iraq and Egypto Abu-Nu'aym mentions that as-

Sijistani made a second visit to I~pahan in 893o He taught 

about thirty thousand traditions in that city, then he oame to 

Nisha:pur nhere he taught traditions to Abu-iJ)mad al-:tJ:akim 

( II o I. 43 ) , Then he settled in Baghdad for the rest of 

his lifeo He died in 928o As-Si j i st"ani v:as a reliable 

traditionist and a collector of traditions. He collected 

from Abu-Sa'id al-Ashajj alone about thirty thousand 

traditionso None of the titles of his collections are 

mentioned by his biogra:pherso 1 

r.16 Abu-'Awana 

His name rras Ya' qub ibn-Islfaq ibn-Ibrahim ibn-Yazido 

He lived in Nisha:pur and afterwards in Isfara 9 ino He 

travelled ·\-.ridely and collected a greo.t number of trndi tions o 

He travelled through Khurasan, Syria, Fars, ~gy:pt, Iraq and 

Yaman, visited the cities of Ba9ra, Kufa, ··.-!asi -r,!l I~pahan and 
-

Rayy, and Yras seen in Gurgano Ibn-Illiallikan remarks that 

lo Abu-Nu'aym,Dhikr ta~rikh I~bahan, II, 66; 
273o 
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Abu- 'Avrana heard traditions only in Syria 
9 

Egypt 
1 

Iraq and 

lillurasan o In Nishapur his teachers r:ere Uuhammad ibn-Yahya . . 
adh-Dhuhli ( Io A. 22 ), Muslim ibn-al-Ijajjaj ( Io Ao 28 )9 

I.-iulfo.mmad ibn-Raja> as-Sindi and otherso In Iraq he met 

J~mad ibn-?arb and heard traditions from himo In I;gypt he 

studied jurisprudence under the eminent Shafi~ite jurist. 1\.bu

Ibro.him al-Lluzani 9 and lastly he attended at Damascus the 

lessons of Yazid ibn-'Abd-as-Samad and Isma'il ibn-i.iuhammadn 
0 0 0 

Abu- 'I~wana made the pilgrimage to hiecca five times o In the 

last period of his life, on his return from Egypt
9 

he lived 

at Isfara 1 in and the biographers attribute to him the 

distinction of being the first to introduce to Isfara~in the 

He died in Isfara~in in 928-29o 

Abu- 'Arran a Y.'as an eminent and r·eliable tradi tioni st and 

a jurist of the Shafi'ite schoolo He taught traditions in 

Nishapur to a number of masters including al-Isma'ili ( II. 

I. 4 ) 9 Abu-Bakr 1-UJmad ibn-'A.li ar-Razi ( II o I. 14 ) and 

Abu-'All al-Hafiz ( IIo I. 31 ) . . . He v&s a collector of 

traditions and compiled a book entitled al-Liusnad a~-l?a1Jil)..9 

the materials of" r:hich he extracted from the V!orlc of Muslim 

( I. A. 28 ) • This nork is extant o 1 

lo I Kh. 9 II, 308-309; Tadh.- 9 III9 2-4; Iv!iftaho, II9 15; 

M B., I 9 246-248; Lub. 9 1 9 43; .r..nSo 9 fo33b; Nadawi, 

Tadhkirat an-nawadir', 40; GALs, II.9 947. 
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1.17 Abu-~Amr al-Hiri 
• 

His name was AJ:lntad ibn-tiuJ;ammad ibn-1-Ufme.d ibn-I}af~o He 

nas of a noble and wealthy family in Nishapur. He lived in 

the quarter of al-l}ira in Nisha.pur and studied traditions 

there under Ibn-Rafi 6 
( I. Ao 15 ) and Iviuh31llmad ibn-Yahya 

0 0 

adh-Dhuhli ( I. A. 22 ) . He travelled through Khurasan9 

Iraq and lji jaz9 during \':rhich time he heaPd traditions from a 

number of masters including Abu-Zur' a 9 ar-Ramadi 9 ~Abd-All~ 

ibn-Hashim and I:iu:Q.ammad ibn-Sa 6 d ibn-al-'J~t.tar. It is seid 

-
that he· studied in Iraq the i.iusnad of Abu- 'Uthman ad-Darimi 

under the author. He had established the reputation of being 

a professor of traditions in Nishnpur and taught eminent 

masters of that ci ts· among them Abu- 'Ali al-I/afi~ ( II. I. 31) 

and cl-:sma'ili ( II. I. 4 

929o 1 

) . 

I .18 Ibn-ljamdun 

He died in Nishapur in 

His name was Liu:Q.ammad ibn-!jamdun ibn-Khalid. He r~as 

a native of Nishapur and he received the kunya of Abu-Bakr. 

He learned traditions in Ni shapur from Liulfammad ibn-Ya..l).ya 

adh-Dhuhli ( I. Ac 22 ). He also learned during his 

trav·els through the Islamic world from Abu-Dara ar-Rabi', 

al-i\1uradi and from many other masters o It is said that he 

nas a reliable traditionist o.nd that traditions were delivered 

1. Tadh. 9 III, 19; 
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on his o.uthori ty by l:.bu-%.li a.l-Ijafi~ ( rr. r .. 31 ) 
9 

Thn-hiihran 

( II .. 0 .. 4 ) Abu-Jt:!uJ:lammo.d al-L1ukhalladi and others 0 

in Nishapur in 932 .. 1 

1.19 Abu-Hamid al-A'mashi . 

He died 

His nnme YJas Ahmad ibn-HamdUn. ibn-Jl.-hmado 
• • 0 He was a 

native of Nishapur ru1d the son of the celebrated mystic of 

Nisho.pur ~o.mdun al-Qa~~ar ( I .. F .. 6 
) 0 He received the 

nisba of al-A'mashi because he had collected the traditions 
2 of al-A ~mash .. He heard traditions in Nishapur from Ibn-

from many other masters of the cityo Al-A'mashi 0us noted at 

his time as a reliable tro.ditionisto He taught trnditions 

in Nishcpur to o. number of scholars amonG' them .i\.bu-'Ali al-

) and 

Abu-Al)mad al-I:Iakim ( II.. I o 43 ) .. 

933 .. 3 
He died in Nishapur in 

I .20 Abu-"'mran al-Junayni 

His nwne V/O.S Iviusa ibn-al- 'Abbas 0 He uas a native of 

JuHayn r.hich is a tovv.n r1i thin the geographicc.l boundaries of 

1. Shadho~ II 9 286; Tadh .. , III, 27 .. 

2 .. Lub., I, 60; Ans .. ~ f .. 45a .. 
3 .. Shadh., II, 288; Tadh .. , III, 25-27 .. 
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Ni sho.:pur. He learned traditions in the city o~ Nishupur 

~rom l~mad ibn-&1-Azhnr ( Io Ao 29 
) 9 Muhammad ibn-Ynhya " . 

adh-Dhuhli ( Io A. 22 ) and Atmad ibn-Yusu~ as-Sulami 

( I" A.. 30 ) . He became recognised in Nishapur as a 

reliable traditionist and taught traditions there to Abu-
- - ( _ _ _(II.L.l) 6

Ali al-~a~i~ II. I. 31 ), Abu-Sahl a~-9u~luki/and others. 

He died in his native tor.n Juway-.o. in 934o Al-Juwayni v7as o. 

collector or traditions ond the author of a comyilation 

entitled al-Musnad a~-fi>aJ;;lil). 9 the material ~or rrhich he 

extracted ~rom the 9o.J:lil). of I•:Iuslim ( I. A.. 28 

seems his \7orl<: has not survivedol 

I.21 Ibn-ash-Sharqi 

But it 

His name was ~mad ibn-Mutammad ibn-~Ali ibn-al-?asan
9 

with the kunya of Abu-Ijamid. He was born in 854 in the 

eastern sector of the city o~ Nisha:pur and therefore he 

received the ni sba of ash-Sharqi o He studied traditions 

in Nishapur under the ~amous tradi tionist Iviuslim ( I o A .. 28 ) ~ 

He also learned them the.re ~rom Muhammad ibn-Yahya adh-Dhuhli 
0 • 

( I. A,. 22 ) and Al}.mad ibn-al-Azhar ( Io A. 29 ). He 

travelled extensively 9 visiting Khurasan, ~ijaz and Iraq, 

and heard traditions in Rayy from Abu-?atim ar-Razi 9 in Kufa 

from Abu-~azim and Tbn-Abi-' Izra, in Mecca :from 'L.bd

ibn-Maysara and lastly in Baghdad from 'Abd-a~-~amad at-iasti 

lo Tadh., III 9 36-37; lVi B 9 II~ 164" 
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and tAbd-All~ ibn-M~ammad ibn-Shakir. Then he became 

renowned in Nishapur as a reliable traditionist and taught 

traditions there to Abu2Ali al-~afi~ ( II. Io 31 ) Abu-Bakr 

al-Jawzaqi ( II. I. 42 ) and others 0 It is recorded that 

he came to Baghdad and taught traditions there in an assembly 

presided over by the Baghdadian al-Ma'mari. 

Ni sha:pur in 936 .. 

He died in 

Ibn-ash-Sharqi was the author of a collection of 

traditions entitled a~-9~i~ 9 the material for which he derived 

from the \)a.l)il; of his teacher Muslim ( I. A. 28 

book seems to be lost. 1 

) . 

His name was Ahmad ibn-Muhammad ibn-Sulayman. 
• 0 

His 

He was 

a native of Nishapur belonging to the most prominent scholarly 

family in the city9 'the beggars' a~-~uilukis. Formerly the 

family was connected with the I)anafite sect in Nishapur 9 but 

Abu~t-rayyib and his nephew Abu-Sahl ( II. Lo 1 ) belonged 

to the Shafi'ite sect of that city. Abu-1-rayyib learned 
-

traditions in Nishapur from M~ammad ibn-Y~ya adh-Dhuhli 

( I. A. 22 ) and Mu.J:lammad ibn- 'Abd-al-Wahhab al-Farra' 

( I. A. 36 ) • It is said that he also learned in Rayy and 

Baghdad but his teachers are unknoWn. He was held in 

Nishapur in high esteem as the chief traditionist of the city 

1. Tadh., III 9 39-40; Khat09 IV9 426; Shadh.9 II9 306; 

Subk., II 9 97; Anso 9 f.332a; Lub., II9 17. 
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who reached the high isnad in delivering traditions. It is 

also said that al-~~im an-Naysaburi ( III .. Q. 3 ) heard from 

him a tradition concerning the subject of'recollections~dhikrs. 

He taught traditions in Nishapur to a number of scholars 

notably al-Ijakim an-Naysaburi and Ibn-al-Akhram ( II .. I. 27 ) .. 

But in the latter period of his life Abu-~-rayyib abandoned 

teaching that subject. In jurisprudence Abu~~-rayyib was 

of the Shafi'ite school and he was the rival for the leader

ship of the Shafi'ites in Nishapur which was held in his time 

by Ibn-Khuzayma ( II. K. 4 ) .. He disliked the latter and 

it is ·said that he forbade his nephew Abu-Sahl to attend the 

classes of the Shafi'ite leader .. On the death of Ibn-

Khuzayma in 923 9 Abu-9t-1'ayyib succeeded to the leadership 

of the sect and when he died in 948 his nephew Abu-S~l 

was ack~owledged by the Shafi'ites in Nishapur as their 

leader .. 1 

I.23 Ibn-Ijamshadh 

His name was 'Ali ibn-~amshadh.. He was a native of 

Nishapur and he received the kunya of Abu-'1-ljasan. He 

learned traditions during his travels through the Islamic 

world.from al-Ijusayn ibn-al-Fa~l 9 al-fa~l ash-Sha'rani9 

Ibn-Abi-Usarea and from many other masters. He was 

considered in his time to be one of the greatest traditionists 

Lub. 9 II, 55. 
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of' Nisha:pur and a reliable authority. He 

taught traditions in Nishapur to Abu-~mad al-~akim ( II.I.43 )o 

He died in 949. 

Ibn-Mamshadh was a collector of traditions and the 

author of four books; 

1. Al-Musnad. 

2 • Al-.AJ:lkam 0 

3o Al-Tafsiro 

4. .L\1-Anwar. 

None of his works survive.1 

His name was Muhammad ibn-'Abd-Allah ibn-Ahmad. 
0 0 

He was 

a native of I~pahan. According to as-Sam'ani and Ibn-al-

of his trade in copper vases. He learned traditions in his 

native :place from ~mad ibn-'I?am and Asid ibn-'A~im. He 

travelled in :pursuit of learning traditions and received 

traditions during his travels from Al;mad ibn-IV!ihran in Fars, 

~ad ibn-'Ubayd-A11~ ar-Rassi in Baghdad and from 'Ali ibn-

'Abd-a1-'Aziz in Mecca. Before 912-913 he settled in 

Nisha:pur and taught traditions there 1 notably to Abu-'A1i 

al-~afi~ ( II. I. 31 ) and al-~akim an-Naysaburi (III.Qo3). He 

remained in Nishapur until his death in 950o 

1. Muntazam. 9 VI 1 364; Shad..h.. 9 I I, 248 o 
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was a reliable traditionist9 an ascetic and a jurist of the 

Shafi~ite schoolo 
He is said to have compiled several works 

0~ asceticism, jurisprudence and traditions. As-Subki 

remarks that most of Abu-(Abd-All~'s celebrated works were 

copied by the copyist Abu-'1-'Abbas al-Misri and about 500 . 
volumes of his works and precepts were confiscated by his 

copyist. 
1 today o 

However that may be there is no trace of his works 

His name was ~mad ibn-Is~aq ibn-Ayyub ibn-Yazid ibn-

'Abd-ar-R~man ibn-N~. He was a native of Nishapur 9 of 

Arabian descent and related to the tribe of Dubay'a which, . 
accordir ... g to as-Sam 'ani and Ibn-al-Athir, came from Arabia 

and settled in al-Basra . • A~-~uba'I was born in Nishapur in 

871; he devoted himself to horsemanship until he was eighty 

years of age, after which he began searching for traditions 9 

travelling for this purpose and learning traditions during 

his travels from al-Fa~l ash-Sha'rani, Isma'il ibn-Qutayba 9 

Ya'qub ibn-Yusuf al-Qazwini and M~ammad ibn-Ayyub in 

Khurasan, al-~arith Ibn-Abi-usama and Isma~il al-Qa~i in 

Baghdad, Hisham ibn-'Ali in Ba~ra and ~Ali ibn-'Abd-nl-'Aziz 

in Meccao He became noted in Nishapur as a reliable 

1 Subk II 166 . Abu--Nu'aym,Dhikr ta'rikh I_ sbahan, IIa 
.• --· 9 ' ' ~ 

271; Ans., f .353a; Lub., II, 70';. c:f .. 172n o 

-... 
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traditionist and a jurist of the Shafi'ite school. He taught 

traditions in Nishapur and among the Nishapurians who learned 

from him were Abu-'Ali al-~afi~ ( II. I. 31 )
9 
Abu-~mad 

al-~akim ( IIo I. 43 ) and al-~~im an-Naysaburi (III. Qo 3). 

He died in Nishnpur in 953. 

A~-~uba'i compiled several works, the best known at his 

time being the books al-Fada'il al-arba'a and al-Ahkam
9 

but 

none of these works are extant . 1 

I.26 Abu-'1-~asan al-Anmari 

His name was AJ:lmad ibn-al-KhiQ.r ibn-AJ.:lmad ibn-MuJ;ammad 

ibn- 'Abd-All~ ibn-Nahik ibn- 'Abd-al-Mu~talib ibn-Ivlanf?ur ibn-

Zuhayr. His ancestor Zuhayr was the Companion of the Prophet. 

He was & native of Nishapur. His nisba al-Anmari is related 

to several Arabian tribes but neither as-Sam'ani nor Ibn-al-

Athir can say to which particular tribe he belonged. Al-

Anmari studied traditions in Nishapur under various teachers, 

notably Abu-'Abd-All~ al-Bushanji (II.Kol).. He became noted as one 

of the great imams of Nishapur 9 a reliable traditionist and a 

Shafi'ite in jurisprudence, and it is said that he taught 

traditions in this city to several masters: among them were 

Abu- '1-Walid al-Qurashi ( II. K. 8 ) and Abu- '..t.1I al-Ijafi~ 

(II.I.31). 2 He died in 9-55. 

1. Subko 9 II, 81-82; Shadh., 

Duba 'i" 9 Lub., II, 70; or 
• 

II, 361; see the 
"ad-Daba' i" 

0 .. 9 Anso 9 

2o Subk. 9 II, 83; Lub., I, 73; .Ans.' f.52a. --

nisba "a<J-
fo360ao 
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I. 27 Ibn al-Akram 

His name was M~ammad ibn-Ya'qub ibn-Yusuf ibn-al-Akhram. 

He received the kunya Abu-'Abd-All~, but he was better known 

by his lagab of. Ibn-al-Akhram. He was born in Nishapur in 

864. He completed his studies in Nishapur by attending the 

courses on tradition given by several masters, notably Y~ya 

ibn-Mul)ammad adh-Dhuhli ( I o B. 11 ) and Mul:lammad ibn- 1 Abd-

) . He became noted as a 

reliable traditionist and restricted his teachings to Nishapur. 

It is said that traditions were learned from him by several 

Nishapurians, amongst them Abu-Bakr a~-~uba'i ( II. Io 25 ) 

and al-J:Iakim an-Naysaburi ( III o Qo 3 ) 0 He died in 

Nishapur in 955 .. 

Ibn-al-Akhram was a collector of traditionso He 

compiled a collection of traditions, on the advice of his 

friend o.s-Sarraj ( II a I ·o 12 )·; entitled al-Mustakhraj, which 

was written along the lines of the 9~i~s of Muslim ( Io A. 28) 

and al-Bukhari (I. A. 23 )o He also compiled another two 

works also on traditions: the first was entitled al-Iviusnad al

kabir and the second entitled al-Mukhtasar as-~ahi~, but none 
1 of his works are extant. 

1. Tadh., III, 76-77; Shadh., II, 368 .. 
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I. 28 Al-Asamm 
• 

His name was Mutammad ibn-Ya'qub ibn-Yusuf ibn-Ma'qil 

al-Ma'qilio He received the kunya of Abu-'1-'Abbas and the 

nisba of al-Ma'qili, which was derived from the name of his 

ancestor Ma' qil o However~ he was better known as 'the deaft 

al-A?amm,which was his lagab. He was born in Nisha:pur in 

861 and during his youth he learned traditions in this city 

from Ah. mad ibn-Yusuf known as H. amd-an ( I A 30 . " ) and from 

~mad ibn-al-Azhar ( Io Ao 29 ) . In 878, his father took 

him to I~:pahan and in that city he learned traditions from 

Harun ibn-Sulayman and Asid ibn-'Asim. 
0 

In the same year 

his father took him on a :pilgrimage to Mecca where he heard 

traditions from A~mad ibn-Sinan ar-Ramlio Later his father 

took him to Egy:pto He lived there for a time and studied 

the works of the divine ilimam ash-Shafi'lo Then he left his 

father behind and went to Syria where he learned traditions in 

'Asqalan from Atmad ibn-al-Fa~l a~-9a~igh, in Damascus from 

Ibn-fviallas and Yazid ibn- 'Abd-a~-f?amad 9 in ljim~ from Abu- 'Uq_ba 

al-~ijazi and M~ammad at-ta'i, in rarsus from Abu-Umayya and 

in Raqqa from Ivi~ammad ibn- 'Abd-al-Jabbar al- 'Utaridl and the 

disciple of Abu-'Uyayna, M~ammad al-Hajwanio Later, he 

came to Iraq and visited Kufa, Maw~il and Baghdado In the 

latter :place he lea~ned traditions from Zakariyya al-Marwazi 

and Abu~Ja'far al-Muradi. Vlhen he left Baghdad at the age 

o:f thirty, he came to Nishapur and at this time he was called 

al-A~amm because he had lost his hearing during his long 

journeyo He settled in Nishapur and began teaching traditions 
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in classes which he held in his house. He lectured to his 

students on the Mabsut of ash-Shafi'i and some other works on 

the Qur'anic text and traditions. It is reported that he gave 

lessons to numerous students who came from all Islamic lands 

including Spain. Mention is made that he gave lessons in 

Nishapur to Ibn-al-Akhram ( II. Io 27 ) Abu-Bakr a~-~uba'I 

( II. Io 25 ) Abu-}1-Walid al-Qurashi ( II. Ko 8 ), Abu

~Ali al-~afi? ( II. I. 31 ), Ibn-~amdan ( II. I. 40 ) Abu

~li ath-Thaqafi ( II. K. 6 ) al-?akim an-Naysaburi ( III. 

Qo 3 ) and other eminent scholars of the city. He died in 

Nishapur.in 956, leaving behind him the reputation of being the 

greatest reliable traditionist of the city. 1 

Io29 Ibn-Iviansur • 

His name was ~mad ibn-Man~ur ibn-'Isa. He received 

the kunya Abu-~mad ~nd was a native of 1us. He came to 

Nishapur several times in pursuit of collecting traditions from 

the masters of the city. It is said that he learned 

traditions from Ibn-Shiruwayhi ( II. I. 8 
- -

) and Abu-I s:p.aq 

al-Anmati ( II. I. 6 ). In his native city ius he became 

noted as a reliable traditionist and a jurist of the 

He was appointed qa~i there and during the 

1 • T adh • , I I I , 7 3-7 5 ; Sha dh • ~ I I, 3 7 3 ; 
Kamil, VIII, 389; Ans., ff.42a-42b; 

Munta~am., VI, 386; 

Lub . , I, . 56 . 
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time of his occupation of th~ office he was visited by the 

famous Nishapurian traditionist al-Hakim Abu-'Abd-All~ an-
• 

Naysaburi ( IIIo Qo 3 ) who conversed with him. Ibn-Man~ur 
died in 956o 1 

1.30 Abu-~1-'Abbas as-Sibghi 
0 0 

His name was MulJammad ibn-Isl).aq ibn-Ayylib ibn-Yazid 

ibn-'Abd-ar-R~man ibn-Nli:Q.o His father Abu-Ya'qub Is~aq was 

a learned man from Nishapur who earned his living by trading 

with 'dyer~ ~>ibgh~ and hence the family received the ni sba of 

a~-9ibghio Abu-'1-'Abbas learned traditions in Nishapur from 

Yo.J.:lya ibn-Iviu.Jfammad adh-Dhuhli ( Io Bo 11 He lived 104 

years and died in 956o He is mentioned frequently by al-

Farisi in his biographical work as-Siyag li-ta'rikh Naysabur 

as a teacher of traditions. Among Abu-~1-'Abbas' students 

were Abu-Ja 'far al-Mustamli ( III 0 Qo 4 ) 9 Abu-:tJ:amid al

Muwalq_abadhi ( III 0 Q. 12 ) and Abu- 'Abd-Allah. al-Muzakl{i 

( ) • 
2 IIIo Qo 33 

I .31 Abu- 'Ali al-Hafiz .. . 
His name was al-?usayn ibn-'Ali ibn-Yazid ibn-Dawud .. 

He was born in Nishnpur in 890. During his youth he was a 

1. Tadho, III 9 ll8o 

2. Mizano 9 III 9 478; 
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craftsman (an artisan) but the scholars of Nishapur discovered 

his intelligence and advised him to change his career ru1d seek 

knowledgeo He started learning traditions in 906 in Nishapur. 

Among his teachers wer~ notably Abu-tAbd-Allah a~-9affar 

( II o I o 24 ) and Ibn-Shiruwayhi ( II o I 0 8 ) • In 907 he 

left Nishapur and travelled widely in the Islamic world in 

pursuit of learning and collecting traditionso It is 

reported by al-~akim an-Naysaburi ( IIIo Qo 3 ) that Abu-'Ali 

learned traditions during his travel~ in Nasa from al-~usayn 

ibn-Sufyan, in Gurgan from 'Imranibn-Musa, in Baghdad from 

~Abd-Allah ibn-Najiya, in Kufa from IviuJ:lammad ibn-Jatfar al

Qattat, in Ba~ra from Abu-Khalifa and Zakariyya as-Saji, in 

Wasit from Ja'far ibn-AOmad ibn-Sinan, in Ahwaz from 'Abdan, 

in I~pahan from MQ~ammad ibn-Na~r, in Maw~il from Abu-Ya'la, 

in Egypt from Abu-'Abd-ar-Ral).man an-Nasa'i and in Mecca from 

Ahmad ibn-Ishaq as-Sibghio 
0 0 - 0 0 

Upon his return to his native 

city Nishapur, he began presiding over assemblies in which he 

taught traditions and among the scholars of the city who 

attended his assemblies was al-~akim an-Naysaburi. 

In 922, he left Nishapur and settled in Baghdad where he vvas 

acknowledged by the scholars of the city as undisputedly the 

best traditionist of his time after Abu-Bakr al-Ji'abi. He 

held an assembly in 948 in Baghdad in which he dictated 

traditions. He died in 960, at the age of seventy. 

Abu-'Ali is regarded as a collector of traditions and 

a critico None of his collections are named by his biographer 

nor do they exist today, but as a critic as-Subki noted that 
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Abu-~Ali regarded the Sahl~h f - - ( " .. • o a1-Bukhari ) as a 

little inferior to that of Muslim ( Io A. 28 

1.32 Ibn-Sa 6 d 

His name was 'Abd-All~ ibn-~mad ibn-Sa'd. He 

received the kunya of Abu-M~ammad and the nisba of the 'cloth

merchant', al-Bazzaz, which was probably his occupation. He was a 

native of Nishapur and learned traditions there from Abu-'Abd

'Al1ah al-Bushanji ( II. Ko 1 ), Abu-'1-'Abbas as-Sarraj 

( II o I o 12 ) and from other authorities. He became noted 

as a reliable traditionist and an author of several works on 

traditions and of some biographies, though their titles are not 

given by his biographer and they do not seem to have come down 

to us. He spent his life in Nishapur and died there in 960 

at the age of eighty. 2 

1.33 Abu-Sa'Id al-~iri 

His name was Ahmad ibn-!viu..h.ammad ibn-Sa'id ibn-Isma'il. 
• 0 

He was a native of Nishapur and a resident of the quarter of 

a1-Hira . • He learned traditions in Nishapur from Abu-'ft~r 

1.. Subk·., II, 215-16; ~., VIII 9 71-72; Iviun ta~am., VI, 

396; Shadh., II, 380; al-~akim ~n-Naysaburi quoted by 

adh-Dhahabi, Tadh., III, 110-112. 

2. Tadh., III, 114; Shadh., 381. 
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al-Khaffaf ( II. I. 5 ) and Ibn-Shiruwayhi ( II. I. 8 ) . 
He became noted as a reliable traditionist, an ascetic and a 

jurist of the Shafi'ite school. It is said that he taught 

traditions in his native city Nishapur to al-Hakim an-Naysaburi 
• 

( III. Q. 3 ) and other masters. He came to Baghdad ~nd 

the scholars of this city gathered around him and received 

traditions from him. In 964 he went to jihad and 

fell in the same year in the battle of Tarsus between the . 
~amdanid forces. and the Greek arm~ in which the ~amdanid 

forces were routed. Thus 9 he died as a martyr at 

the age of sixty-five. Al-Hiri was the author of the inter-• 

pretation. of the Qur~an which was entitled at-Tafsir al-kabir 

and a collection of traditions similar to the 9a.:Q.iJ.:l. of Muslim 

( I. A. 28 ) which was also called the 9~iJ.:l.. 
1 works are extant .. 

I .34 Ash-Sharaki 

None of his 

His name was Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn-Sharak and he . . 
received the kunya of Abu-~amid. He derived the nisba ash-

- 2 Sharaki from the name of his grandfather Sharak .. He learned 

traditions in his native place Herat from M~ammad ibn-tAbd

ar-Ragman as-Sami, in Nasa from al-~usayn ibn-Sufyan and in 

1. Subk., II, 97-98; Sha~hD, III, 13. 
2. Sharak (or Sharik) was also the name of a small town belonging 

to Balkh, Lub., II, 4. Ans., f.325a; M B , III, 232. 
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Maw~il from Abu-Ya'la al-Maw~ili. He became renowned as the 

scholar of Herat and possessed a great knowledge of traditions9 

jurisprudence and Arabic literatureo He was ranked as the 

~ufti of Herat and gave fatwas according to the Shafi'ite 

system of jurisprudence. In 964 he left Herat to make a 

pilgrimage but he was stopped in Nishapur by the ra 9 is of that 

city9 Abu-'Abd-Allah Ibn-Abi-Dhuhl 9 who begged him to. stay in 

Nishapur. Ash-Sharaki responded to the request of the ra'is 

and stayed there, where he taught traditions to several 

---searchers for tro.di tions notably al-Ijakim an-Naysaburi 

( III .. Q .. 3 ) who included him in his work Ta 9 rikh Naysabur .. 

During the later period of his life he returned to Herat where 

he died in 965. Ash-Sharaki was the author of al-:tviukhraj
9 

whose material was extracted f!lom the Sahih of Iviuslim ( I. 
0 • 0 

A. 28) but this work is lost. 1 

---1.35 Abu- 9 1-Jjasan an-Naysaburi 

His name was Iv!uhammad ibn-al-Hasan ibn-Hasayn ibn-
• 0 • 

He was a native of Nishapur o.nd learned traditions 

there from Abu-'Abd allah al-Bushanji ( II. K. 1 ) . He 

travelled far in the pursuit of learning traditions and went 

througn the countries of Khurasan 9 Iraq and Jibal learning 

traditions from several masters of these countries; among 

- - - 6 -them were M~ammad ibn-Ayyub al-Bajali, Yusuf ibn-Ya qub 

1 .. Al-IJ~im an-Nays~buri quoted by as-Subki, Subk., II, 98; 

Shadh., III, 36. 
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In 930 he visited Bukhara 

where he dictated traditions to the father and the paternal 

uncle of al-:tjakim an-Naysaburi ( III. Q .. 3 ) • 

became blind and he died in 965o 

In 960 he 

Abu-'1-~asan is regarded as a reliable traditionist 

and he is also kno~m for his generous donations to the students 

of traditions: he provided them with an allowance so that 

they could continue their studies. 1 

Ibn-Rumay:Q. 

His name was A:Q.mad ibn-M~ammad ibn-Ibrahim ibn-Rumay~ 

ibn-'I~ma. He was a native of Nasa and received the kunya 

of Abu-Sa'id. He is regarded as one of the great travellers 

who travelled through the Islamic world with the purpose of 

studying and collecting traditions. Among the masters whom 

he met and learned traditions from during his travels were 

Abu-Khalifa al-~aj ji, Ibn-Abi- 'Ala', 'Abd-Allail ibn-

Zaydan, "Umar ibn-Balj.ir, Iviul).ammad ibn-al-Fa<fl as-Samarg_andi 

and Ibn-Qutayba al-'Asg_alani. Then Ibn-Rumay:Q. went to Harw 

where he learned traditions from 'Abd-All~ al-Marwazio He 

came afterwards to Nishapur and learned traditions there from 

Ibn-Shiruwayhi ( II. I. 8 ) and Abu-'1-'Abbas as-Sarraj 

( II o I.. 12 ) . He became renovmed as a reliable traditionist 

Shadh., III, 17. 
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and it is said that he taught traditions in Nishapur, Baghdad and 

Yaman. It is reported by al-~akim an-Naysaburi (III.Q.3) that 

Ibn-Rumay~ held an assembly in Nishapur in vmich he taught the 9~ 

o:E al-Bukhari (I.A .. 23) to many masters of Nishapur including al-

~fiki~ an-Naysaburi himsel:E .. It is also reported that the most 

distinguished traditionist of Baghdad, Daraqu~ni, learned 

traditions :from him .. He died in 967 in the desert,on his 

way to ~a~da in Yaman. 1 

I .. 37 Ibn-Matar 

His name was 1viuJ:lammad ibn-Ja' far ibn-MuJ:lammad ibn-lviatar 

and he was a native of Nishapur. He received the kunya of 

Abu-'Amr and he was noted as a profound traditionist and 

ascetic. He learned traditions in Nishapur from Abu-~Amr 

al-Mustamli ( I .. A. 33 ) and in Rayy from Ibn-Ayylib ar-Razi. 

He died in 970o Ibn-Matar is a scholar who is frequently 

mentioned in al-Farisi' s biographical work as-Siyag li-ta'rikh

Naysabur as the teacher of many Nishapurians, including Abu-

N asr al-Hadhdha, ( III. Q. 25 ) , Abu- 'Abd-All8:h as-Sarr~J . . 
( III .. Q .. 26), Abu- 6 Uthmfl_n. az-Za6"fara_n.i ( III .. Q. 28 ) and 

2 Abu-Bnkr al-Mushshat ( III. Q. 34). 

1. al-Ijakim an-Naysaburi q_uoted by adh-Dhahabi, Tadh., III, 

134-135; Shadh., III, 22o 

2 .. Ibid., III, 29. 
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I.38 Abu-'Ali al-M~sarjisi 

His name was al-~usayn ibn-M~ammad ibn-Atmad.ibn-

He was a native of Nishapur belonging 

to an eminent scholarly family the Masarjisis. His paternal 

grand uncle9 Abu-'Ali al-~asan ( I. Ao 11 ) !i was noted as 

a reliable tradi tionist in Nisha:pur. Abu-'Ali al-~usayn 

was born in 910 in Nisha:pur, ~Dd there he began his studies. 

He learned traditions from his paternal grandfather AQ.mad 

ibn-M~ammad and from Ibn-Khhzayma ( II. Ko 4 )
9 

Abu-!il

'Abbas as-Sarraj ( II. I. 12 ) and Ibn-ash-Sharqi ( IIo 

I o 21) • In the year 933 9 he started his travels in :pursuit 

of collecting traditions and went to Khurasan, Iraq, Syria 

and Egypt. He stayed for a time in the last country!~ 

collected the traditions which were related to az-Zuhri and 

composed his famous work on traditions al-:Musnad al-kabiro 

Then he returned to Nishapur where he held regular assemblies 

in which he taught his workso He died in 985. 

Abu-'Ali established his reputation as an author of 

traditionso The above-mentioned work al-Musnad al-kabir9 

according to al-~~im an-Naysaburi ( IIIo Qo 3 )!i consisted 

of more than 1300 chapters but Y:.:Jj.ya MuJ:lammad adh-Dhu._h.li 

( I .. B. 11 ) who saw the work in the hands of the copyists, 

thought it was longer and estimated that the work consisted 

of more than 300.0 cha:pters:he claimed that the work was the 

largest in Islam. This work is unfortunately losto 1 

---
1. Al-Ij~im an-Naysaburi quoted by adh-Dhahabi, Tadh. !i 

III!i 134-135; Shadh., III, 22. 
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His name was ~mad ibn-M~ammad ibn-'fsa ibn-al-Jarr~. 

He received the nisba of "the copper-smith 11
9 

an-Nal}JJas, _which 

was probably his occupation. He was a native of Egypt. He 

started learning traditions in his country in 917. Then he 

went seeking knowledge and travelled widely in the east, 

passing through Ijijaz, Iraq_, Syria, Khurasan and Quhistan 

where he heard traditions and wrote notes from Abu-'1-Qasim 

al-Baghawi, Abu-~Amr al-Ijarrani, Abu-Bakr Ibn-Abi-Dawud, 

Abu-Nu'aym ibn-'Adi, Abu-'1-'Abbas ad-Daghawli and other 

masterso Latterly he came to Nishapur and settled there but 

unfortunately he lost most of the notes which he had written 

during his travels. He began teaching in Nishapur from 

memory and his lectures were attended by eminent masters of 
--- ( Q. ) Abu-the city notably al-~akim an-Naysaburi III. 3 

iAbd- ar-RaJ.:lman as-Sulami ( III. V. 2 ) and al-Ba.Q.iri 

( III. Q. 1 ) 0 He died in Nishapur in 986. 1 

Ibn-Hamdan 
0 

His name was Mul)ammad ibn-AQ.mad ibn-Ijamdan ibn- 'Ali 

ibn-'Abd-A118h ibn-Sinan. He received the kunya of Abu-'Amr. 

He was a native of Nishapur from the quarter of al-Ijira. 

vVhen young he heard traditions in 907 from the famous mystic 

of Nishapur Abu-'Uthman al-Ijiri ( II. N. 2 He also 

1. Tadh., III, 190-191; ShaQh., III, 88; Mizan., I, 148; 

see the derivation of the ni sba 11 an-N a.l}l)as", Lub., III 

216; Ans., f.555a. 
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learned in Nishapur from Abu-'1-Fa~l ~mad ibn-Na~r (IIo Io 3) 

Abu-'Amr al-Khaffaf ( Ilo Io 5 )~ and from otherso He 

travelled in pursuit of learning traditions and visited the 

cities of Nasa, Gurgan, Maw~il, Ba~ra and Baghdado His 

visit to the last city was in 911 and during his stay he read 

the Iviusnads of al-J:Iasan ibn-Sufyan and Abu-Bakr ibn- 'Ali ibn-

Shayba o It is also said that while he was in Maw~il he 

read the ~1iusnad of Abu-Ya' la al-Maw~ili 0 

Upon his return to Nishapur he dwelt for about 30 years in 

one of the mosques of the city in which he regularly taught 

traditions. ft~ong those who attended his lectures and 

learned traditions from him were al-H~im Abu-'Abd-All~ . 
an-Naysaburi ( IIIo Qo 3 ), al-J:Iakim Abu-'Abd-All~ an

Nasawi ( III 0 Qo 41+ ) , Abu- 'Ubayd ash-Shirazi and Abu-'rahir 

al-Hamadhani. In the last years of his life, he became blind 

and he died in the quarter of al-J:Iira in 986. 1 

His name was Nasr ibn-Iviuhammado 
• 0 

He was an Egyptian and 

travelled to the east with the purpose of learning traditions. 
- -

He learned them during his travels from Abu-Hisham al-Kattani 

and ~ad al-Qaysarani in Syria. In Baghdad he learned from 

lo Subko, II, 107; Shadh., III, 88; Anso, f.l82b; --.,..-

Lub.~ I, 332; Munta~am., VII, 134. 
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al-Ijusayn al-ljalimi (III.S .. l) and Abu~'Ali as-Sa:f:far. ..... Then he 

came to Nishapur where he learned traditions from al~Asamm 
0 

( II o I o 28 ) • He took the vows of ascetism and taught 

traditions in this city: among his pupils was al.-Hakim an-
- 0 

Naysaburi ( rr 0 Q .. 3 Latterly he went to ~ransox_~ana 

where he devoted himself to the study of Arabic literature 

and poetry and joined the Sultanite administration, probably 

as a secretary. He died there in 996. 1 

1,42 Abu-Bakr al~Jawz.ag_i 

His name was Iviuhammad ibn-'Abd-::-Allah ibn-:-Muhammad ibn-• . . ,. 

Zakariyya ibn-al-?asan, He belonged to the village of' 

Jawzag_ of' Ni shapur. He studied traditions under eminent 

Io 12 ), Ibn-ash-Sharg_i ( II .. Io 21 ) and al-A?amm ( II .. I. 

He travelled extensively and heard traditions in 

I9pahan, Gurjan, Hamadan, Sarakhs, Rayy, Baghdad, and l'viecca. 

Among those with whom he had communicated and from whom he 

received traditions were Abu~Nu'aym ibn-'Adi, Abu- 9 1-~Abbas 

ad-Daghawli, Makki ibn-~Abdan and Abu-~atim ar-Rasfandi. 

It is said that he spent about 100,000 dirhamsduring his 

travels but he did non gain even one dirham from his teachings .. 

In Nishapur he was held in high esteem as a great traditionist 

and undisputedly the most reliable authority on traditionso 

1. Tadh., III, 206-207:. Ab~- '1- 1 Abbas al-Mi~ri was probably 

the book-copiest of Abu-'Abd-Allah a~-9affar (IIoi.24). 
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He opened a class in the city in which he taught from his notes 

and works: among his pupils was al-~~im an-Naysaburi ( III. 

Q. 3 ) who tells us that he wrote down notes from al-Jawzaqi 

and selected from these notes twenty volumes of useful 

material. He died in Nishapur in 998 at the age of 82. 

A1-Jawzaqi was the author of two collections of 

tradi tions9 one called al-Muttafi.q wa~ 1-Muftariq and the 

second called al-Muttafiq al-kabir. It is said that the 

latter was taught in Nishapur by Abu-'Uthman as-Sablini 
0 • 

( I I I .. Q o 48 ) o Neither of these t~u works is extant. 1 

I .43 Abu-Ahmad al-Hakim 
0 0 

6 

His name was Mul).ammad ibn-IviuJ:lammad ibn-Is)taqo He was 

a native of Nishapur and there he learned traditions from Abu

~1-'Abbas as-Sarraj (II.I.l2) Ibn-Khuzayma (II.Ko4) and other 

masters of the cityo Then he went seeking traditions in 

Iraq9 ~ijaz and @yria, during which time he learned traditions 

from Muhammad ibn-Shadhil, al-Baghandi 9 al-Baghawi ~ Ivlu.J)ammad 
0 

ibn-Ibrahim al-Ghazf 9 ~Abd-All~ ibn-Zaydan a1-Baja1i, 

Mugammad ibn-Fay~ al-Ghassani 9 Abu- 6Amr al-?arrani and from 

their contemporaries. He became noted in Nishapur as 

the imam of the science of tradition shurut and because of 

his great reputation he was appointed after 944 as qa~i of 

1. Subk. 9 II, 169; Shadh. 9 III, 129; Lu~. 9 I, 251; 
---

Ans., f.142b; al-I}akim an-N ays_aburi quoted by adh-

Dhahabi, Tadh., III, 204. 
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Shash. After occupying the office for more than four years, 

he was appointed again as qa~I of Tarsus. In 956 he retired 

to his native city Nishapur where he spent the rest of 4is 

life teaching and writing his works. He died there in 998 
at the age of ninety-three .. Abu-~ad was one of the most 

reliable traditionists of his time. He was lmO\llf.ll as the 

traditionist of K~urasan. He was also the author of many 

compilationso The best known in his own time was the book 

al--Kuno. .. He also composed collections of traditions: two 

of them were called the ~~iD 9 one compiled as a selection 

from the work of Muslim's 9alfi1). ( I. Ao 28 ) and the 

other a selection from the Sahih of al-Bukhari ( Io A. 23 ) 
.A..~ 

but none of his writings now survive. 1 

His name was Ahmad2 ibn-Muhammad ibn-Ibrahim ibn-
• 0 

Khat tab Q He received the nisba al-Khattabi because he was 

a descendant of the Caliph 'Umar ibn-al-Khattab .. He was 
-

born in 925 in Bust of Sijistan. He travelled extensively 

in pursuit of studying traditions 9 jurisprudence and literature. 

He visited Transoxiana 9 Khurasan, Iraq and ~ijaz during which 

time he communicated with and received traditions from al-A~amm 

1. Tadh.J III, 174-175; Shadh., III, 93. 

2. Ath-Tha'alibi calls him ~amad ibn-M~ammad, Yatfmat ad

dahr., IV, 334. 
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( IIo Io 28 ) and his contemporaries in Nishapur 9 in Ba~ra 

from Abu-Bakr ibn-Dasa and in Baghdad from Abu-Sa'id al-

A'rabi9 Isma'II ibn-M~ammad a~-~affar and their contemporarieso 

He also studied in the last place the Shafi'ite system of 

jurisprudence under Abu-Hurayra and philology under Abu-'Umar 

az-Zahido Latterly he settled in Nishapur and devoted 

himself to writing his book Gharib al-hadith and other workso 

He died in his native place Bust in.998o 1 

Al-Khattabi was renowned as one of the ·great scholars 

of his time 9 as a master of traditions and an able poet. He 

was the author of several works on traditions, criticism and 

jurisprudence ru1d among the works which are still extant 

are the follovnng:-

lo I~la£; ghalat al-mul).addithin. 

2o Gharib al-~adith. 

3o Kitab al-~uzla (al-I'tizam) 

4., ~Ilm al-hadith. 

5o M a 'alim as- sunna o 

6., Sha' n al-ad' iya al:dna ~ thllra • 

,- 2 7o Bayan i'jaz al-Qur ano 

lo Tadh. 9 III 9 209-10; Shadh., III 9 127; Irsh., II, 81-82; 

Ans. 9 f.202b; Lub. 9 I, 378-379; Bughyat., 239o 

Nadawi., Tad.hkirat an-nawadir, 40-41. 2. GAL So, I, 275; ~ 

Specimerufrom his poems are given by Yaqut and ath

Tha'alibi; Irsh.,, II 9 84-86; Yatimat ad-dahr., IV, 

335-336. 
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III 

THE JURISTS AND THE THEOLOGIANS 

THE J:IANAFITES: THE PUPILS OF THE BAGHDADIAN ABU-'1-.lfASAN 

AL-fu.\RKHI. THE SHAFI'ITES: IBN KHUZAYMA
2 

ABU-'ALI ATH-

THAQAFI? ABU-,1-I:IASAN AL-BAYHAQI, IBN-Ij:IBBAN AND IBl'l-AL-

lviUNDHIR. ABU-SAHL Af?-$U 'LUKI 9 THE PUPIL OF ABU-' 1-I;IASAl\T 
AL-ASH'ARio 

We have already mentioned the ~ormation o~ the ~our main 

Sunnite schools o~ jurisprudence in Islam and have noted that 

o~ all the schools, those o~ the ~ana~ites and the Sha~i'ites 

became the main ones in Nishapuro Most o~ the eminent 

~ana:Lite jurists who were connected with Nisha:pur were 

educated in Baghdad under the tutelage o:L Abu-'1-~asan al

Karkhi (d .. 951), the chie~ o:L the l}ana~ites in Baghdado 

Among his pupils were az-Zujjaji ( II. Jo 8 ), Qa~i-al

l}aramayn ( II. J. 11 ) and Abu-Bakr al-Ja~~a~ ( II. Jo 16 ). 1 

Az-Zujjaji was a Nisha:purian by birth. As vvell as 

being noted as a ?ana~ite jurist of some renown, he ~as 

skilled as a lecturer with a supreme ability in conducting 

assemblies: these Ylere held for him in Nishapur and in them 

various controversial points o:L law were debated: during the 

course or these debates he demonstrated his oratorical 

brilliance. His classes in Nishapur on the I}ana:Lite system 

o~ ju:risprudence were attended by eminent sc~o1ars, among 
- -

them Abu-Bakr al-Ja9~a~. He was the author or a book 

e~titled ar-RiyaQ., which is now 1ost. 2 

1. See below, (List No.I.A), 608. 
2 Ja,rv· II 254· t-ash-Kunre-Zade, Toabaqat al-fuqahay, 68. 

• ~ .. , ' ' .1:' 
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Abu-'1-~asan an-Naysaburi, known as Qa~I-al-~aramayn, 

is regarded by Ibn-..(·l.bi- '1-Wafa 7 as "the undis:puted master o:f 

the :peo:ple of Abu-Jjanifa of his time". His talent as a 

celebrated jurist was recognised by the officials in Baghdad 

when he visited that city and debated, in the court o:f the 

Vizier 'All ibn- 6 Isa, with the Shafi'ite juristso As a result 

of his discussions, in which his opinions were favourable to 

the Vizier~ the latter suggested to the Cali:ph that Abu-'1-

IJasan should be made the qag.i of Mecca and Medina. He was 

a:p:pointed and acce:pted the office and therefore he was known 

as Qag.i-al·-I:;Iaraiilayn o However it seems that he spent most of 

his life away from Nishapur ru1d after an absence of about 

forty years he came back to Nishapur to retire but he was again 

rea:p:pointed 9a~I o:f the city. He taught jurisprudence in the 

city and among his :pupils was Abu-' 1-Haytham ( III o R. 2 ) o 
1 

The third eminent ~anafite scholar was Abu-Bakr al-Ja~~a~, 

who was a pupil o:f both Abu-'1-Ijasan al-Karkhi, in Baghdad, and 

az-Zujjaji in Nishapur. He became noted as a jurist, a 

commentator on the Qur~an and a man of letters. He was 

brought to Nishapur by al-Ijakim an-Naysaburi ( III o Qo 3 ) and 

stayed there :for approximately four years during which time he 

held classes and lectured on jurisprudencec Ibn-.A.bi-' 1-Wafa' 

gives a list of his students but none of them appears to have 

come from Nisha:puro Al-Jassas is the author of books on 
0 c " 

I o 107-108,· Toash-Ku:pre-Zade, tabaqat al-fuqaha', lo Jawe, " 
68; see below, (List No.3), 631. 
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jurisprudence' the. inte~p~·etl3.ti6h di' "the Qur'an and literature, o:f 

which four are extant: the most famous of them is his book 

entitled ~kam al-Qur)ano 1 

The renown of the Chief qa~i of the Caliph Harun· ar

Rahid, Abu-Yasuf (d .. 804), attracted some ~anafite scholars 

from Nishapur to study jurisprudence under him 0 We may 

mention particularly Abu-'1-'Abbas at-Tabbani ( II. Jo 10 ), 

the head of the most prominent ~anafite family in Nishap~r. 

He became renowned as the mufti of the Hanafites of Nishapur . 
and members of his family acted later as .diplomatic envoys 

and took up the offices of qada' and the ri>asa during the 

period of the Ghaznavid rule. 2 

The ~anafites, as we have already mentioned, kept the 

legal office of qa~a' among themselves through the patronage 

of the successive local governmentsc The Samanids, whose 

seat of government was in Bukhara,left Nishapur under a ra'Is who 

carried out the orders of the central government in Bukharao 

Along with his other duties, the ra 9 Is had to nominate the 

candidates for the office of the qa~a' to the governor who 

selected those who seemed qualified and suitable for this 

office~ The importance of this duty is illustrated by the 

fact that the ra'Is of Nishapur,Ibn-Khuzayma ( II .. K. 4 ), 

nominated candidates chosen from among the ~anafite scholars: 
- - - -, 1. Jaw., I, 84-85; rash-Klipre-Zade,1abaqat al-fuqaha , 

66-67; see below7 237-238. 
2 .. J.gY'L:_, I, 129--130; see below, 266-268 o 
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he once nominated three ~anafite jurists as candidates for the 

qaQ.a, of Nishapur to the Samanid governor, IviUQ.ammad ibn-Isma'il 

ibn-Al).mad: one of them Yias al-Buzdighari.( II. Jo 2 ), who 

declined the offer and pledged the ra>Is to drop his name from 

the nomination list: another was Ibn-Salmuwayhi ( IIo Jo 4 ), 

who accepted the nomination and thereupon was appointed by the 

governor as qa~i of Nishapur. 1 

However~ the ~anafites were favourites of the governors 

in that they were often chosen to act as their diplomatic envoyso 

Amongst such men were al-Budayli ( IIo Jo 9 ) and Abu-Bakr ash-
---

Shahuwi ( IIo Jo 13 )o The first was connected to the court 

of the Samanid general Qaratigin who in 951 sent him as his 

diplomatic envoy to Nishapur, though we do not know the purpose 

of his missiono The second was chosen as a member of a 

diplomatic mission by the Buwayhid Prince of Fars 'A~ud-ad-

Dawla (reg. 949- 982): this mission was sent from Fars to 

- - 2 arrange a marriage alliance with the governor of Bukhara. 

The Shafi'ites were in fact the intellectuals of Nishapur 

and already in the tenth century the city produced eminent 

teachers and v~iters: suffice it to mention, Ibn-Khuzayma 

( II. K o 4 ) , Abu- 'Ali ath-Thaqafi ( _II o K o 6 ) , Abu-' 1-<[:Iasan 

al-Bnyhaqi (IIo Ko 5), Ibn-~ibban ( II. Ko 9 ) and Ibn-al

Itiundhi r ( I I o K o 3 ) o 

lo Jawo 9 I, 276-277; II, 55; see below, (List No .3), 631; 
Cfo 69-70; on the duties of the qa9:i, see Ibn:-Khaldun., 

Maqaddima, 19, 184· 
. ' Schacht 9 Introduction to Islamic Law, 

49-56; Juynboll, E I 1 
' 

~~~a:~I". 

2o Jaw., I, 105; II, 249. 
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Ibn-Khuzayma was a pupil of Abu-'Abd-Allah al-Qurashi 

( To C. 2 He became noted in Nishapur as the chief 

theologian of the city and a Shafi'ite juristo He was also 

regarded as the chief of the Shafi'ites in Nishapur and he 

occupied the office.of ra'Is of the city. It is said that 

he accepted in his classes students who were regarded as 

Mu'tazalites in their beliefs and for this reason Abu-'Ali 

ath-Thaqafi disputed with him and.declared that Ibn-Khuzayma 

himself was also a Mu'tazalite. However,from the accounts 

given by adh-Dhahab~ the allegation made against Ibn-Khuzayma 

was not true: adh-Dhahabi gives a series of his sayings 

refuting the allegations and attacking the Mu'tazalite dogmas. 

As a matter of fact we possess today one of his works, 

at-Taw~id wa ithbat ~ifat ar-radd,which is directed against the 

Mu'tazalites, affirming the unity of, and noting the proofs 

of the attributes of the Deity. 1 

The opponent of Ibn-Khuzayma, AbuJAli ath-Thaqafi,was 

the pupil of Mu_tammad ibn-Na~r al-Marwazi ( II .. K .. 2 ) • 

He was associated with the Malamite mystics Abu-~af~ al-~addad 

( I 0 F 0 5 ) and IJamdun al-QaS3s>ar ( I 0 F. 6 ) , and became 

noted as a jurist as well as a mystic. According to ash-

Sha'rani, ath-Thaqafi was the one who spread mysticism in 

Nishapur and,according to as-Subki, he was the one who 

introduced dialectics and speculative investigation into 

Khurasan. 2 

1. Tadh., II, 263-268; Subk., II, 130; 

see below, (List No .1), 609" 
2o Sha', I, 107; ~., II, 172-173. 

609. 

A L , 264; ..,...._._ 
- .. -

See below, (List No.l.B), 
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Another celebrated scholar Nishapur produced was Ibn-al

Mundhir who spent much of his life in Mecca, where he became 

noted as the chief jurist of the holy city and received the 

lagab of Shaykh-£1-~aram. We do not know under whom he· 

studied jurisprudence but it is noted that he had dexterity 

in controversial arguments khilafiyyat, a subject upon which 

he wrote many works, including Ikhtilar al-lulama' and 

al-Awsat fi,s-sunan wa '1-ikhtilaf; both of these, and three 

other works, are extanto 1 

One pupil of Ibn-Khuzayma was Ibn-~ibban, a man from 

Bust in Sijistan, who became well known as a jurist, 

theologian, and traditionist, as well as a critic. His 

interest in various fields of study ranged through religions 

and literature to the natural sciences and philosophy. He took 

up his first official appointment as qa~i of Samarqand and 

it was while he was in that position that, according to adh

Dhahabi, he is related to have said that "the prophethood is 

a combination of 'science'," ilm, and 'practice',' amal
9 
and that 

one cannot be a prophet, without being a 'scholar~ 'alim,as well as 

a 'practitioner', 'amil 11
• Accordingly9 he was accused by the 

scholars of Samarqand of being an innovator in religio~ in 

a dispatch which they sent to the Caliph in Baghdad,and 

in due course the Caliph issued a writ for his executiono 

However this order was never implemented by the 8amanid 
-, officials because we find him later occupying the qa~a of 

l. I Kh., I, 583; Subk., 126-129; 

an-nawadir, 52-55. 

Nadawi, Tadhkirat 
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Nasa. On Ibn-?ibban's second visit to Nishapur, he built a 

khanq~ in which he taught his works and after his death it 

was altered into a madrasa. He left a large sum of money to 

provide his students with regular payment while attending his 

academic institutional 

The earliest academic institution was built in Nishapur in 

the first half of the tenth century, by a Shafi'ite scholar known 

as Abu-'1-~asan al-Bayhaql 9 who was a pupil of Ibn-Khuzayma and 

was noted as a jurist 9 a teacher and a mufti of the Shafioites. 

He built his institution in the quarter of Sayyar in Nishapur 

2 a~d it was named after him the Bayhaqiyya madrasao Other 

madrasas were built in the second half of the tenth century 

in Nishn:pur such as the madrasas which were built for the 

Ash'arites Ibn-FUrak ( III. To 1 ) and Abu-Is~aq al-Is~ara'ini 

( III. T. 3 ) . These were followed by other madrasas but the 

most importa~t was the Ni~amiyya madrasa in Nishapur which was 

built by Ni~am-al-Mulk (du 1092) in the second half of the 

eleventh century for the Ash'arite theologian Abu-'1-Ma'ali 

al-Juwayni, knovv:n as Imam-al-Ijaramayn ( III. T. 9 ) , in which 

famous scholars studied under him, such as Abu-~amid nl

Ghazali ( IVo CCo 1 ), Ilkiya-al-Harrasi ( IVo BB. 1 ) and 

'Abd-al-Ghafir-al-Farisi (IVo Y. 8). 3 

1. Tadho, III, 125-127; Subko, 141; M B , I, 616 - 617; 

2. I Fun., 158. 

3o Shala~y gives an account of the founders of the educational 

institutes in Islam and provides a list of the teachers of 

the Ni~amiyyas, History of Muslim Education, 203-222; See 

below, (List Noo2), 626-630. 
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The first 'class', tabaqa? of Shafi 'i tes and other jurists 

who are classified among the Ash'arite theologians by Ibn

'Asakir flourished in the second half of the tenth centu~y .. 

The most renovmed of them was Abu-Sahl a~-9ut1liki ( II. L. l )
9 

the nephew of the chief traditionist of Nishapu~Abu-'t-

) . Abu-Sahl, though he came 

from I~pahan,lived much of his life in Nishapur, where he 

studied jurisprudence under Abu-'Ali ath-Thaqafio He was 

the first Nishapurian to have made direct contact with the 

founder of Ash'arism Abu-'1-~asan al-Ash'ari, because it is 

reported by Ibn-'Asakir that he met the founder in Ba~ra ~nd 

received lessons from him. Though Abu-Sahl is included among 

the Ash'arites he was in fact noted as a professor of the 

science of jurisprudence teaching that science for about 32 

years. According to Ibn-Khallikan, Abu-Sahl became the 

ra'is of the Shafi'ites in Nishapur, after the death of his 
1 uncle. 

The Karramite~ in the second half of the tenth centur~ 

were already a sect with a great and influential 

following in Nishapuru 

Ibn-M~ashadh I 
\ 

already mentioned. 

Their leader was Abu-Ya'qub Is~aq 

),whose popularity we have 

But the chief theologian of the 

:K!arrami tes ,.,as ·Ibrab.im ibn-Muhaj{r, of whom we ·know'-:f'lothing 

except what the· Ash'arite theologian Abu-Man~ur 'Abd-al

Q~ir al-Baghdadi ( IIIo T .. 5 ) mentions in his work al

Farq bayna al-firag: he says that in 980-l Ibn-Muhajir 

1. T K M , 183; .Ans., f .352a; Subk., II, 161-162; 

See below, (List No .. IoB), 610. 
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held a theological discussion before the S~ania general Abu-

71-Ij:asan IviuJ:lammad ibn-Ibr~Im ibn-simjur, with the chief' 

theologian of' the Karramites of his time, Ibr~im ibn-Muhajir, 

in which they disputed and al-Baghdadi claims that he ref'uted 

his OPDonent's disgraceful errors o 
1 

1~ Baghdadl, Al-Farq baya al-firag., 224-255; see above, 75. 
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THE Ij.A.NAFITES 

J.l Abu-Bakr al-Jarudi 
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His name was ll'iul;ammad ibn-an-Nadr ibn-Salama ibn-al-. 
Jarud ibn-Yazido He was a native of Nishapur belonging to 

one of the most wealthy ~anafite families in that cityo His 

Great grandfather 9 al-Jarud (IoBo3) 9 was a pupil of Abu-Jjanifa 

and renowned as an ascetic~ Abu--Bakr himself'studied 

jurisprudence under his fathero He also learned traditions 

in Nishapur from Is~aq ibn-RUhuya ( Io Co 1 ) . Being a 

wealthy man, he supplied his intimate friend Muslim ( Io 

A. 28 ) with the means of living and it is saiQ. that he 

accompanied the latter during his travels. He became 

reno¥med in Nishapur as imam of traditions as well as 

jurisprudence. Having full knowledge of Arabic 9 it is said 

that he helped in the translation of the works of MuJ.:lammad 

ibn-Y~ya adh-Dhuhli ( Io Ao 22 ) from Persian into Arabic. 

It is also said that he taught traditions in Rayy to Abu

Hatim ar-Razi, and in Nishapur to Ibn-Khuzayma ( IIo K. 4 ) 
• 

Ibn-ash-Sharqi ( II. I. 21 ) and otherso He is mentioned 

in the Sunan of an-Nasa'i as a reliable traditionist. 

Bakr died in Nishapur in 903. 1 

1. Jaw., II, 138; Tadho 9 II 9 220; 

I~ 9 IX 9 490-491; Anso, foll9a; 

Shadh o 9 II 9 208; 

Lub., I, 203. 

Abu-
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His name was Mutammad ibn-Ziyad ibn-Yazid .. He received 
the km1ya of Abu-'Abd-AllQh and was known by his nisba Al

Buzdighari because he belonged to the village of Buzdighara 

of Nishapur. 
He learned traditions in Nishapur from ~mad ibn-

~arb and Ayyub ibn-al-~asan(I .. B .. lO)Ee became a noted ?anafite 

jurist in Nisha:pur. It is reported that the ra'Is of the 

city Ibn-Khuzayma ( II. K. 4 ) nominated al-Buzdighari, with 

three other scholars, to the camanid Prince M~ammad ibn-

Isma'il for the office of qadi of Nishapur. 
....:::.-...2.. But al-Buzdighari 

seems to have disliked the function of qa~i and he begged the 

ra,is to drop his name from nomination, to which the ra'is 

responded. He died in 907. 1 

His name was Zakariyya ibn-Y~ya ibn-al-~arith. He 

was a native of Nishapur who earned his living as a cloth

merchant and therefore received the nisba al-Bazzaz. He 

learned traditions in Nishapur from Is~aq ibn-Rahuya 

( I. C .. 1 He became one of the noted ~anafite jurists 

of Ni shapur and \-Vas well-known for his piety .. It is re:po rted 

- - -
7 

( ) l·n his work Ta'rikh-by al-?akim an-Naysabur~ III .. Q. 3 

Naysabur that al-Bazzaz composed many compilations on 

1 .. D 9 r9 6o4; 
An s 0 ' f • 7 8b 0 

~ .. , II 9 55, 288; 
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traditions and that al-lj'akim an-Naysaburi himself taught 

traditions on his authority. He died in 910. 1 

J.4 Ibn-Salmuwayhi 

His name was ~Abd-All~ ibn-Salama ibn-Ynzid and he 

received the kunyo. of Abu-Ivh.thammad. . He learned traditions 

in Iraq from the chief of the Ij:nnafites there, Mul).ammad ibn-

He became noted 

as a ~anafite jurist and a master of traditions shuruto It 

is said that he taught traditions in Nishapur and that nl-~uso.yn 

ibn-Khalid and the chief of the ~anafites in Nishapur Abu-'1-

~Abbas at-Tabbani ( II. J. 10) learned traditions from him. 

It is a:so said that the ra 9 is of Nishapur Ibn-ru1uzo.yma 

( II. K. 4 ) nominated him to the Snmanid Prince MulJammnd 

ibn-Isma~Il for the office of qag.i of Nishapur and. thereupon 

he was appointed. 

910. 2 

He held this office till his death in 

J.5 Ibrahim an-Naysaburi 

His name was Ibrahim i bn-iiiuJ;.nmmad i bn -Sufynn. He was 

a native of Nishapur and he studied the Vanafite system of 

1. Al-~akim an-Naysaburi quoted by Ibn-Abi- 9 1-Wafa', 

II, 55. 
2. Ibi~, I, 276-277. 
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jurisprudence there under Ayylib ibn-al-~asan (I~ B. 10). 

He became noted as a ljanafite jurist and ascetic. He also 

mastered the science of tradition and was considered as a 

transmitter of the ~~ of Muslim ( I .• A. 28 ) . He read 

that work under the author in 870 and thus became a 

specialized transmitter of that text. He died in 920-21. 1 

His name was Ibrahim ibn-Mu.J:lammad ibn-Ibrahfmo He 

was a native of Nishapuro His nisba was derived from a 

tribe in Yaman called Judhamo He studied in Nishapur 

under the chief of the ~anafites ~mad ibn-Na~r al-Labbad 

( I o B o 13 ) and Abu-Bakr ibn-Yasino He also extended 

his studies during his travels to Iraq and Syria where he 

heard traditions from the masters of both countries but mention 

is not made of their names., Hov1evers al-Ija_l{im an-Naysaburi ( III o 

Qo 3) mentions in his Ta 5 rikh Naysabur that a1-Judhami 

was one of the most distinguished Qanafite jurists and asceticso 

He taught traditions in Iraq9 Khurasan and Syria. Then al-
---

Hakim an-Naysaburi adds: "I have seen many of his works in the 
0 

possession of his brother Abu-Bishr and I have seen also in 

his brotherrs possession his sound u~ulso 11 But unfortQnate1y 

none of al-Judhami's works remain; in fact we do not even 

know their tit1eso Al-Judhnmi died in Nishapur in 933. 2 

1 • Jaw o 9 I 9 46 o 

2. Al-Hakim an-Naysaburi quoted by Ibn-Abi-'1-Wafa', Jawo, I, 
0 

44; II 9 294; see also the derivation of the nisba 
11 al-Judhami"; Ans., f .125a; Lub o, I, 215. 
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J. 7 Ibn-Dinar 

His name was l.itiQ.ammad ibn- 'Abd-All~ ibn-Dinar and he 

received the kunya of Abu-'Abd-Allah. He was a native of 

Nisha:pur and there he read the Musnad of AJ:lmad ibn-Salama 

) under the author. He also read the Tafsir 

of ~mad ibn-Na~r and most of the works of the ~nnafite Abu-Ya~ya 

al-Bazzaz (II.Jo3)oit is related that he used to make the 

:pilgrimage every ten years and go to war every three yearsc 

He was held in high esteem by the ~anafites of Nisha:pur as one of 

the great jurists. He was very conservative in his attitude to 

the teaching of traditions. Thus 9 to avoid making mistakes with 

regard to traditions9 he refused to give fatwas to the 

inhabitants of Nishapur. He died in Baghdad
9 

on his way back 

from Pi~grimage 9 in 949. 1 

J.8 Abu-Sahl az-Zujjaji 

His name was Mu~ammad ibn-tAbd-Allah. He wus a native 

of Nishapur. His nisba az-Zujjaji was :probably derived from 

the skill of glass-mrucing.2 He studied the ?anafite system 

of jurisprudence in Baghdad under the chief of the ?anafites 

He became noted in Nisha:pur as a 

?anafite jurist and as a :professor of great ability in 

2. Abu-Sahl received several nisbas and according to al-

Mabsut of al-Ghazali (IV .. cc. 1 )9 Abu-Sahl was called 

az-Zujajjl 9 al-Fara~i and ~ome time al-Ghazali (al-Ghazzali), 

al-Ghazali, al-Mabsut 9 as quoted by Ibn-Abi-· 'l-Wafa 9
, 

Jaw., II 9 254 .. 
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'speculative investigation', na?ar, and dialectics·. In theology 

he is included by Ibn-al-Murta~a among the Mu'tazalite 

intellectuals o It is reported by Ibn-Abi-'1-Wafa' that the 

~annfite jurists in Nishapur studied jurisprudence under him 

notobly Abu-Bakr al-Ja~~a~ ( IIo Jo 16 ). 

Nishapur in 951 o 

He died in 

Az-Zujjaji was the author Qf a book entitled ar-Riyad 

but, unfortunately, this work has been lost. 1 

J. 9 Al-Budayli 

His name was 'Abd-All~ ibn-Mu~ammad ibn-Budaylo He 

derived the nisba al-Budayli from the name of his grand-

father. He was known as al-Ashqar, probably because he was 

blondeo He was a native of Bukhara and learned traditions 

there from Ibn-Abl- 9 1-Laytho He also learned 

them in Marw from 'Abd-Allah ibn-M~mud as-Sa'di and 

in I~:pahan from AJ.:lmad ibn-Manda. He was reno~med as the 

chief of the people of ra 9 y 9 the ~anafites of Buhl1arao As-

Sam 6 nni describes him as a fanatical Hanafiteo 
0 

It is 1-1e:ported 

by Ibn-Abi-'1-Wafn' that al-Budayli con~ected his fortune 

~nth the Samanid general Qaratigin of Isfijab 

who in 951 sent him as a diplomatic envoy to Nisha:puro Upon 

his arrival at the latter place he stayed as a guest in the 

1 .. Jaw., II, 254;. 
130; Tash-Kffpre-Zade,Tabaqat al-fuqaha', 68; 

II, 1422. 
Ij Kh.' 



house of the qug_i of Nishapur Abu-Mul].ammad al-Marwazi 

( II., J" 12 ) " Al-Budayli died in 954. 1 

J o 10 Abu- ~ 1- 'Abbas at-Tabbani 

His name was ~mad ibn-~arUn ibn-Ibr~Im. His 

family came originally from the village of Muzn in 

Samarqand but he himself wns a native of Nishapuro 

well-¥~own by his nisba at-Tabbani or at-Tabban which 
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He was 

derived from his profession of straw-merchanto He studied 

the ~anafite system of jurisprudence in Nishapur Qnder ~ad 

ibn-MU9-ammad ibn-Sh"dl.' ayb al-Julabadhi and in Baghdad under 

He also 

receivec. traditions in Nishapur from the Ij:anafites Abu- 5 1-

Qasim t Abd-ar-Rahmnn ibn-Raja" al-Buzdighari ( I 0 B. 4 ) 

Abu-Nasr Ahmad ibn-MQ11ammad ibn-Nasr al-Labbad ( I o :EL 13 )1 • 0 0 0 

Al- ~ Abbas ibn-Ijamza and from others, in lviarw from YDJ:lya ibn

Samuwayhi ibn-tAbd al-Karim adh-Dhuhli and his contemporaries, 

in Rayy from 'Ali ibn-al-JjasD.D ibn-al-Junayd, iviul}ammad ibn

Ayyub and their contemporaries, in Iraq from 'Abd-Allat ibn

~mad ibn-~anbal and his contemporaries and lastly in ~ijaz 

from 'Ali ibn-'Abd al-'Aziz al-Baghawi. It is related in the 

Ta 7 rikh Naysabur of al-JjUkim m~-Naysaburi ( III. Q. 3 ), that 

at-Tabbani was the chief of the followers of Abu-~anifa and their 

mufti in his time. He died in 960 and al-Ijakim an-Naysaburi 
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himself saw the ceremonies of h' :fun . 
ls eral which took place in 

the square o~ al-~usayn and at which the deceased's son 

Abu-80 adi q ( II o J o 1? ). ff 
o ered his prayers,l 

His name was ~madibn-M~ammad ibn-'Abd-Allah. He 

received the kunya of Abu-'1-?asan but he was better known as 

Qa~i-al-~aramayn owing to his post as qa~i er the holy cities 

o:f Mecca and Medinao Qa~i-al-~aramayn was a native of 

Nishapur and there he learned traditions from Abu-Y~ya al-

Baz2a z ( II o J o 3 ) and from others" He also studied the 

~anafite system of jurisprudence under the tuition of Abu-'1-

Jjasan a:-Karkhi" According to Ibn-Abi-, 1-':Vafa' Qadi-al-
' 0 

Jjaramayn became noted in his time as the undisputed chief of 
- -

the followers of Abu-Jjanifa. He was appointed ~adi of Maw~il 

then reappointed qadi of Ramla, It is said that he came to 

Baghdad and attended a legal discussion in m~ assembly held 

by the Vizier 'Ali-ibn-'Isa, in which legal opinions were 

given by the Shati'ite jurists .and q;Q.i-al-Jjaramavn.. The 

Vizier judged in favour of Qa~i-al-~aramayn and presented his 

lo Bayhaqi, Ta'rik~-i Mas~udi, 198; al-~akim-an-Naysaburi quoted 

by Ibn-Abi-' 1-\Ffa:fa', Jaw., I, 129-130. :for the derivations of 

his nisba see Ibn-Abi-'1--Y!afa', under "Tabbani", Ibid .. 9 II,292; 
as-Sam 'ani, under "Tab ban", Ans. ;ff .102b-103a; and Ibn-al-A thir, 

under "Tabban", Lub., I, 168. There were members o:f the 
Tabbani family who connected their :fortune with the 

Ghaznavid rulers and became famous as jurists, qadis 

and diplomats amongst whom were Abu-~ali~ at-Tabbani9 

Abu-~adiq at-Tabbani and Abu-TGhir, see below, 266-2689 

c f o , Bo s • 9 17 7-17 8 • 
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legal opinion to the Caliph who awarded him the qada•of Mecca 
~ 

and Medina. Then he retired and after forty years of absence 

from his native city, he returned to Nishapur in 947, where 

later, in the year 956 he was appointed qadi. __ .. _ He died in 
Nishapur in 962o 1 

J.l2 Abu-M~ammad al-Marwazi 

His name was Mu.J;ammad ibn-AQ.mad ibn-'Uqba. He was a 

~anafite jurist from Marw~ In 948 he came to Nishapur and 

replaced Ya_Q.ya ibn-Man?ur as qadi to Nishapur. He stayed in 

his judicial office until he was forty, then he was replaced 

by Qa~i-al-~aramayn ( II. Jo 11 ), in 956. 

went to Bukhara where he died in 964. 2 

J.l3 Abu-Bakr Ash-Shnhuwi 

Afterwards he 

His name was Muhammad ibn-'Ali ibn-Sh~uwi. . He was a 

man from Fars and there he learned traditions from Abu

Khalifa al-Jamhi and Ynhya ibn-Zru{ariyya as-Sajio He 
0 0 

became noted in Fars as a great authority on jurisprudence 

and mathematics. It is said that he came and settled for 

some time in Nishapu~ then he went to Bukhari. In the latter 

place he lectured in the madrusa of the ~anafite schola~Abu-

1. Jaw., I, 107-8; Shadh., III, 7-8; 
- -, Tabaqat al-fuqaha , 68 . . 
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Hafs al-Kabir .. 1 
0 .. 

appointed qa9-i .. 

Afterwards he retu~Ded to Fars where he was 

When the B~wayhid prince 'A~ud-ad-Dawla wished 

to make a marriage alliance with the governor of Bukhara, Ash-

Shahuwi was chosen,with other envoys,to arrange this. Having 

accomplished his duty in Bukhara he came to Nishapur where he 

settled and taught traditions. Among the N i shapuri ans who 

learned traditions from him was al-~~im an-Naysaburi 

( Ill. Q. 3 ) • He died in Nishapur in 972-73. 2 

J.l4 Abu-Sa'id as-Sijzi 

His name was al-Khalil ibn-A.J;fmad ibn-Mul).ammad ibn-al-

Khalil ibn-Musa ibn-'Abd-Allah. He was a native of Sijistru1. 

Then he lived in Herat. In 969 he came to Nishapur where he 

heard traditions from the Shafi'ite scholar Ibn-Khuzayma 

( II. K. 4 ) . He also heard traditions during his travels 

to Fars, Iraq, Syria and ~ijaz, notably from the Iraqi Abu-"1-

Qasim al-Baghawi. He became noted as one of the imams of the 

Ijanafites and was appointed as qag_f of Samarqand. He held his 

post till his death,which occurred in 978. In addition to as-

Sijzi's reputation as a ~ana~ite jurist and a reliable 

traditionist he was also noted as an able poet. His poem the 

daliyya praising the Imam Abu-~anifa, with specimensof his 

other poems, are given by Yaqut and Ibn-Abi-'1-Wafa' •3 

l.Abu-Hafs al-Kabir was the leader of the ~anafites in Bukhara . . 
and contemporar>y to al-Bukhari ( I. A. 23 ). It is said when 

the latter came to Bukhara and gave fatwa on certain points of 
law, Abu-~af~ stood against him and forbade him from teaching 
and afterwards forced him to leave Bukhara, Jaw., I, 67;II,249. 

2. Ibid., II, 18, 321; Ans., f.328b; Lub., II, 9;Wafi, II," 44. 
3o Irsh., I, 183-184; Jaw., I, 234-235. 
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His nmne wo.s 1 Ubayd-Al1Uh ibn-Muhammad ib Ahm d ., n-
0 

a o He 

was a native of Bukhara and o. resident of the quarter of 

Kulo.badh in that city. His father was for seven years qagi 

of Bukhara and he himself chose the same career. He was 

successively qQ~i to the cities of Marw, Hero.t, Samarqand, 

Shash, Fo.rghano. and Balkh o Then he became qndi of Bukhara 
....:::;.__t__ 

and afterwards he was promoted as qadi al-qu~ato It is 

reported that when al-Ij~im an-Naysaburi ( III. Qo 3 ) 

visited Bukhnra in 965, Abu-'1-Qasim was already in the qa~a' 

of Bukhara, but it seems thut the people of Bukhara disliked 

him because of the allegation that he was a follower of the 

Mu'tazalite doctrine and they appealed for his dismissalo 

But Abu-'1-Qasim seems to have been respected and held in 

high esteem by the Samanid officials 9 who ignored the appeal 

by the people of Bukhara; instead, they transferred him in 

967 to be qagi of Nishapuro It is said that in this place 

he taught traditions in 969 and that al-~akim an-Naysaburi (IIIo 

Qo3) quoted from his lectures. However Abu-'1-Qasiro did not 

live in peace in Nishapur. The previous allegation was 

revived by the people of Bukhara and his kinsfolk, who 

followed him to Nishapuro This caused him to relinquish 

his office and leave Nishapuro He returned to Bulrnara and 

rffiDained there for the rest of his life without holding any 

civil or legal office. He died there in 979. 1 

lo Jaw., I, 339. 
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J.l6 Abu-Bukr al-Jassas 
0 0 • 

His name was Al).mud ibn- 'Ali o He received the nisba 

ar-Rnzi because he was a native of Rayy but he was . 

better knovvn by his laqab of al-Ja~~a~ 'the :plasterer'.
9 

which 

was probably his professiono Al-Jossas was born in 917 at 
" 0 • 

Rayyo At the age of twenty, he started travelling in 

pursuit of knowledge. In 939 he came to Baghdad where he 

attended the classes of Abu-'1-~nsan nl-Karkhio Afterwo.rds 

he left for ~waz but he returned to Baghdad and stayed there 

in the company of his mastero On the advice of his master 

he left Baghdad for Nishapur accompanied by al-ljakim an-Naysaburi 

On his arrival in Nishapur in 951 9 he heard of 

the death of his mastero Then he had as a second maste~ in 

Nishap~~ Abu-Sahl az-Zujjnji ( II. Jo 8 ) who taught him 

the system of Jjanafite jurisprudenceo However his second 

master died in the same year. He stayed in Nishapur for four 

years then he returned in 955 to Baghdado He was held in 

high esteem by the Jjanafites of Baghdad and was acknowledged 

as their chiefo He taught jurisprudence in Baghdad to 

persons who later became eminent scholars: among them was 

the greet mathematician Abu-Bakr A.J).mad ibn-Musa al-Khwarizmi 

and the jurists Abu-t Abd-All~ Uu:Q.nnunad ibn-YaJ:lya al-Jurjani 9 

Abu-'1-Faraj ~ad ibn-~ad known as Ibn-Salama, Abu-Ja~far 

Muho.mmad ibn-Ahmad an-N·asafi, Abu-'1-:trasayn Mu:Q.ammad ibn-
" 0 

Ahmad az-Za 'farani and Abu-' 1-I_-Iuso.yn Mu:Q.ammad ibn-AJ)mo.d . 
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al-Knmnri. He died in Baghdad in 980o 1 

Al-Ja~~a~ was one of the great authors among the 

~anafites in his time. He wrote many books on the ?anafite 

system of jurisprudence and commentaries on the Qur>an. The 

following is the list of his works which ~e extant: 

1 ~ Al-Jami' al-kabir 0 

2 0 Ki tab al-u~ul 0 

3 .. Al)knm al-Qur'an. 

4o Ki tab a dab. al-Qadio 2 
-:.........4-

His name was Mansur ibn-Ahmad ibn-Haruno 
0 0 

He was :a 

native of Nishapur and the son of the leader of the ~anafites 

there Abu-'1-'Abbas at-Tabbani ( IIo Jo 10 )a He studied 

the ~anafite system of jurisprudence under his father and 

became skilled in the ~anafite doctrineo It is said that 

he never taught traditions during his life, but he became the 

shaykh of the ~anafites of Nishapur and one of those who were 

famous for their asceticism and pietya He died in Nishapur 

in 982 9 when over sixty-five years of ageo4 

la Jawo, I, 84-85; Tnsh-KUpre-Zade~ ~abaqat al-fuqnhn', 

66-67; The derivation of the nisba 11 al-Ja?~a? 11 9 see 
Ansu 9 fol30b; LUbo~ I, 239a 

2. G A L , I, 178, 181, 204. 
3. There was another member of the Tabbani family of Nishapur 

who received the same kunya Abu-9adiq, .was noted as a 

~anafite jurist and became qn~i al-qu~at of Khuttal. 

cfo Bos~, 177-178; see below, 267o 

4o JO.Wa 9 II 9 l8lo 
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Abu-Na~r al-Qag_i 

His nmne was MuJJo.mmad ibn-Mu.Q.runmad ibn-Suhl ibn-Ibrahim 

ibn-Sahl. He was u native of Nishapur known by his lagab 

al-Qagi which was his occupationo He was born in 930 in 

Nisho.pur o.nd it is related that while he was o. youth he 

lectured on the ~anafite system of jurisprudence and gave 
-

fatwaso In 956 Qn~i-al-?o.ramayn ( IIo Jr ll ) arranged for 

Abu-Na~r an assembly in which he dictated o.nd taught traditionso 

In 993 he came to Baghdad where he·taught traditions to the 

~anafite scholars Abu-'1-Qasim at-Tanu~hio He became noted 

in Nishupur as the chief of the ~anafites and acted there as 

qa<}.io He died in Nishapur in 99Bo 1 
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K 

THE Sli.A..FI 'ITES 

K.l Abu- 6Abd-'Allah al-BUshanji 

His name was Mu~ammad ibn-Ibr~im ibn-Satid ibn-&Abd

ar-R~man ibn-Musao He was born in 819 in Bushanj. He 

travelled widely in pursuit of knowledge
9 

to Iraq, Syria
9 

~ijaz and Egypt? and during his travels he received traditions 

from Ya~ya ibn-Bukayr 9 Abu-Ja'far an-Nufaylf
9 
Isma~il ibn

Uways9 Umayya ibn-Bassam 9 Yusuf :lbn-'Adi
9 

Sa'Id ibn-Man~ur 

and IbrQhim ibn-gamza az-Zubayrio When he visited Baghdad 

he attended the assemblies on jurisprudence of Dawlid a~-~ahiri 

( I. Do 1 )9 and became associated with Ibn-~anbalo 

Lastly 9 he settled in Nishapur where he became 

connect3d to the court of the 9affarid governor tAmr ibn

al-Layth who once awarded him the sum of 700,000 dirhams. 

He taught traditions in Nishapur to persons who later became 

celebrated scholars 9 such as Ibn-ash-Sharqi ( IIo Io 21 )9 

Ibn-Najid ( IIo No ll ) and Ibn-Khuzayma ( IIo K. 4 )o It 

is said that al-Bukhari ( Io Ao 23 ) 9 although he was older 

than al-Bushanji9 related in his _2~ one tradition on .al-

Bushanji's authorityo When the 9affarid governor was 

defeated in Nishapur by the Samanid forces, al-B;shanji was 

afraid for his life because of his connection vnth the 

9affarids and managed to escape to Bukhara,where he is 

believed to have died in 902o 

al-Bushanji was one of the most distinguished jurists who 

visited NishGpur and he was also reputed to be the chief of 
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the trnditionists in his time 
There is some disagreement 

among al-Bushanji's biographers as to which Sunnite school o~ 
jurisprudence he followed. 

As-Subki and Ibn-~ajar include 

him among the jurists who followed the Shafi'ite school. On 

the other hand,. adh-Dhahabi believes that al-Bushanji followed 

the Malikite school of jurisprudence. 
Ibn-~ajar however 

rejects adh-Dhahabis statement and supports his opinion by 

giving verses by Abu-'Uthman a~-9abuni.( III. Q .. 48 ) who 

praises al-Bushanji as a Shafi'ite scholaro Undoubtedly 

as-Subki's and Ibn-~ajar's opinion is correct since there is 

no evidence that the Malikite school was represented in 

Nishapur by individuals or by a group of scholars .. 1 

K.2 Abu-'Abd-All~· al-Marwazi 

His name was Muhammad ibn-Nasro 
0 • 

His father was a 

native of Marw9 which obviously accounts for the nisba al-

Marwazi. Abu-'Abd-Allah himself was born in 817 in 

Baghdad. He grew up in Nishapur, where he appears at ~irst 

to have been engaged in business as a merchant9 and to have 

travelled extensively on at least two occasions .. Upon his 

return to Nishapur in 873, after one of those long journeyss 

he took a partner, to whom he entrusted the entire care 

H IX 8 9 adh-Dhahabi's statement quoted by Ibn-1 .. I .. , , - ; 

~ajar, Ibid., IX, 10; Subk .. , I, 288-290; Tadh., II, 

208; Ibn-Abi-Yall~ tabaqat al-~anabila, I, 264-265. 
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of his mercantile concerns while he gave himself up entirely to 

study and the search for knowledge. He first learned 

traditions in Nishapur from Is~aq ibn-R~uya ( I. c. 1 ) 

and YaJ:lya ibn-YaJ:lya an-Naysaburi ( I. Ao 5 ) .. Then he 

went to Egypt where he studied the Shafi'ite system of 

jurisprudence under the pupils of al-Muzani. On the death 

in 871 of the mufti of Nishapur Yagya ibn-M~ammad adh-

Dhuhli knovvn as Ijikan ( I. B.. 11 ) , Abu- 'Abd-AllElh 

succeeded him and became the most popular mufti of Nishapur. 

He was highly favoured and honoured by the governor Isma•il 

ibn-~mad who awarded him the sum of 4 9 000 dirhams as an 

annual pension for the rest of his lifeo ·He became one of 

the most noted jurists in Khurasan and a profound master of 

traditions. It is said that he taught traditions in 

- ' Nishapur and they were delivered on his authority by Abu- 1-

'Abbas as-Sarraj ( II. I. 12 ) 9 Ibn-ash-Sharqi ( II. I. 21) 

Ibn al-Akhram (II.I.27) and others. Then Abu-'Abd~AllEili left 

Nishapur for Samarqand where he spent the remainder of his 

life and where he died in 906. 

Abu-'Abd-Allat was the author of several works on 

jurisprudence and was particularly specialized in the 

writings about the differences of opinions between the 

Orthodox Caliphso In one of his works9 whose title is not 

given 9 he cites certain points of law which illustrate the 

difference between Abu-Ijanifa and the Caliph 'Alio .A.:nother 

work of his on the khilaf was entitled Kitab al-gasamag but 

1 none of his writings are now extanto 

1 Subk II 20-24• Tadho• IIa 201-203,• 
• --·' 9 ' . ~ "' 

Khato, III 9 --L 

215-216; Munta~am., VI, 63. 
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K.3 Ibn-al-Mundhir 

His name was Mul}ammad ibn-IbrD.him ibn-al-Mund..h.ir.. He 

received the kunya of Abu-Bakr. He was a native of Nishapur. 

He travelled through Khurasan, Iraq and Ijijaz in :pursuit of 

traditions and during this time he heard them from M~ammad 

ibn-Maymun, Mulfammad ibn-Isma'il a~-f?a·'igh, 'Abd-Allah ibn-al-

~akam and from other authorities. He became renoV~med as a 

leading Shafi'ite jurist and as a reliable traditionist. He 

taught traditions in Nishapur and among those who heard from 

him was Ibn-Mihran ( II 0 o. 4 ) . Ibn-al-Mundhir left 

Nisha:pur and went to Mecca where he spent the greater part of 

his lifeo He became knovvn at the latter place as the Shaykh 

of the Mecca and died there in 922. 

Ibn-al-Mundhir was the author of several works about 

the controversy between the jurists written in quite nn 

original cast o He wrote, too 9 several works on jurisprudence 

of which the following are extanto 

l. IKhtilaf al-'ulama 9 

2. Kitab al-ijma& 

3. Kitab al-awsat fi ~s-sunan wa'l-ikhtilaf 

4o Kitab al-ishraf 

He was also the author of an interpretation of the Qur'an 

which is extant and is entitled: 
>- 1 5. Tafsir al-Qur ~no 

Subk., 126-129; 

GAL 9 I, 191; GAL S , II9 977; 
Tadhkirat an-nawadir, 52-53. 

Nadawi, 
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K.4 Ibn-Khuzayma 

His name was Muh .. ammad 1'bn-Is1).-a·q 'b Kh 
V 1 n- uznyma ibn-al-

He received the kunya of Abu-

Bakr and the ni sba of as-Sulami because he was a descendant 

of the Arabian tribe of Sulaym. Ibn-Khuzayma was born in 837 

in N i shapur .. He belonged to one of the wealthiest families 

in the city and his father possessed big estates and gardens 

in that city .. While a youth Ibn-Khuzayma learned traditions 

from Is~aq ibn-RUhuya ( Iu c .. 1 ) Abu-'Ali al-~asan ibn-

'Isa al-M~sarjisi ( I .. A. 11 ) and from other masters of 

Ni shapur .. He travelled in pursuit of knowledge and visited 

In the last country he 

studied the Shafi'ite system of jurisprudence under Abu-'Abd-

All~ &1-Qurashi ( I. Co 2 ) . He also attended the 

discourses which were given by the pupils of al-Muzani .. 

After spending some years in Egypt 9 Ibn-Khuzayma came back 

to Nishapur where he was appointed by the Samanid governor 

He became one of 

the favourite acq_uaintances of the governor's Viz,ier Abu-.91-

Fa~l al-Bal~ami whose court in Nishapur he visited frequently. 

But Ibn-Khuz2.yma's teachings in Nishapur gave rise to a 

disputation between him and Abu-tAii ath-Thaqafi ( II. 

K. 6 ) and it is said that the latter accused him of 

protecting the Mu'tazalites and propagating their doctrineo 

However the disputation did not harm Ibn-Khuzayma's reputation 

as the chief of the Sh~filites and a leading theologian of 
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Nishapur .. He kept his post as ra'Is of the city and replied 

to ath-Thaqafi's allegations in a series of lectures which 

are recorJed by adh-Dhahabi. He died in Nishapur in 923. 

Ibn-Khuzayma was the author of over 140 books ·on juris

prudence which were known to al-~~im an-Naysaburi (III.Q.3). 

The titles of these books are not mentioned by any of his 

biographers and none of them are now extant. In theology 

he v~ote one of the most interesting works against the 

theological doctrines of the Mu'tazalites and the Jahmites 

which survives today and is entitled Ki tab at-tawhid wa 

ithbat ~ifat ar-radd 9 though it is often called simply Kitab 

1 ' -~ . d 1 a - aqa 1 o 

K.5 Abu-'1-~asan al-Bayhaqi 

His name was Muhammad ibn-Shu'ayb ibn-Ibrahim ibn-. 
Shu'aybo He was a native of Bayhaqo He came to Nishapur 

where he studied jurisprudence under the Shafi'ite scholar 

Ibn-Khuzayma ( II. K. 4 ). He went to Baghdad and 

continued his studies under Abu-'1-al-'Abbas ibn-Surayj, ..... 

under whom he graduated in the subject of jurisprudence. He 

became noted as a jurist and a man of letters and became the 

undisputed mufti of the Shafi'ites in Nishapuro He was highly 

1. Tadh., II, 259-68; Subk. 9 II, 130; Shadh., II, 262; 

Muntazam., VI, 184; Wafi., II, 196; ~ Kh., II, 1075, 

1406; G A L , . I, 206; G A L S , I, 345; N adawi, 
Tadhkirat an-nawadir, 63-64o 
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esteemed and honoured by the Samanid officials and it is 

said that the Vizier Abu-'1-Fa~l al-Bal'ami offered him the 

post of qa~i of Rnyy or Shash but this he refused. To al

Bayhaqi9 Ibn-Funduq attributes the foundation of al-Bayhaqiyya 

madrasa which he built in the quarter of Sayyar in Nishupuro 

He died in Nishapur in 935ol 

K.6 Abu-'Ali ath-Thaqufi 

His name was Mu~ammad ibn-'Abd-al-wahhab ibn-'Abd-ar-

He was a native 

of Nishapur born possibly about 849, and of Arabian origin, 

a descendant of the tribe of Thaqifo He studied the 

Shafi'ite system of jurisprudence in Nishapur under the tuition 

of Muhummad ibn-Nusr al-Marwazi ( II o K o 2 " . ) . He also 

learned traditions in Nishapur from MQ~o.mmad ibn-'Abd-al

Wahho.b al-Farra' ( Io A. 36 ), in Rayy from 1viusa ibn-Na~r 

and in Baghdad from AQ.mad ibn-ljibban ibn-Mala'ib and ~!iul:lammad 

ibn-al-Jahm as-Siwari and otherso 

It is said that in Nishapur he met the Malamite mystics 

) and ~amdun al-Qa~~ar 

( I .. F. 6 ) who probably gave him instruction in mysticism 

und then he abandoned his activities as a jurist and theologian 

and took the·vows of mysticism. His retirement was made 

possibly before the year 883. He died in Nishapur in 939. 

1. Subk., II, 164; I Fun. 9 158. 



Ath-Thuqafi mustered all the sciences concerning the 

religious lawo It was he who introduced the sciences of 

'dialectic', jadal, nnd 'speculative investigation', na:;?;ar,into 

Khurasan and it was he who led the theological argument 

against Thn-Khuzayraa ( II o K o 4 ) and his followers. It 

is also said that he was one who contributed greatly to the 

spread of mysticism in Nishupuro 1 

K.7. Abu-Bakr a~-9ibghi 

His name was Mulj.ammad i bn- 'Abd-Allah i bn-MuJ:lammad 

ibn-al-I;Iusayn. He was generally known as u~-?ibghi 

owing to his profession of dye-merchanto Like many other 

scholars who followed this profession a~-9ibghi used to 

com:gound dyes in his own shop in Nishapur from formulae known 

only to himselfo A~-9ibghi was the disciple of Abu-~nmid 

ibn-Asharqi ( II. Io 21 ) from whom he learned traditions 

and under whom he probably studied the Shafi 6 ite system of 

jurisprudence o He also learned traditions in Nishnpur from 

Abu-~Amr al-~iri ( IIo I. 17 ), in Rayy from Ibn-Abi-~atim 
- -nnd in Baghdad from Ibn-Mukhallad and al-M~amili. Then he 

becurne noted ~c; iE1o.m of' ~urisprudence and traditions in 

Nishapur. He gave lectures in his shop in Khan -

1~ Subk., II, 172-173; Sh adh . , I I , 315; 
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Makki in the square of the Kirmaniso It is-said that nl-
Ho o.kim an-N aysuburi ( III. Q 0 3 ) quoted in his work 

Ta'rikh NaysUbUr four traditions on the authority of a~-
9ibghio He died in 955. 1 

K.8 Abu-'1-Walid al-Qurashi 

His name was Ijassan ibn-MuJ;ammad ibn- 'Abd-Allnh ibn- 'Abd-

ar-Ra~man ibn-'Anbasa ibn-sa~id ibn-al-'A~. He was a native 

of Nishapur and a descendant of the Arabian tribe of 

Quraysho 

Propheto 

His ancestor al-'A:,? was the Companion of the 

Al-Qurashi was born in 883 in Nishapur and there 

Le learned traditions from Abu-'Abd-Allah al-BUshanjl 

( II o K. l ) o In 917 he went to Baghdad where he 

studied the Shafi'ite system of jurisprudence under Abu-~1-

Then he became noted us the jurist who 

spread jurisprudence in Khurasano It is said that he gave 

lectures in his madrasa in Nishapur and taught traditions to 

Abu-Bakr al-Hiri ( IIIo So 6 • 
- - - -) Abu-iahir az-Zjyadi 

( III" Q .. 6 ) and others" It is also said that al-~akim 

an-Naysaburi ( III. Q. 3) delivered traditions on al-Qurashi's 

authority and that he mentioned him in his work Ta'ri~h 

Naysabur nnd stated that al-Qurashi compiled traditions for 

the uses of Shafi'ite jurisprudence and th&t he also compiled 

1 Ans f 349b · Lub I 73 · al-H.-akim an-N aysaburi o --"~ o ' ___ oy 9 ., 

is quoted by as-Subki 9 Subkcy II 9 168o 
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a collection of traditions whose materials are derived from 

the 9uoio of Mus1imo H 
owever none of a1-Qurashi's works are 

now extant. He died in Nishapur in ·96o. 1 

Ibn-Hibban 
0 

His name was Mu.J)ammad ibn-IJibban ibn-A.l}mad ibn-Ijibban 

ibn-Mu 'adh ibn-~via 6bo.d ibn-Suhayd ibn-Hudba ibn-Murra ibn

Sa~d ibn-Yazid ibn-Murra ibn-Yazid ibn-'Abd-Al1ah ibn-Darim 

ibn-Ijan~a1a ibn-Ma1ik ibn-Zayd ibn-Mana ibn-Tamim. He 

received the ku11ya of Ahu-Ijatim and he was an Arab, a 

descendant of the tribe of Tamimo He was born at Bust in 
Sijistano At one time, he held the office of qaQ.i of 

Snmarqund9 from which he was expelled on o. charge of heresy 

for having defined the prophethood as a combination of the 
6 i1m and 6 amal o For this reason the Caliph at Baghdad 

issued an order for his execution but the local officials 

respected and highly esteemed Ibn-Ijibban for his talent and 

learning and they seem to have ignored the Caliph's order 

and reappointed Ibn-Ijibban as qa~i of Nasno It is reported 

that Ibn-I:Ii bban visited Ni shapur twice: once in 945, when 

he studied the Shnfi 6 ite system of jurisprudence under the 

tuition 0f Ibn-K.huzayma ( Ir. Ko 4 ), and then in 948, 

when he taught his works in a khanq~ which he built with 

1. Subk., II, 191; 
Shadh o , I I , 3 8 6 ; 

Ij Kh., II, 873o 

Muntaza~., VI, 396; Tadho, 103-104; 
Anso, fo446b; Lub., II, 253; 
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his own moneyo It is reported by al-~~im an-Naysaburi 

( III. Q. 3 ) that Ibn-~ibban provided the students of his 

khangah.with allowances. If this is true he could be the 
first in Islam to have done soo However Ibn-Hibban stayed .. 

in Nishapur for about three years only and in 951 he departed 

for Samarqand~ where he had previously held the office of 

qa~i~ and died there in 965o 

Ibn-Hibban was one of the most brilliant intellects of 0 

his time and was deeply versed in jurisprudence, theology, 

traditions, astronomy, medicine and literatureo He was also 

the author of several works dealing with various branches of 

science and ethics, of which the following are now extant:-

lo Ki tab at-tagasim wa;,l-anwat 

2. Ki tab ath-thig,at 

3o Ki tab at-ta'rikh wa'l-majruhin m in al-muhad di thin 

4o Mashahir 'ulama> al-am~ar 

50 Ki tab al-'az.ama 

6o Rawg.at al- ~uqala> wa-nuzhat 
-, 

a1-fuQ.a1a 

7o Mukhtasar fi>l-~udud 

- 1 
Bo Asma' a~-~a~abao 

1. Supk .. , II 9 141; Tadho, III, 125-127; Shadh., III, 16; 

f 80~ al-Hakim an-Naysaburi L u b .. 9 I 9 12 2 ; An s o 9 o '.u.; • 
---- -- M B I 616 617· Waflo, II, 317; quoted by Yaqu t, ____:..9 9 - ' 

Brockelmann, E Il' "Ibn IJibbELn."' G A L S , I, 273-~; N~dawi' 
. . -d. 90-9?· a list of his works lS glven Tadhklrat an-nawa lr, _, . _ , 

by ~ajjl~Kha1ifa which consists of 10 0f.Ibn-~~~ban s 

S f them are identical to tlt1es glven by works. ome o 
Brockelmann, I:I K~o~ I~ 38~ 88, 277, 463, 521, 525; II, 

1075 9 1096 9 1400, 1407o 
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Mutammad al-Qurashi 

His name was M~ammad ibn-~assan. He was a native of 

Nishapur and the son of the famous jurist Abu-'1-Walid al-

Qurashi ( IIo Ko 8 
He studied jurisprudence under his 

fathero He learned traditions in Nishapur from Abu-'1-

'Abbas Mu~ammad ibn-Is~aq as-Sarraj ( IIo I. 12 ), Abu-'1-

'Atbas al-Masurjisi and al-Mu'ammal ibn-al-Jjasan. He is said 

to have fasted for about thirty yearso He died after an 

accident when he was kicked by his donkey and fell in a well. 

His body was curried to Nishapur where he was buried beside 

his fathero This was in 977-

Al-Qurashi composed a work on jurisprudence called 
- - - l 

:.1r-Radd tala kitab ar-riya9-a which is no longer extanto~ 

His name was 'Ali ibn-~ad ibn-al-~nsano His 

nisba al-'Aru~i is according to as-Sam'ani and Ibn-al-Athir 

derived from the 'science of prosody', 'ilm al-'arudo But 

Abu-'1-~asan was a jurist born in Nishapur where he studied 

the Shafi'ite system of jurisprudence under Abu-'1-~asan 

al-Bayhaqi ( IIo Ko 5 )s the professor of the Bayhaqiyya 

madrasao He also learned traditions in Nishapur from 

- 6A 1 H7 7 
( II I 17 ) nnd a1-Mu'ammalibn-a1-H.asan A bu- ~.m r a -

0 
1 r 1 o o .,...,. ... 
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and in Sarakhs from Abu-'1-'Abbas ad-Daghawli .. For some years 

he was a professor in Nishapur and reputed to be one of the 

most distinguished Shafi'ite jurists but in the latter period 

of his life he gave up lecturing and he died in retirement 

in 981. 1 

X .. l2 Ijusaynak 

His name was al-Jj:usayn ibn-'Ali ibn-M~ammad ibn-Y~yao 

He received the kunya of Abu-A{unad and he was an Arab and a 

descendant of the tribe of Tamimo ljusaynak was a native 

of Nishapur, born into a wealthy family 9 but being an orphan 

he was taken care of by the ra 5 is of Nishapur Ibn-l~huzayma 

( II o K. 4 He took lessons in Nishapur and learned 

traditions from Abu-'1-'Abbas as-Sarraj (II. Io 12)~ He 

accompanied al-I}akim an-Naysaburi ( IIIo Q. 3 ) during his 

travels and it is said that he learned traditions during his 

travels from 'Umar ibn-Isma'il Ibn-Abi-Ghaylan 9 'Abd-Allah 

ibn-M~ammad al-Daghawli and otherso He became noted as a 

Shafi'ite jurist and a reliable traditionisto He taught 

traditions in Nishapur and they were delivered on his 

authority by al-~akim an-Naysabur~ Abu-Bakr 

al-Barqani 9 Abu-Sa' d al-Kanjarudhi ( III o X o 13 ) and others o 

1. Subk. 9 II, 245; see the derivation of the nisba 

tt al- 'Arudi" · 
0 ' 
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He was highly favoured by his f 
ester-father Ibn-Khuzayma who 

preferred him to his sons and . 
1t is said that ~usaynak acted 

in Nishapur as deputy ra'is to his foster father. 

died in Nishapur }n 9n5.1 
I}usaynak 

His name was 
6
Abd-al-'Aziz ibn-tAbd-All~ ibn-Muhammad . 

He was a native of Darak, which is 

believed to be one of the villages which belonged to I~pahan~ 

He seems to have come of an intellectual family as it is 

noted that his father was a leading scholar of Darak and 

famous as a traditionist. Ad-Daraki himself came to Nishapur 

in 964~. He settled there and st~rted tru{ing lessons in 

jurisprudence and traditions, with Abu-Is~aq al-Marwazi as his 

teacher of jurisprudence. He became noted as the chief of 

the Shafi'ites and was put in charge of the ~wg~ of Abu-'Amr 

al-Khaffaf ( II. I. 5 He taught jurisprudence in 

Nishapur for many years, but later he left and went to 

Baghdad. On his arrival there he began by teaching in the 

mosque of Da'laj ibn-~mad 9 then he opened a class in the 

Great Mosque for discussion of points of law. He also gave 

instruction there to those who aspired to the rank of muftio 

It is said that among his pupils in Baghdad was Abu-I}amid 

al-Isfara'ini who9 after the death of his master Abu-'1-I}asan 

1. Subk., II, 215; 
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al-Marzubani, studied jurisprudence under ad~Daraki, He 

died in Baghdad in 986 aged over 
seventy years. 

Ad-Daraki was a jurist who followed in many instances 

a method :purely his ovr.n when giving legal opinion.. Hi·s 

decisions were occasionally completely opposed to those of 

the two Imams ash-Shafi'i and Abu-~anifa; he would for 

example quote a tradition and trace it back to the Prophet, 

after which he would observe that it was better to follow 

the traditions than the opinions offered by either of the 

two Imamso - -
In theology ad-Dakari is suspected by Ibn-

Khallikan of holding the views of the Mu'tazalites. This 

is :probably incorrect because of his conservative attitude 

1 towards jurisprudence and no doubt therefore to theology. 

K.14 

His name was ~ad ibn-l Abd-AllaD. ibn-IvluJ.1ammad ibn-

Isma'ilo He was a native of Nishapur and a merchant who 

traded in fine manufactures of wood~ He studied jurisprudence 

in Nishapur in his old age under Abu-'1-'Abbas as-Sarraj 
-

( IIo I. 12 ) and afterwards he learned traditions from Abu-

' - h f. ( II K 6 ) and from the latter)'s Ali ath-T aqa l o • 

contemporaries .. He died in Nisha:pur in 988 at the age of 

eighty-seveno 

1. I Kh., I, 370; Shadh., III, 85; Subk., II, 240; M~ :II,524; 
Ans .. , f. 217b; Lub .. , I, 404; Munta~am., VII, l;_J; 

Nawawi, Tahdhib al-asma' wa~l-lughat , II, 263-264. 
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K.15 Ibn-Najjar 

His name was 'Abd-ar-Rahim ibn-Muhammad 'b H d- ibn-
0 • 1 n-.am un 

Naj jar o 
He received the kunya of Abu-'l-Fa~1 and was a 

native of Bukhara. 
He came to Nishapur where he studied 

the Shafi'ite system of jurisprudence under Abu-'1-Walid al-

Qurashi ( II. Ko 8 He also learned traditions in 

Nishapur from Abu-~amid ibm-ash-Sharqi ( IIo Io 21 ) and 

Makki ibn-'Abdan, in Sarakhs from Abu-'1-'Abbas ad-Daghawli, 

in Baghdad from Isma'il ibn-MuQammad ibn-a~-9affar fu1d in 

Mecca from Abu-Sa'id ibn-al-A'rabi. He became noted as a 

Shari~ite jurist and at the time of his teacher a1-Qurashi, 

he presided over assemblies in which he gave lectures and it 

is said that in 950 his teacher advised the scholars of 

Nishapur to seek advice from Ibn-Naj jar if any problem arose 

among them concerning legal opinions~ In the last three 

years of Ibn-Najjar's life, he became blind and deaf and lost 

his reasono He died in 991) 

K.l6 Abu-'1-~asan al-Masarjisi 

His name was Mutammad ibn-'Ali ibn-Sahl ibn-Mu~li~. 

He was a native of Nishapur and was related to the Masarjisi 

family. His maternal uncle Abu-'Ali al-?asan ibn-'Isa 

( I. A. 11 ) was a distinguished scholar in Ni shapur and 

his nephew studied jurisprudence under him. In 941 al-

Masarjisi became a pupil of Abu-Istaq al-Marwazi whom he 

1. Subk., II, 239. 
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accompanied to Egypt and with whom he remained until the 

latter's death" Vfuile in Egypt he is said to have acquired 

judicial knowledge from the disciples of the Shafi 6 ite 

scholar al-Muzani and Ylinus a~-9afadio He left Egypt for 

Baghdad where he became assistant and deputy to the professor 

of jurisprudence Abu-~urayrao In 955 he returned to Nishapur. 
Later he opened courses in Nishapur i~./Which he gave 

lectures on jurisprudence which were attended by the jurists 

of the cityo It was in Nishapur that he taught jurisprudence 

to the famous Shafi'ite jurist Abu-'t-tayyib at-iabari 

( IIIo So 12)" He is reported as having died in 994 in 

Nishapur, aged about seventy-sixo 1 

K.17 Al-Khatan 

His name was Muhammad ibn-al-Hasan ibn-Ibrahim. He 
a o 

received the kuny~ of Abu-'Abd-All~, and he was generally 

known as al-Khatan because he was the son-in-law of the 

Gurganian scholar Abu-Bakr al-Isma~ilio Al-Khatan was born 

in 926 either in Astarabadh or Gurgan.. He st11died 

jurisprudence in Astarabtt.d.h under Abu-Nu' aymo In 950, he 

went to Isnahan where he studied Abu-Dawud's Musnad under o-

'Abd-Al~~ ibn-Ja'far" In 951 he came to Nishapur where 

f t Years' Studyl·ng the books of the notable he remained or wo 

1. I Kh., I, 581; 
Lub o, III, 83; 

Shadh., III, 110; 
Wafi .. , IV, 115" 
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scholars of the city. 
Then he went to Iraq,- when he was 

over forty yea~s of age; he wrote a number of books there .. 

In 979, he again visited Nishapur and remained there for a 

time, during which period he taught traditions and attended 

the assembly of Abu-Sahl a~-9u 6 luki ( IIo L. 1 ) . In 987 
it is said that he held an assembly in Nishapur in which he 

taught and dictated traditions. 

996 in Gurgan .. 
His death is recorded in 

Al-1D1atan was reno~ned as a ·shafi'ite jurist and 

reliable traditionist. He was also celebrated as an authority 

on the reading of the Qur'an, on r speculative in:vestigati.on__' ,..nazar 

and on 'dialectic ',jadal .. He was also the author of a 

commentary on the 1'alkhi~ of Ibn-a1-Qa9 which is lost .. 1 

K .18 Abu-MUQ.arnmad al-M~ani 

His name was 6 Abd-Allflh ibn-Ij:amid ibn-Mu.J;:1ammad ibn-

'Abd-All~ ibn- 6Ali ibn-Rustam ibn-Mahano He was the son 

of a wealthy merchant from I~pahan, though he himself was 

born and brought up in Nishapur. He studied the Shafi'ite 

system of jurisprudence under Abu-'1-~asan al-Bayhaqi 

( I K 5 ) and theology under Abu- 6Ali ath-Thaqafi I o .. 

( II .. K .. 6 ) 0 He went to Baghdad where he attended the 

1 .. Subk., II, 143-144; I Kh., I, 582; 
Tahdhib al-asma' wa'l-lughat, II, 255; 
Anso, f.l89a; Lub., I, 345. 

Nawawi, 

Shadh., III, 120; 
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classes of Abu-Hurayra on jurisprudence. 
He became noted as 

a Shafi'ite jurist and died in Nishapur in 998, at the age of 

eighty-three. 1 

1. Subk., II9 229; Lub. 9 III, 91. 
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L 

THE ASH~ARITES: (SH.i\]'I'ITES WHO WERE ASHj(ARITE IN THEOLOGY) 

L.l Abu-Sahl as-Su'lUki 
V 0 

His name was M~ammad ibn-Sulayman ibn-MuJ:lammad ibn-

Sulayman ibn-Harun ibn-'Isa ibn-Ibrahim ibn-Bishr. The 

nephew of the great traditionist Abu-'~-rayyib a~-9u'luki 

( II o I. 22 ) , Abu-Sahl was born in I ~pahan in 908-9 0 

WlLile still a boy he came 9 in 917, to Nishapur where he 

settledo He studied traditions under Ibn-Khuzayma 

under other masters of the cityo Then he studied 

jurisprudence under the famous Shafi 6 ite scholar Abu-'Ali 

ath-Thaqafi ( II. Ko 6 In 924 he attended the court of 

the Vizier Abu-'1-Fa~l al-Bal'ami in Nishapur and in the course 

of the year 933 he went to Iraq in pursuit of knowledge. He 

came to Ba~ra,where he attended the theology classes of Abu-

'1-~asan al-Ash'ari. He was later recalled to I~pahan where 

he appears to have taught for some years until 948 when, on 

learning of the death of his paternal uncle Abu->t-tayyib 9 he 

left secretly for Nishapur 9 to take his uncle's place as chief 

of the Shafi'ite sect of Nishapuro In this city he 

held regular assemblies in which he discussed various points 

of lawo He s~ent the rest of his life in Nishapur acting as 

the chief of the Shafi'ites 9 a professor of jurisprudence ru1d 

a mufti of the city, until his death in 9800 

Abu-S~hl was generally· renovn1ed as a Shati'ite jurist 

and one of the foremost men in Nishapur who had the. privilege of 

- ' studying theology under the founder of Ash'arism, Abu- 1-~as&n 
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al-Ash' ar-1. • Ab- S h. 1 
u- a was also celebrated as- co~~~ntator 

of the Qur~an, a poet and a man of letters. 1 

L.2 Abu-Zayd al-Mar~azi 

His name was Muhammad ibn-Ahmad ibn-'Abd-All~. He . . 
was a native of Marw. He came to Nishapur several times to 

study jurisprudenc~. His last visit to Nishapur is dated 965, 

on his way to make the pilgrimage. He stayed in Mecca seven 

years where he taught the 9~i~ of al-Bukhari (I. A. 23 ). 

Afterwards he came to Baghdad where he taught traditions in 

al-Farbali's mosque. Then he returned to his native city 

Iviarw vvhe re he died in 981. 

Al-Marwazi is included by Ibn-'AsElkir among the early 

Ash'arites; the same writer also alleged that al-Marwazi 

was one of the most eminent teachers of Shafi'ism .. However 

we have no information about his teachers in either theology 

h . .l 2 or jurisprudence nor about 1s pup1 s. 

1. T K 11. ,- 1.83; I Kh., I, 582; Subk., II, 161-162; 

Shadh .. , III, 69-70; Ans., f .. 352a; Lub., II, 55; 

Naf .. , 312; Wafi., III, 124; miftah., II, 177; 

Na.wawi, Tahdhib al-asrna' wa'l-lughat .. , I, 241-243. 

2 • T K M -, 1.88 .. 
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His name was Muhammad ibn-'Abd-All~ ibn-Hamshadho . .. 

He was born in Nishapur in 928 .. He travelled widely to 

Khurasan, Iraq, ~ijaz ~nd Yaman in pursuit of knowledge. He 

studied jurisprudence in Khurasan under 'Ali ibn-al-Walid and 

in Baghdad under the famous Shafi~ite scholar, Abu-Hurayrao 

He also studied theology in Nishapur under Abu-Sahl al-

Khalili, Abu-'Amr az-Zardi ( IIo P. 2 ) and Abu-l}amid 

al-Kharzanji (II. P. 3). He died in Nishapur in 998. 

Abu-Man9ur is primarily regarded by Ibn-~Asakir 

as a Theologian and a jurist. 

as a man of letters.1 
He was also noted 
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THE LEAD:CH OF THE KAR"Ri..MITE SEOT 

M.l Abu-Ya'qub az-Zahid 

His name was Is~aq ibn-M~ashadho He received the 

nisbas az-Z~id and al-Karrami, the former because he was an 

ascetic and the second probably because he was the leader of 

the Karramite sect. Az-Z~id was a native of Nishapur, where 
he spent most of his life. He studied traditions there under 

Abu-'1-Fa~l at-Tamimi. He related a tradition which says, 
11

A t the end o.f time, a man called MuJ:lammad ibn-Karram ( I. 

Eo l ) will come and through him the S·mmi te religion will 

be revived If 0 Certainly this tradition \7i thout isnad is· firmly 

rejected by Sunnite scholarso Adh-Dhahabi regards this 

tradition as "invented" and he also claims that i ... bu-Ya' qub 

related many such traditions in his works on Karramismo 

Being a fierce preacher his biographers attribute to him the 

conversion to Islam of over 5000People of the Book and 

Zoroastrians in Nishapuro 

Abu-Ya 6 qub, v-rho had an influential e.ncl strong following in 

Nisha:pur, attracted the attention of the general SebUgtigin when 

he was in Nishapur and the genera~ .held him in favour. It is even 

said that he converted the general to a belief in Karramism. Abu~ 

Ya'qub died in Nishapur in 993. His funeral wa$ attended by 

~erable crowds of people led by the notables of the city. 

On his death his son Abu-Bakr m~ammad ( III. U. 3 ) succeeded 

1 him as the leader of the sect. 

1. Mizan., I, 200; Shadh., II, 104; Anso, f.477a; _ Lu~o~ 
II, 32; 'Utb~ at-Ta'rikh al-Yamini, II, 310; Jurbadhqani 

Tarjuma-yi ta'rikh~i Yamini , 254; cf. Bos., 186; 
Bo svvorth, \'The rise of the Karamiyyah in Khurasan;' lVi W, L (1960), 8. 
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THE.MYSTICS 

.AEU-'UTHr:iAN AL-I{IRI AND HIS PUPILS: THE ATTITUDE 

OF THE SCHOOLS OF JURISPRUDENCE TOWARDS hiTSTICISM 

We have already mentioned that ~amdun al-Qa~~ar 

) was credited with having spread the teachings 

of the Malamite path in Nishapur and the one who later 

concinued this work was the most distinguished mystic in Nishapur 

The latter studied in.Rayy 

the doctrine of 'hope', raja~, under Yal).ya ibn-Mu'adh ar-Hazi 

( I. F .. 4 ); in Kirman he joined the company of the mystic 

Shiili-Shuja' ( II o N .. 1 ) and in Nishapur he studied the 

Malami te doctrine under Abu-~l:af~ al-Jjaddad ( I 0 F .. 5 ) . 

He is also reported to have made the acquaintance of' the most 

famous mystics of Baghdad, al-Junayd and Ruwaym .. After the 
- -death of his teacher, Abu-~af~ al-~addad, he became noted in 

Nishapu1~ as the chief of the Malami tes and he was duly 

honoured by the scholars of that city, who built for him a 

pulpit from which he could preach to them on mysticism. 

Numerous students from Khurasan studied mysticibm under him 

and among his gupils in Nishapur were M~fUz an-Naysaburi 

( II. N .. 3 ), Abu-'1-J:Iusayn al-Warraq ( II .. N .. 5 ), al

Murta'ish ( II. N .. 6 ), Ash-Sha'rani ( II .. N. 9 ), Ibn

Bundar ( II. N .. 10 ) and Ibn-Najid ( II. N. 11 ) .. l Of 

1. Kashf., 134; see below, (List No.I.D), 620; see above,95-96. 
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these, M~fuz an-Naysabu~I and Abu-'1-~usayn al-Warraq are 

knovm to have followed the Malamite teachings. A contemporary 

o~ Abli-'Uthmffn al-~iri was Ibn-Munazil ( rr. N. 7 ),the pupil 

o:r Jjamdun al-Qa~~ar,who also became noted as the chief of the 

Malamites in Nishapur. He is said to have possessed a new 

path o:r mysticism which was unknown tQr others •1 

A:Eter the death o:r Ibn-Munazil, however, there is no 

trace o:r the Malami tes in Nishapur,. though as-Subki reports 

that Ibn-Najid, whom we mentioned above as a pupil of Abu

'Uthman al-~iri, was a follower of the Malamite path. As

Sulami ( III. V. 2 ), who was the pupil and the nephew o:r 

Ibn-Najid, mentions that his uncle formed a path of mysticism 

of his ovm and gives no indication that he was a Ivialami te. 

I~ should be remembered, however, that as-Sulami himself' 

probably wrote his Risala on the Malamites from information 

which he had received from his uncle. 2 

According to al-Hujwiri, another mystic from Nishapur9 

Abu-'1-Qasim an-Na~rabadhi ( II. No 12 ) was living like a 

King o:r the mystics in the city. He was a pupil of Ibn-

Munazil but there is no evidence that he studied the Malamite 

doctrines under him. However he became noted as the chief 

3 o:f the mystics in the whole of Khurasan. 

It ruay be interesting~ this stage to mention the 

respective attitudes of the two dominant schools of 

jurisprudence in Nishapur, the !janafi te and the Shafi 'i te, 

1. Sulam., 376; Sha'., I, 107. 

2. As-Sulami quoted by as-Subki, Subk., II, 189; Sha', I, 120; 

c:r. 96. 
3 • Kashf'. , 159 • 
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towards mysticismo 
No attempt, however, could be made to 

c;enePalize about these attitudes nnd we have only taken 

examDles of those scholars who are knovm to have belonged to 

one or the other of these schools and also to have been noted 

as mystics .. We have already mentioned certain ascetics and 

mystics who were associated with the Hanafite school. The . 
famous philosopher and mystic al-l}akim Abu- 'Abd-Allah at

'firmidhi ( I. F. ·7 ) is said to have studied jurisprudence 

under a ~anafite jurist. 1 

( I. Fo 4 ) is said to have related fine sayings to the 

doctrine of ijanafism. 2 
But from the tenth century on~ards, 

there is no mention of any mystic who could be regarded as a 

:tfanafite in faith, and indeed in the eleventh century there is 

some evidence of a distinct antagonism in Nishapur between 

cer·tain folloY!ers of the school 9 such as the qaQ.i of Nishapur 

9a'id ( IIIc R. 6 ) 9 and the followers o:f mysticism, such as 

Abu-Sa' id ( III. V.o 5 ) 0 

3 On the other hand we notice 

that the general attitude of the Shafi'ites towards mysticism9 

as :far as Nisha~ur is concerned, is sympathetic. During the 

tenth century, not only Ibn-Najfd YJas noted as a Shafi'ite 

in jurisprudence 9 but also Abu-'Ali ath-Thaqa~i ( IIo K. 6 )9 

who was well known as a jurist and a mystic and was associated 
- -

with the Ivlalami te mystics 9 Hamdun al-Cia?~ar and Abu-J.Ia:f? 

1. Kash:f., 141. 
2. Ibid. 1 94. 
3. See below, 397 - 398. 
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al-l}addad. 

Suffice it to mention that Ash-Sha'rani attributes 

to ath-Thaqafi the spread of mysticism in Nishapur. 1 In the 

eleventh century, most of the leading mystics in NiShapur 

were Shafi'ites, such as Abu-'Ali ad-Daqqaq ( III. Vo l ), 

Abu-'Abd-ar-R~1an as-Sulami ( IIIo v. 2 ) and Abu-'Ali al-

Farmadhi ( IIIo V. 11 ). On the other hand some of the 

Shafi'ites who were distinguished in Ash'rite theology were 

also noted as mystics, such as the eminent scholar Abu-'1-

Qasim al-Qushayri ( III. V. 8 ), the author of the famous 

Risala on mysticism, and the most distin~uished thinker and 

mystic in Islam, Abu-~amid al-Ghazali ( IVo CC. 1 ), the 

- - - 2 author of the well-lmovm book Il).ya~ 'ulum ad-din. 

1. Sha'., I~ 107. 

2. See below, 557, 559. 
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N 

THE EYSTICS ( 900 - 1000) 

N.l ShUh-Shuja' al-Kirmani 

His name was Shat-Shuja' and his kunya was Abu-'1-

Fawaris. He was a native of Kirman and of royal descento 

He was associated in Khurasan with the mystics Abu-Turab 

an-Nnkhshabi, Abu-'Abd-Allnh adh-Dharra' and many others. 

In Kirmnn he directed a mystic society to which Abu-tUthman 

al-~iri ( II. N. 2 ) was admitted as n member. He came 

with his disciple al-~iri to Nishnpur on n visit to the 
. - -

Malamite mystic Abu-~af? al-~addad (I. F .. 5 He 

conversed with the latter and then he left Nishnpur, 

leaving his disciple behind him, and returned to Kirmnn. 

He probably died in 902. 

Sh~-Shujat was a mystic, philosopher and author. He 

composed a treatise on mysticism us well as a bool<: entitled 
- -, 

Iv!ir~ at al-l).ukama but neither work remains. 1 

1. Kashf., 138; Sha'., I, 96; Sulam., 183; Abu-Nu'aym, 

Hilyat al-awliya>, X, 237-238; Mustawfi alone records 

the date of his death in 902, while Jami records it 

sometime bet~een the year 883 and 912-13, 
l.iustavr.fi, Ta, rikh-i guzida .. , I, f'. 775; N af., 85 • 
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N.2 Abu-'Uthman al-Hiri 
• 

His name was Sa'id ibn-Isma'il. He was a native of 

Rayy who settled in the al-~ira quarter of Nishapur and from this 

quarter he de:c·ived his nisba, al-I{Iri. His detailed biography is 

recorded in Kashf al-m~jub of al-Bujwiri, who tells us on 

reliable authority that al-Ijiri said:"In my childhood I was 

continually seeking the Truth, and the externalists 

(~~irites) inspired me with a feeling of abhorrence. I 

perceived that the sacred law concealed a myst~ry under the 

superficial forms which are followed by the vulgaro When I 

grew up I happened to hear a discourse of Yahya b. Mu'adh 
0 

( Io F. 4 ) of.Rayy 9 and I found there the mystery that 

was the object of my search. I continued to associate with 

Y~ya until, on hearing reports of Shah Shuja' Kirmani 

( II o No 1 ) from a number of persons who had been in his 

company, I felt a longing to visit him. Accordingly I 

quitted Rayy and set out for Kirman. Sh~ Shuja' however 

would not admit me to his society. 'You have been nursed' 

said he 'in doctrine of hope (raja), on which Yalfya takes his 

stand. No one who has imbibed this doctrine can tread the 

path of purgation, because a mechanical belief in hope 

produces indolence'~ I besought him earnestly and 

lamented and stayed at his door for twenty dayso At length 

he admitted me, and I remained in his society until he took 
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me with him to visit Abu Hafs ( . . I. F .. 5 ) at Nishapur. 

On this occasion Shah Shuja' was wearing a coat (qaba). 

When Abu ~af? saw him he rose from his seat and advanced to 

meet him9 saying 'I have in the coat what I sought in the 

During our residence in Nishapur I 

conceived a strong desire to associate with Abu ~af~ 9 but 

was restrained from devoting myself to attendance on him by 

my respect for Shah Shujno. Meanwhile I was imploring God 

to make it possible for me to enjoy. the society of Abu Ij:af~ 

without hurting the feelings of Shah Shuja'
9 

who was a jealous 

man; and Abu ~af~ was aware of my wishes. On the day of 

our departure I dressed myself for the journey
9 

although I 

was leaving my heart with Abu Hafs .. 
0 0 

Abu Ij:af;? said 

familiarly to Sh~ Shuja' 9 'I am pleased with this youth; 

let him stay here'o Shah Shuja' turned to me a~d said 

'Do as the Shaykh bids theef. So I remained with Abu Hafs 
• 0 

and experienced many wonderful things in his company."1 

According to this quotation Abu-'Uthman al-~Iri 

received mystical instructions from three tenchers 9 first of 

all 9 during his stay in Rayy, he learned from his master 

Y~ya ibn-Mu'ndh nr-Razi the doctrine of rnja 9 
9 which was 

adopted by the malamite mystics. His association vnth and 

discipleship under ShUh-Shuja' was important because he was 

admitted for the first time to the mystic society in which 

le The account of al-Hujwiri as it is translated by Nicholson, 

Kashf., 132-133; according to Jami al-~iri went vnth Shah
Shuja' to Marw then he came to Nishapur, Naf., 86. 
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he learned more deeply and practiced the mystic way of life. 

His third teacher Abu-~af~ was the most important because 

al-~iri was his disciple for the rest of his teacher's life 

and learned from him the Ivialruni te path in which he became 

later the most authoritative mystic. His association with 

Abu-Vaf~ was not only spiritual and educational but social 

also. He lived in his teacher's house and then married 

his teacher's dnughtero He probably visited Baghdad during 

the lifetime of his teacher and probably with him. He met 

the city's most famous mystics al-Junayd and Abu-Mu:Qammad 

Ruwaym illld held conversations with themo Al-Hiri died in . 
Ni sho.pur in 910. 

Al-Ijiri was acknowledged by the Mnlamite mystics as 

their chief and to him was due the spread of mysticism in 

Nishapur and Khurasan. There is no doubt that most of the 

seekers of mysticism in his time derived spiritual advantage 

from his directorship. 

an-Nnysnburi ( II. No 3 

Among his disciples were: :Mal;fu~. 

), al-i.1urta'ish ( II. N. 6 ) and 

lbn-Najid ( II. N. 11 ). 1 

1. Kaf?hf. 9 134; Sha' 0, I 9 86; Sulam., 159; Shadh o 9 I I 9 

230; Munawi. 9 al-Kawakib ad-durriyya, I, 233-234; 

Abu-Nu'aym, Hilyat al-awliya' ., X, 244-246; Naf., 86; 

See below, (List No.I.D), 620; See above, 222. 
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His nrune was Mulffu~ ibn-Mal)Jnud. He was a native o~ 

Nishapur and one of the mystics who followed the hialamite 

patho He had as a spiritual director Abu-1jaf9 al-Ijaddnd 

) and when his director died in 883 he became 

a disciple of Abu-'Uthman al-Ijiri ( II. No 2 ) till the 

latter's death in 910o It is related that he was associated 

with ~amdun al-Qa~~ar (I. F. 6 

Salim al-Barusi and muny other mysticso He became noted 

as a M nlami te mystic and died in Nishupur in 915-916. He 

- 1 was buried beside the tomb of his director Abu-Ijaf~ al-~addndo 

His full name is unlmown. He was a native of Nishnpur 

and a resident at the quarter of Muwalqabndh in that city .. 

He accompanied Abu-Turab an-Nakhshabi and Abu-Sa'id al

Kharraz on their travels to Baehdo.d, where he met al-Junayd 

al-Baghdadio He became noted in Nishapur as n pious man 

and the best mufti among the mystics. He was well and firmly 

grounded in the mystical doctrine of 'trust in God',tawakkulo 

He died in 921. 2 

1 .. Sulam., 269; Sha ~ .. , I, lOO; . Naf., 136 • 
2. Su1am., 328; Sha'., I, 103; Kashf o, 146; Naf o, 70; 

Munawi, nl-KawUkib ad-duri~yas I, 205-206. 
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His name was M~ammad ibn-Sa'do His nisba al-Warraq 

was, according to as-Sam'ani and Ibn-Athir, given to those 

who took up the profession of copyist or paper-merchant. He 

was a native of Nishapur n~d one of th f of 
~~ e oremost disciples 

Abu-'Uthman al-~iri ( II. N. 2 ) . His fine sayings were 

based on the principles of al-~iri and derived from the 

Malamite doctrine. In jurisprudence he followed the 

~nhirite school and displayed great ability in this subject .. 

He was also a scholar who had a great knowledGe bf commercial 

transaction. He died about 923. 1 

N.6 o.l-Murta'ish 

His name was 'Abd-AllUh ibn-IviUQ.ammad. He was o. native 

of Nishapur lmown by his lagab al-Murta'ish. He was a 

wealthy man and the son of a lnndo~mer, but he donated all 

his property and took the vows of mysticism. He had as his 

spiritual directors Abu-~af9 al-~addad ( I. F. 5 ) and 

Abu-'Uthman al-~iri ( IIo N. 2 He went to Baghdad and 

settled there. He became associated vrith the famous Baghdadian 

mystic al-Junayd. He became noted as the leading mystic of Iraq. 

Ash-Sha 'rani reports the.t the mystics of Baghdad used to s.ay: "The 

wonders of Baghdad in mysticism are three,tthe symbolical 

1 • N uf • , 17 3 ; see the 

derivation of the nisba "al-wurraq_"' .A.ns. !I f o579b; 

Lub., III, 266. 
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utterunces',isharat, of ash-Shibli, the 'revelations', mukashafat, 

of al-1\iurta' ish and the 'anecdotes',l)ikayat, of Ja l far al-Khuldi. u 

Al-Murto. i ish died in the Shuniz1· yyn mosque · B hd d · 939 1 
~ 111 ag a 1n • 

N .. 7 Ibn-Munazil 

His name was "Abd-AllUh ibn-Iviunazi1 .. He received the 

kunya of Abu-Iviul)ammad and he was a native of Ni shapur. He 

was one of the disciples of ~amdun al-Qa~~ar ( I. F. 6 ), 

from whom he learned the Halo.mite path. It is said he 

possessed a mystic way of life which was new in his time. 

He was renowned as one of the mystics who mastered and 

followed the ~ahirite school of jurisprudence. He was also 

highly respected and praised by the famous Shafi'ite divine 

Abu-'Ali ath-Thaqafi ( II. Ko 6 

in 942 .. 2 
) . 

His name was Ahmad ibn-Iviuho.mmado 
.. 0 

He died in Nishapur 

He wo.s a native of 

Dinawar~~ He was associated with eminent mystics, such as 
-

Yusuf ibn-al-?usayn in Rayy, Ruwo.ym in Baghdad and al-Kharraz 

in Egypt. He came to Nisho.pur where he met Abu-'Uthman 

1 .. Shn' .. , I, 103; Naf., 206; Abu-Nu'aym,Hilyat a1-awliya, 

X, 255-256; Shadh., II, 317; Ans., f.220b; Lubo, 

III, 122. 

2 0 Sulnm o , 376; 
Naf 0, 208 .. 

Shadh., II, 330; 
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ol-Maghribl ( II. No 13 )o He preached and taught theology 

and mysticism in Nishapuro 

he died in 952. 1 
Then he went to Samarqand where 

N. 9 Ash-Sha' rani 

His name was 'Abd-Allah ibn-'Abd-Allah ibn-'Abd-ar-

Ralfmon .. He received the kunyo. of Abu-Mu:Q.ammo.d and the nisba 

ar-Razi because his family ~as from.Rayy, but he was better 

lmovvn as ash-Sha'rani which was his lagab and, according to 
,- - -

as-Sum ani and Ibn-al-Athir, was given to those who wore long 

ho.i1.,. Ash-Sha 'rani was born and brought up in Nishapur. He 

was the disciple of Abu- 'Uthmnn al-Ijiri ( II. ·N. 2 ) in 

m~sticismo He w~s also associated in Baghdad with ul-Junayd 

Ruwo.ym, ood Abu-' 1-Ijasan Sumnun, in Balkh with Mu.lfo.mmad ibn-

He became noted 

in Nishnpur as a mystic as well as a great authority on 

mathematics and traditions. He died in 964 .. 2 

1. According to as-Sulami and ash-Sha'rnni, ad-Dinawnri left 

Nishapur and went to Snmar~and where he died in 952, 

Sulam., 500; Shn' ?' I, 122; and according to 

r.iustaw:fi, ad-Dinawari went to Samarqand then to Qazwin, 

Tu'rikh-i-guzidn, I,f. 78; but Jruni states that he went 

to Tirmidh and then he proceeded to Samarqand where he 

died in 952, Naf., 144. 

2. Naf., 228; Sulamo, 472; Sha'o, I, 119; see the 

deri vution of the ni sba 11 o.sh-Sha' rnni 11 
9 A-ns ·, f' .334b; 

Lub. , II 9 21. 
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N.lO Thn-Bundar 

His name was 'All ibn-Bund-ar ·b 1 H 1 n-a -.uso.yn .. He 

received the kunya of Abu-~1-Jjasc::m and the nisba of a~?-~ayro.fi 9 
which probably designated his occupation of money-changer. 

He was a native of N i shapur and one of the di se iple s of the 

mystic Abu-'Uthman al-~iri ( II. No 2 ) who taught him 

mysticism, Later he was associated ~ith Mutfu~ ( II. N. 3 ). 

He wo.s associated in Baghdad with al-Junayd, Ruwaym and Sumnlin, 

in So.mo.r q_and with Jviu}frunmad i bn-al-Fag_l, in Balkh with J\:iu.Jt.ammad 

ibn-~nmid, in Juzjan with Abu-'Ali o.l-Juzjani in Ruyy with 

Yusuf ibn-al-?usayn in Syria with Tahir al-Maq_disLAbu-tAbd

Allah ibn-al-Jalla'and Abu-'Imrnn ad-Dimashq_i and lastly in 

Egypt vvi th Abu-Bo.l\:r al-Mi ~ri, az-Zaq_q_aq_ and Abu- 'Ali ar-

Rudhabari .. It is said that no mystic ever derived us much 

spiritual advantage from his directors as Ibn-Bundar did. 

It is o.lso said that he q_uoted traditions and delivered them 

and was considered as a reliable authority on this subject. 

He died in 969. 1 

N.ll Ibn-Nujid 

His name was Ismn'Il ibn-Najid ibn-~mad ibn-Yusuf 

ibn-Khalid. He received the kunya of Abu-'Amr. He was a 

native of Nishapur, of Arabic descent~ from the tribe of 

Sulaymo He studied9 probably the M:o.lami te path, under 
· " s f·!l 1. Shn'., I, 124; Sulam., 533; see the n1 sba a~- .. ayra 1 

which as-sam'nni derives from gold-merchant (money-changer), 

Anso, f.35tlb; see also Ibn-Athir, Lube, II9 66. 
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He went to Baghdad where 
he met a1-Junayd. He became noted us the chief of the 

mystics in Nishapur in his time .. He taught mysticism to his 

grandson Abu-~Abd-ar-R~mnn as-Sulami ( II. v. 2 ) and to 

Abu-'1-Qasim a1-~~shayri (. III. v. 8 ). It is said that he 

possessed a mystical path knovm to himself only, but as-Subki 

noted that Ibn-Najid's puth was that of the Malamite mystics. 

He died in Nishapur in 976.1 

Abu-'1-Qasim an-Na~rabadhi 

His name was Ibr~im ibn-M~ammad ibn-M~mud .. He was 

boYn and brought up in Nishapur and was a resident of the 

quarter of Na~rabadh. He was associated with Ibn-Munazi1 

( II. N .. 7 ), Abu-Bakr ash-Shibli and Abu-~Ali ar-Rudhabari .. 

He became noted at his time as the Shaykh of Khurasan. The 

scholars are said to have derived from him information nbout 

mysticism, history and tradition .. In 976 he made the 

pilgrimage to Mecca and died there in 977 .. 2 

1 .. Naf., 227; Subk., II, 189-190; Sha' ., I, 120. 

2. Ibid., I, 122; Su1am., 511; Kashf., 159-160. 
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N.13 Abu-'Uthman al-MnghribT 

His nrune was Su'id ibn-Sallam. He was a native of 

Qo.yrawan of Maghrib. He left his native city and settled 

in Mecca for about ten years~ but he was deported from that 

city by the people there, who accused him of being a heretic. 

Then he went to Egypt~ Syria and Ira~o He spent one year 

in Baghdad, then settled in Nisho.pur where he became 

associated with Abu-'Amr-az-Zujjaji and met Abu-'1-~usayn 

ad-Dinawari and Abu-'Ali al-Katib. He died in 

Ni shapur in 983. Al-Maghribi is regarded by al-Hujwiri 

as an eminent mystic of the class who have attained 'fixity', 

nhl-i tamkin 9 and he was highly versed in various branches 

of' knowledge. He was also noted for his fine snyings and 

excellent proofs concerning the observations of ~piritunl 
- - 1 

blemishes',ru!lyat-i o.fat. 

1. N af'. , 87; Sulam., 505; Sha'. ~ I, 122; Kashf o, 158-159. 
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THE R:G.ADERS A..~D . THE COMMENTATORS OF THE QUR'AN 

I]?N- ivr IHRA..N 

Few scholars in Nishapur v.rere active as readers of the 

Qur'ano Arnong those m1o are mentioned were Abu-Hamid al-. 
lvluqri' ( II o o. 2 ) , Abu-' 1-tiusayn al-:tfaj jaji ( II ~ o. 3 ) , 

Ibn-Mihran ( rr. o. 4 ) and Abu-'Ali as-Sarakhsi ( II. o. 5 )o 

Of those the most profound was Ibn-Mihran who was a native of 

I~pahan, although he spent much of his life in Nishapur. He 

read the Qur~an under several authorities in Baghdad, Damascus 

and Mecca. In Nishapur he became the pupil of the Shafi'ite 

jurist Ibn-Khuzayma ( II. K. 4 He is the earliest 

author from Ni shapur to have three works still extant; two 

of th&m, ash-Sharnil fi'l-qira'at and al-Ghaya fi'l-qira'at, 

deal with different ways of reading the Qur~an, while the 

third, Ta:Q.fat al-anam fi tajwid 'Asaf, deals with the art 

- 2 of rendering the Qur>an as given by an authority called 'A~af. 

As far as interpretation of the Qur>an is concerned, we 

read about Abu-Zakari;y:{a al- 'Anbari ( II. o. 1 ), of whom we 

know nothing except that he was an authority on the inter

pretation of the Qur>an and other subjects.3 But the most 

important col1l.IDentators Vfere the jurists Abu-Bakr al-Jaf?fia? 

( II. J. 16 ) and Ibn-al-Mundhir ( II. K. 3 ) . The first 

1. See below, (List No. I .. E ) , 623 
2. GAL , 1 1 203; GAL S , I, 330; his complete list of works 

given by Yaqut on the authority of al-~akim an-Naysaburi is 

mentioned below, 241. 

3. Bughyat., 415. 
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is mentioned above as a ~anafite jurist who lived as a teacher 

in Nishapur for a long time and who acco~ding to .Huart~ was 

one of the jurists who practised a healthy form.or 

interpretation, basing it solely on what the text really 

containso Among his works which are extant is his book 

~kam al-Qur,an, of \mich, according to Ibn-Abi-~1-Wafa' 9 much 

of the information is related on the authority of 'Abd-al-Baqi 

ibn-Qani(.
1 

The second, whom we have mentioned among the 

. - ,-Shafi'ite jurists, was also no~~d ~or his work Tafsir al-Qur an9 

which has also come down to us, along .with another works of his 
. . d 2 on JUrlspru enceo 

1. A L , 256; 
2. See above, 

Jaw., r~ 85; 

181. 

see above, 177.-178. 
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THE READERS AND THE COI::iHII:NTA'J:ORS OF THE QUR ~AN 
(900 - 1000) 

o "1 Abu-Zakar.iyya al- • Anbari 

His name was Y al).ya i bn -MUQ.ammad i bn- 'An bar .. He was 

an Arab belonginE to the tribe of Sulaym. He was a native 

of Nishapur and there he learned traditions from Abu-'1- Hasan . 
al-~uf?rl, Ibn-Salama (I. A. 3LJ.) . and other masters of the 

city. In the later stages of his life, about ten years 

before his death, he retired to his house, living as an 

ascetic till his death, '.Vhich is recorded in 955. 

Al~Anbari was noted as one of the best scholars in 

Khurasan who was well acquainted with such subjects as 

interpretation of the Qur~an9 philology and traditions. 1 

0 o 2 Abu-tramid al-Muqpi' 

His name was Atmad ibn-Ibrahim ihn-Mu.J}ammad ibn-'Abd-

He was a native of Fars. He studied literature 

in his native place under Abu-'1-Ash(ath and 'Umar ibn-

Shu'ba. He came to Nishapur where he stayed as a guest of 

Abu-Isl).aq al-Muzzaki who engaged him to be a tutor to his 

sons .. He resided for the rest of his life in Nishapur and 

died in 957. Al-Muqri~ was renowned as a reader of the 

Qur,an as well as an able poet. 

- - 2 

A specimen of his lamiyya 

~oem is given by Yaqut. 

1. Bughyat., 415-416; Lub., II, 155; 
Irsh., II, 291. 

2. Ibid .. , I 1 375-376. 

Ans., :f .400b; 
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His name was Mu.l).ammad ibn-Uu.J}.ammad ibn-Ya' qub ibn-

He was a native of Nisha:pur who was 

known by his nisba al-~ajjaji~ which he derived from the 

name of his ancestor, ~ajjaj. He learned traditions in 

Nisha:pur from Ibn Khuzayma (IIo K. 4)~ as-Sarraj ( IIo I. 

12 ) and other masters of the city. He came to Baghdad 

where he read the Qur~an under Ibn-Mujahid and learned 

traditions from 'Umaribn-Ghaylan, 'Abd-All~ al-Maydani 

and the famous historian a~-rabari. He became noted as an 

authority on the readinG of the Qur 5 an and as a reliable 

traditionist. He taught traditions in Nisha:pur and later 

some of them were related in the works of Ibn-J,ianda, Abu-

'Ali al-IJafi~ (IIo I. 31), Ibn-M.ihran (II. o. 4 ), al-J:I"Eikim 

an-Naysaburi (IIIo Q. 3) and other.so Al-Hajjaji himself . 
was the author of the 'Ilal in 80 volumes, which is lost, 

but which he used as a text-book when teaching traditions in 

his classes. 

eighty-three. 1 
He died in Nishapur in 978, at the age of 

0.4 Ibn-Eihran 

His name was AJ;mad ibn-al-Jjusayn ibn-r,iihran. His 

kunya was Abu-Bakr. He was a native of I~pahan but he 

1. Dhahab., III, 146-147; 
67. 

K.h.at., III, 223; 
--.L. 

Shadh., III9 
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resided in Nishapur. He studied and read the Qur>an in 

Baghdad under 'Ali an-Naqqash and Abu-Bakr al-Hashimi, in 

Damascus under 'Ali ibn-al-Akhram and in :tdecca under Qunbul 

ibn-~Abd-ar-R~~an al-Makki and Abu-'1-~asan an-Nabbal. 

It is related that he studied and read many works in 

Nishapur under the celebrated scholar Ibn-~1uzayma ( II. 

K. 4 ) . He died in Nishapur in 981. 1 

Ibn-I\iihran was the. chief of the readers of the Qur'an 

in Nishapur. He was also a copious author and his writings 

dealt mainly vrith readings of the Qur'an its interpretation, 

philology and grammar. The following is a list of his books: 

1. Ash-Shamil fi'l-qira~at 

2. Al-Ghaya (or e.l-Ghaya.fi'l-gira'at) 

3. Tatfat al-anam fi-tajwid A~af 

4.Ki tab qira'at Abu- 'Amr 

5. Ghara>ib al-qira~at 
I . ,jl 

- !i-6. Wuguf al-Qur a..n 

7. Al-Infirad 

B. Shar~ al-mu'jam 

9. Sharl). at-t ahqiq 

10. IKhtilaf adab an-Nur 

11. Ru'us al-ayat 

12. Al-Waqf' wa 7 1-ibtida, 

13. Al-Mabsu~ 

- ' 14. Al-Maqta' wa'l-mabadi 

-- >-15. Ayat al-Qur an 

16. Al-Itifaq wa'l-infirad 

1. T Q , I, 49-50; Irsh., I, 411-413; Tadh., III, 137; -·-
Shadh., III, 98. 
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Of Ibn-Mihran's sixteen works Noso 1, ~and 3, 
. 1 survlve .. 

o ·• 5 Abu- 'Ali as-Sarakl1si 

His name was Zahir ibn-Ahmad ibn-~,iuhammad ibn-'Isa .. . .. 

He was a native of Sarakhso He went to rtlarw where he studied 

jurisprudence under Abu-IsJ.:laq al-I1iiarwazi. In 927 he 

visited Iraq and came to Baghdad where he read the Qur>an 

under Ibn-MujBhid and li te1'lature under Abu-Bakr al-Jass·as 
0 • • 

( II.. J" 16 ) . He also received traditions from the 

Iraqis Abu-'l~Qasim al-Baghawi, Abu-M~ammad·ibn-Sa'id, 

Abu-' 1-Hasan al-Wasi tT and others .. . . In 949 he came to 

Nishapur where he attended the assemblies of the Shafi'ite 

scholar Ibn-Khuzayma ( IIc K. 4 He became noted as a 

reader of the Qur>an and as a jurist of the Shafi'ite school, 

as well as an Ash'arite in theology .. 

in 998. 2 

He died in Nishapur 

1. The list is given by al-Ij:akim &'1.-Naysabu·ri ·(III .Q .. 3) and 

quoted by Yaqut exceyt No.3 which is recorded by 

Brockelmann with Nos .1 and 2 , G A L-, f .203.: G A L S 9 

I, 330; ~., I, 412. 
2. T KM , 206-207; Shadh., III, 131. 
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THE MEN . OF LETTERS AND TI-rL POETS 
- t 

SATIRIC.A..L POETS: ABU-BAKR AL-KIDVARIZ1v!I} :~BU-' 1 n_ASIM 
.1~..:-.r·lSKAFI AND ABU-Alj:MAD AL-1\.ATIB .. MEN OF LETTERS: ABU
'ALI AS-SALLAMI AND ABU-'1-'ABBAS AL-MIKALI .. 

Of several men of letters and poets who spent much of 

their lives in Nishapur,the most important and distinguished 

literary figure was Abu-Bakr a~Enwarizmi ( II. P. 5 ). He 

was of Persian origin, born in Baghdad, and he is known to 

have spent some time at the court of the ~amdanid Prince, 

Sayf-ad-Dawla (rego 944-967 ), in Allepo, where he probably 

made the acquaintance of the famous Arabian poet al-Mutanabbi 

965 ). He also visited the court of the Buwayhid 

Vizier Ibn-'Abbad in Rayy and that of the Buwayhid prince 

~A~ud-aQ-Dawla in Shirazo The prince raised him to a 

position of honour and showered wealth upon him. He resided 

in Nishapur where he bought lands and taught literature; 

among his pupils were Abu-'1-Mu~affar al-HaraWi( III. Xo 4 ) 

Ibn-al-Ashrus ( IIIo X. 6 ), Abu-'1-~usayn ash-Shamati 

(IIIoXol9)and the Ij:c.naf'ite jurist Qa9-i 9a'id (IIIoR .. 6). 1 One 

incident, in particular, connected with his residence in 

Nishapur deserves to be mentioned here and that was the time 

when he became involved in a literary wrangle with Badi'-

az-Zaman al-Hamadhani ( IIIoX. 2 ), who was then well-

known for his composition of the magamaso When Badi'-az-

Zaman came to Nishapur, he felt that the welcome accorded 

to him by al-Khwarizmi was less warm than he expected; 

1. See below, (List No. Io F ), 624 
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probably because of this imagined slight t0 his reputation, 

Badi'-az-Zaman later challenged al-Khwarizmi to a public 

competition in the various aspects of literature. From this 

public confrontation Bad~'-az-Zaman, according to ath-Tha'~libl 

emerged as superior to al-Khwarizmi. 1 However, al-Khwarizmi 

as a poet was renowned for his satirical poems to his patrons 

as well as to his enemies but he was particularly noted for 

his _prose letters. - -According to Gibb it was al-Khwarizmi 

who introduced rhythmed prose in literary letters into 

Nishapur from where it spread to the Eastern provinces. 2 

Another satirical poet was a Nishapurian by birth
9 

Abu-

) . He began his career by 

being associated with the governor of Khurasan Abu-'Ali 

Chaghani. He then became secretary of the chancellery of 

the Samanid rulers in Bukhara and assistant to the head 

of the chancellery~ the celebrated writer Abu-'1-Fa~l ibn

al-'Amid. When the latter died, al-Iskafi succeeded him 

in office. Al-Iskafi wrote many poems in a sntiri~al vein 

against his master Abu-'1-Fa~l ibn-al-'Amid, but his verses 

are regarded by Yaqut as inferior to his prose. In the early 

years of the thirteenth century at the time of Yaqut9 letters 

by al-Iskafi were circulating in written copies but at the 

present day we possess only his poems as given by ath-Tha'alibi. 3 

1. Tha'alibi, Yatimat ad-dahr., IV, 257-258; Irsh.~ I, 96. 
2. Gibb, Arabic Literature, 101. 

3. Irsh., V 331; Tha'alibi, op.cit., IV, 99~~oo. 
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The third satirical poet who connected his life with Nishapur 

was AbU-Al).mad al--Ka tib ( II .. P. 9) who was a nnti ve of Bulmara 

and the son of the Samunid Vizier Abu-Bakr al-Katib. He 

appears to have had some political ambitions which were 

thwarted when someone else was appointed to succeed his 

father as Vizier and a great deal of his poetry is taken up 

with satirizing the successor. However his best poem was 

written in Nishapur when he was still in a satirical mood, but 

this time the object of his attacks were the local landowners, 

who were refusing to pay taxes. Ath-Tha'alibi noted that 

Abu-ft~mad al-Katib was influenced in verse by the Iraqis 

and particularly by the poet Ibn-Bassam. 1 

Nishapur also produced two celebrated men of letters. 

They were Abu-'Ali as-Sallami ( II. P. 1 ) and Abu-'1-'Abbas 

The first was a native of Bayhaq. 

He is known, however, to have made his career by connecting 

his fortunes with the governors of Khurasan,Abu-Bakr Chaghani 

and his son Abu-'Ali. As-Sallami is known to have written 

many works, the most famous of ~hich was his book entitled 

Ta'rikh wulat Khurasan. This book of history is unfortunately 

lost but extracts from it are known in quotation. 2 The 

second man of letters was a noble of royal descent and the 

son of the governor of Ahwaz, 'Abd-AllElh ibn-Mu_lJammado He 

studied under the famous poet Ibn-Durayd ( d. 934 ) , who 

h . "1 that he comnosed rnor him his was so impressed by lS pup1 ~ 

1. Tha'alibi, Yatimat ad-dahr., IV, 66-69. 

2. I Fun., 154; Sakhawi, al-I'lan bi't-Tawbikh., 73-75. 



-work Jamharat al-:-lugha and dedicated his :poem in alif maqsura 

to himo This gesture served to spread the reputation of the 

Mikalis in the Islamic world as far as Aden and Ibn-Durayd 

was rewarded with a gift of 10 9 000 dinars from the Mikalis.~ 

Abu-'1-'Abbas was the first of the Mikalis to become ra)IIs 

of Nishapur, an office which his son and other Mikalis 

later took overo 2 

1.. Subk. , I , ; aw. , , - , I 490 J I 108 109· Ans, f., 549a-549b; 
Lubo, III, 202; Irsho~ VI, 490; cfo Bos., 180; Pederson, 
E Il, "Ibn Duraid"; A L , 148; Nicholson 9 Literary Hi story 

of the Arabs 343~ see below, (List No.I.F), 624. 
-------------' ) ?7 

2. see below the Mikalis who occupied the office of ra lS 

in Nishapur, 258-260. 
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p 

THE hEN OF LETTERS AND THE POETS (900-1000) 

P.l Abu-'A1i as-Sallami 

His name was al-Husayn ibn-P..hmad ibn-1\!Iuhammad. He . . . 
was born and brought up in Bayhaq. He studied literature 

there under Ibrahim ibn-Mu.J:lammad al-J~iue;haythi ( II. p. 6 ) • 

He was renowned as a historian and poet and taught literature 

to Abu-Bakr al-Khwarizmi ( II- P. 5 ). He connected his 

~ortunes with the governors o~ Khurasan~Abu-Bakr 

Chaghani and his son .Abu-'Ali .. , He died in 913. 

As-Sallami was the author o~ Ta~rikh wulat Khurasan 

by which he established his reputation as a historian. He 

also composed several literary works whose titles were: 

Kitab ath-tha~r, Kitab-nutaf a~-far~, and Kitab a1-misb~. 

None o~ his works are now extant, but extracts ~rom his book 

Ta .9 rikh wlilat Khurasan are lmown because they are quoted in 

the rvorks o~ as-Sakhawi, Gardizi, Ibn-al-A thir and Manini, 

in his commentary on 'Utbi's Ta>rikh al-Yamini. Specimens o~ 
1 

his poems are also preserved by ath-Tha'alibi ( IIIo X. 11). 

1. Thatalibi, Yatimat ad-dahr., IV, 95; I Fun., 154; 
Sakhawi , al-I 'lan bi .9t-tawbikh., 73-75; cf. Bo s., 13 • 
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P.2 Abu-'Amr az-Zardi 

His name was ~ad ibn-Ivi~ammad ibn- 'Abd-Allah.. He 

was born in Zar~ which was a village in Isfara'ino He heard 

traditions there from Abu-'Awana al-Isfara'ini ( II. I .. 16 ) 

and ~Abd-Allah ibn-MuJ;ammad al-Arghiyani. He came to 

Nishapur where he stayed as a guest of the famous traditionist 

al-~akim an-Naysaburi (III. Q. 3 ). Among his pupils was 

Abu-~1Ian~ur an-Naysaburi ( II. L 0 3 ) .. He died in 949. 

Az-Zardi was held in high esteem in his birthplace Isfara'in 

and was honoured in Nishapur as an eloquent gro.nunarian~ a man 

of letters and a traditionisto 1 

His name was Ahmad ibn-Muhammad. . . He was born in the 

village of Kharzanj near Nishapur. He learned traditions in 

Nishapur from Abu-'Abd-Allah al-nUshanji ( I. K. 1 

made the pilgrimage to J~.iecca and came to Baghdad where he 

was held in high esteem by the scholars of that city, among 

He returned to Nishapur where he 

gave lessons and died in 959. 

Al-Kharzanji was one of the celebrated men of letters 

of Nishapur. He established his reputation ru1d gained the 

highest fame by writing his work at-Takmila fi'l-burhan 

1. Irsh., II, 66-67; Lub., I, 498; 

He 
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which was written as a continuation of al-Khalil ibn-~a~ 1 s 

lexicon al-'Ayn_. The work is said to have consisted of 

problems in grammar which were not mentioned or treated in 

al-'Ayn. Al-Khazanji's other works which were less well-

knovm in his time than the above-mentioned. Two of them 

were called at-+af~ila and Tafsir abyat adab al-katib. 

None of his works are now extant.1 

His name was Isma'il ibn-'Abd-All~ ibn-M~ammad ibn

Mikal ibn-'Abd-al-W~id ibn-Jibril ibn-Qasam ibn-Bakr ibn-
-- - - -Diwashti. The last was the Persian king Shur ibn-Shur 

ibn-Shur ibn-Shur ibn-Yazdajird ibn-Bahram. 

was the son of the governor of Ahwaz who flourished in the 

early years of the tenth century. As a youth 9 Abu- 5 1-'Abbas 

was educated by the famous poet Ibn-Durayd ( d. 934 ) and 

when his father died he came to Nishapur, where, probably 

during this visit 9 he learned traditions from Ibn-Khuzayma 

( II. K. 4 ) Abu- 9 1-'Abbas as-Sarraj ( II. I. 12) and Abu-

91-'Abbas al-Masarjisi and where he made the acquaintance of 

Abu-Nasr Ibn-Abi-Hayya. 
0 0 

Then he came to BaghdadSI where he 

was summoned to the court of the Caliph al-Muqtadir (reg. 

908-932). He was respected and honoured by the CaliphS' who 

offered him the governorship of Fare and Khuzistan. But 

1. Irsh., II, 64-66; Lub., I, 335. 
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Abu-'1-'Abbas declined the offer. He went back to Nishapur~ 

took up permanent residence there, and was appointed ra'Iso 

In the city, he made the acquaintance of the famous 

traditionist Abu-'ft~r al-Khaffaf ( IIo I. 5 ). Abu-yl-'Abbas was 

noted among the notables of Nishapur as a man of letters. In 

958 the Samanid Vizier 9 Abu-Ja•far al-'Utbi, gave him charge 

of the chancellery, a post whi-ch he held until his death in 

973. 1 

P.5 Abu-Bakr al-Khwarizmi 

His name was Iviuhammad ibn-al- 'Abbas o . He was born in 

935 in Baghdado He was of Persian origino His father 

belonged to Khwarizm and his mother, who was the sister of the 
-famous historian at-iabari, belonged to tabaristano In his 

youth he spent some time in the court of the ~amdanid prince 

Sayf-ad-Dawla at Allepo, then he went to Bukhara and attended 

the court of the Samanid Vizier Abu-"Ali al-Bal"amio He 

first eulogised and then lrunpooned the Vizier and soon left 

and sojourned in Ni&."hapur, where he met the Amir Abu-Na~r 

Ahmad ibn-'Ali al-I'lilkali 9 who became one of his best friends . • 

But his stay in this city does not seen~ to have been a lorg 

one .. He went to Sijistan, where he lay a long time in 

prison, because he had \~itten a satire against the governor 

Abu-'1-Husayn Tahir ibn-I~Iuhammo.d. 
• • 0 

After his release, he 

1o Irsho, II, 343-346; Jaw.~ I, 109-110; lmso, ff.548b-

549b; Lub., III, 202; cf. Bos., 180; 

see below, 258. 
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came for the second time to Nishapur but he soon left and 

went to Rayy, where he entered the court of the Buwayhid 

Vizier a~-9atib ibn-'Abbad, who was also famous as a man of 

letters. He eulogised him initially too 5 but after his 

departure he v~ote a satire against him. He came to Shiraz 

where he met the Buwa:rhid prince 'A<fud-ad-Dawla who ordered 

for him an annuo.:.l salary. He returned to Ni shapu:r and 

settled there. But his mania for satire earned him 

confiscation and imprisorunent at the hands of al-'Utbi the 

Vizier of IviaJ:lmud the Ghaznavid 0 However when the Vizier 

was somehow assassinated, al-Khwarizmi was released and all 

his lands and properties Here restored to him by the 

successor of al-'Utbi, .Abu-'1-Ijusayn al-Muzani, who was one 

of hj s admirers. While living in comfort and teaching in 

Nishapur, his reputation was somevvhat overshadowed by that 

of Badi'-az-Zaman al-HamacLhani ( III. Xo 2 ). He died in 

Nishapur in 992. 

Al-Khwarizmi was an able poet and. a man of letters. He 

left a collection of letters behind him, which has made his 

name famous in Eastern Islamo Extracts from his letters 
- - 1 

and poems are preserved by ath-Tha'alibi and Yaqut. 

1 .. Tha'a1ibi, Yatimat ad-dahr., iv, 194-241; Irsh., 109, 
112-118; l_Kh., I, 662-663; Anso, f.367a; 

Lub II 80 . Wafi., III, l91-193o __ o' !I ' 
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P. 6 Abu- I sl:laq al-Ivlughaythi 

His name was Ibrahim ibn-M~ammad; he was born in 

Iviughaytha which is a village in Bayhaq to which the Vizier 

of Kashghar al-Fa9-l ibn-J:Iamak was connected and where the 

Vizier is said to have erected a building financed by the 

money he collected during his expeditions. Al-Mughaythi 

studied literature under ~mad ibn-~halid a9--~arir ( I. 

H. 3 ) o He also studied in Baghdad under Abu-'1-'Abbas 

al-Mubarrad (do 898) and Tha 'lab (do 904), who himself was a 

pupil of al-A~ma'i (do 831) .. His most distinguished master 

in Baghdad was in fact the Amir Abu-AJ;mad 'Ubayd-All~ ibn

'Abd-Allah ibn-r_rahir under whom al-Mughaythi completed his 

studies and who became his friend~ He became noted as one 

of the most able poets and it is related by Ibn-Fundaq that 

al-}/iughaythi competed in verse with the celebrated poets of 

Baghdad al-B~turi (da 898) and Ibn-ar-Rumi (d .. 897). It is 

related that al-Mughaythi was fostered by the T8:hirid princes 

and when the 1atirid dynasty fell, he co1Lnected his fortune 

with the succeeding dynasty, the ~affarids 1 and became a 

secretary to 6 Amr j.b:1-al-Layth. 
l the first half of the lOth century .. 

He died probably early in 

1. Ibn-Fundaq_ with specimens of his poems, I Fun.~ 151-154; 

see the derivation of the nisba u:r1.der "Mughaytha", M B , 

IV, 585. 
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His name was 'Ali ibn-Muhammad. 
• His :family was 

probably from Iskaf which was a town near Baghdad, but Abu-'1-

Qasim himself was born in Nishapur and there he studied 

literature under al-Jjasan ion-al-r.iihrajan. As a youth he 

served as a secretary to the governor of Khurasan Abu-'Ali 

Chaghani and when the governor rebelled against the Samanid 

:prince, NU:.l) ibn-Na~r ( reg. 942-954), Abu-' 1-Qasim was 

arrested with his benefactor, but he was later released by 

the :prince, N~, and raised to wealth and honour. Then Nul} 

appointed him as assistant in Bukhara to Abu-~1-Fagl ibn-al

'Amid who was head or the chancellery and who was not always 

on good terms with himo - ' However when Abu- 1-Fagl died he 

was made head of that office. He died from an illness 

:probably in the middle years of the lOth century. 

Abu-' 1-Qasim vn. ... ote many :poems; the majority were 

satires and lampooneso His style in poetry is regarded as 

1 inferior to his prose-style. 

P 8 Abu-Nas .. r al-Iviarzuban • 

His name was Sahl ibD;-al-fiiarzuban. He was born in 

I9pahan and there he spent his youth. Tnen he came to 

Nishapur where he dwelt for the rest of his life. In his 

house he employed copyists who copied his works and in this 

1. Tha'alib~ Yatimat ad-dahr., iv, 95-100; Irsh., V, 229-331;. 

for the nisba "al-I skafi", see Lub. 9 I, 45; lms~, f .35a · 
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way his collection of poems, Df wan_9 bec·ame very PO:PUlar 

especially during the lifetime of ath-Tha'alibi(IIIo Xo 11 ). 

He died probably sometime in the second half of the lOth 

century a He collected historical information about three 

celebrated poets and men of letters and these were entitled: 

lo Akhbar Abu-~l-'A:rna 5 

2o Akhbar Ibn-ar-Rlimi (do 897) 

3. Akhbar J al).~a al-Barmaki ( d 0 935) 

None of his works are now extant but extracts from his three 

works and from his Diwan are preserved by ath-Tha'alibi. 1 

P.9 Abu-~ad al-Katib 

His name is unkno-vvno He was the son of Abu-Bakr al-

Katib, secretary to the Samru1id prince, Isma'il ibn-Atmad (reg .. 

892- 907) and afterwards Vizier of his successor Al;mad ibn

Isma' il ( reg. 907-913) .. Abu-~~macl himself vvas one of the famous 

He follo-vved in his poems the style of 
-the Iraqis and was greatly influenced by the poet Ibn-Bassam, 

who was a friend of al-Butturio 

matter of interest. He believed that he was more worthy to 

be Vizier than the successors of his father Abu-'Abd-Allflh 

al-Jabhani and Abu-'1-Fa~ al-Bal'ami (d. 940)o He 

1. Tha'alibi, Yatimat ad-dahr., IV, 391-394. 
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lampooned the latter and his life was threatened, so he fled 

to the west vvhere he made the :pilt:SPimage to rAecca. After-

wards he came to Baghdad where he stayed for some timeo Then 

he came to Bukhara where he was involved in pleasure parties 

which he held for the poets of the city. Never~theless he 

was appointed at last as a tax-collector to the cities of 

Herat, Bushanj and Badhghis 9 but soon he was dismissed from 

office and retired to Nishapur. In this city he wrote and 

delivered one of his greatest speeches when he read a poem in 

which be demmded from the tax collectors that they should collect 

the unpaid taxes of some of the landovmers of Nishapur" The 

poem seens to have had such a great influence that the land-

owners paid the rest o:f their taxes. Abu-~mad died some 
l time i:1. the middle of the lOth century .. 

1. Tha 6 alibi, Yatimat ad-dahn, IV, 64-66; 
of his poems, Ibid., IV, 66-69. 

See specimens 
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HISTORICAL INTRODUCTORY NOTE 

THE SCHOLJ~RS AND POLITICS UNDER THE GHAZNAVIDS ~~ THE 

EARLY SELJUQIDS 

During the four decades at the beginning of the eleventh 

century~ the city of Nishapur was under the political and 

military protection of the Ghaznavids. They, like those who 

supplanted and succeeded them in the government of the area 

throughout the second half of the century, the Seljuqs, made 

use of those native elements in the social~ economic and 

intellectual life of the city which, they hoped, would tend to 

promote political stability under their rule. It was there-

fore their general policy to suppress the anti-Sunnite religious 

movements, and in particular the Isma 6 ilites, when they became 

too extreme, and to consolidate their government by supporting 

the Sunnite position throughout the Islamic empire. In all 

the Khurasan cities and therefore also in Nishapur, this policy 

took the form of :favouring the most influential and important 

Sunnite families by appointing their members as advisers, as 

diplomatic envoys, and as municipal and administrative 

officials.1 

Among the municipal and administrative posts which were 

made available in this way to the scholars, the most important 

were the municipal office of ra'is and the legal offices of 

1. Bosworth gives a great amount o:f information regarding the 
po.li tical role of the Nishapurian scholars, the notables 
and the most distinguished families in Nishapur under the 
·Gha.znavid rule, Bos., 171-202; 
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qadi and khatib. 
__:......-

The ra~i~ was particularly important as 

it was the most powerful political position after that rif the 

governor of Khurasan himself. This was on account of the fact 

that,as the Ghaznavids had their administrative capital in 

Ghazna which was outside Iiliurasan, they were compelled to leave 

the province and the cities contained within it with a 

1 comparatively large amount of autonomy. 

always remained under the direct control of the Sultan who 

appointed him and who could remove him from office if he 

failed to carry out the desired policy or if, like Abu-Bakr 

Mult-ammad ( III. U o 3 ) he became too independent and could be 

suspected of holding anti-Sunnite religious opinions. 2 The 

ra>Is became responsible not only for the organisation of 

official activities, such as festivities and receptions for 

distinguished visitors, including the Sultan himself, and 

hospitality to locally po~erful religious leaders and 

distinguished a'yan of the city, but also for the 

maintenance of political stability within the city and for 

carrying out the orders and ~olicies of the Sultan.3 This 

necessitated the ra~Is being chosen from among the higher 

social classes, since they included the only people with 

sufficient wealth to entertain on a large scale and with the 

1. Bos., 184o 

2. See below 1 260-26lo 

3. Bayhaqi, Ta'rikh-i Mas'udi, 23, 36, 247. In turn the 
Sultan installs the ra"Is with taylasan and durra'a and 

honours him with the title of 'Khwaja-yi Buzurg', 

ibid., 610; cf. ~., 184o 
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required social status to induce the other notables o~ the city~ 

even though o~ a di~~erent Sunnite religious persuasion, 

to accept their authority, and hence the authority of the 

Sultan ·whom they represented. 1 Indeed, most o~ the 

municipal and administrative :posts were sta:f:fed, as Bosworth 

indicates, by those who had landovming and property interests, 

because, even though the Sultan gave the qagis and Khatibs a 

salary, this was o:ften augmented by :privately-given assignations 

of' land to go with the o~:fice, as is illustrated by the case of' 

the jurist Abu-Muhammad al-Mu' all a ibn-Ahmad who a . . , 

while ra>Is of' Nisha:pur, endowed estates and :property :for 

successive holders of' the qaga~ of' Nisha:pur to enjoy. 2 If 

this was so in the case of' the qa~Is and khatibs, it was even 

more so with the ra 7 Is who,according to Bosworth,usually came 

:from the 'haute bourgeoisie~ of' the city.3 This is 

excel~ently illustrated by the example of' the Mikalis, who had 

amassed wealth :from their hereditary estates and awga:f and :from 

trading and manufacturing concerns throughout Khurasan and who 

uere the most influential ~amily in Nisha:pur .. 4 

Abu-'1-'Abbas ( II. P. 4 ) settled the Mikali :family 

in Nishapur towards the end o~ the tenth century and was 

appointed ra'is there, until his son, Abu-M~ammad 'Abd-All~, 

1. Bos., 185. 

2. I Fun., 172, Bos., 172o 

3 · Ibid. , 18 5 • 
4. Bayhaqi, Ta~rikh-i Ma~'udi, 40-41, 129, 184. 
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also was ap~ointed. The office of ra>is appears to have been 

semi-hereditary because not only did Abu-M~ammad 'Abd-All~'s 

son, Abu-Ja'far 9 become ~Jis of Nishapur 9 but the latter's 

grandson, Abu-~1-Qasim 'Ali 9 became ra)is in Ghazna, after being 

summoned there by the Sultan M~mud (reg.998-1030)~ He must have 

been regarded as ·a particularly skilled negotiator by the Sultan 

because he commissioned him in 1011-12 to conduct the marriage 

alliance of his daughter with the Ziyarid Manuchihr ibn-Qabus 

and to escort her to him. On the death of the Sultan fuaqmud, 

he retained both his office.and his reputation as an adminis

trator and a diplomat with his successor, Sultan Mas~ud, and 

was commissioned by him not only to organise the reception of 

the envoy from Baghdad who came to secure the homage of Sultan 

Mas'ud to th~ new Caliph on the death of al-Qadir, but also to 

head the pilgrimage of Khurasan and Transoxiana. 

latter duty, he was given the title of Khwaja. 1 
For this 

One of Abu-M~ammad 'Abd-All~' s nephews, Abu-' Abd-AllSh 

al-~usayn 9 the son of the f~1ous traditionist, Abu-'1-Qasim 

t Ali al-1~iu"ttavvwi 'i was called by Gardizi as ra' is and so 

he might have been at some time ra'is of Nishapur. 

He became katkhuda of the Ghaznavid general ·Begtoghdi's army 

in 1035, but he was captured on the defeat of the army by the 

Seljuqs. Thereafter, he served his new masters with what 

must have been some considerable assiduity because Ibn-al-Athir 

1. Jaw., I, 109; Ans., ff. 548b-549b; Irsh., VI, 490; 

Bayhaqi, Ta'rikh-i Mas'udi, 208, 257, 360; cfo Bos., 179 - lBlo 
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names him as iughril-Beg's second Vizier, with the title o~ 

ra"Is ar-ru~asa/ o His brother, Abu-Na~r ~ad became 

~or a time ~"'Is in Nishapur. 1 

The most distinguished m~ember o~ the Mikalis was Abu-

6 Ali al-Ijasan ibn-Mul).ammad, better lmo'ilm by the appellation 

which had been given to him in his youth by Sultan M~ud, 

Ijasanak. After a :period at the court, when he was appointed 

9atib al-Barid o~ Sistan, he became ra"Is o~ Nishapur. This 

act o~ appointment constituted a resumption o~ Sultan M~ud's 

normal policy of choosine the ri>a~a ~rom among the a'yan o~ 

Ni sha:pur. 2 Just be~ore I}asanak's appointment, Sultan MruJmud 

had made the leader o~ the Karramite sect, Abu-Bakr MuJ.:lammad, 

ra>Is, :partly on account o~ that sect's strength and ~allowing 

in Nishayur, which had reached the height o~ its ~ortunes in 

the early :part o~ the eleventh century, but mainly because o~ 

his policy decision to use that sect as a bulwark o~ SQ~ite 

conservatism against the Isma'ilites, or religious radicals. 

Abu-Bakr M~ammad appears to have commended himsel~ personally 

to the Sultan by his ruthless inquisitorial tecQnique and his 

tireless pursuit in ~erreting out anything which smacked o~ anti-

Sunnism: he had played a prominent part in the 

interrogation, trial and execution o~ the Fatimid agent, 

1. Gardizi, Zayn al-akhbar, 101-2; Kamil, IX, 359; Bayhaqi, 
Ta"rikh-i 1\ias'udi., 481, 843; 'Utbi, at-Ta:.rikh al-Yamini, 

II, 321; c~. Bos., 181; the 9a'idi scholar Abu-Na?r ~mad 

al-Ustuwa~I (IIIoR.12) also became ra 5 Is during the reign 

o~ iughril-Beg (1038-1063)0 
2o Bayhaqi, op.cit., 146. 
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T~arti, in 1012-13, and under the pretext of eliminating the 

Ba~inite heretics, he succeeded in establishing a period of 

terror in Nishapur. 1 He demolished the mosque of the 

Rafigites, an extremist sect of the Shl'~es, and he attacked 

the mystics and their shaykh, Abu-Sa'id ( III. v. 4 ) 2 . 

Sunnite scholars like the Ash 6 arite theologian, Ibn-Furak 

Even 

( III. T. 1 ) who opposed the teachings of the Karramite sect, 

were accused of heresy and murdered.3 Likewise, the 

traditionist al-?akim an-Naysaburi ( III. Q. 3 ) was harried 

by the sect; they smashed his pulpit and prevented him from 

leaving his house for the mosque.4 Ironically, Abu-Bakr 

Mul:lammad was dismissed from the ri !i af?.a by Sultan lviaJ.:lmud as a 

result of allegations of heresy made against him and his sect 

by the leader of the ~anafites in Nishapur, Qa~i Abu-'~~ 

'Ala' 9a'id ibn·-Mul}.ammad al-Ustuwa'i (III. R. 6) .. These 

allegations were investigated first at the Sultan's court in 

Ghazna in 1011-12 and later at a court o:r enquiry before the 

qaQ.I al-quQ.at of Ghazna, ~\.bu-Eul}.ammad an-Nat3i~i (d. 1055) 

where Abu-Bakr M~ammad appears to have incurred the disfavour 

of the Sultan against himself and his sect, less on account of 

1. Jurbadhqa:ni, Tarjuma-yi ta'rikh-i ~§.mini, 237-9; Ans., 

f.l02b; Gardizi, Zayn al-akhbar, 71; 'Utbi, at-Ta>rikh 

al-Yamini, II, 237-50; cf. Bos., 187 ; Barthold, 
Turkest~ down to the Mongol invasion, 291. 

2. MtiQammad ibn-al-Munawwar, Asrar at-tawhid., 77; Siyao., f.3b. 

3. ~., III, 53; Shadh., III, 182; c~. Bos., 188. 
4. iiunta~am, VI!, 275; vlafi, III, 321; cf. Bos., 187. 
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the theological opinions which the Karramites supposedly held, 

than because o~ his counter allegations o~ heretical views held 

by his accuser, 9a 6 id, whose bc~Jfides and pure ~ana~ite ~aith, 

were testi~ied to by the Sultan's brother, the Amir Na~ro 

With the dismissal o~ Abu-Bakr M~ammad ~rom the ri>asa, 

other members o~ the Karramite sect were weeded out o~ the 

madrasas and pulpi~o; and the o~~ice o~ ri~asa reverted to 

being held by a' yan and ~):i- the Mikali s in particular., 

~asanak followed up the ascendency gained over the Karramites 

by con~iscating the possessions and estates o~ Abu-Bakr 

lViuJ;ammad and imprisoning his more zealous ~ollowers. This 

put an end to the Karramite political power in Nishapur, 

though the sect continued to be in~luential there in the 

second hal~ o~ the eleventh century under their alternative 

name o~ al-Hay~amiyya, so called ~rom the name o~ their 

~ounder Mul}.ammad ibn-al-HayQ_am ( III o ·u o 8 ) . However, as 

a sect, the Karramites continued in Khurasan and TransoXiana 

for another two centurieso 1 

Ijasanak became immensely popular within Nishapur partly 

as a result o~ his suppression o~ the Karramites and partly 

because o~ the policy o~ civic improvement which was begun 

while he was rasis o~ Nishapur. For example, it is 

mentioned that he had the streets of the bazaar covered as 

1. Jurbadhqani, Ta_~_j_u~a~yi ta' rikh-i Yamini, 255-8; • Utbi, 

at-Ta'rikh al-Yamini, II, 311-325; Jaw., I, 357; I Fun., 

268-269; Kamil., X, 171; cf. Bos., 188-189; Barthold, 

Turkestan dovm to the Mongol invasion, 289-290. see below, 

340-341. 
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a protection against wind and snow and that he spent 100,000 

1 Nishapurian dinars out o~ his ovm pocket in civic works. 

Hor1ever 1 he was also noted ~or his exactions :from the rich and 

povver~ul in Nishapur and even his ovm :family was not exempted, 

as is illustrated by his confiscation of the hereditary 

property and revenues of the :family aw~a:f belonging to Abu

Na~r ft4mad~s sons, Abu-'1-Fa~l ( III. x. 12 ) and Abu-Ibr~im. 

Later, however, the political ambition which prompted him to 

seek the office of Vizier on the dismissal of Maymandi in 1024, 

necessitated him leaving the ri'asa in the qharge of his deputy and 

relative, Abu-Na?r t.'Ian~ur ibn-Ramish ( III 0 Q. 29 ) , 2 

HaJ:unud must have been quite pleased with IJasanak because 

he appointed him Vizier for the rest of his reign, despite the 

embarrasRment which IJasanak had caused him vdth the 'Abbasid 

Caliph al-Qadir when, on returning from a pilgrimage through 

the Fa~imid territories of Palestine and Syria, Ijasanak had 

accepted a gift of a robe o~ honour, khil~~from the Fa~imid 

Caliph a~-~~ir and had offered to convey letters of friendship 

from the Fatimid Caliph to MaJt.mud .. The 'Abbasid Caliph al-

Qadir, alarmed at the prospect of a possible alliance between 

the Ghaznavids and his Fa~imid enemies, accused IJasanak of 

Qarmatian, sympathies, and MM.-mud, to appease the 

1. Jurbadhqani, Tarjuma-yi ta' rilili-i Yamini, 257-8; 1 Utbi, at

Ta' Pilm· al-Yamini 9 II, 328-329. · 
2. Jurbadhqani, op.cit.~ 257-8; Bayhaqi, Ta'rikh-i Mas'udi, 

· 40f. . cf'! ~. , 182. 
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offended Caliph, had to send him, for burning, the gift which 

~asanak had received from the Caliph a~-~~ir. ~asanak 

remained Vizier for the rest of M~mud's reign but, on the latter's 

death, he made a serious political error which cost him his life. 

He offended the Prince Mas'ud (R~g. 1030-1041) and his main 

confidru1t, Abu-8~~1 az-Zawzani, by supporting the heir 

designate to the Sultanate, Prince M~ammad, and when the 

latter's Sultanate collapsed, ~asanak was arrested on charges 

connected with Caliph al-Qadir's allegations against him and 

was executed, in the face o~ popular disapproval, at Balkh in 

1031.
1 

The different careers of the members of Mikalis family serve 

to indicate how surely, despite the insecurity of tenure of 

the official positions which nere dependent on first obtaining 

and then retaining the favour of the Sultan, the 

Mikalis retained control of the ri'asa of Nishapur throughout 

most of the period of the Ghaznavid rule. At least one of 

them, Abu-'Abd~ft~lah al-~usayn, adapted himself to the Seljuqs 

who succeeded the Ghaznavidso 3 From another angle, the 

histories of some of the various members of the family show 

1. Bayhaqi, Ta}rikh-i Mas'udi~ 181-3; Kamil, IX, 239; according 
to 'Aqilit. the khil'a v~s burnt at Ghazna~ Athar al-wuzar.a', 

187; Gardizi, Zayn al-akhbar, 96-97; Bayhaqi, oE.cit., 
178-189; cf. Bos., 182-183. 

3. See above, 259. 
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how the Ghaznavids were able to maintain some degree o~ 

:political stability in Khurasan in general and Nishapur in 

:particular by identi~ying their rule with the political 

ambitions o~ the members of the most influential ~amilies, 

while retaining ultimate control in the Sultanate. But it 

was not only the Sultans with whom the political careerists 

had continually to seelt ~avour: some o~ the Viziers, especially 

under Seljuq's rule, such as al-Kunduri and Ni~am-al-Mulk, 

enjoyed quite considerable :power and they too had to be won 

over to support the administrators in their careers. The 

very factors facilitating the growth o~ political opportunism, 

the personal ~avours and :preferences of the Sultans and their 

Viziers, render historical generalisations almost meru1ingless. 

For example, though the general :policy of the Ghaznavids aDd 

their successors was to maintain stability under their rule 

by assimilating the strongest native elements into it and 

by promoting Sunnis~it is impossible to generalise adequately 

about the attitudes o~ the Sultans towards the various Sunnite 

sects. 

In giving a brie~ description o~ the career o~ Hasanak . 
as ra>Is o~ Nishapur, there has already been related the 

episode of the Sultan iia.l;pnud' s connection with the Karrami te 

sect, leading to the eclipse of that sect as a movement o~ any 

:political importance. 1 This indicates just how perilous 

1. See above, 260-262. 
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it could be, even for a Sunnite sect, to be prominent enough 

for notice to be taken of it by the Sultan and then later to incur 

his displeasure. Ea.J::unud employed IJanafites as well as famous 

from the other Sunnite sects: for example, in 1001, he 

sent the Shafi'ite jurist Abu-yt-'fayyib a~-9u'lUki (III.S. 2) 

on a diplomatic mission to the Ilig-Na~r at Uzkend. 1 Some 

individual Shafi'ites were highly respected by the Sultan 

Ma.J::unud, for instance, vv-hen Abu-sa' d al-Kharkushi ( III 0 .T. 2) 

made a petition to remit the heavy taxation of Nishapur, 

M~mud seems to have considered his petition. 2 In 

general,however,Shafi'ism, although throughout the eleventh 

century it was attracting the attention of many scholars in 

Nishapur, did not have the popular support and the political 

backing of such socially prominent families in Nishapur as 

had :tianafism. The two leading families of the ~ana~ites, 

the 9a'idis and Tabbanis, both benefited fr·om the patronage 

of Ma.J::unud and Mas'ud, and many of their members were chosen 

for diplomatic and other official missions. 

The Tabbanis were particularly proud of their 

connections with the founder of the !}anaf'i te school; ~·A.eu .... Ijanifa 9 

through the head of their family, Abu-'1-'Abbas at-Tabbani 

( II. J. 10 ), who had been a pupil in Baghdad of Harlin's 

1. 1 Utbi, at-Ta) rikh al-Yamini, II, 28; Jurbadhqani, Tarjuma-yi 

ta'rikh-i.Y~I~i, 198;. cf~ Bos., 177. 
2. Kamil., IX, 247~ 
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qa~i al-qu9-at, A1Ju-Yusu:f, rrho himself had been a disciple of 

Abu-J:Ianifa. 1 Ma.J).mud had already made the acquaintance of 

the family when he v-rns se:r~ving as commander of the army 

in Nishapur under the Samanids, and when he became Sultan, he 

invited one member of the family, the jurist Abu-~ali~ at

Tabbani to come to Ghazna in 995, where he became head of the 

IJanafites there and taught in a madrassao 2 

nephew, Abu-~adiq at-Tabbani, was brought by ~asanak to meet 

the Sultan in Balkh, and thereafter was established by 

J:Iasanak in a madras a in the street of the 'Basket 1:Veavers' in 

Ni sha:pur. He was summoned to Ghazna by Mahmud vn~o awarded • 

hii!l a monthly salary and later appointed him qaQ.i al-quda.t 

of Khuttal. In 1037 9 when Mas'ud wished to strengthen his 

alliance with the second son of Qadir-I\han, Bughra-Khan of 

Talas and Isfijab, and the eastern branch of the Qarakhanids, 

against their rival 'A1Itigin of Bukhara, he sent Abu-~adi~.-·. 

as an envoy with a promise of the qaQa' of Nishapur as a reward. 

He stayed 18 months with the Qar~khanids and his visit was a 

great success.3 

Another prominent member of the Tabbanis, Abu-~~i~ was 

appointed by M~ud as ~ of rus and Nasa. Mas'ud continued 
-------

1. Bayhaqi, Ta'rikh-i Mas'udi, 198; cf. Bos., 177o 

2. Bayhaqi, op.cit., 177-178. 

3. Ibid., ~it., 208-210, 5.28-529; c:f. Bos., 178. 
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this favour and sent him as one of the two envoys to the 

Qarakhanids in 1031 to arrange a double marriage alliance 

with the court of Kashgharo During his absence of nearly 

four years 9 his functions as qa~i of 1us and Nasa were 

exercised by deputies, and, on the mission's return, Abu-'.fahir 

died in 1034 in Bada¥~shan. 1 

Another member of the Tabbanis, ~asan at-Tabbani 9 

enlisted in Matmud's army and fought against Abu-'Ali Simjuri 

and against the Qarakhanid invaders of Khurasan. He became 

a member of Mas'ud's army and was :present in 1041 at his ally 

Shah Halik' s victo1,y over the Khwal.,izmians. 2 

It has already been mentioned how Qadi Abu- 9 1-'Ala' . 
9a'id :prevailed over the Karramite leader, Abu-Bakr MUQ.ammad. 3 

9a'id was renowned during Ma~mud's reign as a Sunnite leader, 

and he made him tutor to his sons, Mas'ud and M~ammado4 The 

military governor of Khurasan, the brother of the Sultan, 

Prince Na~r ibn-Seb~ktigin, who had testified to ~a'id's 

pure ~anafite faith at the court of enquiry before the qa~i al

~atof Ghazna, founded a madrasa in Nishapur for the qa~i and 

endowed it with a~qaf.5 9a'id had also benefited from the 

l. Bayhaqi, Ta' rikh-i 1ias 'udi, 20.9-11, 424, 25. 

2 • Ib id • , .o .J? • c i t • , 6 8 9 .; c f' • Bo s o , 17 8 • 

3. See above, 261-262. 

4. Bay ha q I, op • c it • , 19 8 • 

5. Jurbadhqani, Tarjuma-yi ta>rikh-i Yamini, 260. 
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patronage of the powerful Mikalis family during his youth and 

interceded for two members of that family who had had their 

estates confiscated by ~anasako 1 Mastud restored their 

estates to them and appointed 9a'id's son Ja~i of Rayy. When 

the Seljuqs first appeared before Nishapur in 1038, although 

he was no longer acting as day to day qa~i of the city~ he was -
the first person to whom the notables went for advice. He 

died in 1040 when Nishapur 1:vas under Seljuq occupation. The 

9a'idi family however retained their hold on legal and religious 

2 offices for many decades. 

The Seljuqs first a9peared before Nishapur in 1038 and 

a detailed account of the submission of that city by the Imam 

Abu-MuJ.:lammad Hibat-Allah ibn-MUQ.ammad al-Muwaf'faq, and the 

local atyan is given in a dispatch to the Sultan Mas'ud at 

Ghazna by Abu- :11-Mu~,affar al-JumaJ:li, the yalJ~b al-Barid of 

Nishapur.3 Bosworth suggests that, apart from al-Muwaffaq~ 

who was a Shafi'ite scholar and the son of a qa~i 9 it was 
A- -~-~- ------

1. See above, 263 

2. Bayhaqi1 Ta'rikh-i Mas'udi, 211, 553; Jaw, I, 262. See 
below, \List No.3), 632-633. 

3. Bayhaqi, op.cit., 550; Al-Muwaffaq was primarily noted as 

administrator, but he belonged to a famous Shafi'ite family 

the 9ut1likis. He was the grandson of the famous scholar 

Abu-'~-tayyih a~-9u'luki (II. I. 22) and according 

to al-Farisi the 9u'lUkis had been the leaders and the imams 

of the a~~ab al-~adith for 150 years. Al-Muwaffaq's 

brothers, Abu-Na~r al-Mu'ayyad, became a distinguished 
traditionist and Abu-Sahl became ra'is of Nishapuro Siyag., 

ff • 10 8 a-b ; I Fun • , 219 ; c f • Bo s • , 2 6 4 - 2 6 5 o 
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mainly the a'yan who favoured the capitulation of' the city :for 

their own economic interests and that the religious classes 

and salaried of'f'icials, such as Isma'il a~-9ablin~ (III.Q.48) 

and Qa~i 9a'id, haa an ambivalent attitude towards the 

Seljuqs ru1d retained their loyalty to the Ghaznavids. 

Evidence f'or this view comes mainly f'rom the despatch itself 

and f'rom the :fact that when the Sultan Mas'ud retook the city 

in 1039, he appointed as ra'is not one of' the local a'y~, whose 

loyalty haoc proved dubious, but one of' his own permanent 

of'ficials. 1 However the Seljuqs were lmown f'or their Sunni te 

f'aith and this must have been a f'actor which influenced 

the religious community, and, if' the religious classes had been 

too ambivalent as regards the change in tempopal power, this would 

hardly explain why certain prominent members of' them were 

:favoured by the Seljuqs. Al-Muwaf'f'aq, f'or example, was 

favoured by the Seljuq Sultan Tughril-Beg, and he left with 

the Seljuqs in 1039 when they evacuated Nishapur. 2 On the 

re-occupation of the city by the Seljuqs in 1040, he was 

appointed administrator there and it was during this period 

that he recommended to Tughril that the ~anafite leader, Abu-Na?r 

Kunduri, one of the many former Ghaznavid officials who passed 

willingly into the Seljuqs service, should be made ·ra'is al-ru~asa'. 

In this way, the ri>asa was given again to a person from the 

1. Bgs., 26~265. 
2. Bayhaqi, T~'rikh-i Mas'udi, 607. 
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- 1 a'yan, the class which Bosworth suggests favoured the Seljuqs. 

One of the considerations that must always be kept in mind is 

the lack of experience in political administration.under which the 

Seljuq leaders su:f:fei·ed unde1"'l L:.nd v1hich led to their excessive 

reliance Gn the policies 0~ their ViziersG During rughril 1 s reign9ftw 

example, his Vizier Abu-Na?r al-Kunduri, under the pretext of 

the official policy continued from the time of the Ghaznavids 

of suppressing anti-Sunnism and in particular the Shi'ites and 

Batinites, began a persecution of the Ash'arites, not only in 

Khurasan but throughout Iraq and ~ijaz. Although he was a 

~anafite himself, he is reputed to have employed certain 

~anafites, who were knovm to be Mu 6 tazilites in secret, as 

his agents to denounce in public from the mosques the heretics 

and to include in their denunciations not only the 

Shi'ites but also the Shafi'ites and Ash'arites. 2 These 

latter were forbidden to preach or teach and they were 

dismissed from their posts as khatibs in the mosques. It 

became extremely dangerous to be k~ovm as a scholar~ irrespective 

of whether one was a Shi'ite, Shafi'ite, Ash'arite or even 

l}an~ite, and about 400 qag.is left Khurasan to live in exile 

in Iraq and ~ijaz.3 So great was the Vizier's influence 

l. Bos., 264-265;Bowen "Notes on some early Seljuqid Viziersu., 

B S 0 (.A) S , XX ( 1957), 105-110. ·.; 

2. Subk, II, 270; Shadh, III,. 302; Hasan, "Mtfnejjim·Bashis 

Account of Sultan Malik Shah's Reign", Islam).c Studies, III 

(1964), 441. 
.· · •.• :;.... 

3. Subk, II, 272. 
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over the Sultan that he :persuaded him to issue an order :for 

the arrest of the leading Ash'arites in Nisha:pur, among whom 

were al-Juwayni (III. T. 9 ), Abu-Sahl Ibn-al-Muwaf:faq, 1 

al-Qushayri ( III. v. 8 ) and al-Furati. Al-Qushayri and 

al-Furati were arrested and imprisoned but al-Juwayni managed 

to escape to ~ijaz by taking the route of Kirman. This 

:persecution appears to have been begun :purely as a result 

of the Vizier's own :political reasons. Apparently, according 

to Subki, he was alarmed at the :prospect of Ibn-al-Muwa:f:fa~, 

the Ash~arite ustadh, succeeding him as Vizier. Ibn-al-

Muwaffaq was not only a Nisha:purian dignitary and notable but 

he was well known for his generosity and hospitality towards both 

the Hanafites and Shafi~ites. • On the :promulgation of the 

order for his arrest, he mobilized a strong army in B~arz 

and marched on Nisha:pur, where he defeated the garrison of 

the city and released his friends from imprisonment. He then 

retired with his army to Ustuwa but he was defeated in a 

battle in a place close to Rayy. His estates and 

possessions were confiscated and he was imprisonedo2 

Although the Vizier al-Kunduri and his chief official 

in Nishapur, the ra'Is ar-ru'asa', Abu-Na~r Ustuwa'i (III.R.l2). 

1. Abu-Sahl al-Muwaffaq was the brother of the former 
administrator Abu-Muhammad al-Muwaffaq, Siyag f.l08a. 
see above, 269-270. • 

2. Subk., II, 270-271. 
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succeeded in the Vizier's policy of destroying the political 

power of the Shafi'ites and Ash'arites, with the death of 

the Sultan Tughril in 1063 and the succession to the Seljuq throne 

of Alp-Arslan (1063-1073), there was a complete reversal of the 

pPevious policy under the new Vizier, Ni~am-al-Mulk. Al-

Kunduri was executed and Abu-Na~r was dismissed from his office 

as ra>Is ar-ru'asa' and was exiled to Transoxianao 1 All 

those who had been exiled or had escaped under the rule of al

Kundari were invited by Ni~am-al-Mulk to return to Khurasan, 

and among those who did was al-Juwayni ( IIIo T. 9 ) 9 who was 

honoured on his return by the new Vizier who provided him with 

the Ni~:amiyya madrasa in Ni shapur and endowed it for him. 

Although the efforts of Ni~am-al-Mulk led to a complete 

recovery of the fortunes of the Ash'arites and Shafi'ites, 

this represented no new change in the way the administration 

of Khurasan under the Seljuqs was conducted: it was still the 

policy of the Seljuq ruler's Vizier which had changed and not 

that of the Sultan himself~ 

Throughout the period of Ni~am-al-Mulk's administration of 

the office of Vizier, .from 1063 to 1095, there .was relative peace 

and political stability. He began to implement a pol~cy of 

supporting and strengthening the Shafi'ites and the Ash'arites 

against the other theological and legal schools. 

1. Shadh., III, 303; Siyaq., f.34bo 

2. See below, 457-458. 

The post of 
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the ra~is o~ Nishapur was given to a Sha~ilite leader1 . The 

Shafi 6 ite and the Ash'arite scholars were appointed as 

professors to the Ni~amiyya madrasas_, which he ~ounded in the most· 

important cities of the Empire. Thus Ash'arism and 

Shafi 6 ism became the ~orm of Islamic doctrines supported by 

2 the government. 

1. See below, 457. 

2. See below~ (List No.2), 626~630; eft Watt, ~uslim 

Intellectual, 106. 
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II 

THE TRADITIONISTS 

AL-HAKIM AN-NAYSABURI, AL-BAYHAQI 9 AL-MU' ADHDHIN, 

AND A9-~ABUNI 

Throughout this period (1000-1100), the study o~ the 

Qur~an and the traditions, together with the commentaries on 

them, continued to be the basis o~ the education given to 

Muslim students. In the developments o~ the study o~ 

tradition into a science, the city o~ Nishapur was still able 

to contribute by providing some o~ the most eminent scholars 

in this ~ield. 

The most distinguished scholar at this time, the one who 

was held in the highest esteem by his contemporaries, was al-

He is reported to have 

heard traditions ~rom about 2,000 masters in dif~erent cities, 

to have made a special study o~ the Qur;an and the principles 

o~ jurisprudence and to have been associated with the mystics., 

He acquired a most ~avourable reputation as a Sunnite 

traditionist and as a scholar in the various branches o~ 

Islamic lDlowledge. Abu-~azim goes so ~ar as to describe him 

in the :following terms:- "In each generation af'ter the death 

of Muslim, Nishapur had more than one traditionist who were 

equally versed in this study, but during the time o~ al-}jakim 

he was without an equal in his generation in ~ijaz, Syria, 
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the two Iraqs, Jibal, Rayy, iabaristan, Qumis, Khurasan and 

Transoxi ana" •1 It is certainly undeniable that al-Hakim 
• 

amassed a great amount of' information vthich he used to good 

eff'ect in the composition of' his many books on various aspects 

connected with the study of' traditions. He is credited with 

being the f'irst to have written a general work on the study of' 

traditions as a science, and, although this is not strictly true 

because an earlier vvork on this subject was written by Abu

MuJ:lammad ar-Ranmurmuzi, al-:trakim' s book, the Ma 'rifa~ an1(!_a~ 

'ulum al-~adith, f'ar surpassed the former's in the systematic 

manner in which he dealt with the various topics. 2 

first attempt to classif'y the traditions is contained in -his 

work, ~klil, which is dedicated to a prince and Yvhich is 

frequentJ.y ref'erred to and quoted f'rom in books by other 

traditionist scholars. In a later work on the principles 

of tradition~ entitled Al-M~~khal~a al-iklil, he repeated 

th~ 'signs and classes~ rumuz wa ·tabaqat,which he had given in 

the end of' the Iklil. 3 The largest book which 

he composed was the Ta'rikh 'ulama' Naysabur which gave the 

biographies of the scholars in Nishapur down to 990 and ended 

with a section on the history and geography of' that city. Eight 
·-·----- --· ·-----

1. Abu-~azim quoted by as-Subki and Ibn-'Asakir, Subk, III, 66; 
T K H , 230. 

2 • See above 1 35, Rob son, E I 2 "I}adlth". 

3. Ij Kh., I, 144. 
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of the twelve volumes of this work wer~ still available to 

~ajji-Khalifa but to-day we only ~ossess an abridged version 

in Persian. 1 

The book which most affected al-Ij:'akim' s career and 

re~ut~tion and which subjected him to a lot of criticism was 

one which he wrote entitled al-Mustadrak ila as~sahihayn. 
---~-~ _____ o .• 9 o 

In this work he mentions certain traditions including the one 

running "Whosoever's patron I am,' Ali is his ~atron 11 , and one 

which relates how when the Pro~het prayed to God to send him 

the one whom He loved best of all creatures to eat a bird with 

him, God sent him 'Ali,which led al~ijakim to be sus~ected of 

having Shi'ite tendencieso 2 Some scholars, like adh-Dhahabi 9 

accused him of belonging to the shi'ite sect, the Rafi~ite, and it 

was ~robably for this reason that he was ~ersecuted by the 

Karramiteso3 Other Sunnite scholars differed in their o~inions 

concerning him; some, like al-:Khaiib-al-Baghdadi, while reje·cting 

the theo~y _that he was a Rafi~ite, definitely considered him 

to hay~ Shi'ite sym~athies and others, like as-Subki, arguing 

that Shi'ite doctrin~are only rarely favoured by traditionist 

scholars, rejected both contentions and indicated that al-~akim's 

shaykhs had their source in the Sunnite teachings of the 

1. :fti· lQl., I 9 308; T t_ .ti~ 228; see above., 
~~ ., 

2. Tadh., III, 230;·H ·lth., 11, 1672; Shadho, IIIs 176-7; ---- ~·----
Subk, III, 70. 

3. Tadh., III, 230, 233; ·T Q, 11, 185; Subk, III, 68~ se~ 
...t..-.=. 

above, 261. 
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Ash'arites and pointed out that in his history al-~akim was 

always more than fair in his judgements about the Ash'arites. 1 

In general, it may be mentioned, that although al;..:EJakitJ. 

may have erred slightly in mentioning certain sound traditions, 

he was extremely accurate in his information and very lucid 

and perceptive in his more systematic v~itings and fully 

deserved his reputation as a great traditionist. 

During this century, several other distinguished 

traditionists inhabited Nishapur. The most important of them 

were said to belong to the Shafi'ite juridical school and to be 

Ash'arites in theological matter~ while the other~ who were 

either IJanafites or Karramites or Shi'ites,can be disregarded 

in this introduction because they did not have much influence 

in this -field. 

In the generation after al-~akim the names of al~Bayhaqi 

( III. Q. 54), al-Muyadhdhin (IIIo Qo 62 ) and Abu~ 6 Uthman 

a~-9abuni ( III. Q. 48 ) are outstanding as traditionist 

scholars .. 

derived his distinction as the traditionist of his time from 

hi~ studies on the works of al-~~im. He is credited with 

having had a hundred shaykhs, although it is also said that he 

was unaquainted with the Slmans of either at-Tirmidhi or Ibn-

Maja.2 He is described by as-Subki as Hone of the great 

mountains of lmowledge" and about one of his books, As-Sunan al-

1. Khat., V, 474; Subk., III, 67; 
~ - Tadh., III, 310. 

2. T KM , 266, ~., III, 3. 
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kubra, he remarks that there was ttnothing like it for its 

arrangement 9 adjustment and excellence"o 1 As-Subki also 

considered that al-Bayhaqi had vYri tten another booJ.\:,Al

,Khilafiyyat, which was unique o:f the introduction of a ner.r·. 

and entirely independent manner in dealing r:i th different 

opinions among the scholars. As well as being an Ash 6 arite 

in theology, al-Bayhaqi was a brilliant Sha:fi 6 ite jurist and 

his most famous legal work is his collection of the Shafi'ite 

legal maxims or precepts, the Nu?us ash-Shafi'I. As-Subki 

however rejects adh-Dhahabi's opinion about this work- that I 

it was the first of such collections- and instead holds the 

opinion that there had been many more earlier collections, 

none of which however achieved the excellence of al-Bayhaqi's 

work. 2 

A contemporary of al-Bayhaqi, al-Mu~adhdhin, was also 

noted as a traditionist and a mystico It is said that al-

Mu~adhdhin and al-Khatib-al-Baghdadi taught traditions to each 

other and that al-Mu>adhdhin heard traditions in Gurgan Rayy, 

Iraq, ~ijaz and Syriao . In Nishapur, he was appointed 

professor of al-Bayhaqiyya madrasa and the administration of 

religious endowments was confided into his care. He was 

also put in charge of the arrangements connected with the 

teaching and dictating of traditions within the city, and he 

1. Subk., III, 4e 

2. Ibid., III, 4; Tadh., III, 310. Shadh., III, 305; 
Irsh., I, 219-21. 
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was also chosen to be the mu~adhdhin at al-Bayhaqiyya maurasa. 

Despite all these official duties he found time to compile 

vvorks on traditions and on the shaykhs. His most important 

work was a history of Marw, the Ta'ri:t.m Marw 9 but unfortunately 

he did not keep a copy of this book. However the draft was 

found by 'Abd-al-Qadir ibn-Isma'il and used by him in the . 

writing of his history. There is also evidence of some other 

teachings of al-Mu>adhdhin from the acknowledgement by his pupil 

) that in his book entitled 

1\.s-Si;yjig li-ta} rikh Naysabur he had included some notes which 

he had taken from al-Mu'adhdhin's lectures. 1 Other 

traditionists in the city of Nishapur held al-Mu'adhdhin in 

such high regard that some of them bequeathed to him their 

books on their deaths. 2 

The third prominent Shafi'ite who was also a noted 

traditionist scholar was Abu- 6 Uthman a~-9abuni. He came from 

a family which had already by the time of the Ghaznavids become 

distinguished for its scholarship and patronage. It is 

reported that there was the 9abuniyya madrasa in Nishapur 

whAre a copy of the famous hundred volume compendium of the 

qur'anic sciences, which had been made for the Prince IGlala~ 

1. Siyag.,ff.3lb-32a. 

627o 

2. SiY~Q., f.32a. 

Tadh., III, 335-336; see below,(List No.2), 

3. 'Utbi, ··at-Ta'rikh al-Yamini, I 1 375-77; Jurbadhqani, Tarjuma

yi ta'rikh-i Yamini, 158; cf. Bos., 178-179. 

·- I 
i 
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an early age in the various Islamic sciences and he is reputed 

to have begun his preaching in Nishapur at the age of ten. 

In his travels throughout I\hurasan, Syria, Iraq, and ~ijaz, he 

met a number of eminent scholars from whom he received 

traditions. In particular, it is mentioned that during his 

visit to Syria he met the famous poet Abu-'1-'Ala' al-Ma'arri 

- 1 at Ma'arrat-an-Nu'man.· 

scholar and as a man of piety became so great that he was 

called in his lifetime Shaykh-al-Islam and Sayf-as-Sunna. 

rash-Kupre-zade considers that the title of Shaykh al-Islam 

was only given to a~-~ablini, but it appears to have also been 

given to the leader of the ~anbalites in Herat, 'Abd-All~ al-

- - -
A~-9abuni appears to have written several books 

which were all extant in Yaqut's time but only al-Mi'atayn, 

which is a collection of a hundred traditions and the stories 

connected with them 9 has survived until our time. 3 

In the later decades of the eleventh century 9 when the 

Ni~amiyya madrasa became the educational centre in Nishapur, 

some of those who held the post of professor at thismadrasa 

were also noted traditionists. Among those who could be 

1. siyag., r. 5Bb. 
2. Miftao. 9 II, 181; see the account given by Ibn-Rajab on 

Abu-Isma'il 'Abd-All~ ibn~Ali al-An~ari, Adh-Dhayl 'ala 

tabaqat al-~anabila, I, 50-60. 
3. GAL , I, 446; GAL S , I, 618. 



mentioned were Abu-'1~Fa~1 at~tabsi ( IIIo Qo 66 )! Abu-Sa'd 

ibn-Ramish ( III o Qo 60 ) and Ab1i- ,1:-QSsim a1~Jurjani 

( III o Qo 61 ) . Abu-Sa'd is repqrted t9 have used the 

an-Nasa~i's text as-Sunan as the main subject in his 1ectures. 1 

1. Siyag., :r. 9lb; see below, (List No. 2), 627-.628. 
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Q 

THE TRADITIONISTS (1000 - 1100) 

Q.l Al-Bahiri • 

His name was Muhammad ibn-Ahmad ibn-Muhammad ibn-Ja'far 
0 • • 

ibn-M~ammad ibn-B~ir. His kunya was Abu-'J.unr. Al-Bal).iri 

was a native of Nishapur. He learned traditions from his father 

and from others in Khurasan, such as Yal}.ya ibn-Manf?ur al-Qag.i, 

'Abd-All8:h ibn-Muhammad al-Ka'bi and Muhammad ibn-al-Mu'ammal. . . 
In Nishapur, he became associated with the famous Shafi'ite 

jurist Ibn-Khuzayma ( II. K. 4 ) . He died in 1005. 

Al-Bal}.iri is regarded by adh-Dhahabi and others as a 

reliable traditionist. He was noted for his skill in 

conducting the discussion assemblies in which traditions were 

debated. Adh-Dhahabi also mentioned that al-Ba~iri compiled 

a collection of traditions entitled al-Arba'in. This 

collection was found in the possession of his son Abu-'Uthman 

Sa'id ibn-M~ammad. 1 

Q 2 Abu-Nu'aym al-Isfara'ini . 
His name was *Abd-al-Malik ibn-al-~asan ibn-Mutammad 

ibn-Is\laq. He was born in 922 in Isfara'in and came from a 

family distinguished for the scholars it produced·. The 

maternal uncle of his father, Abu-'Awana ( II. I. 16 ), was 

the most reno¥med traditionist scholar of his time and from him 
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the young Abu-Nu'aym acquired his knowledge o~ the former's 

Musna~ in which he later specialised as a transmitter. He also 

studied traditions under his father, al-~asan and under Abu-

In 1008-9, he came 

to Nishapur and stayed as a guest in the house of the famous 

Shafi'ite scholar al-Bayhaqi ( IIIo Q. 54). His reputation 

at that time was so great that al-F~risf mentions that the 

notable leaders, professors and jurists abandoned their duties 

to come and study the Musna4 of Abu-'Awana under him. Among 

the young students who attended his lectures in Nishapur were 

Abu- ~ 1-Qasim al- Qushayrf ( III. V. 8 ) 9 Abu-9alil). al-Mu ~ adhdhin 

( III. Qo ·62 ), Abu-Bakr al-I!iuza.kki (III.Q.59) and Fa-pima bint-ad

Daqqaq (III.Vol3).Abu-Nu'aym continued his stay in Nishapur 

~or a fevr months longer and then returned to Isfara~in 

where he died shortly thereafter in 1009o 1 

His name was Muhammad ibn-' Abd-Alliih ibn-Muhammad ibn-. .. 

~a1t1duwayh ibn-Nu' aym ibn-al-Jj:akam, knoV'm by his maternal 

~amily's nisbas of a9.-:pabbi and at-'.fahmani and also by the 

appellation of Ibn-al-Bayyi'. Al-Hakim was born in 933 • 

in Ni shapur. 2 He began under the care of his father and 

1. Siyag., f~.94a-b; Shadh., III, 159. 

2. T K l1i , 227; Supk., III,. 64; Tadh,, III, 227; Luntazam., VII 

274; Khat • , V, 4 7 3 • 
---ll... 
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his maternal uncle to hear traditions in 941-43. 1 This 

highly learned man studied jurisprudence under the Nishapurian 

master Abu-Sahl a~-9u'luki ( IIo L. 1 ), and in Baghdad 

under Abu-Hurayra. Some say that he also studied in Mecca 

under Abu-:.1-Walid al-Qurashi ( II. K. 8 ).. He also wrote 

down traditions under Ibn-~ibban2 ( II. K. 9 ). Al-~akim 

visited Iraq three times. The ~irst was in 952 during which 

visit he also made a pilgrimage to Mecca. 3 In 989, he vvas 

appointed qa~I to Nasa and a year after his appointment, he 

made his second visit to Iraq.4 His third visit appears 

from the statement given by Ibn-Khallikan and Ibn-'Asakir 

that he dictated traditions in Iraq in 977. His travels also 

covered Khurasan and Transoxiana. 

dictated traditions in 965.5 

In the latter he 

Al-~~im held the qa~iship of Nasa under the Samanid 

government during the V~zierateship of Abu-Ja'~~r al-'Utbi .. 

Subsequently he ·was appointed qa~I to Gurgan but he refused to 

accept this post. He was also employed by the Samanid as a 

messenger and was occasionally sent on political missions to 

l.J Kh., II, 681; Tadh., III 9 Loc cit; Subk; Loc cit., 

2. Wati~ III, 320; i~ ,II, 185. 

3. Tadh., III, Loc cit; Sp.bk., Loc.cit. 

4 .. T K M , 229; I Kh, II, 682; cf. Abu-Bakr al-Ja~l?as ( II .J. 16) 

5. Ibid., II, Loc.cit. 
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1014.
1 
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He died in Nishapur in 

Al-~akim was particularly kno¥m as a traditionist and 

scholar. His interest in traditions led him to study relevant 

subjects such as jurisprudence and the Qur~an. 2 As a ti,aditionist, 

he was credited with having heard traditions ~rom about 2,000 

shaykhs in di~~erent districts, the names o~ a number o~ whom 

are given. Mention is also made o~ many who delivered 

traditions ~rom him. Among those were the Nishapurians Abu-

Bakr al-Bayhaqi ( III 0 Q. 54 ) , Abu- ~ 1-Qasim al-Qushayri 

( III. V. 8 ) and Abu-9ali:p_ .al-1;-iu' adhdhin ( III o Q o 62 ) • 

One remarkable traditionist o~ Iraq,Daraqutn~ who was one o~ his 

shaykhs also delivered traditions ~rom him.3 Mention is also 

made o~ teachers with whom he studied the Qur;an and a number o~ 

mystics with whom he was associated.4 Al-HB:kim derived his . 
reputation particularly from his writings. That he was a voluminous 

writer is sho'tim by the ~ollowing list given by Ibn- t Asal:ir: _5 

1. A~-~alJ.IJ:lan. 

2. Al-tilal. 

3. Al-Amali. 

4. Fawa'id an-naskh. 

1. I Kh., II, 682; !..KJ1. , .l·)C. ci t; Munta~~' VII, 275. 

2.T Q, II, 185; Sha4h., III, 177; Subk., III, 65. 

3.~, 228; Kh., II, 681; ~'V, 473; Tadh., III, 227-8; 
Subk., Loc.cit; 

4. Ibi~., Loc.cit; t Q, II, Loc.cit. 

5.TK.M, Loc.cit. 



5. Fawa~id al-Khurasaniyyin. 

6. Amali al-'ashayat. 

7 . .A. t-T alkhi ~ o 

8. at-Abwab o 

- -9. Tarajim ash-shuyukho 

10 .. Ma' rifat anwa' 'ulum c.l-h~di th . . 

12. Muzakki al-akhbar. 

13. Al-Madkhal ila al-'ilm a~-?aJ.:liJ.:l. 

14. Al-Iklil fi dala'il an-nubuwa. 

15. Al-Mustadrak 'ala1 a?-?ahi))ayn. 
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16. I\ia - tafarrad bi-ikhraj ihi 1rull walid min al-imamayn. 

17. Fada}il ash-Shafi'i. 

18. Tarajim al-musnad 'ala shart a~-~a))i~a~1. 

~Phese are only a selection of his rrorks. Ibn-Khallikan and 

~ajji-Khalifa mention also Fawa>id ash-shuyUhl1, which is not an 

alternative title for No.9. Report is also made of the 

:following work:-

19 o Al-Arba 'in, 

20. Fada' il Fatima, 

21. AQ.-Q.u' afa=- • 

22. Al-Mailldlal il-'l-iklil.
1 

Of his books, three have survived, No.lO, No.l5 and No.22. Al-

~akim wrote his book No.ll in eight volumes. This book is lost 

but a copy of this book was apparently in the possession of ~ajji-

1. I Kh., I, 613; ~ Kh., I, 55; II, 1277, 1298. 
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Khslifa, who quotes ttle beginning and the end of the book and 

writes: "The majority of the persons mentioned in it were his 

shaykhs 01 .. the shaykhs of his shaylrns. He mentioned also the 

Companions and the Follovters of the Prophet \Vho came to 

Khurasan and settled there~ and gives a brief account of their 

nisbas and their history. Next, he mentioned the second 

generation of the Followers, then the generations of the 3rd 

and the 4th of the Hijra. He divided them all into six 

categorieso The last category included those persons who 

delivered traditions between the year 933 and 990. 'Abd-al-

Ghafir al-Farisi ( IVo Yo 8 ) continued this work doVJn to 

1124, and adh-Dhahabi (d. 1348) and al-Khalifa-an-Naysaburi 
1 also made abridged versions of this work. 

Q.4 Abu-Ja 6 far al-Mustamli 

His name was Kamil ibn-~ad ibn-Mu~ammad ibn-~ad. 

He was a native of Nishapur and learned traditions from Abu

)1-'Abbas a?-9ibghi ( II. I. 30 ), Abu-'Ali M~ammad al-

Karabisi and from others. He became noted as a reliable 

traditionist and taught traditions in IGlurasan, Iraq and 

In the later period of his life he joined the 

Karramite sect, after an argument with some Sunnite scholars 

in that city. He died in 1014. 2 

1. ~., I, 308; GAL, I, 175; GALS~ I, 276-277; see 
above 9 "Introduction to the Sources"; for further biographical 

information with references~ see Robson's introduction to the 

translation of al-Jjflkim an-Naysaburi's work~ al-Madkhal ila 

ma'rifat al-iklil, 1-8. 

2. siyag., :r.12sb. 
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His name was Muhammad ibn- 6 Ali ibn-Muhammad. 
0 0 

He was 

a native of Shiraz but he lived in Nishapur. He was 

associated with the 9u'luki Family and made acquaintance 

with the Nishapurian Shafi'ite scholar, Abu-'1--vtalicl ~Io.ssan 

al-Qurashi ( II. K. 8 ) . He received traditions from 

al-A~amm ( IIo Io 28 ) and from others. Traditions also 

Ylere taught on his authority by Al).mad ibn- 'Abd-al-Malik al

Faqih. He died in 1018. 1 

Q 6 Abu-T.ahir az-Ziyadi . 
His name was I:iuJ.:lamrnad ibn-bu:Q.ammad ibn-Hal~.mish. He 

formed his nisba az-Ziyadi from the name ofone of his ancestors 

called Ziyado 2 

Az-Ziyadi was a native of Nishapur born in 929, and in 

the year 956-57 he learned traditions from Abu-~amid ibn

Bilal, M~ammad ibn-al-~usayn al-Qa~~an, 'Abd-

All~ ibn-Ya'qub al-Kirmani and others. In 939, he studied 

Shafi' i te jurisprudence under the tuition of Abu- '1-:.lMaiia 

Ijass8n al-Qurashi ( ·.III 0 K.. 8 ) .3 

1. Si.yaq.. . f'. 4a. 
2. Lub., I, 515; Ans., f'.283a. 

3. Subk., III, 82-3. Shadh. 9 III, 192. 
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Az-Ziyadi' s fame was established in Khurasan as ·che imam 

of traditions as well as a dedicated Shafi'ite juristo He 

died in his native city in the year 1019. Az-Ziyadi as a 

traditionist was specialized in the subject of shurut and on 

this topic he compiled a book entitled ash-Shurug, which seems 

to be lost. 1 

Q.7 Al-Julaki 

His name was M~ammad ibn-Man~ur ibn-al-~asan ibn- 6 Ali. 

His kunya was Abu-Sa'd. He was a n&tive of Gurgan 9 born in 

He studied the science of traditions under Sahib ibn-
• 0 

~mad al-Hamadhani 1 Abu-~mad al-'Abdawi and Abu-Bakr al-

The latter was his father in law~ He then became 

ra~is of the city. 

In 1015 1 . the governor of Gurgan, P!Ianuchihr ibn-Qabus 9 

chose him and Abu-Bakr ash-Shalnnji ( III. Q. 20 ) to 

be members of a diplomatic mission to the Ghaznavids officials 

in Nishapur. On their arrival in Nishapur, both scholars, 

al-Julaki and ash-Shalanji, held an assembly for the dictation 

of' traditions. Then al-Julak~ with his associate ash-

Shalanj~ returned to Gurgan and it is reported th~t al-

Julaki visited Nishapur f'or the second time. 

native city of' Gurgan in the ~rear 1019. 2 

2. Ibid.,f'.3b; Lub., I, 254; 

He died in his 
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Q.8 As-Sayyid Abu-Man~ur al-Ghazi 

His name was Zafar ibn-Ahrnad ibn-Muhammad ibn-Zabbara. 
0 • • 

He was a native of Nishapur and the brother o:f the naqib of the 

'Alid~ Abu-M~ammad az-Zabbara. 1 In his native place, he 

studied traditions under Abu- 5 1-'Abbas al-A~amm ( II. I. 28) 

and others; he made the pilgrimage at Mecca, then he visited 

Baghdad, where he studied traditions under Muhammad ibn-. 
l:Iukhallad. In spite of being an 'Alid scholar, he is regarded 

as a reliable traditionist. He organised the collection and 

copying of traditions and maxims on jurisprude~ce, and it is 

reported that al-~akim an-Naysaburi ( III~ Q. 3 ), 

extracted from his compilations many sound traditions. 

During the latter years of his life, his house was burnt and 

all of his works were destroyed. He died in 1019o 2 

His name was 'Abd-ar-R~an ibn-M~ammad ibn-P.~ad ibn-

His kunya was Abu-Mu!Jammad. He waR a native of 

Nishapur. He started learning traditions from his father 

Abu-'Ali, and later received traditions from al-A~amm 

( II. I. 28 ) Abu-'1-~usaynat-rara'ifi ( II. K. 14 ) and 

1. I Fun .. , 168. 

2. Siyaq., fo78b, 
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others throughout Iraq and Khurasan. 

He became one of the well knovm masters of traditions 

in Nishapur and he began a course in which he taught 

traditions in his house. It is reported that among the 

students who copied traditions from him were Abu-~Amr al-

BaQiri ( IIIo Qo 1 ) and 'Abd-ar-Ra~man al-'Ammari, and also 

that .~mad ibn-'Ali extracted sotmd traditions from his 

lectureso 

in 1019. 1 

He taught traditions for only one year and died 

Q.lO Abu Zur'a al-Bardiji 

His name was Muhammad ibn-Ja':far ibn-al-Hasan. His . . 
father was a native of Bardlj which was a town in the province 

- 2 of Adharbayjan 9 but he was born in Nishapur. He studied 

the science of traditions under Abu-Bakr al-Isma'ili, Abu-~1-

'Abbas al-Hamadhani, Abu-Bakr al-Amuli and from their 'class' 9 

He died in 1021. Abu-Zur'a was regarded as a 

traditionist and reliable transmitter as well as a man of 

le-:ters.3 

1. Siyaq., ff. 88a-b;Shadh,, III, 190-91. 

2. For the nisba "al-Bardljl 11
9 see Lub., I, lO; Ans., f.72b; 

and "Bardfj", M B , I, 556. 
3. siyag • , :r. 5b .. 
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Q.11 Abu-~Abd-Al1ab Dinawari 

His name was a1-~usayn ibn-M~ammad ibn-a1-~usayn ibn-

He was a native of Dinawar but came to Nishapur 

in 1022 and took up residence in at-Tarasusi ~ang~. There 

some Nishapurians studied traditions under him, such as Abu-;1-

Qasim al-Qushayri (IIIo V. 8 ), al-Mu'adh~~in ( III.Q.62 ) ' 
Ibn-Ramish (IIIo Qo 29 ) and others. It is re~orted that he 

delivered traditions for over 40 years and also that he wrote 

several books on them, but none of his books are named by his 

biographers. He died in Nishapur in 1023 and was buried in 

- 1 the graveyard of al-~ira. 

His name was ~~mad ibn- 6 Abd-al-'Aziz ibn-M~ammad. 

He was born in 953 in the quarter of Muwalqabadh in Nishapur. 

He studied traditions at first under Abu-~l- 6 Abbas a~-9ibghi 

( II. I. 30 ) and others in Nishapur, and then later under 

Abu-'ft~r ibn-Matar ( II. I. 37 ) and Abu-Sahl al-Astarabadhio 

He was a reliable traditionist. _Although he was 

associated with the mystics in Nishapur, there is no evidence 

1. Siyag.,r.56a. 

2. The above mentioned title is pronounced as Yaqut gives in 

M ~ , IV, 676 9 but according to as-Sam'ru1i and Ibn-al-Athir 

it is pronounced'al-Mu1qabadhit~ Ans., f.545a; Lub., III 

190-91. 
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that he became a mystic, except that the khang~ in the 

quarter of Muvvalqabadh vrhere he was born was named a:fter him. 

He died in 1023. 1 

Q.l3 Abu-Bakr as-Sukl{ari 

His name was 'Abd-Allah ibn-Mu.l;ammad ibn-Mul}.ammad ibn-

He was a native of Nishapur. 

He heard traditions in Nisha:pur from Abu-,1-'J\.bbas al-A~?amm 

( II. I. 28 ) and his contemporaries. He also heard 

traditions during his travels in Jibal and Baghdad :from 

Abu-'Ali an-Nasibi and :from others. His :fame was established 
f) 

in Nishapur as a reliable traditionist. Abu-Bakr's death 

occurreQ in 1025. 2 

His name was M~ammad ibn-Mul}.ammad ibn-~ad ibn-Raja,. 

He ~as a native o:f Nishapur. He learned traditions from 

al-A~amm ( II. I. 28 ) 9 Abu-Bakr ~ibghi ( II. K. 7 ) 9 

ML~ammad ibn-Yaq'ub al-~a:fi~ 9 Abu- 9 1-~asan al-Karzi, Y~ya 

ibn- Man~r al-Qa<}.i and from their 'class', tabaqa. It is 

reported also that traditions were delivered on his authority 

1 • s iy a g. ' :r . 24a • 
2 • Ib id • , :f • 7 9b • 
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He died in 1025. According to al-

FarisLhe was a reliable traditionist as well as a man o~ 

letters .. 1 

Abu-Bakr al-Farra, 

His name was MUQ.ammad ibn-A-ljmad ibn-Isma.:il ibn-MuJ:lammad 

He was a follower of the Karramite 

sect and studied the science of traditions under Abu-Bakr 

ibn-al-Jallad and from his 'class', ~aba~a. He died in 1025. 

Abu-Bakr was a sound traditionist and mention is made that Abu-

6Amr ibn-Y~ya wrote dovm traditions from him. 2 

Q.l6 Abu-Hazim al- 6Abdawi . 
His name was 6 Umar ibn-J~mad ibn-Ibrahim. He 'Has a 

native of Nishapur. During his· youth his father took him 

to learn traditions from the Nishapurians Ibn-Najid ( II.N.ll ), 

Ibn-Matar ( II .. I. 37 ) , Abu- ~ 1-Ij:asan as-Sarraj 

and ~rom otherso He went to learn traditions in Khurasan, 

Iraq and Ij:ijaz. He went to Baghdad in the year 998,where he 

taught traditions, ~d among those who learned traditions from 

him in Baghdad were Abu->1-Fat~ ibn-al-Fawaris, Abu-Bakr al-IGlatib 

1. Siyag., fo4a; ~or the nisba ual-Farra~ ", see Abu-AQ.mad al

Farra' ( I. A. 36 )~ 

2 • .§iyaq., ~ .4b. 
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and others .. He died in 1026. Al-'Abdawi was regarded as 

a re1ia.ble tradi tionist, in fac·t as one of the best tradi tionists :in 

1 Khurasan. 

Q .. l7 

His name was 'Abd-ar-Ra]J.man ibn-Mu.J;ammad ibn- 6 Abd-Allah. 

He was a native of Nisha:pur .. He learned jurisprudence in his 

birth :place under Abu-/1-rva1id l}assan al-Qurashi ( II. K. 8 ) 

and learned traditions from Abu- !i 1- 6 Abbas al-A?amm ( II. I. 28 ) , 

Abu-Manf?ur MuJ;ammad ibn-al-Qasim a~-9ibghi 9 Abn- 7 1-l}usayn at-

Tara!i ifi ( II o K. 14) and others. 

the year 1027o 

He died in Nisha:pur in 

Abu-'1-Qasim is regarded as reliable traditionist with 

some knowledge of Shafi 6 ite doctrine. Eminent scholars such 

as Abu-,1-Qasim a1-~1shayri ( IIIo V. 8 ), Fatima bint-ad

Daqqaq ( II:t. Vo 13) ~ Abu-Sa' d ibn-Ramish ( III. Qo 29) Abu

fi>a1ilJ al-Mu 9 adhdhin ( III·, Qo 62) and others, delivered 

traditions on his authority. 2 

1 o Subk • , IV, 7 ; S iy a q o , f ? 108 a; Shadh • , I I I , 2 0 8; L u b • ~ I I , 

113; Anso, f.38la; Tadhcs III, 258. 

2 o Subk .. 9 II I, 228; §_i.yag o, f. 87b; for the ni sba "as-Sarraj" 9 

see Abu-'1-'Abbas as-Sarraj ( II. I. 12 ). 
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Abu-Bakr an-Nasa;li 

His name was MuJ:lammad ibn-az-Zubayr ibn-al-Akhtal. He 

was a nGtive o~ Nasa and the son o~ a mystic. He learned 

contemporaries in Nishapur. It is reported also that he 

studied the science o~ jurisprudence during his visit to 

Baghdad .. At Nasa he became a preacher and reader o~ the Qur>an 

but he established his reputation as a leading mu~ti o~ the 

Sha~i'ites in Nishapur. He ranked also as a high authority in 

the traditions and students o~ many countries travelled to 

Nishapur ~or the purpose o~ hearing traditions ~rom him. He 

- 1 died in 1027 and was buried in his native city o~ Nasa. 

Q.l9 

His name was Muhammad ibn- £: Ali ibn-Haydal'l. 
0 0 

He was born 

in Nishapu~ in 945, in ar-Ramja~ which was a quarter o~ that city. 

He learned traditions in Nishapur from Abu-,l- 6 Abbas al-A~amm 

( II. I. 28 ) and 'ft~r ibn-Najid as-Sulami ( II. N. 11 ). 
- -

He was regarded by Farisi as a reliable traditionist. He 

died in 1027. 2 

1. Siyag.,~. 3a., Shadh., III, 210. 

2. Siyag. ,:f.loq. ci t; :for the nisba "a~-9ayra:fi11 , see Ibn

Bundar (II. N. 10). 
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Abu-Bakr ash-Shalanji 

His name was Muhammad ibn-Yusuf ibn-al-Fadl. 
• 0 

He was a 

native of Gurgano He received traditions from Abu- ~ 1-IJasan 

ibn-Ivlaja al-Qaz~nini, Nu' aym ibn- 'Abd-al-Malik ibn-MuJ::lammad, 

Abu- 'Abd ar-Ral)man Mu.J;t.ammad ibn-}jamdan and from Abu-Bakr al

Isma'ili, either in his native city Gurgan or during his travels 

in Khurasan. He visited Nishapur in 1015 on a diplomatic 

mission with the ra>Is al-Julaki ( IIIo Qo 7 ) during which 

he and al-Julaki dictated traditions in an assembly held for 

both of theme He died in his native city Gurgan in 1027. 

Ash-Shalanji was qag.i as nell as p1uf~i and professor in Gurgan .. 

He was held in high esteem as a scholar of that city .. 1 

- -Q.21 Abu-Bakr al-Farisi 

His name was lVIuJ:lammad ibn-6[}bayd-Allah ibn-MuJ:lammad. 

Although he was a native of Faris, he resided in Nishapur. 

He was a pupil of al-~akim Abu-'Abd-All~ ( III. Q. 3 ) 

with whom he also studied traditions in Nishapur. He 

continued to study traditions, first in that city under al

Ja~zaqi ( II. I .. 42 ) and others, and then in Baghdad under 

Abu-Bakr ~af~ al-Jilani and other masters .. He died sometime 

before the year 1029~ Abu-Bakr is regarded by al-Farisi as 
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a reliable traditionistG He was also a writer and a compiler 

of traditions but none of his compilations is mentioned by his 
- - 1 biographer al-Farisi. 

- --Abu-Qabus as-Sijzi 

His name was 1-:Iul).ammad ibn-AJ:lmad ibn-Mul).ammad ibn- 'Abd-

Allah ibn-' Abd--ar-RalJman. He was a native of Sijistan but he 

inhabited Ni shapur and resided in the £,1uwalgabadh quarter. Then 

he left Nishapur and dwelt in Nuqan. During his stay in these 

two cities, he studied traditions from Abu-~1-~asan an-N~wi, 

Abu-'Abd-All~ ibn-Manda and from Abu-'Umar Ja 6 :far al-Bukhari. 

It is suggested that he died before the year 1029. 2 

Q.23 Abu-'1-Mu~a:f:far al-Ustuwa>~ 

Muhammad ibn-ft.hmad al-Hakim was his name. 
• 0 0 

He was a 

native of Ustuwa. He visited Nishapur several times. He 

received traditions in Nishapur :from his :father and :from Bishr 

ibn-AJ:unad al-Is:fara~ini. He died after the year 1029. Abu-

~1-Mu~a:f:far was considered as imam o:f the traditionists in the 

district of Ustuwa. 

1. s1ya9 ., :r. 5b. 

2 • Ib id • , :f • 5 a • 

3 . Ib i d • , :f • 5b . 

He became also a ra,is o:f that district.3 
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Q.24 Abu-Sa'id a~-9ayra~i 

His name was rtiulJammad ibn-Musa ibn-al-FacJ-1 ibn-Shadhan" 

He was a native o~ Nishapuro He learned traditions ~rom al-

Abu-' Abd-Allah al-MulJamili in Nisha:pur" He studied also the 

works o~ his ~ather on the principles o~ jurisprudence,which 

seem to have been lost at the time o~ al-Farisi. In addition, 

he read most o~ the notes o~ traditions which were kept by the 

Nishapurians. He died in 1030 .. Abu-Sa'id is regarded by 

al-Farisi as a reliable traditionist as well as a man o~ letters. 1 

Q.25 Abu-Na~r al-~adhdha' 

His name v-ias Jll).mad ibn-l'!Iu.J:lammad ibn-;\Q.mad ibn-i'!Iu.J:lammad. 

He was probably born in 933 and became a maker o~ 'sli:p:Qers' 

in Ni shapur 0 

2 He copied traditions ~rom masters who had 

died be:fore al-A~amm ( II 0 I .. 28 ) , but his copies were l0 s·(, 

during his pilgrimage to Mecca in 975. He studied traditions 

~rom al-A~amm and ~rom some o~ the succeeding generation, such 

as Abu-'Amr ibn-Matar ( II. I. 37 ), Abu-$1-~asan ibn-Bundar 

a~-9ayra~i ( II. N. 10 ) and Abu-'1-~asan as-Sarrajo In 

1025, Abu-9ali~ al-Mu'adhdhin ( III .. Q. 62 ) heard traditions 

1. Siyag., ~o4b; Shadh., III, 220. 

2. For the ni sba 11 al-Ij:adlldha'", see tub .. , I, 286; Ans 0, :r .160a. 
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delivered on his authority in Nishapur. He died in 1031. 

Al-Hadhdha' was a member o~ the Hana~ite sect. . . As a 

traditionist he can be regarded as unreliable because Abu

Salih al-Mu'adhdhin said o~ him that "he makes mistakes in the . . 
citation o~ the traditions and he gives traditions whose 

transmissions cannot be ~ollowed". 1 

Q. 26 Abu- 'Abd-AllEih as-Sarraj 

His name was Muhammad ibn-Muhammad ibn-' Abd-J.UlEih ibn-. . 
Ahmad • . He was born in Nishapur in 960. He learned 

traditions in his native place ~rom his ~ather Abu-Bakr, and 

~rom 'Amr ibn-Naj_id ( II. N. 11 ) , Ibn-Matar ( II. I. 37 ) , 

) and others o~ the same generation as 

the latter. Abu-'Abd-AllEih is regarded by al-Farisi as a 

reliable traditionist. He died in 1033. 2 

Q.27 Abu-T~ir al-Hamadhani 

His name was al-~usayn ibn-'Ali ibn-al-~asan. He was 

a native o~ HamaQan ~nd was the maternal gran~ather o~ the 

Shi'ite leader, Abu-talib al-~usayn ibn-al-~asan al-Hamadhani. 

1. siyag., f.24b. 

2. Ibid., f.7a; Abu- 1Abd-All~ was the brother of the above

mentioned traditionist Abu-'l-Qasim as-Sarraj (III.Qol7). 
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He came to Nishapur to study traditions under Abu-'Amr ibn-

~amdan ( II. I. 40 ), Abu-f~mad al-~akim ( IIo I. 43 ) and 

others. He then moved to Sarakhs where he became the folJower of 

Z~ir ibn-~ad al-~a~i~ and copied traditions under him. In 

Marw, he read the ~~i~ of al-Bukhari ( I. A. 23 ) under al-

Kashmihani. He made another journey to Transoxiana and then 

returned to his native place o~ Hamadan where he taught 

traditions and dictated them,until his death in 1033.1 

Q.28 

His name was Sa'id ibn-Muhammad ibn-Mu.hammad ibn-Ibrahim . . 
ibn-al-IJasan. He came from a village in Baghdad called 

Za'farffiuyya, 2 but he later resided in the al-IJira quarter of 

Nishapur. In Nishapur he studied traditions under Abu-'Amr 

ibn-Matar ( II. I. 37 ) and others and he also heard traditions 

in I}i jaz and Iraq, where he studied under Abu- 'Abd-AllEih al-

KUfi and Abu-Bakr ibn-al-Mufid. He was noted as a reliable 

traditionist but ~ainly known as a master of the different 

systems of reading the Qur,an. He died in 1036.3 

1. Siy~q., f.58a. 

2. See the ni sba 11 az-Za.~f'aranin, Ans., f .275a; Lub., I, 502; 

see also nza'~araniyya",· M B 9 II, 631. 
3. s~yaq., :r .67b. 
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Q.29 Ibn-Ramish 

His name was Mansur ibn-Ramish ibn-'Abd-Allab. • He was 

a native o~ Nishapur. He heard traditions in Nishapur ~rom 

the disciples o~ as-Sarraj (II.I.l2)~ and in Baghdad ~rom Ibn-Sh~ 

Daraqutni and others. In the city o~ Ku~a, he learned 

traditions ~rom Abu-,1-~akim ad-Darimi and ~inally in ~ijaz 

Ibn-Ramish 

became one o~ the most distinguished scholars in Nishapur and 

it is reported that he taught traditions ~or 30 years there. 

His excellent reputation attracted the attention o~ the Ghaznavid 

Sultan Mas'ud who apJ.Jointed him deputy o~ the ra~Is o~ Nishapur, 

~asanak. He died in 1036. 1 

Q.30 Ibn-al-Falaki 

His name was ~Ali ibn-al-Husayn ibn-Ahmad. • • His kunya 

was Abu-'1-FaQ.l. He was a native o~ Hamadan, but he dwelt in 

Nishapur. He heard traditions in the latter city ~rom Abu-

Saiid a~-9ayrafi ( III.Q.24 

and from others. 2 

), Abu-Bakr al-~iri ( III.S.6 

He became primarily renowned as a reliable traditionist. 

He was also considered a mathematician and astronomer. It is 

related that al-Falaki wrote a large book containing 

) 

1. Siyag., ~.129; Ans., ~.244b; Lub., I, 453; see above, 263. 

2. Tadh., III, 303. 
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1000 chapters on the subject of the biographies of his 

shaykhs,under the title al-~untaha fi ~1-kamal fi ma'rifat 

ar-rijal. This book is no longer extant. 

Nishapur in 1036. 1 
Al-Falaki died in 

Q.31 

His name was Hamza ibn-Yusuf. . He was a native of 

Gurgan where he learned traditions from Abu-Bakr al-Isma'ili 

and others. He continued his study o~ traditions in Khurasan 

and Iraq. In 1015, he was sent by the Ghaznavid Sultan 

Mas'ud on a diplom~tic mission to Nishapur, but nothing is 

known of the nature of the mission. He died in 1036. He 

was regarded as a very reliable traditionist and a good writer, 

and,according to al-Farisi, he composed several works on 

biographies and traditions, but none of these are named. 2 

Q.32 

His name was MuJ:l.ammad ibn 'Abd-i'.Jliih ibn-AlJmad ibn-

Muhammad ibn-Ahmad. • • He was born in 952, a native of Bistam, 

which was a city in the province of QUmis, but he dwelt in 

Nishapur.3 He studied the principles of Shati 'i te. 

1. Shadh.~ III 9 231; Sakhawi., al-I'lan bi-'t-tawbikh .. ;347 .. 
2. s1ya9., f.6ob. 

3. For the ni sba "al-Bi s-t;ami", see Ans., f. 8la; Lub., I, 123; 

M B , I, 623. 
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jurisprudence with some devotion,under the tuition o~ Abu-Sahl 

He then wrote do\m traditions in 

Gurgan from Abu-Bakr al-Isma'ili and Ibn-'Adi. At the end of 

his life, he returned to his native place of Bis~am,where he 

died in 1036. Al-Bistami was a reliable traditionist and a 

man of letters. He was identif'ied as belonging to the 

Shaf'i'ite sect. 1 

Q.33 Abu-'Abd-All~ al-Muzakki 

His name was M~ammad ibn-Ibrahim ibn-M~ammad ibn-

Sakhtuwayhi. He was a native of Nishapur. He commenced his 

study of' the science of tradition tmder his father and later 

under Ibn-Najid (II.N.ll), Abu-'1-'Abbas a~-9ibghi (II.I.30) 

and other masters. He became an authoritative traditionist and 

transmitter of' Nishapur. Other scholars leaFned f'rom the citing 

or traditions on his authority: f'or example, ~ad ibn-'Ali 

ibn-Finjuwayhi extracted f'rom his discourses soQnd traditions 

and many of' his maxims on the science of' jurisprudence were 

quoted by Abu-~azim al-'Abdawi ( III. Q. 16 ). Al-Muzakki 

died in 1036 in Nishapur and was buried in Babak's graveyard. 2 

1. Siyag., f'.9b; according to Ibn-~Imad, al-Bis~ami died in 

1034. Shadh, III, 230. 

2. -~b1_~., III, 233; Siyag., f' .6b. 
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Abu-Bakr al-Mushsha~ 

His name was Muhammad ibn-Ibr~Im ibn-Ahmad ibn-Muhammad . . . 
a1-Farisi. He was a native o:f Fars but dwelt in Juwayn. 

Frequently he came to the city o:f Nishapur where he 

studied traditions under Abu->1-~Abbns as-Sarpaj (II.Io12), Ibn

Hatar ( II. I .. 37 ) , Abu- ~ 1-I}asan 'Ali ibn-Bundar ( II .. No 10 ) 9 

and their contemporaries. He was killed by the Turkmen in 

1037 during his visit to the city of Is:fara~in. Abu-Bakr was 

a reliable traditionist and it is believed that many men heard 

traditions under him in Nishapur, but none of these auditors are 

mentioned. 1 

Q.35 

His name was Isma'il ibn-Ibrahim ibn-I.iul).amme.d; as his name 

indicates,he was born in the district of Na~rabadh in 

Nishapur. 2 He was the son of the famous Shaykh o:f Kburasan, 

Abu-' 1-Qasim ( II.. N .. 12), who taught him traditions. He also 

studied in Illiurasan, Jibal 9 Iraq and I}ija~ and the names of 

many of the masters under whom he studied have already been 

given. He was reputed to be a reliable traditionist as well 

as being a preacher and a mystic. For several years he dictated 

traditions in Nishapur. He died in 1037.3 

1. s:tyag., f.pb. 

2. See Abu-'1-Qasim an-Na?rabadhi (IIo No 12)o 
3o Siyag., f.38a. 
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Q.36 Abu-'Ubayd ash-Shirazi 

His name was M~ammad ibn-M~ammad ibn-'Ali ibn-M~ammad. 

He was a native of Shiraz but he resided in Nishapur where he 

was appointed amin of the merchants in the Khan al-Furs. 

He studied traditions 1mder Abu- 'ft..mr ibn-J:Iamdan ( II. I o 40 ) , 

Abu-~ad al-J:Iakim ( II. I. 43 ) and other masters. It is 

reported that al-Falaki ( III.Q.30 ) learned from the citing 

of traditions on his authority and wrote dovm traditions from 

him. Abu-'Ubayd died in 1038. 1 

Q.37 Abu-Bakr as-surini 

His name VIas Muhammad ibn-Muhammad ibn-Ahmad ibn- 6 A1i. . . . 
He was a native of Surin, which was a tov-m situated one farsalm 

from Nishapur2 but he later came to Nishapur and resided in the 

quarter of Muwalqabadh. He studied traditions under Abu-Bakr 

al-Fami and a1-~usayn ibn-M~ammad al-Qat~an. He was regarded 

as a reliable traditionist. He died in 1038.3 

1. siya_g., r.7b. 
2. For the nisba 11 as-Suriniu, see, Ans., 317a; Lub., I, 576; 

. and "Sur in u, M B , III, 186. 

3. Siy~q., f. 1oc.cit. 
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Ibn-'Alik 

His name was 'Abd-ar-R~man ibn-al-~asan ibn-'~Alik. He 

was better lmown by hie appellation of Ibn- 'Alik. He was born 

into a wealthy Nishapurian family. He devoted his life to the 

study of various Islamic disciplines. He learned traditions 

in Nisha:pur from Abu-AJ;mad al-IJakin~ ( II. I. 43 ) , whose 

disciple he became, and also from Abu-Salid ar-Razi, Abu-Bakr 

ibn-Shadhan, Daraqutni, Abu-'1-~asan al-IJarbi and from many 

others throughout Khurasan and Iraq. He dictated traditions 

for many years in the mosque of al-Mutarriz. 
0 

It has already 

been mentioned that many·eminent scholars delivered traditions 

on his authority and among them were Abu-'Abd-!Ulah al-Farisi, 

Mu~adhdhin ( III. Qo 62 ). As well as being a reliable 

tradi tionist, he is lmown to be the author of a biographical 

work entitled al-IJuff~but this book has not survived. He 

died in 1039. 1 

Q.39 Abu- 1 Uthman al-Qurashi 

His name was Sa'd ibn-al-'Abbas ibn-MUQ.anmad ibn..J1Ui ibn-

M~ammad ibn-'Ali. He was born in 960, a native of H~rat and 

a descendent from the Arabian tribe of Quraysh. He first 

1. Siyaq., f .B9b. 
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learned traditions in his native place from his father and 

later from ar-Raffa', Abu-Man~ur a~-~~iri and others. It is 

reputed that he also heard traditions in the cities of Bushanj, 

Nishapur and Baghdad. In Nishapur, he apparently heard 

traditions from Abu-Sa 'id al- i-iukhalladi and 1\.bu- 6 iunr ibn-Hamdah 
11 

( II. I. 40 ) • He made a pilgrimage to Mecca in 1021 where 

he dictated traditions and many of the already famous scholars 

in that city attended his dictations and selected from them 

many sound traditions. He returned to the place where he was 

born and continued to teach traditions there until his death 

in 1041. 1 

Q.40 

His name was 'Abd-ar-RaQman ibn-M~ammad ibn-~amdan. 

He was a native of Nishapur. He is known to have heard 

traditions from Abu-'Amr ibn-Najid ( IIoN.ll ), Abu-'1-~asan 

as-Sarraj and from others in Nishapur. He started dictating 

traditions in the ancient mosque in Nishapur and taught there 

for many years. He died in 1041. He is regarded by al-

Farisi as one of the most reliable traditionists of his time and 

many scholars extracted from his lectures and discourses sound 

traditions and fawa'id. 2 

1. Siyaq., f.37b; for the nisba "al-Qurashia, see Abu-,1-Walid 
al-Qurashi (II. K. 8). 

2. siyaq., r.B9b. 
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His name was Muhammad ibn-Ahmad ibn-Ja'far. 
• 0 

He was a 

native of Nishapur where he resided in the quarter of 

He studied traditions under his father, Abu-

'Amr ibn-Najid ( II. N. 11 ), Abu-'Amr ibn-Matar ( II. I. 37 ), 

Abu- '1- 'Abbas a~-~ibghi ( II .. I. 30 ) , .Abu- '1-I}asan as-Sarraj 

and under others in Khurasan and Baghdad. He was regarded 

as an authoritative traditionist. He died in 1041. 1 

Q.42 .A.mirak 

His name was MuJ;.lammad ibn-Al:J.mad ibn-MuJ;.lammad ibn-IsJ.:laq. 

He was a native of Nishapur and was the son in law of Abu-'1-~asan 

al-1.-!uv-valqabadhi (III :Q.41). He himself studied traditions .under 

Abu-Al:J.mad al-Ij:aki:pl ( II. I. 43 ) and Abu-Bakr ibn- Mihran 

( II. 0. 4) and helater went to Gurg~ where he taught 

traditions until his return to Nishapur, where he continued his 

teaching for a few months,until his death in 1043. He was a 

reliable traditionist and was also a member of the Shafi'ite 

sect. 2 

1. Siyaq., f. 7b; for the nisba "al-Muwalqabadhf", see Abu-Ijamid 
al-1:Iuwalqabadhi (III. Q. 12). 

2. Siyag., f.Ba. 
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His name was M~ammad ibn-~mad ibn-M~ammad ibn-Ja'rar. 

He resided in the district of Ash-Shadhyakh v·thich was built by 

the Amir 'Abd-All~ ibn-T~iro 1 He studied traditions in 

Khurasan and Mecca, where he had probably gone on c~ 11il[;rimnge. 

Mention has already been made of the numerous scholars from 

whom he learnt traditions 9 among them being the Nishapurians 

Abu-Bakr a~-9ibghi ( II. K. 7 ), al-Jawzaqi ( II. I. 42 ) ' 
Abu-T~lr ibn-Khuzayma and Abu-~1-J}asan al-'Abdawi. After he had 

mast~red the science of traditions, he started to dictate them, 

an occupation which he continued for 10 years in the mosque of 

'Aqil in Nishapur. He died in the city of Arghiyan in the 

year 1048. He was regarded as one of the most reliable 

teachers of traditions in Nishapuro He also taught with 

9aJ:lfJ.:l of al-BUkhari ( I. A o 23 

Jawzaqi. 2 

) and the Muttaftg of al-

Q.44 Al-~akim Abu-'Abd-All~ an-Nasawi 

His name was AQmad ibn-'Ali. He ~as born in Nasa in 

951. He read the Muslim' s 9aJ:.lil). ( I . A o 28 ) , under Abu-

~ad a1-Jarlidi and later travelled throughout Khurasan where 

he studied traditions in Nishapur under Ibn-~amdan ( IIo I. 40 ), 

1. See above, 13. 
2. Siyag., f.8b. 
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Abu-~af~ ad-Dinawari, Abu-?1-~asan as-Sarraj and others. He 

acquired the reputation of being a reliable traditionist ·and taught 

traditions in Gurgan until 1033,when he r~ent to Nishapur. He 

died shortly, after coming to Nishapur in 1050. 1 

Q.45 

His name was Isma'il ibn-Sa'id ibn-Muhammad ibn-iilimad 
• • 0 

ibn-al-~asan. He was born in 987, a native of Nishapur from 

the district of Ustuwa. He was the eldest son of the 

~anafi te leader 9a' id ( III. R. 6 ) • It is known that about 

the year 993 he read and studied the ~1ur~anic compilation of 

the Nasikh wa ? 1- m.=mslikh which had been written by Mul).ammad 

ibn-Muhajir. In Nishapur he studied traditions under al-

Mukhalladi and others, and. in Iraq he studied under bbu-.Al)mad-

al-QaQ.I. In 1040 he began dictating traditions in Nishapur 

which earned him su~ficient reputation to enable him to be 

appointed as qa~i al-quQ.at to the two cities of Rayy, rus and 

Nasa. In 1051, he was sent on a diplomatic mission to Fars 

but he died on his way there. 2 

1. Si¥~g., ~.27a. 

2. ~., ~.39b. 
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Shah-al-Mu 9 ammal 

His name was Mul).ammad ibn-al~Ijasan ibn-al-Mu,ammal and 

his kunya was Abu-Bakr, but he was better known as Shah-al-

Mu~amnial. He studied the science o~ tradition under his 

~ather, al-~asan and later under Abu-Sa'd ar-Razi and Abu

.A.Q.mad al-I}akiJ:I ( II.. I. 43) . During the Turlunen Piot in 1036 in 

Nishapur, he le~t that city and came to Baghdad. In 1053, 

he returned to Nishapur and taught there ~or a ~ew months before 

dying later in 1053. 

traditionist. 1 

Q.47 

He acquiPed a reputation of being a reliable 

Ibn-Mahmashadh 
0 

His name was .AQ.mad ibn-Mu.Q.ammad ibn-Is}Jaq ibn-Ma:Q.mashadh. 

His kunya was Abu-'Abd-Alltlh. He'was a native o~ Nishapur and 

a son of the leader of the Karramite sect there 9 Abu-Bakr 

( III .. U.3 ) . He studied traditions under his ~ather and 

under some o~ al-A~amm's ( II.I.28 ) followers. His notes 

from the latter's teachings were seen by al-Faris~ who commented 

that Abu-'Abd-All~ must have studied the Muslim's ~~i~ 

( I o A. 28 ), al-Khattabi's Gharib ( IIo I. ·44 ) and Abu-

Dawud' s Sun an from Abu- 'Ali ar-Ruyani. He died in Nishapur in 

1053 and was buried there in a place near Shat til.-Wadi ( Saghawar) • 

1 . s iy a q. ' :r • 9 a • 
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He was regarded as being a reliable traditionist. His ~amily 

background 9 being as it ~as th~t o~ one of the leading Karramite 

families, appears to have had little influence upon him because 

he had a liberal attitude towards learning traditions ~rom the 

Shafi'ite scholars, r~1o were 9 of course, the main rivals to the 

- 1 Karramites. 

Abu-'Uthman as-Sablini . . 
His name was Isma'i1 ibn-'Abd-ar-Rahman ibn-Ahmad. He . . 

received the lagab o~ Shaykh-al-Islam. He was the son 

of a preacher and was born in Nishapur in 983. At the age o~ 

9, his ~ather died, and he was taken care. o~ by Abu-yt-rayyib 

a~-9u~liki ( III. S. 2 ). He entered the assemblies on 

jurisprudence held by the professors o~ Nishapur, Ibn-FUrak 

( III. T. 1 ), and Abu~Is~aq al-Isfara'ini ( IIIo T. 3 ). 

It is said that at the age o~ 10, a~-9abuni started preaching 

in the city o~ Nishapur. In his travels to I{hurasan, Syria, 

Iraq and ~ijaz, he met a great number o~ masters and received 

traditions from them. 2 

A~-9abuni then became an accomplished master and was 

noted for the subtlety of his teachings. During his second long 

1. siyag., r.29b. 

2. Subk., III, 117~118; 11ift~, II, +83; Ans., f.346b; Lub., 
II, 44; Shadh., III, 282~83; Siyaq., ~.38b. 
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voyage he taught traditions in di~~erent countries and cities 

such as Nishapur, Ghazna, India, Amul, Tabaristan, Thughur, 

~arr~ Jerusalem and ~ijaz. He continued to give lessons for 

sixty years in the district of al-~usayn in Nishapur. ~inally, 

he died in the year 1057 from an unknown epidemical disease 

·Hhich had spread throughout Nishapur. 1 

A~-~ablini was a noted traditionist as well as a preacher, 

poet, mystic and ju·ri'st.. But traditions seem to have been his 

favourite subject because he compiled many works on this study 

though only the boolr al-Mi'atayn is extant. 2 As a jurist, it 

seems that as-Subki included him among the Shafi&ite jurists, 

probably because of his discipleship Qnder the above mentioned 

a~-9u'luki, Ibn-Furak and Isfara'ini whom were distinguished 

Shafi'ite jurists and Ash'arite theologians.3 

Q.49 Abu-'1-~usayn al-Farisi 

His name was 'Abd-a1-Gha~ir ibn-Muhammad ibn-'Abd-al-. 
This person has no relation whatsoever with 

'Abd-al-Ghafir al-Farisi ( IV. Y. 8 ) the author of as-Siyago 

Abu-'1-~usayn himself was a native of Fars, but he lived in 

Nishapur. He was famed in that city as the transmitter 

1. s1~ag., 
_\ 

ff .. 38b-39b; Subk., III, 119. 
2. GAL I, 446; GA L S I, 618. Tha 'alibi gives ' ' ' 

verses from his poems, Tatim.mat al-yatima, II, 115. 

3 .. Shadh., III, 283; Subk., III, 118 .. 

of the 

some 
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Sahih of Muslim ( I o A. 28 ) and the Gharib of al-. . . . 
Khattabi ( II. I. 44 ) • . . He died in 1056-7. 1 

Q .. 50 Abu-MuJ::lammad al-l}adhdha 9 

His name was 'Abd-Allah ibn-Ahmad ibn-Muhammad. Born . . 
in Ni sha:pur in 972 . He was the son of the tradi tionist :-Abu·-

N a~ r -£U:lma d ( I I I .. Q. o 2 5 ) • With his father, he made a 

pilgrimage to Mecca in 993 and on his return journey he 

learned traditions from the masters of Baghdad and Rayy. 

He acquired the reputation of 1: eing a reliable tradi tionist and 

he taught traditions not merely in Khurasan but in Iraq and 

His son extracted many sound traditions from his 

teaching and many other scholars delivered traditions on his 

authority, such as qa~I al-qu~at Abu-Sa'id M~ammad ibn

AQ.mad and Abu- '1- Qasim 'lrbayd-Alliih al-:rj:uskani ( I II o Q. 7l ) o 

He died in Nishapur in 1058. 2 

Abu-'1-Ma'ali an-Naqib 

His name was Isma'il ibn~~asan ibn-Mutammad. He was 

born in 999 a native of N~_sha:pur. He himself claimed that 

1. Shadh., III, 277-8; siyaq., f.lo6b. 
2. Ibid., ff. Bla-b .. 
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he was a descendant o~ the Caliph 'Ali. During his youth he 

learned traditions ~rom his paternal gran~ather, Abu-'1-~asan 

Muhammad, and later ~rom the disciples o~ al-Asamm ( II .. I .. 28) 
0 0 

and others, while travelling in Iraq and Mecca .. He dictated 

sound traditions which had been delivered by other masters in 

Ghazna. He died in 1057. He was a reliable traditionist 9 

and reached the position o~ nagib o~ the 'Alids in the whole 

of Khurasan, a~ter the death o~ his brother. 1 

His name was Mutammad ibn-'Abd-al-rualik ibn-Mutammad. 

He was a native o~ the province o~ Fars and was the maternal 

uncle of.'Abd-al-Gha~ir al-Farisi's ( IV .. Y .. 8 ) paternal 

aunt. He later resided in Khan al-17-uPs, \~.rhich is a place in 

Nishapur. He became a merchant by profession and because o~ 

his interest in the science of traditions, he had studied under 

) in Ni shapur .. He became a 

minaret caller in the mosque which was situated in the Khan 
al-Furs .. Al-Farisi cited some compilations of traditions, 

such as those o~ 9~i~ of Muslim ( 

Gharib of al-Khattabi ( II. I. 44 . . . 
of 95 in 1057. 2 

1. Siyaq., :r.4oa. 
2. Ibid., ~.9a. 

I. A. 28 ) and the 

). He died at the age 
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Q.53 Abu-Sa'id a1-Khashshab 

His name was Mul}ammad ibn-'Ali ibn-Mu.l}ammad ibn-AQ.mad .. 

He was born in Nishapur in 991. He became the disciple and 

follower o~ Abu-'Abd-ar-R~man as-Sulami ( III. V. 2 )~ ~rom 

whom he inherited his books. He continued his studies o~ 

traditions under a1-I.:ukhalladi and ./~bu-rahir ibn-Zur·' a. He v-ras 

knov-m as a traditionist. He taught in Nishapur ~or some time 

and the texts o~ his teachings were the works o~ as-Sulami 

which were mainly on mysticism. He died in 1063. 1 

Q.54 Abu-Bakr al-Bayhaqi 

His name was .AJ;tmad ibn-al-I}usayn ibn- 'Ali ibn-I.iusa 

al-Khusrajirdi. He was a native o~ Bayhaq, born ip 994, in 

He became a disciple o~ al-a village called Khusr-ajird. 

ijakim an-Naysaburi (1IIIo Q. 3 

all dif~erent parts o~ knowledge. 

), whom he soon surpassed in 

He studied jurisprudence 

from Abu-'1-Fat~. alJUmari ( III. s. 11). He also devoted 

his life to learning traditions. Mention has been made by 

al-Farisi of a great number of his masters in Khurasan who 

heard traditions from him;among them were Abu-'1-~asan al

'Alawi (d,lOlO), his teacher al-~aktm an-Naysaburi, Abu

~alil} ibn-ar-Rudhbari and others. 2 

1. Siyag .. ,fo13b. 
2. Ibid., :f:f .3la-b; T' K M , 265f; Subk. 9 III, 3~; Lub, I, 

165; ~., :ff. lOla-b; Tadh, III, 309; I Kh~ I~ 2~-25. 
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He travelled in pursuit o~ traditions to Iraq, Jibal, 

~ijaz and Khurasan. He stood alone in Bayhaq without a rival 

as a great traditionist and as the most active de~ender of 

the Sha~i'ite doctrine. In the year 1049 9 he was invited to 

Nishapur in order to :propagate the knov:rledge of' that doctrine. 

-He held his lectures in the Suri madrasa on the gate of' 'Adhra. 

These lectures were attended by leading scholars o~ that city. 

He died in 1066 in Nishapur, and his body was removed to his 

native place Bayhaq. 1 

Al-Bayhaqi was an author. He composed a great number 

of' works which are said to have been reached 1000 articles. 

His great work is as-Sunan al-kubra which has survived and 

has been held in high esteem. J\.nother vvork which was f'amous 

is his N,1~us ash-Shaf'i 'I. It is said that he was the ~irs t 

to collect ash-Sha~i'i legal preceptso But as-Subki remarks 

that earlier works were written bef'ore him on the same subject. 2 

Q.55 Abu-Sahl al-Marwazi 

His name was Mul}.ammad :ibn~AQ.mad ibn- 'Ubayd-AllElh. He 

was a native of' Marw. He read the Sahih of' al-Bulthari 
• o I 

( I. A. 23 ) under the master of' Marw, Abu-~1-Haytham 

l.T K ~ ,266-7; ~., III~ 310; Subk., III 4-5; Siyag., 

f'. 3lb; J; Kh., I, 5 J I Fun., l83-184 
2. Subk. 9 III 9 Loc.cit; Shadh., III, 305; T. K Mo9Loc.cit; 

Robson, E I 2 , 11 al-Bayhalti"; GAL , I, 446-447; GALS , 

I, 618 - 619. 
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al-Kushmihani. He was renovmed as a traditionist by the 

scholars of Marw and this attracted the Seljuq Vizier, Ni~am-

al-Mulk, who made him wealthy by his patronage. He came to 

Nishapur where he taught the text of al-Bukhari's ~~i~ 

in the Ni~amiyya madrasa, as well as giving private lessons 

to the sons of the notables and scholars there. 

1072.
1 

He died in 

Q.56 

His name was 'Abd-ar-Rahman ibn-Muhammad ibn-al-Muzaffar. . . . 
He was born in 983, a native of Bushanj. In 1009, he travelled 

to the various cities of Khurasan and Iraq with the intention 

of learning and studying under the most famous masters in each 

city. In Nishapur, he became the disciple of the young master 

Abu-'Ali al-Fanjukirdi.( IV. EE. 2 ),under whom he learned 

literature, and he also took lessons in jurisprudence vfi th Abu-

Sahl a~-9u'luki ( II. L. 1 ) and others. He also studied 

jurisprudence in Marw under Abu-Bakr al-Qa:ffal and 

in Baghdad under Abu-~amid al-Is:fara'ini. One of' his studies 

in Nishapur was mysticism and during his stay there he became 

acquainted with Abu-'Ali ad-Daqqaq ( III. v. 1 ) and Abu-'Abd

ar-Ra.Jt.man as-Sulami ( III. V. 2 ) . In his other travels 

throughout Khurasan and Iraq he learned the 9a:Q.IJt, of' al-

1. stya9 • , :r .15b • 
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), which had been transmitted by reliable 

scholars. During his visit to Nishapur, he attracted many 

students from other parts of the Islamic world who came to 

attend his lectures in which the main topic was the 9~i~ of 

al-Bukhari. However, in 1014, he left Nishapur to return to 

Bushanj, where he spent the rest of his life in writing, teaching 

and giving fatwas. He died in 1074. Abu-'1-Hasan was a • 

profound scholar and had mastered such diverse aspects of 

Islamic learning as traditions, jurisprudence, mysticism, 

literature and poetry. He was mainly renovmed for his 

knowledge of traditions and the accuracy of his transmissions was 

such that he was not only called the Shaykh of the city of 

Bushanj but Shaykh of entire Khurasan. 1 

Q.57 Abu-~1-Hasan al-Muzakki . 
His name was ft~ad ibn-'Abd-ar-R~im ibn-P~ad. He was 

a native of Nishapur. He learned traditions under Abu-~1-

~asan al-Khaffat, Abu-'1-'Abbas as-Saliti and Abu-Zakariyya 

al-Har"'u i . • He also read the Sunan of Abu-Dawlid under both 

Abu-'1-~asan a1-Samarqandi and Abu-'A1i a1-~usayn ar-Rudhbari. 

He was known as a reliable traditionist ru1d dictated some 

traditions in the Ancient Mosque in Nishapur. He died in 1076. 2 

1. Si¥:~g., f.90b; Shadh., III, 327. 

2. Siyag., f.31a. 
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Abu-~1-Qasim al-Mani'i 

His name was Mahmud ibn-Hassan ibn-Sa'id. He was a 
• 0 

native of Marw-ar-Rudh and the son of the famous donor Abu-'ft~i 

( II I . S. 15 ) . Abu-~1-Qasim learned traditions from his 

father and from other~ masters of his birth place., He also 

heard in Nishapur Abu- > 1-IJasan t:iulfammad ibn-MuJ:lammad ibn-Zayd 

al-Baghdadi. 

During the reign of the Seljuq sultan Alp-Ars1an, he was 

appointed as ra>Is~£=ru~asa~ of the city of Nishapur. During 

his occupation of that position that city was~ comparativel~ 

very peaceful. Abu-~1-Qasim died in his birthplace of Marw

ar-Rudh in the year 1078. 1 

Q.59 Abu-Bakr a1-Muzakki 

His name was MUQ.ammad ibn-Ya.J:lya ibn-Ibr8him ibn-Mul)ammad., 

He heard traditions in NiShapur from al-IJ~im Abu-'Abd-lul~ 

( III. Qo 3 ) and az-Ziyadi ( III. Q. 6 ). He dictated 

traditions in Baghdad and numerous students were known to have 

attended his dictations, since al-Farisi remarks that more than 

500 inkwells were once found there. He died in his birth-

place Nisha];>ur and was buried in the backyard of a~-9ut1uki's 

madras~, in 1081. 2 

1. Siyig., f .132b. 

2 • Ib 1 d • , f .14b • 
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His name v1as 'Abd-ar-Rahman ibn-iviansur ibn-Ramish. He 
0 0 

was born in 1013, the eldest son of the deputy ra~is of 

During his youth he 

learned traditions :from al-Ijakim .:'\bu- 'i:.bd-AllElh ( III. Q o 3 ) 9 

) and from many others. 

He also met the scholar il-bu- 'Uthman a~?-f?abuni ( III o Qo 48 ) , 

from whom he also learned traditions. He made a journey to 

Baghdad to read some of the v..rorks of the distinguished 

traditionist scholar Daraqutni under so~e of the masters of that 

city and on his return to Nishapur he acquired a fe.vourable 

reputation as a traditionist and a mystic. He acted as 

deputy £§>is when his father was unable to fulfil his duties 

and on the death of his father, in 1036, he began teaching 

traditions in Nishapur and later opened a course of lectures 

in the Ni~amiyya ~adrasa 9 teaching the Sunan of an-Nasa~I, the 

Gharib of Abu-'Ubayd and other such works. He died in 1081. 1 

Q.61 

His name was Isma~il ibn-Mis'ida ibn-Isma'il ibn-~mad. 

He was born in 1015 in Gurgan. He learned traditions from 

~amza al-Sahmi and others. It is known that he visited 
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Nishapur several times and that on his last visit there he 

taught traditions in the Ni~amiyya madrasa. One of the 

students who were taught by him at that time was 'Abd-al-

He returned to his native 

city of Gurgan and died there in 1084. He was regarded as a 
1 reliable traditionist and a competent poet andman of letters. 

Q.62 Abu-Salih al-Mu~adhdhin 
• 0 

His name was ~mad ibn-'Abd-al-Malik ibn- 6 Ali. He was 

born in Nishapur in 998. He heard traditions from the 

Nishapurians Abu-Nu'aym al-Isfara,ini ( III. Q. 2 ), al-~akim 

Abu-'Abd--~iah ( III. Q. 3 ), and from the followers of 

al-~amm ( II. I. 28 ). He also ~eard·traditions in Gurgan, 

Rayy, Ira~, ~ijaz and Syria. In Nishapur, he was associated 

with the mystic Abu- 9 1-Qasim al-Qushayri ( IIIo V. 8 ) and it 

is said that he met Abu-'Ali ad-Daqqaq ( IIIo V. 1 ). It is 

also mentioned that he made acquaintance vrith the Ash'arite 

theologian Ibn-Furak ( III. To 1 ). 

Al-Mu'adhdhin became renowned as a reliable traditionist 

as well as a mystic. In Nishapur he was appointed as a 

professor and a director of al-Bayhaqiyya madrasa apart from the 

other duties we have already mentioned. 
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Al-Mu,adhdhin was noted as a prof'essor of' high reputation. 

He gave private lessons to many students in Nishapu~ such as 

'Abd-al-Ghaf'ir al-Farisi ( IV. Y. 8 ) and 'Abd-al-Qadir 

Isma'il. Both students prof'ited f'rom his lessons in their 

\~itings. Al-Mu'adhdhin died in Nishapur in 1084. 1 

Q.63 Abu-'Abd-ar-Rahm. an ash-Shahhami 
0 • 

His name was Tahir ibn-rtluhammad ibn-Muhammad ibn-Jllimad 
• 0 • • 

i bn-Mu.lJammad. He ~as born in Nishapur in 1009 and his nisba 

of ash-Sh~ami probably derives f'rom his trading with 'f'at'. 

He learned traditions f'rom al-Asamm's (II. I. 28) f'ollowers·such 

as a~-$ayraf'i, al-Qa~i and 6 Abu-'Ali as-Sijzi. 

He copie~ traditions at the dictatioLs held by some of' the most 

eminent tradi tionists in Nishapur, including the Vizier Ni?am-al-Mulk. 

He was a reliable traditionist and had a great knowledge of' 

the literature of' jurisprudence. He wrote two books which 

are mentioned by a1-Farisi: the first was ash-Shari'a wa '1-

ahkam which was written in Persian, and the other was on shurut. 

He died in 1086. 2 

1. Irsh., I, 219-21; Tadh., III, 335-337; Siyag., f'f'. 3lb-32b; 
according to Ibn-'Imad, al-Mu~dhdhin died in 

1077, Shadh., III, 335; see above, 279-280. 

2. Siyag ... , :r.77b; Shadh., III, 363; see "ash-Shac}.Q_am", Lub., 

II, 13; Ans., c:f .33'0b. 
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Q.64 Abu-'1-Qasam as-Sawi 

His name was Isma'Il ibn-'Abd-Allih ibn-Musa ibn-Sa'Id. 

He was a native o~ Sawa which is a city situated between Rayy 

and Hamadan. He studied traditions at ~irst in Nishapur 

under Ibn-Ramish ( III. Qo 29 ), Abu-Bakr A?-f?ayra~i (III.Q.l9) 

and others, then in Baghdad, under Abu-'1-~asan M~ammad ibn

al- Fa~l and others, and ~inally in some o~ the cities o~ 

Khurasan and Transo.xiana. He returned to Nishapur ~or the 

second time in 1084 and there dictated traditions for about 

two years in the class o~ Abu-'Abd-ar-R~an ash-Sh~ami 

He died in 1087. He was regarded as a 

reliable traditionist and was esteemed as a man o~ letters and 

as a philologist. 1 

Q.65 Abu-Muham.mad al-Bahiri 
0 • 

His name was 'Abd-al-Hamid ibn-'Abd-ar-Rahman ibn-. . 
M~ammad ibn-fl~ad. He was a native o~ Nishapur. He started 

his studies by learning the science o~ tradition under Abu

'Abd-All~ al-~akim ( rrr. Q. 3 ) and was one of those who 

studied the Musnaq o~ Abu-'Awana ( II. Io 16 ) under Abu-Nu'aym 

al-Isfara'ini ( III. Q. 2 ). He became noted as a trust-

worthy traditionist. He taught traditions in Nishapur and 

1· Siyag., f.42a, see 11 as-Sawi~r, Lub., I, 525; Ans., f.287b; 

and 1'Sawa" M B rir 513. '-" ' 
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delivered some of the works of his master Abu-'Abd-All~~ al

~akim. It is reported that 'Abd-al-Ghafir al-Farisf ( IV. 

Y. 8 ) and some others read al-~akim's work Ma'rifat 'ulum 

al-hadith under him. Abu-Mutammad died in 1087. 1 

His name was M~ammad ibn-~ad. He was a native of 

Tabs, a city which lay between Nishapur and Ispahan. He . 
visited Nishapur where he learned traditions from al-~akim 

some of al-A~amm's (II. IQ 28 ) acquaintances. He himself 

later dictated traditions in the Ni~amiyya madrasa. He 

returned to his native city of Tabs and died there in 1089. 

P:.t-'fabsi was a reliable tradi tionist as well as being both 

:pious and inclined towards mysticism. He wrote many learned 

works, one o~ which is mentioned by al-Farisi as being entitled 

Bustan al-'arifin which holvever is no longer extant. 2 

Q.67 Sa.l!lkuwayhi 

His name was MU9ammad ibn-~mad ibn-'Abd-Allah ibn-

Muhammad • • He was a native of I9pahan and was born in 1017. 

l.Siy8q., f.lOOb. 

2. lbid.,. ff .1.4b-15a; Shadh., III, 367. 
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During his travels to most of the cities in Khurasan and 

Transoxiana, he learned traditions. In Nishapur, it is knovm 

that he learned traditions from al-Janzarudhi~ Ibn-Man~ur 

and others. He died there in 1089 and was buried in· ash-Sh~anbar 

graveyard. He was a reliable traditionist and v~ote several 

books on the science of traditions but none of these are 

mentioned by name by his biographers. 1 

Q.68 Khadija 

She was born in 1013 in Nishapur, the daughter of the 

famous scholar Abu-'Uthman a~-~ablini (III. Q. 48 ). She 

heard traditions at the age of eight from Abu-Na~r 'Umar ibn

'Abd-al-~Aziz ibn~Qutada and later from some of the followers 

of al-A~amm ( II. I. 28). Khadija was regarded as a very 

devoted and reliable traditionist. She died in 1095. 2 

Q.69 

His name was Ahmad ibn-Muhammad ibn-Isma'il ibn-'Ali . . 
ibn-al-~asan. He was a native of Nishapur and belonged to a 

wealthy :family. He \fas born in 1019. 

from Abu-Bakr al-~Iri ( II. s. 6 

l. Siyag., f'.18a; Shadh., III, 367. 
2. Siyaq., f .64a; Tadh. 9 IV, 12. 

) . 
He learned traditions 

Being a trustworthy 
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religious man, he was appointed as secretary in the orrice 

of av1gar in Nishapur, then he was appointed as secretary in 

the tribunal council in that city. He died in Nishapur in 

1097 0 

Abu .... ,l-Hasan was a traditionist with a strict belief • 

in Ash'arism and for many years he dictated traditions in 

his city of Nishapur. Among those v1ho learned traditions from 

Abu-Bakr as-Sarraj 

His name was Ahmad ibn-Sahl ibn-Muhammad ibn-Muhammad. 
0 • • 

He was a native or Nishapur and was born in 1017. He was one 

of the disciples of Abu-~1-Qasim al-Qushayri ( III. V. 8 ) • 

He studied under his master Shari'ite jurisprudence and the 

interpretation of the Qur~an. He also widened his lmov1ledge 

by learning traditions from Abu-Bakr al-~iri ( III. s. 6 ), 

Mul}.ammad ibn-. t Ali aS3-9ayra:ri ( III .. Q. l9 ) and others. In 

the last period of his life he dictated traditions in Nishapur 

and also composed a work on that subject, entitled al-Arba'in. 

He died in the year 1097 and was buried in the graveyard of 

al-Hira. 2 . 

1. siyag., f.l3b; 

2. _Ibid., III, 7; 
Subk., III, 32. 

Siyag_. , r. 34b. 
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His name was 'Ubayd-Allah ibn-'Abd-Allah ibn-~ad ibn-

His kunya was Abu-'1-Qasim. l-..s a native o:f 

Nishapur he heard traditions in this city :from Abu~Bakr 

MuJ:lammad ( III. u o 3 ) , al-Ij:"akim an-Naysaburi ( II I o 9 .. 3 ) o 

Abu-Tahir az~Ziyadi ( III. Qo 6 ) and Ibn-Bakuwayhi ( IIIoVo3 ). 

Also in Nishapur he studied Arabic literature under Abu-Bakr 

ibn-al-~arith al-I~bahani, and studied jurisprudence under 

Then he became a 

distinguished traditionist in Nishapu~he taught traditions 

in this city and among his students was 'Abd-al-Gha:fir al-

Farisi (IV. Yo 8 ). He died in 1097.1 

Q.72 AbU-M~ammad as-Samarqandi 

His name was al-J;Iasan ibn-I}amad ibn-M~ammado He was 

born in Samarqand in 409 and although he studied traditions 

there and also in BliY~ara and Nishapur, his main education 

was conducted by Abu-,1-'Abbas al-Mustagh:firi. Some time 

before the year 1018, it is reported that he came to Nishapur 

and learned traditions under Abu- Ija:f~ al-Kanjarudhni, 

Abu- 'Abd-ar-Ra:o.man as-Sulami ( III. v.. 2- ) , a~-:9ablini 

( III., Q. 48 }, and others. He returned to his native city -------- --~--·" __ " ______ "_ 
1. ~., III, 367-8; Jaw., I, 338; Siy~q.,:f.86b. 
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of Samarqand but later decided to take up permanent residence 

in Nishapur, where he established his reputation as a reliable 

traditionist after teaching and dictating traditions there for 

several years. He died in 1098 and was buried in al-~usayn's 
1 graveyard. 

His name was M~ammad ibn-M~ammad ibn-Zayd. His father 

was a native of Baghdad but he himself was born in Samarqand. 

He was a wealthy man, being both a landowner and a merchant. 

His interest in traditions was so great that he collected 

them and possessed many books on the subject. He came to 

Nishapur as a messenger from the officials of Samarqand and 

when he was there he· stayed in a1-Liushshu~iyya madrasa where he 

dictated some traditions and read some poetry. On his return 

to Samarqand, he taught traditions on the authority of Abu-

'Ali ibn-Shadhan and Abu-'Ali al-Wasi~i. He died in the 

last decade of the eleventh century, in 1098. 2 

1, Tadh., IV, 27; Siyag., f.55a. 

2. Tadh., IV, 9-11; Siyag., f.15a; his kunya was either Abu

'1-Ma'ali or Abu-'1-ljasan. 
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III 

THE JURISTS AND TEE THEOLOGIANS 

THE lj.ANAFITES: Q_~I 9A'ID, ABU-~1-HAYTH.Al,I, AS-9ANDALI AND AN

NASIHI. THE SflAFI "ITES AND THE ASH' ARITES: ABU-' 1-MU~AFFAR AS-. 
SA11it.ANf, ABU-~t-'fAYYIB A9-9U'LUKI, ABU-MUJj:i-VAMAD AL-JUWAYNI .A..ND HIS 

SON ABU-'1-MA'ALI (IMA1i-AL-IJ.ARAI1IAYN), IBN-FURAK, AL-ISFAR.A~INI AND 

AL-BAGHDADI. THE K/1..t1R.A11riiTES: ABU-BAKR f.IIUJjAMHAD AND THE FOUNDER OF 

THE HAY:Q.PJ:IITE SCHOOL OF 'rHEOLOGY, IBN-AL-HAY:pAI~i. 

We have mentioned earlier in this chapter the part which the 

leading Ijanafite families, the Hikalis~ Tabbanis and 9a'idis, played 

in the administration of Khurasan and in particular of Nishapur 

under the Ghaznavids. In the fields of scholarship and literature~ 

however, the members of those families appear to have played a less 

prominent role than they did as legal and civic officials or as 

diplomats, though it was often the case that they gained their 

first official appointment partly as a result of their ovfn or their 

families' distinction as scholars. 1 For example Qa~I 9a'id (IIIoR. 

6) had studied literature under the famous poet, Abu-Bakr al

Illiwarizmi (II.P.5), jurisprudence under Abu-Sahl al-Qa~i2 and Abu

'1-Haytham 1 Utba (II .. R.2), and traditions under many shaylths, and 

was therefore a noted scholar before the Sultan M~d appointed 

him to be tutor to his two young sons.3 Vfuen ~he Sultan realised 

that his appointment of the Karramite leader, Abu-Bakr ~~ammad 

(III.U.3), to be ra 1 is of Nishapur, in an attempt to further his 

policy of suppressing Sunnite sects, was causing dissension among 

the other Sunnite sects, and when his ap:pointee starte-d to turn 

l. See above, 258-270. 
2. He was the maternal grandfather of 9a' id; Jaw., I, 262 ~ 

3. Bayhaqi, Ta'rikh-i:,}Yias'udi, 198; Jaw., I, 261-62; 

Siyag., ~.74b; see below, (List No.I.A), 608. 
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against certain Sunni·te scholars 9 it was the scholar ?a'id, as leade:r 

of the ~anafite sect, whom he used to bring about the dismissal of 

Abu-Bakr M~ammad. The circumstances o~ the struggle between the two 

leaders of these Sunnite sects have already been narrated. 1 

9a'id himself was dismissed from his office as qa~I by the 

Seljuqs partly because of his age but mainly because he had 

shown a distinctly reserved attitude towards his new rulers on 

their first occupation of Nishapur in 1038, saying that he was 

too old and too much concerned with his ovm studies to give them 

the benefit of his political experience. 2 The person rti th v1hom 

the Seljuqs replaced him by was his old teacher, Abu-,1-Haytham 

'Utba, the then teacher of the ~anafites, who was himself a 

distinguished jurist, having studied under Qa~i-al-~aramayn, 

( II. J o 11 ) o He became noted as both qa~I and teacher 

and Ibn-Abi-~1-Wafa' acknowledges him as a skilful teacher of 

the candidates for the office of qa~a:3 

Two distinguished Ijanafi te scholars vvho witnessed the 

rise of the Seljuqs to power in Khurasan deserve to be mentioned. 

One was Abu-'1-~asan a9-9andali (IIIoRol4 ),who had established 

his reputation as a theologian by heading the ~anafite 

representation in the disputations with the Shafi'ites who were 

led by Abu-M~ammad al-Juwayni ( III. s. 9 ) and his son the 

Imam-al-~aramayn ( III. T. 9 )o 

was such that the ~anafites honoured him by building a madrasa 

1. See below, (List Nos .. 2,3), 626, 632; see above, 261-262. 

2. ~., f.3la; Lub., I, 41; Jaw., I, 262. 
3 • ill·, I, 242-3; Sj_;y)ig., f .ll8a. 
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in Nishapur for his use called after his own name, the Sandaliyya 
0 

madrasa. When the Seljuqs had occupied Nishapur 9 he 

was highly favoured by the Sultan Tughril-Beg who was himself 

a keen ~anafite and when the latter invaded Baghdad in 1055 

he took a?-~andali ~ith him as his· advisor. A?-

9andali however preferred to live and study in private and so 

he retired from his public activities and took a vow of piety. 1 

The other distinguished IJanafi te scholar v1as Abu-Bakr 

an-Na?i~I ( III. R. 13 ) 9 the chief of the ~anafites in Nishapur. 

He was recognised as an authority in various of the Islamic 

religious sciences but he was primarily regarded as a theologian 

and dialectitian. Like a~-9andali, his reputation was such 

that he was appointed a qa~I as well as a professor in 

Nishapur. 2 Although Ibn-Abf- 9 1-Wafa, alleges that both 

a~-9andali and an-Na?i~I had tendencies towards Mu'tazilism 9 

his testimony is doubtful on two grounds: firstly, it seems 

that he included most of the ~anafite theologians in the 

category of the Mu'tazilites since he took the science of kalam 

theology as the basis of his categorisation, and,secondl~ 

since the second half of the ninth century Mu'tazilism had lost 

whatever influence it had as a school of. thought in Khurasan, 

and from that time there is no record of any discussions having 

been held on its doctrine.3 
--------~------------------~----·-------------------------------------· 
1 . Jaw • , I , 3 57-9 , see below, ( L i s t No • 2 ) 9 6 2 8 • 
2. ~., II, 64; see below, (List No.3), 633. 
3. Som~ Mu'tazilite dogmas were discussed in Nishapur in the 

class o:f the :famous· Shafi.' i te jurist Ibn-Khuzayma ( II .K.4 ) • 
These teachers were strongly opposed by the whole body o:f the 
Shafi'ite sect; see above, 180. 
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The eleventh century was marked by the growing interest 

which a large number of scholars displayed in the juridical 

doctrines of Shafi'ism, and important contributions in the 

field of scholarship and literature were made by adherents to 

this school. There were also converts to Shafi'ism among members 

of otheP Sunni te sects, the most famous of which viras the 

conversion of Abu-'1-Mu~affar as-Sam'ani ( III. s. 25 ).Abu-,1-

Mu~affar's family, the- Sam'anis were distinguished ?anafite 

followers in Marw and he himself was a noted jurist and 
,- 1 

commentator on the Qur 7 an. His conversion to Shafi'ism 

split his family, the Sam'anis, and thereafter his descendants 

remained Shafitites while those of his brother, Abu-'1-Qasim, 

remained ?anafites. It also almost provoked rioting in 

Marw itself and Abu-'1-Muzaffar.had to find refuge in Nishapur. . . 

There he was a highly respected member of the Shafi'ite 

community and was duly honoured by the Seljuq Vizier~ Ni~am-

al-Mulk.2 Ib~Abi- 9 1-Wafa, refers to Abu- 9 1-Mu~affar's 

conversion in the discussions which took place between the 

~anafites and the Shafi'ites which indicates how serious an 

effect it had on the J;;Ianafite movement, but this incident ·is 

reDUdiated by the ~anafiteso It is also vrorthy of 

note that Abu-'1-Mu~affar's grandson, Abu~sa'd (IV. Y. 17 ) 

became well-known as a Shari'ite scholar and compiler of the 

book al-Ansa-t.3 

1. Subk., IV, 21; Shadh . .,, Ill, 393; Siyag., f .130b. 
2. Ibid., f. loc .cit., Subk., IV, 21-5. 

3. Jaw., I, 358; Subk., IV, 259. 
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The Sha~i'ite movement was represented in Nishapur by 

the prominent ~amilies o~ $u'luki, Juwaynis, Qushayris and many 

others, amongst whom the 9u'lukis were the most in~luential. 

Already by the Samanid period, the $u'lukis, under the leader-

ship o~ Abu-Sahl ( II. Lo 1 ), were well-known ~or their 

devotion to scholarship and piety, and.Abu-Sahl himsel~ was 

greatly respected by the Vizier al-Bal'ami and o:ften inv·ited to 

his court. 1 These ~avours continued during the Ghaznavid 

rule and Abu-Sahl's son, Abu-'t-Tayyib a~-$u'luki (III. S. 2 ), 

was renowned throughout Illiurasan as a master o~ jurisprudence 

and teacher of' Ash'arism. Students came to learn ~rom him in 

Nishapur ~rom all over Kh.urasan and many of them in turn became 

famous mu:fti s 9 nqaSJ.i s and teachers. J\lnong the s tu dents who 

studied jurisprudence under him was Abu-M~ammad al-Juwayni 

( III. So 9 ), the :father o~ the Abu-'1-Ma'ali Imam-al-J}aramayn 

( ) 0 2 III. T~ 9 

Abu-Mul;).ammad al-Juwayni \7c:ts famed primarily as a Shaf'i 'i te 

jurist but also for his knowledge of literature and his ability as 

a commentator. It is also reported that there was no-one to 

equal,him in his skill in conducting assemblieso His reputation 

was so great that Abu-Sa'id al-Qushayri ( IVo Y. 1 ) said of' 

him that "if God had permitted to send another prophet during 

Abu-M~ammad's lifetime, it would have been none other than he 

himself due to his excellent path, piety and perfect virtue".3 
--~--~--------· -----

1. T K li 1 183. 

2. Ibid., 211; SUbf., III, 169; Shadh., 172; see below, (List 

No. I .B), 614. 
3. Abu-Sa'id a1-Qushayri quoted by as-Subki and Ibn-'Asakir; 

~., III, 208; T KM , 258. 
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In spite of his reputation, his judicial work, al-M~Ij,was 

subject to a certain amount of criticism because it mentioned 

some legal principles and precepts which were contrary ·to the 

Shafi'ite doctrines. The method of al~~~i~ was particularly 

criticised by Abu-Bakr al-Bahyaqi ( III. Q. 54 ) who pointed 

out many of its defects and as a result Abu-r.liulJammad did not 

continue with the writing of the work which had already taken 
1 up three volumes. 

Abu-MUQammad taught his son Abu-~l-Ma 6 ali al-Juwayni 

(III. To 9 ) jurisprudence and on his father's death al-Juwayni 

took over the chair.of professor of jurisprudence. However, 

the study of jurisprudence did not completely satisfy him, 

though he became a noted professor of that subjec~ and he 

started to attend the lectures of al-Iskafi ( III. T. 7 ) on 

dogmatic.s and theology which were given in the madras.a of al-

Bayhaqi.2 It should be noted in this context that Shafi'ism 

throughout the eleventh century was associated with Ash'arism 

and that the most distinguished Shafi'ites were also Ash'arites 

in theology. Ash'arism had developed as a school of theology 

in the first half of the eleventh century tmder the theologians 

Ibn-FUrak ( III. To 1 ) , al-Baghdadi ( III o T. 5 ) and al-

Isfara'ini ( III. T. 3 ) . Vfuen tughril's Vizier, al-Kunduri 

started his persecution of the Ash 'ari tes in Nishapur,. and an 

order for the arrest of al-Juwayni was issued, al-Juwayni 

1. Subk., III, 209-210. 

2. I Kh., I, 361; TK Atl , 279; ~·, 252. 
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escaped to Baghdad in 1056 and thence to ~ijaz, where he 

stayed ~or ~our years acting as a pro~essor and m~~tLpartly 

in Mecca and :partly in Medina. It was ~rom this that he 

~ecame knovm as Imam-al-~aramayn, 'the Imam o~ the two 

sanctuaries, Mecca and Medina' .. 1 On the death o~ Tughril-Beg 

and the succession o~ Al:p-.:\.rslan to the Seljuq throne, Ni~am

al-Mulk was appointed Vizier and invited all those who had been 

exiled to return to Nisha:pur .. Al-Juwayni was among those who 

accepted his invitation and on his return he was appointed head 

of the Ni~amiyya madrasa which Ni?am-al~Mulk had built ~or him 

in Nishapur. He remained as such and also as head o~ the 

Sha~i'ites until his death in 1085. 2 He was renovmed not 

only ~or his jurisprudence and his theological studies but 

also ~or his knowledge o~ philosophy which some historians 

consider he taught to his pupil, al-Ghazali (IV .. CC. 1 ), 

but on which subject none o~ his writings have survived. 3 

0~ the most distinguished men who were pro~essors in NiShapur 

and who were Ash 1 arite in theology, certain deserve to be mentioned~ 

Among them was the famous theologian Ibn-Furak ( IV .. T .. 1 ) 

who stood out bravely as an opponent to the Karramites in 

Rhurasan. The people o~ Nishapur built ~or him a 

1. Subk., II, 270-71; I .Kh., lo~ci t .. , C~ c Watt, Islamic 

Philosophy, I, III. According to Ibn-Khallikan al~Juwayni's 
friend al-Qushayri ( III. V. 8 ) visited Baghdad in 1056-7. 

I·Kh., I, 377. 

2. see below~ (List No.2), 627. 
3. Watt, Islamic Phfl6so:Qhy, I, 112; Brockelmann (L. Gardet), 

E 1 2 rrAl-D:luwayni". _, 
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madDasa where he taught theology. 
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A contemporary of his, 

Abu-Is~aq al-Is~ara~ini ( III. T. 3 ) acquired a reputation 

throughout Iraq as a theologian and when he came to Nishapur 

even the distinguished scholars of that city attended his 

lectures in theology. On the death of the master of 

traditionist and jurist scholars, Abu-r~ir az-Ziyadi ( III. 

Q. 6 ), in 1019, al-Isfara~ini replaced him as the teacher o~ 

his classes at the mosque of 'Aqil, and later the citizens of 

Nishapur, to honour his ~ame as a professor, built for him his 

own madrasa which was described as the best building in the 

2 - - --city. Born in Baghdad, Abu-Man~ur al-Baghdadi ( III. T. 5 ) 

lived most of his life in Nishapur and became noted as an 

Ash 6 arite intellectual and writer. Watt considers that in 

his book al-Farg bayga al-firag, he gives the best knovm 

account of the history of the early sects and points out the 

errors of each. He also wrote a compendium on Ash'arite 

theology which gives a lucid exposition of the main points of 

that doctrine and its main differences from the doctrines of 

other sects.3 

Other distinguished scholars in Nishapur who were alleged 

to be Shafi'ites and Ash'arites should be mentioned; among the 

mystics were the names of al-Qushay~i (III.V.8), ad-Daqqaq 9 (III. 

V.l), as-Sulami (III.V.2) and Abu-Sa'id (III.V.4) and among 

l.I Kh., II, 610. 

2. Ibid., I, 4; Siyag., ff .35b-36a •. 

3. Watt, Islamic Philosoph~, I, 110. 
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the traditionist scholars were the names of al-Hakim an-Nasaburi • 

(III.Q.3), Abu-Bakr Bayhaqi (III.Q. 54) and others. 

We have already mentioned the political importance of 

the Karrami tes during the reign of the Ghaznavid Sultan litiaJ:lmud, 

when Abu-Bakr MuJ.:lammad ( III. u. 3 ) was appointed ra~is of 

Nishapur and that sect's eclipse as a political force when 

Abu-Bakr incurred the Sultan's displeasure.··. Not much is 

lmovm, however, of the Karramitesr doctrines since none of 

their literature has survived to this day. They may, however, 

be considered as a 'conservative Sunnite sect', and some followers, 

particularly in the first half of the eleventh century, appear to 

have been even radical or extreme conservative sect. Vve have 

already mentioned that their opponents allege that they held 

the doctrine of antropomorphism and it may be remembered that 

this was one of the charges that 9a'id ( III. R. 6 ) brought 

against Abu-Bakr at the court of enquiry. at Ghazna. None of 

these allegations and charges were proved however and the 

court decided the issue between the two leaders on a different 

point.1 It may be that the allegations were first made as 

debating points in the theological discussions which tool~ 

place between other Sunnite sectq and the Karramites. Some 

of th~ followers of the Karramites,and in particu~ar th0se who 

followed the doctrines of Ibn-al-Hay~am (IIIoU.8), were recognized 

as being more moderate. Ibn-al-Hay~am is considered by adh-
~--------------------~---------··--~--

1. see above, 73-74, 260-262. 
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Dhahabi1 to be the main theologian of the Karramites and it may 

be that in general the Karramites were more moderate than has 

hitherto been thought, but there appears to be some dispute 

about Ibn-al-Hay9-am's allegiance to that sect since the 

Shafi 1 i te writer, al-Baldlarzi, 2 who greatly admired the 

thought of Ibn-al-Hay~am, denies that he was ever associated 

with the sect. Certainly, though, in the second half of 

the eleventh century, the Karrlamites reappeared 

as a minor theological school in.Nishapur under 

the name of the Haygamiyya. 3 The scholars who 

followed this school were descendants of Ibn-al-Hay~am and 

though nothing is kno~m about their doctrines, these were · 

a minor, a revised kind of Karramism.4 

---------..... ~---~----·---...__...---
1. Mizan., IV, 21-22. 
2. Al-B~arzi, Dumyat al-qa~r., 166. 
3. Jaw., I, 357. 

4. See the Karramites; M~ammad ibn-Mu'adh ( III. u. 2 ), 

'Abd-as-sa:uam ibn-MuJ;tammad ( III. u. 4 ) and Abu-Bakr 
ibn-M~ammad ( III. u. 3 ), see below,(List No.I.C), 619. 
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THE JURISTS AND THE THEOLOGIANS (1000-1100) 

R 

THE HANAFITES 

R.l Abu-tAli as-Samarqandi 

His name was al-~asan ibn-Dawlid ibn-R~man. He was a 

native of Samarqand but he studied jurisprudence in Nishapur 

under the tuition of the ~anafite jurist Abu-Sahl az-Zujjaji 

( II. J. 8 ) . He then went to Iraq and dwelt in the city 

of Kufa where he es~ablished his fame as a dialectician with 

particular skill in speculative discussion. He returned to 

Nishapur where he built a madrasa and taught jurisprudence 

for some time. He also gave fatwas in this city. He died in 

1005. 1 

His name was 'Utba ibn-Khuthayma ibn-MuJ:lammad ibn-~atim 

ibn-Khuthayma. He was a native of Nishapur. . He studied 

the ~anafite system of jurisprudence in Nishapur under the 

tuition of the professor Abu->1-~usayn Qa~I-al-~aramayn 

( II. J. 11 ) • He also learned traditions during his visit 

to ~ijaz from ad-Dubay1i and in Iraq from Abu-Bakr al-Qa~I. 

From 1001-141 he fi1~ed the office of qa~~ in Nishapur. He 

died a year after his retirement in 1015. Abu- 5 1-Haytham 

was one of the great masters of the ~anafite schocl not only in 

1. Jaw., r, 192-3; 9iyag., f.52b. 
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Nishapur but in the whole of the province of Khurasan. He 

was celebrated for his ability in teaching and giving fatwas 

and many pupils finished their education under him and became 

themselves able and distinguished jurists. 

Abu-'1-'Ala~ 9a'id ( III. R. 6 ). 1 

R.3 Abu-Sa'id al-Jurjani 

His name was Mas'ud ibn-M~ammad. 

-

Among these was 

He was a native of 

Gurgan but he inhabited Nishapur. He heard traditions in the 

latter city from Abu-'1-'Abbas al-A~amm ( II. I. 28 ) and his 

contemporaries. He became noted as a theologian and a 

master of the science of controversy but he was alleged to 

have n tendency towards Mu'tazilism. Besides having a profound 

knowledge of Ij:ana:fi te jurisprudence and dogmatic theology, 

he was also considered to be a man of letters but there is no 

record of his teachers of literature. 

in 1025.2 

R.4 Abu-Sahl as-Sarraj 

He died in Nishapur 

His name was MLLh.ammad ibn-Ahmad ibn-Isma'il. He . . 
belonged to the Sarraji family in Nishapur, and studied the 

1. ill·, I, 342-3, II, 270; Siyag., f.ll7b; Shadh., III, 181, 
rash-Kupre-Zade, Tabaqat al-fuqaha', 74. 

2. Siyag., f.l26b; Jaw., rr, 171. 



science of tradition unde~ Abu-'Amr ibn-Matar ( II. I. 37 )9 

.Abu-~1-~asan al-Bakka'i and Abu- 9 1-~asan Isma'il ibn-M~ammad 

ibn-al-Fa~ll. He died in 1033. Abu-Sahl is identified by 

Ibn-Abi-'1-Wafa> as a leading ~anafite jurist an~ professor 

with a leaning towards Mu'tazilism. But there is no material 
1 to trace with whom he studied ~anafism or who were his students. 

R.5 Abu-'Umar al-Juri 

His name was M~ammad ibn-Yal)ya ibn-al-ljasan ibn-.AJ:}mad. 

He was a native of Nishapur and resided in the quarter of Jur 

in that city. 2 He learned traditions in Khurasan and Iraq 

from Abu-Hafs ibn-Shah.in and Abu-Bakr ibn-' Abdan. . . In Nisha:pur, 

he was well acquainted with the prominent ~anafite famil~ the 

He died in 1034. Abu-'Umar was a moderate 

ljanafite,well-acquainted with the science of the :principles of 

law. He was also held in high esteem as a transmitter of 

traditions.3 

1. ~aw., II, 8; Siyag., f.Bb. 

2. Lub., I, 250, but Yaqut mentions only the city of Jur in the 

province of Fars and says that a great number of scholars 

came from Jur and inhabited Nishapur, M B , II, 146-9. 

3. Siyag., f.9b; Jaj!·., II, 141-2. 
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R.6 

His name was ~a'id ibn-M~ammad ibn-~ad ibn-

'Ubayd-Allah. His kunya was Abu-'1-'Ala'. He was the 

leader o~ the ~ana~ites in Nishapur. 9a'id was born in 

958 in Ustuwa. He commenced his studies during his child-

hood under his ~ather. He then studied Arabic literature 

under the tuition o~ Abu-Bakr al-Khwarizmi ( II. P. 5 ). 

His next teacher was his paternal grand~athe~Abu-Na~r al-

Qa~i, under whom he studied jurisprudence. Then he 

continued his studies under Abu-'1-Haytham ( III. R. 2 ), 

till he had surpassed him in the science o~ jurisprudence. 

He made the pilgrimage to Mecca twice, once in 985 and then 

in 1011. He occupied the o~~ice o~ qadi of Nishapur ~or 
....=.......a.-

some ye~rs till he was replaced in 1001 by his master Abu

'1-Haytham. 

9a'id was a jurist and a mu~ti o~ Nishapur. He was 

held in high favour by the Sultan M~mud who made him tutor 

to the young princes Mas'ud and M~ammad. A madrasa 

in Nishapur was founded ~or him by the military 

governor of Khurasan, the prince Na~r ibn-Seb~ktigin. He 

died in Nishapur in 1039. 

9a'id is reported by ~ajji-Khalifa and Ibn-Abi-~1-Wafa' 

to have composed a book on the principles of jurisp~dence 

entitled al-I'tiqad which seems to be lost. 1 

1. Siyag., f'~74b; Jawo, 161-62; Ans.,ff.3la-b; Khat •. · IX, 

344; I:I Kh., II, 1393; :fash-Kttpre-Zade·, 't'abaqat al-fuqaha', 

81. Mm1ta~am, VIII, 108; 'Utbi, at-Ta~rikh al-Yamini 

II, 330-331; Jurbadhqani,Tarjuma-yi ta'rildl-i-~aminis 
260; cf. Bos., 175. 
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R.7 Ibn-Abi-'1-Haytham. 

His name was a1-Haytham ibn-'Utba ibn-Khuthayma. His 

lrunya was Abu-Sa'id. He was a native of Nishapur and the 

son of the famous I-Janafi te jurist Ibn-al-I:Iaytham ( III .R .2 ) . 

Ibn-Abi-'1-Haytham studied jurisprudence under his father and 

he also learned traditions from Bishr al-Isfara'ini, MUQ&mmad 

ibn-'Ali Ja'far al-Bukhari and from Abu-'Amr ibn-Hamdan . 
( II. I. 40 ) • Traditions were delivered on his authority 

by al-Mu' adhdhin ( III. Q. 62 ) • Ibn-Abi-' 1-(Iaytham was renowned 

as a ~ana~ite jurist as well as a reliable traditionist. He 

occupied in Nishapur the post of qadi and it is possible that __ .. _ 
he succeeded to the position of his father. 

occurred in 1039.
1 

His death 

R.B Abu-'1-Fa~l al-~usayni 

His name was Atunad ibn-Mul}ammad ibn-al-{.Iusayn ibn-Dawud. 

He was a descendant of the Caliph 'Ali. He learned traditions 

in his birth-place, Nishapur, and also in Iraq and Mecca. He 

received traditions from Abu-'1-I]asan a1-'A1awi ( III .. Q. 73) 

and Abu-'1-Hasan a1-Hasani. • • He also studied the system of 

~anafite jurisprudence and taught on that subject. 

in 1056-57. 2 

1. Siyag., ~o140b.; Jaw., II, 208. 

2. Siyaq., f .28b; Jaw., I, 100o 

He died 
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Yahya as-Sa'idi . . . 
His name was Yahya ibn-Muhammad ibn-Sa'id ibn-Muhammad . . . .. 

ibn-f?a' id ibn-Mul}ammad ibn-.Al}mad ibn- 'Ubayd-Alllih. He was a 

native o~ Nishapur. Y~ya was born in 1010. His paternal 

grand~ather ~a'id (III.R .. 6) was a pro~essor and ra'Is o~ the 

~ana~ites at Nishapur. Y~ya himself became qa~I of the city o~ 

Rayy, then o~ Nishapur. He dictated traditions for many years in 

his native city. He died in Rayy in 1067.
1 

R.lO 

His name was Mu.l_lammad ibn- 'Abd-_l.\.llEih ibn-AJ.:lmad .. He was 

from a S~a~i'ite ~amily but was the only member of his ~amily 

to follow the Hanafite doctrine. He was born in 1021 .. 
• 

He became a professor in Nishapur. Many students are 

believed to have profited from his lectures. 

1068 .... 69. 2 

R.ll Abu-'1-Qasim al-Ustuwa'I 

He died in 

His name was Man~ur ibn-Isma'il ibn-9a£id ibn-MuJ:l.ammad. 

He was a native of Nishapur and came from the 9a'idi ~amily 

who had been the leaders of the ~anafites in Nishapur for many 

1. ! aw. , rr, 215-6; Siyag., :r .143a. 

2. Ibid., f.l7b; ~., II, 63. 
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generations. Abu-'1-Qasim studied ~anafite jurisprudence 

under his father. He also learned traditions during his 

travels to Baghdad, Harnadan, Rayy and Transoxiana. In 

Nishapur, he frequently acted as deputy to his father and 

after the latter's death he performed his duties as qa~I 

al-qu<Jat. Abu-~1-Qasim was aclmowledged by the scholars of 

Nishapur for his great learning. He surpassed all members of his 

family the 9a'idis in teaching 9 preaching, and holding assemblies 

for t recollection'~ dhikr .. He was also the only one in his 

family to emerge as a man of letters. It is reported by 

Ibn-Abi-'1-Wafa' that 'Abd-al-Ghafir al-Farisl ( IV o Y o 8 ) 

studied the at-Tahawi's work al-Athar under him and that some 
0 0 0 

of the natives of Nishnpur tried to hold a dictation assembly 

for him but his sickness prevented him presiding over that 

assembly. He died in 1077. 1 

R.l2 Abu-Nasr al-Ustuwa'I . 
His name was Ahmad ibn-Muhammad ibn-Sa'id ibn-Mu...hammad. . . . . 

He was born in 1019 into the most influential l}anafite family 

in Nishapur. His paternal grandfather ( III. Ro 6 ) was 

the ra'is of the Hanafites there. • Abu-Na?r appears to have 

spent his youth in learning horsemanship but during this 

period he must also have picked up some lmowledge of traditions 

and the ~anafite system of jurisprudence from members of his 

1. Siya_g., f .129b.; JS:W., II, 182. 
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family. Ibn-Abi-'1-Wafa' mentions 9a'id, his paternal grand-

father, Mu]t.ammad, his father and Isma'il, his paternal uncle, 

as being his masters. 

He acquired his reputation as·a result of the political 

upheavals in Khurasan. In 1038, the Seljuqs invaded Nishapur 

and put an end to the Ghaznavid rule in Khurasan. 1~e Seljuq 

sultans were ~anafite sympathisers and in order to consolidate 

their power in Khurasan, they appointed their f'ollovYers as 

Ij:anafite leaders to the most important administrative post, 

that of' the ra>is in the various cities, including Nishapur. 

Abu-Na~?r was appointed not simply as a ra;.is but as ra'is ar

ru'asa', a post which had hitherto been unknown in Nishapur. 

He held the post from 1038 to 1049, discharging his duties 

entirely impartially, but then he began to discriminate against 

the Ash'arites and in 1063 the Sultan Jup-Arslan had to 

intervene to end his administration by sending him on a 

diplomatic mission to Transoxiana. There he remained Qntil 

the Sultan Malik-Sh~ came to power and began to prepare for 

Abu-Na~r's return to Nisho.pur by cre.ating vacancies in the ranks o:f 

the judges. Abu-Na~r was appointed qag.i al-quQ.a~ ot: Nishapur 

and remained in this post for 14 years. During this time 9 he 

dictated traditions every ~eck on Thursday evenings in the 

Ancient Mosque. He died in Nishapur in 1089t1 

1. Siyag., ff. 33b-34a; Jaw., I, 105-6. 
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R.13 Abu-Bakr an-Nasihi 
0 • 

His name was Mu.lJ.ammad ibn-'Abd-AllElh ibn-al-l}usayn. He 

was a native of Nishapur. He learned traditions from Abu-Bakr 

p~mad ibn-al-l}asan al-l}arbi and Abu-Ibr~Im ibn-Isma'Il an

Na~rabadhi, but his main interests were the sciences of 

jurisprudence and dogmatic theology 9 in which he became a 

master. Having made the pilgrimage to Mecca, he came to 

Baghdad in 1090 where he taught traditions on the authority of 

'Abd-al-i:Vahhab al-Anmati and Abu-Bakr az-Zaghuli. 

being a professor, he filled the office of qag~ 

in Ni shapur. Then he was appointed qa~I in Rayy. 

Besides 

But 

he died on his way to Rayy and was buried in I~pahan in the 

year 1091. 

An··Na~i:Q.I was the chief of the ljanafi tes at his time. 

His reputation was immense not only as a jurist but as a 

theologian dialectician, a man of letters and a poet. It is 

reported also that he had some leaning towards the Mu'tazilite 

doctrine. 1 

His name was 'Ali-ibn-al-ljas~r He was a native of 

Nishapur. He commenced his studies under al-ljasan a~-~a'bio 

His fame soon became so great that the l}anafites built for him 

a madrasa called a~-9andaliyya which was named after him. 

He was also favoured by the Sultan Tughril-Beg,who,when he 

1. Jaw., II, 64; Shadh., rrr, 372; r:rash-Ktrpre-Zade, 
Tabaqat al-fuqaha', Bo. 
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invaded Baghdad took a~-~andali with him, but soon he 

returned to Nishapur where he retired from teaching and 

took the vow of piety. He died in 1091. A~-9andali was one 

of the most eminent mon among the ~anafites as a dogmatic 

theologian. It is said also that he had a tendency towards 

the Mu'tazilite doctrine. In Nishapur, he led a group of 

~anafite theologians in the disputation assemblies with the 

Shafi'ite theologians led by Abu-M~ammad al-Juwayni ( III. 

s. 9 ) and his son Imam-al-~aramayn ( III. To 9 )o In 

these assemblies they discussed various points of jurisprudence. 1 

- -R.l5 Abu-Turab an-Narizi 

His name was 'Abd-al-Baqi ibn-Yusuf. He was born in a 

village in Adharbayjan called Nariz. Hence his nisba an-Narizio 

He came to Baghdad and studied the science of jurisprudence 

under the Shafi'ite master Abu-'t-Tayyib at-~abari ( III. 8.12 ) 

until he mastered this subject. Having acquired fame in Iraq, 

he came to Nishapur and resided in this cityo He professed 

for some years in the mosque of 'Aqil and died in 1097. Abu

Turab was a jurist who studied under a Shafi~ite master. There 

is no indication that he studied the Hanafite doctrines or . ' 

taught them. However, Ibn-Aci-'1-Wafa' includes him among 

the ~anafite jurists. 2 

-----------
1. Tash-Kupre-Zade, Tabaqat al-fugaha~' 188; Jaw., I, 357-359. 

2. Siyago, f.l07a; Jaw., I, 293; Lub., III, 222; Ans., f.558b. 
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R .. l6 Abu-Ibr~im al-Bustaniqani 

His name was Isma 6 il ibn-'Ali. He was a merchant ~rom 

the village of Bustanigan 9 but he later resided in the quarter 

of Na~rabadh in Nishapur. He studied ~anafite jurisprudence 

under Abu-~1-'Ala~ ~a'id ( III. Ro 6 ) and it is most probable, 

according to al-Farisi, that he met some of the followers of 

al-A~amm ( II. Io 28 ), but it is unlikely that he received 

traditions ~rom them. He died in 1098. 1 

-------------..... -----··- - -----
1. Jaw., I, 158. 
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8 

THE SH:A'.FI 'ITES 

His name was al-Husayn ibn-al-Hasan ibn-Muhammad ibn-• . . 
J:Ial1m. He was a native of Bukhara born in 949. Having made 

a pilgrimage to Mecca, he came to Nishapur in 987 and taught 

traditions in that city. Many authors wrote dovm his 

lectures. He returned to his native city and then, in 995, he 

visited Nishapur for the second time. During this time he 

held an assembly in which he dictated traditions. It is 

mentioned that al-~akim Abu-(Abd-Allah ( IIIo Q. 3 ) delivered 

traditions on his authority . He died in the year 1012-3.1 

.. i\1-ljalimi was regarded in his native place of Bukhara as one 

of the most learned men'of his age in the science of the 

Shafi'ite system of jurisprudence. He was also an author who 

wrote many works on jurisprudence. Ibn-'Imad mentions the 

following works of his: 

1. Shu'ab al-iman, a good work on jurisprudence 

consisting of 3 volumes. 

2. Avat as-sa' a. 

3. AQ.wal al:._g.~yama. 

All of his works seem to be lost. 2 

1. Subk., III, 147; I Kh., I, 183, according to as-Sam'ani, 

al-~alimi was born in Gurgan, then he inhabited Bukhara, 

Ans., f.l74a. 

2. Shadh., III, 167-8. 
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8.2 Abu-,~-Tayyib a~-~u'lukf 

His name was 8ahl ibn-M~ammad ibn-8ulayman ibn-Musa 

ibn-'isa ibn-Ibrahim. He was a native of Nishapur and the 

son of the famous scholar Abu-8ahl a~-9u'luki ( II. L. 1 ). 

He studied 8hafi'ite jurisprudence under his father and after 

the death of his father in 979, he emerged as a 8hafi'ite 

jurist and attained the rank of his father as mufti of Nishapur. 

He also held regularly classes in which he taught jurisprudence 

and his class was attended by a great number of students. For 

instance it was reported that 500 inkpots were placed in hi~ 

class in the year 997. He died in Nishapur in the year 1013. 1 

Abu-' t-f'ayyib was a scholar with a comprehensive lmowledge 

of the science of jurisprudence 9 theolog~ grammar and Arabic 

literature. He was also an author of one work entitled al-

Mudhahhab fi dhikr s4_~llld1 al-madhhab which no longer exists. 2 

8.3 Abu-'Umar al-Bistami 

His name was Mutammad ibn-al-~usayn ibn-Mutammad ibn-al-

Haytahm ibn-ul-Qasim ibn-Malik. He was a native of Bistam 

which is a town within the district of QUmis. Al-Bistami 

removed to Iraq and studied Shafi'ite jurisprudence ·in 

Baghdad during the life of Abu-~amid al-Isfara'ini, under 

~mad ibn- 1 Abd-ar-R~an al-Jarud, 8ulayman at-Tabarani and 

l.T KM ,211-14; Subk., III, 169-71; Shadh.~ III, 172; 
Miftah, II~ 182., 

2.£ Kho, II, 1100, l645o 
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others. Re~erence has been made that he also learned 

traditions in Ahwaz, I?pahan and Sijistan. In 998, he was 

appointed qa~i in Nishapur in a tribunal council situated in 

the Raja' mosque. He stayed the rest o~ his li~e in Nishapur 

and died there in the year 1016-17. Al-Bistami is regarded by 

al-Farisi as a leading Sha~i'ite in holding discussion 

assemblieso 1 

His name was Mul:lammad ibn-Al).mad ibn-MUQ.ammad·. He 'i"J3.S a native 

of Nishapur. He studied the science o~ tradition under al-

) and from Abu-'1-Walid a1-Qurashi 

( II. K. 8 ) . He died in 1019. 

in jurisprudence and was noted also as D. man o~ letters. 2 

8. 5 Abu-Bakr an-Nuqani 

His name was Muhammad ibn-Bakr ibn-Muhammad. . . He was a 

native of Nuqan which is a town within the district o~ rus. 

He studied jurisprudence in Nisha:pur under Abu-'1-.,!iasan al

Masarjisi ( II. K. 16 ) and in Baghdad under Abu-Mutammad 

al-Ba:fi. Mention has been made that he learned traditions 

1. Subk~, III, 59; Shadh., III, 187; ~at~, II, 247-8; 
Muntazam, VII, 285 j W~i, III, 6; Siyaq., ~. 2b; c~. Lub., 
I, 123-124; Ans., :ff.81a-b. 

2. s1ya9 ., :r .4b. 
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from the most distinguished scholar of Baghdad, Daraqutni. 

Reference has been made also to his having professed for some 

time Shafi'ite jurisprudence in Niahapur, and,according to as

Subki, he became the mufti and teacher of the Shafi'ites of 

that city and one of the leading shaykhs who held disputation 

assemblies in support of Shafi'ism. He died in his native 

town Nuqan in the year 1029. Abu-Bakr was a Shafi'ite jurist 

who had the privilege of teaching the eminent mystic of 

Nishapur, Abu-'1-Qasim al-Qushayri ( III. v. 8 ). 1 

8.6 Abu-Bakr al-Hiri • 
His name was .AJ:lmad ibn-al-Ijasan ibn-.Alfmad ibn-Muifammad 

He was the son-in-law of 

the celebrated scholar Abu-'J~r al-~iri (II. Io 40). 

Abu-Bakr was a native of Nishapur from the quarter of 

al-~ira; his birth took place in 937. He studied jurisprudence 

in Nishapur under Abu-'1-~alid al-Qurashi ( IIo Ko 8 ). 

Mention is made by as-Subki that he studied Ash'arism, but he 

does not give the names of his teachers. Abu-Bakr also learned 

traditions from al-A?amm (II.I.28) in Nishapur and from many 

shaykhs in the cities of Baghdad, Klifa, Mecca and Gurgan. 

Abu-Bakr was renowned as a Shafi'ite jurist and he was 

one of the few Shafi'ites who held the office of qaQ.a' in 

Nishapur. Assemblies were presided over by him in 982 and 992. 

He died in Nishapur in the year 1030. 2 

1. 8i¥aq., f. 3b.; Subk., III ~ 49. cf. lYi B , IV, 834; Lub., III, 

244; Ans., :r .57lb. 
2~ Subk., III, 3; Siyaq., f.22b; Shadh., III, 217. 
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8.7 Abu-'1-Hasan. al-Mawardi • 

His name was M~ammad ibn-al-Qasam ibn-~ad. He was a 

native of Nishapur but he was surnamed al-Mawardi probably on .. 
account of his profession as a merchant or a maker of rosewater. 

He learnt traditions from Abu-'Amr ibn-Najid ( II. N. 11 ) 9 

Abu-~1-:trasan as-Sarraj 9 Ibn-:trafp and others. He died in 

1030. Abu- 9 1-:trasan was primarily a jurist and although the 

sect to which he belonged is not specified by his biographer, 

it.is most probable that he was a Shafi'ite since he had 

studied traditions under Ibn-Najid. He was the 

author of a book entitled al-Misb~ wa 9 t-tasabih which was 

written on the principles of jurisprudence.1 

s.8 Abu-Bakr al-Busti 

His name was Ahmad ibn-Muhammad ibn-'Ubyd-Allah ibn-. , 

Muhammad ibn-Ja'far ibn-Ahmad ibn-Musa. He was a native of . . 
Bust, which is a town lying between Herat and Kabul. Mention 

has been made that he studied traditions in Iraq under the 

Baghdadian scholar Daraqutni. Finally, Abu-Bakr resided in 

Nishapur. As a wealthy man, he devoted some of his property 

to the furtherance of knowledge by building a madrasa in 

Nishapur. This madrasa was built in front of his house in 

a district of al-Musayyib. He taught in the madrasa which 

was attached to the Ancient Mosque in Nishapur. 

Nishapur in the year 1037. 2 

He died in 

1. Si:yag. , ff e 7b-8a; for the ni sba 11 al-MS:wardi", see Lub., I II, 90. 
2. ~., III, 33; Siyaq., f.27a; for the nisba"al-Bustf', ci'. 

Ibn-~ibban ( II .K. 9). 
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8.9 Abu-M~ammad al-Juwayni 

His name was 'Abd-Allah ibn-Yusuf ibn-Muhammad. He was • 

the father of the celebrated scholar Imam-al-~aramayn ( III. 

T. 9 ) • He studied general literature at Juwayn under his 

father Abu-Ya'qub Yusuf and then went to Nisha:pur, where he 

studied jurisprudence under Sahl a~-9u'luki ( II. L. 1 ). 

From there, he went to Marw and put himself under the tuition of 

Abu-Bakr al-Qaffal ( d. 975 ). Diligently he followed 

the lessons of that master and acquired under his tuition a 

great knowledge of the Shafi'ite doctrine and the science of 

'controversy', Kh.ila~. Having finished his studies at Marw, 

he returned to Nishapur in the year 1016-17 and occupied the 

post of professor and mufti. 

He remained for the rest of his life in Nisha:pur where a 

great number of persons benefited from his lessons, among 

these was his son the Imam-a1-~aramayn. 

place in Nisha:pur in 1047.1 

His death took 

Abu-MU);.lammad was a jurist and an author. Bl.,ocke1mann 

mentions two of his works which are still existent: 

1. A1-Jam' wa '1-farg .. 

2. Al-W~sa'il fi_ furug al-Masayil. 

A list of his works is also given by Ibn-Khal1ikan. 2 

1. Subk., III, 208; Siyaq., ff.80a-b; Shadh., III, 261-2; 

~, II, 164; Mift~., II, 184; Muntazam., VIII,· 130; 
I Kh. , I; 316-17. 
~ 

2. G A L S , I, 667 ;. G A L , I, 482; I Kh., I, 316; cf. 

Schacht, E r 2 , tr.A.l-Djuwayni"; His work al-i'viul).it, see 

above, 337. 
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8.10 Abu-'Abd-ar~R~an an-Nili 

His name was Muhammad ibn-'Abd-al-'Aziz ibn-'Abd-ft~l~ • • 

He was born in Nishapur in 967. He studied the science of 

traditions under .\bu- 'Amr ibn-l}amdan ( II. I. 40), Abu-.AJ.:lmad 

) and Abu-'1-Husayn al-Hiri and he himself 
0 • 

dictated traditions for many years in Nishapur before his death· 

there in 1049. An-Nili was a Shafi'ite jurist as well as a 

poet. As-Subki remarks that he made a collection of poetry, 

but this seems to be lost. 1 

8.11 Abu-'1-Fat~ al-'Umari 

His hame was Na?ir ibn-al-l}usayn ibn-M~ammad ibn-'Ali. 

He was a native of Marw, and is believed to be a descendent of 

the Caliph 'Umar ibn-al-Khattab. He studied jurisprudence 
-in his native place under al~Qaffal. He continued his 

studies in Nishapur under Abu-'t-~ayyib as-9u'luki ( IIIo s. 2) 

and Abu-r~ir az-Ziyadi ( III. Q. 6 ) until he mastered the 

science of jurisprudence and became skilful in giving fatwas 

and holding discussion assemblies. He taught and dictated 

traditions for some time in Nishapur and among those who 

benefited by studying under him was Abu~Bakr al-Bayhaqi ( III. 

Q. 54). He died in Nishapur in 1053. Abu-'1-Fat~ was a 

traditionist as well as Shafi'ite jurist. He composed a 

work on the science of traditions entitled al-Jami' li-Ibn

'Iris which seems to-be lost. 2 

1. Subk., II I, 75; Siyag., f. 6b. 
2 • Subk., IV, 27; Shad.h., III, 272; Lub., II, 153; Biyag. ,'1' .136a. 
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8.12 Abu-~t-rayyib at-Taba~r 

His name was tUhir ibn-'Abd-Al1~ ibn-'t~ir; he was a native o:f 

rabaristan, born at Amul in the year 956-960. At the age of 14, he 

studied jurisprudence in his native city under. the tuition o:f 

Abu-'Ali a1-Zujjaji (do 980) and later became the disciple of 

Ibn-al-Qa~~. At-rabari went to Gurgan and learned the 

ibn-al-Kajj. Then he proceeded to Nishapur and for 4 years 

he studied jurisprudence under the tuition of Abu-~1-~asan al-

Masarjisi ( II. K. 16 ). From thence he went to Baghdad 

and continued his studies by attending the lectures of Abu-

~amid a1-Is:fara~ini (d. 1015-1016), Abu-M~ammad a1-Ba:fi (d.1007-

l008), Abu-$1-~asan Daraqutni (d. 995) and Abu-~1-Faraj an-

Nahrawani (d. 1001).1 He then remained in Baghdad and 

established his reputation as an authority and protector o:f the 

Sha:fi'ite doctrine and was victorious in various disputations 

with the ~ana:fites. He also continued to give :fatwas till 

his death and to correct the mistakes of other jurists. In 

1013, he was a notary,shabid,in the court o:f Baghdad, admitted 

as such by ~agi a1-qu~at Abu-'Abd-A1l~ as-Saymuri (d. 1044-

1045). Then he occupied the qa~a~ in the Bab a~-raq quarter 

of that city, and, on the death of as-Saymuri, he received the 

qa~a'o:f a1-Karkh quarter and became the qa~ of the two sectors -
of Baghdad. 

102. 2 

1 • Sub~. , I II , 

2. Mi:ft8h, II~ 

Kami1., IX, 

247; .Ans., 

He died in this office in 1058, at the_age o:f 

176-77·; Shadh., III, 284; Munta~am. 9 VIII, 270. 

182· , siyag., :f.76b; Shadh, III, 285; 

360; Nawawi, Tahdhib al-asma' wa '1-1ughat, I, 

:f .367a; Lub., II, 81· 
' 

I Kh., I, 233-234. 
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At-rabari was a Shafi'ite jurist, a commentator as well 

as an important mufti of his time; for instance,he was one of 

the jurists who were approached by the Caliph to give a fatw~ 

in favour of the Buwayhid prince Jalal-ad-Dwula, m1o wished to 

be decorated with the title of Malik-al-MulUk in the khutba. 

Subsequently his fatwa was granted. 1 

At-Tabari was also a writer. He wrote a number of 

works on religious dogmatics, on the doctrines of the Shafi'ite 

sect and on the point of 'controversy'llkhilar 9 between the sects. 

He was also a poet. Ibn-Khallikan considered his poetry as 

good as might be expected from a jurist. 

The following are the two most important works of at-iabari=-

1. Mukhtasar al-Muzani 

2. Mwdltasar fi mawlid ash-Shafi'I 

3. Sharh furli' Abu-Bakr al-Misri (d. 957). 

4. al-Minhaj · 

5.·at-Ta'liga al-Kubra fi '1-furu' 

No.l is extant.
2 

8.13 Abu-'1-l}asan al-'A"t;tar 

His name was Sa'id ibn-Man~ur ibn-M~ammad ibn-Ja'far. 

He was born in 98l,a native of Nishapur. He studied traditions 
.. 

under the Shafi'ite scholar, Abu-'1-~asan al-Masarjisi ( II. 

K. 16) and in 991 he wrote down traditions derived from him. 

He became professo~ of jurisprudence in Nishapur and was also 

1. Kami1s IX, 312. 
2. I Kh .. , I, 234; Subk., III, 176, 195; H Kh., I, 424: II, 

...f....--

1100, 1635; Heffening, E I 1 
' 

"Al-'tabari" • 
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renowned as a mediator between the rival Sunnite sects. He 

died in 1061. 1 

8.14 The Imam Abu-Sa'id an-Na~i~i 

His name was Muhammad ibn-Muhammad ibn-Ja'far an-Nasihi. . . . . 
He formed his nisba an-Na~i~I from the name of one of his 

ancestors called Na~i~. Abu-sa~id was a native of Nisha:pur 9 

born in 1013. In his native city he was a disciple of Abu-

M~ammad al-Juwayni ( IIIo 8. 9 ). He studied jurisprudence 

under him. He was for a time associated with Abu-'1-Qasim al-

Qushayri ( IIIo V. 8 ). Mention has been made that he studied 

traditions under al-.A.~amm' s followers, such as Abu-Tahir az:.;·Z.iyadi 

·( III. Q. 6 ) and Ibn-Bakuwayhi ( III. V. 3 ). 

his native city Nisha:pur in the year 1063. 2 

8.15 Abu-'Ali al-Mani'i 

He died in 

His name was l}assan ibn-8a'd ibn-I}assan ibn-Hul;ammad ibn-

Ahmad ibn-' Abd-Alltih ibn-Muhammad ibn-Mani'. • • He was the 

descendant of the J\rabian commander and Companion Khalid ibn-

al-Walid. His Aisba al-Mani'I was formed from the name of one 

of his ancestors.3 Al-Mani'I was a native of· Marw-ar-Rudh. 

The richness and the :prodigality of his donations were well-

1. siyag., f.69b. 

2. Subk., III, 81; Lub., III, 207; Ans. 9 f.55la. 

3. Ibid.,f.544a; Lub., III, 186. 



Imown among the Khurasanians. He started his career as a 

s~ccessful merchant and then he became the ra~Is of 
. ....;..·.-..! ~...,.. 

Marvv -ar-Rudh • He built a Friday Mosque there. Then he made 

the pilgrimage to Mecca. He came from his pilgrimage to 

Nishapur during the disturbance between the Ash'arites and 

~anafites and when Alp-Arslan came to power al-Mani'I asked his 

permission to build a Friday Mosque in Nish~pur. The permission 

was granted by the Sultan. He layished his money on this 

project and he himself supervised the building of the mosque. 

This mosque became the la~gest in the city and was named after 

' him. Thus it was called the mosque of al~M~~I~i. He was also 

noted for his generous donations in times of crisis! Vlhen a 

dis~str.ou~ famine broke out in Khur.asan in the year 1068-9, he 

spent a large amount of his property in providing food daily for 

a thousand hungry persons~ A year later1 he returned to 

his native city Marw-ar~Rudh and died in the year 1070. 

Al-Mani'I was associated with the Shafifite scholars in 

Nishapur among whom was Abu-r~ir az-Ziyadi ( III. Q. 6 ) 

from whom a1-Mani 1 i received traditions. It is reported 

also that Abu-'1-Mu~affar al-Qushayri ( IV. Y. 11 ) and Wajih 

ash-ShaQtami (IV. Y. 13 ) heard traditions from him. 1 

1. L~b., III 1 186; ~s~, f! 5.44a; Muntazam, VIII, 270; 
Subk~, III, 131~2; Shadh,., I!I, 313-14~ 
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8.16 Abu-Bakr a~-9affar 

His name was M~ammad ibn-al-Qasim ibn-'Abdus. He was 

a native of Nishapur. He came from a wealthy family and 

studied jurisprudence under the tuition of Abu-M~ammad al-

Ju wayni ( I I I . S • 9 ) • He also learned traditions in his 

) , Abu-

Bakr al-~iri( -III. s. 6 ), Abu-'Abd-ar-R~an as-Sulami 

( III. V. 2 ) and others. Then he became under tutor in the 

class of his master al-Juwayni. While he was occupying this 

post he went to Mecca on pilgrimage, and, on the way back to 

his native city, he visited Baghdad. He gave fatwas and taught 

traditions at Nishapur till his death in 1075.1 

s .. l7 Abu-Na~r at-f'usi 

His name was Na?ir ibn-Atmad ibn-Mutammad ibn-M~ammad 

ibn-al- 'Abbas. He was a native of Tus but he attended the 

lessons of Abu-M~ammad al-Juwayni ( III. s. 9 ) in 

Nishapur studying jurisprudence. His next master was 

Abu-'1-Qasim al-Qushayri ( III. V. 8 ) whose books he copied. 

Abu-Nasr became known as a Shafi'ite jurist as well as a man of . 
letters. He had in his possession some notable books such as 

a collection of poetry composed by Abu-'1-~asan as-Sarakhsi 

and a copy of al-Kha-ptabi's_work Gharib al-hadith ( II~ I. 44) 

The second copy was written by Abu-Ja'far al-B~~athi ( III. 

X. 14). Abu-Na~r died in 1075. 2 

1. Subk., III, 81; Shadho, III, 331.; 
2. Ibiq., f.l36b. 
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His name was Hammad ibn-Muhammad ibn-a1-l Abbaso . . It is 

mentioned that he was the descendant of the Companion 'Abd-Al1ah 

ibn-az:-Zubayr. He was born in the year 1029. He came to 

Nishapur and studied Shafi'ite jurisprudence under Na~ir al

'Umari ( III. S. 11 ). Then he was appointed ~a~i in 

rabaristan and afterwards Astarabadh. He held many 

disputation assemblies during which he taught traditions on 

the authority of Abu-Bakr al-Bayhaqi (III. Q. 54) Aou-'Abd-All~ 

al-Miski, al-Muzakki, a1~'Umari (III.S.ll) 9 Abu-MUQammad al-

Juwayni ( III. s. 9 ) and others. It is recorded also that 

he visited .I~pahan and Baghdad. 

the year 1081. 1 

But he died in Nishapur in 

s.19 Ash-Shashi 

His name was Muhammad ibn-' Ali ibn-Hamid. 
0 • 

He was a 

native of Shash. He studied jurisprudence under Abu- '1UI 

as-Sinki until he had mastered that subject. His reputation 

as a lecturer ·on jurisprudence became so great that the Vizier 

Ni~am-al-Mulk appointed him a professor in the Ni~amiyya 

madrasA in Herat. He stayed there for many years and many 

eminent men, such as al-Muwaffaq al-Harawi and Abu-Bakr al-

BUshanji, studied under him •. Later he came to Nishapur where 

he taught traditions transmitted from al-Ka'id~ al-Haytham ash-

Shashi. He died in Herat in 1082. Al-Farisi, his biographer, 

1. Subk., III, 164. 
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does not specify which school of thought he belonged to, but 

since he had studied under a Shafi'ite scholar and favoured 

the Seljuq Vizier, it is quite probable that he too YJas a 

shafi'ite. 1 

- - - - -
8.20 Abu-Is~aq ash-Shirazi 

His name was Ibr8him ibn-'A .. li ibn-Yusuf al-Fayruzbadhi, his 

laqa~ was Jamal-ad-Din, and he was born in Fayruzbadh in 1003. He 

went in 1019 to Shiraz where he studied jurisprudence under 

'Abd-_4llah al-Bay~awi (d. 1033) and Ibn-Ramin (d. 1039). He 

proceeded to Ba~ra where he had 'A1i al-Jazari as a master, 

In 1024, he reac~ed Baghdad where he completed his studies in 

the usul with Abu-Hatim al-Qazwini (d. 1048-49) and in the 
......Jl.-- 0 

furut with Abu-'t-Tayyib at-rabari ( III.S.l2 ). 2 

In 1038/39, he began to teach in Baghdad, acting as under-
-

tutor in the class of his master a~-Tabari 9 which established 

his reputation. The fame of his learning soon became so 

great in Baghdad th~t students from all over the Muslim world 

came to study under him. The Vizier Ni~am-al-Mulk, having 

founded the madrasa at Baghdad co.l1ed after himself an-Ni?iamiyya. 

invited Abu-Istaq in 1067 to be director of the madrasa and, 

on his refusal, appointed Abu-Na~r ibn a~-~abbagh to that post.3 ----------------------------4--,--
1. Siy~g., :r .18a. 

2. ~., III, 90-9l;T KM, 276-7; .l....illl·' I, 5-6; 
Munta~am; IX, 7. 

3. 9afadi, Nakt al-himyan., 193; IKh., I, 6; Shadh., III, 

350; Subk., III, 90. 
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This master occupied the position ~or a short time. Then 

finally Abu-Istuq accepted the chair and held it till his 

death. Abu-Istaq was strictly a Shafi'ite scholar but when 

the dispute on the teaching of al-Ash'ari between the 

J .. sh' ari tes and the l]anbali tes in Baghdad reached the point of 

bloodshed, Abu-Istaq took the side of the Ash'arites and 

persuaded the Vizier Ni~am-al-Mulk to condemn the l]anbalite 
1 shaykhs. 

Abu-Is~aq's second journey to the East was to Nishapur 

when the Sultan Malik-Shah sent him on a mission there in May 

1082. In Nishapur the Imam-al-l]ara~ayn ( III. To 9 ) came 

out to receive him and carried his cloak. Af'terwards, he 

held a theological discussion with him in which the Imam-al-
2 

~aramayn was convinced of the superiority of his guest. 

Abu-Is~aq died soon after his return to Baghdad,in 1083, 

and was buried in the graveyard of Bab-~arb. His pupils sat 

down in solemn mourning in the Ni~amiyya and that madrasa was 

closed for a whole year. 

to teach in his pla~e.3 

Later a~-9abbagh was recommended 

1. Subk., III, 98, rv, 50-51; Kamil., X, 71. 

2. Siyag., :f. 36b; Shadh., III, 350; .. Has an "Mtme j j im 

Bashi's Account of Sultan Malik Shai1's Reign", Islamic 

Studies, III (1964), 434; an account of two of the 
Theological discussions which were held in Nishapur between 

al-Juwayni Imam-al-~aramin and Abu-Is~aq ash-Shirazi is 
recorded by as-Subkf, ~., III, 275-280. 

3. Subk., III, 96; Kamil., X, 147. 
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Abu-Is~aq wrote a number o~ instructive and use~ul books .. 

The following have survived: 

1. Al-Mudhdh~b fi:-1-madhhab? composed in 1063-1076, 

which is a book on the doctrine of the Shafi'ite sect. 

2. At-Tanbih fi~l-figh written in the year 1060-63 1 a work 

on jurisprudence. 

3. rabaqat al-fuqana~, short biographies of the jurists 

of the first two centuries of the Hijra and o:f the ~our 

madhhabs down to his day. 1 

8.21 Abu-'1-Qasim an-Nuqani 

His name was Isma'il ibn-Z~ir ibn-Muhammad ibn-'Abd-. 
f\~lah ibn-Mul)ammad ibn-'Ali. He was born in Nuqan in 1006S' 

hence his nisba an-Nuqani. He studied Sha~i'ite juris-

prudence under the tuition o:f the jurist Abu-Bakr at-Tusi 

probably in his native city. He received traditions in 

Nishapur ~rom Ab~'t-rayyib a~-~u'lliki ( III. s. 2 ) and Abu-

'Umar al-Bis-pami ( III.. s. 3 ) • vVhen making the pilgrimage 

to Mecca, he met in the caravan the Shaykh Abu-Mul)ammad al

Juwayni ( III. s. 9 ), ~ad ibn-a1-~usayn al-Bayhaqi ( III. 

Q. 54 ), Abu-'1-Qasim al-Qushayri ( III. V. 8 ) and a number 

l. He:ffening, E r1 , "Al-Shiraz i"; G A L, I, 484-486; G A .L S, 

669-670; see lists or his works in·Mift~., II, 179; ~., 
I, 339, 391, 489; II, 1397, 1562, 1743, 1818. 
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of other eminent men. Having made the pilgrimage 1 he went 

to Baghdad where he studied the History o~ Ya~qub ibn-Sha'ban. 

Then he proceeded to Nishapur and dwelt there. 1 

Reference is maQe that he commenced by teaching 

traditions in the Nitamiyya madrasa in Nishapur. He also 

opened a class in the mosque of the quarter of Ramjar in which 

he taught jurisprudence. His death occurred in the year 

1086. Although an-Nuqani seems to have been more concerned 

with traditions than jurisprudence, he nevertheless ranked as 

a Sha~i'ite jurist of the highest order. 2 

8.22 

His name was 'Ali ibn-Mu~affar ibn-I}amza ibn-Zayd ibn-

M~ammad al-'ft~awi al-~usayni. He was a descendant of the 

Imam Zayn-al-'Abidin ibn-'Ali ibn-al-~usayn. He was a 

native o:f Dabusiya which was the name of a tovm between 

Bukhara and Samarqand. He came to Baghdad and learned 

traditions :from Abu-'Umar Muhammad ibn-'Abd-al-'Aziz al-. . 

Qs.nt;ari, Abu-Sahl At:J.mad ibn-' JJ.I al-Abiwardi and Abu-Mas'ud 

~ad ibn-M~ammad a1-Bajali. He studied the system o:f 

Shafitite jurisprudence and became a master in this subject. 

In 1078, he was appointed professor in the Ni~amiyya madrasa 

in Baghdad. It is said that he came to Nishapur and held a 

disputation assembly with the Imam-al-~aramayn (III. T. 9 ) 

1. Sub$. , III, 116; a brief note is given by Ibn-' I mad, 
Shadh __ ., III, 363 .. 

2. siya9., ~.4ob. 
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which ended in a serious disagreement between him and the 

students of the Imam. From Nishapur, he went to I~pahan 

and accidently the Imam-al-~aramyn came to visit this city 

with the Vizier Ni~am-al-Mulk. The Vizier invited both 

of them for a dis.cussion and it is said that ad-Dabusi was 

the superior. He died in Baghdad in 1089. 

Ad-Dabusi was one of the most eminent scholars of the 

Shafi'ite sect. He mastered the sciences of jurisprudence, 

dialectics, controversies between the sects, grammar, 

philology and Arabic literature. 
1 

It is said that he even 

composed some poems. 

8.23 Abu-Bakr al-Khujandi 

His name was Muhammad ibn-Thabit ibn-al-Hasan. He 
0 • 

was a native of Khujand, a city which lay on the river 

Say~~ but he lived in I~pahan,where,after studying juris

prudence under Abu-Sahl al-Aciwardi, he became professor at 

the Ni~ammiyya ~adrasa and the leader of the Shafi'ites. He 

later went to Nishapur where he was put in charge of religious 

endowments and was appointed to one of the madrasas. He 

remained ~P.<?r.e until his death in 1090, He was one of the 

most eminent Shafi'ite jurists·and a celebrated professor, but 

although many sqholars studied under him, none of the:in a~e 

named by his biogra~hers. 2 

1. Subk., IV, 6; Lub., I, 410; Ans., :f.222a. Ivi B~ II, 546-7. 
2. Siya_g., f.l8b; Wa:fi., II, 281; see the nisba '~al-Khujandi"; 

Ans., ff • 189b - 190a; Lub., I, 348; and "Khujand", M B , 

II, 404. 
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8.24 Abu-Hatim al-Khatibi 
0 • 

His name was M~ammad ibn-Is~aq. He was born in 1029, 

a native of the town of Tlin in the province of Qllhistan. He 

came to Nishapur to study jurisprudence under Abu-Is~aq al-

Later he made journeys to Ira~ 

and Syria where he visited Jerusalem and made a pilgrimage to 

Mecca. He returned to Nishnpur and there built the 

madrasa of al-Murabba~ :in the quarter of al-Kirmaniyya v1here he 

himself was appointed a professor 1.mtil he went blind. He 

died in Nishapur in 1095 and was buried in the Sh~anbar•s 

graveyardo Al-Khatibi was renovmed as a celebrated jurist 

who had a great lmowledge of jurisprudence. Since he had 

studied under the Shafi'ite scholar hbu-Is~aq al-Isfara~ini, 
1 

it is probable that he too was a Shafi'ite jurist. 

S .. 25 

His name was Mansur ibn-Ahmad ibn-'Abd-al-Jabbar ~bn-
.. 0 

AQmad ibn-MtiQammad ibn-Ja'far ibn-~ad ibn-'Abd-al-Jabbar ibn

al-Fa9l ibn-ar-Rabi' ibn-Muslim ibn-'Abd-All~ at-Tamimi. 

He is also known as Ibn-as-Sam'ani. He was a son of a 

~anafite master, born at Marw in 1034,and during his childhood 

studied the ~anafite system of jurisprudence under his father. 

During his youth he went to Mecca on pilgrimage. On his 

return he went to Nishapur where he attended the lectures of 

1. Siyaq. , f. 21b. ; . cf. lvi B , I, 600. 
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Imam-al-~aramayn( III. T. 9 ). 1 He returned to his native 

city and held an assembly in 1075 at the governor's palace 

during which he abandoned the ~anafite system for the Shafi'ite 

in the presence of the shaykha of the tvvo sects. 2 This 

incident caused troubles and riots almost occurred in the city. 

The officials of the city closed the Friday Mosque to avoid 

bloodshed between the two sects and forced Abu-'1-Mu~affar to 

leave the city. He, with a company of some Shafi'ite shaykhs, 

left Marw and went to Tus. Then he proceeded to Nishapur. 

He was welcomed as a victor by the Shafi'ite people of that 

city. Abu-'1-Mu~affar held an assembly during which he cited 

poetry and humorous tales. He also learned traditions in 

Nishapur from Abu-9alil). al-M:u' adhdhi.n ( III. Q. 62 ) , Ibn-

Ramish ( III. Q. 29 ) and others. In 1086, he returned to 

his native city Marw. In this city he taught Shafi'ism in 

a Shafi'ite mGdra~a, then he went for his last visit to 

Nishapur where he attended the assembly of men of letters. 

In 1095, he proceeded to I~pahan where he heard of the 

assassination of the Vizier Ni~am-al-Mulk in that city. 

Thence he returned to Marw and died in 1096.3 

1. Siyag.t.l30b; Subk., 21; Lub., I, 563; Ans., ff.207b-208a. 

2. ~., III, 22-3; Shadh., III, 393; Siyag.,f.f.l30b, 13la; 

~untazam, IX, 102. 

3. Subk., III, 22-25; 
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Abu-~1-Mu~a:f:far was a famous commentator on the Qur'an, 

as well as a traditionist and jurist~ He composed some works 

on various religious subjects. ~ajjl-Khalifa gives the 

following books written by Abu-'1-Mu~affar:-

1. Al-Intisar li-ahl al-hadith~ 

2. Al-Awsat .. 

3. Al-Burhan :fi'l-khila:f. 

4. A.t-Ta:fsiro 

5. Minhaj ahl a·~?-sunna_...:_ala &-:-_~adari_uQo 

No.l is extant .. 1 

8.26 Abu-Muhammad al-Astarabadhi 
11 

His name was sa~d ibn-'Abd-ar-Rahman. He was a native 

of Astarabadh. He came to Nishapur to study jurisprudence 

and entered the classes o:f Na~ir al-'Umari ( III .. S. 11 ) in 

which he studied Sha:fi~ite jurisprudence. His second master 

was ul-~usayn al-Qa~f in Marw-ar-Rudh. Then he returned 

back to Nishapur and continued his study o:f jurisprudence 

under the tuition o:f Imam-al-~aramayn ( III. T. 9 ) till he 

mastered this subject. He died in the year 1097. Abu-

M~ammad's contribution to jurisprudence is unknown except he 

was mentioned in the commentary o:f Ra:fi'i in the second chapter 
- - 2 entitled Nu~us a}-talaq. 

1._:[ .Kh., I, 107, 173, 202, 242, 449, II, 1870; see also 

G A_&__§_, 731. 

2. Subk., III, 166o 
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His name was Mu~.af'f'ar ibn- 'Abd-a1-Malik ibn- 'Abd-Al1ah 

ibn-Yusuf', the son of' the celebrated theologian Abu-'1-Ma'ali 

al-Ju·.1ayni the Imam-al-:traramayn ( III .. T. 9 ) • 

~sim studied religious sciences under his f'ather. 

Abu-'1-

Then he 

read in Nishapur the 9~i~ of' al-Bukhari ( I. A. 23 ) under 
-~-

al-Haf'si. . . He also learned traditions under eminent scholars 

of' the city amongst whom was rahir ibn-Zabir ash-Sh~ami 

On the death of' his f'ather in 1085, he 

succeeded him as leader of' the Shaf'i'ite sect. Then 

he was appointed by the Seljuqs as ra~Is of Nishapur. In 

1095 he played a leading part in the riots which broke out 

between the Shafilites and the ~anaf'ites on one side and the 

Karramites on the other, which ended in the killing of' many of the 

latter and the sacking of' their madrasas. However,Abu-'1-

Qasim stayed in his office as ra~is till he was killed in 

1098. 1 

8.28 

His name was al-Mubarak ibn-Mu.Jt.ammad ibn-'Ubayd-Al1ah. 

He was a native of' Wasit. He learned traditions in his 
0 

native place ~~d in Baghdad, Ba~ra and Egypt during which time he 

received traditions from Abu-~A1I ibn-Shadhan, Abu-'Abd-All~ 

M~ammad ibn-al-FaQ-1 al-Farra' and from others. He then 

studied the science of' jurisprudence under the tuition of' 

1 •. Siyago, f'.l33a; Kamil., X, 171, 197;c~Bos., 189; see below 1 

457-458. 
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Then he went to 

Khurasan and dwelt in Nishapur. In this city, he professed 

in the Mushshutiyya madrasa. He died at the age of 87 in the 
• 

year 1098. 

Al-Wasiti was a jurist with an excellent method of 

discussion. He used in his discussion the Iraqi method 

which made him superior to his opponents. He obtained 

distinction by his knowledge of dialectics and the science of 

. . d 1 JUrlspru ence. 
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THE ASH~ ..-'\.RIT~S AND .. THE SHAFI 'ITES 
-. .-~THO .{lERE ASH.' ARITES IN THEOLOGY 

T.l Ibn-Furak 
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His name was Muhnmmnd ibn-al-Hasan ibn-Furak. His 
• 0 

kunya was Abu-Bakr. He was a native o~ I~pnhan. He 

studied jurisprudence under 'Abd-Allflh ibn-Ja'~ar al-I~bahani. 

He removed to Iraq and remained there some time till he 

excelled in the doctrine o~ Ash'arism and had gained experience 

in teaching that doctrine. Then he proceeded to Rayy, but, 

as the innovators in religion spread calumnies against him, he 

went to Nishapur on the invitation o~ the people o~ that city. 

A madrasa and a house were then built ~or him, in a place near 

the khancEih o~ ~bu-'1-~asan al-Bushanji ( III. Q. 56) and 

there he taught numerous branches o~ science. He was 

subsequently invited to Ghazna and he held legal 

discussions in that city. Having le~t Ghazna with the .. 

intention o~ returning to Nishapur, he died o~ poison on the 

road in the year 1015-16. He was buried at ~ira graveyard. 1 

Ibn-Furak was a master of theology and noted philologist, 

grammarian and preacher. He was also a Sha~i 'i te 

and in his teaching he showed great ardour in con~uting the 

Karrami tes. 2 'He composed the ~allowing ·work whi:ch has 

survived and is entitled: 

At-Takallum tala'1-ahadith a1-mashhura a11ati z~iruha~t

tashbih waraduha ila'l-mu{U{am.3 --- _______ ......._. ______ ---
1. Subk., III, 52-3; T K M , 232-3; l.JQ!.., I, 610; Shf;ldh, III 

181-2. 

2. ~., III, 53. 
3 • G A L S 1 I, 277. 
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T.2 Abu-Sa'd al-Kharkushi 

His name was 'Abd~al-Malik ibn-Muhammad ibn-Ibrahim • • 

He was a native o~ Nishapur and resided in a street called 

Kharkush, hence his nisba nl-Kharkushi. 1 He studied 

jurisprudence under the Sha~i~ite jurist Abu-'1-~asan al

Masarjisi ( IIo K- 16 ) till his master gave him a certi~icate 

to teach this subject. A~ter the year 999, he went to Iraq, 

and then made the pilgrimage to Mecca and returned to his 

native city o~ Nishapur. He then held an assembly for some 

time in which he dictated traditions. 

Al-Kharkushi was noted for his generous donations to the 

poor people of the city of Nishapur. He also built,at his 

own expense, mosques, bridges, roads and pools. But his 

most impsrtant building was the hospital which he provided 

with physicians and drugs. He died in Nishapur in 1016. 2 

Al-KharkUshi was a pious preacher and a traditionist. 

He also acquired a knowledge of Shafi'ite jurisprudence and 

Ash'arite theology. He was a celebrated writer; the following 

are two of his works vmich are extant: 

1. Kitab al-bishara wa'n-nidhara fi ta'bir ar-ru'ya 

wa '1-muragaba .. 

2. Sharaf al-1tiustafa 3 

----------------·-----------
1. L ub • , I , 3 57 ; An s .. , 19 5h; M_], , I I , 421 • 
2o Shadh., III, 184; Subk., III, 282J T KM , 232-6; 

f. 95a. 
3. G A L , I, 218; G A L S , I, 361. 

Siyag., 
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T.3 Abu-Is~aq al-Isfara'ini 

His name was Ibrahim ibn-Mutammad ibn-IbrUhim ibn-Mirhan. 

He was a native of Isfara'in and began his study by hearing the 

lectures of Abu-Bakr al-Isma'ili (d.982) in Khurasan, those 

of Abu-Mutammad as-Sijzi (d.962) in Iraq and ulso those of 

. t . 1 hlS own con emporar1es. 

He resided first in Ira~where his authority and learning 

were acknowledged by the people of that country. Then he went 

to Khurasan and settled in Nishapur. The shaykhs of that 

city took lessons from him in theology. A celebrated madrasa 

was built for him in Nishapur. In 1020, he held his first 

dictation assembly in the mosque of 'Aqil. This assembly 

was attended by the scholars of the city, and the timetable of 

his lectures was a lecture each week on Thursday or on Friday 

afternoon. He died in Nishapur in the year 1027. His 
- 2 body was afterwards removed to his native city of Isfara'ino 

Abu-Is~aq was a celebrated Shafi'ite jurist and 

Ash'arite theologian. The number of those who benefited 

from his instructions was very great. Among them were Abu-

't-Tayyib a~-1abari ( III. S. 12 ) and Abu-'1-Qasim a1-Qushayri 

( III .. V. 8 ) and other writers who frequent1~r quote his 

lessons, such as a1-~akim Abu-'Abd-A11ah an-Naysaburi ( III. 

Q. 3 ) and Abu-Bakr a1-Bukhari .. 3 Abu-Istaq composed some 

l.I Kh., I, 4. 
2. T K M , 243-4; Sublc., III, 111. 
3. Shadh., III, 210. 

----
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works on jurisp~ldenc~ two of which are mentioned by as-Subki. 

They are:-

1· Al-Jami' fi usul ad-din wa'r-radd 'ala al-mulhidin. 
-------ll------~ --· --·---· _.__ 

2. Usul al-fiqh. 1 

Both works are no longer extant. 

T.4 Ibn-Abi-sura 

His name was 'Abd-ar-Ragman ibn-M~ammad ibn-M~ammad 

ibn-Ahmad ibn-'Abd-All~ ibn-Sura ibn-Sa'id az-Zarrad. 2 His 
0 

nisba az-Zarrad means 'shield maker' but he was better known 

as Ibn-Abi-Sura •. He was a native of Nishapur. He learned 

traditions in Khurasan and Transoxiana from numerous shaykhs. 

He also studied in Nishapur under Abu-'1-Qasim as-Sarraj 

( III. ~) 17 ) , 'Amr ibn-Najid as-Sulami ( II. N 0 11 ) and 

others. He came to Baghdad and taught traditions there on 

the authority ·of 'A~r ibn-Najid as-Sulami and Abu-rahir Ibn-

Khuzayma. He died before 1029 with the first tabaqa Which 

were contemporary to al-A~amm ( II. I. 28 ). 

Ibn-fo_bi-sU:ra was regarded by al-Farisi as an Ash' ari te 

theologian and one of the well-known reliable traditionists. 

Be do not know under whom he learned Ash'arism or to whom he 

taught this doctrine but as regards tradition, it is mentioned 

by al-Farisi that -~ad ibn-~mad a~-9ufi delivered 

traditions on his authority .·3 

1. Subk., III, 112. 
2. See the nisba "az-Zarrad", Lub., I, 497; Ans., f'.272b. 
3. Siyug., f'.89a., Subk., III, 228. 
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T.5 Abu-Man~ur al-Baghdadi 

His name was 'Abd-al-QUhir ibn-TUhir. He was a native 

of Baghdad and cc.me to Nishapur Yvi th his :father. He 

pos.sessed great wealth which he spent on studying jurisprudence 

and traditions. In Nishapur 9 he studied under the Shafi'ite 

master Abu-Is~aq al-Isfara~ini ( III. T. 3 ) and on that 

master's death, he took his place as a pro:fessor in the mosque 

o:f 'Aqil. For some years, he gave lessons which were 

attended by the great masters of Nishapur, such as 

the famous mystic Abu-$1-Qasim al-Qushayri ( IV. V. 

) . Abu-M~~ur then le:ft Nishapur because of the 

rioting by the Turkmen and went to Isfara'in, where he died 

in the year 1037-38 9 and was interred beside the grave of his 
- - 1 master Abu-Is~aq. 

Abu-Man~ur was well acquainted with literature as well 

as with jurisprudence, and versed in a great number of other 

sciences, particularly arithmetic and the law of inheritance. 

He composed a number of instructive works on various branches 

of religious and natural sciences. 

survived: 

1. Al-:Farg bay:ga al-:firag. 

2. Al-Milal wffh-nihal. 
_...,.._,~-----· 

3. Ki tab 11PUl P.fl.-din. 
"11111!11 -··--~--

The :following have 

4. Kitab tafsir asma~ .Alla al-husn~. 

l.T_ I).. M. ,253-4; Subk., III, 238; Mi:ft~.·, II, 185; Siyaq., 

f.l05b.; I Kh., I, 375. 
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5.. Fa£"Ei~ ih al- Qada~iyya. 

6. At-Takmila fi21-hisab. 
--~---------· -·~--

7. Kitab fl '1-mas~a 

8. Ta~wil al-Mutashabihat fi~l-akhbar wa '1-~yat. 

Nos. 1, 3, 4, 6 and 8 are extant.l 

His name was Isma'il ibn-~mad. He was a native of 

Nishapur. He became the disciple of the Ash'arite theologian, 

Abu-Bakr ibn-Furak ( III. To 1 ), under whom he had 

probably studied ·theology~ He then became a celebrated 

Ash'arite theologian and a teacher. He taught 

Ash'arism in Nishapur with Abu-'1-Qasim al-Qushayri (IIIoVo8 )o 

He died in 1059. 2 

T.7 Abu-,1-Qasim al-Iskafi 

His name was 'Abd-al-Jabbaribn-'Ali ibn-MuJ:l.ammad. He 

was a native of Isfura~in but he dwelt in Nishapur. He 

studied the principles of Ash' arite doc_trines and dogmatic 

theology under Abu-Is~aq al-Marwazi. He then occupied the 

1. GAL , I, 482; Tritton, E r 2 

S E I "Al-Baghdadi .. 
given iiJ.; Subk., III, ·229; 

360, 398, 462, 471; II, 1039, 
1432, 1690, 1769, 1820, 1839. 

, 
1'Al-Baghdadilf; 

See also lists of his works 

H Kh., I 254, 335, ....___ 

1252, 1392, 1401, 1418, 



position of professor in the Bayhaqiyya madrasa. Abu-~1-Qasim 

became noted as an Ash'arite theologian and a distinguished mufti 

in Nishapur. He also had the privilege of· teaching the Imam-

al-~aramayn ( III. T. 9 ), who read Ash~arite principles under 

him. Abu-,1-Qasim died in 1061. 1 

T.8 Abu-Bakr al-Furaki 

His name was AJ.:lmad ibn-M"Utlammad ibn-al-Jjasan ibn-M~ammad. 

He was a native of Nishapur, born in 1017, and belonged to a 

family of distinguished scholars. His paternal grandfather 

was Abu-Bakr i bn-Furak ( III. T. 1 ), a scholar from I 1?Pahan. 

Al-Furaki studied traditions in Nishapur under Abu-'Uthman 

a~-~ablint ( IIIo Q. 48 ) and Abu-'1-Qasim al-Qushayri ( III. 

VD 8 ) • He came to Baghdad where he studied Ash'arism under 

Abu-'1-Hasan al-Qazzaz till he became a master in this subject. 
0 

It is reported that he taught in the Ni~amiyya madrasa in 

Baghdad. Al-Farisi considers al-Furaki as the best known 

Ash'arite teacher of his time. Al-Furaki died in 1085. 2 

T.9 Al-Juwayni ( Imam-al-Ijaramayn) 

His name was 'Abd-al-Malik ibn-'Abd-All~ ibn-Yusuf 

ibn-M~ammad ibn- '.:'~bd-All~ · ibn-J}ayyliya. His 

He was born in 1028 at Bushtaniqan 1 

l. T K M , 2 6 5 ; S iy a g • , f .• 9 9b • 
2. ~o' III, 32; Siyag., f.33b; Muntazam., XIII, 17. 



a village on the outskirts of Nishapur noted for its parks and 

the salutory effects of its fresh air and water.1 While still 

a youth he was iPstructed in jurisprudence by his father, Abu

Mu.Jtammad al-Juwayni ( III. S. 9 ), and surpassed him and his 

predecessors in the extent of his knowledge and his ability to 

put it into use. 

al-Juwayni was 20 years old 9 he undertook the responsibility of 

continuing his father's teaching 9 but the study of jurisprudence 

did not completely satisfy him and he began to attend the 

lectures of the Ash~arite theologian, Abu->1-Qasim al-Iskafi 

( III. T. 7 ), which were then being given in the Bayhaqiyya 

madrasa. As well as studying dogmatics and theology, he 

showed some interest in the study of traditions and was taught 

this by a great number of masters. He is knovm to have read 

the Sunan of Daraqutni under Ibn- 1Alik (III. Q. 38 ) and to have 

possessed a rcertificate', ijaza, from Abu-Nu'aym al-I?bahani! the 

author of the 5_Iilyat al-awliya', authorising him to teach those 

traditions which he had communicated to him. 2 

When the Seljuq ruler, !ughril-Beg's Vizier, al-Kunduri 

began persecuting the Ash'arite sect as well as the Shi'ites 

and the Rafi~ites and an order for the arrest of the leading 

Ash'arite scholars in Nishapur was issued, al-Juwayni's name 

was among those whose arrest was ordered. On the 

imprisonment of his :friend,.al-Qushayri (III .. V.8), in the 

fortress, al-Juwayni realised that his own life was in danger 

and in l058 he esca.ped first to Baghdad,where he met a number 

1. e:e. 16 . 

2. I J{h. , I, 361; 

ff • 96a-b. 

T K M 278-80· 
9 ' 

Subk., 249-53; siya9 ., 



of learned scholar~ and thence to ~ijaz, where he spent four 

years acting as a teacher and a mufti and devoti11g much of his 

time to collectir.g Shafi'ite doctrines from various sources 

partly in Mecca and partly in Medina. As a result of these 

activities, he received the honorary name of Imam-al-Ijaramayn, 

'the Im~m of the two sanctuaries, Mecca and Medina'. 1 

On the succession of Alp-Arslan to the Seljuq throne and 

the consequent change in Vizier to Ni~am-al-Mulk, all those who 

had been exiled and in particular, the Ash'arite scholars, 

were invited to return to Nishapur and al-Juwayni was among 

those who accepted- the Vizier's invitation. On his return 

he was honoured by Ni~am-al-Mulk who had built for him the 

Ni~amiyya madrasa in Nishapur and he continued as head of that 

madrasa 1mtil his death. He instructed many students in the 

various branches of Islamic knowledge and many of these them-

selves became distinguished professors, among them Abu-~amid 

al-Ghazali (IV. cc. 1 ) and Ilkiya-al-Hirrasi ( IV.BB. 1 ). Be-

sides fulfilling his duties as a professo~he was the chief preacher 

in Nishapur and often held assemblies at whiCh he either taught 

himself or presided over discussions on points of doctrine. 

He became the leader of the Shafi'ites and the administra-

tion of the religious endowments was confided to his care. 

In all the positions he occupied he was the 1mdisputed master 

for over 30 years. He died in 1085 at his native place of 

Bushta.niqan and his body was transferred to Nishapur vv-here it 

l.X KM ,280; ~., 11, 270-71, III, 252-55; Muntazam, IX, 18; 
lKh., I, 377; cf. Watt, Islamic Philosophy, I, 111; See above, 

271-274· 
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was buried in the yard of his house and later moved to al

l 
~usayn's graveyard. 

Al-Juwayni is regarded by all his biographers, without 

exception, as the most learned Shafi'ite jurist and Ash'arite 

theologian of his time. As celebrated mujtahid, he had to 

write on very many subjects and topics but his only writings 

which are still extant are those on jurisprudence and 

theology. It is thought however that he taught philosophy to 

his pupil, al-Ghazali, but none of his philosophical writings 

2 have come dovm to us. With regard to his books on theology 9 

he undoubtedly made the greatest contribution of his time to 

that discipline and his works entitled ashShamil and al-Irshad 

ila qawati' al-adilla fi usul al-i'tigad made a particularly 

deep impression on other Muslim thinkers and especially on his 

most famous pupil, Abu-~amid al-Ghazali. As regards his 

writings on jurisprudence, his principal treatise, the book 

al-Waraqat fi u~ul al-fiqp,was in use for many centuries after 

his death and continued to be commented upon until the 

seventeenth century. His best-v~itten work, a dissertation 

on his methodology on the principles of jurisprudence, was 

entitled al-Burhan fi usul al-fiQ.h. In this book he was 

probably the first to establish a juridical method on an 

Ash'arite basis and As-Subki, who calls it the Laghz al-umma, 

drew attention to the immense complexity of the work and its 

l.I.Kh., I, 362; Subk., III, 255; Miftah., II, 188-89. 
2. Watt., Islamic Philosoph~, I, 112. 
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unique importance in the study o~ jurisprudenceo As-Subki 

also remarks on the reservation shown by al-Juwayni in that 

book towards the Sunnite thinkers like al-Ashtari and Malik. 

Several commentaries on al-JuwayJ.1l's book were written by the 

pupils and followers o~ Malik, criticising it and thereby 

preventing it from becoming very popular among the Malikiteso 1 

1. Subk., III 5 264; Brockelmann (L. Gardet), E I~, ttAl-Djuwayni"; 

G. A L s f.486-488j GALS 9 I, 671-673; al-Juwayni's 
biography is given in detail by F.H. Mahmoud, al-Juwayni and 
pis doqtrine of the origination of the world, th3, Ph.D. 
(1960), 6'"-51. 
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u 

THE KARRAMITES 

U .. 1 Ad-Dahhan 

His name was Muhammad ibn-'Abd-ar-Rahman ibn-Muhammad 
• • • 

ibn-Iv!uiJammad at-Tamimi .. His kunya was Abu-'Abd-ar-Ral).mano 

He was a native of Nishapur and a descendant of the Arabian 

tribe called Tamimo He learned traditions in Nishapur from 

his father and from Abu-~1-Fa~l as-Sulami, Abu-~amid ibn-Bilal 

and from al-A~amm ( II .. I .. 28 )o In 998, the masters of 

Nishapur wrote down traditions from himo He died in 1012-

1013. Ad-Dahhan was a Karramite thinker and a reliable 

traditionist and he was associated with the Karramites in 

Nishapur. 1 

u. 2 Ibn-Iviu 'adh 

His name was Mulj.ammad ibn-Iviu 'adh ibn~MuiJammad. He was 

the maternal uncle of the Karramite theologian M~ammad ibn-

al-Hayc).am ( III .. U. 8 ) • He studied the science of 

jurisprudence under the tuition of his father Mu'adh .. Then 

he continued his studies of jurisprudence under his nephew 

J..~ul}.ammad ibn-Hay~am till be graduated under him and became a 

master of the science of the prinoiples~~ul, of jurisprudence .. 

He died in 1029. 2 

1. Siyag_., r.1a. 
2. Ibid., :r.r .6a-b. 
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u .3 Abu-Bakr Muhammad . 
His name was ~'iu.J)ammad ibn-Isl}.aq_ ibn-ivt~ashadh. He was 

the son of the leader of the Karramites Isl}.aq_ ( II. M. 1 ) 

and became himself their leader. During the reign of Sultan 

M~ud, he was a~pointed ra,is of Nishapur and we have 

recounted above the measures which he implemented during the 

time he held that office and his relations with the other 

Sunnite leaders, especially vnth his opponents, the Rafi~ites 9 

whose new mosq_ue was destroyed by him, ru1d how he was eventually 

brought down by Abu- 9 1-'Ala~ ~a'id ( III. R. 6 ), the leader 

of the :t}anafi te s·. During the time that he was ra,is he was 
-instructed to build ribat on the route to Sarruchs, but 

nothing else worthy of note, which has not been already 

mentioned, was done by him during his period in officeo 1 

In 1014, he is believed to have lectured in a place 

called 'the valley of the river', Sha~t al-Wadi (Saghaw.~r), 

where al-Husk~nr ( III. Q. 71 ) and then Abu-'APr ibn-
0 • I • 

Y~ya acted as his lecture-assistants. He related 

traditions on the authority of Abu-~ad al-~akim ( II. 

I. 43 ) • .A:bu-Bakr died in 1030. 2 

1. See above, 260-262. 

2. Siyag., f.4a; cf. Bosworth, "The rise of the Karamiyyah 

in Khurasanw, M W , L (1960), 13-14. 



U.4 'Abd-as-Sallam ibn-al-Hay~am 

His name was 'Abd-as-Sallam ibn-M~ammad ibn-al-Hay~am. 

He was a native of Nishapur. He was the son or the Karramite 

theologian Ibn-al-Hay~am ( III. U. 8 ). 'Abd-as-Sallam 

studied jurisprudence~ theology and other Islamic subjects 

under his father. Once finished with his studies in 

Nishapur~ he went to Rayy where he held theological discussions 

with 'Abd-al..-.Jabbar o.l-Ha.madhani. He then went on a 

pilgrimage to Mecca and came to Baghdad in lOOL.-5. There he 

entered the court of the caliph 'Abd-al-Qahir where he 

delivered an oration in praise of the Caliph. He was raised 

to wealth and honour by the Caliph. Then he returned to 

Nishapur and was received in honour by the notables of that 

city. He held a dhikr assembly, but he left Nishapur shortly 

afterwards during the Turkmen riot, though he returned to the 

city for the remainder of his life and died there in the year 

1048-49. 1 

U .5 Abu-Bakr ibn-al-Hay<}.am 

His name was ~Abd-All~ ibn-Muhammad ibn-Haydam. He 
0 • 

was a native of Nishapur and the son of the Karramite 

theologian Ibn-al-Hay{lam (. III. U.. 8 ) • During his child-

hood he was taught the theological doctrines or the 

Karramites by his father and, when his father died, when Abu-
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Bakr was aeed 11, his education was continued by his brother 

'Abd-as-Sallam ( III. U. 4 ) ~rom whom he learned the 

principles o~ the Karramite doctrines and the basic principles 

of their metaphysics. He later attended the series o~ 

lectures given by Abu-BakP al-Khat~abi on .the 

principles o~ Arabic literature .. As a result or his intensive 

education, he acquired a considerable reputation and was 

associated with the leaders o~ the Karramites, being regarded 
- -

by al-Farisi as one of the imams or that sect. He died in 

1074.1 

U.6 Abu-Sa'd a1-Bastighi 

His name was Nusayb ibn-.Al).mad ibn-MUQ.ammad ibn-Hisham. He was 

a native of Nishapur ~rom a village in that city called Bastigh. 

He was born in 1002 and learned traditions from Abu-'1-~asan 

Mul}ammad ibn-a1-Ijusayn al-"Alawi (d .. 1010). 

year 1077. 

He died in the 

Abu-Sa'd was believed to have been a Karramite and it is 

said that traditions were delivered on his authority by 

Muhammad ibn-al-Fadl al-Furawi in Nishapur, and Zahir ibn-. . 
- - 2 'fahir ash-Shal;;lJ:lami ( IV. Y .. -12 ) in I9pahan. 

2. Ans., BOa; L u b • , I , 12 2 ; c:f .M B , I , 6 2 0 • 
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His name was 'Atiq ibn-Itiuhammad. • He was a native o~ 

- -Nishapur and resided in the quarter o~ as-Suriyan in that cityo 

Nothing is known about his li~e except that he was the leader 

o~ the Karramite sect in Nishapur. He died in 1098. 1 

U.8 Ibn-al-Hay~am 

His name was ~iulj.ammad ibn-al-Hay~am. His kunya was Abu-

'Abd-All~. He is said to have belonged to the people who 

lived in the mountains o~ Herat. There is no record o~ the 

date o~ his birth or death, but ~rom the ~act that his son, 

'Abd-An8.h (III. U .. 5). d.ied in 1074, we can deduce that he must have 

lived in the early decades o~ the eleventh centupY. Nothing is 

also known o~ his education or his teachers, but he became a 

noted theologian. He is considered by adh-Dhahabi to be the 

main theological exponent ofKarramism in Nishapur, but 

the Sha~i'ite writer, al-B~harz~ vmo greatly admired Ibn-al-

Hay~am, observes that in his book I'jaz al-Qur~an most o~ the 

content and re~erences are soundly Sunnite and that the 

Karramites would be unable to produce such a work. On 

dogmatic theology he is related to have composed a book on 

the principles of' taw:Q.id, but all o~ his works are no longer 

extant. A~ter the eclipse o~ the Karramites' political 

inf'luence, a theological school made its appearance in 

Nishapur under the name of' ~ay~amiyy.a, and though nothing is 

1. Siyag ... , r. 119a. 
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known of its doctrine, its adherents were descendants and 

1 followers of Ibn-al-Hay~am. 

U.9 Ad-Dllri 

His name was Mas'ud ibn-'Umar ibn-tAbd-al-Azizo He 

was a notable man in Nishapuro He was the disciple of the 

Karramite theologian, Abu-Bakr A~iu.Jtammad ibn-al-Hayc}.am 

( IIIo Uo 8 ) under whom he studied the Karramite doctrineso 

He also heard traditions from 'Abd-as-Sallam ibn Mu~ammad 

ibn-al-Hay~am ( III. U. 4 ) . 

of the eleventh century. 2 
He died in the last decade 

1. B~arzi, Dumya-al-qa~r~,l65; 

H. Ritter, "Philologika XIII. 

1\iizan., IV, 21. 

Arabische Handschriften 

in Anatolien und Istanbul", Oriens., II, 
(1949), 306. 

2. siyag., f.l27a. 
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IV 

THE IYiYST I CS 

AS-SULAMio AL-QUSHAYRI AND ABU-SA'ID 

In another chapter, we have already meptioned that there 

had existed a group of scholars in Nishapur who had met or 

studied under al-Junayd al-Baghdadi and among those who are 

knoW:h to have done so were Abu-J:Iamza al-Jiliurasani ( II. N. 4), 

Ash-Sha' rani ( II. N .. 9 ) and Ibn...,.Najfd ( II .• N ~ 11 ) • 
fi 

It is not therefore.surprising to find in the eleventh century 

a teacher by the name of Ad-Daqq-aq ( III .. V .. 1 ), a pupil o:f 

-- -
·an:..;_Na~rabadhi ( II. N.. 12), still p_reaching the doctrines o:f 

:al~Junayd and having a mystical circle in Nishapur. 1 The 

grandson and one of the pup'ils o:f Ibn-Najid, Abu-:-· .. Ab9--ar-RaJ::lman 

as-Sulami ( III .. V. 2 ) alleged that his grandfather ::followed 

the Mal ami te :path and the·re:fore i-t is :probable that as.~Sulami 

learned that path under him. 2 The earliest acco~t wh~ch we 

have o:f the doc-trine of' the Malami te mystic sect comes .to us 

from his treatise entitled Risalat al-Malamitiyya; we .-have 

already stated above the important ~rinciples of' the sect 

mentioned in this treatise. 3 

l. Shadh., III, 180. 
2 • . Subk • , I I , 18 9 .. · 
3.-See above, 96-100. 
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As-Sulami's writings are an invaluable source book on the 

disci~lines and doctrines o~ various different mystic schools 

and it is from them that \:e derive most of our lmowledge of the 

history, biographies and doctrines of the mystics. Amongst 

his writings on Mysticism 'Here Ta'rikh a~-9ufiyya, Tabaq_at as-
- - 1 
~ufiyya and Mi~an a~-sufiyyao However, ns most o~ his 

v~itings are suf~used \rith his mysticism 9 they have been criticised 

hy al-Khatib-al-Baghdadi as being an unreliable source because 

they contain many -'weak' or even 'invented' traditions. This 

~-is especially true.of his commentary on the Qur an 9 the Tafsir 

ahl al-haq_q,which was v~itten for 'the people o~ truth' as an 

attempt to justify mysticism. 2 

Nevertheless, as-Sulami had a large ~allowing in Nishapur 

and his khanqah, was attended by scholars of varying 

shades o~ opinions 9 among whom were Abu-~aliJ.:l al-1;Iu' adhdhin 

( III. Q. 62 ), Abu-Bakr al-Muzakki ( III. Q. 59), al-Bayhaqi 

( III. Q. 54) and al-Qushayri ( III. V. 8 )o3 

Al-Qushayri 9 although born in the district of Ustuwa, came 

to Nishapur to attend the lectures of ad-Daqqaq and these had 

such an influence upon him that he decided that from thenceforth 

he would devote himself to the pursuit of knowledge and mysticism.4 

lo Amedroz "Notes on some Sufi livestr 9 J RA S, (191·2), 555. 

2. Khat., II, 248;as-Subki quotes from al-Khatib-al-Baghdadi~Subk.s 
III,60-61; as-Sularll.I was alleged of being Qarmat;ian, ib1do 9 rrr,-6--z:-
3. Subk., III, 60. 

4. I Kh., I, 376. 
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He studied jurisprudence and theology extensively under the 

eminent masters of Nishapur, including Abu-Bakr at-Tusi 
• 0 

and al-Isfara'ini ( III. T. 3 ), and he also read the works 
- - - 1 of al-Baqilani. With such a background, he was well 

equipped to attempt an inter-relation between his theological 

speculations, and in particular, Ash'arite metaphysics, with 

his mystical beliefs and practices. This he did in his 

famous work 9 the Risala .. His attraction for the doctrines 

of Ash'arism is also manifested in his book 9 the ShiKaya, which 

was v~itten in 1054 after the persecution of the Ash'arites 

and in w4ich he stoutly defended the Ash'arites against any 

charge of heterodoxy. 2 He married ad-Daqqaq's daughter, 

Fa-pima ( III. V. 13), who also became a mystic and spent most of 

her life in teaching her children mysticism. It is reported 

that when Abu-Nu'aym al-Isfara>-ini ( III. Q~ 2 ) visited 

Nishapur to deliver a hearing of the Musnad of Abu-'Uwana, she 

was one of those who attended his lectures.3 Al-Qushayri's 

teachings were continued by his six sons, the most famous of 

whom was Abu-Na~r (IV. BB. 3 )~who was a preacher and Ash'arite 

theologian. 

A- contemporary of al-Qushayri v7as Abu-Sa 'id ( III .. U .. 5 ) 

1. I Kho, I, 376-77; T K hi , 271-3; Subk., III, 244-5; see below 

(List No. I.B), 613. 

2. l·iassignon, E I _, 11 al-l_{ushairi". 

3 .. Siyaq., :r:r .. l23b-124a. Fa~ima was born in 1000 and since Abu

Nu'aym came to Nishapur .in 1009, therefore she learned from ~im 

the i.~usnad during her childhood and bef'ore her marriage to Abu

yl·-Qasim al~Qushayri .. 
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a native of Mayhana. Abu-Sa'id's biography was v~itten by 

his descendant lviuJ:lammad ibn-al-Munawwar in his work entitled 

Asrar at-tawhid fi magamat ash-Shaykh Abi-sa 'id. For the 

first forty years of his life, Abu-Sa'id appears to have 

devoted himself to the study of theology but thereafter he 

abandoned his studies, buried his books and note-books and took 

up the practice of mysticism and contemplationo 1 He lived 

in Nishapur for about a decade, from 1024 to 1034, ~nd the 

account given of his stay there gives us a fascinating insight 

into his relations with other mystics and Sunni te scholars. 2 

On entering the city, he was met enthusiastically by the mystics 

of the quarter of the 'Carpet Beaters' who had come out to 

welcome him. He started holding lectures in Nishapur which 

were well attended by the other mystics of the city, including 

over seventy former pupils of al-Qushayri ru1d finally even by 

al-Qushayri himself.3 There developed a slight disagreement 

between the two scholars as to the way that 'recollection', 

dhikr,should be conducted because Abu-Sa'id insisted upon 

introducing the novel sama' into his auditions of VThich al-

Qushayrl disapproved.4 He was able to attract a large 

following from all classes vli thin Nishapur, except the Ghaznavids 

1. M~ammad ibn-al-Munawwar 9 Asrar-at-taw~id.,49. 

2r Both Bosworth and Nicholson presume the period of Abu-Sa'id 

stay in Nishapur as it i·s mentioned above, Bos. 9 189; ___,..,.._ 

Nicholson, S.tP.dies in Islamic Mysticism, 26. 

3. m~ammad ibn-al-Munawvvar, op.cit., 69, 113; cf. Nicholson, 
op.cit., 33. 

4. ~~ammad ibn-al-Munawwar, op.cit., 85; cf. Nicholson, op.cit~, 

34; Bos. 9 192. 
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ruling class who regarded him with suspicion, and, although as 

a mystic he was expected to live humbly and in poverty like the 

ascetic Muslims, he was the object of such large public donations 

that he became a wealthy merchant and lived in his house like a 

princeo Most of the money he received, he spent lavishly on 

private hospitality, in entertainments and public dinners. 1 

Al-Qushayri was more than doubtful about the Sunnism of some 

of Abu-Sa 1 id's activities, particularly with regard to the way 

in which he ran his 'convent' and his introductions therein of 

ascetic music, singing and dancingo 2 

Despite his p~pularity among certain sections of the 

community, Abu-Sa 1 id aroused the suspicion of the more Stmnite 

scholars and a 6 yan of the city. The main opposition came from 

the leaders of the legal schools, the ~anafites under 9a'id 

( III. R. 6 ) and the Shafi 'i tes under Abu-IViulJammad al-Juwayni 

( IIIo So 9 )o Even the minority sect of the Shf'ites 

joined forces with Abu-Sa'id's opposition and took the opportunity 

to curse him publicly in the street as he passed, and eventually 

the leader of the Karramites, Abu-Bakr M~8.!1unad ( III. u o 3 ) , 

the ra>is at that time of Nishapur, was forced to become 

opposed to his teachingso Supported by the other Sunnite 

leaders, Abu-Bakr drew up a written charge against Abu-sa~id and 

lo See in detail Nicholson, Studies in Islamic ~ysticism, 35-37, 
and Ri tter E r 2 "Abu...:.sa 6 idu '--' 

2 o MUQ.ammad ibn-al-lViunawwar, Asrar at-tawl)id., 77., cf. Bos., 

192; Nicholson, o;p.cit., 32-33. 
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sent it to the Ghaznavid Sultan, M~mud at Ghazna. In the 

charge, it was mentioned that when Abu-Sa'id preached sermons 9 

he recited poetry ancl spent more time on music and dancing than 

he did on teaching Sunnite doctrines, and it accused him or 

stirring up the multitude, thereby endangering the security of 

the city and encouraging a general riot. The SultaD replied by 

g-iving the ljana:fite and Shafi'ite imams authority to constitute 

a council of enquiry into the allegations and to inflict upon 

Abu-Sa'id, if found guilty, whctever ~enalty the shari'a 

demandso 1 Surprisingly, according to the accounts that we 

have, all ended well for Abu-Sa'id with the defeat of his 

2 opponents aDd their dramatic change into becoming his sup~orterso 

Nicholson believed that this account may not be entirely 

fictitio~s since the Sunnite parties were no doubt scandalised 

by Abu-sa~id's luxurious manner of living and by the unlicensed 

practices in which he and his followers indulged themselves and 

he confirmed that the charges which the SQDnite leaders brought 

against him were substru1tially true and that he made no effort 

to den~,r them.3 Bosworth however does not think that the 

account ended so simpl~ by the submission of the Sun~ite leaders 

to Abu-Sa'id,and believes that a reconciliation took place between 

the two sides, supporting his theory by a report from E~ammad 

ibn-al-Munawwar which mentions that several meetings took place 

1 o !:Iu.J;lammad ibn-al-Munawwar, Asrar at-tawhid., 77-78-.. 
2. Ibid., op.cit. 9 229; Bos., 192-4. 

3. Nicholson, Studies in Islamic Mysticism, 32-33. 
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between the religious leaders of Nishapur and among those who 

attended were the Shaykhs al-Qushayri ( III 0 V 0 8 ) , Abu-iviul}ammad 

al-Juwayni ( IIIo So 9 ) and his son ( IIIo To 9 ) Qa~i 9a'id 

(IIIo Ro 6 

Bosworth suggests that some acceptable 

compromise was then worked outo 1 

In discussing Abu-sacid's mystical doctrines, European 

scholars were almost entirely dependent on some verses ruba'iyyat 

which were believed to have been composed by him and which are 

still extant. 2 Nicholson however doubts that these were ever 

composed by him and claims that they vvere drawn from a 

miscellaneous anthology containing the verses of many poets who 

had flourished at different periods. Iv!uhammad ibn-al-
0 

Iviunawwar :.n his Asrar at-tawhid auotes some of Abu-Sa 'id's 
0 ..... 

sayings and from them scholars have deduced that they were 

largely without doctrinal or philosophical contento 3 However 

it appears that Abu-Sa'id was the first to introduce into his 

sermons some kind of dervishism in which singing, poetry and 

ascetic dancing were the prominent characteristicso 

After the quarrel between Abu-sa•Id and the religious 

Sunnite leaders had been somehow settled, he ensured that he 

maintained good relations with the Ghaznavid ruling officials 

1. M~ammad ibn-al-Munawwar, Asrar at-taw~ido, 229; Boso, 193o 

2. Nicholson, Studies in Isla~ic Mysticism, I, 48;. L H P , II, 

261-264. 
3 0 MUQ.a.mmad ibn-al-Munawwar, op o.Ci t.' 293-344; for the 

translation of Abu-Satid's quatrains, see Nicholson, op.cit., 

48-76 and Browne, L HP , II, 264-267. 
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to the end o~ their rule in Khurasan. Vfuen the Seljuqs 

arrived in Khurasan, he was held in even higher respect by 

their leaders '.!'ughril-Beg and Chaghri, who came to i·:Iayhana ~or 

his blessing and received ~rom him a prophecy concerning their 

eventual victory ove1., the Ghaznavids and their rule over Iraq. 

It is also reported that he predicted young Ni~am-al-Mulk's 

. t 1 rlse o power. 

During the later years o~ Ghaznavid rule, vnth the in~luence 

o~ Ash 6 arism spreading throughout Khurasan generally and in 

Nishapur in particular, most o~ the ~amous mystics were knovm 

~or their Ash'arite sympathies in theology. Both ad-Daqqaq 

( III. V. 1 ) and as-Sulami ( III. V. 2 ) were Ash'arite and 

a1-Qushayri ( III. V. 8 ) also had strong sympathies in this 

direction and was ~avoured by the Seljuq Vizier, Ni~am-a1-Mu1k, 

a~ter the Vizier had put an end to the persecution o~ members 

o~ that sect under the tughril's Vizier, al-Kunduri. 2 

1. M~ammad ibn-al-Munawwar, Asrar at-tawhid. 9 67-170; 

Bos., 194. 
2. See above, 271-274. 
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THE MYSTICS (100-1100) 

V.l Abu-'Ali ad-Daqqaq 

His name was al-Jj:asan ibn-'Ali ibn-1iul).ammad ibn-Isl}aq 

ibn-'Abd-ar-Rahman. . He was a native of Nishapur but he went 

to ~arw to study jurisprudence, and in particular Shafi'ite 

jurisprudenceo His first teacher in th.is subject was al-

Khu~ri but he completed his studies under Abu-Bakr al-Qaffalo 

He then returned to Nishapur with the intention of continuing 

his studies in u~ul~ jurisprudence and literature, with the 

object of becoming a jurist. However he became associated with the 

mystic Abu-~1-Qasim an-Na~rabadhi (II. No 12) and subsequently 

abandoned his intended career and entered the path of mysticism. 

Although ad-Daqgaq is included among the numbers of 

Shafi'ite jurists by as-Subki and is also regarded by Ibn

'As~ir as an Ash'arite in theological matters~ he was mainly 

renovmed in his time for being one of the great masters of 

mysticismo Many assemblies were conducted by him and a large 

number of distinguished scholars heard his lectures and learned 

his path of mysticism. Among those who studied under him was 

Abu-'1-Qasim al-Qushayri ( III. v. 8 ). According to Ibn-

'Imad, the path of mysticism which ad-Daqqaq followed was that 

of al-Junayd a1-Baghdadi. 

the year 1014.1 

Ad-Daqqaq died in Nishapur in 

1. SUbk., III., 145-6; TXIVi , 226-7; Shadh 9 III, 180:; 

Na.f ... , 291; Kashf .. , 16·2-63; Munta~am., VIII, 7. 
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v.2 Abu-~Abd-ar-Rahman as-Sulami 
. .. 

M~ammad ibn-al-Jjusayn ibn-1viusa was his name. He was a 

native o~ Nishapur, born in 941. In his youth 1 he learned 

the path o~ mysticism ~rom his ~ather and 'Amr ibn-Najid 

( II .. No 11 ) • The latter was his maternal grand~ather .. 

For some time he learned traditions ~rom the Nishapurians 

Abu-'1-'Abbas al-A~amm ( IIo I. 28 ), Abu-'Ali nl-~a~i~ 

( II o I o 31 ) and others o He also v~ote down traditions 

in lviarw, Jjijaz and Iraqo The capital o~ the latter country, 

Baghdad, was visited by him several times and he taught traditions 

in that city on the authority o£ his masters, al-A~amm and others. 

Having ~inished his studies under Ibn-Najid he had Abu-'1-Qasim an-

Na~rabadhi (II .. Nol2) as his second master in mysticism. He was 

invested by the latter with a ~irga and soon acquired the 

reputation o~ being the master o~ the 'paths', tariqas. He 

also built aiconvent"~or the mystics in Nishapur which was 

attended by many scholars such as Abu-~1-Qasim al-Qushayri 

( III" Vo 8 ) and Abu-Bakr al-Bayhaqi ( III .. Q. 54). 

Mention has been made that he taught and dictated and read 

traditions ~or ~orty yearso 

in 1021-22.1 

He died in his native city 

As-Sulami was one o~ the earliest writers on mysticism. 

It is said that he wrote about 100 books and particularly 

concentrated in his writings on mysticism.. The ~allowing 

1. Subk., III, 60;· Siyag., :f .. 3a;. Na:f., 3;11; Mi~tah., I,401; 

Shadh., III, 196; J\ftu1 taz.am, VIII, 6. 
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have survived:-1 

1 .. Mihan a9-~u:fiyya .. 

2. iabaqat as-~u:fiyya (or Tabaqat as-su:fiyyin) 

3. Ta~rikh a?-~u:fiyya .. 

4. Ta:fsir ahl al-~agg. 

5 .. Bisalat al-Malamatiyya. 

6. Ghaltat a?-~u:fiyya~ 

7. Jawami' as-~u:fiyya. 

8. Minhaj al-'ari:fin. 

9. 'UyUb an-na:fs wa dawa,iha. 

10. Darajat al-mutamalat. 

11. Suluk al-'arifin. 

12 .. A dab a~-~ ul)b a wa husn al-:- 'ushra 0 

13. ~aqa'iq at~Tafsir. 

V .. 3 Ibn-B8kuwayhi 

His name was MUQ.ammad ibn-'Abd-All~ ibn.JUbayd-All8h 

ash-Shirazi. His kunya was Abu-lAbd-All~. He travelled 
- -widely in Far s, Kh.urasan, I~pahan, Gurgan, Bukhara, Ba~ra, 

Ku:fa and Damascus and during these journeys he heard traditions 

from Abu-AQ.mad al-Qa"f,ta'I and others. He later took the vow 

of mysticism and resided in as-Sulami's( III. V. 2 ) convent 

in Nishapur until his death in 1036-37. 

1 .. 'Afi:fi 11Risalat al-l.ialamatiyyai' 9 Fouad i Unive-rsity Bulletin of 

the Faculty of Arts, VI (1942), 64-66; G A L s , I, 361-62; 
GAL , I, 218-219; A..medroz, i'Notes on some Su:fi liV.esu 

- -
J R ~~, XVII (1912), 555; ~ajji-Khaltfa mentions some o:f his 

works in ~ Kh., I, 42, 53, 168, 286; II, 673 9 955, 1006, 

1104, 1183, 1445, 1784. 
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Although he was an unreliable traditionist, he was renowned 

as a mystic and it is mentioned that he had a great knowledge 

of the paths of various masters of mysticism and that he 

collected the tales and biographies of many prominent mysticso 

Al-Farisi mentions that in his native city of Shiraz, 

Ibn-Bakuwayhi. met the famous poet al-iviutanabbi and that, as a 

result of this meeting, he learnt from him a collection 

of his :poems. Al-Farisi also relates that Ibn-

Bakuwayhi was heard to quote from a collection of the poetry of 

Abu-'1-Qasim al-Qushayri ( III. Vo 8 ). 1 

V .4 Abu- 'Ali as-St j zi 

His name was Is~aq ibn-'Abd-ar-Ra~man. He was a native 

of Sijistan but he lived in Nishapur. He was a brother of the 

famous scholar, Abu- & Amr Isma 'il and he himself heard traditions 

in the cities of Nishapur, Herat and Baghdad. In Nishapur, he 

deputized for the scholar, Abu-lUthman as-Sabuni ( III. Q. 4~ . . 
in :presiding over the dhikr assembly. He died in Nishapur in 

2 1043 and was buried in the cemetery of the street of ~arb. 

1. Siyag., ff .6b-7a; 
- '--

Shadl). .. , III, 242; Wafi, III, 322. 

2. Siyag., f.47a. 
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V~5 Shaykh Abu-Salid al-Mayhani 

His name was al-Fagl or Fagl-All~ ibn-~ad ibn-M~ammad. 
-He was born in 967 in lliaJ-~ ... ana, the central town of the Khawaran 

district of Khurnsano His father Abu-'1-Khayr ~ad was 

lmovvn to have been a ptous and religious man and to have been 

well acquainted wi·ch the _shari~§. and the practices of mysticismo 

As a youth, Abu·-Sa ... id accompanied his rather around Mayhana, 

listening to the discussions, lectures and sermons given by the 

1 mystic community there" He also studied the rudiments of 

Islamic education, reading the Qur'an under Abu-M~ammad al

'Ayyari, learning grammar under Abu-satid al- 6 Ayyari, and 

studying jurisprudence under Abu···'l-Qasim Bishr al-Yasin of 

Mayhan.a" The latter teacher also instructed him in various 

aspects o:E mysticism, introducing him to the practice of 

'recollection', .9hikr, and teaching him the doctrine of disinter

ested love which is the basis of mysticismo 2 

\~ile still a student 9 he went to Marw with the purpose 

of studying theology under Abu-· 'Abd-Allai1 al-JJuS'ri3 and he 

remained reading under al-~u~ri for five years. He stayed 

in Marw for another five years, studying this time under Abu-

Bakr al-Qaffal~ and then went to Sarakhs where he attended the 

lectures of Abu-'Ali Zahj_r on Qur'anic interpretation, systematic 

lo Mu)J.ammad ibn--al-Munavvwar Asrar at-tawhid., 15-16; Lub", III, 

203; .A..ns., fo550a; ~' IV, 743 .. According to al-Hujwiri 9 

Abu-Sa 'id father's name was Mu_tammad, Kashf", 164. 

2. M~ammad ibn-al-Munawwar, op"cito, 17-18. 
3,. Ibig__~!) ~~, 20-23o 
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theology and traditionso 1 
Nicholson calculates that Abu-Sa'id 

was probably between 25 and 28 when he first visited Sarakhs. 

It was in this town that his conversion to mysticism took place 

under the supervision of his spiritual director, the Shaykh 

Abu-' 1-Fadl al-Hase:n o 
• 0 The lutter gave him a cell opposite his 

own in order that he might keep him always under his observation 

but later transferred him into his own cell to keep him under 

still closer supervisiono At last, Abu-'1-Fa~l advised him 

to return home to Mayhana and take care of his aged mother. 

At Mayhana he lived in a cell in his father's house, making 

occasional visits to Sarakhs to receive spiritual guidance from 

his director Abu-'1-Fa~l. It is said that on one of these 

visits he once stayed in Sarruths for a year to receive further 

instructions from Abu-' 1-Fag.l o Finally, his director sent 

him to Abu-'Abd-ar-Rahman as-Sulami ( IIIo V. 2 
0 

) in Nishapur 

fo1., investi tur·e with the lmirga, the patched frock, which 

signifies and proclaims him a recognized member of the mystical 

•t 2 commun1 y. 

1. MU\}.ammad ibn-al· .. I:-iunawwar, Asrar at-tawl;id .. , 24; Kashf., 165; 

Naf., 300; .Ans., f b . 550a; Lub o, III, 203 · 
2. !Y!UQ.am:nad ibnv-o.l~~Huna\VY{C.r, .<?J2.cit., 28, 35-36, 127. Naf., 

}.oc. ci t., Kas!if.., lo<;;..!..Q.i_t., 28, see Nicholson, Studies in 

I 1 · . . t · · ,c R . . t E I 2 11 ... bu- Sa '-l. d_u • s aml~:!_ys ·J.cJ.sf!!J_ eJ l·c er, __ ,, .r!.. 
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A~ter the death o~ his parents~ Abu-satid wandered ~or 

over seven years in the deserts between Mayhana and Abiward 

and between Marw and Sarakhsn 1 He then returned to Mayhana 

where he learnt that his director Abu-~1-Fadl had diedo . 
Accompanied by Al).mad an-Naj jar and 1~iUQ.ammad Fa(il~ Abu-Sa ~id set 

out for Amul in 1abaristan via Nasa~ attracted by the fame of' 

He stayed for a year in 

- I -
al-Qa~~ab s kanqah being given the cell opposite the oratory 

in the 'assembly room' 9 jama'at khanao He was invested then 

for the second time 1 this time with a khirga by the Shaykh al-· 

Qa~~ab and advised by al-Qa~~ab to return to Mayhana. 2 

The date of Abu-Sa'id's second visit to Nishapur is not 

known, but the visit appears to have been a fairly long one. 

He stayed there for approximately a decade between 1024 and 

Both ad-Daqqaq ( IIIo V. 1 ) and as-Sulami were by 

this time dead and the leadership of the mystic community was then 

entrusted to al-Qushayri (IIIoV.8). Despite the differences 

~hich arose between al-Qushayri and Abu-Sa'id over the m~Dner 

in which the latter conducted his assemblies ~~d the ostentatious 

style in which he lived, they appear to have kept their public 

relations on good terms. We have already mentioned that the 

strongest opposition to Abu-Sa'id came from the Karramite 

leader, ·Abu-Bakr M~ammad ( III. u. 3 ),~~d the spiritual 

1. Mul)ammad ion-al-Munawwar, Asrar at-tawl)id., 40. 
2. Ibid., op.cit!t, 43, 50-5~, 56; Naf'.~ 301 .. 
3. See above; 396o 
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leaders of the ~anafites ru1d Shafi'ites 9 and have already 

discussed the various ways in which Abu-Sa'id allegedly over-

came this opposition and persuaded them to shelve their 

t
. 1 accusa 1onso 

It was in Nishapur that Abu-Sn'id is said to have met the 

philosopher Ibn-Sina and their meeting is supposed to have 

lasted for three days in his monastery. Ibn-Sina is reported 

to have said to his pupils "All that I know 9 he sees 11
9 and Abu-

Sa 'id to have replied "All that I see 9 he lmows" o Nicholson 

doubts the historical accuracy of this meeting and in particular 

the account given of its outcome in which it is said that Ibn

sina's mystical writings were due to a miracle performed by 

Abu-Sa(id which opened the philosopher's eyes to the reality 

~ t• d . t h. 2 
o~ mys 1c~sm an sa1n s 1p. 

To the regret of the mystical community in Nishapur 9 Abu

Sa ~id eventually left that city to return to Iviayhana to retire, 

until his death in 1049o 

his house. 3 

He was buried in the mos~ue opposite 

-------~-- ·- -----· 
1 o See above, 395-400 .. 
2 o M~ammad ibn-al-Munawwar, Asrar at-tawlJid ., 209-2.11; Nicholson, 

Studies in IslamiG ... Mys~ 42; cf; Ri tter, E I 2 , "Abu Sa 'id". 

3. MUQ.ammad ibn-al-l'!Iunawwar·, OP. .. cit., 62, 354; Naf., 307. 
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V.6 Abu-Salih an-Naysaburi " . 
His name was ~mad ibn-Sulaymano He was a native of 

Nishapur and became acquainted with the mystic master there, 

Abu-'1-Qasim al-Qushayri ( III. v. 8 ). He made about 

30 pilgrimages to Mecca and during one of them he met the 

master of Mecca, as-sirwanie He died in 1066. He was a 

mystic himself and was inclined towards the ~~irite teachings 

1 and he firmly rejected all theological currents and dogmas. 

V.7 Abu-'1-~asan al-Juwayni 

His name was tAli ibn-Yusuf ibn-'Abd-All~ ibn-Yusuf. 

He was a native of Juwayn and was the paternal uncle of the 

Imam-al~~aramayn ( IIIo T. 9 ), He learned traditions from 

Sulami ( III 0 V. 2 ) and from others. He went to ~ijaz and 

lived in that country where he became the Shaykh of ~ijaz in 

mysticism. He died in l070o Abu-'1-~asan was a mystic and 

an author. His excellent work on mysticism was entitled as-

Salwa. He also had a tendency towards Shafi'ism and it is 

reported by as-Subki that the Shafi'ite jurists Z~ir ibn-T~ir 

ash-Sha.Ql:lami ( IV. y. 12 ) and his brother Waj ih ( IV. Y. 13 ) 

had delivered traditions on his authority. 2 

10 siyaq .. , f:f .. 29a-b. 

2 .. Ibid., f.ll2b; M~, II, 164; Subk., IV, 7. 
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V.8 Al-Qushayri 

His name was l - . -Abd-al-Karim ibn-Hawazin ibn-Ta~a ibn-

M~ammad. His lagab was Zayn-al-Islam. His nisba al-

Qushayri indicates that he was a descendant or Qushayr ibn-

Katb, the progenitor o~ a great Arabian tribe. He drew his 

ni sba ~rom one o~ the Arabs who settled in Khurasan probably 

in the ~irst conquest o~ that country in the seventh century. 

His ~amily inhabited Ustuwa which is a district covered with 

villages within the boundaries of Nishapur. 1 Al-Qushayri 

was born in Ustuwa in 986. At an early age, he lost his 

~ather. His youth was devoted to the study o~ Arabic literature. 

He owned a village in the neighbourhood o~ Ustuwa and, as it 

was very heavily taxed, he thought he could remedy this by going 

to Nishapur and acquiring su~~icient knowledge o~ arithmetic 

to quali~y him as an assessor so as to be able to protect his 

village ~rom the heavy taxation. On his arrival in Nishapur, 

he happened to attend an assembly presided by the famous 

mystic Abu- 'Ali ad-Daqqaq ( III. V. 1 ) " The latter was much 

admired by al-Qushayri and left such a deep impression on his 

mind that he altered his former plan and entered the life o~ 

mysticism. On the advice of his master ad-Daqqaq, he attended 

the lessons of the jurist Abu-Bru~r Mutammad ibn-Bakr at-Tusi 

under whom he pursued the study of jurisprudence till he had 

noted down the whole course as delivered by his teacher. 

Afterwards he studied dogmatic theolog~ under the Ash'arite 

scholar Abu-Bakr ibn-FUrak ( III. T. 1 ) • 2 He then went to 

1. I Kh., I, 376; T K M, 271-2; Miftah., I, 438; Lub., II, 

264; Ans., f.453b; Siyaq., f.97b. 
2. Subk., III, 244-5; T KM, 272-3; Miftatt.., I, 439. 
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the classes of Abu-Is~aq al-I~faraJini ( III. T. 3 ) and 

extended his knowledge by reading the v,rorks of his last master. 

He also studied the books composed by Abu-Brutr al-Baqilani. 

During this time he regularly followed the assembly held by his 

first master Abu-'Ali ad-Daqqaq. The relation between him and 

the latter were further strengthened after al-Qushayri married 

his daughter. On the death of his father-in-law 9 ad-Daqqaq, 

he devoted himself to mysticism. In Nishapur, he met the 

great mystic Abu-'Abd-ar-R~an as-Sulami ( IIIo v. 2 ). 1 

In the year 1045-6, he opened a class where he taught 

traditionso Then he began a long Journey to the West and 

began by visiting ~ijaz. In the year 1056, he visited Baghdad 

and taught traditions there. Reference has already been 

made that many eminent scholars in that city wrote down 

traditions in his dictation courseo Among those scholars was 
- - - 2 

al-Kha~ib-al-Baghdadi. 

From 1048 to 1063, al-Qushayr~ along with other Ash'arite 

leaders of NiShapur, was persecuted by the Seljuq officials, 

rrho forced them to abandon their classes and assemblies~ The 

situation remained unaltered till Alp-Arslan came to power in 

1063, then the ASh'arites recovered their prestige. 3 

Al-Qushayri spent the rest of his life in Nishapur and 

frequently visited 'J'us. In December 1072, he died in Nishapur 

1 • I Kh • 9 I , 3 77 ; T K 1vi , 2 7 3 o 
2. Siyag., f.97b; Shadh., III, 320; Kha~. 9 X, 83o 
3. Subk., III, 245;T KM, 274; see above, 371-374. 
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and was buried in a madrasa at the foot of the grave of his 
- 1 master ad-Daqqaq. 

Al-Qushayri was a learned man and a profound scholar. 

His knowledge covered various branches of Islamic sciences 

such as jurisprudence 9 Qur>anic exegesies 9 tradition, dogmatic 

theology 9 Arabic literature and poetry. 

an Ashtarite and furliq as a Sha~i 6 ite .. 

He e.:;~ercised usul as 
--11-.--

But he is most renov11.1.ed 

~or his pro~ound knowledge of mysticism, to the practices o~ 

v1hich he brought a per~ect knowledge of Ash' ari sm. 2 

Al-Qushayri composed many works, of which the following are 

extant:-

lo Ar-risala ila jama'at as-sufiyya bi-buldan al-Islam 
- - -2. Ash-Shikaya ila ahl as-sunna bi-hikaya ma nalahum min al-mitma 

3. Lata~if al-isharat bi-tafsir al-Qur>an 

4 .. Tartib as-suluk .. 

5. At-Tahbir :ri&ilm at-tadhl{ir 

6 .. Istifadat a1-muradat 

7. Sharl.;. a1-asma·9 a1-J.:lusna 

- -
8. Al-Qasida as-su:fiyya 

9 .. A1-1uma' fi'1-i'tiqad 

10. A1-Fu§>Ul 

11. Hayat al-arwah wa>d-da1il ila 

12 .. "~J._t-Ta\Vhid an-nabawi 

13 .. At...:Ta:fsir :ri 'i1m at-tafsir. 3 

1 .. T KM, 276; Na:f., 313. 
2 .. Siyaq .. , :f.97b; I Kh., I, 376; he is also regarded by al

Brucharzi as an able poet, Dumyat a1-qa~r., 194. 
3. Massignon, CE r1 , tr~ushairi"; GAL, I, 556-7; GALs, I,770-73; 

Nadawi,. Tadhkirat ru1.-nawadir, 23-24; L H P, II, 288; A L, 
271-72; ~ajji-Khali:fa gives a list or most of his writings, 

·~ Kh., I, 58, 254, 457, 520., II, 882, 1035, 1183, 1260, 
1460, 1551, 1640, 1858, 1920, 1935. 
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V .9 - ' -Abu- 1-Mu~affar ash-Shuja'i 

His name was liu_tammad ibn-Isma'i1 ibn-'A1i ibn-a1-I}asan. 

He was a native of Nishapur. Mention is first made of him 

when he became candidate of the 1 vrill r, il,ada, path of' mysticism under 

the guidance of the master Abu-'Ali ad-Daqqaq (III. v. 1 ). 

Later, he came to lmovt the mystic Abu-~1-Qasim a1-Qushayri 

(rrr. v. 8 ) and was aDpointed qa~i in the tribunal council in 

Nishapur. He died in 1072. 1 

V.lO Abu-Sa'd al-Qushayri 

His name was 'Abd-All~ ibn-'Abd-al-Karim ibn-Hawazin. 

He was the eldest son of the famous master, Abu-'1-Qasim al

Qushayri ( III .• V. 8 ) , and was born in Nisha:pur in 1023. 

Under his father, he was introduc®d to the disciplines of 
- --

mysticism and learned traditions from Abu-Bakr al-~iri 

( III. S. 6 ) and many others in Nishapur. He visited Baghdad 

in 1063 vnth his father and heard traditions in that city. In 

Nishapur itself he became well-knovm as a master of mysticism. 

After the death of his father in 1072, he took over the task of 

presiding over his father's classes for about 13 years. He 

CLied in Nishapur in 1084. 2 

1. Siyaa., ff.l3b-14a. 

2. Ibid., f .82b; Sh~dh., III, 354. 
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V .11 

Al-FaQ-1 ibn-I.iulfammad ibn- 'Ali was his name 0 He was a 

native of Tus,from a village called Farmadh, hence his nisba 
- -al-Farmadhi. He studied jurisprudence under the tuition of 

Abu-Hamid al-Ghazali al-Kabir. . He also delivered traditions 

on the authority of Ibn-B~uwayhi ash-Shirazi ( III. v. 3 ), 

Abu-'Abd-ar-RaJ:lman an-Nili., Abu-'Uthman a?-~abuni (III. Q. 48) 

and from others. Then he came to Nishapur and resided in the 

Q,ushayriyya madrasa. ·During his stay in this city he 

studied mysticism under Abu- 7 1-Qasim al-Qushayri ( III. V. 8 ). 

He then returned to his birth place Tus. 
- ·.c 

Reference is made 

that he made a second visit to Nishapur accompanied by his son 

Abu- ~ 1--r,ia.Jtasin whom he enter·ed for the study of traditions. 

He also held an assembly in which his lectures were much 

admired by his audience .. Afterwards, he returned to his birth 

:place where his fame became so grea:t that he was highly favoured 

by the Vizier Ni.~am-al-Iviulk. He died at ·rus in 1084. 

Al-Farmadhi was one of the most distinguished mystics of 

Ni shapur, as well as of '.}'us, "in his time .. It was believed that 

many mystics from various parts of Islamic lands came to visit 

him and to enquire about his path of myst.icismo For it is 

reported that he had an exce"llent path and discipline to show 

to the seekers of mysticism. Among his most distinguished 

students was the f'amous scho"lar Abu-::tiamid al-Ghazali (rv 0 CCo 1) ~ 

1. Subk., .IV, 9-10; Shadh o, III, 355; Siyaq o 9 :f:f o 12lb-122a; 

N.af.-, 368; Lup., II, 191; Ans., f.416a .. 
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V.12 Abu-Bakr ash-Shirazi 

His name was ~ad ibn-~Ali ibn-'Abd-All~. He was 

born in 1007 in Nishapur but, as his ~ather was a native o~ 

Shiraz, his nisba was ash-Shirazi. He began the study o~ 

traditions quite early in his youth under al-Hakim an-
• 

) and Ibn-Furak 

( III. T. 1 ), and later under al-~iri ( III. S. 6 ) as-' . 
9ayrafi, Abu-Zakariyya al-Muzrucki and others. Al-Farisi mentioned 

thnt ash-Shirazi learned Arabic literature, especially tales 
- -and poetry, but none of his teachers are specified by al-Farisi. 

He became a mystic and was a disciple of Abu-'1-Qasim al-

Qushayri ( IIIo V. 8 ). He was also famed as a man of 

letters, a poet 9 a reliable traditionist and a good teacher. 

He dictated traditions in the Ni~amiyya madrasa in Nishapur 

and also gave private lessons. Many scholars studied under 

him, among whom was his biographer 'Abd-al-Ghafir al-Farisi 

( IV. Y. 8 ), the author of the Siyag. He died irr Nishapur 

- 1 in 1085 and was buried in the graveyard of ash-Shahanbar. 

V.l3 

Her name was Fatima b.int-al-Jiusayn ibn- 'Ali and she was 

the daughter of the famous mystic Abu-'Ali ad-Daqqaq ( IIIu 

v. 1 ) and the wife of ~he latter's disciple, Abu-'1-Qasim 

1. Siyaq., ff.33a-b. 
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al-Qushayri ( III. V. 8 ). She was born in Nishapur in 1000-

01 which was the same year that the bubaraka madrasa \vas 

built. During her youth, she was instructed in the mystic 

discipline by her father. Then she learned traditions from 

Abu-Nu'aym al-Isfara'ini ( III. Q. 2 ), al-~akim Abu-'Abd-All~ 

( III. Q. 3 ), Abu-'Abd-ar-RaJ:lman as-Sulami ( III. v. 2 ) and 

others. Probably after her marriage to al-Qushayri she heard 

traditions from the second tabaqa, such as Ibn-Bakuwayhi ( III. 

V. 3 ) · It is reported that she taught traditions and held 

dhikr assembly in Nishapur. Some of the learned men in that 

city extracted sound traditions from her lectures. 

Fatima lived for about 90 years • . She brought up six 

sons and six daughters. Some of her sons became renowned 

scholars in Nishapur. She died in that city in the 

8 1. 
year 10 7. 

- -
V.l4 Abu-Bakr al-~awardi 

His name was Muhammad ibn- 'Abd-ar-Rahman ibn-Ahmad. He 
• .. 0 

had delivered traditions on the authority of the Hanafite . 
professor Abu-'1-'Ala' ~a'id ( III. R. 6 ). Abu-Bakr was a 

mystic from the ~anafite sect but, according to al-Farisi 9 

he was also acquainted with the Shafi&ites, among·whom 

was the leading Shafi'ite.mystic Abu-'1-Qasim al-Qushayri 

( III. V. ~ ) • Abu-Bakr died in 1088. 2 

1. Siyag., f.f.l23b~l24a; Shadh., III, 365. 
2. Siyag., f.l8a; Jaw., II, 76. 
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V.l5 Abu-Salih as-Stifi . . . . 
His name was Muhammad Ibn-Abi-Salih .. • • • He was a native o~ 

Ni shap"t:P and learned traditions fPom Sa' d al-Knnj e.rlid.h.i ( III .. X .. 13) ~~ 

After reading and studying parts of Muslim's 9~i~ ~·A .. 28) 

under ~bu-~1-~usayn al-F~risi (III.Q .. 52) 9 he took up the practice 

of mysticism and became the disciple of Abu-'1-Qasim al-

Qushayri ( III. V. 8 ) • He made many journeys to the West 

and in each journey he went on a pilgrimage to Mecca. He 

died in 1088 and was buried in al-~ira graveyard in Nishapuro 1 

. V .. l6 Abu-'Amr as-Sulami 

His name was 'Abd-al-Wahhab ibn- 'Abd-ar-Ra.J;man ibn-

MUQ.ammad i bn-Sulayman. He was a native of Nishapur and the 

son-in-law of the famous master Abu-'1-Qasim al-Qushayri 

( III o V o lJ ) • He learned the path of mysticism ~rom Abu-

'Ali ad-Daqqaq_ ( III .. V. 1 ) • Then he became associated 

with Abu-'1-Qasim al-Qushayri and married the latter's 

daughter. He later went on a pilgrimage to Mecca with his 

father-in-law and during this travel he heard traditions in 
- -

~ijaz, Ku~a and Baghdad. But most of his knowledge of 

traditions was derived from his studies on that subject in 

Nishapur under as-~ayra~i, al-I~bahani, az-~lYtadi ( III. 

Q. 6 ) and under some of the disciples of al-A~amm ( II .. 

I. 28 ). Abu- 1 Amr died in 1089. 2 

lo Siyag., ~.19b. 

2 • ~ .. , ~ .104a .. 
,A 
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V.l7 Abu-Ivi_an~U:r al-Qushayri 

His name was 'Abd-ar-Rahman ibn-'Abd-al-Karim ibn-• 

Hawazino He was a native of NishaHur and the son of the 

famous mystic Abu-'1-Qasim al-Qushayri ( III. Vo 8 ). Abu-

Hansur was born in 1034 .. 
0 

He learned traditions from his 

father and from Ibn-Bakuwayhi ( III. v. 3 ), Abu-sa~id an-

Nuqani and others. He also v~ote down many works among which 

was the book ~ilyat al-awliya' by Abu-Nu 6 aym al-I?bahani. 

He also learned traditions during his travels to warw, 

Sarakhs, Rayy and ~amadan. Having made the ~ilgrimage to 

Mecca, he came to Baghdad in the year 1078 and taught 

traditions in that city. He then returned to his birthplace 

Nishapur and resided there till the death of his mother which 

occurred in the year 1087. Then he set out for a second 

attempt to make a pilgrimage to Mecca via Baghdad. 

to Mecca and dwelt there till his death in 1089.1 

V.l8 Aluat-ar-R~im 

He came 

Her name was Karima bint-tAbd-al-Karim ibn-Hawazin. 

She was the daughter of the famous mystic Abu-'1-Qasim al-

Qushayri ( III. V. 8 ). Karima was born in 1030 in 

Nishapur and learned mysticism from her mother Fatima ( III. 

V. 13 ), from her father. and also from other members of her 

Siyaq. ,ff. 92a-b. 
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familyQ Her most important teacher was her father :from 

whom she learned traditions and the Musnad of al-~asan ibn-

Sufyan. She died in Nishapur in 1093o Karima was a 

pious woman9 well-acquainted with the path of mysticism which 

was adopted by her :familyo 1 

1 .. siyag., :r .126b 0 
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V 

THE READERS . AND G_Ol1ll~Tj~TO~~ PP'. _.:J;HE ~C:l 'JJ.T 

ATH-THA 'LABI .AND . ..AL~WAnl.D..:L 

during the eleventh century; ath-Tha'labi (IIIo W. 2 ), 

al-W~idi ( III. w. 6 ), Abu-'1-~asan al-Mu~assir ( !!I.W.8 ) 

and Ibn-Abl-' ~-r.fayyib ( III. Vi!. 5 ) • 

Ath-Tha'labi was described by Ibn-Khallikan as surpassing 

all others in his interpretations and expositions o~ the Qur'an.1 

'. - - -His main work al--Kash~ .wa-.l~bayan 'an .. ta~s.ir al-Qur'an is 

reputed to be one o~ the most use~ul interpretations because in 

it he has gathered together and used intelligently over one 

hundred sources in addition to at-r.fabari and it is there~ore 

almost double the size o~ al-B~y~awi. 2 

Al-W~idi, a pupil o~ ath~Th'labi ru1d o~ al-Khwarizmi 

( II. P. 5 ) was also renowned as an authority and a 
. -

commentator on the Q.ur)an. Huart observes that he was a 

descendent o~ one Mattan, whose name,- Matthew, indicates his 

origins ~rom a Christian Armenian ~amily. Al-W~idi's 

most important work was the Asbab .an~nuzul, dealing with the 

occasions on which the sliras and verses o~ the Qur'an were 

revealed.3 He also composed two similar interpretations, the 

Wajiz. and the Wasit. A pupil o~ his, Abu-'1-~as~n al-

Murassir, became a pro~essor at the Ni~amiyya madrasa in 

Nishapur. 
4 

1 i I Kh •, I, 26. 
2. Brockelmann, E r1 , u al-'rha ~ laef". 

3 .u_ , 260; see below" (List No. I .E), 623. 
4. See below, (List No.2), 628. 
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The fourth commentator, Ibn-Abi-'t-+-ayyib ( IIIs Wo 5): 

was a contemporary of ath-Tha'labi and came from a quarter in 

B ayha q called Zabzawar. A madrasa was built for him in 

Isfara~in and he was appointed its professor. His reputation 

attracted the Sultan M~ud who summoned him to Ghazna to 

deliver a religious address. This address, according to 

Yaqut, is quoted in full in his main interpretation a~-Tafsir al

kabir, and as a result of it, he was favoured by MaJ:lmud with 

honour and wealth. 1 

The most distinguished reader of the Qur~an at this time in 

Nishapur was Abu-Sa 6 d ash-Sh-B:mati ( III. W .. 4), v7ho had been a 

pupil of Abu-:-Bakr ibn-Mihran ( II. 0. 4 ), the author of 

After studying both the Qur!lan and 

traditions, he became professor at the Hushshu~iyya madx,e.sa and 

for a time acted as deputy ra'is of Nishapuro Among the 

students who read under him was one Abu-(Abd-Allah al-Khabbazi 

( III. W. 3 ), a 'baker' from Nishapur and a pupil of the 

famous master, Marw Abu-'1-Haytham al-Kushmihanio It is 

also reported by al-Farisi that most of the a'yan of Nishapur 

attended his classes. At the rey_uest of the Sultan 1T1ali...mud, 

he read {he Qur'an at the court of the Sultan in Ghazna. 2 

1. Irsh., V, 232; I·Fun., ·185; see below, (List No.2), 627. 

2. Siyaq., f .lOa; see below, (Lists Nos. I.E. II), 623, 627. - --
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THE READERS .AND THE CO!.ii.i:CNTATORS OF. THE QUR, AN ( 1000-1100) 

W.l Abu-'1-Qasim an-Nahwi 
• 

His name was al-~asan ibn-M~ammad ibn-al-~asan. He 

was a native of Nishapur and became a distinguished master in 

various branches of Islamic knowledge, including the interpretation 

of the Qur'an, grammar, literature, history and biographies. 

He was a teacher in Nishapur and one of his 

:p"Q:pils was Abu-Is~aq ath-Tha(labi ( III. Wo 2 ). As-

Suyuti credits him with spreading his knowledge throughout 

Nisha:pur., It is mentioned that he was at first a follower 

of the Karramites but he later became converted to ~anafismo 

He died in 1015.l 

His name was AQ.mad ibn-Ivi~ammad ibn-Ibrahim .. He was 

a native of Nisha:pur and a famous theologian and :particularly 

famous as commentator of the Qur" nn. He uas born in 961. He 

learned traditions from Abu-tahir Tbn-Khuzayma 9 Abu-fu~ammad al-

Mukh.alladi and Abu-BakP al-I'fiulmalladi. He died in 1038 in 

Nishapur. 

Ath-Tha 1 labi was a writer and two of his works still exist. 

His great work was an interpretation on the Qur'an entitled 

al-Kashf wa'l-bayan 'an tafsir al-Qur'an. Also f"amous 

was his second work 'Ara'is a·l-ni~jalis ri qi9a9 al-snbiya', . 

1. Bughyat, 227. 
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which was a supplement to his interpretation al-Kashf. This 

work is described by Brockelmann as a book that gives all the 

stories in very great detail but keeps on the whole clear of 

the worst feats of imagination of the qira?, such as we find 

in al-Kasa~i. 1 

His name was Muhammad ibn-'Ali ibn-Muhammad ibn-al-Hasano • • • 

He was a native of Nishapur and began life as a baker. Hence 

his nisba of al-Khabbazio He read the Qur'an at Marw under 

Abu-'1-Haytham al-Kushmihani (d. 998). He then held classes 

where he read the Qur'an in his mosque which was situated in 

the street of Mu'adh ibn-Mu'awiya in Nishapur. His classes 

were attended by the leading scholars and notables. He 

later left and went to Ghazna where he was a guest of the 

Ghaznavid Sultan Mahmud and vmere he read the Qur'an. He . 
died in Nishapur in 1057 and was buried in the graveyard of 

al-J}ira. 

A1-Khabbazi was a distinguished master of the science 

of the Qur'an and was held in high esteem as a reader of. the 
- - --It is mentioned by al-Farisi that al-Khabbazi wrote 

a book dealing with the principles of reading and included 

1. Bughyato, 154; Siyag., ffo 26a-b; Subk, III, 23; 

Irsh., ~I, lq4; ~, I, 457; Mift~., I, 403; Sukh., 
36, 38, 171-172; Brockelmann,E r1 , "al-Tha'labi"; 

G A L S , I, 592. 
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called al-Ab~ar but it. seems to be lost. 1 
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The book was 

His name was Ahmad. ibn-Ibrlihfm ibn-Musa ibn-Ahmad ibn-• • 

Man~ur. He was born in a place called ash-Shamat in 

Nishapur. He became the student of' Abu-Bakr ibn-Mihran 

( II. 0. 4 ) who taught him f'rom his book al-Ghaya f'i'l 

qira'at, and also taught him traditions. In N i shapur, he 

studied traditions under Abu-tiihir ibn-Khuzayma, Abu-Bakr al

Jawzaqi ( II. I. 42 ) , Abu-Bakr al-iiuldlalladi and others. 

In 1049, he he·ld his :first classes in which he dictated 

traditions and he continued to do this at al-Eushshutiyya madrasa 
• 

until.his death in 1062. He was buried in the graveyard 

· o:f al-:trusayn. 

He was primarily noted as a reader of' the Qur'an but he 

was also considered to be a reliable traditionist and a good 

religious mediator between the rival sects. His excellent 

reputation induced the Seljuqs to appoint him as deputy ra'is 

in Ni shapur. 2 

1. T Q, II, 207; ..a..-.;. . . . 

2 • Ibid. , f • 2 8b ; 

Si:yag,., :f .lOa; Lub., I, 341; 

~ Q, I, 36; . M B, III, 238. 

Ans., :f.l87a. - --
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W.5 Ibn~4bi-'t-t'ayyib 

His name was 'Ali-ibn-'Abd-Allah, He was -born in 

Nishapur and resided in the quarter o:r $.abzawar in -Bay:q.aq. 

The first mention that we have of anything connected wi-th him 

is that in 1019, a wealthy landovmer named Abu-}11-Qasim 'Ali

ibn-M~ammad ibn-al-~usayn honoured him-by building for him a 

madrasa in Isfara'in and became one of his many disciples! 

In 1023, he was invited to the court of the Sultan IviaJ:;mud at 

Ghazna where he delivered a lecture on the interpretation of 

the Qur:~an. This lecture is believed to be included in his book 

the Tafsir al-kabir.He died in Nishapur in 1066 and was buried 

in Zabz~war graveyard. 

Ibn-Abi.--::-·' t-:-T.ayyib ·' s reputation as a commentator of the 

Qur>an was very extensive and during his lifetime it was claimed 

tnat he had written three books on his work of interp~etation. 

These b.ooks were:-

1 .. At-Tafsir al'7kabir in 30 volumes; 

2. At-Tafsir al-awsat in 11 volumes; 

3. At-Tf?.f'sir a~-~aghir in 3 volumes. 

After his death, ho~ver, none of these books were found in his 

private library and in their place were four volumes on other 

subj~cts, one on jurisprudence, one of literature, and the 

remaining two on general historyo 1 

1~ I11sh., V, 231-3; I Fun., 185.-6. 
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W .6 Al-Wanidi • 

His name was 'Ali ibn-~ad ibn-.M~ammad ibn-'Ali ibn-:Muttuy~ 

h:i_s kunya Abu-'1-ljasan. He was a native o:r Nishapur. During his 

youth he studied under many masters.. He studied grammar under 

the master Abu- 5 1-~asan 'Ali ibn-Ibr~im a~-~arir 

under whom he wrote down lOO treatises concerning unsolved 

problems of grammarv Then he read the Qur'an under 'Ali 

ibn-~ad al-Busti ( IIIo X. 3 ) and Abu-'1-~usayn al-Farisi 

( III o X. g ) • The next master was Abu-Ishaq ath-Tha'labi • 

( III. Wo 2 ) under whom he learned the science of 

Qur'anic interpretation. The fame of' al-Wahidi's teaching • 

became quite considerable. In Nishapur he made the 

acquaintance of' the f'amous poet Abu-Bal{r al-Khwarizmi 

( II. P. 5 ) and acted for the latter as his substitute and 

was later appo~nted by him director of repetitions or under 

tutor. He died of' a lingering disease in his native city 

in 1076. 1 

Al-Wai;idi was regarded as the f'irst master of his time in the 

sciences of' grammar and Interpretation of' the Qur'an. He was 

also an author. His works were considered by other masters 

as being excellent, and were f'requently cited by prof'essors 

in their lessons. 

1. S~bk., III, 289-290; T Q , I, 223; 
~ 

Mift~., I, 402; Irsh., V, 97-98; Shadh., III, 330; 
Bakharzi, Dumyat al-qa~r. 9 203; cf. AI 260. 
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The following are his main works which are extant:-

1. Asbab an-nuzul. 

2. At-Tafsir al-basi}. 

3. Tafsir al-Qur'an al-wajiz. 

4. Al-Wasit bayna aL-maqbud wa~l basit. 

5. Jami' al-bayan :r1 tafsir al-Qur'an. 

6. Hirar al-ma'ani. 

7. P~-~awi li-jam' al-ma'ani. 

8. SharQ al-hlutanabbi. 1 

w. 7 Abu- ~ Abd-AllaJ1 al-J·,Iuqri' 

His name was M~ammad ibn-Ismaiil ibn-~mad. He was 

born in 1022 and became a wealthy man in Nishapur. He 

learned tradi t.ions :from Abu-Bakr al-I{iri ( III. S. 6 ) and 

others and became well known as a reader o:f the Qur'an in 

Nishapur. He was also associated with the Shafi'ite sect 

for whom he built the Friday Hosque in the Ramjar quarter of 

Nishapur. He died in 1093. 2 

1. GAL , I, 524~ G A L S , I, 730. 
2. Siyag., f.ll9ao 
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w. 8 Abu-' 1-Ijasan al-Mufassir 

His name was 1Ali ibn-Sahl ibn-al-'Abbas. He was 

the imam of the tafsir. He studied the Qur'an and philology 

under al-W~idi ( III.W.6). He became noted as a commentator 

of the Qur'an. In 1072, he became professor in the 

Ni~amiyya madrasa of Nishapur and gave lectures on the 

9aJJil). of Bukhari ( I. A. 23 ) and the Sunan of Abu-Dawtid. 

He died in 1097. 1 

Bughyat., 338; Siyag. 9 f.ll6a. 
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VI 

THE M~~ OF LETTERS AND THE POETS 

J'ili-BIIG-I.:\.RZI, AL-- Wi.J.riDi", i:.BU-' l-FADL :.:..L-Bi:.GI·L~QI, AL-Bil.~::l'HI, 

AZ-ZAi:VZJU\fi, IB.t~ -FAJ)DAL .. 

Literature and literary studies a~pear to have flourished 

during the 11th century. This was in part due to the 

encouragement given to these studies by the Ghaznavids and, 

under them, Ghazna became the centre of cultural activities 

in the Eastern Islamic empireo It is reported by D&wlatshah 

that "there were over 400 poets in regular attendance on 

Ivia.J)mud' s court, -presided over by the Amir-ash-Shu' ara' 'Un~uri". 

--- -The two great Persian scholars, Biruni and Firdawsi, were both 

at one time connected with the court at Ghaznao Sultan 

I~ia.J)mud appe~rs ·to have taken a more personal interest in 

literature, even to the extent of v~iting a book on the system 

of ~anafite jurisprudence. He knew Arabic well but he is 

said to have disliked the language, and his knowledge of 

Persian was good enough to enable him to work with his Persian 

advisers. 1 

Nishapur during this century retained its position as 

a focus of Islamic scholarship and learning in Khurasan. Some 

of the chief scholars who were active in the city, such as 

Ibn-Abi-'~-~ayyib ( III. W. 5) and al-Khabbazi ( III. W. 3 )9 

1. DawlatshaRy T8.dhkirat ash-shut ara>, 50; 

Boa., 129,130. 

Jaw., II,. 157; 
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were presented at the Ghaznavid court .. Vie have already seen 

how certain members of the most prominent f~ilies in Nishapur 

the Ts.bbanis and the I~iikalis 9 families which v1ere ec_tually 

prominent in the arts and in political and social activities, 

came to Ghazna and occupied the offices of qa~a> and ri'asa 

there. 1 

Early in the begiru1ing of the 11th century two eminent 

men of letters who visited Nishapur died .. They were al-

) and Badi-'az-Zaman al-Hamadhani 

( III. X.. 2 ) .. The former was a Turk from Farab .. He 

was educated in Ira~~ijaz and Syria. He settled in Nishapur, 

where he became a professor of literature. In this city 

he composed his famous lexicon a~-~i:Q.~ fi ;tl-lugha .. This 

book is arranged in alphabetical order of the final radical 

letter, which served as a model for later lexicographers. 2 

Contemporary to al-Jawhari was Badi-'az-Zaman al-Hamadhani, 

who was still a young man when he le:ft his native city 9 

Hamadan. He Vi8itcd the cities of Rayy and Gurgan .. Then 

he made his stay in Nishapur. Al-Hamadhani established his 

fame by creating the most perfect :form of literary presentation 

of the maqamas, a kind of' dramatic anecdotes in the telling of 

which the author subordinates substance to form and does his 

utmost to .display_his poetical ability, learning and eloquence. 

1. See above, 258-259, 266-268. -
2. Ibn-Khaldun, Mu.gad.dima, 485; .AJ;mad Amfn 9 :PuJ; a al-Islam 9 I 9 

274; Hiltti, History of the Arabs, 402; A L , 157-8; 

L H P , II, 87~88. 
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\~ile in Nishapur al-Hamadhani w~ote his magamas, in which he 

introduced us to a fictitious character called Abu-'1-Fath al-. 
Iskandari, and which consists of anecdotes about mendicants 

d th t . 1 an o er oplCSo 

Nishapur gave birth to one of the most elegant o~ Arabic 

writers, Abu-Man~ur ath-Tha 'alibi ( III. x. 11 ) , associated 

in Nishapur with Abu-~1-Qasim al-Bakharzi, the father of Abu-

'1-~asan al-Bakharzi ( III. X. 15 ). 

to have lived and died in Nishapur. He was renovvned for his 

numerous articles and books on various subjects connected 

with Arabic literature, including poetry, an anthology on 

grammar, philology and light entertaining literature. His 

most important work, the often-cited Yatimat ad-dahr .fi

m~asin ahl al-'a~r, is an anthology of the poetry of both his 

own and previous generations, arranged according to the 

countries of origin of the poets, and containing very short 

biographical notes on the poets represented. A number of 

works were written as addenda to this anthology, includiP~ one 

by ath-Tha'alibi himself, which is called Tatimmat al-yatima, 2 

and another by his pupil, Abu-'1-~asan al-Bakharzi, entitled 

Dumyat al-qa~r wa-•u~rat ahl al-'a~r. This latter anthology 

contains a chapter devoted to each of the following seven topics, 

the Bedouin poets, and the poets of ~ijaz, Syria, Diyarbakr, 

1. A L , 132-33; Nicholson, A literary history·of the Arabs, 

328-29; Bitti, History of the Arabs, 403; Gibb, Arabic 

literature, 102. 
2. Brockelmann; E r1 , uTha 'alibi". 
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section on the poets of Nishapur. 1 
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It also contains a 

Ibn-Khallikan describes Abu-'1-Hasan al-Baiffiarzi as .. 
being "the pearl of his age in genius and talent" and as 

being the foremost in both poetry and prose composition. 

His collection of poetry have been losto There are, 

however, a few of his poems in the appendix to his Dumyat 

and a selection of his poetry entitled al-Ashan is still in . 
existence. liargoliQuth considers that the opinions of the 

critics of al-Bakharzi's time and of Ibn-Khallikan in 

particular are too flattering and he himself would describe 

al-Bakharzi's poetry as being only mediocre and artificial. 

According to M<1rgoliouth, al-Bakharzi's most famous work is 

on a more prosaic level, a letter of solace from him to the 

Seljuq Vizier, Abu-Na~r al-Kunduri, on the subject of 

castration. 2 

Abu-'1-~asan al-W~idi (IIIoW.6 ), who was mentioned as 

a commentator of the Qur>an, and who was a pupil of 

ath-Tha'labi ( IIIo W. 2 ) and Khwarizmi ( IIo Po 5 ), was 

also renowned as a man of literature for his eloquence and 

his calligraphy. His main work was an explanation of al-

Mutanabbi' s poetry, the Sharh al-Mutanabbi, a piece of writing 

which as a work of criticism surpassed that of his predecessors. 3 

1. A L , 106; see below, (List No.I.F), 625. 

2 • .!__!£., I, 455; Margoliouth, E r 2 :., "al-Ba¥..harzi"., 

3. AL., 260; see beTovv:r (List No.I.E), 623. 
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Bayhaq produced in this ~ield the most famous Persian 

historian and man o~ letters o~ his time, Abu-~1-Fa~l al

Bayhaqi ( III. X. 16 ) who studied in Nishapur and joined 

the chancellery of the Ghaznavid rulers at Ghazna, with the 

function of secretary, and in this city he spent most of his 

life. He was the author of over 30 volumes of the history 

of the Ghaznavid dynasty, but at least 25 volumes of his 

great work have been lost except the part dealing with Mas'ud 

rule, and even that is not complete. The part we 

possess is usually knDvm as Ta,rikh-i-Bayhagi but it 

ought rather to be called, Ta'rikh-i-Ivias'udi . 1 

- - - -From the city of Zawzan, Yaqut mentions al-B~athi 

( III. X. 14 ) as a renowned man of letters and a brilliant 

professor. He was certainly celebrated for his elegant 

calligraphy and a~pears to have spent most of his life ~n 

Nishapur. A pupil o~ his, Abu-'1-Qasim al-Zawzani 

(III. X. 23 ), was also famous as a literary character and 

was well-known for his activity in discussions. One of his 

known series of discussions lasted for several years during 

which time he argued with the grammarian al-Kunduri over various 

problems connected with Arabic literature. 2 

From Maghrib came the grammarian, Ibn-Fa~~al ( III. Xo 21 ), 

who lived for a time in Nishapur. A~ the re~uest of 
: 

Imam-al-~aramayn ( IIIo T. 9 ), he wrote a book of grammar 

entitled al-Iksir but this book is unfortunately lost, along 

1. Said Naficy, E r 2 , "Bayh~i". Bos., 10; 

2. Irsh., rr, 239-242, VI, 408-410; see below, (List No.I.F), 

225. 
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with his other works on grammar and philology and his 

commentaries on the Qur~an. Another famous grammarian was 

), who also came from 

Maghri b and who became the favou1,i te comyanion of the Vizier 

Ni~am-al-Mulk. Due to his influence, he was appointed 

professor at the Ni~amiyya madrasa in Nishapur and the famous 

mystic of Nishapur, al-Qushayri (III. V. 8 ), is said to 

have studied grammar under him.l 

Most of the scholars who have been mentioned in this 

section also v~ote poetry but certain scholars were particularly 

noted as poetso Among those who could be mentioned in this 

connexion were Abu-' 1-Fa<J-1 al-l'{ikali ( III. X. 12 ) , Abu-' 1-

:trusayn al-Fari~i. ( III o X o 8 ) and Abu-, 1-Fatl} al-Busti 

( III. X. 3 ) 0 This last was alleged to have been 

connected with the Karramite sect in Nishapur. 

1. See below, (Lists Nos. I,F., II), 625, 628. 
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'rJiE _hi~ 0~ -~rT~B_f?_./'l~JL~£!.~ .. PQET~ .... (_lOOQ_-1100) 

X.l Al-Jawhari 

His name was Isma'il ibn-Hammad. • His kunya was Abu-

Nasr. He was a native of Farab in Turkestan. He belonged to • 

a scholarly family: his maternal uncle Abu-Ya'quo al-Farabi, 

was a distinguished man of letters in Fa1,ab and the author of a 

collection of poems. 

Al-Jawhari, after having studied under his uncle 

at Farab, proceeded to Baghdad, where he studied philology 

under Abu-'Ali al-Farisi and Abu-Sa'd as-Sirafi. To perfect his 

knowledge of the Arabic tongue, he travelled about Iraq, Ijijaz and 

the Syrian Desert, then he returned eastward, and settled, in 

the first place, at Damghan, and then at Nishapur, where he 

became a professor of literatureo He died about 1002, 

from the effects of a fall from the roof either of his ovm 

house or of that of the Ancient Mosque of Nisha:pur .. 1 . 

Al-Jawhari was renowned as a philologist and grammariano 

Among his most important writings is his book, a~-9i~~ ~i'l-

lggha, which is a lexicographical work, v~itten in Arabic, 

and still extant. ~ad Amin describes him as the creator 

of the rirst systematic Arabic lexicon. 2 

Al ... Jawhari himself drew up about one half of· the book; 

the rest was completed by one of his students, Abu-Is~aq 

Ibr~im ibn-?ali~ al-Warraq, who allowed a :few errors to craep 

1. Irsh, II, 266-273; Bhldlarzi, Dumyat al-qa~r., 300; 
Tha 1 alibi, Yatimat· ad-dahr., 406; Miftah., I, 69; Ibn-

al-.A..nbari Nuzhat al-albab., 236-238; cf. A L , 157-8. 
2. ~ad Amin, ~a al-Islam., I, 273; Hitti, History of the 

Arabs, 402; Ibn-Khaldlin, Mugaddima, 485. 
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in. The book was translated into Persian by Abu-'1-Fa~ 

Jamal-ad-Din al-Qurashi (d. 1231).1 

X.2 Badi'-az-Zaman al-Hamadhani 

His name was ~mad ibn-al-~usayn ibn-Y~ya ibn-satid. 

He received the kunya of Abu-,1-Fa~l, but he was better known 

by his lagab Badi'-az-Zaman. He was born in Hamadan where 

he studied Arabic literature under Abu-,1-Hasan ibn-al-Faris • • 

In 990 he left Hamadan and stayed for a time at the court of 

the Vizier Ibn-'Aobad (d.995) in Rayy. This court appears 

to have been an attraction for the intellectuals of his time 

and it was there that al-Hamadha.Ili vvidened his knowledge of 

Arabic literature. He next journeyed to Gurgan where he 

became associated with the Ismalilites and made the acquaintance 

of the ra'is of .the city Abu-Sa.'id l'.tiU:O.ammad ibn-Man~ur. It 

wasthe ra'Is who helped him fin8.Ilce his journey to Nishapur in 

992. 2 

It was during his stay in Nishapur that, according to 

ath-Tha'alibi, he began writing prose works,the magamas. It 

was also while he was in Nishapur that he met the famous poet 

Abu-Bakr al-Khwarizmi ( II. P. 5 ), whom he challenged to a 

com~etition in Arabic literature at which al-Hamadhani was 

1. L H P , II, 487; 
2 • I r sh • , I , 94-5 ; 

A L ' 158; G A L. ' I 9 133; G A L 8 I I' 196-7. 
Tha'ilibi, Yatimat ad-dahr., IV, 256-7. 
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acclaimed the victor. Al-Khwarizmi died in 993 and soon 

afterwards Hamgdhanits fame spread throughout the eastern 

parts of the Islamic empire. 1 

He was invited to visit most of the cities in the 

province of Khurasan and Sijistan. After these visits had 

been m.ade, he settled in Herat, where he made the acquaintance 

of the scholar Abu- 'Ali-al-Khushnami and asked for the hand of 

his daughter in marriage. He died of poisoning in Herat 

at the age of 40 in 1008. He was actually buried 

prematurely, while he lay in a state of lethargy. His 

screams were heard in the night, and the tomb was opened, 

but he was found to have died of terror, vdth his hand 

clutching his beard. 2 

Al-Hamadhani was a man of letters and wrote in both 

prose and poetry. Among his prose works, his magamas, 

collected in one volume and it is called Magamat Badi'-az-

Zaman al-Hamadhani. Al-Hamadhanits work served as a model 

for al-Jiariri of' al-Ba~ra, ·whose Maqamat for more than seven 

centuries were esteemed as the chief treasure, next to the 

Qur'an, of' the literary Arabic tongue. Al-Hamadhani also 

wrote several letters which·are still extant, .some of which 

were addressed to his erstwhile opponent al-Khwarizmi. With 

regards to his poetry, ath-Tha'alibi noted that he produced 

1. Tha'alibi, Yatimat ad-dahr., IV, 257-58; Irsh., I, 95-97. 
2. I Kh., I, 48; Irsh .. , I, 97; Shadh., III, 150-151. , 
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some beautiful poems by combining Persian with Arabic verses. 1 

X.3 Abu-'1-Fath al-Busti • 

His name was 'Ali ibn-M~ammad (or ibn-Jqunad) ibn-al-

~usayn (or ibn-al-~asan) ibn-Yusuf ibn-'Abd-al-'Aziz. He was 

born in Bust in 971. In his youth, he acted as secretary to 
G>. -
~6the governor of Bust, and passed into the service of the 

Samanid genePal SebUktigin, fatheP of the celebro.ted Sultan 

lYiaJ:unud the Ghaznavid, v1hen he defeated Batylir. Afterwards 

he passed into the service of the Sultan M~mud, but finally he 

died at Bukhara in exile in 1009. Al-Busti is reported to 

have made several visits to Nishapur. In one of his visits 

he taught traditions to eminent scholars of the city, amongst 

whom were al-~akim an-Naysaburi ( III. Q. 3 ) and Abu-'Uthman 

a~-~abuni ( III. Q. 48 ). 2 

Al-Busti was a poet and a man of letters. An extract 

from his Diwan is still extant. His most famous poem knovm 

as Qa~idat al-Busti, on which several commentaries have been 

written. As-Subki criticizes his poetry because it contained 

1. Tha'alibi, Yatimat ad-dahr:.,IV, 57; selections of his letters 

addressed to his opponent al-Khwarizm1 are given by Yaqut, 

Irsh., I, 97-117.; cf. Hitti, History of the Arabs, 402; 

Blachere, EI2 , 11 f.ll-Hamadhani"; A L , 132-33; Nicholson, 

A literary hlstory of the Arabs, 328-29; Gibb, Arabic 

Literature, 102; L HP, II, 112, 113; GALS, I, 150. 

2. 1 Awt:i, Lubab al-alb~, I, 64-65; Subk., IV, 4; 

B~arzi,Dumyat al-gasr., 224; Tha'alibi, op.cit., 

IV, 302-334; Shadh., III, 159-60o 
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some references to the drinking of wine and to his Karramite 

attachment; hovrever, he also wrote :prose works in favour of 

Shafi'ism. 1 

X.4 Abu-'1-Muzaffar al-Harawi • 

His· name was Iviuhammad ibn-Adam ibn-Kamalo • He was a 

native of Herat and studied grammar in Nishapur under the 

tuition of Abu-Bakr al-Khwarizmi ( IIo P. 5 ) 0 Then he 

studied jurisprudence under the ~anafite professor Abu-'1-

Haytham 'Utba ( III. R o 2 ) and he continued this study 

However, he became 

noted not as a jurist but as a grammarian and a man of letters. 

He :professed for some years in Nishapur and died in 1023. 

Al-Harawi composed many works on Arabic literature and as

Suyu~i mentions the following list of al-Harawi's works: 

1. Shar}t al-}tamasa,which is a commentary of the 

Diwan al-J;lamasa by the famous 1~rabian poet Abu-Tammam (I.H.l) o 

2. Sharh diwan al-Mutanabbi. 
- - . ') 

3. Amthal Abu- 'Ubayd.'"" 

1. Most of his letters and poetry were composed in Arabic, 
but according to_ 'Awfi, al-Busti also v~ote verses in 

Persian, ~ubab al-albab, I, 64. cf. AL., 105; L HP 9 

I!, 98-99; GAL I, 291; GALe,. I, 445 o 

2 o Irsh. , VI, 267; 

wafi, 1.333. 
Bughyat., 4; 
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X.5 Abu-'1-Fa~l as-Sa~~ar 't- • • 

His name was ~ad ibn-'Abd-All8h ibn-Yusu~ ibn-M~ammad. 

He was born in 945 and probably followed the trade o~ a copper-s~ 

He studied traditions under Abu-'1-'Abbas al-A~amm ( IIo 

r. 28 ), Abu-.91-Fa9-l al-buzakki and others of the same 

generation. He became a noted teacher o~ literature and 

- ' - - -many students such as Abu- 1-Hasan 'Ali ibn-Ahmad al-Wahidi 
• • 0 

( III.W.6 ) and al-~uskani ( III. Q. 71 ) are known to 

have studied under him. The latter read some literary work 

~der him in 1025. A~-~a~~ar died in 1025-26o 1 . 

X.6 Ibn-al-Ashrus 

His name was M~ammad ibn-~ad ibn-MuJ;ammad. His 

kunya was Abu-'1-Fatt. He was a native of Nishapur and one 

o~ the disciples .of the ~amous poet, Abu-Bakr al-Khwarizmi 

( II. P. 5 Later, he moved to Baghdad where he 

stayed until his death in 1026. He was known as a poet and 

a grammarian and some excerpts from his poems are mentioned 

by al-Bakharzi and Yaqut. 2 

1. siyaq., r.24b. 

2. Bakharzi, Dumyat al-qa~r., 304; 

Bughyat., 17. 

Irsh., VI, 226-28; : 



X.7 Abu-Sahl an-Nili 

His name was satid ibn-'Abd-al-~l~ziz ibn-'Abd-Allah ibn-

Iv!uJ;tammad i bn-Ibrahim. He was born in Nishapur in 967~ his 

nisba an-Nili derived ~rom his trading with indigo-dye which 

was very popular at this time in Nishapur. He v;as the 

brother o~ the master, Abu-~Abd-ar-Rahman an-Nili, and studied 

traditions under Abu-Sa'id ar-Razi, Abu-'Amr ibn-~amdan 

( II. Io 40) and Abu-AJ;mad Ijakim ( II. I. 43 ). 

Traditions were delivered on his authority by ~mad ibn-'Ali 

al-Ma'arri. He died in 1029. 

He was primarily renowned as a poet, man of letters~ 

grammarian and physician, but there is not much in~ormation 

indicating ~rom whom he studied these subjects and none of 

his v~itings have survived. 

regarded as reliable. 1 

As a traditionist, he was 

X.B Abu-'1-~usayn al-Farisi 

His name was Mutammad ibn-al-tJusayn ibn-r.1u1fammad. He 

was a native of Fars·and was known to have studied Arabic 

literature in his youth under his maternal uncle, Abu-'Ali 

al-Farisi. He became well-lmovm at Rayy at the c0urt o~ 

Ibn-'Abbad (d. 995) who was his patron and ~avoured him with 

wealth and honour. Re~erence is made to his fre~uent 

1. Siyaqo, f.68a;_ Lub., III, 252-3; see the nisba ua.rJ.-Nili",-

Lub., III 9 222-223. 



visits to Nishapur where he gave lectures on literature ~~d 

grammar .. He was one of the many scholars who became Ghaznavid 

officials ·and he was appointed by the Sultan Isma'il (reg.997-998) 

to be his Vizier at Ghazna, a post which he retained for some 

time before he relinquished it to go to Mecca where he stayed 

as mujawir. He later returned to Ghazna, Nishapur and 

Isfara~in, but eventually took up residence in Gurgan where 

he died in 1030 after giving lessons in literature for a time 

to the scholars ·of that cit~ among whom was 'Abd-al-Q~ir al

Jurjani .. 

l~bu-'1-~usayn was known as a grammarian as well as a 

poet and it is mentioned by Yaqut that the Vizier Ibn- '.l~lJbad 

possessed some of his books and some of his letters 9 among 

1 which was a book of hajw and others on poetry. 

Xo9 Ibn-Dawast 

His name was 'Abd-ar-R~an ibn-Mu:Q.ammad ibn-Mu_l)ammad .. 

His kunya was Abu-Salid. He was born in 967 in Nishapur and 

became better known by his appellation of Ibn-Dawast .. Under 

Abu-Bakr at-tara'ifi, he studied some collections of poetry 

and he also learned traditions from Abu-lAmr ibn-~amdan 

( II.. I. 40 ) , Abu-Ahmad al-Eakim ( II.. I.. 43 ) and others. . . . 
He acquired a reputation as a man of letters and as the most 

knowledgeable scholar in the field of literature at his time. 

lo Irsh., VII, I. Tha'alibi, Yatimat ad-dahr .. , IV, 385-388; 
MiftBh •. , I, , 142. 
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He also wrote several works on the various branches of Islamic 

studies but none of these works have survived. As regards 

the disciplines of traditions and jurisprudence~ he was known 

as a reliable traditionist and a Hanafite jurist • . He died 

in 1031.1 

X.lO Abu-Mas'ud al-Khushnami 

His name was Ahmad ibn-'Uthman ibn-Ahmad ibn-Muhammad • • • 

ibn-Khushnam. He was a native of Nishapur. He attended 

the lectures of the Nishapurian master Abu-'Uthman a~-~abuni 

( III. Q. 48 ) from whom he probably learnt jurisprudence and 

the practice of mysticism. He also received traditions in 

Nishapur from Abu-Bakr al-?Iri ( III. s. 6 ), Abu-Sa'id 

M~ammad a~-9ayrafi ( III. Q. 24 ) and others. 

He was dist~nguished, however, not for his religious 

learning but as a man of letters and as a poet. He died in 

Nishapur in 1037~ and was buried in al-~ira's graveyard. 2 

X.ll Ath-Tha'alibi 

His name was 'Abd-al-Malik ibn-Muhammad ibn-Isma'Il. 
' 

He received the kunya of ·Abu-Man~ur. He was bo~n in Nisha~ur 

in 96l and became one of the most distinguished scholars of 

the elevent~ century. Al-B~arzi calls him'~he Jahiz of • • 

1. ~., I, 309; Siyag., r.goa. 

2. Ibid.,ff.29b-30a. 
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Nishapur" and he is lr.nown to have lived in the quarter adjoining 

that or Abu-,1-Qasim al-Bakharzi the father of the ramous 

scholars Abu-, 1-J}asan al-Bakharzi ( III. X.· 15 ) • Books on 

poetry and ikhwaniyyat were passed between the two scholars 

and on the death of Abu-'1-Qasim, he took charge of the upbringing 

and education or his son Abu-'1-~asan. Nothing else is kndwn or 

his life except that he died in 1038.1 

Ath-Tha'alibi was a voluminous writer. 

a list or his books which are extant:-

The following is 

1. Yatimat ad-dahr fi m~asin ahl al-'a?r. 

2. Tatimmat al-yatima (or Dhayl) 

3. Ahsan ma sami'tu. . . 

4. Al-Kha?~· 

5. Al-Muntal}al. · 

6. fara~if at-turafo 

7. Lata> if al-ma 'arif. 

8. Al-Fara'id wa '1-qala~id. 

9. Al-Mubhij. 

10. Al-Lata'if wa '1-~ara'if. 

11. Yawaqit al-mawaqit :ri madl). ash-shay' wa-dhammih. 

12. Ghurar al-balagha wa turaf al-bara'a. 

13. at-Tamaththul wa '1-m~a~ara. 

1. BaJrharzi~Dumyat al~ga~r., 183-5; I Kh., I, 365-366; 

Shadh., III, 246-7; Miftal}.., I, 213. 
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14. Ahasin ka1im an-nabi wa· , ' - - -s-sahaba wa-·'1-tabi 'in 
p 

wa '1-mulUk al-J~i1i~wa '1-mulUk al-Islam wa '1-

wuzara' wa '1-kuttab wa '1-bulagha' wa '1-~ukama' 

wa '1- 'ulama' 0 

15. Mu'nis al-walido 

16. Shams a1-adab ri isti'mal al-'Arab (or Majari kalam 

a1-adab bi-ruslimiha wa ma-yata'alaqu bi'l-n~w wa-'1-
.. 

i'rab minha WL '1-istinshad bi'l-Qur'an 'ala akthariha) 

l7o Al-Kifaya fi'l-kinaya. 

l8o Si~r al-balagha wa sirr al-bara'a. 

19. Man jaba 'anhu'l-mutribo 

20. Mir'at al-muruwat wa a'mal al-hasanat . . 

-
22. ~ilyat al-muta~ara wa 'unwan al-mudhakara wa-maydan 

al-musamara o 

23. Tuhfat al-wuzara'. 

24o Al-Mutashabih. 

25. Durar a1-~ikam. 

26. As-Shakwa wa)l-'itab wama waqa'a bi'l-khulan wa'l-a~~ab. 

27. Ma'rifat ar-rutab fima warada min kalam al-'Arab. 

28. Al-Adab o 

29 o Lubab al-adab o 

30. Al-'Ashra al-ma'thura. 

31. sirat al-mulUk. 

32. Bard al-akbad fi'l-a'dado 
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33. Klta-t al-.Ajno.s wa't-Tajnis. 

]4. Thimar a1-qu1ub fi'l-mudaf wa ~1-man~ub, (This book 

vras dedicated to the L·iika1i :grince Abu- > 1-FaQ.l 'Ubayd-

Allah ibn-~ad ( IIIo X. 12 ). 1 

X .12 Abu-' l-Fa<}1 al-I~iikali 

His name was 'Ubayd-Al1~ ibn-Ahmad ibn-lAli ibn-. 
Isma'i1 ibn-Mika1. His family was noted for its scholarship 

and Abu-'1-Fa~l himself became a scholar. He learned 

traditions in Nishapur under Abu-AOmad al-~akim (II. I. 43 ) 

and Ab~-lAmr ibn-~amdan ( II. I. 40 ) 9 in Bukhara under Abu

Bakr al-Bukhari and in Mecca under Abu-'1-~usayn ibn-Zurayq. 

In 1030, he started an assembly in Nishapur where he dictated 

traditions and many of the notable men of that city attended 

his dic.tations and copied his lectures. He continued 

teaching and dictating in this assembly until his death in 

lOLJl+-45. 

Abu-'l-Fa9l is regarded by Farisi mainly as a scholar 

of traditions and he omits to mention al-Kutubi's opinion 

that he was primarily a literary figure and a poet. 

1. Brockelmann, E I 1 , "Tha 'alibi"_; GAL , I, 337-340; 

GAL e,.. I, 499-502, 
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According to al-KutubLmost of the works written by Abu-~1-

Fa~l were on Arabic literature and poetry, and he names the 

following works:-

lo Al-Muntal)al .. 

2. ~akhzun al-balaghau 

3. Mula:Q. al-khawa~ir wa mulal} al-jawahir. 

But these works no longer exist. 1 

X.l3 Abu-Sa'd al-Kanjarudhi 

His name was MUQ.ammad ibn- 'Abd-ar-Ra.J.:unan ibn-iviuJ:lammad 

ibn-AJ:lmad. He was born in a village of Nishapur called 

Kanjarudh, hence his nisba al-Kanjarudhi. He studied 

Arabic literature and grammar at BaghdRd but the names of his 

masters are not mentioned by his biographers. However the 

names of various of the masters under whom he studied 

traditions are mentioned by al-Farisi, such as Abu-'Amr ibn-

Jjamdan ( II o I o 40 ) , Abu-Al;}.mad at-Tamimi, ft_bu-Al;}.mad 

al-I}akim ( II. I .. 43 ) , Abu-Sa 'd ar-Razl and Abu-'l:...:tfasan al-

'Abdawi. His reputation was established by his ability as 

a man of letters, a grammarian and a poet. It is reported 

that he :presided over certain discussions with Abu-'1-Qasim 

az-Zawzani ( III. X. 23 ) concerning certain poems which 

resulted in a disagreement between the two scholars. He 

died in 1061. 2 

1. Siyag., f.86a; Kutubi~ Fawat al-wB.rayat, 52; Bakharzi, 
Dumyat al-q_ai>r, 122-3; Tha'alibi, Yatimat ad-dahr., IV, 354:--

2. Siyag. ,te.lOa-:.b; Lub., III, 53-54; .Ans., f .488a; r:i B, IV, 
30'8; s:pecirn:e-11s from his poems are given by ath-Tha 'alibi 

in, Tatimmat al-yatima, II, 9-8. 
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X.l4 

His name was Iviu:Q.ammad ibn-Is~aq ibn-'Ali. His kunya 

was Abu-Ja'far. He was a native of Zawzan, but he resided 

in Nishapur at as-Suri' s madrasa at the Gate of 'Adhra. He 

began life as a book copiero The book al-Yatima of ath-

Tha'alibi (III. X. 11 ) was copied by him in five volumes 

which was sold for 30 Nishapurian dinars though it was valued 

at much more because of the quality and excellence of its 

calligraphy. He also made a copy of al-Kha~tabi's ( IIo 

I. 44) collection of traditions entitled al-Gharib which was 

the book which most influenced him in his development. It 

has already been mentioned that he read al-Gharib u_n.der al-

~akim Abu-Sa'd ibn-Dawast ( III. Xo 9 ) and others. During 

the time of Yaqut his copy of al-Gharib was still extant as 

awq8:f in the library of the Ancient Mosque in Nishapur. He 

died in 1070. 

Al-B~athi was renowned as a poet. He wrote poems 

mainly in the comic manner end the majority of these were 

satires on his ·fellow countrymen and it is believed that he 

even dared to satirise most of the notables in Nishapur with 

the exception of the ~anafite leader, Abu-'1-'Ala' ~a'id 

( III. R. 6 ) • Yaqut and ath-Tha'alibi both mention 
1 - -

certain portions of his satirical poetry-~n.d Yaqut also 

mentions, on the author~ty of al-Farisi, that al-B~athi 

lo Irsh o, VI, 408-410; Subko 9 III, 207; Bakharzi, 

Dumyat al-qa~r., 274; wfi:ri., II, 197-199 specimen of 

his poems are given by Yaqut; Irsh., VI, 410-4.14; 

Tha 'alibi, Tatimmat al-;y:atima, II, 30-32. 



wrote a commentary upon al-B~turi's poems but he regards 

this as unlikely because the only evidence of any such work 

is a commentary and abridgement of the poetry of Abu-'1-'Ala' 

al-Ivia' arri which he called 'Abath al-walid. 1 

Ibn-al-Athir mentions that he composed a book entitled 

N a.Jtw al-q_ulub. This book on grammar seems to be lost. 

Al-B~athi also delivered traditions on the authority of 

Ibn-~ibban ( II. K. 9 ), Abu-'1-~asan al-Jawayni ( III. 

V. 7 ) and Abu-Mu:t;ammad al-Juwayni ( III. s. 9 ) •2 

X.l5 

His name was 'Ali ibn-~asan ibn-'Ali Ibn-Abi~t-Tayyib. 

He was an Arab poet and anthologist. He was a native of 

Bakharz which was a district in the outskirts of Nishapur. 

After obtaining a good education in his father's house, under ath

Tha1alibi, he studi~d the Shafilite system of jurisprudence 

and attended with assiduity the lectures of Abu-~~ammad al-

Juwayni ( III. 8. 9 ) in Nishapur. He also studied 

traditions in Sarakhs, Herat and Balkh. He made the 

acquaintance ofl Abu-Nasr al-Kunduri. When the latter became • 

a vizier to the Seljuq Sultan, Tughril-Beg, al-Kunduri took . 
al-Bakharzi to Baghdad as his secretary. Previously, he 

1. al-Fari si quoted by Yaq_ut, Irsh., .VI, 409. : 

2. Lub., I, 99; see also as-Sam'ani, Ans., f.66b. 
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had been for some time an official of Basrao . Subsequently, 

he was admitted to. the chancellery, and in the latter post, 

his life was described by Ibn-Khallikan as "a life in an alternation 

of riches and poverty, and (in VFhich he) experienced surprising 

vicissitudes of fortune, in his travels and sojournings". 

Al-Bakharzi's last visit was to his native place Bakharz 

where he was murdered by a Turkish slave whilst engaged in a 

party of pleasure. The crime remained unpunished. His 

death took place in the year 1075.1 

Al-Bakharzi was known by his v~itingso 

is the Dumyat al-qa~r wa 'u~rat ahl al-~~r. 

His famous work 

He was also the 

author of a letter of 'solace' addressed to his associate 

al-Kundurio His collection of' Arabic J?Oems is lost but a 

selection of his poems has reached us in a manuscripto 2 

Abu-'1-Fa~l a~-Bayhaqi 

His name was MulJammad i bn....,al-~usayn al-Katib. He was 

born in 99~ in the village of ~ar.itq~b~d, in the distr~ct of 

Bayhaq. At an early age he w~nt to study in Nishap~r. 

He soon ~;o.t_eved-.the chancellery niw~ ar-Rasa'il of _th§ 

Ghaznavids at Ghazna 9 with the post of secretary, and in this 

1. I Kh., I, 454-5; Irsh., v; 12i-25; Subk., III, 299; Ans., 
f.57b; Lub., I, 83; . Shadho, III, 327-28; _ lAwfi, Lubab 

al-albab, I, 68; wati., I, 340; Mift~., I, 213. cf. A L,, 

106; :Masse, Antholog.ie per sane, 48. 
2. Margoliouth-, E I 2 , "al-Bakharzi"; GAL, I, 292; GALS., 

I, 446; al-B~arzi composed, beside his works in Arabic, 

Persian verses, see 'Awf~ Lubab al-albab, I, 69-71. 
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city he spent most of his life. For 19 years he acted as 

assistant to the head of the chancellery, Abu-Na~r Mishkan, 

who died at the beginning of the year 1039. Abu-Na~r was 

replaced by Abu-Sahl az-Zawzani, with whom al-Bayhaqi was not 

always on good terms. In fact, he was dismissed from office, 

but he again entered the chancellery, this time as head, 

during the reign of 'Abd-ar-Rashid (1049-51). However, he 

was again dismissed after a short time and was imprisoned 

under the pretext that he had not settled his vrife' s dovvry. 

Vfuen the usurper Tughril-Birar occupied the throne in 1051, he 

imprisoned al-Bayhaqi in a fortress along with other courtiers 

held in custody o Vfuen he was released, he did not seek re-

employment at court, but devoted himself to his literary 

Yvorks o He died in 1077. 

Al-Bayhaqi was the author of a voluminous history of the 

Ghaznavid dynasty. He commenced his history wi tb·: ·the year 

1018-19 and it eventually ran into more than 30 volumes. All 

are now lost, except volumes 5 - 10, which were all written in 

1058 and 1059 and are concerned with the reign of Maslud up 

to October 1040. They are known as Ta'rikh-i Bayhagi or 

Ta'rikh-i Mas'u~Io Another work quoted by the author of 

Ta'rikh-i Bayhag, Ibn-FLmduq ( IV. EE! 12) bore the title 
- - 1 Rutbat al-kuttab or Zinat al-kUttab Which is lost. 

1. I Fun., 175-178; Wafi~, III, 20; Said Naficy, E I 2 , 

"Bayh~i"; Barthold, E r 1 , "Baih~i"; Storey, Persian 

literature, I.? 353; Bos., 10; Me.sse', .Anthologie per~ .. , 

96. 
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X.l7 Abu- 1Ali a1- 1Uthmani 

His name was al-~asan ibn-'Abd-All~. It is said that .. 
he was the descendant o~ the Caliph 'Uthman which his nisba 

al-'Uthmani showso Al-tUthmani was a native o~ Nishapur 

where, during his youth he studied jurisprudence under al-

Juwayni ( III. T. 9 ). Then, he removed to Busht where he 

emerged as a master of Arabic literature. He wrote many 

literary works; some were letters and some poetry 9 but none 

of his books are named by his biographers. 

occurred in Busht in 1077. 1 

x.18 Abu-Yusuf al-Kurdi 

His death 

His name was Ya' qub ibn-AJ;mad ibn-MUQ.ammad ibn-~ad. 

He was a native of Nishapur. His master was Ibn-

Dawast ( III. X. 9 .) from whom he learned the principles of 

jurisprudence, but he was mainly noted as having a great know-

ledge of literatu~e and philology and a great skill as a writer. 

He made the acquaintance of one of the ~amous men in Nishapur, 

Amir Abu-'1-FaQ.l a1-Mikali ( III. X. 12). He also saw and 

met al-'Amid Abu-Bakr a1-Q1Lhistani. He taught the science 

of Arabic literature in Nishapur and many students finished 

their education under him.. His death occurred in 1081. 2 

1. Irsh., III, 139-140; Siyag., fo54b. 

2. Ibid., f .144o; Bughyat, 418. 
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X.l9 

His name was 'Abd-All~. ibn-~ad ibn-al-~usayn. He 

was a native of Nishapur and came from one of the four areas 

of that city called ash-Shamat. He acquired a reputation as a 

literary figure and as a r:1,i ter. He wrote thl,ee treatises, on al

Eutanabbi' s collection of poetry, on l\.bu-'l'ammarn's (I .H .1) Di vtan al

~amasa, and on the proverbs of Abu-'~ayd, but 

they have been lost. He died in 1082. 1 

X.20 Abu-Na~r ar-Ramishi 

His name was Mu:Q.ammad ibn-lvlulJ.ammad ibn-~ad. He was 

a native of Ni shapur and was born in 1013. He began learning 

traditions from some of the acquaintances of al-A~amm (II~Io28) 

and then travellea to Iraq and Mecca. Later in his life, he was 

appointed as a prof.essor in the Ni~amiyya madPasa of Nishapur 

by the Vizier Nizam-al-lviulk and there he taught poetry and . 
literature. He died in 1086. 

Ar-Ramishi was a reader of the Qur'an, a grammarian and 

a poet. He had some knowledge of the science of traditionso 
. -

According to al-Farisi, he was most celebrated as a poet and 

composed many poems. It is said that, it is possible that 
- -, - 2 he met the famous Arabian poet, Abu-'1-JAla a1-Ma'arri. 

1. Siyag., :cr .84a-b. 

2. Ibid., f.l?a.; Bughyat., 101; wafi., I, 124-5; Ans., 

f.244b; Lub., III, 453. 
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X.21 

His name was tAli ibn-Fag.Q.al ibn-'Ali. He is mentioned 

as a descendant of the famous poet al-Farazdaq. He left his 

native tovm of Qayrawan in Maghrib and travelled widely in the 

East, visiting Iraq51 Ghazna, where he stayed for some time and 

composed many works named after the notable men in that city, 

and, on his return from Ghazna, Nishapur. He is reported 

to have met in the latter city the Imam-al-~aramayn (III. 

T. 9 ) who commissioned him to write a book on grammar which 

he did before he left the city and .called it al-Iksir. He 

returned to Iraq and joined the service of the Vizier Ni~am-

al-Iviulk but died shortly thereafter) in 1086. Ibn-Fa?-<J.al was 

renowned as a philologist5' grammarian, commentator and poet. 

He was a voluminous writer on many di~ferent aspects of 

Islamic knowledge, including religion, history and literature. 

Yaqut gives a list of some of the works which were written by 

him:-

1. Al-Burhan al-'amid. 

2. Nukat al-Qur'B:n. 

3. Al-Iksir ad.h-dhahab. 

4. Fu2u1 fi ma'rifat ~1-u~ul. 

5. Shar~ anwa' al-i'rab. 

6. Al-Muqaddima f'i-'1-na:t.w. 
·. - 1 

7. Shar~ ma(ani al-£uruf. 

1. Irsh., V, 289-294. 

\ 
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X. 22 Al-Bayhaqi 

His name was IviuJ;lammad i bn-.A:Qmad. He was a native· of 

the rustag of Bayhaq_ but later~ went to I~pahan where he 

entered the service of the Vizier Taj-al-Mulk. He died in 

1092-93. Al-Bayhaq_i was regarded as a ~oet and philosopher 

but he apparently had other interests, because.Yaqut mentions 

three of his books, the first being v~itten under the title 

al-Ta~rif al-mujadwal, the second being on grammar and the 
1 third on geometry. 

x,23 Abu-'1-Qasim az-Zawzani 

His name was As'ad ibn-'Ali ibn-Ahmad. • 

native of Zawzan, but he dwelt in Nishapur. 

He was a 

He attended the 

classes on literature given by Abu-Ja'far al-Ba~athi ( III. 

X. 14) • Then he .made the acquaintance of the famous man 

of letters Abu-'1-~asan al-B~arzi ( III. X. 15) and together 

they went to Iraq~ He died in 1098o Abu-'1-Qasim is regarded 

by most o~ his biograDhers as the greatest ~oet of his time 

in Khurasan. He is also regarded as a man of letters. 

Specimens of his J?oetry are giv~n ·bat:>~laq{it and al-Ba-khe.rzi. 2 

1. Irsh., 335; I Fun., ?33; Wafi., II, 75; according to 
a1~Farisi, al-Bayhaqi became ~~irite during his visit to· 
Hamadan and he also became associated with the ~anbal~tes, 

the An~·aviyya of He rat; Siyag,. , f .19a. 
2. Ibid~, f.48b; 1£§h., II, 239-242. 
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X.24 Abu-'1-~asan al-Quhandizi 

His name was 'Ali ibn-I1iuhammad ibn-Ibrahim. • He was a 

native of Nisha:Qur and resided there in the citadel, quh·e.ndiz. 

He studied literature under Abu-'1-~asan al-W~idi ( III.W.6 ) 

and traditions U:nder Abu-' 1- 'Abbas al-liustamli. He acquired 

the reputation of being the most skilful grammarian of his 

time. It is also reported that he was a follower of the 

Karramite sect .. 

1 eleventh century. 

X.25 

He died in the later decades of the 

Abu-'1-Qasim al-Baghribi 

His name was Yusuf ibn-'Ali. He was a native of 

Maghrib, a country in North Africa. His acquaintance with 

the Qur'anic readings and grammar attracted the special 

notice of the Vizier Ni~am-al-Mulk who appointed him as 

professor in the Ni~amiyya m~drasa in Nishapur. He arrived 

in that city in the year 1065 where he became vtell- acquainted 

with the famous mystic Abu-'1-Qasim al-Qushayri ( IIIo Vo 8 ), 

unde!' whom he stud~ed jurispruden-ce., while,at the same time, 

his master al-Qushayri learned from him some points of grammaro 

Al-Maghribi held his post as pro:fessor_. of the Ni~amiyya 

madr~sa in Nishapur until.his death in the later decades of 

2 the eleventh century. 

1. B~ghyat .. , 346; Safadi, ·Nakt al-him~an, 215; Irsh", V, 329 .. 
' 

2. Bushyat., 423; Siyag,., :er .144b, 145a.; ~afadi, op. ci t • ., 3l4o 
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I 

HISTORICAL INTRODUCTORY NOTE 

SAN J .. ~, AL.:.IJlU;, AYY . .s.\ • .D TH~ 1.L.L .. MLUK1 1'Illi Illi:JARIZJ-.i SHAHS 

.MTD T:-IE i.10£-~GOL INVASIOH. 

vVe have already mentioned that Nishapur enjoyed a period 

of comparative peace and ~ultural development during the forty 

years prior to the death of the Sultan Malik-Sh~ in 1092, 

when civil war broke out between different'factions of the 

Seljuq_ family. 1 

That peace had been maintained for so long in Nishapur 

was due, to a large extent, to the friendly relations which 

existed between the various-parties and sects within the city 

itself. Through the favouritism of the Vizier, Ni~am-al-

Mulk, towards the Shafi'ites and the Ash&arites, the office 

of the ri' asa had be.en given to the most influential family 

among the Shati'ites, the Juwaynis. The head of this 

family was the famous theologian, Abu-'1-Ma'ali al-Juwayni 

( III. T. 9 ), who was also the leader of the Shafi'ites. 

His son, Abu-'1-Qasim al-Juwayni ( IIIo s. 27) became ra'is 

of Nishapur. While the Hanafites had thus been excluded • 

from holding the office of the ra'is, they retained, under 

their control, the legal position of qa~a'. The Ijanafites 

were still at this time under the leadership of the powerful. 

l. See above, 273-274 •. 
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98. ~ idi family and their head was Abu-Sa' d Mul;}.ammad ibn-AQ.mad 

ibn-~iu:Q.amrnad ( IV., Z. 2 ) the g1"\eat grandson of the famous 

Abu-

Sa'd Mu:Q.ammad was always on good terms with the Shafi'ites .. 1 

The delicate balance between the various parties and sects 

in Nishapur, which had thus been carefully preserved by the 

good judgment of their leaders and the policy of the ra 9 IsJ 

was to be ruptured by the outbreak of civil war between 

different branches of the Seljuq family. Until Sanjar was 

recognised as Sultan in.lll8, the political life of Nishapur 

was largely influenced by the events of the civil war 

between the two opposing brothers, Barkiyaruq and M~ammad. 2 

In 1094, Barkiyaruq gained the upper hand in the war 

and was recognised as Sultan over a large part of the Islamic 

empire .. One of his first acts in Nishapur was to suspend 

the previous civil administration of that city by arresting the 

leading a~yan and scholars 1 among whom was the ra'Is, Abu-~1-Qasim 

al-Juwayni.3 The following year, in 1095, for reasons which are 

not yet clear, rfots broke out between the Karramites on the one 

side, and the Shafi'ites, led by Abu-'1-Qasim a1-Juwayni and 

supported by the ~anafites under the leaderShip of Abu-Sa'd 

1. See belowt (List No.3), 633; Kamil., X, 171; Jaw., II 1 22, 

182. 

2. Zettersteen gives in more detail the political side of 
. . -l . 

SanJar 1 s career,_E I , "Sandjar". 

3. Kamj_J.,, X, 20l. 
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l':iul)ammad, on the other side. Proba.bly the riots vve:.Pe J?l.,ecipi tated 

by the Karrami tes attempting ·eo ta!::e c.dvo.ntage o:f the situation 

within Nishapur9 when the :previous administration had been 

discredited and the city had just successfully withstood a 

seige from a nameless private arlilY, to improve their political 

position. 1 The fighting, however~ ended with the death of 

the leader of the Shafi 'i tes, Abu-' 1-Qasim al-Juwayni, and the 

sacking of the Karramite madrasav The Karramites were 

never to regain their political nnd religious standing in the 

't 2 Cl Yv 

In 1096 9 Barkiyaruq appointed his brother 9 Sanjar, as 

governor of Khurasan and Sanjar took the seat of his governorship, 

in Nishapur. During the early period of his governorshiy, he 

appears to have been able to re-establish peaceful relations 

between the variou& groupso As his first Vizier, he appointed 

the nephew of the great Vizier Ni~am-al-r!iulk, 'Abd-ar-Razzaq 

at~Tusi (IV, AA, 8 ),who was known and respected for his 

great ability as _a Shafi'ite jurist. His court in 

Nishapur was an attraction to great eminent scholars such as 

'Umar al-Khayyam ( IVv EE. 3 ) and al-Ghazzal ( IVo DD. 1 )o 

~s well as being Vizier to Sanjar, 'Abd-ar-Razzaq retained 

his professorship a~ the Ni~amiyya madrasa in Nishapuro3 

On 'Abd-ar~Razzaq's retirement as Vizier, Sanjar appointed 

Fakhr-al-Mulk, the son of Ni~am-al-Mulk, to replace him, 

1. Kamil.,, X, 17-1 o 

2. op~c_it., loc.cit., :r Fun, 268-9; 

3. See below:, (:List No."-2), 629. 

cf. Bos., 189 .. --· 
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Fakhr-al-Mulk was also a learned man and was responsible for 

enticing al-Ghazali ( IV. CC. 1 ) to return to teach in the 

Ni~amiyya madrasa in Nishapur in 1096.l 

During the latter period of his governorshi:p 9 honever 9 

Sanjar alienated the sympathy and support of the citizens of 

Nishapur by his draconian measures and the penal impositions 

that he inflicted upon its inhabitants. This came about, 

not as a result of any internal disturbances 9 but from the 

pressure of outside events: In 1100 Barkiyaruq defeated 

M~ammad and forced him to take refuge in Khurasan. 

who was M~ammadrs brother on his mother's side, switched his 

allegiance and preferred support to Eu~ammad. In order to 

help him, according to Ibn-Jawzi, Sanja~ in 11019 imposed such 

heavy taxation upon the city that it was never really 

to recover the economic position which it had enjoyed through-

out the previous century. All types of property 9 including 

hotels and public baths 9 which had never been subject to 

taxation before, were made dutiable. All classes of people 

were burdened vn th heavy personal taxationo On top of all 

this 9 a famine broke out and its intensity can be measured by 

the fact that some citizens were forced to eat human flesh to 

survive .. 2 

~n lll8, however, Sanjar succeeded M~ammad as SUltan 

but he kept his court in Nishapur .. \1hile the city attemp~ed 

to recover. from the financial strains which had been inflicted 

upon it,, Sanjar continue:d his previous policy, begun when he 

1. Subk., IV, 254; see below, 499. 

2 o r.iun ta~am o , IX, 123; see above, 19-18. 
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was governo~ of Khurasan, of appeasing internal strife between 

the Sunnite sects by patronising scholars of different 

persuasions o That Sanjar was a great patron of the 

scholars is attested to by the fact that every branch of 

Islamic learning was well represented at his court, and that 

he chose his officials and administrators from among the ablest 

of the scholars, :particularly Shafi' i tes. Among the scho-lars who 

attended Sanjar 1 s court and whom he favoured with an official 

position was Abu-'1-Fat~ al-i~~ari (IVoBB.7) who was appointed an 
1 

ambassador to· foreign kingdoms. Abu-'1-Hasan al-Bayhaqi, • 

who is better known as Ibn-Funduq ( IV. EE. 12), was also 

numbered as one of Sanjar's personal friends. He appears 

to have been a candidate for the viziership at one stage in 

his careero The confidence and trust which Sanjar reposed 

in him is illustrated by the fact that Ibn-Funduq appears to 
-

have assisted in forming diplomatic ~olicy, since he reports, 

for example, the arrival of an envoy from the Georgian king, 

Demetrius, with a certain proposal which he answered. 2 

It is also apparent, though, that as well as favouring 

the Sunnite parties, Sanjar did not altogether neglect certain 

anti-Sunnite elements, since Ibn~al-Athir reports that the 

Sultan once offered the Vizi.ership to the 'Alid's leader, the 

naqib al-'Aziz ibn-Hibat-Al1ah a1-l.A1awi, who declined his offer.3 

1. Al~An?~ri acted also ·as a chief secretary of the departm~nt 

of the awdaf in Ktnirasan; Subk., IV, 318. 
2 o Irsh., 214; . I. Furl.., 162; cf. Dunlop, E I 2 , 11 Al-

Bayha_fitt; Storey, Persian ]Literature, I, 353-4. 

3. Kami1., XI, 5. 
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In the year 1125, however, there appears to have been some 

trouple ar9und Nishapur from marauding bands of Isma•ili tes, 

because Sanjar's Vizier, Abu~Na~r al-Fa~l, is noted for. 

having purged the outlying districts of Bayhaq and ~uraythith 

of Nishapur from the threat of the Isma'ilite forces. 1 

Towards the close of S~n.jar' s rule as Sultan, K.hurasan 

was attacked from one side by the Khwarizm and from the other 

by the Turkish hordes known as al.~Ghuzz. In 1153, al-Ghuzz 

finally defeated the Se~Juq army which was guarding Nisha:pur 

and entered the city. For thir.ty days, al~Ghuzz looted 

Nishapur. In two quarters alone, thirtJr thousand men were 

listed as having been slaughtered and this figure does not 

include the countless numbers of women and children who must 

have been put to the sword. 2 The most eminent scholars 

were either killed in the general slaughter, like the famous 

Shaf'i 6 ite jurist,-Ivi~am.i·nad ibn-Ya:Q.ya ( IV. ~-o 22), the 

pupil of al-Ghazali (IV. CCo 1 ) 9 or else, like Ibn-Funduq 

( IV. EE .. l2 ) and as~Sa$..htini ( IV o AAo 23 ), were taken 

prisoner. Even Sanjar, after fleeing to ~arw, was taken 

prisoner. 

The death·of Sanjar in 1157 marked the end of Seljuq 

rule in Khurasan. Vi.hile the other cities of Khurasan were 

being sacked by al~Ghuzz, internal strife had once more 

broken out in Nish~:pur o 
3 

1. Kamil., x, 445 •. 
2. Ibid., XI, 117-120. 
3. Thid. , XI-, 11.6 • 
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For the first time in the history of Nishapur 9 the office of 

governor, ~akim, waR given to an anti-Sunnite person. How it 

was that the leader of the ~ - - ' Alids 9 nagib Abu- 1-Qasam Zayd 

ibn-al-~asan al-~usayni 9 was appointed governor is not known, 

but he took the opportunity, which the power attendant upon 

the post had given him, to conduct a general persecution of 

the Sunnite sects and in particular of the Shafi'ites. The 

leader of the Shafi'ites 9 at this time, was al-Mu'ayyad ibn-

al-~usayn al-Muwaffaqi, a descendant of that famous scholarly 

family of the ?u'lukis and a relation by marriage to the 

other famous Shafi'ite family of the Juwaynis. 1 

The re-awakening of long-standing enmities and the 

general deterioration in the relations between different 

groupings of the parties within Nishapur which must have 

accompanied the persecution of the Shafi'ites by the 

governor would probably have led eventually to an internecine 

conflict even without any immediate cause. As it was, 

however, the spark was provided in 1159 by the refusal of 

al-k!uwaffaqi, as leader of the Shati 'i te s, to hand over to 

the civic authorities a Shafi 1 ite who had been accused of 

murder and against whom a warrant of arrest had been issued. 

Incensed by this open defiance of his authority, the 'Alid 

Abu-'1-Qasim Zayd,· the governor of Nishapur, assembled the 

troops, which assisted him in the administration of the city, 

and stormed the Shafi'ite strongholds. Both the quarters 

1. Kamil., xr, 154; see above, 269, 272. 
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house of the Juwaynis was ransackedo A number of Shafi'ites 

Here killed but al-riiuwaffaqi escaped. From Tus, Isfara~in 

and Juwayn, he collected a vast private army and marched on 

Nishapur but his army was defeated by the forces gathered by 

the governor, and al-iviuwaffaqi was again forced to flee to '.J'us o 

As a result of this defeat, the governor banned the Shafi'ites 

from both preaching and teaching their doctrines. 1 

The tragedy which this conflict represented to Nishapur 

lay not just in the number o~ lives which were lost in the 

fighting but also in the wholesale destruction of' some of' the 

most important centres of' learning in the city .. It was 

estimated that as a result of' these riots seven Shafi'ite and 

eight ~anafite madrasas were completely destroyed. Five 

public libraries were burned and seven other libraries were 

lootedo It is also reported that the ancient mosque of 'Aqil 9 

in which Imam-al-~aramayn (III.To9) end al-Farisi (IVoY.8) 

had taught for a time~ had been pillaged and destroyed by the 

governor's forces. 2 

For several months, the S~ite sects lived under the 

persecution of the 'Alid administration. They were rescued 9 

eventually, not-by the strength of their own numbers but by 

the arrival in the city, in the latter half of 1159, of a 

new governor of Khurasan, al-Mu'ayyad.3 

1. Kamil., XI, 155. 
2 • Ibi d • , XI , 17 9 .• 

3 . Ibid. , XI, lo c • c it . 

This 



al-Mu~ayyad had been a mamluk of the Sultan Sanjar and a 

commande~ or the Seljuq army. After the death of the SUltan 

in 1157, he continued to fight al-Ghuzz ·and had succeeded at 

last in driving them out of the whole of Khurasano This done, 

he promptly yroclaimed himself the new governor of Khurasan 

and took the city of Nisha9ur as his capital. As the ancient 

city of Nishapur had been destroyed by the al-Ghuzz, he moved 

the ci tizcns into the district knov~iJJ. as ash-Shadhyalm 9 which he 

enlarged and fortified. 1 

For about ·three years.9 from the latter half of 1159 to 

the end of 1161, Nishapur enjoyed a brief interlude of peace 

under al-I'Iiu 9 ayyad's rule .. The new governor made 

a start in promoting the economic recovery of the city by 

reducing the high level of taxation, encouraging the execution 

of public works and buildings and by removing from the offices 

of the civic administration those who took bribes or e~bezzled 

public money or who were felt to constitute a danger to the 

security of his rule. Early in 1160, al-Hu'ayyad arrested 

the 'Alid Abu->l~~asim Zayd, along with other 

civic officials, on charges of conspiracy and embezzlement. 

The Shati'ites and other Sunnitcs had their freedom and 

privileges restored to them. Normal life began once again 

in Nishapur. 2 

In 1161, al-~u~ayyad's rule began to werucen from the 

attacks which were levied on Khurasan by outside forces, and~ 

1. Kalnil, XI, 121, J~7l; Jili B, IV, 858; cf. Honigmann, E r 1 , 
11Nishapiirtt; see abuv~• 13. 

2 • Kami1 • , XI, 121, 17 9 • 
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soon a~terwards, it collapsed. This time it was the Khwarizm 

army under Shah Takash which invaded Nishapu~ in 1172. 1 From 

that time until the second decade of the thirteenth century, 

Nishapur became the scene of political struggles amongst the 

Khwarizm Sh~s and a succession of endlessly warring Sh~s 

took control of the city. Shah Takash gave the city to his 

brother Tughan-Sh~ who governed from 1174 to 1185. • 'fugho.n-

Shah's son, Sanjar-Shah succeeded to the gove:t.~norship 

and ruled from 1185 to 1187 .. The city was recaptured by 

Shah Takash in 1187 and this time he gave it to his eldest son, 

Malik-Shflh. In 1193, Malik-Shah relin~uishcd the city to 

his brother, Qu-pb·-ad-Din Ivlutlammad, when he received Marw. 

Malik-Shah was to die four years Jater 9 in 1197, in the 

neighbourhood of Nishapur, presumably when he was attempting 

to recover the city. Finally, 'Ala~ -ad-Din Iiu:tlammad 

in 1202, captured both Nishapur and Marw from Ghiyath-ad-Din 

and his brother Shihab-ad-Din. 2 

In addition to the periodic wars and family feuds and 

rebellions which afflicted Nishapur at this time, it also 

appears that the city was shaken with repeated earthquakes and 

earth tremours. Yaqut, who visited Nishapur in 1216 but who 

stayed in Shadhy~, reported that he could still see the 

damage which had been caused to the city by the earthqurute of 

1208.3 

1 • Krunil • , XI , 247 .. 
2. Honi.gmann, · E .r-1 , 11Ni shapur", 

3. M B, III, 230; see above, 13o 
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The period of the Khwarizm Shails rule in Nishapur came to 

an end vnth the arrival of the Mongol army in 1221; The Shah 

'Ala'-ad-Din, recognising the overwhelming SUJ?criority of his 

opponents and fearing for his ovm life, fled. from Nishapur and 

left the city without a commander. The relative strength of 

both the Nishapurian and the Mongol army is compared by al

Juwayni, who reported that while speedy preparation had b8cn 

made in Nishapur for conducting a vigorous defence, by 

constructing 3000 machines ~or hurling javelins and by mounting 

on the ramparts of the city 500 catapults, the Mongol army_was 

better armed and had in their possession 300 machines capable 

of throwing burning pots of naphtha among the city's defendcrso 

After a short and bloody battle, the Mongols entered the city, 

and for the following thirty days they pillaged and burnt 

it, massacreing most of the inhabitants and driving the rest 

out of the city-and into exile in the desert. 1 Amo~g the 

scholars who are reported to have been put to death by the 

Mongol army were Abu-Bakr a~~~affar ( IV. AA. 40 ) and al

Qutb al-mi~ri ( IV. BB. 10 ). 

As a result of this utter destruction of the city and the 

widespread dispersal of i~s inhabitants, Nishapur was never to 

regain its economic.prosperity or its cultural position~ 2 

_ f~L0-

1. Kamil., XII, 256; Juwayni, History; of thetCon9uerer, I, 176; 
Saykes,A History of Persia,II,80; Barthold, Turkestan down to 

the Hongol invasion, 421-422. 
I 

/ 

2. !n l280, Nishapur was completely destro;}red by an ea:pthquake and 

at the pres~V<n~ day the city is situated at the foot of the hill 
one mile No:rth-¥rest of the ancient city of Nishapur, Yate, 

K;h.u.rasanandBistan, 4l0; see above, 14. 
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II 

THE TRADITIONISTS 

THE QUSHAYR.IS9 THE S.AJ:i~.AJ.rfs ANTI THE S~IS 

The most important figures in this field genc!-all~r 

tended to come from the leading intellectual families, such as 

the Qushayris, the Sh~amis and the Samlanis 9 all of whom 

played a distinguished role in promoting the traditionist 

movement in Nishapur. 

The most influential of Nishapur families was···that of the 

Qushayris. The family was headed by the well-knovm mystic 9 

Abu-' 1-Qasim al-Qushayri ( III .. v 0 8 ) o His wife· 

Fa~ima bint-ad-Daqqaq ( IIIc V. 13), was also a mystic and all 

her six sons had distinguished careers in the various aspects 

of Islamic learning., Three of them 9 Abu-Sa'd 'Abd-Allatl 

( III. V o 10·) 9- Abu-' 1-Fatl). 'Ubayd-AllEth ( IV.. CC o 3 ) and 

Abu-Man~ur 'Abd-ar-Rapman ( III. Vo 17 ), became mystics; 

one, Abu-Na~r al-.Qushayri ( IVo BBo 3 ) became noted as a 

Shati'itc jurist and Ash'arite theologian; the remaining two, 

Abu-' 1-mut~affar 'Abd-al-!:1un' im ( IV. Y., 11 ) and Abu-Sa 'id 

'Abd-al-W~id ( IV. Y. 1 ) 9 became traditionists. 1 

Abu-'1-Mulaffar al-Qushayri was· Fatima='s youngest son 

and studied traditions in Nishapur under his father, Abu-'1-

Qasim, and under Abu-Bakr al-Bayhaqi ( III. Q .. 54) and.Abu-

salid al-Bukhturi (IV. Yo 2 ). After making two 

pilgrimage·s to Mecca and teaching traditions in Baghdad, he 

1. see above, 395., 
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returned to Nishapur. where he· taught traditions for about 
1 20 yea1.,s. 

Abu-Sa'id al-Qushayri is said to have begun learning 

traditions from the age of four under Abu- 7 1-~asan at-Tirazi. 

His studies took him to Rayy, Hamadan and Baghdad. On the 

death of Abu-'1-Ma'ali al-Juwayni ( III. T. 9 ) in 1085, 

he was appointed as a preacher in the mosque of al-Mani'i 

in Nishapur, which had been founded by Abu-'Ali al-Mani'i 

( III • S. 15 ) • Later he started Friday evening classes at 

the Ni~amiyya madrasa in Nishapu~wpere he dictated traditions 

to the students. 2 
:1 

Abu-Sa'id's son, Abu-As'ad al-Qushayri(IV.Y .. l5) also became 

noted as a tradi tionist and he was knovvil as the transmi tte1., of. 

Khurasan, and Abu-As'ad's son, 'Abd-ar-Ra:Q.man (IV.Y.l6), held the 

office of kha~I~ in the mosque of al-Mani~i. 3 

The most important traditionist at this period was ~Abd-al

Ghatir al-Farisi (IV.Y.8), who was related through his mother to the 

Qushayris since she had been a daughter of Abu-'1-Qasim. 

He studied traditions under his grandfather and then studied 

jurisprudaqce along vdth al-Ghazali (IV.CC.l) and Ilkiya-al

Harrt\~I (IV .. BB.l) under Abu-'1-:Ma.'ali al-Juwayni (III.T.9). _ 

1. Sub~., IV, 264. 
2. Ibid., III, 284-5; si~ag_., f .98b-

3. Subk,, IY, 322~ 
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He became renowned as a Shafi'ite jurist and as a traditionist. 

After travelling as far as India, he returned to Nishapur where 

he toolt up an appointment as a preacher in the mosque of 'Aqil, 

lecturing every Monday evening.1 Most of his books were 

written in Nishapur and the most important amongst them was the 

biographical work entitled as-8iyaq li-ta~rikh Naysabur, which 

was finished in 1125. This was written as a supplement to 

- ( ) Ta~rikh 'ulama' Naysabur. 2 His al-~akim's IIIo Q. 3 -

main work on traditions is embodied in his book t.'Iajma' al-

Another of his works was entitled al-Mu:rhim in v1hich 

he explained the obscure points of Muslim's ( Io A. 28 ) 

·sahih 3 
• ll • • 

Another distinguished family in Nishapur was the 

Shahhamis and two of its members were no.ted in this period . . 
with being skilled in traditions, Z~ir ( IVo Yo 12) and 

Wajih ( IV. Y. 13 ), the sons of the famous traditionist 

Tahir ash-Shahhami ( III. Q. 63 ). . . . . Both of them are 

mentioned frequently in the Siyag of al-Farisi as being 

teachers of traditions. 

Zahir, after travelling widely to Rayy, Hamadan, ~ijaz 

and Baghdad to study traditions, became known as the Musnad of 

Khurasan and is reported to have held over one thousand 

assemblies at which he dictated traditions in one of the mosques 

l• si;zaq .. , ff.l46a-b; I Kh., I, 384-5; Subk., IV, 255. 

2. SiN'aO., Loc. ci t., G A L s, I, 623; see above, uintroduction 

to the sources". 

3. I Kh., - I, 385. 
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in Nishapur. He also wrote a work on tradition called Kitab al-

~adith al-ilahiyy~. Among his pupils, was 

Umm-al-1~iu :- ayyad Zaynab ( IV o Y o 22 ) , who herself became 

noted as a tradi tionist and v1ho is related to have given Ibn

Khallikan a 'certificate's i j aza, permitting him to doli ver 

traditional information. 1 

Z~ir's younger brother 9 Wajih, also became noted as a 

traditionist and ho is reputed to have learnt traditions from 

al-Farisi o Both Z~ir and vVajih gave a certificate to the 

famous ~anbalite traditionist of Baghdad, Ibn-al-Jawzi. 2 

Members of the Sam 1 ani family, a famous intellectual 

family belonging to Marw, came to Nishapur to study and teach 

traditions. The head of the family was Abu-'1-Mu~affar 

( III o S.. 25 ) who had been a distinguished :tranafi te jurist 

before he abandoned this system and was converted to Shafilismo 3 

Consequently 9 his sons, Abu-M~ammad al-~asan (IV. Y. 10 ) 9 

Abu-'1-Qasim Al}mad (IV o AA. 15 ) and Abu-Bakr MUQ.ammad 

( IV ... 4.A. 5 ) , all became Shafi l i tos. Abu-Bakr r s son, Abu-

Sa'd 'Abd-al-Karim ( IV. Y. 17 ),studied traditions in 

Nishapur under 'Abd-al-Ghii:rir ash-Shiruwi ( IV. Y. 6 ) 9 before 

travelling widely to collect further traditional information. 

~e himself tells us that in these travels he visited Nishapur 

~~ +a~st four timcs.4 He is acknowledged by as-Subki as the 

, ·~.f~'BjU., X, 79-80 o ~., v~-'·t:h'l .- .. ,,,.f ·? • 

2. ~bfcl~ ,-. ,-~' 124. 
3. s·:e. ;··~;~.~;~-~ · 335. · 

4. Ans., t'·t;" .~56~, 354a o 

:, . 
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leading Muslim scholar of his time in the traditional 'arts' ,funun~ 

He composed several works but by far the most important was 

his book al-Jmsab which is highly recommended by most Muslim 

writers. It was abridged into three volumes by Ibn-al-Athir 

and was then called al-Lubab fi tahdhib al-ansab. 2 The 

~anbalite scholar, Ibn-al-Jawzi has criticised the p~sab 

on the grounds that it gives a misleading account of the 

Hanbalite shayldls.3 . 
The only important scholar in the study of traditions 

not to come :from one of these prominent :families was Abu-'Abd-

All~ al-Furawi ( IV. Y. 9 ) , whose :family belonged to 

Furawa, a village near the frontiers of Khwarizm, but who 

appears to have been Nishapurian by birth. He at :first 
-

studied mysticism under Abu-'1-Qasim al-Qushayri ( III. V. 8 ) 

but he also studied the 9al).il).s of Muslim (I. A. 28 ) and of 

al-Bukhari ( I. A. 23 ) under &Abd-al-Ghafir al-Farisi 

In addition 

he attended the lectures of Abu-'1-Ma'ali al-Juwayni ( III. 

T. 9 ) on jurisprudence, along with al-Ghazali (IV. CC. 1 ), 

al-Farisi and Ilkiya-al-Harrasi (IV .BB.l). On his travels during 

the course of his pilgrimage to Mecca he spread the teachings 

of the Sha:ri'ism and therefore became knovm as the Imam of 

1. Subk. , IV, 259 o 

2. Ibid., I, 378. 

3. Munta~am., X, 224-5 0 
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al-~aram, but on his return to Nishapur he accepted an 

appointment as pro~essor in the Ni~amiyya madrasa and as 

imam in the mosque of al-L'iutarriz. He was so highly 

regarded as a traditionist that it was said of him that he was 

worth 1000. transmitters of traditionso He specialised in 

transmitting the §~i~s both of Muslim and of Bukhari. 1 

~. Subk., IV, 92-4; I. Kh., I, 617; T K M1 324; 
Munta~., X, 65-6. 
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THE TRADITIONISTS (1100-1225) 

Y.l Abu-Sa'id al-Qushayri 

His name was ~Abd-al-Wa~id ibn-'Abd-al-Karim ibn-Hawazino 

He was the son o~ the ~amous mystic Abu- 9 1-Qasim al-Qushayri 

( III. V o 8 ) . Abu-Sa'id was born in 1027. At the age o:f 

~our he was taught traditions by Abu-'1-~asan a~-1irazi. He 

was also reported to have learned traditions in Nishapur ~rom 

his ~ather Abu-'1-Qasim and ~rom Abu-'1-I:Iasan al-Muzakki 

( III. Q. 57), Ibn-~Bakuwayhi ( III. V. 3 ), Abu-'Abd-ar-Ra:Q.man 

an-Nili, Abu-Na?r Man?ur ibn-Ramish ( III. Qo 29) and ~rom 

others. Besides his cultivation o~ traditional in~ormation 

in Nishapur, he learned this subject in Rayy, Hamadan and 

Baghdade It is related that, probably on the death o~ Imam-

al-~aramayn ( III~ T. 9 ) in 1085, he was appointed as preacher 

in the mosque o~ al-Mani(i in Nishapur and held this post until 

his death. In the years a~ter ~087, he is reported to have 

made two pilgrimages to Mecca. One signi~icant ~act is'' that 

he held dictation assemblies on Friday nights at the Ni~amiyya 

madrasa in Nishapur. He died in Nishapur in 1100-1. 

Abu-Sa'id was a preacher, traditionist and a poet. In 

al-Mani'i mosque he used to preach with a new sermon ~ull o~ 

use~ul in~ormati~n,~awa'id. As a tradi tionist;, his pupil, 

Abu-Bakr Ibn-as-Sam'ani (IV. AA. 5 ), ca:L,1s him Shaykh o~ 

Khurasan and great mujtahid1' 1 

1" Subk.~ II;J:, 284-5; Siyag., ~~98b; a brie~ not'e in; Shadh.; 
III, 401. 
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Y .2 Abu-Sa 'id al-Bukhturi 

His name was Isma'il ibn-'Umar ibn-M~ammad. He was 

born in Nishapur. At the beginning of his career he studied 

jurispFudence under Na~ir al-'Umari (IIIoS.ll) but he later became 

·specialised as one of the transmitters mf the Sahih of Muslim . .. .. 

(I.A~28) and it is believed that he read that work twenty times 

under ~·.Abd-al-Ghiifir al-F~risi (IV .Y. D). He also read 

traditions in Nishapur under Abu-~1-~asan al-Muzzaki ( III.Q.57) 

and others. Traditions were delivered on his authority by 

He died in 1107.1 

Y.3 Abu-'1-Mu~affar al-Juwayni 

His name was (Abd-al-Karim ibn-'Abd-al-Wahhab ibn-Isma'il 

ibn-~mad ibn-'Ali ibn-M~ammad. He was born in 1079 in 

Juwayn. Abu-'1-Mu~affar studied jurisprudence under Abu-Bakr 

a s-Sam'-ani (TV AA 5 • 0 ), probably in Marw. He came to 

Nishapur where he learned traditions from 'Abd-al-W~id ibn-

'Abd-al-Karim al-Qushayri ( IV. Y. l ), Isma'il al-Bayhaqi 

( IV. Y. 5 ) al-Ijasan ibn-as-Samarqandi and from others. He 

was then appointed qadi in his native place Juwayn • 
.....:...-a...-

According 

to Abu-Sa'd as-Sam'ani (IV., Y. 17 ), Abu-'l...:Muzaf:far was . . 

acquainted with members ·of the Sam'ani family and Abu-Sa'd 

as-Sam' ani himself wrote down traditions from 

him during the· latter's stay in Nishapur, Marw and Sarak.hs. 

1. Subk. , IV, 207. 
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The date o~ Abu-~1-Mu~a~far's death is not recorded but 

according to as-Subki, he died with the }abaqa who died 

a~ter 1107. 1 

Yo4 Ad-Dihistani 

His name was 'Umar ibn-~Abd-al-Karim ibn-Sa'dun. His 

kunya was Abu-'1-Fityan~ He was a native of Dihistan which 
- -

is one o~ the cities o~ Mazandaran which was built by 'Abd-

Allah . b T-ab . 2 
1 n-. _lr. Ad-Dihistani travelled widely throughout 

Iraq, Syria, Egypt and Khurasan, learning traditions from the 

scholars in these countries. In 1058, he came to Nishapur 

where he read the Mutta~ig o~ al-Jawzaqi ( IIo Io 42 ) under 
- -

~ad ibn-Man~ur al-Maghribi and also heard traditions from 

Abu-~a~~ ibn-Man~ur, Abu-,1-~usayn al~Farisi ( III. X. 8 ) 

and Abu-'Uthman a~-9abuni ( III. Q. 48 ). The names o~ 

numerous shay~U1s under whom he learned traditions in other 

cities have already been given by adh-Dhahabi. He subsequently 

became ~amous as a traditionist and a transmitter of the two 

9aQi~~ o~ Muslim ( Io A. 28 ) and al-Bu¥~ari ( I. A. 23 ). 

He taught those two works in many cities and it is reported 

that in Nishapur the jurist, MuJt.ammad ibn-Yal}ya ( IV. AA. 22 ) 

learned traditions ~rom him. In Tus he taught the 9al).i~s 

1. Subk., 258; as-Sam'ani also reports that 

Ab~-'1-Mu~a~~ar was appointed qa~i o~ the Sami' quarter 
in Nishe.pur~ b.ut there is no mention in Yaqut's Mu'jam al

buldan o~ a quarter of Nishapur called Sami', Ans., f.l45a. 

2. Ans':. .f'. 233b.; 
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to his host 9 the famous scholar, Abu-~amid al-Ghazali (IV 

cc 0 1 ) . He died in 1109, in Sarakhs,on his way to visit 

the scholar Abu-Bakr as-Sam'ani ( IV. AA. 5 ). 1 

Y. 5 Abu- 6 Ali al-Bayhaqi 

His name was Isma'il ibn-~mad ibn-al-~usayn ibn-'Ali. 

He was born in 1036-7 in Nisha:pur and was the son of the 

famous traditionist Abu-Bakr al-Bayhaqi ( III. Q. 54 ). In 

addition to learning traditions from his father, he also 

studied in Nisha:pur under al-~asan ibn-'Abd-al-Ghafir and Abu-

He travelled widely 

before settling in Khwarizm where he stayed for twenty years, 

teaching traditions. He subsequently moved to Balkh and 

later to· Baghdad. A few months before his death in 1113 he 

visited Nisha:pur and there taught traditions. 

his :place of birth in Bayhaq. 2 

- -
.Y .6 Ash-Shiruwi 

He died in 

His name was 6 Abd-a1-Ghafir or 'Abd-al-Ghaff'ar ibn-Mu.lj.ammad 

ibn-al-~usayn ibn-Shiruwayhi. He was born in 1023 in 

1. Tadh., IV, 33-35; ·si:v:aQ., f.l09b; Muntazam., IX, 164; 
Shadh., IV, 7. 

2. Muntazam., IX, 175-6; according to al-Farisi, Abu-'Ali 
studied jurisprudence in Nisha:pur under NaS'ir al-'Umari 

( III. S. 11 ), and went to Khwarizm where he became the 

;hatib of a Shafi'ite madrasa, Siyag., f.44b. 
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Nishupur ru1d became a merchant. He heard traditions from Abu-

Bakr ~ad ibn-al-~asan 9 Abu-Sa'id Mt~ammad a~-~ayrafi ( III. 

Q" 24) 9 Abu-Man~r al-Baghdndi ( III .. T. 5 ), and Abu-'Abd-

ar-Rahman al-Muzakki. . He went to Is>pahan Yihere he continued 

to learn traditions from Abu-Bakr Muhammad ad-Duba'i and Abu-. . . 
Tiiliir Muhammad al-Katib. 

o e o He was regarded with distinction 

in Nishapur as the transmitter of Khurasano Abu-S'a'd as-Sam'ani 

( IV. Y. 17 ) tells us that in 1115, he attended Ash-Shiruwi's 

assemblies in Nishapur for one year and that he received from 

him traditional information which made him equal in isnad to 

his master ash-Shiruwio He died in 1117. 1 

Y .. 7 Abu-Ja'far an-Naqib 

His name was Davrud ibn-Isma'il ibn-al-~asan. He was 

the nagip of the Shi'ite sect in Nishapur. He learned 

traditions from the Sunnite shayldls Abu-Hafs al-Kanjarudi and . .. 

Under the 

latter he read the ~~~£ of Muslim ( Io A. 2A ) . During 

his period of office as ~aqib he kept the Shi'ite community in 

peace without interfering in the affairs of the SQnnite 

community. He died in 112~.·.~ 2 

1. Ans., f.345b; Shaqh., IV, 27; Subk., IV, 259. 

2 .. s1yag., r~64a. 
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His name was 'Aod-o.l-Ghafir ibn-Isma' i1 ibn- 'Abd-al-

Gha:fir i"bn-Muhammad, . His father was a native of Fars, hence 
- -

he received the ~!~~9-~ of al-Farisio 'Abd-al-Ghafir was born 

in Ni sha:pur :i.n l059 o It is related that, at the age of 

five, he entered the ~a~~~~ and began to study how to read 

the Qur!i an and tha·t he V·iO.S soon able to read the creed in 

P . 1 
ers1an~~ During most of his childhood, 'Abd-al-Ghafir's 

father was away from Nisha:pur but on his retuPn in 

1070, he took his son to visit and study lmder his maternal 

grandfather, the famous mystic Abu-,1-Qasim al-Qushayri 

( III o V o 8 ) ., After he had completed his studies of the 

works of al-Qushayri 9 on the advice of his teacher 9 he began 

to study the Muttafig of al-Jnwzaqi ( II. I o42). He was 

also leax~ning traditions from numerous _shaykhs in Nisha:pur 

whose names are given by his biographers .. 2 For four more 

years he studied jurisprudence under the Imam-al-~aramayn, 

Abu-,l~Mal{ali al-Juwayni (. III .. T .. 9 ) 9 before leaving 

Nishapur and going to ·Khwarizm, where he continued his studies 

under the most em:!.n0nt ·ceachers in that country and opened a 

yri vate course :fo:::) the instruction of pupils.. He travelled 

from thence to Ghazna and then proceeded to India.. In the 

latter place he tau~ht a1-Qushayri' s r:ork Lata> if al-isharat. 

On his retur-.L1 to Nishapur he was appointed 

khat~~ of Nishapur and for a number of years he gave 

lessons every Monday evening in the mosque of 'Aqil.. He 

l .. l·Kh .. , L, 384-385 .. 
2 .. A~-"-9arifi:ai acco-unt in the Si~a_g- .. 9 -ffo 146a-b; Subk .. S' IVj 

255; ±.Kho~ I 9 loo._ cite; Tadh. 9 IV, 68-70,. 
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died in Nishapur in 1134-5.1 

'Abd-al-Ghafir was a traditionist and grammarian of the 

highest calibre. He was also a distinguished ¥~iter and the 

following is a list of his works which are named by his 

biographers; 

1. As-Siyag li-ta~rikh Naysabur. 

2. Al-Mu:fhim. 

3. hlajma' al-Ghara'ib. 

4. Al-Arba 'in. 

Of these works No. 3 and No .4 are extant. No.l and 

No.2 are lost but as :far as No.l is concerned it is widely 

knovm in quotation and an abridged version which is extant 

was made by a?-~arifini (d. 1243). 2 

Y.9 Al-Furavti 

---His name was Mutammad ibn-al-Fa~l ibn-Atmad an-Naysaburi. 

His kunya was 'Abu-'Abd-All~ and his lagab was Kamal-ad-Din. 

Eis :family belonged to Furawa, a village on the frontiers o:f 

Khwarizmo Thus he received the nisba al-Furavvi.3 He 

was born in Nishapur in 1049~50 and passed his youth there 

among the mystic community, vvi th Abu- '1-Qasim al-Qushayri 

1~~::-:g·i~•ag., :f:f. ·l46a-b.; I Kh., I, 385; Subk., IV, 255; 
_: . ~hadh • , IV, 9 3; Tadh • , IV, 6 9 o 

-~~.I_-~~~' ~' loc.cit.; · Siyag., :f.l46b; Subl{., IV, loc.cit.; 
G' A" ;L S, I, 623; G A L, I, 449. 

3. Furawa or Farawa, was built to the Caliph al-Ma ~ mlin by the 
governor of Khurasan 'Abd-All~ ibn-'.fBhir, M B, III, 866; 
I Kh., I, 617; Lub., II, 200-201; Ans., f.42la. 
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( IIIo Vo 8 ) as his shaykh. However,he also studied in 

Nishapur the 9a:Q.il;ts of Muslim ( I 0 A 0 28 ) and of al-Buk..hari 

( Io Ao 23 ) under 'Abd-al-Ghafir al-Farisi ( IVo Yo 8 ) 

In addition 

he attended the lectures of the Imam-al-l}aramayn ( III. T. 9 ) 

and took notes on his teachings on the principles of juris-

prudence o Among his other masters were Abu-Isl).aq ash-Shirazi 

( IIIo So 20) and Abu-Bakr al-Bayhaqi.( III .. Qo 54). 

vVhen al-Furawi went on his pilgrimage to Mecca:; he held 

public meetings in all the cities through which he passed, 

including Baghdado He also gave lectures in the two holy 

cities of Mecca and Medina and because he was credited w·i th 

spreading the doctrines of Shafi'ism there, he was called the 

Imam of al-Haramo . On his return to Nishapur he uos appointed 

professor in the Na~il).iyya ma~rasa which was then in the street 

of ~mmar and he also fulfilled the duties of imam in the mosque 

of al-Mutarriz .. He died in Nis~apur in 1136 and was buried 

beside the tomb of Ibn-Khuzayma ( II. K o 4 ) . 

Al-Furawi was famous as a traditionist and as a jurist: 

in fact, so highly was he regarded as a trnditionist that it. 

was said of him tho..t he \:ras worth 1, 000 transmi tt~rs of tra~i tions. 

It is also alleged tha.t he taught the traditions of' high isnad 

in a thousand assemblieso He Has the only person qualified and 

specialised enough to transmit the 9~i~s both of·Muslim and of 

Bukhari and he Has also authorised to repePt and explain some-
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of the writings of his master Abu-Bal{r al-Bayhaqi •. Among 

his other activities he was noted as a PJ1f.tl 9 a controvertialist 
1 and a preacher. 

Abu-Mtllfammad as-Sam G ani 

His name was al-I}asan ibn-Man~·ur ibn- 'Abd-al-Jabbar. 

He was a native of :Mnrw and the son of the famous jurist Abu-

~1-Mu~affar as-Sam'ani ( III. s. 25 ). He studied 

jurisprudence in Marw under his father. He also heard 

t~aditions from himo He came to Nishapur in the company of 

his cousin Abu-Sa'd (IV. Yo 17 ) and there he heard traditions 

from Abu- 9 1-IJasan ~-Ali-ibn-AJ:lmad al-Madini, Abu-Sa'id 'Abd-al-
- -
W~id al-Qushayri (IV. Y. 1 ) and from others. He died in 

1136-7. 2 

Y.11 Abu- 9 1-Mu~affar al-Qushayri 

His name was 'Abd-al-Mun'im ibn-'.Abd-a1-Karim ibn-Hawazin. 

He was the youngest son of the famous mystic Abu-,1-Qasim a1-

Qushayri ( III. V. 8 ). 'Abd-al-MtUl'im wus born in NiShapur 

~ 1053 and was taught tr~ditions there by his father and by 

other masters such as Abu-Sa'id al-Bukhturi ( IV. Y. 2 ) and 

1. Sub~., IV, 92-4; I Kh., I, 617; T K l\i 1 324; Muntaz~., 

X, 65-6; Shadh., IV, 96. 

2. Subk., ry, 212-13. 
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Abu-Bakr al-Bayhaqi (IIIo Qo 54 ). He made the pilgrimage 

to Iviecca v,rith his brother 9 'Abd-ar-Ra.Jt.ir:1 ( IVo BB. 3 ) and 

later stayed in Baghdad Hhere he t8.ught traditions ond hec~rd 

traditions ~rom the Bughdadian scholars Ibn-an-Nuqayri and 

Abu-Na~r az-Zaynabi. It is reported that he went on 

pilgrimage for a second time before returning to Baghdad. He 

finally returned to Ni shapur \\·here he taught traditions ~or 

about 20 years before dying in 1137. 1 

y·.12 Zahir ash-Sha~ami 

His name was Ztihir ibn-Tai1ir ibn-1\'lu.J.:lammad ibn-Hu.J.:lammud. 

was probably derived from his ~amily's occupo.tion as 'fat' 

2 merchants. He was born in 1053 in Nishcpuro He heard 

traditions in Nishapur from Abu-sa~d al-Kanjarudhi (IIIoX.l3),Abu-

Bakr al-Bayhaqi (IIIoQo54) and others. He travelled into 

I~pahan, Rayy, Hamadan, ~ijaz and Baghdad to learn traditions. He 

became famous as transmitter of Khurasan and a master of shurut. 

He held about a thousand assemblies in one of the mosques in 

Nishapur. Ibn-al-Jawzi seems to have obtained ijaza ~rem 

Z8hir permitting him to teach all his traditional information. 

He died in ~ishapur in 1138 and v1as buried in the cemetery -o~ 

1 .. ~., IV, 264; Mtmtazam. 9 X 9 75; Sh~., IV,_ 99. . 
2. See his father Abu- 'Abd-ar.-RaJ:unan ash-Sha:pl:lami ( III o Q. 63): 
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Zahir is said to have composed three 

worlts; 

1. Kitab al-~ndith al-ilahiyya 

2. Tuhfat'Id-al-Fitr 

3. At-Ta~rikho No. I is extant. 1 

Y.13 Wajih ash-Sh~ami 

His name was \Najih ibn-Tahir ibn-lviu.hammad ibn-Muh. ammado 
0 D 

His kunya was Abu-Bakr. He y;as the brother of the above-

mentioned Z~ir ash-Sh~ami. ~;iajih was born in 1063 .. He 

heard traditions in Nishapur from 'Abd-Ghefir al-Farisi 

( IV. Y o 8 ) and from 'Abd-al-~umid al-B~iri. Then he 

went to Herat and Baghdad 9 collecting a great quantity of 

traditional information. Ibn-al-Jawzi first obtained ijaza 

from his brother 3.nd later another from 1:-iajiho 

Nishapur in 1146. 2 

y .14 Abu-~alib al-Kanjarudhi 

He died in 

His name was Muhammad ibn-'Abd-ar-Rnhman and he was born . . 
in a village called Kanjarulli~ situated at one of the gates of 

the city of Nishapur. Abu-iulib learned traditions from the 

1. Mtm tazam., X, 79-80; Sho.dh., IV 9 102; Mi zan., II, 64; 
T Q, I, 288; H Kh, I, 376; G A L, I, 449-450 • 
...r...-...;; ...!-.-...-

2. Muntazam. 9 x, 124; Siyag_., f. 139b. 
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Shafi'ite jurists Abu-Is~fiq ash-Shirazi ( II!. s. 20 ) and 

MuJ.:lammnd ibn-Isma'il at-Taflisi. It is also reported that 

Abu-Sa'd as-Sam'ani (IV. Y. 17 ) delivered traditions on his 

authority. He died in 1153.1 

Y.l5 Abu-As'ad al-Qushayri 

His name was Hibat-ar-Rahmnn ibn.;_ 6 Abd-a.l-V:TEthid ibn- '.Abd-al-. . 
Karim ibn-Hawazin. He was the grandson of Abu-!11-Qasim al-

Qushayri ( III. V. 8 .. ) and became the head of the Qushayris 9 

a prominent family in Nishapur. He was born in 1067 in . 

Nishapur and learned tr8.ditions from members of his family 9 such 

as his grandfather 9 'Abd-al-Karim, his grruidmother Fatima 

( III. V. 13 ) and his paternal uncle 9 Abu-Mffi1.~Ur 'Abd-ar-Ral).man 

( I II • V. 17 ) o He learned traditions from scholars outside 

of his family such as Abu-'Abd-All~ al-Mu>adhdhin ( IV. Y. 18 ). 

He became famous as the ·transmitter of Khurasan ru~d as one of the 

prominent scholars of the city of Nishapur and of other cities. 

Many scholars delivered traditions on his authority, such as 

al-Mu>ayyad at-Tusi ( IV. z. 6 

( IV. Y. 17 ) and his son 'Abd-ar-R~im, and the Syrian from 

Damascus, al-~afi~ Ibn-'Asakir. Hibat-A11~ died in 1153. 2 

-.------
l. Subk., IV, 77; see Abu-sa•d al-Kanjarlidhi (III. x. 13). 
2. Subk., IV, 322. 
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Abu-Khalaf al-Qushayri 

His name was 'Abd-ar-Rahman ibn-Hibat-ar-Rahman ibn-. . 
'Abd-al-·fla]j.id ibn- ~ Abd-al-Karim al-Qushayri. He was born in 

1196-7 in Nishapur and came from the distinguished scholastic 

family of the Qushayris. He himself heard traditions from 

'Abd-al-Ghafir ash-Shiruwi (IV. Y. 6 ), Isma'il ibn-'Abd-
- -

al-Ghafir al-Farisi and otherso Traditions also were 

delivered on his authority by 'Abd-ar-R~im as-Sam'ani 

( d .. 1217 Abu-Khalaf was noted as a man of piety 

and scholarship~ and after the death of his father, he was 

appointed as a preacher in Nishapur. 

in 1163. 2 

He finally died there 

Y.l7 Abu-Sa'd as-Sam 6 anl 
His name was 'Abd-al-Karim ibn-IviulJammad ibn-~1Ian~ur ibn-

Muha.mmad ibn-'Abd-a1-Jabbar ibn-Ahmad. 
• • 0 

He was born in 1109 

in M6:Fvt, but at the age of seven he was taken by his father to 

Nishapur to study traditions and there he received traditions 

from 'Abd-a1-Ghafir ibn-M~lhammad ash-Shiruwi ( IV. Y Q 6 ) . 
and 'Ubayd ibn-M~ummad al-t;Jushayri .. 3 With his father he 

1. tAbd-ar-Rahim was the son of the famous truditionist Abu-
0 

Sa' d ~s-Sam' ani ( IV .. Y o 17 ) • 
2. Subk., IV, 249 .. 
3. 'Ubayd has no kinship relation with the Qushayristhe famous 

- . 
fumi1y of Nishapur and according to Ibn al-Athir his name 
was. 'Ubayd ibn-MUQ.ammad ibn-~Ubayd ibn-Mul}ammod ibn-'Ubayd 

al-Qushayri; Lub, I 9 10. 
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returned to Marw and on his ~ather's death in the ~ollowing 

year, he was brought up by his paternal m1cles and by M~ammad 

ash-Shuja'i o~ Sarakhs, who Ytas a ~riend of his ~athero Thus 

it was that, while still a youth, in addition to reading the 

Qur'an, he had studied extensively the subjects of jurisprudence 9 

the science of traditions and their interpretation. Throughout 

the rest o~ his life he was to continue to pursue these studies 

vvhile travelling widely vvi thin the Islamic world, gathering 

scholastic in~ormation in general and collecting traditions in 

particular. 1 

He himsel~ records the places and dates of some o~ his 

travels in his book a1-4as~b. He notes, ~or example 9 that 

in 1134 he was taken to Nishapur by his pate1..,nal tmcle, Abu-
. 

~1-Qasam ~mad as-Sam'ani, where he studied the ~~ o~ 

Muslim ( I. A. 28 He appears to have stayed in 

Baghdad from 1135 until 1140-1 be~ore making several excursions 

- to Damasc~s in ll4l, Rayy in 1142 and Tus in 1143. 3 

According to as-Subki, he also returned to Marw during the 

year 1143 and got married there. 4 However his marriage does 

not seem to have deterred him ~rom continuing his travels and 

Abu-Sa'd as-Sam'ani himself reports that, during his subsequent 

1. Lub., I, 10; An.§..,ff.330a, 345b; Subko, IV, 259. 

2. Ans. , ~ .108b. 

3. IQi£., ff.308b, 316a-b, 356a, 390a. 

4o Su.bk., IV, 259. 
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journeys in Syria, he visited 9ayda and Allepo and stayed ~or 

some time in Wasi~, in Ba~ra and in ~ijaz. 1 He also mentions 

that he visited certain places repeatedly. For example, he 

speaks o~ having visited 1us twice and Nishapur ~our times. 

A&Subki claims that as-Sam~nni was staying in Jerusalem when 

that city was under the rule o~ the Crusaders and that he made 

the pilgrimage to Mecca twiceo 2 According to al-Ansab, 

as-Sam'ani was in Khwarizm in 1154, Nasa~ in 1155 and I~pahan 

in 1156-7. Mter 1156-7 he a:gpeo.rs to have settled in 1viarw 

where he was appointed a pro~essor in the 'Amidiyya madrasac3 

The last date connected with the autho1'l' s activities ~~!hich is 

given in the al-Ansab is, according to the research done by 

Margoliouth, that o~ 1160-61 vvhen he acted as arbiter betv-reen 

the inhabitants o~ Sinj and Ghuzzo He died in 1166.4 

As-Sam'ani has the re~utation o~ being one o~ the ~oremost 

traditionist scholars and as-Subki and others have regarded him 

as the leading Muslim writer in the various branches o~ the 

'traditional arts', :f~~,al-Q_adith.,Ibn-Khalliknn gives a list 

o:f some o~ the books uhich he is thought to have ~~itten.5 

By ~ar the most ~amous among them is the book which we have 

already mentione~ al-Ansao. This is the work which 

1. ~s., ~:f.356b, 354a. 
2. Subk., IV, 259 o 

3. Ibid., IV, 560; Ans. ~~o397b, 308b, 418b. 
4. Margoliouth, edition o~ al-Ansab, seeuintroduction",3; 

see also Ans., :f.313a. -

5. Subl~, IV, 260. 
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Ibn-al-Athir revised and abridged into 3 volumes called al-Lubab 
~ CW-~ 

Another work written by as-Sam'ani, in 

13 volumes, was called Dhayl tar~ikh Baghda4o He also wrote 

the history of his native city Murw simply under the title 

Tar~ikh Marw, consisting of almost 20 volumeso He VYrote also 

and it bears the same title. Another work of his was the 

dictionary of his teachers called Mu'jam ash-shuyukho As-Subki9 

Hajji-Khalifa and Ibn-al-Athir listed his works. • Brockelmann 

lists the following works as extant:-

1. al-Isfar 'an hukm al-asfar 
--~~-.....-

2. Fada~il ash-Shamo 
, .. ..,..._,.~~-.---

3. Adab al-imla~ wa>l-isti~+a>. 

4o Adab al-qadi. 
----- a 

5. Dhayl ta>rikh Baghdad li-~1-Khatib. 

6. Ki tab al-ansab. 

7 1 l~ •t - 1 · • a -rdUJ ana. 

Y.18 Abu-t Abd-AllUh ibn-al-Mu ~ adhdhin 

His name was Muhammad ibn-Isma'il ion-.Ahmad ibn-'Abd-
• • 

ul-Ma1ik. He was born in Nisha:pur in 1087 and was the 
-·--·---------

1 • I Ith •· , I , 37 8-9 ; L ub • , I , 10} Sub k • , IV, 2 6 0; G .A L, I , 401-402; 

G A L S, I, 564-565. The longest list is given by ~ajji
Khalifa, H Kh., I, 86, 131, 161, 169, 179, · 287, 303, ~74; 

..:..,.__ 

II, 998, 1108, 1123, 1138, 1418, 1434, 1459, 1607, 1666, 

1735, 1737, 1784, 1937. 
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grandson o~ the ~amous traditionist Abu-Salih al-Mu,adhdhin 
0 • 

( III. Q. 62 ). Abu-'Abd-AllUh himsel~ learned traditions 

from Abu-Bakr A~ad ash-Shirazi ( III. V. 12 ) and 'Ali ibn-

~ad al-Madini in Nishapur. He \-.rent to Kirman ¥Ti th his 

father nnd became associated vii th the governor o~ that city .. 

He was. comnissioned by the governor of Kirman to undertake 

diplomatic missions to the court of the Caliph in Baghdad in 

1141 and.ll50. He died in 1181. 1 

Y.l9 Abu-'1-Qasim al-Qazwini 

His nrune was 'Abd-AllUh ibn-Haydar. • He was a native 

of Qazwino He studied jurisprudence in his native tovm, 

before coming to Nishapur. In the latter place he learned 

traditions from Abu-'Abd-AllUh al-Furawi (IV. Y. 9 ) and 

others. He visited Marw nnd .learned traditions from Yusuf 

ibn-Ayyub al-Hamadhani. He finally took up residence in 

Hamadan where he taught the ~~i~ of Muslim ( I. A. 28 ) and 

collected forty sound traditions. 

1186. 2 

He died in Ho.madan in 

-~--------·-.....-.......----~---------

1. Subk., IV, 66-67. 
2. Ibid~, IV, 234. 
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y .20 Abu-'1-FutUh al-Harawi • 

His name Y1as M~ammo.d ibn-al-Mutuhhar ibn-Ya'la. He 

was born in Herat in 1110. He learned traditions in Nishapur 

from Abu-&Abd-Allah al-Furnwi ( IV y 
0 • 9 ) and Abu-Sa'id 

Muhammad ibn-Ahmad ibn-Sa'id. 
• 0 On his return.;from his 

pilgrimage to Mecca in 1183, he visited Baghdad where he taught 

the ~~i9 of 1v!uslim (I. A. 28 ) and the Gharib of al-KhU~fabi 

( II. I. 44 ). He died in Adharbayjan in 1188-9. 1 

y .21 Al-Bakri 

His name \Vas Muhammad ibn-rluhammad ibn-Muhn.mmad. He . . . . 
was born in 1124-5 in Nishapur \Yhere he learned traditions from 

Hibat-ar-Ra.tlmnn al-Qushayri (IV .Y .15). Y1hile still a youth he left 

Nishnpur and came to Baghdad where in 1146 he learned traditions 

~rem ul-Husayn ibn-Nasr al-Mawsili. . . . He resided for a time in 

this city; then he went to Syria ~here he resided in ribat 
A 

of the Sultan SalUh-ad-Din. . . In 1205, he returned to Baghdad 

to teach traditions. Although ad-Dubaythi was not able to 

attend his lectures, he was given an ijaza by al-Bakri to teach 

traditions. He died in Damascus in 1218. 2 

1. Dubo.ythi, al-Mukhta~ar., ll+5. 
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Y.22 Umm-al-Mu'ayyud ash-Sha'riyya 

Her name was Znynab bint-'Abd-ar-Rahman ibn-ul-Hasan . . 
ibn-Ahmud ibn-Sahl ibn-Ahmad ibn-'Abdus. . . She wo.s born in 

Nishapur in 1130. Her father ~as a native of Gurgan and a 

resident of Nishapur and was lmown by his ni? .... ba ash-Sha'ri .. 

His daughter, Zaynab, met end studied under various persons 

respected for their scholarship, from whom she obtained ij~ 

authorizing her to teach vv-hat they hc.d taught her .. Among 

those from whom she took the ~~ were Abu-M~ammnd Ismu'il 

ibn-Abu-'1-Qasim ibn-Abu-Bakr, Abu-'Abd-AllQh al-Furuwi 

( IV .. Y .. 9 ) 9 Zahir ( IV. Y. 12 ) m:t.d Wnjih ( IV o Y o 13 ) 

the ShaJ.t-Q.amis, 'Abd-al-Mun 6 im al-Qushayri ( IV. Y .. 11 ) , 

'Abd-al-1'{!abhnb ash-Shaahyakhi and the famous man of letters 

az-Zamakhshari .. 

Zaynub became a very learned woman with great 

traditional learning. One significant feature was that 

Ibn-Khallikan (at the ~ge of.three?) possessed ijaza rrom 

her which she had issued to him in 1214. Zaynab died 

in 1218-9 and with her death the high i~ad was stopped. 1 

1. I l91·. , I, 247; 
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III 

THE JURISTS AND THE THEOLOGIANS 

THE PUPILS OF AL-JUWAYNI AND MUHAiYIM .. W IBN-YAHYA 
• 

This period shows the extent to ~~ich~ in NiShapur, the 

academic and intellectual activities of the Shafi'ites and the 

Ash'arites completely eclipsed those of their main rival 

Sunnite school, the ~anafiteso 

Although we have already mentioned in the historical 

Introduction to this section the political role played by the 

Karramites in the last decade of the 11th century, nothing is 

known of their intellectual influence or following. After 

the rioting which they appear to have provoked in 1095, they 

were discredited and their political and intellectual 
- -significance as a sect declinedp Al-Farisi, when he came 

to write his book as-Siyag li-ta>rikh Naysabur merely lists the 

names of some of the followers of the Karramites without 

mentioning any of their intellectual achievements or 

political exploits. This is indicative of how little 

importance was attached to this sect at this time. 1 

1. See above, 458-459. One of the Karramite scholars known ,_ ( ) as al-'Almai IV. EE. 4 is given in this part, but his 

importance in the field of scholarship is unknown. 
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The reasons why the ~anafites were so completely 

dominated in all spheres of activity by the Shari'ites during 

the twelfth century arc not definitely known. The I}anafitcs 

continued to be led by the famous ?a'idi famil~ which had 

produced in the past the outstanding ~anafite leaders Qa~i

?a'id (III. R. 6) and Abu-Na~r (III. R. 12). Their leadership 

in this period passed by i~~eritnnce to the gr~~dson 

of QaQ.i-9a'id, Abu-Sa ( o_ 1.jul).e.m~1ad ( IV. z. 2 ) , ·:·.rho led the 

~anafites in the rioting with the Karramites in 1095. Neither 

of their leaders appears to have been particularly distinguished 

and, even though the ~anafites retained the legal office of 

g_aQ.i under their control, since both Abu-Sa' d i' .. iU-"':J.ammad and 

his son al-Burhan ( IVo Zo 4 ) became qaQ,is of Nishapur, the 

~anafites would probably have done this in any case without ~~Y 

special merit on the part of their leaders. The main 

~chievement of their leaders was in the maintenance of peaceful 

relations with the Shafi'ites and we find two instances in ·which 

joint action seems to have been taken by both sects against a 

common enemy, firstly against the Karramites in 1095 and then 

against the ~Alid, the governor of Nishapur, in 1159. 1 

The leading intellectual figures of the ~anafite sect 

- ~ -, - ' -however, according to Ibn-;~i- 1-Wafa , were Abu- 1-Qasim an-

Naysaburi ( rv. z. 3 ) and ar-Ri~a an-Naysaburi (IV. z. 6 ). 2 

The former was regarded as the chief :tfanafite jurist of his 

time in Nishapur and was especially recognised ·for his sk±ll 

1. Jaw •·t II, 22, 182, . see table 8, sec above 1 . 463-465; 

see below, (List No.3), 633. 
2. He was also lmown as al-1iu' ayyad at-t'usi. 
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.and ability in ~residing over na~ar discussions, which were 

held by that school. 1 The latter, ar-RiQ.a, was known chiefly 

for creating and making current a new method of argument, 

l\:hi.laf, v1hich was named ~:fter him at-'J'ari qa ar-RiQ.awiyya. 2 

That these were the only figures of any note among the 

Hanafite jurists in Nisba~ur indicates the ascendancy which . 
the Sha:fi(ite and the Ash'arite schools had over the intellectual, 

social and political life .or Wiehapu1'l at this time. The mere 

fact of the unsettled poli t·ic.al conditions, which prevailed 

in the twelfth century, would be insufficient in itself to 

account for the overwhelming c:;c').i;psc of the tianafi tes, since 

these conditions applied equally to the Shafi'ites and the 

Ash'arites. The main reasons, ~here.fore, for the ~re-

dominance of these latter schools must be sought within the 

~'nternal history and development of the s.chools themselves. 

One of the factors leading to this ascendancy may have 

been the ~olitical support which the Shafi'ites and the 

Ash'aritcs rec·eived from the Seljuqs and· their Viziers. This 

process had begun \rlth the Vizier Ni~am-al-Mu~k who, it will 

be remembered, had founded the Ni~amiyya madra~~ in Nishapur 

for their teachings and had encouraged their lea~ing families 

to accept admini.strativo positions, such as the ri'-.asa, in the 

city. This process was continued by Sanjar, both when he 

was a~pointed governor of Khurasan and when he had fi~ally made 

himsel:f Sultan in lJ..l8. 

1 • Jaw. , I , 2 7 2 • 

2. Ibid., II 9 263; 

He appears to have given greater 
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support to the Shafi'ites than he did to any other sccto His 

viziers were either Shafi'ites themselves or encouraged the 

employment of members of that sect in the administrative and 

diplolnatic services. With the military defeat of the 

Soljuqs in 1153, this process came to an end, although an 

attempt was made to revive it in the brief interlude of peace 

under al-fiiu !I ayyad •1 

Another of the factors which encouraged the ascei1dancy 

of the Shafi'ite and Ash'arite schools may well have been the 

intellectual brilliance of their leading families, the al-

Juwaynis and al-Qushayris. This is in contrast to the 

ljanafite family of the 9a'idis YJhosc leadership had apparently 

passed into the hands of men of only mediocre talent and 

ability. With the death of their famous loader Abu-'1-

~a'ali al-Juwayni ( III. T. 9) in 1085 ru1d the murder of his 

successor Abu-'1-Qasim al-Ju~ayni ( III. V. 8) in the rioting 

with the Karramites in 1095, leadership of the Shafi'ite 

sect passed into the contTol of the al-Qushayri f~mily 

and Abu-Na~r al-Qushayri ( IVo BB. 3 ) became the chief of the 

Shifi'ites. ~fuen Abu-Na~r died in 1120, the great 

Shafi 'i te scholar :ftiuhat1mad ibn-Yahya ( IV . .A...Ao 22) became • • 

leader of the Shafi'ites in Nishapuro 2 

Probably the most important factor, however, in account

;ing for the ascendancy of the Shafi'itcs and the Ash'aritcs 

l. Sec above, 457-461·. 
2. Subko, IV, 251; I Kh., I, 589. 
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over the other schools wo.s the· unbroken f:?Uccession of three 

g0ncrations of able Shafi'ite scholars and the consequent 

continuity of the development of Shafi 'isin. as a bod:y of 

juridical doctrine. At the ccnt.re of this conti.nuit,¥ was 

the Ni~amiyya madrasa in Nishapur~ All or the Shafi!itc 

jurists who played the-i.r p~rt in promo-ting the development o:r 

Shaf'i'isnY in Nisha)?ur, h.ad at ono time studied and received 

their training in the Ni~amiyya ~ad~asa tho~c, and most of them 

took up teaching posts in this madraaa when thCil" studios 

wore finished. 1 

The impetus tov1·ards this development of Sha:t'i 1 is111. in 

Nishapur was largely the legacy of the toach·ings of tho 

famous th-eologian and scholar•, Abu-, 1-Ma I ali al-Juwaynf, in 

the Niramiyya mad.rasa. 

and tho Ashtarite schools, f~om the close of tho eleventh to 

the end Of the tWelfth century, Wero influenced by this 

scho1aP, either directly1 through having studied under him, or 

indirectly, through having studied under ono of hi~ ~upils. 

It is reco:r-ded that al-Juwayni had over 400 student·s and 

most of those beoamo Sh~ti 1 ita juPi~ts ~f some noto, following 

thei~ master ih aarr~ing on the praotico of teaching 

.jul:li eprudence · and theology. 2 

1. See.bclow, {List No,2), 627-630. 
2 .• Munta~am .• , IX, 18 .• 
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Among those of al-Juwayni's students who were later 

appointed professors at the Ni~amiyya madrasas 

were A~u-?amid al-Ghazali ( IV. CC .. 1), Ilkiya-al-Harrasi 

( IV.. BB. 1 ) , Ab~-N a~r al-Qushayri ( IV. BB .. 3 ) , Abu- '1-

Qasim al-An~ari ( IV.. BB. 2 ) , al-Furawi ( IV .. Y.. 9 ) , 

Abu-'1-Ma'ali at-iusi (IV .. AA .. 8 ) and Abu-~1-Ma'ali al-

Khawafi ( IV. AA .. 28). Among the rest of his students 

who taught Shafi 'ism elsewhere were Abu-Na~r al-Argiyani 

(IV .. M" 12 ), ash-Shabb~ (IV .. AA .. 7 ), Abu-'1-Mufaffar 

al-Khawafi (IV. AA .. 2 ), 'Abd-al-Ghafir al-Farisi ( IV. 

Y .. ~ ), ad-Damghani (IV .. AA. 1$, Abu-Sa'd al-Musadhdhin 

( IV. BB .. 4), Abu-' 1-Ghana~ im al-}.iushi:}.i ( IV. AA. 11 ) , 

Abu-' 1-I}asan at-Ta!f i ( IV .. AA.o 6 ) , al-Khuwari ( IV. AA o 1 o 
an al-AQ.dath ( IV 0 AA .. 14.) •1 

It is not intended in this commentary to deal with all 

these pupils.of al-Juwayni and the details of their lives may 

be left to the biography. However it may be useful to give 

a short note on his most illustrious students, mentioning 

their most important pupils from Nishapur and coming to an 

end with a :few details about the pupils of LuJ:lo.mmad ibn-Yalfya 

(IV .. AA. 22 ). 

Abu-~amid al-Ghazali was al-Juwayni's most famous 

student. He had been attracted from Tus to Nishapur by 

al-Juwayni's reputation as a teacher. After his teacher's 

death in 1085, al-Ghazali left Nishaj_)ur and was later 

appointed a professor at the Ni~amiyya madrasa in Baghdad, 

in 1091. It was during his four year stay at this madrasa 

1. See-below, (Lists No.I,B.2), 615-616, 629. 
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that his reputation as a scholar became well cstablishedo Among his 

sevePal hund1-:ed studeiYi:.s the!_.,e rrere the Ni shapuri ffil scholars, 

l.iul).ammad ibn-Y~ya (IVo .i~...:\. 22), Abu-"1-Fatl). ad-Duwini (IVoAAo20) 

and al- Baqarl}i ( IV o AA o 27). He did not return to 

Nishapur until 1105/6 when he was finally persuaded by the 

Vizier to Sanjar, Fakhr-al-Mulk, to accept an appointment as 

professor at the Ni~amiyya madrasa there. He appears to 

have stayed in Nishapur probably until 1110, teaching and 

Ytri ting his autobiographical work, al-1:1unq_idh min aQ_-dal&l. 

Unfortun.atcly, the namGs of his students during this period in 

Nishapur arc not knom1, but it is probable that Abu- 7 1-Fatl). 

al-Baq_ar~i studied jurisprudence under him at 

this time, He retired to Tus where he founded 
0 

a khanqah for mystics. It is reported that Abu-Man?ur 

al-Wa'id (IVo Pilio 29 ) studied under him at tUS apparently not 

in the madrasa but as a private pupil. 1 

Ilkiya-al-Harrasi was a friend and fellow student of 
-- -al-Ghazali under al-Juwayni. Like al-Ghazali, he was a stranger 

to Nishapur, having been born in f'aoaristan, and he, too, had been 

attracted by the -renown of the famous theologian. During 

his student years in Nishapur, he attended lectures in both the 

Sarhank and Ni~amiyya madrasas. 2 'Abd-al-Ghafir al-Farisi (IV.Y.8), 

who was also a fellow student of al-Juwayni along with al-Ghazali 

and Ilkiya-al-Harr~si, seems to have been favourably impressed 

With Ilkiya 1 s· ability in na~ar discussionso 3 Al-Juwayni 

lo See below, (Lists Noso I.B.2), 617, 629. 
2. Subko·, IV, 281-2; T K hi, 288-9 o 

3. siya9 ., :r.ll6b. 
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appointed Ilkiya-al-Harrasi assistant lectu . .rer e.t the Ni~o.~uiyya 

madrasa. ~~en.he had ~inished his studies in Nishapur, he taught 

for a time in Bayhaq be~ore moving to Baghdad v~1ere in 1098 he was 

appointed thu head ~ro~cssor at the Ni~amiyya madrasa in that 

" city •. One o~ his pupils there was Abu-'1-Fat~ al-Barqar~i 

( IV. AA. 27 ), whom we have already mentioned above in connection 

with al-Ghazali (IVo cc. 1). Ion-Khallikan regarded Ilkiya-al

Harrasi as being a good lecturer. 1 Ilkiya-al-Harr~si also 

entered· the service o~ the Sultan Barkiyaruq and per~ormed 

some duties as a diplomatic envoy between his master and the 

Caliph al-Musta~hir. Through his master's in~lucncc~ he was 

also appointed (hie~ qadi o~ Baghdad. 2 
..:::..-L.-

Abu-Na~r al-Qushayri was the son o~ the ~amous mystic, 

Abu-'1-Qasim al-Qushayri ( IV. v, 8 ) and·, on the death o~ 

his father in 1076, he became the pupil of al-Juwaynio He 

later moved to Baghdad where he became a lecturer in the 

Ni~amiyya ~adrasa there. He seems to have been a fiery 

preacher because it is reported that it was his preaching 

vmich led to the riots between the Ash'arites and the 

~anbalites in 1067. It was fortunate that the then Vizier, 

Ni~am-al-Mulk, supported the Shafi'ites and the Ash'arites 

because the only thing that appears to hav·e happened to him 

as a result of causing these riots in Baghdad was that he was 

escorted back to Nishapur by the Vizier's guard of honour. 

1. I Kh., I~ 412-13. ·. 

2 o Kamil." XI, 197; see below, (Lists Nos. I .B .11), 617, 629 ·--
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On the death o~ al-Juwayni's son, Abu-'1-Qisim ( III. s. 2~, 

in the rioting whi~h took place in 1095 in Nishapur, the 

~amily of al-Juwayni lost their leadership of the Sha~i'ite 

sect in the city and, according to as-Subki, Abu-Na~r al

Qushayri became the acknowledged Shafi'ite leader until his 

death in 1120.1 

Among Abu-Na5'r al-Qushayri's pupils who studied under 

him were Abu-'1-FatJ.:l. al-Baq_arJ.;i (IV .. AA. 27 )~ Abu-'1-Qasim 

as-Sukhtini ( IV .. AA.. 23 ) al-Aghma-pi ( IV .. Al"-.. 9 ) , ash

Shahrastani (IV. BB. 6 ), Abu-'1-Fut~; al-Labbad ( IV. Jv\ .. 33 ) 

and al-Kharjirdi ( IV. P...A. 24 ) • It is also reported that 

al-Qut"t> an-Naysaburi ( IV. AA. 30 ) met Abu-Na~r al-Qushayri 

but it is not knovm i~ he was a student of the master or not. 

Abu-Na5'r's brother-in-law, Abu-~af~ a~-9a~far (IV .. AA. 26 ), 

who studied under him, is knovm to have been an extremely 

competent Sha~i'ite jurist and has been compared favourably 

with M~ammad ibn-Y~ya by Ibn-'Imad. 2 He is also known 

to have lectured on his master's work, the at-Taysir fijt-: 

tafsir, in Baghdad.3 Abu-'1-Qasim as-Sukhtini was one of 

Abu-Nasrts most devoted students and it is said that the . 
student knew by heart all the works of his master. Ash-

Shahrastani studied jurisprudence under Abu-Na~r before ho 

proceeded to study theology under Abu-'1-Qasim al-An~ari 

( IV. BB •. 2 ) • 

1. Subk., IV, 251; Ibn-Rajab, ad-Dh~yl "'aln ta:b&iqat al-IJ&nS:bi.la, 

I, 19-22; Watt, Muslim Intellectual, 107-108; see below;-

(List No.I.B), 617-618 .. 
2. Shadh., IV, 168. 
3. Subk., IV, 285. 
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Abu-'1-Qasim al-An~ari was a clerk in the library of the 

Ni~amiyya madrasa in Nishapur .. For a time he was a disciple 

of the mystic Abu-'1-Qasim al-Qushayri ( IVo V. 8 ) but he 

subsequently took up the study of theology under al-Juwayni. 

He became well knovrn as an outstanding Ash' ari te theologian 

through his lectures and his bookso One of his books was a 
- - 1 commentary on the Irshad of al-Juwayni. 

One of al-An~arirs most famous theological students was 

ash-Shahrastani~ whom we have mentioned above in connection 

with his study of jurisprudence under Abu-Na~r al-Qushayri. 

--Ash-Shahrastani wTotc a famous treatise on the religions and 

sects which ·was called Ki tah al-milal yra"' n-nil).al and whi·ch indicate~ 

inter alia, that he was relatively well acquainted with Greek 

philosophy~ Even though as-Srun~ani alleged that ash-

Shahrastani inclined towards some or the doctrines of the 

Batinites and· that he evolved a philosophical justification 
0 

for the nature of their discussions 9 this opinion is totally 
- - 2 rejected by as-Subki and Ibn-Khallikano 

Both Abu-Na~r al-Arghiyani ( IV .. A..A... 12) and his 

brother~ Abu-'1-Fat~ al-Arghiyani (IV. AAo 1 ) studied 

jurisprudence under al-Juwayni. Abu-Na~r appears to have 

been the more distinguished of the two brothers and he was 

recognised as the chief Shafi'ite jurist in Arghiyan and 

acquired a high reputation as a muftio Abu-N a~r' s most. 

1. Su~k" ~ IV, 222-3, see below, (List No .l.D), 622. 
2. A-s-Sam' ani quoted ~l)y as-Subki, Subk o, IV, 79; 

I Kh_o, I~ 610-611 o 
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famous work was a collection of fatwas which were called after 

him al-Fatawa al-Argiyaniyya. After his death his nephew, 

Abu-Shuja' al-Arghiyani ( IVo Aft~. 41) replaced him as imam 

in the mosque of 'Aqilol 

Ash-Shabbak ( IV. AA. 7 ) was also a close friend of al

Ghazali and a fellow pupil with him under al-Juwayni. He 

·accompanied al-Ghazali to Iraq7 ~ijaz and Syria. When he 

returned to his native city of Gurgan he commenced lecturing 

on what he had learnt and his lecturing proved so successful 

that a madrasa was built for him thcrc. 2 

Among other students of al-Juwayni of whom mention should be 

made Has Abu- j 1-l.iu~o.f:fo.r al-Kha'.vafi (IV .. AP~. 2) who remained a 

close fricn~ of his master until the latter's deatho He was 

also highly regarded by his contemporaries, according to as

Subki, for his discussion assemblies and was wcll-knovm as a 

teacher of Shafi 'iSrn _ .. 

tusi ( IVo AAo 8 ) was a nephew of the Vizier Ni~am-al-Mulk, 

who had founded the Ni~amiyya madrasa in Nishapur, and he was 

subsequently appointed as a professor to this madrasa. Ho 

later became Vizier to Sanjar in rTishapur. 3 

al-Khawafi ( IV. AA. 28 ) v:as also a well-lmovm Shafi '"i te jurist 

who had been a student of al-Juwayni and he became a lectu~er 

. N. h . 1J. at the Ni~nmiyya madrasa ln ls_apur. · 

1 9_ I Kh., I, 589; Subk., IV, 70-71; see below, (List No.4),635. 

2~ a1~ag., f.37a; Subk., IV, 200 . 
. ::n 

3. _.f,~Ji~., IV, 254. 
4. X~ta., rv, 308. 



From what has boon already given
9 

it will be readily 

understood that the flowering of Shafi'ism and Ash'arism in 

Nishapur was a combination of two things: scholars of such 

quality as to be able to import to their students their 

stimulation with the subject, and facilities, such as colleges 

and libraries, which vvcre able to sustain that stimulation and 

develop· it o Tha.t the impetus given to their doctrines would 

have continued th1')oughout the tVIclfth century, had not repeated 

invasions of the city and the destruction and havoc that they 

wrought prevented it 9 can be seen from a few dc.;t&..1ls about the 

third generation of students who were taught by Mu.J.lammad. ibn-

Mu.{lawmad ibn-Ya.Q.ya himself studied jurisprudence under 

al-Ghaza~i and Abu-'1-Mu~affar al-Khawafi ( IVo AAo 2) in 

Nishapur and he became renowned as such an eminent jurist that 

he was recognised as the chief of the Shafi'ites in Nishapur 

after the death of Abu-Na~r al-Qushayri in 1120. He gave 

lectures on jurisprudence in the Ni~amiyya madrasa in Herat but 

for most of his life he fulfilled the duties of professor at 

the Ni~amiyya madrasa in Nishapur. Scholars came from all 

the Islamic lands to study under him in Nishapur. Two of 

his most famous books r.rore al-Inti~af fi masa'il al-khilaf and 

al-M~it: the former was a treatise on some of the controversial 

aspects of the Shafi'ito doctrines and the latter was a 

commentary on al-Ghazali's Wasit. 1 

1. I Kh .. , I, 589; Subk o., IV') 197-8; cf. Smith, AL-Ghazali 

the Mystic 9 64-5. 
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Among those who arc known to have attended his lectures 

in Nishapur were the ten men whose names were Ibn-Fa~lan 

( IV o AA o 37 ) , Abu-' 1-FaQ.l at-Tabari ( IV 0 cc. 4 ) , Mu.J:lammad 

ibn-al-Fa~l al-Qazwini ( IV. AA. 3V, al-Imam Abu-~amid al

Qazwini ( IV. AA., 32 ) , Sharafsha i bn-Malikdad ( IV. AA. 19 ) , 

Abu-'1-~usayn at-~alaq~~i ( IVo AA. 35 ), Abu-'Ali al-Wasi~I 

(IV. BB~ 9 ), Abu->1-~.!u"?affar ibn-'Asaicip ( IV. AA. 36 ), Qutb-

ad-Din an-Naysaburi ( IV. _4..A. 30 ) and al-Khubushani ( IV. 

AA. 34) ol 

One of his ablost students was al-Khubushani, who was 

so influenced by his master that he wrote a commentary to 

· 1·Aul).ammad ibn-Ya{lya' s al-Mul).it entitled TaJ:lqiq al-mu.J).it, in 

sixteen volumes. Al-Khubushani later went to Egypt where he 
- -attracted the attention and favour of the Sultan 9a1~-ad-Din. 

The Sultan built a madrasa foP him and appointed him as a 
- --professor to ito As-Subki mentions that al-Khubushani was 

the person who originally started the rioting in Cairo between 

the Shafi'itcs ru1d the ~anbalites. 2 

Qutb-ad-Din an-Naysaburi became MuJ.:lammad ibn-Yal}ya' s 

assistant lecturer at the Ni~~iyya madrasa in Nishapur. He 

was later to move from Nishapur and teach in the Mujahidiyya 

madrasa in,Damascus and in other madrasas in Aleppo. 

Two of his students becnme noted as jurists: 

they were Ibn-- 'Asa.lcir (IV ,}Ji.. .. 36) and Abu- y 1-

1. See below, (List No.I.B)? 618. 

2. Subk., IV, 92; Ibn-Jubayr, Ri~lat Ibn-Jubayr, 48. 
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Hasan al-Juwayni ( IV. AA. 39 ). 
0 The later was Quj:,b-ad-Din 

an-Naysaburi' s son-in-law as wel·l as being one of his 

students and he became an extremely highly-respected 

Shafi'itc jurist. His fame oven attracted the caliph of 

Baghdad, who omploy0d him to act as a diplomatic envoy to the 

Crusaders when they occupied Dimyat in l22lu 1 

Ibn--Fag.lan, another student of M~ammad ibn-Yal)ya's, 

became a noted master of khilaf. His standing as a 

Shafi'ite jurist is illustrated by the fact that he became 

chief of the Shafi~itcs in Baghdadc Among his students in 

Nishapur was Abu-'Ali al-Wasiti ( IV. BBo 9 ) who had also 

been a student of hiu{lammad ibn-YB4ya and who was later to 

bocomc a professor at the Ni~amiyya madrasa in Nishapur. 2 

·when al-Ghuzz invaded Ni shapur in 1153, Mul)ammad i bn

Yatya was one of the scholars who were massacred by them in 

their reprisals against the inhabitru1ts of that city. Abu-'1-

Qasim as-Sukhtini ( IVo AAo 23 ) appears to have been among the 

few lucky scholars ~ho wero captured by the al-Ghuzz but later 

released on the personal intercession of the Scljuq Sultan 

Sanjar .. 3 

In 1159, when rioting broke out between the Sh~i'itcs 

and the I}anafites on the one side and th(; :forces of the 'Alid 

Abu-'1-Qasim Zayd, the governor of Nishapur, on the other, and 

1. Subka, V, 40; see below, (Lists Nos. I .. B ... 2), 618,630. 

2o Ibid., IV, 198-320; Dubaythi, al-Milltllt~~r., 165; see below, 

(List Nos. I .B. 2), 618, 630. 

3. Subk., IV, 246. 



the Sunnite f~rces were defeated, most of the mad~asas belonging 

to the two Sunnite sects we~e ~illaged and destroyed. 

Libraries were burnt~ Those scholars who were not already 

killed by al-Ghuzz and who escayed the governor's wrath~ fled 

·to more peaceful cities where they could continue th.eir 

studies undisturbedo 1 

After these events, there are no more great names in the 

academic life of·Nishapu~. 

1. See above, 464. 
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THE JURISTS AND THE THEOLOGIANS (1100 1225) 

z 
THE ~AFITE JURISTS 

Z.l Abu-Ja'far al-Faqih 

His name was Muhammad ibn-'Abd-ar-Rahim ibn-Ahmad. He 
• 0 0 

was a native of Nishapur. He studied jurisprudence there 

under his.father Abu-~1-Hasan 'Abd-ar-Rahim. 
0 • 

He then went 

to r:!arvr, where he continued to study jurisprudence, before 

returning to Nishapur to attend the assemblies presided over by 

Shaykh-al-Islam J:!u_Q.ammad ( IV. Z. 2 ) , \i"lfhen he wrote do\:vn 

some traditions dictated by this Shaykh. He then became 

noted ns a ~anafite jurist and died in 1125. 1 

Z.2 Shaykh-a1-Islam Abu-Sa'd M~ammad 

His name vfas MuJ:lammad ibn-AQ.mad ibn-Ivi~ammad ibn-f?a' id 

ibn-Muhammad. . He was the grandson of the famous Jjanafite 

He was born in 1053 in 

Nishapur. He was taught traditions by his father Abu-Na~r 

AQ.mad ( III. R. 12 ) and his patel-.na1 uncle YaJ.:lya (III.R.9). 

Like some other members of his family, he occupied the position 

of qa~a' of Nishapur and received the 1agab of Shaykh-al-Islam 

vmich was the 1aqab of his paternal gr~~dfather 9a'id. He 

also inherited the leadership of the Ij:anafites Hhich was 

previously occupied by Qa~i 9a'id and by his father Abu-Na~r. 

He died in Nishapur in 1132-3. 2 

l. Jaw., II, 80. 

2. Ibid., II, 80. 
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Z.3 Abu-jl-Sasim un-Naysuburi 

His no.rne ~ro.s 6 .A.bd-1\.llDh Ibn-Abi-Bo.~tr Ibn-Ab i- 6 Abd-Alloh .. 

He uo.s o. no.tive of NishCJ.In,_r. H :1 J.h k f h'"''h -.,.1 ...e rec:.-:cl c e boo~ o as -::~ ama l 

by o.t-Tirmidhi under Abu-T(mir ul-Isma'ili and became the transwitter 

of this Yforlt. He ~.ras noted as the chief. jurist o:f the 

I}o.nafi te school in Nishapur and' as among the most brilliant 
~ 

cond~ctors of nazar discussions of that schoolo He died in 
·~·~·--~ 

ll57o
1 

Z.4 Al-Burhnn 

His name was I.ian~ur ibn-IiL1.J:lo.mmad ibn-Al).mad ibn-Lltll)ammc.d 

He was n member of the most eminent 

Jjano.fite family in Nisho.:;_n,_r!i the 9n'idiss and r.ro.s the son of 

the leader of the I}anafites, Abu-Sa • d Hul;amlJ!ad (IV o Z o 2). 

Al-Burhan Tias born in 1082o He heard trnditions from his 

father and his }_)aternal grondfo.ther Abu-No.sr ( IIIo Ro 
0 

12 ) 0 He Y.iO.S o.::.:::Qointed. c:adi 
• -~~~-r-

of Nisha]_)ur and9 during his 

qnQ.iship 9 the city enjoyed rel.:.ti ve st8.bili ty and good 

government. It is relc.ted th::.t he met the Shnfi.: i te scholo.r 

Abu-sacd as-So.m~ani ( IV. Y. 17 ) several times;· tTio of their 

meetings uere in 1135 Qild 1157, He died in Nisho.pur in 1157-8 .. 2 

1., !LO.Jl o 9 I 9 272; .§.iE,g_o 9 f o 840. o 

2o Jaw., II 9 182. 
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His nCJYle was ~ Abd-ar-no.Jtmon ibn-l.iuJ::lo.mmr.d ibn- 6 Abd-All.:ili 

i bn-nl-Ijnso.yn (J He rras born in Nishaj)~'!.r nbont the year 1076 fl 

He ,:·rent to Bu~·~.:-.ra ~ .. ·here he sto.yed studying jv.ris:prudence and 

collecting truditioncl informationo He heurd trcditions, 

probo.bly in Bul:hara, f~om M~.-U:).amm2.d o.l-B8zdavJi Abu-N O.f?r lti).mo.d 

a~-Righdhamuni. 

to have uri t ten dorm tro..di tions from him o 

His name Has al-Ltu;, o.yyo.d i bn-l.i~ummnd i bn- 6 Ali o His 

. - -
l~:.Jll..x.§l nas Abu- :- 1-:tio.sGn <:nd his l~q~]?~ uas RiQ.a-ad-Din o He 

belonged to a family vfuo had originally come from ~us, b~t us 

they hQd resided in Nishapur for some time, he recetved.the nisbas 

at-~usi and an-Naysaburi. He vas born in 1130 0 Nothing is 

lmonn 2bout the teachers Y!hO taught him juriS}?rudence 9 OU..t 9 

according to Ibn-Khc~lliko.n 9 he studied tr[.~di tions under a 

number of eninent schol~rs; he heard the Sciliih of Muslim (I 
•. L·--!>~,..,8.. 

Ao 28) taught by Abu-&Abd-AllUh al-Furnwi ( IV.Yo9)y the 9~i~ 

of Bukhari (I .. A o 23) tau[;ht by the masters Abu-Balrr ~.-!aj ih ash

ShoJ;l:lruni ( IV o Y. 13 ) nnd I.bu- ~ 1-Fut~ 6 Abd-al-Wnhhab ash

Shadhyukhi, the _ii~'--~C:_ttU:- of Lclih: taught by Abu-l.iu.J;t.nnmo.d 

1 o The nis.J~a al-Illio.rqi \!O.S :grobe.bly derived from the nD.me of a 

village cc.lled Illio.rq 1.:hich is regarded geor;raphically 9 by 

Yaqut, us a villo.ge -:.:i thin the bound<lries of Nisho.:Jur o • 

1vi B~ II, 425" 
2 o !_Q.Y! o 9 I , 3 0 5 o 

3. He is also lmovm as ·al-l<!u, ayyad at-~usi. 
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Hibat-Alluh ibn-Sahl al-Bis~ami and traditions taught by Abu-

;1-'Abbas M~ammad at-~usi. He is also kno~~ to have rend 

the Tgfsir al-Qur/~(al-Kashf ) composed by Abu-Is]Jaq ath-Tha 6 1abi 

III o W.2) and to have studied under a number of other scholars 

in Nishapur 9 among whom were Abu-MulJammad u1-I\huwari (IVo _rv .... 17) 

and Dmm-a1-Khayr·Fatima (IV£ DDo 3). 1 

He was famous in his time for possessing traditions of 

which the i§nad~ were so high that he delivered a great number 

of traditions nnd students came to him from all the different 

quarters of Nishnpuro Ibn-Illiallikan relo.tes thut he 

possessed an ijaza from al-Mu'ayyad which the latter had sent 

him from Khurasan. He died in Nishapur in 1220. 

Al-Mu>ayyad is regarded by ~ajjf-Kha1ifn and Ibn-Abi-~1-

Wafa as a ~anafite professor, famous because of his method of 

controversy 9 which was named after him ar-Ri~nwiyya. Eminent 

students graduated lmder him and themselves became famous 

scholars; amongst them were ar-Rukn nl- 6 Iraqi 9 who became the 

founder of a new method of nazar discussions, and the we11-knovm 
-....-.t.-.-

~anafi te scholar nr-Rulm Imam-Znda .. 2 

l. I Kh., II 9 143-4; Shadh. , V, 7 8 • 

2. Jaw., II, 263; H Kh., I, 1113 • ...a...-
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AA 

T~ __ _§fiAFI 1ITE JURISTS 

AA.l 

His name was Sahl ibn-Ahmad ibn-'Ali. • He was born in 

1039 in Arghiyan. Al-Arghiyani studied jurisprudence at 

Marw-ar-Rudh under al-Qa~i al-~usayn with ~hose system o~ 

doctrine he became well acquainted. He then went to ius 

and studied the principles o~ jurisprudence and their inter-

pretation under ShDh~ur al-Is~arn'ini. In Ni shapur he 

studied theology and attended the lectures o~ the Imam-al-
- y - - -

~aramayn Abu- 1-Ma b ali EJ.l-Juwayni ( III. T. 9 ) at Y{hich he 

took part in the discussionso He returned to Arghiyan r.rhere 

he was appointed qadi for some years. 
~ 

On retiring ~rom that 

post, he made a pilgrimage to l>tiecca and became acquainted 'Hi th 
- -

great jurists of Iraq, ~ijaz and Jibal, from whom he received 

traditions and to whom he communicated others. On leaving 

1'.1Iecca, he went to visit the mystic al-Ijasan as-Simnnni and 

was advised by him to abandon the practice of discussing points 

of jurisprudence. On his return to Nishapur he follo·,.red the 

counsel of his adviser, con~ined himself to his house and lived 

in solitude. Then he built with his ovm money a monastery 

for the mystics, in v:rhich he resided and composed his works 
1 

and practised devotions until his deat~which occurred in 1105.-

--------------------------·--......_-·--.......-- -~-------~ -----·-· ~ 
1. fu!12.!f., III, 169; i\iunta~am • ., .IX:, 146; 1! B , I, 

209; Ans., f.26a; Lub., I, 33. According to Ibn-Khallikan, 

Abu-Nasr's first teacher was Abu-'Ali as-Sinji under. whom 
• 

he studied jurisprudence in Marw; I ~lli., I, 275. 
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AA.2 Abu-,1-Muzaffar al-Khawafi 
0 

His name was AJ;:unad ibn-MUQ.ammad ibn-al-1'1iu~affar. He 

was a native of Khawaf ~ which is a town within the boundaries 

of Nishapur, famous for its enormous number of villages. He 

studied in Nishapur first under 6 Ali ibn-Ibrahim ad-Darir 
0 0 

and then under Imam-al-~aramayn ( IIIo T. 9 )o He became 

one of the favourite students of the latter teacher and was 

admired for his assiduity in learning and his eloquence in 

speech. Subsequently he became renovmed for his knowledge of 

Shafi'isn1 and, during the time of Imam-al~~aramayn, he became 

famous as a teacher of that doctrine. As-Subki notes that 

his contemporaries had such a high opinion of him that they 

used to say of him that he was earning his living from 

conducting disCU$Sion assemblies as al-Ghazali ( IVo CCo 1 ) 

was from his writings. 

he died in 1106. 1 

He was appointed qa~i of Tus, where 

His name was 'Abd-al-Walid ibn-Isma~il ibn-AJ;:unad ibn-

Mu]Jammad. His laqab was Fakhr-al-Islam. He was born in 

1024-5 in a small town called Ruyan in ~abaristan. He 

studied the Shafi'ite system of jurisprudence first under his 

1. Siyag., r.35b; 
Subk., IV, 55; 

laB, II, 486; Lub., I, 392; Ans., f.210b; 
cf. Smith, AL-Ghazali the Mystic, 6o·. 
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father Isma'il, then under Na~ir al-tumari ( III. s. 11 ) in 

Nishapur and finally under Abu-Nasr al-Karizi. . He also 

learned traditions in the cities of Amul, Nishapur, Bukhara, 

Gho.zno., Marw, Mecca, Medina and Baghdo.d from a number of 

eminent masters of traditions among whom Here Abu-'1-Fut~ 

at-Ta'i and Abu-TUhir as-Sulafi. 
0 0 • He became distinguished o.s 

a Shafi'ite jurist and it wo.s said that he knew by heart all 

the works of the Imam o.sh-Shafi'i. 

He was held in high respect by the Seljuq Viz:ier, Ni~run

al-Mulk, and, probably through his influence, w·as · 

appointed qa~i of rabaristan. He also performed the duties 

of professor of_the Ni~amiyya madrasa of tabaristan. In the 

last period of his life he moved to Amul, the administrative 

centra of '.fabaristan, where he built o. mo.drasa. He was killed 

in 1108-9 in the mosque of Amul when the city was conquered 

by the Isma'ilites.1 

Ar-Ruyani was renovmed for his writings. The most 

famous of his books dealt Yfi th the Shnfi • i te system of juris-

prudence and was entitled al-Bahr. 
' 

According to as-Subki, 

however, most of the material for.this book was extracted from 

the Hawi by o.s-Mawardi, which is better kno\vn for its 
'""'"-

arrangement and style, but ar-Ruyani added some commentaries. 

Another of his works on jurisprudence was al-Hilya and some of _ _...... __ 
1. Su~., IV, 264-5; 

An§o' ff o263a-b; 

Shadh., IV, 4; 
Munto.zam, IX, 160. 
~. 
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the precepts given in this book, according to Ibn-'Imad9 

conform with the doctrines of the Malikites. As-Subki gives 

some useful extracts from al-Hilyno 
~~~'~ 

Some of o.r-Ruyani's other works o.re listed by o.s-Subki 

o.nd they include al-Furug 9 at-Tajriba, biutaqaQ.i a~h-Shafi 'i" 

o.l-Kafi, and others .. 
1 

His books al-Ba.Jt.r and al-Ijilya are 

extant .2 

Abu-Bakr ash-Shashi 

His name was M~ammad ibn-~mad ibn-al-~usayn ibn-'Umo.ro 

He was knovm as Falmr-al-Islam. He vias also knov.m as nl-

~:iusta~hiri9 probably becs..use he was the author of' o.l-1-iusta~hiri; 

and his family belonged to Shash; hence he received the 
-- -Ash-Shashi was born in Mo.yyafarqin in 

1037. He began studying jurisprudence in his place of 

birth under Abu-'Abd-AllUh Munammad al-Knznrlini o.nd later 
0 

under o.l-Qadi Abu-Mansur 
0 • 

the qaQ.i· of Mayyafnriqin. 

He then went to Baghdad and attached himself to the famous 

jurist Abu-Istaq o.sh-Shir~zi ( III.S.20 ) 9 under whose 

tuition he pursued his studies. He also studied a book on 

jurisprudence called ash-S]J.runil under its author _1\.bu-Na~r 

He accompanied his teacher Abu-Is~aq to Nishapur 

and there he discussed with great ingeniousness various 

questions of jurisprudence in the presence of Imam o.l-~aramayn 

( III.T.9 He later returned to Bo.ghdado On the 

death of his muster Abu-Istaq, he ho.d such a reputation in ·----------·------·----=----
1. Subko, IV 9 265~8; Shadh., IV, 4. 
2. G A L, I 9 486; GAL S, I, 673. 
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Baghdo.d us an eminent juPist that he 1)ecame the chief of the 

Shafi'ites there. In 1110-1, he was appointed professor at 

the Ni~amiyya madrasa of Baghdad. His Dredecessors in that 

post were his former teachers Abu-Is~nq ash-Shirnzi and Abu-Na9r 

ns>-9abbagh, Abu-Sa' d a1-1jutawalli and Abu-I}nmid o.l-Ghazoli 

( 'IV • CC • l ) • However ash-Shashi seems to have occupied the 

chair o.s professor in the Ni~amiyyo. mndro.sa till his death in 

1114. He was buried at ash-Shirazi gate, near the tomb of 

his master Abu-Is~aq. 

Ash-Shashi, v1ho is regarded by Ibn-Khallikan as the 

foremost Shafi'ite jurist of his time, was also the author of 

a number of books: 

1. tlilyat al-'u1ama;l fi madhahib a1-fuqaha, 

2. Al-~ilya (continuation of No.1) 

3. Al-Musta~hiri. 

4. Al- 'Umda fi furuq ash-Shafi 'iyya. 

5. Tallchi ~ al-qavrl .. 

Nos. 1, 4 and 5 are extant.1 

Abu-Bakr as-Sam' ani 

His name was 1viuhammad ibn-r~ansur· ibn-Muhammad. His 
0 0 0 

lagab was Taj-al-Islam. He was the father of the famous 

scholar Abu-Sa'd as-Sam'ani (IV. Yr 17 ). Abu-Bakr Vias 

born in Marw in 1074. He studied Arabic literature during 

his childhood under his father. Then he travelled widely 
. . --------- _ .............. __ ......... -...-......-.-- ~-~ -~-

1. I Kh., I, 588; 

I, 674 .. 

pix_a 9.. , I , 5 ~ ; G A· ~, I , 48 9 ; G A L S, 
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learning traditions. In Baghdad he heard traditions from 

Thabit ibn-Bundar and from the latter's contem~oraries, in 

Nishapur from Na~r-Allah al-Khushnami. 

many shaykhs in I~pa."han, Kufa and J]ijaz. 

He also learned from 
-

Yfuen his son Abu-

Sa'd ( IV. Y. 17 ) was a child he took him in 1115 to 

Nishapur. Then a year afteruards he died in his native 

place of Marw. 

Abu-Bal{r was an able Shafi 'i te jurist and tradi tionist. 

He wrote many works and composed some good poetry, but none of 

his writings are named by his biographerso 1 

AA.6 

His name was Muhammad ibn-Hatim ibn-1\iuhammad. 
• 0 0 

He was a 

native of Tus but he studied jurisprudence in Nishapur under 

Imam-al-~aramayn ( III. T. 9 ), then he set out on a long 

journey to Iraq, Syria, ~ijaz and Thughur, during which he 

heard traditions from many masters whose names are given by 

as-Subki. He came back to Nishapur V!here he spent the rest 

of his life and died in 1118. 2 

1. I Kh., I 9 379; Lub. 9 I, 9; Subk., IV, 259. 
2. Ibid., IV, 67. 
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Ash-Shabbait 

His name was Ibr-8him ibn-al-Mutahhar. His kunya was 

Abu-1~ir. He. was a native of Gurgan. He came to Nishapur 

and studied under Imam-al-~aramayn ( III. T. 9 ). He 

became acquainted v1i th Abu-~amid al-Ghazali ( rv. cc 0 1 ) 

and tog~ther they went to Iraq, Jji jaz and Syria. Then he 

returned to his native city of Gurgan and started teaching ru1d 

preaching in that city; he later had a madrasa built for 

himselfo He was killed in 1119. 1 

.A.A. 8 

His name was 'Abd-ar-Razzaq ibn- 6 Abd-All~ ibn-'Ali ibn-

Is~aq. His father was a layman and a landowner from 1us 9 

but 'Abd-ar-Razzaq was born in Nishapur in 1066. He was 

taught traditions in this city by Abu-Bakr Ahmad ash-
• 

Shiraz~ ( III o v. 12 ) 9 Abu- :-1-Mu~af:far as-Sam '.ani (III. s. 25) 

and by othe1~s. Then he attended the lectures of the Imam-a1-

~aramayn ( III. T. 9 ) which were probably given in the 

Ni~amiyya madrasa.. He acquired a sound kno·wledge o:f 

jurisprudence and became noted as a master of speculative 

discussions,. He was subsequently appointed as a professor 

of the Ni?amiyya madrasa which his paternal Lmcle, the vizier 

Ni~am-al-Mu1k 9 had founded. He followed the same career as 

his uncle and became attached to the Seljuq of:ficials in 

N.ishapuro He was then appointed vizier to the Seljuq Sultan 9 .._.........., _____ ....._,_ _______________ ----·-----
1. Subk., IV, 200; 
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Sanjar ibn-Malik-Shah .. He stayed in this post for some time 

but continued to attend the assemblies of the notable scholars 

of Nishapur and to participate in their discussions. He 

died in Sarakhs in 1121. 1 

Al-Aghmati 
0 

His name was Musa ibn-Ibr~im ibn-'Abd-All~ ibn-

Muhammad ibn-Ibrahim .. . - --His kunya was Abu-Harun. He v1as a 

native of Aghmat, v..rhich was a town situated in the Y:Jest of 

71~ 2 1:'1orocco o Al-~~hmati left his country and travelled 

widely in the East 9 where he passed through the countries of 

Egypt, ~ijaz, Iraq, Jibal, Khurasan and Transoxiana. In 

Jlliurasan he stayed in Nishapur as a pupil of Abu-Na~r a1-

Qushayri ( IVo BB. 3 )o In 1122, he came to Samarqand 

where he wrote dovm the works of Abu-Hafs 'Umar as-Samarqandi . . 
from the author., His travels lasted about 13 years and 

during this time he gathered information and became noted as a 

jurist, a traditionist and an eloquent poet~ He returned to 

Morocco where he died some time af'ter the year 1122.3 

1. Subk., IV~ 254. 

2. For the ni sba "al-Aghma>t;i 11
, see Lub., I, 62; Ans., f .45b. 

3. Ibid., :f.46a; Subk., IV, 314. 
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AA.lO Al-Abiwardi 

His name was Hashim ibn-'Ali ibn-Isl:)aq ibn-al-Qasim. 

He v1as born in 1058 at Abiwardo He studied jurisprudence in 

Nishapur lmder Imam-al-~aramayn ( III. To 9 ). He also 

learned traditions in this city from Abu-Bru{r ~mad ash-

Shirazi ( IIIo V. 12 ). He then learned traditions in Mecca, 

Baghdad, and Amul from al-Ijusayn at-t'abari and Abu-, 1-Hef.asin 

ar-Ruyani ( IV o AAo 3 ) . 

Abiward in 1128-9. 1 
He died in his birth place of 

AA.ll Abu-'1-Ghana'im al-1'.-iushili 

His name uas Ghana 5 im ibn-al-Ijusayno He was of a 
- --Christian family. He received the nisba of al-Mushili, 

probably from the name of one of his ancestors called 

Mushil, which is, in Arabic, Musa. Abu-' 1-Ghana!l im was a 

native of the district of Urmar:a in ACLh.arbayyjan but he came to 

Baghdad, where he studied jurisprudence under the master Abu

Is~aq ash-Shirazi ( XII. S 0 20 ) and learned traditions from 

Ibn-Hazarmard as-Sarifini. In Nishapur he continued his 
0 0 

studies of jurisprudence under the Imam-al-~aramayn ( III. T. 9)o 

It is reported that he held speculative discussions, probably 

in Nishapur, with Abu-Sa'd al-MutawanLin ~hich he demonstrated 

his superiority. 

1030. 2 

1. Subk., IV, 320. 

He died in his native place of Urmawa in 

2 o Subl~ ... , IV, 296-291; Lub., III 9 189; Ans., f. 544b. 
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AJ'i..l2 Abu-Na~r al-Arghiyani 

His name was 1\iul;.ammad ibn- 'Abd-.tllah ibn-.AJ.!,.-mad ibn-

Muhammad. • He was born in 1062-3 in Arghiyan. He left 

the place of his birth and went to Nishapur to study under 

Imam-al-~aramayn ( III. T. 9 ). He reached some distinction 

through_his knowledge of jurisprudence and was regarded as the 

chief jurist of the Shafi'ite sect. He gained a high 

reputation as a mufti and as a pious man. In addition to 

this 1 he is knovm to have learned traditions in Nishapur from 

Abu- 9 1-~asan al-W~idi (III. w. 6 ) 

Shirazi (III. V. 12 ), among others. 

and Abu-Bakr Ahrnad ash-. 
He died in 1134 in 

Nishapur. He was famous for his fatwas which were called 

§]-Arghiyaniyya, and although Ibn-Khallikan was doubtful for 

a time as to whether they were those cf Abu-Na?r himself or 

of his brother, Abu-?1-Fat~ Sahl ( IV. AA_. 1 ), he appears to 

have finally }_)roved beyond all doubt that they were in fact 
- 1 written by Abu-Na~r. 

AA.l3 As-Sayyidi 

His name was Hibat-Allai1 ibn-Sahl ibn-'Umar, though he wa.s betten 

known by the appellation as-Sayyidi,which was derived from the 

title of his grandfather,as-Sayyid Abu-'1-~asan al-Hamadhani. 

He also received the kunya of Abu-M~ammad. It is said that 

the Imam-al-~aramayn ( III.T.9 ) was his father-in-law. 
-·--""--

1. I Kh., I, 588; Subk., IV, 70-71; Muntazam., X, 40; 

~LB, I, 209., II, 742; Wafi.9 III, 348. 
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As-Sayyidi was a native or Nishapu~ born in 1041. He was 

taught traditions there by the most eminent masters of the 

city, such as Abu-Sa'd al-Kanjarudhi ( III. x. 13 ), Abu-Bakr 

al-Bayhaqi ( III. Q. 54), Abu-'1-Qasim al-Qushayri ( III. v. 8 ) 

He was held in high 

esteem as a jurist and as a scholar noted for his abilities 

and piety but fevr traditions seem to have been delivered by 

him ... Howeve1~ some distinguished scholars have deli vePed 

traditions on his authoritYy such as the Syrian scholar al-~afi~ 

Ibn-'Asakir and the Nishapurians Abu-Sa'd as-Sam'ani (IV. Y. +~ 

) . He also gave ija~ 

to Abu- 9 1-Qasim al-Khuraskani, :permitting him to deliver 

traditional information on his authority. He died in Nishapur 

in 1138 and was buried in the cemetery of al-~ira. 2 

Mol4 Al-.Ahdath • 

His name was 'Umar ibn-'Abd-All~ ibn-AQ.mad ibn-MuJ:lammad. 

He was the brother of Abu-Nasr al-Arghiyani ( IV. AAo 12 ) . • 

He uas born in about 1149 in Arghiyan. He came to 

Ni shapur \/here he studied jurisprudence under Imam-al-Jjaramayn 

( IV. T. 9 ) . He was also taught traditions in Nishapur 

by Abu-~1-Qasim al-Qushayri ( IV. v. 8 ), Abu-'1-~asan al-

1. As-Subki mentions that as-Sayyidi was taught traditions by 

Abu-'Uthman al-~iri ( II. N. 2 ); this is chronologically 

rejected; Subk, IV, 321. 

2 • Ibid. , lo c. c it • ; Shadh, IV, 103. 
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) and by others. He became lmo\7n as a 

He died in Nishapur in 1139. 1 

His name was .AJ:lmad ibn-Manf?ur ibn- t Abd-al-Jabbar ibn-as-

Sam'ani. He was the son of Abu-sl-Muzaffar as-Sam~ani ( III • . 
s. 25 ) and the paternal lmcle of Abu-Sa'd ( IV. Y. 17 ), the 

vvri ter of a1-.Ans .. ab. Abu-'1-Qasim was born in 1094, most 

probably in Nishapur. He studied jurisprudence under his 

brother Abu-Bakr Mulfammad ( IVo AA. 5 )o 

Sarakhs and Marw with his nephew Abu-Sa'd. 

Then he went to 

In 1134 he left 

Harw with his nephew who wished to study the Sahih of J.1us1im 
' 8 ' 

( I. A. 28 ) . - ' -Later Abu- 1-Qasim abandoned his companion-

shi:__1 ·.;i th his nephe\~ and returned to Marw, where he died in 

1139. 

Abu-'1-Qasim was renowned as a muf'ti as w·ell as a good poet., 

He composed what his nephew regarded as excellent poems but 

none of his compositions has survived. 2 

1. Subk., IV, 287. 

2 o Ibid. , IV, 56 .. 
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.AJ\.. 16 Abu-Sa ~ d al-Bushanji 

His name· was Isma'il ibn-'Abd-al-W~id ibn-Isma'il ibn-, 
Muhammad. 

0 He was the son of the famous scholar of Bushanj, 

He was born in 1069. As a 

youth he came to Nishapur and he attended the assemblies 

which were held by the jurists of that city. He heard also 

traditions from Abu-9aliJ:l. al-1\oiu~adhdhin ( III. Q. 62 )
1 

Abu-Bakr l~mad ash-Shirazi. ( III. V. 12 ) and others. After 

mal~ing the pilgrimage to I:tiecca 9 he came via Baghdad to Iv!arw 

where he resided in the Ni?amiyya madrasa. He taught 

traditions in this city and it is reported that Abu-Sa'd as-

Sam'ani ( IV. Y. 17 ) heard traditions from him. Then he 

came to Herat and resided in this city until his death in 1141. 

Abu-Sa'd was renowned as a jurist with a great ability in 

conducting discussion assemblies. He ~as also the writer 

of a book on jurisprudence which was entitled al-Mustadrak. 

Ar-Rafi'i is believed to have quoted examDles from a~~q~tadr~ 
1 in his work al~J~~i' 9 but ~~M~~t~~~k is no longer extant. 

AA.l7 Al-Khuwari 

His name was 'Abd-al-Jabbar ibn-lviuJ:lammad. His kunya 

was Abu-MUQ.ammad. He was born in 1053 in Khuwar 9 which was 

one of the villages belonging to the district of Bayhaq. He 

studied jurisprudence lmder the Imam-al-~aramayn ( III.T.9 ). 

He also heard traditions from Abu-Bakr al-Bayhaqi (III.Qo54), 
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al-W~idi ( III. Wo 6 ) Abu- ~1 Q- · 1 Q h 7 ( III V 8 ) 
0 9 - -~as1m a - us ayr1 o • 9 

) and from others. Al-

Khuwari had the privilege of becoming the imam of the famous 

mosque al-1:-iani~i in Nishapur. He became distinguished as a 

Shafi'ite jurist who v1as viell acquainted also vvith juris-

prudenc~ and it is ~eported that he also gave :fatwas in 

Nishapur. He died in 1141. 1 

AA.l8 Ad-Damghani 

His name v.ras 'Abd-al-Karim ibn-hluJ:lammad. He v;ras born 

in 1061 in Damghan which was a city in the province of Qllinis. 2 

He came to Nishapur ~here he studied jurisprudence under the 

Imam-al-~aramayn ( III. T. 9 ) and also heard traditions from 

him. He was tau~ht traditions in the cities of Nishapur 9 

Harat 9 Gurgan and Damghan 9 by the Vizier Ni~am-al-I'.iiulk 9 Abu

,1-Qasim ibn-Mis'ida 9 Abu-Bakr ~mad ibn-'Ali ash-Shirazi 

( III. V. 12 ) and by others. He was appointed qadi in his __ .. _ 
- -native city Damghan. He died in this place in 1150. 3 

1 • ~. , IV, 243; 

2. Ans., :f.219b; 

Shadh., IV, 113; ~' II, 479.· 

Lub., I, 406; According to Yaqut, Damghan 

is the name of the city which is situated on the route 

between Rayy and Nishapur, M B, II, 539. 

3. ~., IV 9 260-261 
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AA.l9 Shara:Csha 

His name was Sharafsha ibn-Malikd~d. He was from 

Khurasan and came to Baghdad vhere he st~died jurisprudenc~ 

in the Ni~amiyya madrasao Then he came.to Nish~pur and 
, ,. • • r • 

continued his studies Under_ Mul).ammad: ib'n-Y~a· ( I"V. AA. 22). He 

took Nishapur as his place of' residenc:e. He taught jurisprudence 

and gave·:ratwas in this city till his death in 1151. 

Sharaf'sha was a jurist~ He ~Tote a treatise in two 
. . . 1 

chapters on Jdli1af'_ but this treatise is no longer extant~ 

AJ\., 20 Abu-? 1--Fath ad-Duwini . 
His name was Nasr-All.ah ibn-I\iansur ibn-Sahlo 

• 0 
He was 

- -
a native of' Duwin which is a small town in Adharbayjan. He 

came to Baghdad, vvhe.re he :first studied jurisprudence under 

Abu-~Iamid al-Ghaziiii ( IV. cc. 1 ), before moving to Nishapur 

where he learned traditions from Ab1i- '·1-lj:asan al-Madini, 

Abu-Bakr .A~mad as-SarPaj" ( III. Q. 70 ) , '"Abd-a1-Wal;id al-

Qushayri ( IV o Y o 1 ) and others.. Then he taught 

traditions in Balkh and Abu-Sa 'd as-S am "ani ( IV. Y. 17 ) 

wrote down two volumes of traditional information from him. 

He became reputed as a jurist of' the Shafi'ite system. He 

died in Balkh 2 in ll51. 

1. S~., IV, 229. 
2. Ans., f'.234a; Lub., I, 432-3; 

Subk., IV, 319-320. 
M B, II, 632;· 
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AA.21 Abu-Bakr al-Bushanjl 

-His name was ~mad ibn-M~ammad ibn-Bashshar al-Kharjirdi. 

He was born in 1169 in Kharjird which is a torm within the 

district of Bushanj. He studied jurisprudence in the 

neighbouring city of Berat under Abu-Bakr Ml~ammad ash-Shashi 

(IV. P...A~ 4) and then later, probably, in Nishapur undeP Abu-).1-

b-u~affar as-S am' ani ( III 0 S. 25 ) o Finally he studied it in 

Marw under Abu-Yl-Faraj az-zazo He also heard traditions 

from the above-mentioned masterso He visited Nishapur for 

the second time but this time to teach jurisprudence in the 

Bayhaqiyya madrasao As-Subki mentioned that he was living 

for a time an ascetic life in Nishapuro Then he went to 

'tabaristan. From this place he began a pilgrimage to Mecca, 

from which he returned to Nishapur, where he died in 1151. 1 

Iviu_tlammad fun-Y a.J:lya 

He is well knovm by the name mentioned above. 

kunya was Abu-Sa'Id and his lagab was M~yi-ad-Din. 

His 

He was 

born in Turaythith in 1083/4. He studied jurisprudence under 

Abu-~amid al-Ghazali ( IVo cc. 1 ) and Abu-'1-Mu~affar al

Khawafi ( IV. AA. 2 ) , v~·ho had both been pupils of al-Juwayni 

( III. T. 9 ) D He became reno¥med as such an eminent 

Shafi'ite jurist that he Has recognised as the chief of the 

Shafi'ites in Nishapur. 

1. Lub., I 9 353; 
~., IV, 50. 

Ans., :f .193a; 1:[_£, II, 420; 
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He gave lectures on jurisprudence in the Ni~amiyya 

madrasas of both Herat and Nishapur, but it was at the latter 

madrasa that his reputation as a teacher was founded. 

Students came from all the Islamic countries to study under 

him in Nishapur and most of the important scholars in 

Nishap~r during the first half of the twelfth century are 

known to have attended his lectures. Among those who did 

were Ibn-Fa~lan ( IV. AA. 37 ), Abu- 9 1-Fa~l at-tabari 

(IVo cc. 4), Abu- 9 1-~usayn at-ralaqani ( IV. -~· 35 ), Abu

'Ali al-Wasiti ( IV. BB. 9 ), Qutb-ad-Din an-Naysaburi 

( IV. AA o 30 ) and al-Khubushani ( IV. J\.A 0 34 ) • 

Mutammad ibn-Y~ya composed a number of books, some 

on jurisprudential principles and others in defence of his 

sect. Two of his most famous works are al-Inti~af fi 

masa~il al-khilaf, which was a treatise on some of the 

controversial aspects of the Shafi 6 ite doctrines, and al-

Mu.l).i}, which was a commentary on the work of his master 

al-Ghazali, the Wasit. But his books are no longer extant. 

In 1153 when the al-Ghuzz invaded Nishapur, Mutammad 

ibn-Y~ya was massacred along with countless other inhabitants 

of the city. 1 

1. ~., IV, 197-8; I Kh., I, 589-590; Shadh., IV, 151; 

cf. Smith, AL-Ghazali the Mystic, 64-5. 
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AA.23 

His name was 'Abd-ar-Rahman ibn-'Abd-as-Samad ibn-Ahmad. 
• 0 0 • 

He was a native of Nishapur and there he first studied juris-

prudence under Abu-N al?r al-Qushayri ( IV 0 BB. 3 ) • He is 

also lmown to have heard traditions from him-and from others, 

including Abu-Sa 6 d al-lj:iri, Abu-Bakr as-Sar\~,j_" and 

Isma'il ibn-' Abd-al-Ghafir al-Farisi. Vhen he went to 

Hecca, he became acquainted with 'Abd-al-Malik at-Tabari 

and while he Yras there he read the Mukhtaf}ar of Abu-MuJ.:lammad 

al-Juwayni ( III. S. 9 ). He taught ~or a time in Baghdad 

on certain controversial problems before returning to 

Nishapur where he vent into retirement. 1Nhen the al-

Ghuzz invaded Nishapur in 1153 he was capture~ but on the 

intercession of the Seljuq Sultan Sanjar he was released. 

He then went to Shahrastan where he died after an illness. 

He was lmown as a scholar who was well acquainted with the 

different subjects of jurisprudence, traditions and the 

differences of opinion between the sects. 1 

AA. 24 Al-Kharjirdi 

His name v1as 'Abd-ar-Rahman ibn-IYiuhammad ibn-Ahmad 
0 0 • 

His kunya was Abu-Na~r. He was born at 

about 1096 in Kharjird which is a tovm in the district of 

Bushanj. Al-Kharjirdi studied jurisprudence in Nishapur, 

1. Subk., IV, 246. 
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Herat and ~arw9 his principal teachers being Isma'il al-

Kharjirdi and Ibrahim al-Harwaz.io 

6 Umar ibn-Huhammad as-Sarakhsi. 

He studied ~~lat under 

0 He also learned traditions 

from the Nishapurian scholar Abu-Na~r al-Qushayri (IV. BB. 3 ) 

and others. Al-Kharjirdi became renowned as an able jurist, 

but he was also acquainted with other subjects such as history, 

literature and particularly poetry. Al-Kharjirdi was killed 

by the Ghuzz Ylhen they sacked the city in 1153 0
1 

AA. 25 Abu-Mul}.ammad al-Kuf'ani 

His name was ~Abd-All~ ibn-i'/iaymiln ibn-'Abd-All"Eiho He 

was born in 1196-7 in Kufan, rrhich was a small tov~n built by 

the governor 6Abd-All~ ibn-i~ir in the district of Abiward. 

Al-Kufani learned jurisprudence probably in Marw under Abu-

Bakr as-Sam'ani ( IV. AA. 5 ). He heard traditions in 

Nishapur from 'Abd-al-Ghafir al-Shiruvvi ( IV. Y. 6 ) and 

others. Abu-Sa'd as-Sam'ani( IVo Y. 17 ) heard one tradition 

from him. Ho·wever, al-1rufani became renowned as a jurist and 

dialectician. He died in 1156-7. 2 

1. Subk., IV, 247-8; U 9 II, 420. 

2. ?ubk., IV, 241; Shagg., IV, 29-30; M B, IV, 321. 
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AA.26 Abu-Hafs as-Saffar 
• • 0 • 

His name VIas t:umar ibn-Ahmad ibn-Mansur ibn-al-Qasim. 
• 0 

He was the son-in-law of Abu-~1-Qasim al-Qushayri (III. V. 8 ). 

He was born in 1084 in Nishapur and there studied traditions 

under Isma'il ibn- 6 Abd-al-Ghafir al-Farisi 9 Abu- 9 1-Mu~affar 

al-An~a~i S' Abu-Bakr Atlmad ibn- ~ Ali ash-Shirazi ( III. V. 12 ) 

and Aou-Na~r e.l-Qushayri ( IV .. BB. 3 ) , among others. 

On his return from his pilgrimage to i.~ecca in 1147, he stayed 

in Baghdad to lecture on the work of Abu-Nasr al-Qushayri . 
at-Taysi1'") f'i;, t-tafsir and the biographies of 

the mystics by Ibn-Bakuwayhi ( III. V. 3 )o He also gave 

lectures on the principles of Shafi'ite jurisprudence. He 

died in Nishapur in 1158. 

Abu-Haf's was noted as a master of the Shafi~ite system 
• 0 

of jurisprudence. Ibn-'Imad informs us that he was referred 

to as being equal in stature vith the Shafi'ite jurist 

M~ammad ibn-Ya:Q.ya ( IV. ilA.. 22 ) and adds that he had a 

deeper knowledge and Lmderstanding of the principles of that 

jurisprudence than had the latter. 1 

AA.27 
- -

Abu- 9 1-Fath al-Baqarhi 
0 0 

His name was 'Abd-al-W~id ibn-al-Hasan ibn-Muhammad 
0 • • 

1 bn-I sl}.aq. He uas a native of Baghdad and received the ntsba 

- -of al-Bag_ar~i from his paternal grandfather who had been a 
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famous scholar of the village of Baqar~ in Baghdad. 1 Abu-

~1-Fat~ studied jurisprudence in Baghdad under I1kiya-a1-Harrasi 

( IVo BB. 1 ) and then in Nishapur under Abu-Hamid al-Ghazali 
0 

( IV. CCo 1 ) and under Abu-Na?r al-Qushayri ( IV. BB. 3 ) . 
He became noted as a Shafi'ite jurist and a man of letters. 

Through the favour: of the Seljuq Sultan San jar he vias 

appointed a principal of the Ni~amiyya madrasa of Baghdad in 

1123, but it a~pears that he was not a good lecturer and his 

friend the Sultan Sanjar eventually had to dismiss him and 

replace him, by As'ad al-Maydini. 

1158. 2 
He died in Ghazna in 

AA. 28 Abu- 'l-1ia ~ali al-Khawafi -
His name was Mas 1 ud ibn-.Ahmad ibn-Muhammad ibn-al-Iviuz.aff'ar .. 

• 0 

He was born in 1091 1 in llliawaf, which is a district in Nishapur 

famous for its enorwous number of villageso He came to 

Nishapur where he studied jurisprudence under the Imam-al

ljaramayn ( III o To 9 ) c.nd where he also studied traditions 

under Ibn-Mas'ud al-'Utbi, 'Abd-al-Ghafir ash-Shiruwi (IV. Y. 6) 

and others. He became famous as a jurist and as a master of 

nazar discussions. For a time he acted as ~rofessor in the 

Ni~amiyya madrasa of Nishapur. 

of Khawaf' in 1160-61.3 

He died in his native place 

1. See the nisba :'al-BaqarJ.:li 11
, Ans., ff.6la-b; Lub., I, 90 .. 

2. Subk., IV, 268-9. 

3. IbiJl., 308. 
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Abu-Man~ur al-Wa'id 

His name was M~ammad ibn-As'ad ibn-al-~usayn ibn-a1-

Qasim. His father was a grocer in rus. Al-Wa'id was born 

in 1093 in Nishapur. He went to Tus,where he studied 

jurisprudence under Abu-~amid al-Ghazali ( IV. cc. l ), in 

Iviarw under Abu-Bakr MDJ:lammad as-Sam' ani ( IV. AA. 5 ) and in 

Marw-ar-Rudh under al-~usayn al-Baghawi. Eention is also 

made that he heard tradition from nany masters in Khurasano 

Al-Wa'id became renovmed as master of jurisprudence and khilaf 

between the sects. He taught for a while in Marw~ then he 

came to Nishapur and when the Ghuzz invaded Nishapur in 1153 

he left and went for a long journeyo He visited Iraq9 

Adharbayjan and al-Jazirao In all these countries he taught 

traditions among a large number of auditors. Lastly he 

went to Khurasan~ settled in Marw and died in this city in 

ll77o 1 

AA.30 Qutb-ad-Din an-Naysaburi 

His name was Mas'ud ibn-rouhammad ibn-Mas'ud ibn-Tahir. 
. • 0 

His kunya was Abu-~1-Ma'ali but he was known by his lagab 

Qutb-ad-Din. His father belonged to Turaythith, a district which 

is situated on the outskirts of Nishapur. He was bor.n in 1112. He 

studied the Qur 9 an under his father and jurisprudence under 

eminent masters in Nishapur and Marw. At first~ he studied 
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under M~ammad ibn-Y~ya ( IVo AAo 22 ) in Nishapur and then 

under ~umar as-Sultan and Ibr~im al-Marwazi in Marwo He 

met the master Abu-Na~r al-Qushayri .( IVo BB 0 3 ) . He 

gave lectures in the Ni~amiyya madrasa of Nishapur while 

acting as assistant to his teacher I~-iu.Jfamma<!i ibn-Ya.J)ya. He 

came to .Baghdad and from thence he went to Damascus in 1145-6 

and taught there in the Mujadiyya madrasa and afterwards 9 on 

the death of the jurist Abu- 9 1-Fat~ al-hli~~I~i, in the al-

Ghazaliyya corner of the mosque in Damascuso He later went 

to Aleppo and taught there some time in the two madrasas 

foQnded there by Nur-ad-Din mahmud and Asad-ad-Din Shiruho 
0 

Sub se quen tly Qutb-ad-Din went to • teach at Hamadan, but later 

returned to l Damascus and resumed his lectures in the 

Ghazaliyya corner and al-Jariikhiyya. He became chief of the 

Shafi 4 ites there and died in Damascus in ll83o Qutb-ad-Din 

was an eminent jurist of great ability in jurisprudence. His 

summary of jurisprudence, al-~i, was regarded as his most 

useful work and it contained the maxims which served as the 

basic fatwqe. He wrote this treatise for the Sultan 

9al~-ad-Din, the founder of the Ayyubid dynasty. It is 

thought that it also contained all the necessary information 

I l . l" . 2 on s amlc re lglono 

I Kh o, II, 120; 

according to as-Subki, Qutb-ad-Din returned back to Baghdad 
and from thence he proceeded to Hamadan. 

loc,cit, 

Subko, IV, 

Shadh., IV, loc.cit. 
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Al-Qazwini 

His name was MuJ:lammad ibn- 'Abd-al-Karim ibn-al-Fadl ibn-. 
al-Hasan ibn-al-Husayn. . . He was a native of Qazwin and the 

father of the famous scholar ar-Rafi'i. Al-Qazwini studied 

jurisprudence in his native city under fualikdad ibn-'Ali and 

in Nishapur under Mul).ammad ibn-Ya.Q.ya ( IV, .!V'... 22 ) • 

He came to Baghdad where he continued his studies on that 

subject under Abu-Man~ur ibn-ar-Razzazo Al-Qazwini was 

remarked on as a distinguished jurist and mufti. His son~ 

ar-Rafi'i, frequently mentioned him in his book al-Amali and 

said that the distinguished jurists of Qazwin attended his 
~ :; -lectures on the Qur an. Some of al-Qazvdni's fatwas were 

book at-'ralag., stated they we1'le regarded as sound fatwas. 

Al-Qaziwini died in 1184-5.1 

Al-Imam Abu-Hamid al-Qazwini • 

His name was 'Abd-All~ ibn-'Imran. He was a native 

of Qazwin. He came to Nishapur with the object of studying 

jurisprudence under MUQ.ammad ibn-Ya.J}ya ( IV. AA .. 22) and he 

then went to Baghdad to continue these studies under Yusuf ad-

Dimashqi. He also heard traditions from Abu-'l-Fa9l al-

Urmawi and Ibn-Na~ir al-~afi~ among others and subsequently 

taught traditions in Qazwino 

1. Subk., IV, 79-80; Dubaythi, al-Mukhtasar,, 73-5. • 
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ar-Ra~i'i and others heard traditions from him in that city. 

He died in 1189. 1 

His name was 'Abd-ar-Rahman ibn-!1iuhammad ibn-Iiuhammad. . . . 
He was a native of Nishapur. He studied jurisprudence in 

this city under• Abu-Na~r al-Qushayri ( IV. BB. 3 ) t and in Earw 

under Abu-Bakr as-Sam'ani (IV. AA. 5 ). In the later period 

of his li~e9 he took the vow of mysticism. He died in 1190. 2 

A..A. 0 34 Al-Khubushani 

His name was M~ammad ibn-al-Muwaffaq ibn-Sa'id ibn-'Ali 

ibn-al-Hasan • • 
- 9 -

His Ji:."lYl~ was Abu- 1-Barakat. He was born 

in 1116 at Ustuw~which was near the district of Khubushan o~ 

Nishapur. He studied jurisprudence under Mutammad ibn-Y~ya 

( IV. AA. 22 ) and he also knew by heart al-};IW}i~ 9 which was 

his master's commentary on the Wasit of al-Ghazali ( IV. CC. 1 ). 
i 

In 1169 he went to Egypt and when the Sultan 9al~-ad-Dir., 

became the sovereign of Egypt, he took al-Khubushani into his 

~evour and treated him with honour. It is related that it was 

on his advice that the Sulta~ built the madrasa which was 

situated near the tomb of the Imam ash-Shati'i ~~d, in 1176-7 9 

1. Subk., IV, 242. 
2. Ibid., IV, 248-9. 
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al-Khubushani was appointed to it as a professor. 1 In spite 

of al-Khubushani's attachment to the Ayylibid officials of 

Egypt, it appears that he gave the warmest political support 

to the 'Abbasid Caliph of Baghdad. On the other hand he 

pre£ched with hostility against the common enemy of the 

Sunni te·s, the 1~1ahdid.s rulers of Eaghrib. One 

remarkable epis.ode in his life is mentioned by as-Subki and 

Ibn-&Imad, who state that al-Khubushani was the person who 

caused rioting in Cairo when he ransacked the tomb of the 

Hanba1ite Ibn-al-Kayranio 
0 

He died in Cairo in 1191 and was buried at the foot of 

the tomb of ash-Shafi'io 

Al-Khubushani was a Shafi'ite jurist as well as a mystico 

Nothing is known about his mystic shaykhs.o 

regarded as a remarkable Shafi'ite juristo 
- -

However he was 

His treatise 

T~qiq al-muQ.i_1 was an investigational treatise of jurisprudence 

on the works of his teacher Iviuhammad ibn-Yahya. 
• 0 

He wrote it 

during his discipleship under the latter. Ibn-Khallikan 

states that he himself had seen a copy of Khubushani's treatise 

2 in sixteen volumes, but his works are no longer extant. 

1. Subk., IV, 190; 

Ibn -J ub ayr, 48 o 

2. Subk., IV, 191-2; 

Mift~., II, 210o 

Ibn-Jubayr, Rihlat 

I Kh., I, loc.cit.; Shadh., IV, 288; 
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His name was ~mad ibn-Isma'i1 ibn-Yusuf ibn-Muhammad 
• 

ibn-al-'Abbas. 

around Qaswino 1 
He was born in 1118 at talaqan, a town 

Hence he received the two nisbas at-

He studied the system of Shafi'ite 

jurisprudence in his place of birth, under 'A1i ibn-I\1alikdad 

Then he came to Nishapur where he continued his 

study of jurisprudence under M~ammad ibn-Y~ya ( IVo AA. 22)o 

In Nishapur, he also heard traditions from Z~ir ash-Shahhami 
0 0 

( IV 0 Y o 12 ) , 'Abd-al-rEun • im al-Qushayri ( IV 0 Y.. 11 ) , 

'Abd-al-Ghafir al-Farisi ( IVo Yo 8 ), Wajih ash-Sh~ami 

( IV. Y . 13 ) and others . Mention is also made of many 

of the teachers who taught him in Baghdado 

At-~alaqani became noted as a Shafi'ite jurist and a 

:professoro He taught for a time in Talaqan. Then he moved 

to Baghdad where he was appointed :professor in the Ni~amiyya 

m_?.drasa. He taught there most of the famous works of that 

time which were written by Nishapurianso These works include 

1:ar 51 ikh lulama' _Nayt?abur of al-I;,I~im ( III 0 Qo 3 ) , the Sunan 

of al-Buyhaqi ( III. ·Q. 54 ) , the f;)alj.i}). of Muslim ( I. Ao 28 ) 

and the Musnad of Is~aq ibn-R~uya (· Io Co 1 ) . Beside 

his duties in the Ni~amiyya madrasa. he conducted assemblies 

in Baghdad in which he dictated traditionso He then 

returned to ~alqan where he stayed for the rest of his life, 

teaching and dictating traditions three days a week until his __________ ..__.. _______ , __________________ _ 
1. Ans., 363b; Lub., II, 76-77; M B~ II, 491-492o There was 

another Talaqan in Khurasan situated between Earw-ar-Rudh 

and Balkh. Ibid., loco....Q.il o 
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death~ which occurred in 1193o 

esteem in ~a1aqan and Baghdad as a Shafi'ite professor. He 

also wrote a book on jurisprudence in 1169 which was entitled 

Jawai1ir al-Quds. 

- 1 by as-Subki. 

A brief specimen of his work is given 

Abu-' 1-r.'iu~af:far ibn- 1 As~ir 

His name was 'Abd-All~ ibn-IA~ammad ibn-al-?asano 

He was born in 1154~ probably in Nishapur, where he studied 

jurisprudence under al-Qutb an-Naysaburi ( IV. AA. 30) and 

others. 

places. 

He taught traditions in ~gypt, Damascus and other 

He also taught jurisprudence in Nishapur and 

acquired some reputation from his ability in presiding over 

discussion c1asseso He also collected :forty sound 

traditionso He was assassinated in Cairo in ll94o 2 

Ibn-Fadlan • 

His name was Y~ya ibn-'Ali ibn-al-Fa~lo 

was Abu-'1-Qasim and his lagab was Jamal-ad-Din. 

Hi s lru.n.ya 

He was 

born in 1121 in Baghdad. He studied jurisprudence there 

under Abu-Mansur ibn-a.r-Razzaz and in Nishapur u_n.der Muhammad 
0 • 

ibn-Y~ya ( IV. AA 0 22 ) , the pupil o:r al-Ghazali ( IV. cc. 1) o 
------~--~----·----------------

l. S~~k., IV, 26-7; 
2. Ibid IV, 236. 
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He became ~amous as a Sha~i~ite jurist and a master or 

khila~ and dialecticso He obtained the raru{ o~ chie~ o~ 

the Sha~i~ites o~ Baghdad. He died in 1198. 1 

His name was lvi-Qtlammad ibn-Ibr~im ibn-Abu- 5 1-Fadl as-
• 

Sahlio 

Hamido 
• 

His la gab was l~iu 'in-ad-Din and his kuny,:~ was Abu

He was a native of Jajarm, hence he received the 
- -

~isba of al-Jajarmie While a student he studied traditions 

in Nisha:pur under 'Abd-Alllih al-Furawi ( IV. Y o · 9 ) , but he 

subsequently became noted not as a traditionist but as an 

eminent Shari'ite jurist and displayed his greatest ability 

in the verious branches of that scienceo He settled in 

Nishapur and taught jurisprudence in that cityo In 1216, 
- -when Ibn-Khallikan was visiting Nisha:pur, he heard al-J~armi 

lecturing on the text of Abu-Isl)aq ash-Shirazi ( III o s. 20 ) ,. 

the iviu.hadh@, and a number of other jurists attended these lectures, 

because al-Jajarmi was a well:-knov.rn jul,ist and famous 

author. One of his treatises on jurisprudence, called 

al-Kifaya fi '1-fiqh, which consisted of only one volume, 

dealt with most of the 0testions which were raised by the 

mystics. His!~~ al-wajiz was probably written as an 

attempt to elucidate the H_ajiz of al-Ghazali ( IV. CC o 1 ) 

and consists of two volumes. Ibn-Khallikan regarded it as 

lo Sub~., IV, 320; Shadh. , IV, 321 o 
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an excellent work. Al-Jajarmi was also the authority on a well-

knorm system of khilaf: and on the qawa'id in jurisyrudence. 

It is related that iti the snme year that Ibn-Khallikan visited 

NiShapur the death of 21-Jajarmi occurred. 1 

Abu-'1-~asan al-Juwayni 

His name was Muhammad ibn-lUmar ibn-'Ali ibn-rtiuhammad. • • 

He was a native of Juwayn. He studied jurisprudence in 

Nishapur under his father-in-law, al-Qu~b-an-Naysaburi 

( IV. AA. 30) • He also studied under the eminent scholar 

Then he went to Syria, 

Iraq and Egypt. He taught in the dome of ash-Shafi'i in 

Cairo and in the mas~ of the Imam al-~usayn in Kufa. He 

was reputed to be a great jurist and a professor 2nd it is 

related that his fame attracted the Caliph of Baghdad9 who 

appointed al-Juwayni as his messenger to the Crusaders during 
-

the battle of Dimya~. But al-Juwayni died in hiosul in 

1220-2l,before accomplishing his mission. 2 

1. I Kh., I, 603; Shadh., V, 56; §ubk., IV, 19; 

wa::ri., II, 8. 

2. Subke 9 v'J 40. 
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AA.40 Abu-Bakr as-Saffar • • 

His name was al-Qasim ibn-'Abd-All~ ibn-lUmar. His 

He was born in 1138. Abu-Bakr 

learned traditions in Nishapur from his grandfather Abu-~af~ 

a~-~affar ( IV .. AA. 26) and from Wajih ash-ShaJ.:lJ:lami (IV .. Y 0 13), 

'Abd-AllB:h al-Fu1_,awi ( IV. Y. 9 ) , and. Hibnt-ar-Ral)man al-

In Nishapur, he became a professor of 

jurisprudence and taught the public and students from notable 

families. The standard text for his lessons ~-:.ras the -~?a sit 

of al-Ghazali ( IV. CC. 1 ) and he is believed to have 

taught it over forty times. He was renowned not only as a 

:professor but also as a juPist 011d o.s the mufti of Nisha~)Ul..,. · He 

was killed by the Mongols when they invaded the city in 1221. 1 

.AA.4l Abu-Shuja' al-Arghiyani 

His name was Mulj.ammad ibn-'Umar ibn-'Abd-Allah ibn-

Iviuhammad • . He was born in 1096-7 in a village called Rawniri 

in the district of Arghiyan. He came to Marw to learn juris-

prudence under 'Amr ibn-Mulj.ammad as-Sarakhsi and Ibrahim al-

1-.iar'.7-ar-Rudi. When he finished his studies, he came to 

Nishapu~ where he acted as imam in the mosque or 'Aqll after 

the death of his paternal uncle Abu-Na~r al-Arghiyani ( IVo 

AA. 12). He became noted as a preacher and he also delivered 

a few traditions. 
. 2 

biographers. 

1 • Subl): • , V, 148 • 

2. Ibid., IV, 92o 

His death is not recorded by either of his 
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BB 

THE ASH' h.RIT:SS AND TEE SH.t:~I 'ITE JURISTS WHO WERE ASH' ARITE 

I.i.'J T 1-IEO LO GY 

BB.l Ilkiya-al-Harrasi 

His name was tAli ibn-Mu..hammad ibn-l Ali at-Tabari o His 
0 0 • 

kunya was Abu-,1-~asan ~nd his laqab was 'Imad-ad-Dino He 

was a native of rabaristan and was born in 1058-9. It is 

known that he was handsome and had a clear voice with which 

he expressed himself in an elegant and agreeable manner. 

Leaving his place of birth, he came to Nishapur and it is 

reported that he studied jurisprudence and also probably 

theology along with his friend al-Ghazali (IV. CC. 1), under 

the Imam-al-~aramayn ( III. T. 9) in the Ni~amiyya madrasa. 

Al-Farisi, who was one of their contemporaries called him a 

second Abu-~amid al-Ghazali and, although he thought that 

al-Ghazali had the keene1., 2nd quiclcel., mind of the tYJO in apguments 

and P-xposition, he found Ilkiya-al-Harrasi to be more 

profound in speculative discussions and more satisfactory in 

his explanations and reasons for his views. It is also-related 

that~ when Ilkiya-al-I-Iarl.,asi was a student in the Sarhank madrasa 

in Nishapur he used to commit to memory his notes 

and repeat it at each step of the qanat in that madrasa and 

he appears to have continued this practice while at the 

Ni~amiyya madrasa although there were seventy stepso The 

Imam-al-~aramayn made him an assistant tutor for a time but 
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when he had finished his studies in Nishapur he moved to 

Bayhaq where he g~ve lecturese 1 
Later he came to Iraq9 

in 1098, and was appointed the chief professor in the 

Ni~amiyya madrasa in Baghdad. ~hile he was in Baghdad he 

entered the service of Darkiyaru~who was the son of the 

Seljuq sultan, lvialik-Shtih, and acted as a diplomatic envoy 

between Barkiyaruq and the Caliph al-I\'Iusta~hir. 2 He was 

so highly regarded that he was appointed qa~i al-qu~at of Baghdad. 

He died in Baghdad in 1116.3 

Ilkiya-al-Harrasi is known to have been a Shafi'ite jurist and 

an Ash'arite theologian. According to Ibn-Khallikan he also 

had a great knowledge of traditions and he used to cite them 

appropriately in his assemblies ru1d discussions. 
- --

Ilkiya-al-Harrasi composed severel legal wo~ks; the follo\nng 

are given· by his biogr~a:ghel.,s; 

According to as-Subki this 
- -

is the best book written on the subject of khilafiyyat. As-

Subki gives many useful excerpts from this work. 

2. Naqd ~ufradad Ibn-~~~bal. 

3. at-Ta'liq fi u~ul al-fiqh. 

4. Usul ad-din. 

1. 'Abd-al.-Ghafir al-Farisi quoted by as-Subki, Ibn-Khalliltan, 
Ibn-'Asakir and Ibn-'Imad; Subk., IV, 281-2; I Kh., I, 4l2; 

~ - - -
T K m 288-9. In the selection of as-Sarifini to the book 
--' -- • 0 -

as-Siyaq li-ta~rfkh Naysabur, ll6b, al-Farisi gives a brief 
note. Also, a brief note is given by Ion-al-Jawzi; 
Muntazam., IX, 167. cf. Smith, AL-Ghazali the Mystic, 61. 

2. Kamil., XI, 197. 

3. I Kh., I, 413; T K M1 289. 
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5. Ahkam al-Qur>8n. • It is recorded by Brockelmann 

and an-Nadawi that No so 4 and 5 are extant . 1 

His name was Salman ibn-Na~ir ibn-'Imran ibn-Mul}.ammad. 

He was a native of Nishapur. He earned his living from 

being a clerk in the library of the Ni~amiyya madrasa in 

Nishapur .. For a time he was associated with the mystic 

Abu-'1-Q~sim al-Qushayri ( IIIo V. 8 ) and learned the path 

of mysticism under himo Al-An~ari went for a long journey 

to ~ijaz, Baghdad and Syria and visited the holy mashhads of 

these places. He returned to Nishapur, where he was 

introduced to the study of theology by his teacher, the Imam-

al-~aramayn ( IIIo T. 9). Then he became renovmed as a 

theologian, mystic, and commentator. During the last 

period of his life he remained secluded from the other people in 

the library of the Ni~amiyya madrasa. He died in 1118. 

Al-An~ari was noted as a scholar of great ability in 

many branches of Islamic sciences. He was also a v~iter, 

his most important work being Shar~ al-irshad fi u~ul ad-din, 

~Vhich was a commentary on the Irshad of the Imam-al-~aramayn. 

As-Subki gives excerpts from some of his writings, in which 

1. Subk., IV, 282; ~ Kh., I, 423., II, 1569; Nadawi, 

Tadhkirat an-nawadir., 25; G A L, I, 489;G A L S, I, 674 .. 
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he gives some o~ the theological di~~erences between Abu-~1-

Hasan al-Ash'ari and his opponent Abu-Hashim al-Jabba~i. 1 
• 

Abu-Na~r al-Qushayri 

His ~ll name was 'Abd-ar-R~im ibn-'Abd-al-Karim ibn-

Hawazin·. He was the son of the famous mystic Abu-'1-Qasim 

al-Qushayri ( III. V. 8 ) and in Nishapur, under his ~ather~ 

he studied arithmetic and Arabic. On the death o~ his ~ather 

in 1076, the Imam-al-~aramayn ( III. T. 9 ) became his teacher 

and he assiduously attended the lectures o~ his teacher, until 

he had acquired a sound knowledge o~ his method of dealing 

with the Sha~i'ite system of jurisprudence and Ash'aristn o 

According to as-Subki, he remained a disciple of the Imam-al-

?aramayn until the latterrs death in 1085. As-Subki also 

names other teachers o~ Abu-Na~r by whom he was taught 

traditions: amongst them were Abu-'Uthman a~-9abuni ( IIIo 

Qo 48) and both his mother, Fatima ( III.V.l3 ), and his 

~ather, Abu-~l-Qasim. 2 

He moved to Baghdad where he held regular assemblies at 

which he delivered many excellent lectures. Ibn-'As~ir 

gives excerpts ~rom these lectures. A number of eminent 

Baghdadian scholars, such as Abu-Is~aq ash-Shirazi (IIIo 8.20) 

and Abu-Sa'd a~-~ufi, were present at these assemblies. 

1. Subk., IV, 222-3; Shadh, IV, 34. 

2 o Subk. , IV, 249-250; T K i1, 308; I Kh • , I, 3 77; 

Siyag., ~. 94a. 

Abu-
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Na~r also gave lectures in the Ni~amiyya madrasa in Baghdad 

and these indicated that he was a zealous follower of the 

teachings of al-Ash'a~i, which brought him into conflict with 

the ~anbalites on various points of theological doctrine. 

On his return from his pilgrimage to hiecca, Abu-Na~r 

again visited Baghdad, in 1076. According to Ibn-Rajab, who 

is a ~anbalite writer, when Abu-Na~r returned, he presided over 

an assembly held in the Ni~amiyya madrasa, during the course 

of which he alleged that the Hanbalites held heretical views 
. . 

of corporal things and Qadarism. This was strenuously 

denied by the ~anbalites themselves, who were led by ash

Sharif and Abu-Ja'far al-Hashimi, whose paternal uncle, the 

Caliph of Baghdad, al-I~iuqtadi, was himself a :tfanbali te 

sym:pathi3er, and, in the arguments that followed, riots broke 

out. According to Ibn-Rajab, the riots took place.in the 

mosque of the ~anbalite ash-Sharif and in the Ni~amiyya 

madrasa and as a result many were wounded and one person was 

killed. According to Ibn-IG1allikan, howevert a number of 

lives were lost on both the Ash'arite and the Hanbalite sideo • 

When the news of this disturbance reached the ears of the 

power~l Vizier, Ni~am-al-Mulk, who was then in I~pahan, he 

ordered the arrest of the Caliph's cousin, the ~anbalite 

leader al-Hashim~ and the latter was imprisoned until his 

death in 1077. According to Ibn-an-Najjar, the Ash'arite 

leader, Abu-Na~r, was exiled to Nishapur, but this contention 

is rejected by both the Shafitite writers and by the ~anbalite 
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writers such as Ibn-Rajab and Ibn-al-Jawzi. According to 

most of his biographers, Abu-Na~r appears to have been 

-treated with respect and to have been summoned to I~pahan to 

meet the Vizier, Ni?am-al-Mulk, where he was given a guard of 

honour to escort him to Nishapur. On his arrival in 

Nishapur, Abu-Na~r continued his lecturing and other duties 

until his death there in 1120. 1 

BB.4 Abu-Sa ~ d al-lviu:; adhdhin 

His name was Isma'il ibn-Ahmad ibn-al-Maliko . He was 

the son of the famous traditionist Abu-Salih al-Mu'adhdhin . . 
( III o Qo 62 ) • Abu-Sa'd was born in 1059-60 in Nishapur. 

He studied jurisprudence under the Imam-al-~aramayn (IIIo To 9) 

He also 

heard traditions from his father and from the Nishapurian 

mystic Abu-'1-Qasim al-Qushayri ( IIIo Vo 8 ). The names 

of' many others from whom he heard traditions are given by as

Subki; among them is Abu-Sa'd al-Kanjarudhi (IIIoX.l3) who gave 

him ijaza to deliver traditions. 

Abu-Sa'd came to Baghdad in 1127 when the :Q.afi~ Ibn-

·~s~ir heard traditions from him. He then went to Kirman 

1. Ibn-Rajab, adh-Dhayl tala tabaqat al-~anabila, I, 19-22. 

Ibn-an-Najjar quoted by Ibn-Rajab; op.cit., I, 20; 

al~Kutubi, Fawat-al-wafayat, 559-560; Subk., IV, 251-252; 

Shadh., IV, 45; I Kh., I, 377-78; T KM , 30:)-320; see 

in detail and further references about the-struggle between 

the ~anbalites and the Ash'arites in Baghdad, Watt, Muslim 

Intellectual, 107-108, 195no 
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and took up residence there where he was held in high respect 

by the inhabitants, including the governor of the city, as a 

man of culture and scholarshipo He died in this city in 

1136-70 

Abu-Sa'd, unlike his father, devoted himself to the 

science .of jurisprudence 0 He is also included by Ibn-'As~ir 

among the Ash'arite theologians, but he was regarded more as 

a master and imam of jurisprudence.1 

BB.5 al-Kharqi 

Abl-Bishr. 

His name was lviUQ.ammad ibn-AA.mad ibn-al-J}usayn Ibn

He was born in 1077 in one of the villages of 

Nishapur called Kharq, hence his nisba al-Kharqio 2 He 

studied jurisprudence and the principles of theology in 

Nishapur but none of his masters are mentioned by his 

biographerso He learned traditions in Nishapur under Abu-

. Bakr Al;.mad ash-Shirazi ( III. Vo 12 ) and othePs.. As-Sam'ani 

( IV. Y .. 17 ), who delivered traditions on his authority, 

remarks that he was noted as a theologian and jurist. He 

returned to his native village of Khar~where he preached 

until his death there in 1138.3 

1. Subk., IV, 204. 
2o See 'Abd-ar-R~an al-Kharq_i ( IV. z. 5 ·). 
3o Subk., IV, 61. 
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BB.6 Ash-Shahrastani 

His name was M~ammad ibn-'Abd-al-Karim ibn-~ad. His 

kunya was Abu-'1-Fat~. He was born in 1076 in Shahrastana, 

a to,_·m situated between Nishapur and Khwarizm at a distance 

of three miles from Nasa. In the early stage of his life he 

lived in· Khwarizm. Then he moved to Nishapur, where he 

studied jurisprudence under A~ad al-Khawafi (IVo AA. 2 ) 

and Abu-Na~r al-Qushayri (IV. BB. 3 In theology he had as 

a te~cher Abu-'1-Qasim al-An?ari (IV.BB.2). In 1116-7, he 

made the Pilgrimage at 1viecca, then he came to Baghdad and 

resided there three years, during which :period he taught in 

the Ni~amiyya madrasa and preached with a great deal of public 

success. He died in his place of birth in Shahrastana 

in 1153. 1 

Ash-Shahrastani wrote several books, among which the 

most famous is his treatise on religions and sects. This 

treatise was v~itten in 1127 and is still extant. It is called 

Kitab al-milal wa~n-nihal and deals with the same topics and 

has the same name as a book written by Ibn-?azm, although as

Subki regards ash-Shahrastani's book as being far superior in 

both in arrangement and style,and adds that Ibn-~azm does 

not appear. to have known of the ash-Shahrast~ni system of 

theology~ which is Ash'arite in origin. In his treatise, 

ash-Shahrastani classifies all the ~hilosophical and religious 

1 • M: B , I I I , 3 42 ; An s • , 3 41 b ; 

610-611; Shadh~, IV, 149; 

Lubo, II, 35; 
f' . L 268 c_. ~~ • 

~.,I, 
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systems of which he was aware, according to their divergence 

from the Sunnite Muslim~ For example, he begins with the 

Muslim sects, the Mu'tazilites, Shi'ites and Batinites ~nd so 

forth~ He then gives a brief account of the doctrines held 

by the 'People of the Book',ahl al-~tab, such as the Christians 

and Jews. Next he deals with those religious sects which 

were founded on divinely-revealed writings, such as the hagi 

and the Dualistso In his treatise he includes an article on 

the philosophical system of Plato which Carra de Vaux regards 

as quite good and which indicates that he appears to have 

understood Plato's theory of Ideas and probably to have had a 

much more general knowledge of Greek philosophy. 

Among his other writings was a work on speculative 

theology, the Nihayat al-:-iqdam :fi 'ilUm al-kalamo He also 

wrote a treatise on metaphysics entitled t.'ru~ara'at al-

:falasifa, which was :probably inspired by a work o:f al-Ghazali 

( IV. CC o 1 ) , the rraha:fut al-falasi:fa, and a hi story of 

philosophers called Tar~ikh al-hukama' o He wrote another 

book entitled Mafati~ a1-asrar wa ma~abi~ al-abrar. 

works mentioned above are extant. 1 

All the 

lo Subko 9 IV, 78-9; 
11Al-Shahrastani"· ) 

A .L, 268-9, 

I Kho, I, 610-11; 

G A L, I, 550-51; 

1 
Carra de Vaux , ~' 
G A L S, I, 762-63; 
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Abu-'1-Fat~ al-An~ari 

His name was Na~r ibn-Salman ibn-Na~ir. He was born 

in Nishapur in 1095. He heard traditions from his father 

and from Abu-'1-~asan al-Madini, al-Fa~l ibn-'Abd-al-W~id at-

He became the foremost master of 

theological discussions among his contemporaries and comyosed 

many works on theology, but none of them are nan!ed by his 

biographers. He became the chief secretary in the awq.af 

department of the Seljuq Sultan Sanjar and was frequently 

sent by him as a diplomatic envoy to the foreign kings. He 

died in 1162 at Marw. 1 

His name was r:i~ammad ibn-'Abi-'Ali Ibn-Abi-Na~ro He 

was.born in 1122, in Nuqan, which was the name of one of the 

districts of ~USo He came to Nishapur where he studied 

jurisprudence under l~IUQ.ammad ibn-Y~ya (IV. AA. 22 ) o He 

then went to Baghdad and resided there. He taught in the 

Qaysaraniyya madrasa, which was founded by the mother of the 

'Abbasid Caliph an-Na~ir. He became noted in various 

subjects such as jurisprudence, theology, dialectics and logic. 

It is related that he taught in Baghdad the Arba'in of his 

master Muhammad ibn-Yahya. He died in 1195. 2 
" 0 

1. Subk., IV, 317-8. 

2. Ibid 0, IV, 198; Dubaythi, al-Ivn.lkhta~ar o, 165 .. 
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BB.9 Abu-'Ali al-Wasiti 

His name was Y~ya ibn-ar-Rabil ibn-Sulayman. His 

lagab was Fakhr-ad-Din. He was born in Wasit in 1133. 

studied jurisprudence :first under his :father
9 

then in the 

Ni~amiyya madrasa in Baghdad under Abu-Najib as-Suhrwardi, 

and :finally in Nishapur, where he studied :for 

He 

two years with his :friend Ibn-Fa~lan (IV .. AA .. 37 ) under the 

master l.'iu.J}am..mad ibn-Ya.Jt.ya ( IV .. Jv\.. 22 ) .. He also learned 

traditions in this city from Zahir ash-Sha.Mami ( IV 0 Y. 12 ) 

who gave him an ijaza to teach traditions.. He was taught 

traditions in Baghdad, Herat and Ghazna" He became noted as 

a scholar o:f the jurisprudential principles, theology, 

arithmetic, the law of irLheritance and dialectics as well as 

for having an excellent knowledge of traditionso In 

Nishapur, he was appointed as professor in the Nizamiyya 
0 

madrasa" He was then sent as a diplomatic envoy from the 

officials o:f Khurasan to the Ghurid Sultan Shihab-ad-Din at 

Ghazna .. Then he returned to Baghdad, where he diec1 in 1209. 

1 .. Subk., V, 165; Shadh., V, 23-4. 

1 
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BB .. lO 

His name was Ibran.im ibn- 'Ali ibn-1viuJ:la111rnad. He was a 

native of Morocco but he lived in Egypt. He travelled in 

pursuit of knowledge throughout Khurasan and he found Fakhr

ad-Din ar-Razi 9 a teacher Yfho taught him theology and one of' who se 

pupils he became. At the later stage of his life 

he resided in Nishapur .. He became noted as a master of 

logic and a distinguished Ash'arite theologian. 

seems to have been killed by the 1~iongols when they sac1\:ed Nisha:pur 

in 1221. He wrote many works on theology and philosophy 

and one of them was called al-Qubliyyat which is no longer 

extant.1 
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IV 

THE MYSTICS 

The most important figure in the field of mysticism in 

the whole history of Islam lived in the twelfth century; he 

His influence in 

Islam was so great in his o\m lifetime that, by comparison 

with him, the importance of other mystics in Nishapur is 

insignificant. 

Among those other mystics in Nisha:pur were the son of 

) ~ Abu-' 1-FatJ.:l al-

Qushayri ( IV6 CC. 3 ), who followed his father's 

:path, and the theologian al-An~ari ( IVo BB. 2 ) who also 

followed the :path of Abu-Jl-Qasim al-Qushayri. 

The importance of al-Ghazali is measured by the fact 

that he is credited by Ibn-Khaldun with being the one who 

made 11 the science of mysticism available to others as a 

written science whereas :previously it had been merely a 

worshipping path 11
•
1 The reduction of mystical doctrines 

and disci~lines to writing was of immeasurable significance 

throughout Islam. Al-Ghazali's most famous works on 

mysticism were written from his o~m personal experience, 

1. Ibn-IG1ald~Mugaddima, 392. 
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commencing with the I~ya~ 'ulum ~d-dino -, The I~ya remained 

his most important 'Nork for the devout and practising mystic 

and Watt described it as 11 a complete guide for the devout 

Iviuslim to every aspect of religious life and worship and 

devotional :practices, conduct in daily life, the purification 

of the heart and advances along the mystic way;r.l In his 

later books he dealt more specifically with mystical doctrine~ 

and, according to Smith, it is these works which must be held 

to represent his final conclusions drawn from his personal 

experiences and meditations o Among such works are Raw9-at 

at-talibin9 al-Ma 'arif al- • aqliyya 9 Mishkat al-anwar 1 hlizan 

al-amal, ~~Iukashafat al-q_ulub and ar-Risala al-luduniyya. 2 

Among the many mystics in Islam who were influenced by 

al-Ghazali and who followed his teachings was his pupil, the 

Spanish mystic, Mu}J.yf-ad-Din Ibn-al- • Arabi (d. 124 J) 9 who 

refers to his teacher as being one of the sources for his book 

al-Ajwibao Some of Ibn-al-'Arabi's mystical writings bears 

such aclose resemblance to those of al-Ghazali that it has 

been possible for more than one of Ibn-al-'Arabi's students to 

attribute to their teacher the work of al-Ghazal~ such as the 

Risala al-luduniyyao 3 

2 1 .. Watt, E I , "Al-Ghazali" .. 

2o Smith, Al-Ghazali the Mystic, 227. 
3o Ibido, op.cit., 209-214; Watto 9 E I 2, 11 :/lL-Ghazaliil; Ibido, 

"The Authenticity of the Works attributed to al-Ghazali", 

J RA S, (1952), 34; cf. A L, 277-278° 
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Al-Ghazali also had a great influence on the conduct of 

mystical practices and in particular those of the great 

mystic 'Abd-al-Qadir al-Jilani (do 1168). In his books, al-

Jilani follows the teachings of al-Ghazali and he probably 

taught from his books when he was professor of i\.bu-Sa'd ibn-

al-Mubarakrs madrasa in Baghdad. As a result of al-Jilanirs 

teachings one of the most famous paths of mysticism in Islam, 

the Qadiriyya, was named after him. Al-Jilani's disciples 

1 in Baghdad built a monastery for the novices to this patho 

Al-Ghazalirs influence not only prevailed throughout 

the Islamic East and West but was also marked upon medieval 

Jewish thought in Spain, since, according to Smith, his 

ethical doctrines were of a type ~Dd standard which closely 

resembled that of Judaism. His works were carefully 

studied by Jewish writers and even by medieval Christian 

scholars in Christian Spain and Italy. 2 

Despite the range and extent of al-Ghazalirs influence, 

his teachings have been criticised, both during and after his 

lifetime, by other theologians and traditionists who were 

against the mystical movement. Among his contemporaries, 

the Shafi'ite scholar and traditionist, 1Abd-al-Ghatir al-

Farisi ( IV Y 8 ) Criticised al-Ghazalirs mystical 
.. 0 ' 

doctrines even though he was himself a grandson of the famous 

1. Smith, AL-3-hazali the I\·iystic,204-205; cf. ~."!att, biuslim 

~ntellectual, 177; A L, 273-274. 

2. Smith, op.cit., 217-226o 
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mystic, Abu-'1-Qasim al-Qushayri ( IIIo Vo 8 ). His 

criticism of al-Ghazali's Persian version of the IJ)ya', called 

the Kimiya> as-sa'ada, was based on two points; firstly that it 

contained undesirable Persian words, an~ secondl~ that the 

book itself contained principles which were fundamentally 

1 opposed to those of the shari'a and of Islam in generalo 

Another scholar who opposed al-Ghazali w&s the famous 

Hanabali te tradi tionist, Ibn-al-Ja·uzi. He was one of the • 

most formidctble of al-Ghazali' s cri tics, claiming that the 

I~y~' was written on the basis of mystical doctrines 

supported by false traditions and founded upon relevation 

and that it departed from the &hari'ao He compiled a book 

on the collection of errors that he had found in the I~ya' 

and called it I'lam al-i~ya' bi ighlat al-i))ya' and he also 

expressed his criticism of al-Ghazali's teachings in his 

book Talbis ibliso 2 

In Audalusia, the qa<,?.i of Cordova, Abu-'Abd-All~ 

M~ammad ibn-~amdin, had all of al-Ghazali's writings, 

including the I))ya', condemned as heretical and burnt~~ 3 In 

:Morocco, tbz Imam Abu-'1-Jjasan, known as Ibn-1}arrazhim, issued 

lo Siyag., f.20bo 

2o Munta~am., IX, 169-170; Ibn-al-Jawzi, Talbis ~blis, 166o 

3. This statement is given by M~ammad Ri~a and quoted by 

Smith in her work, AL-Ghazali the mystic, 198-9. 
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a fatwa that the I~ya' was a heretic work against the sunna 

and orders were subsequently given to burn copies of th~t 

booko 1 

However, al-Ghazali has had greater influence upon 

those who accepted his teachings than upon those who criticised 

himo This is borne out by the large number of summaries of 

the I~ya' and commentaries upon it, commencing with his brother 

AQ.mad r s work, the Lubab al- i~ya', and followed by those of many 

other traditionists and theologians. 2 More than anything 

else this testifies to the deep impression made by the 

I))ya' and to the reason v1hy the book is still, even today, 

read widely in all the Islamic world. 

1. Miftah., II, 201; Subk., IV, 113-114. 

2. GAL 8, I, 748. 
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THE IlYSTICS (1100-1225 ) 

Al-Ghazali 

His name was M~ammad ibn-~~ammad ibn-Muoammad ibn-

AJ!...mad .. He had the kunya of· Abu-I}runid and is known by his .. 
- - l Qisba al-Ghazali. He was born in Tus in 1058 .. The . 

nature o~ his ~ather's occupation seems to be +argely a 

matter o~ conjecture, since the-se scholars who consider that 

he was a spinner or seller o~ wool derive their in~erence from 

1. The nisba o~ this distinguished scholar is now generally 

written with a single "zn, as al-Ghazali~ but its derivation 

(o~ it) has engaged the argumentative ~aculties o~ scholars 

~or centuries. . There are basically two views on the 

matter: those who maintain that the ·original spelling o~ 

the nisba was Ghazzali and hence that it derives ~rom the 

occupation of spinning, ghazzal, 'a spinner', and those who 

maintain that it is correctly spelt with only one 11 Z 11 which 

could indicate that it derives ~rom Ghazala, which in turn, 

according to some authorities, was a village near the town 

o~ ~us. Among the early supporters o~ the ~ormer view 

are an-Nawawi, aCLh-Dhahabi, Ibn-al-Athir, and Ibn-Khe.llikan. 

Among those who support the second view are a~-9a~adi, 

Dawlatshah and as-Sam'ani; supporters of uz 11 a1-Ghazali 

himsel~ quoted by ~a~adi, Wafio,I, 277-15; Dawlatsh~, 

Tadhkirat as-shu'ara', 110; as-Samlani as quoted by Ibn

Khallikan and rejected by the latter; I Kh., I, "Al).mad a1-

Ghazaii", 35. The supporters of 1lzzlf, ~bn-al-Athir; Lub .. , 

II, 170; Ibn-Khallikan., ibid., loc.cit; an-N~wawi, adh

Dhahabi, Ibn-al-Athir, Ibn-Khallikan as quoted by rash

Kupre-Zade; Mift9:lt., II, 204 on the other hand rash-K-apre

Zade gives the opinion o~ a~-9aradi; ibid., 1oc.cit., 

Ibn-:Imad gives views of a number of v~iters in ~avour o~ 
1\zz''; Shadb., IV, 11. Further re~erences and the o~inions 

of recent \'Vl.,iters are given by \ii!att, r.iuslim Intellectual, 

181-183, 200n. 
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a particular rendering of the spelling and interpretation of 

the nisba of al-Ghazali, 1 but it is apparent at least that al

Ghazali was born into a family which had some connections with 

intellectual circles~ His paternal grandfather, ~ad ibn-

1vnll)ammad, also called Abu-ljamid al-Ghazali, is lmown to have 

been a jurist in r:rus and to have died in 1043;2 

Al-Ghazali was not the only child in the family. In 

addition to having several sisters, he had a brother called 

AlJmad who later became a distinguished scholar and mystic and 

who died in 1126.3 Al-Ghazali's father died while al-Ghazali 

was still a boy but before his death he had made provision for 

his two sons to be brought u:p and educated by one of his mystic 

:friends. However,when the money provided for their education 

was exhausted, their aypointed ~uardian advised the two boys to 

go and live in the madrasa, where they v.~ere apparently provided 

vnth free board and lodging and where their education was 

continued. Thus it was that, while still only a young boy.9 

al-Ghazali began to study jurisprudence :first under the Shayl\:h 

Ahmad ibn-l\tiuhammad ar-RaCLh.s.l\:ani in Tus and then under Abu-Nas>r . . . 
al-Isma'ili in Gurgan.4 He returned to Tus to study the 

la Watt, Muslim Intellectual, 20. 

2. Subk., III, 36; according to as-Samlani his name was 

Muhammad ibn-Ab~ad. Therefore it is undoubted that he was . . . 
the paternal grandfather of al-Ghazali~ Ans., 416a. 

3. Subk., IV, 54-55; ibid., IV, 102-104; I Kh., I, 34. 

'f.'att, op.citc, 20; Smith, AL-Ghazali the Mystic, 10. 

4. Subk., IV, 103; lii:ftai;., II, 192_;3. 
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theories he had heard and to digest the notes he had taken o~ 

the lectures he had attended, and it also seems probable that, 

during the three years he stayed in ~us, he began to study 
I 

mysticism more thoroughly under the spiritual direction of a 

pupil of Abu-'1-Qasim al-Jurjani, Abu-Bakr Yusuf a~-Nassaj. 1 

2 - -
In 1077, al-Ghazali, attracted by the fame and 

reputation of the famous theologian, Abu-'1-ha'ali al-Juwayni 

( III .. T.. 9 ), left ':}us and came to stay in Nishapur. He 

joined t:1e classes of al-Juwayni at the Ni~amiyya madrasa and 

1. According to Jami, Abu-Bakr Yusuf an-Nassaj was a native of 

Tus and the pupil of Abu-'1-Qasim al-Jurjani. The latter was 

a follov1er of a group of Mystics who introduced into 

Khurasan the path of al-Junayd e.l-Baghdadi 0 i\.n-Nassaj is 

related to be the spiritual director of Abu-Hamid al-- . 
Ghazali and his brother f~ado According to Dawlatshah, 

al-Ghazali's first contact with an-Nassaj was during his 

childhood, therefore it is probable that al-Ghazali was 

introduced to Mysticism before his visit to Gurgan and 

continued during his last three years stay in rus before he 

went to Nishapur; Naf., 370; Davvlatsha11.}' Tadhkire.t ash

shu'ara~, 110; Iviift~., II, 195-207. cf. Macdonald, 

tiThe Life of al-Ghazzali 11 ~ J A os , 20 (1899), 89. 

2. This approximate date is given by Watt; Watt, Muslim 

Intellectual, "Chronological table", 201; Vv'att also 

:presun1es that al-Ghazali be~n his studies in Tus in 1069, 

then he went to Gurgan in 1073. The period of three years 

that al-Ghaza1i spent in rus before his departure to 

Nishapur was between 1074-77. Watto, op.cit., 1oc.cit. 
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such as philosophy, logic and dialectics. 1 While he was 

still a student under al-Juwayni, al-Ghazali wrote a short 

legal work entitled al-Mankhul, and, although the story may be 

doubted, it is said that, on reading this work, al-Juwayni 

instantly recognised its superiority over all his own works. 2 

During this period, a1-Ghaza1i appears to have also 

continued his studies of mysticism and his research into the 

mystic way of life under the famous mystic Abu-'A1I al

Farmadhi ( III o V., 11 ) .3 

On the death of his teacher al-Juwayni, in 1085, al

Ghazali moved into the cru~p of the Vizier Ni~am-a1-Mulk, where 

he was received with much respect and favour. At this time, 

in the court of the Vizier, assemblies were frequently held for 

discussions and debates and through attendance at these 

assemblies al-Ghazali vvas able to meet some of the most eminent 

of the scholars of his age; in the debates in which he 

participated he soon displayed such great ability that he 

assumed the leadership among his fellow scholars. He continued 

like this for several years until the Vizier had him appointed 

1. al-Juwayni was al-Ghazali's best known teacher since he is 

mentioned by all his important biographers; Subk., IV, 103; 

T~hls 291-292; I Kh., I, 586; Siyag., f.20b; W~i., I, 

274; lvlift~., II, 193; iuunta?ram., IX, 168, Daw1atshah, 

Tadhkirat-as-shu'ara', 110; Shadh., IV, 10. 

2. Munta~am, loc.cit. 

3. Naf., 370; Subk., IV, 109. 
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as a professor at the Ni?amiyya madrasa in Baghdad in 109lo 1 

~men he took up his appointment as professor at the 

Ni?amiyya ma~rasa, his lectures attracted large classes of 

over 300 students, including some of the leading savants of 

the time5 such as the ?ru1balites Ibn-~Aqil and Abu->1-Khattab 

and the famous Nishapurian jurist Mu.Jtrullmad ibn-Yal}ya ( IV .. 

AA. 22) o His reputation as a scholar was such-that he became 

known as the Imam of Iraq as well as of Iiliurasan. 2 Despite 

the pressure of work that his lecturing involved, he continued 

to study philosophy and it ~as during this time that he wrote 

the hiaqa€3id al-falasifa and Tahafut al-falasifa and his 

treatise against the Batinites, al-Musta~hiri.3 

After four years at this presnure of work 9 al-Ghazali 

hcd a nervous breakdown in July 1095 and in November 1095 he 

left Baghdad under the pretext of making a pilgrimage to 

Mecca but in fact intending to abandon his career as a 

professor. There has been speculation, from that time 

until the present day, as to the motives which would induce him 

to abru1don his professorshipo Al-Ghazali himself gave as 

his reason his realisation that his appointment as a professor 

was notconducive to the spiritual lif.e, that he foQnd himself 

1. Subk., IV, 103-4; I Kh., I, 587; Miftal).., II, 193. 

2. Ibn-Rajab, adh-Dhayl'ala tabaqat al-~anabila, I, 144; 

Subk., IV, 113; Mift~o' II, 193. 

3. See below, 574 
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working not solely in the service of God but also for his own 

worldly ambitions for wealth and fame, and that consequently 

he feared his spiritual downfall and damnation. 1 

Some recent scholars have attributed his decision to 

leave his post in Baghdad to much more rrtunclane considerations o 

Macdonald suggests that certain trends in the political 

events at the time might have contributed tq his decision. 

He reminds us that in 1092 the Vizier Ni~am--al-1viulk was 

assassinated and shortly afterwards, in the same year as 

Ivialik-Shah was murdered, a civil war broke out between 

different factions of the ruling family of the Seljuqs. In 

1095, Barkiyaruq executed his uncle Tutush, who had been 

supported by the Caliph and hence presumably by al-Ghazali, 

and it was not long before Bar~yaruq's own death in 1105 that 

al-Ghazali returned to teach in Nishapur. 2 Watt however 

doubts that these considerations played a large part in al

Ghazali's decision and writes: "There may be a grain of truth 

in the suggestion, hovrever, in so far as the vicissitudes of 

the years after 1092 and the need for maintaining a delicate 

balance on the political tight-rope may have helped to convince 

al-Ghazali that nothing of what he was interested in could be 

achieved through politics and his semi-political position 

in Baghdad11
•
3 

1. Miftah., II, 197; Watt, The Faith and Practice of al

Ghazali, 57-8 .. 

2 .. 1viacdonald, E r1 , "Al-Ghazali;1 
o 

3. Watt, Muslim Intellectual~.l40-l41. 
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Another scholar9 Jabre, sugges~that al-Ghazali was 

mainly af~aid of the Batinites,who had murdered Ni~am-al-Mulk 

in 1092 and whom he had attacked in his v~itings. This 

suggestion is also doubted by Watt who thinks that al-Ghazali 

was not in very great danger from the Batinites since 

assassination was not adopted by them as a regular activity 

until after 1095 and in any case the obvious candidate for 

assassination would have been the caliph and not a 

distinguished scholar. 1 

Watt relies, in the main, upon the reason given by 

al-Ghazali himself to explain his sudden departure from 

Baghdad- his dissatisfaction with the conditions in which 

he had to work and with the g~ality of the life that was 

:possible for the leading professor in Baghdad. Watt finds 

circumstantial evidence to support his view in suggesting 

that this dissatisfaction is the key to the understanding of 

al-Ghazali's life and points to its :predominance in the 

Ihya~ "ulum ad-din. 2 

The attempt to give the main or :predominant reason 

for al-Ghazali's decision will :perhaps always remain in the 

realms of speculation but there can probably be no doubt that 

all the reasons suggested played some part, in varying degrees, 

in his coming to the decisiono One of the more obvious 

1. Jabre quoted by Watt 9 Muslim Intellectuals 141. 

2. Ibid., op.cit., 142-3. 
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factors that could have played its part, along with the 

others~ might have been the exhaustion which led to his 

nervous breakdo~m in July of the year of his departure. For 

four years he had been lecturing to overcrowded classes~ 

writing books and studying, - and all this without taking 

into account the other official duties which were demanded 

of him as a holder of a religious and a semi-political 

position at a time when it was certainly not very auspicious 

for him to be a mufti. The pressure of these various 

influences upon al-Ghazali led to feelings of dissatisfaction 

with the type or li:fe he vvas forced to lead and the post he 

had to occupy. 

On leaving Baghdad9 al-Ghazali lived quietly in 

Damascus, until near the end of 1096, when he :felt fit enough 

to proceed to Jerusalem and, arter a stay of several weeks 

in that city, to continue his pilgrimage to He born, hiedina 

and I~iecca, where he attended the pilgrimage celebrations in 

November - December 1096. 1 He returned to Damascus, but 

1. Watt, Muslim Intellectual, 145-47; al-Ghazali himself 

tells us that he spent two years in Damascus while his 
contemporary biographer al-Farisi reports that al-Ghazali 

stayed ten years in this city. Hov~ver Ibn-al-Jawzi 

reports that al-Ghazali came to Baghdad in 1097 on his way 

back to his 'watan' Khurasan; al-Ghazali's statement quoted 

by Tash-Kttpre-Zade, tiift~o' II, 198. See also Jabre 
statement, that al-Ghazali was seen in Baghdad, quoted by 

Watt, op.cit., 145; al-Farisi statement is quoted by as

Subki, Subk., IV, 108; see also, Siyag., f.20b. Ibn-al

Jawzi statement, Muta~am., IX, 87. 
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no later than June 1097 he had returned to Baghdadc This 

investigation was carried out by Watt and indicates that al

Ghazali spent most of the 18 months from November 1095 to 

June 1097 in Damascus, if the time taken for his pilgrimage 

is also includedo Watt also thinks that the period of ten 

years gJven by some of his biographers as the time from his 

departure from Baghdad to his making arrangements for his 

return to teach in Nishapur in 1105 was spent in Damascus. 

If the report of several early writers is correct that al-

Ghazali visited Alexandria from Damascus, it is probable that 

the visit was made on the vvay to or from !tiecca and the.t it 

was only of a short duration .. 1 

During this period of retirement in Damascus, al-Ghazali 

lived the life of a poor ascetic, wearing coarse cloth and 

devoting most of his time to his devotions. For long 

periods of time he remained in solitude and was thus able to 

continue writing. According to Ibn-al-Jawzi he commenced 

writing his most famous book the Il).ya>· "ulum ad-din, while he 

was in Jerusalem and he finished it in Damascus. It may 

also have been possible for him to have lectured on a section 

of it, to a selected audience. 2 

A short time before 1099, on his journey back to ius, 

al-Ghazali was persuaded to stay for a time in Baghdad and 

to teach his latest work, the I~ya,. He still, hov:'ever, 

1 .. Watt, Muslim Intellectual, i47. 
-, 

2 .. ~· t. IX 169 · Dawlatshah" Tadhkirat ash-shu < ara , 111 .. Mun a?am., , , ~ 
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lived a life of semi-retirement and he continued to live like 

that when he finally reached rus, possibly in 1099ol 

He occupied himself with meditating and giving spiritual 

help and guidance to those who visited him. Since he was 

already famous for his books a~d v~itings, his authority was 

unquestioned and he was still held in great esteem by his 

contemporaries. During the .course of the years 1105 and 1106 he 

was finally persuaded by the son of Ni~am-.:tl-l~iulk, Fakhr-al-liullc, 

the present Vizier of the Sultan Sanjar, to accept the 

appointment as professor in the Ni~amiyya madrasa in Nishapuro 

He arrived in Nishapur sometime in 1106 and, while he was 

teaching in the madrasa, he composed his autobiographical work, 

al-Munqidh min a~-gala1 .. 2 

His new appointment, however, was short-lived. In 

1106 or 1107, his sponsor, the Fakr-al-i\iulk, was assassinated. 

According to Smith, it was then that al-Ghazali decided to 

leave Nishapur and visit the Sultan of l;iorocco, Yusuf ibn

Tashfin, but on hearing of the death of the Sultan in the same 

year, he abandoned his project. 3 He appears, horvever, to 

have stayed on in Nishapur until possibly 1110, when he once 

~ore retired to his home in Tus and established a madrasa for . 
1. M~Dtazam., IX, 87. The date of his arrival to Tus is 

given by Bouyges, Essai de chronologie des oeuvres de al

Ghaza~i, 6, and Watt, Muslim Intellectual, 201. 

2. Subk., IV, 108; iliiftah., II, 194, 200; cf. Hourani, 
11 Th:e Chronology of Ghazali' s '.Vri t ipg s", J A 0 S , 79 

(1959), 232; Watt, Iviuslim Tntellectual, 147. 

3.. Subk., IV, 104; Smith, AL-Ghazali the 1~Iystic ·, 33 o 
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the study of jurisprudence and a khangcl1 for mystics.l 

Al-Ghazali died in llll at the age of 53. He appears 

to have spent the last year of his life reading the Qur'an~ 

studying traditions :particularly the Sahihs of 1.iuslim 
0 • t 

( I .. A. 28 ) and al-Bukhari ( I. Ao 23 ), teaching his 

pupils and fasting and ~rayingo His body was buried out-
- -

side tabaran in a grave near to that of the Persian poet, 

Firdawsi .. 2 

Al-Ghazali's thinking and beliefs are preserved in the 

vast number of books which he v~ote on various aspects of 

Islamic studies .. It was claimed that he composed over 500 

books and that the director of the Ni~amiyya madrasa in 

Baghdad, Abu-Is~aq ash-Shirazi ( III .. s. 20 ), had in his 

private =:..ibrary 400 of these workso3 Recent scholars have, 

however, cast doubt upon the authenticity of some of the vtorks 

which are assigned to al-Ghazali .. 3 

Yfuat follows is a list of sonie of his important \llfri tings .. 

They are listed according to the subject or topic with which 

they mainly deal, and based closely on Watt's list.4 

a) personal. 1. al-Llunoidh min aQ.-Q.alal was written 

in *us three years before his death .. 

It is not precisely an autobiography 

1 .. Watt and Bouyges presume his return to Tus was in 1110; Watt, 

buslim Intellectual, 148; Bouyges, Essai de chron0logie des 

oeuvres de al-Ghazali, 6. 
2, Subk .. , IV, 105; I Kh., I, 587; };iift81;.. , I I, 194 · 

3 .. Ibid., II, 203. 

4. Watt E r 2 "Al-Ghazali 11
• '--' 
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since it is arranged schematically 

according to the development o~ his 

religious opinions and not necessarily 

chronologicallyo 1 

1. al-Mankhul ff u~ul al-fiqh, is a 

concise work on jurisprudence written 

when the author was a pupil of the 

Imam-al-~aramayn in Nishapur. 

2 .. Shifa' al-'alil f~ usul al-fiqh, is a 

work which deals with questions of 

jurisprudence in some detail. 

3. al-Basit, a work of his earlier life 9 

consisting of a summary of Imam-al-

~aramayn's Nihayat al-matlab; 

probably a text book for his students. 

4o al-·Wasit, a summary of al-Basito 

5. al-Wajiz fi figh al-Imam ash-Shafi'i, 

written in ll01o 

1o Translation of al-Ghazali' s work al-Munqid..ll into English is 

made by Watt under the title, The Faith and Practice of 

al-Ghazali, see "Introduction", 11-12; Watt, E r 2 , A1-

Ghazariu. cfo Hourani, "The Chronology of Ghaza1i's 

Writingsu, J A 0 8_. 79 (1959), 232. 
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6. a1-Musta~fa min 'i1m a1-u9ul, written 

during the period of his teaching in 

Nishapur in 1109. 1 

1. lviaq_a~id a1-falasifa, probably 

v~itten between 1091-4 in Baghdad as 

a background to Ta..h.afut. This book 

was much appreciated in Spain and in 

the rest of Europe in the 12th and 

13th centuryo 

2. Tahafut al-falasifa, was v~itten in 

the beeinning of 1095 as a criticism 

of the hiaq_a9id. 

3. r;Ii'yar al-'ilm fi fan...11. al-mantiq, 

written as a book on Aristotelian 

logic. Hour~i considers that it 

has a close connection with the 

Tahafut and was probably written as 

appendix to it since it explains the 

technical terms in Tahafuto 

4 .. Mi)).akk an-na~ar fi 1 l mantiq_. 

5. al-Qi s-pas al-mustaq_im; the lii 'yar, the 

r:Iilfa..."k:k and the Qistas are books in which 

al-Ghazali used logic in religious matterso 

l. Watt, E r 2 , 11 Al-Ghaza).i"; Hourani, "The Chronology of' 

Ghazal~.' s Writing?" J A o s , 79, ( 1959), 226-7. 

Bouyges, Essai de chronologie des oeuvres d~ al-Ghaza]l9 

8 - 9; the title a1-Basit was earlier used by al-W8}:lidi 

( III .. W. 6 ) • 
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The authenticity 

of the extant text has been 

questioned and the problem is still 

unsolved. 1 

d) Dogmatic theology l. al-Igtis~d fi'l i'tig~d is claimed 

to be his chief work on dogmatics 

and was probably written shortly 

before or after his departure from 

Baghdad .. It was v~itten on the 

same topics which had been previously 

dealt with by his teacher al-Juwayni 

in Irshad 9 but he uses Aristotelian 

logic, including the syllogism. 

2. Fay~al at-te.friqa bayna al-Islam v1a;; z-

z IDdaqa: This dogmatic work is 

partly directed against the Batinites. 

3 o Iljam al- 'awamm 'an 'ilm al-ka1am was 

finished a few days before his death 

in December 1111. 2 

1 o Watt, E I 2 ., 11Al-Ghazali 11
; 

atit:ributed to al-Gb.azali 11
, 

Ibid 11 The Authenticity o:f the Works 

J RA S, (1952), 24-45~ Bouyges, 

Essai de chrono1ogie des oeuvres de a1-Ghazali,23; Hourani, 

trThe Chronology of Ghazalirs Writings", J A 0 s, 79, (1959), 

227-2280 

2 0 Watt, E r 2 , 11 P~-Ghaza1r; Hourani, op. ci t., 228. 
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f) Mystical theory 
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1. Faga:.il). al-Ba~iniyya wa fac}.a~il al

Musta~iriyya, best known as al

Musta?hiri, probably v~itten before 

Taha~ut 1·n B hd d .L _ ag a . This Persian 

text is a theological critique of the 

Isma'Ilites or the Assassins. He also 

attacks the antinominalism of certain 

mystics. 

2. Ar-Radd al-jamil 'ala ~aril;l al-Inj.il, 

al-Ghazali's polemic against Christian 

theology. The authenticity of the 

1 work is doubted by Bouyges. 

1. Ar-Risala al-laduniyya, which deals 

with the nature of knowledge of divine 

things: its authenticity has been 

doubted because of its closeness to 

a work by his pupil Ibn al-'Arabi 

and because of its Neoplatonism. 

2. Minhaj al-'abidin, which is one of 

the most important works written on 

this topic. 2 

la Watt, Muslim Intellectual, 82; ibid:.J ~12 , "Al-Ghazali"; 

Bouyges, Essai de chronologie des oeuvres de al-Ghazali, 126., 

2. Watt, "The Authenticity o:f the Works attr_;ibuted to al

Ghazali" J RA S, (1952), 34; Ibid., E I 2 , uAl-Ghazali 11
o 
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g) Mystical practice 1. I~ya~ 'ulum ad-din, which is 

universally acknowledged as al

Ghazali's greatest work, and the 

longest. This great work belongs 

to his period as a mystic. A small 

section of it, called ar-Risala al

Qudsiyya, an epistle written to the 

:people of Jerusalem, was :presumably 

¥~itten separately during his visit 

to Jerusalem in 1096 and subsequently 

incorporated into I~ya~. Watt 

doubts that it took several years to 

compose it~ since Arabic can be 

written as fast as shorthand and al-

Ghazali appears to have been a fast 

vv-orker o Thus it is possible that he 

wrote the whole IJtya> within two 

years during his stay in Syria. The 

Itya' is divided into four quarters, 

dealing with 'ibadat, 'adat, muhlikat 

and munjiyat .. 

books. 1 

Each quarter has ten 

l. Watt, Muslim Intellectual, 151; Ibid., E r 2 , 11Al-Ghazali"; 

Bouyges, Essai de chronologie des oeuvres de al-Ghazali, 

42. 
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2. Kimiya' as-sa'ada, the text written in 

Persien. It is an abridged popular 

version of the I~ya) and was 

presumably written during his return 

visit to ius before going to Nishapur. 

3. Al-Arba'in fi u~ul ad-din is a short 

summary of the I~ya~ • 

4. Bidayat al-hidaya, written after the Arba6 fu.o 

It is a short treatise dealing with the 

rules of daily life :for the Muslim mystic. 

5 . .A..1·1\1aq~ad al-asna, which deals with the 

names or attributes o:f Godo 

Al-Ghazali was a mystic, a theologian and a jurist. His 

writings vvere extremely influential throughout the whole of 

Islamic thinking. According to Watt, his study of philosophy 

led to the introduction of certain techniques of philosophical 

enquiry, notably logic, into Islamic theology. On the other 

hand, however, his criticism of current philosophical movements, 

at that time, was probably instrumental in bringing about the 

decline of philosophical studies. One of his greatest services 

to Muslim mysticism was to provide the devout with specific 

1. Watt, E r2 , "Al-Ghazali"; Bouyges, Essai de chronologie des 

oeuvr s de al-Ghazali, 61. Hourani, "Th~=: l!hronology of 

Ghazali' s Writings", J A o s, 79 ( 1959) o 
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instructions covering every aspect of the religious life, 

worship and devotional practices in his book Ihya' 'ulum ad-

Watt considers that he also might have had a more 

practical importance in helping to curtail the spread of the 

Ba~inite movement by criticising their doctrines in his 

writings. 'While this may be so, the decline of the 

Isma'ilite dynasty of al-Amut is also due to many other 

factorso 1 

His name was 'Ali ibn-Eansur ibn-Iviuhammad ibn-Ishaq. 
" . . 

He was a native of Bayhaq and the son of the ra~is there. 

Shams-ar-Ru'asa' joined the Seljuqid administration and 

became deputy Vizier to Fakhr-al-ldulk al-l~iuzaffar, the son 
• 

of Nizam-al-Mulk. 
0 In the latter period of his life he 

retired to the district of Zabzawar in Bayhaq and lived the 
, 

life of a mystico He built a monastery thePe where a group of 

mystics lived. He died in 1125 and was eulogised by the poet 

'Ali Ibn-Abi-Saliho 2 . .. 

1. Watt, E I 2 , "Al-Ghazali". 

2. I Fun., 217-18. 
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CC.3 -Abu-'1-Fat~ al-Qushayri 

His name was 'Ubayd-All~ ibn-'Abd-al-Karim ibn-Hawazin. 

He was a native of Nishapur and the son of the famous mystic 

Abu-'1-Qasim al-Qushayri ( III. V. 8 ). He was taught traditions 

by his fatheP, and by 'Abd-t)1-Ghafir a1-Farisi (IV. 

Y. 8) and Abu-Sa'id al-Bukhturi ( IV. Y. 2 ) and others in 

Nisha:pur. Then he removed to Isfara'in where he settled 

until his death in 1127. Abu-'1-Fatt was regarded as a 

mystic. He learned the path of his father. He also wrote 

many works on the different 'paths' but none of them are named 

by his biographers. 1 

CC.4 Abu-'1-Fa~l a~-tabari 

His name was lvian~ur ibn-'Ali ibn-Isma'il ibn-al-Mu~affar. 

He was born in 1121 in Amul~ the administrative centre of the 

province of rabaristan. Abu-'1-Fa~l was brought u:p in Marw 

and studied jurisprudence there under Abu-' 1-ljasan al-lviarwazi. 

He continued this study in Nishapur under Eul)ammad ibn-YaJ:lya 

( IVo AA. 22), but later abandoned jurisprudence and took 

the vow of mysticism. At this period of his life he heard 

traditions from Zahir ibn-~ahir ash-Shaotami ( IV. Y. 12 ), 

'Abd-al-Jabbar al-Khuwari ( IVo AA. 17 ) and from others. 

He died in Damascus in 1198. 2 

1. Subk., IV, 269-270. 

2. Ibid. , IV, 312; Shadh.~ IV, 321. 
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THE READERS A..1'iTD THE COMhiENTA,fORS OF THE QUR >AN 

.A..L-GHAZZAL, BU-JA 'FARAK\1 ABU '1 'ALA, AL-HAlviADHANI 

AND ABU-'1-t~SIN AL-BAYHAQ,I 

Among the readers of the Qur>an in the twelfth century 

in Nishapur, the above named are the most important .. 

Abu-,1-~asan al-Ghazzal ( IV. DD .. 1 ) was a native of' 

Nishapur and a pupil of' Abu-Na~r ar-Ramishi ( III. x. 20). 

Although he received the renovm of' being honoured with the 

rank of chief reader of the Qur'an in Khurasan, hardly anything 

is knovvn of his activities and none of the books which he is 

reputed to have written are named by Yaqut. 1 Hovvever, ash-

Shahrazuri gives an account of a meeting which supposedly 

took place in Nishapur between the scholars al-Ghazzal and 'Umar 

al-Khayyam ( IV o EE. 3 ) ; Al-Khayyam had come before the 

Vizier, 'Abd-ar-Razzaq at-1usi ( IV. AA. 8 ), nnd al-Ghazzal
9 

and a discu.ssion had then· taken place between the tvfo 

scholars about the different readings of' a certain verse of 

the Qur}an .. Al-Khayyam was able to enumerate not only the 

conflicting readings about the verse in question, giving the 

objections to each one, but also the unsupported traditions 

concerning it, exposing each of their flaws, and then he 

proceeded to argue for the superiority of one reading over 

1 • I rsh • , V, 104; see below 9 ( L i s t No . I • E ) , 6 23 .. 
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all the others. Al-Ghazzal was astonished at the retentive 

memory of al-Khayyam and is reported to have said that h~ 

never imagined that anyone in the world, not even any of' the 

Qur~anic readers~ could have memorized and mastered the whole 

of the argument, let alone one of the philosophers. 1 

Bu-Jatfarak ( IV .. DD .. 4 ) was another Qur~anic reader 

in Nishapur at this time. He was the pupil of Abu-'1-Fa~l 

al-!~iaydani ( IV.. EE.. 5 ) and was mainly renowned as a 

philologist and reader of the Qur'an. Two of his philological 

books were concerned with the Qur~ic text and were entitled 

al-Mu.J.:lit fl'ilm al-Qur'an and al-Mu)}it fi lughat al-Qur'an. 2 

Abu-'1-'Ala' al-Hamadhani ( IV. DD. 6) came from 

Hamadan to Nishapur to study under 'Abd-All~ al-Furawi 

( IV.. Y.. 9 ) • He lived in the generation after Abu-'1-

:trasan al-Ghazzal and was also regarded as the chief 

of the readers in Khurasan. In addition he was a philologist. 

Al-Hamadhani wrote a large number of books, among which were 

about fifty volumes on the method of the citation of the Qur>an, 

supported with traditions in a work called Zad al-musafirin .. 

Lastly, among the readers of the Qur/an whom we are mentioning 

in this section, there was Umm-al-Khayr al-Baghdadiyya (IV, DD .. 3) 

1. Ash-Shahrazuri, Nuzhat al-arw~, quoted by Moharnmad Shafi 

"The Author of the Oldest Biographical Notice of' 'Umar al

Kha.yyam and notes in question1! Tslamic Culture> VI (1932), 

612; Ross and Gibb, "The Earliest Account of 'Umar Khayyam, 11 

B s o (A) s, v (1928-30), 468; Mirza M~ammad, '~rginal 

notes", Ni~am-.i-'Aru<}.i, Chahar magala, 211-212. 

2. Irsh., I, 415; Bughyat, 150; see below, (L-ist No. I .F), 625 .. 

3. t Q, I, 205; Tadh., IV, 114-116. 
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who had come from Baghdad to Nishapur. Nothing much is known 

of her activities in Nishapur except that she opened a special 

course for the women there at which she taught the Qur'an. 1 

In the field of interpretation of tbe Qur~an~ only one 

name of any importance appears~ Abu-' 1-Mahasin al-Bayhaq_i 
• 

( IV. DD. 5 ), and he was also known as a poet and a man of 

letters. Among his works was one entitled Tafsir al-Qur>an 

but this is no longer extant. 2 

In general, it may therefore be said, that although 

probably as great personalities existed in the twelfth century 

in Nishapur as the scholars ath-Tha'labi ( IIIo WQ 2 ) and al

'Nal).idi ( III V¥. 6) in the eleventh century, any judgement 

about their contribution to what is called the science of 

readingq lilm al-qira'at,and the interpretation of the Qur>8n 

is rendered difficult by the absence of any documentary 

evidenceo3 

1 T Q I 204-207· Tadh., IV, 116. . ' ' ' _ .. _ 
2. Irsh., VII, 159. 
3. See above, 420. 
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DD 

THE REi'"l.DERS liliD COhHENTATORS OF 'rHE QUR :rAN ( 1100 1225) 

DD.1 

His name was (Ali ibn-Atmad ibn-M~ammad. He was a 
native of Nishapur. He studied the Qur'an under Abu-Na~r 

ar-Ramishi ( III. X. 20 ) and later was to surpass him in 

piety and in his knowledge of jurisprudence. His skill in 

giving citations ~nd interpreting the various readings of the 

Qur'an was so great that students came to him from all over 

Khurasan and he was regarded as the chief of the reade1..,s of 

the Qur>an in Khurasan. He died in 1122. 

who was a contemporary of his, mentions that he was the main 

religious person at this time giving fatwas in Nishapur. Al-

Ghazzal is lmown to have \f\fl'ai tten many books.9 b:1t none of them are 
- - 2 named by Yaq_ut. 

His name was Mu.tlammad ibn-MUQ.ammad ibn-l Abd-AllEth. He 

was a native of Marw. He heard traditions in that city from 

Abu-'1-Muzaffar as-Sam'ani ( III. s. 25 ) and in Nishapur from . 
Abu-Bakr as-Sarraj and Isma 'il ibn- './;.bd-al-Ghafir al-Fnrisi. · He 

became noted as a reader of the Qur'an and it is known that Abu-

1. See Abu-~amid al-Ghazali ( IV. cc. 1) for the derivation 

of the nisba. 

2. Irsh., V, 104; ~ Q , I, 524; Siyaq., ff.ll6b, ll7a. 
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d as-Sam 'ani ( IV· Y o 17) read the Qur~ an under him and also 

received traditions from him. 
- 1 

He died in 1134 and was buried 
in Najdan .. 

DD .. 3 Umm-al-Khayr al-Baghdadiyya 

Her name was Fatima bint-'Ali ibn-al-Iviuzaffar. She . 
was a native of Baghdad, but she lived in Nishapur and there-

fore she was also called al-Naysaburiyya. She delivered the 

?aJ:li]t. of Muslim ( I .. Ao 28 ) and the Gharib of al-Kha~fabi ( II .. 

I.44) on the authority of Abu->1-~usayn nl-Farisi (IIIo X .. 8). 

She was noted for her ability in teaching women the reading of 

the Qur:~an.. 

in 1137 .. 2 
She lived up to 97 years. 

Bu-Ja'farak 

Her death occurred 

His name was ~mad ibn-'Ali ibn- Ja 'far ibn-huJ)ammad. 

His kunya was Abu-Ja'far but he was better known by his Persian 

form of Bu-Ja'farak. 

Bu-Ja'farak was born in 1077 in Nishapur. He studied 

traditions and Arabic literature Qnder many masters in 

Nishapur; for example, it is mentioned that he studied the 

1. Subk., IV, 198. 
2. Siyag., f .. l24a; Shadh .. , IV, lOOo 

3. Irsh., I, 414. 
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~il;.lal; al-lugha of al-Jawhari ( III.X.l ) ·under Abil-'1-FaQ.l 

al-Maydani ( IV o EE. 5 ) • The young Bu-Ja'farak is said 

to have taught literature to tn' e 
~anafite scholar Abu-Na~r 

~ad ibn-M~amrnad al-Ustuwa}I ( III. R. 12 ) and others. 

He died in Nishapur in 1149. 

Bu-Ja'farak was renoVimed ,-as a reader of the Qur an and 

as a philologist. He composed many works, some of which are 

given by Yaqut as follows:-

1. Al- i'l!uJ;ll t fi l ughat al-Qur /an. 
2. Al-M~it fi 'ilm al-Qur~an. 

3. Yanabi' al-lugha. 

4. Taj al-ma~adir. 1 

None of his works are extant. 

DD o 5 Abu-' 1-l\iahasin al-Bayhaqi 
• 

His name was Mas 1ud ibn-'Ali ibn-A~ad8 He was a 

native of' Bayhaq and was renowned as a .co:.rnn1e.J':Jtator of the 

Qur'an, a poet and a man of letters. Nothing is knovm about 

his life. He died in ll49o He was famous for his 

writings. Yaqut gives the follovring books written by him:-

lo Tafsir al-Qur'an. 

2. Sharh al-~amasa.(of Abu-Tammam (IoH.l)) 

3. f?aq_il al-.tllbab. 

4. At-Tawabi' wa'l-Lawami' fi'l-u~ul. 

5. At-Tanqi~ fi'l-fisD• 
- - 2 6o Nafthat al-ma~dur. These works are no longer extant. 

1. Icsh., I, 415; Dughyat., 150. 

2o Irsh., VII, 159! 
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His name was al-Hasan ibn-Ahmado 
• • He was born in 

Hamadan in 1095 .. At the early _age of seven he learned 

traditions from 'Abd-ar-RaQman ad-DUni. He then went to 

Nishapur where he was taught traditions by the famous shaykh 

Abu-'Abd-All~ al-Furawi ( rvo Y. 9 ) and from others. He 

visited Baghdad four times; the third time was in 1135. On 

his fourth visit to Baghdad he died there in ll73o He became 

noted as the chief of .-the readers of the ~Ul.,~an as '.7ell as a 

distinguished philologist, grammarian and traditionist. 

Al-Hamadhani was a copious v~iter. He compiled a 

large work consisting of 50 volumes on the methods of reading 

the Qur'an and traditions which ~Yas entitled Zad al-inusafirin .. 

Another work on the ways of reading the Qur~6n ~-:,as c2lled 

al-~Ashra al-mufradat. According to Ibn al-Jazari, his 

- - 1 most famous work was al-Ghaya fi '1- qira, at o 

works are lost. 

But all his 

1. I_S I, 204-207; Tadh., IV, 114-116; Shadh., IV, 23lf; 

see Ibn-Mihran (II. Oo 4) who also wrote a book called al
Ghaya fi>l-qira'at,which is extant. 
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!!QLMEN OF LETTERS AND THE POET8 

.. (BfJ-> 1-FA:pL l.L-l.hi.YDAI([, 'UMAR J\L-KBt:.YYAM
5 

:BN FUNDUQ 

AHD NI~A1·.ii-i- ( 1\RUJ)I 

These were the four great names in Arabic and Persian 

literature which were associated with Nishapur in the twel~th 

century. 

Abu-' 1-Fa<fl al-.Maydani ( IVo EE 
0 

5 ) was a native of 

Nishapur and a pupil of Abu-'1-~asan al-W~idi ( III. Wo 6 ). 

He is mainly remembered today for his book al-Jami t fi '1~ 

amthal 9 a collection of ancient Arabic proverbs which forms 

the basis of Freytag's Arabia Proverbia, but he also compiled 

a dictionary, as-Sami fi'l-asami, and a work on grammar 

called al-Hadi li-7 sh-shadi .1 

One of al-Maydani's contemyoraries was the scientist 

and poet •umar al-Khayyam ( IVo EEo 3 ), the pupil of Ibn-

Sina. He was an astronomer and worked for a time in the 

observatory which had been established by the Selju~ Sultan, 

Malik-Shah, but he also wrote many scientific and mathematical 

works 9 such as a treatise on algebra, a commentary on Euclid, 

and a treatise on the chemical analysis of mineralso 

works were all written in Arabic. 2 

l. Irsh., II, 107~~" I Kh., I9 57; A L , 167 o 

2. Minor sky, E r1~'1 't>mar Khaiyam"; A L , 494. 

These 
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However it is as a poet, and as a Persian poet in 

particular, that he is knovm throughout Europe. This 

poetry is in the form of quatrains and although the word 

ruba'i is an Arabic word, the quatrain itself appears to have 

had a distinct Persian origin and was used by Persian poets 

of the lOth and 11th centuries such as Rudagi (880-954) and 

his contemporary, Abu-ShaJrir of Balkho The q_ua train was 

made populo.P as & means of expression of mystice.l sentiments and 

beliefs by Abu-Sa 'id Ibn-Abi-~ 1-Khayr ( III. v 0 5 ) , a 

mystic who had lived for a time in Nishapur, but Trattner 

also claims that the quatrain came to stand as a symbol of 

Persian aspirations and nationalism m1der Arabic domination. 

It is not certain whether 'Umar al-Khayyam's use of the verse 

form can be attributed to Trattner's theoryo 1 Certainly 

there is no extant poetr:y of his exalting his Sultan and 

employer, Malik-Shah, as was the custom of his time, but this 
J 

is probably accounted for by the fact that he was primarily 

considered to be an astromer and a mathematician, and not a 

poeto It is significant in this respect that, whereas 'Umar 

al-Khayyam is better knovm in Europe as a DOet than his fellow 

poets Anwari and Khaqani, his reputation in Persia and among 

scholars is quite low. 2 

1. Trattner, "'Umar Kha:y-yam- Poet", MW, L. II (1962), 310-312 .. 

2. L H P , I I, 84. 
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As well as v~iting verse·. 
1
.n 

Persian, it has recently been 
made lmown, 'Ni th the discovery of Ib 

n-Funduq's biographical 

vrork Tatimmat \?iw8:n al-J;likm.!, that 'Umar al-Khayyiim also wrote 

a few lines of verse in Arabic.] 

A contemporary of 'Umar al-Khayyiim's was the court poet 

of the Ghurids, Ni~ami-i-'Aru~i ( IVo EE.l4), the author of 

Chahar magala. 
In this book he gives the earliest account 

about 'Umar al-Khayyam and Ibn-8ina. In the opinion of 

Browne the book is one of the most interesting and remarkable 

prose works in Persian in which the writer throws most ~ight 

on the intimate life of Persian ~nd Central Asian Courts in 

the twelfth century of our era. 2 

A student of al-Maydani and 'Umar al-Khayyam was Abu-' 1-

l}asan al-Bayhaqi who was better known as Ibn-Funduq (IV oEE., 12) . He 

appears to have been the author of many books and to have 

vvri tten in both Persian and .::~rabic. Yaqut lists more than 

seventy of his books3
9 but among the best known of them are 

his history of his place of birth, Ta'ri~1-i Bayhaq, which was 

written in Persian, and an Arabic su~plement to the biographical 

work 9iwan al-~ikma of Abu-Sulayman as-Sijistani which was 

entitled Tatimmat ~ir1en al-l;ikma. This latter work contains 

the biography and sayings of one hundred and eleven 

philosophers and mathematicians, many of whom were contemporary, 

1. Tri tton, "'Umar Khayyam as an Arabic Poet 1
', B S 0 (;\.) S, 

27 (1964), 431-33. 
2. L H P , II, 336; ~ ../ E r 1 "Niz.ami '.1j .. ruQ.i'',· see below, 1'-JaSSt: 9 __ , _ 

593-594. 
V 08 211 sec belo~, (List No.IoF), 625. 3. Irsh., , 2 - ; 
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or nearly contemporary, with the author himselfc 
It also 

-
contains the earliest account of the m th t· · 'Umar al-a ema 1c1an 9 

Khayyam 9 and his teacher Ibn-Sina 
0 Ibn-Funduq was a 

historian, jurist and poet. 
Some portions of his anthology 

of J?Oetry 9 Y/ish§Q ad-dumya 9 a continuation of al-BaJ.illazi' s 

( IIIo Xo 15 ) Dumyat ~1-qa~r, are extant and contain 

specimens of his own poetry in Arabicc 1 

The names of the other literary ~ersonalities in Nisha])ur 

at ·this time are little known because most of their works 

have been losto Among the ~riters of prose were Abu-Sa'd 

al-Maydani ( IV o EE o 7 ) ~ the son of Abu- 'l-Fa9.~ al-r:iaydani, 

Taj-ad-Din al-Harawi ( IV. EE o 15) a~-'.fabarsi (IV .. EE o 9) and al-

Among t..'he poets were Abu-Ibrahim al- 'Utbi 

( IVo EEo 1 ), Fakr-az-Zaman a~-9awabi ( IV. ~E. 8 ), 

IV. EE. 10), al-Fanjukirdi 

( IV. EEo 2 ) and Ash'hari (. IV. EE. 13 )o The 

latter is alleged to be the son of 'Umar-al-Khayyam and is 

also knovm for his composition of quatrains. 

1 0 Dun1oj_), E r_2 , uBayhati11
; Storey, Persian Literature o 9 I 9 

353-4; II, 1105, 1295; Mohammad Shafi, "The Au~hor of 
the Oldest Biogra~hical Notice of 'Umar al-Khayyam and 

notes in question 11 Islamic Culture, VI (1932) 582-628. 
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THE MEN OF LETTERS AND THE POErS ( 1100 1225) 

EE .. l Abu-Ibratim al-'Utbi 

His name was As' ad i bn-J:fas 'u-d 1· bn- 'Al-
1
· · 11 .- d · b 

- 1 bn-lv!u.J:lamma 1 n-
al-Hasan. 

0 His nisba al-'Utbi is derived from his ancestor 

'Utba ibn-Ghazw~ who was one of the most famous of the Umayyad 

army commanders and who founded the city of Ba~rac Al-

'Utbi was born in 1013 in Nishapur. While still a youth he 

lert Nishapur and went to Baghdad where he heard traditions 

from Abu-l;ian~ur 'Abd-All~ al-Khawafi 0 Then he joined the 

Seljuq_id administration in Iraq as e. secretai\)r but later he retired 

to his place of birth in Nishapur nnd thereafter kept himself 

away from public lifea It is reported that an assembly was 

conducted by him in Nishapur in the mosque of al-lV!ani'i in 

which he dictated traditionso He died in Nisha~ur in the 

year 1101. Nothing is lmown of his literary activitieS 9 

though he is regarded by his biographers as a poet and a man 
1 of letters. 

EE.2 al-Fanjukirdi 

His name was 'Ali i bn-iti}mad. He was a native of 

Nishapur and lived in the village of Kanjukird and hence his 

ni sba al-Fanjukirdi., According to al-Farisi 9 al-Fanjukirdi 

1. Lubo, II, 118-19; Irsh.9 II9 242. 
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was an able man of letters 1· 1 ,we versed in poetry and prose. 
He studied philology under 'Al. 1~ ·b y , ~ 

. 1 n- a qub al-Adib and others 
until he mastered that subJ'ect 

and later emerged as one of 

the great masters of philology of his timeo He died in lll9o 1 

'Umar al-Khayyam 

His name was 'Umar ibn-Ibr"Eihilll and his lcunya was Abu-' 1-

Fat~o He received the nisba of al-Khayyam or al-Khayyami 

'tent maker'~ probably from the occupation of his ancestors. 

His entire family appears to have come from Nishapur but the 

date of his birth is unkno~m. He studied Qnder Ibn-Sina 

various philosophical disciplineso He also studied a certain 

book, unnamed by his biographers, in I~pahan which he dictated 

on his return to Nishapuro 2 

In 1070, the Seljuq Sultan halik-Shah established an 

observatory in Baghdad in which al-Khayyam was employed along 

vdth other astronomers, ~nd, in 1074 or 1075, the Sultan 

1o Irsh., V, 103; Bughyat, 329;Lub. 9 II, 223; Ans., fo432ao 

2. Ibn-a1-Qifti, Ta~rikh al-pukama' ~ 333-4; Ross, "Fresh Light 

on 'Omar Khayyam", J R A s, ( 1898), 352-4; Minor sky 9 E I
1 , 

tt'Omar Khaiyam 11
; the tale of the three school fellows; 

Ni~am-al-~ulk, al-?asan-a~-9abb~ and al-IGlayyam given by 
Rashid-ad-Din and DawlatshB:h is chronologically rejected 

since Nizam-al-Mulk was born in 1017 and there are no records 
0 

indicating that al-Khayyam or a~-9abb~ died at the age of 

more than 100 years;Rashid-ad-D~ami' at-tawarik...h, 110; 

Dawlatsh~h, Tadhkirat ash-shu'ara'9 153; cf. Beveridge~ 

"I~'lore Light on 'Omar Khayam" J R A s, (1899), 135-139; 

Macdonald. u The Life of al-Ghazzalll~ J A 0 S, 20 ( 1899) 9 

78-79; L H P, II, 253o 
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invited him to collaborate with Abu-'1-~u~affar Asfizari and' 

Iviaymlin-al-Wasi ti in the reform of th p . It • · e ers1~n calendar. 

is also related that the Sultan provided him With certain 

funds for the purchase of astronomical instruments and apparatus 

for the observation of the stars but that before they were fully 

operational, the Sultan died in 1092.1 

In 1112 or 1113, Nizarni-i-'Aru9-i ( IV. EEo 14) is 

reported to have visited al-Khayyam when he was staying in 

Balkh, but the purpose of his stay there is not known 
' 

although it appears to have been of short duration because it 

is also reported that shortly afterwards in 1113, Abu-'1-Hasan ' . 
al-Baghaqi, better known as Ibn-Funduq ( IV 0 EE. 12 ) , met him 

in Nishapuro Ibn-Funduq is also said to have discussed with 

al-K~ayyam certain aspects of poetry and geometry and to have 

expressed his satisfaction with the knowledge and intelligence 

of Ibn-Funduq. The chief scholar 9 however, who had the closest 

relationship with al-Khayyam was Abu-~amid al-Ghazali ( IVo 

CC. 1), who is reported to have discussed with him certain 

topical problems in astronomy. Among the other scholars 

whom it is reported that al-Khayyam met were the famous reader 

o:r the Qur'an, Abu-'1-Jjasan al-Ghazzal ( IV. DD. 1 ) , and the 

learned prince of the K~uyid dynasty, Faramarz ibn-'Ali ibn-

1. Nizami-1-'Aru<}.i Chahar· maqala, 62-63. Kamil .. , X, 67; 

Ross and Gibb, "The Earliest Account of 'Umar Khayyam
11 

B S 0 (A) S, V ( 1928-30), 466-473 · 
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highly respected socially. 
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Al-Khayyam appears to have been 

The Seljuq Sultan, Malik-Sh~, 

it is said, used to count him among his companionso The 

Qarakhanid I<haqan,Shams-al-Mulk, apparently used to treat him, 

in Bulmara, with the high honour of seating him beside him on 

his divan. However9 the son of Malik-Sh~, Sanjar, who 

became the ruler of Khurasan, disliked him. 1 He appears to 

have been a scholar in philosophy, jurisprudence and history, 

but he was particularly renovmed as a scientist and a poetc 

Al-lGlayyam's poetical ability was for a long time over-shadowed 

by his reputation as a scientisto His treatise on algebra 

was first translated in Europe in 1851. However it is only 

comparatively recently that his stature as a poet has been 

recognised. The first edition of Fitzgerald 1 s famous 

translation of al-Khayyam's ruba'iyyat was published in 1859. 

A French edition by Nicholas followed in 1867 9 but it was only 

vYi th the publication of Fi tzge.rald' s second edition in 1868 

that al-Khayyam became a popular poet in Europe. Although 

1. Mohammad Shafi, "The Auth9r of Oldest Biographical Notice 

of 'Umar al-Khayyam and notes in questionn 9 Islamic 

Culture, VI (1932), 586-587, 612-617;Rashid-ad-Din, Jami' at
troflarikh, 110; L H P, II, 246-258; I~!irza Itiul}ammad, 

narginal notes, Ni~ami-i-'Arudi,Chahar Magala, 209-228; 

Ross and Gibb, "The Earliest Account of 'Umar Khayyam", 

B _SO (A) s, v (1928-1930), 466-73; references on the lif'e 
- . b T.utf'-'A.1 ll-Beg, and works of 'Umar al-Khayyam are g1ven Y ~ • 

Ateshkade, II, 674-683no 
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' -the ruba iyyat was written in p. . 
ers1an, it also appears that 

al-Khayyam wrote some of his -noetr . A . 1 
_ O.W\~ ~ Y 1n rabic. 

Al-Khayyamlcomposed the followl·ng 
works,. r1hich are 

extant: 

1. Jviagala fi~l-jabr wa)ll-muqabala. 

2. Risala fi shar~ ma ashkala min mu~adarat kitab Uqlidis. 

3o Risala fi~l-wujud. 

4. RavrS,lat al-'uqul. 

5~ Risala fi~l-i~tiyal li-mairifat miqdaray adh dhahab 

wa 'l~fi~~a fi jism murakkab min~uma. 2 

EEo4 Abu-Nasr al-Alm'i . 
His name was Muhammad ibn-Sa'ido He was a follower of Abu-• 

~Abd-All~ ibn-Karram 1 s (I.Eol) doctrine. He studied Arabic 

literature in his place of birth, Nishapur, under ~ad al

Maydani ( IVo EEo 5 ) until he became a master of that subject. 

He taught the literature he had learned from his teacher. He 

became quite famous in this field but then joined the Al,my. 

He died while he was stj_ll young in 1122., 3 

1. iviinorsky, E 11 , 11 'Omar al-Khai:yam; Tri tton, 11 'Umar Khayyam 

as an Arabic Poet", B S 0 (A) s, 27 (1964), 4313: On 
Khayyam's ruba'iyyat and scientific works see; 'Abd-al

:tfaqq Fa9-il, "The Fame of 'Omar Khayyam 11
9 M w, L (1960) 

259-268; L HP, II, 255-258. 
2. GAL S, I, 855; GAL, I, 620~621. 

3 .. s iya q. , r . 2 2b • 
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EE.5 Al-Maydani 

His name was ~1\"hmad ibn-11.11-u,n~t:"l,..,.,ad ·~ 1: • ~H ibn-J4llnad ibn-Mu]]ammad 
ibn-.Al;unad. 

His kuny~ was AbU-'1-Fa~l and he was born in one 

of the quarters of Nishapur called Mayd8n from which he 

derived the nisba al-Maydani. 1 In Nishapur he studied 

Arabic literature undep the commentator Abu-' 1-Hasan al-':t"Eiliidl 
0 0 

( III. W. 6 ) and 'Ali ibn-Ya' g_Ub ibn-1-;J,lmad an-NaysS:bUri, and 

was later regarded as an eminent literary man and learned 

philologer .. He died in Nishapur in ll24o Al-Maydani is 

regarded by Yaqut as one of the most elegant v~iters of his 

timeo He was a contemporary of the famous scholar az-

Zamakhshari. It is related that the latter criticised al-

I·,iaydani' s treatise on literature, al-J ami', for some unknovvn 

proverbs mentioned in it but most historians regard his 

criticism as being derived from a sense of jealousy since 

none of al-Iviaydani' s contemporaries wrote as good a work. 

The following is a list of his rrorks r1hich are extant. 

lo al-Jarni' fi'l-amthal.(or I:Iajma' al-amthal)o 

2. as-Sami fi~l-asami. 

3 N h t t tarf fi' ilm a~-~arf o • uz a a.- .. 

4. Uunyat ar-r.a~ bi~rasa'il al-gadi. 

- - > - 7" 5. Al-Hadi li- sh-shadi. · 

-,. 2 6. ~ayd al-awabid min al-fawa 1d. 

1 • hi B , IV, 713 • 
107 8 Bughyat, 155; I Kh., I, 57; 2 • I r sh • , I I , - ; __ 

ShacLh., IV, 158; G A L S, I, 506 ; G A L, I, 344 • 
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EE.6 as-Siliqi 

His name was h,uJ;lammad ibn-MSnkadUm ibn-Zayd al- 1 Alawi 
al-ijasani as-Siliq-l· ~ He ~ 

. · was one o~ the Sayyids o~ Bayhaq. 

He died in 1139. He composed an elegy on his son 'Aw~ which 

is quoted by Ibn-Funduq. He had another son, Abii- '1-~asan 

'Ali, who died in 1154. He took lessons on literature from 

Abii- '1-FutUQ. Ri9-&. From his childhood onwards he composed 

poetry and some of his verses are cited by Ibn-Funduq. 1 

His name was sa~id ibn--~ad ibn-Muhammad ibn-Ahmad. . . . 
He was the son of the man of letters Abu-'1-Fa~l ~ad al-

Iviaydani ( IV. EE o 5 ) . He followed the example of his 

father and became noted as a man of letters, distinguished for 

his talents and piety. He died in 1141-~-5. 

Abu-Sa'd wrote one work which is mentioned by his 

- . , -, biographerso It was the treatise entitled al-Asma fl 1-asma 

and its material was probably derived from his fatherrs work 

as-sami fi~l-asami. 2 

1. I Fun., 232. 

2. r Kh. <l r, 57; -· Shadh., IV, 5E; • 
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Fakr-az-Zaman a~-9aw8bi 

His name was !Yiaslud ibn-'Ali ibn-Ahmad 
• • He was the 

descendant of the Companion 'Abd-ar-Rahman ibn- 'Awf. He was . 
a native of Bayhaq. His father was a theologian and a poet. 

He himself s~udied literature under al-Hasan al-Ghazi and 
• 

He was one of the 

famous poets of Bayhaq and had a large Diwan, which, however, 

no longer exists. He composed many works on jurisprudence, 

theology and the interpretation of the Qur 7 an. The names of 

these works are listed by Ibn-Funduq, but none of them have 

survived. He died in ll49o 1 

EE.9 Al-Imam as-Sa'id Abu-'Ali at-Tabarsi 
• • 

His name was al-Fadl ibn-al-Hasan. 
• 0 

He was a native of 

Tabars, which was a district situated between I~pahan and 

Qashan .. He was a master of grammar. He studied under Taj-

al-Qurra' al-Kirmanio He settled in Bayhaq in 1128-9. He 

is said to have composed poetry from his childhood and some is 

quoted in the Wishah ad-dumya of Ibn-Funduq. He died in 

Zabzawar, district of Bayhaq in ll53o 

At-Tabarsi was a man of letters, grammarian and a poeto . . 
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He v1as the author of many ,~1orks on 1 · t t 
· - 1 era ure, among them 

being: 

--1.. Ei tab-i maqasid 

2.. Sharlj.-i l).amasa of .:·~bu-Tammam ( r .. H.. ) 
1 ' 

but none of his writings are extant.l 

EE .. lO 

His name was I'liuhammad ibn-'Abd-All~ ibn-A.hmad ibn-al-• . 
Jjusayn. He received the laqab of Nasih-ad-Din. --··- .. He was a 

poet and calligraphist .. Ibn-Funduq cites one of his poems 

in praise of Sharaf-ad-Din al-Bayhaqi .. He died in 115Lt-· 

His son Ja~far was also an able :poet~ but he died before his 

father in 1148-9 9 in a place between Isfara~in and Bayhaq .. 2 

EE.ll 

His name was 1\m.J;ammad Ibn-Abi- '.Abd-AllElh .. He was a 

member of the Salar family of Bayhaq. He died in 1156-7, and 

Ibn-Funduq who was one of his pupils 9 composed an elegy about 

him. Ibn-Funduq also gives us a specimen from one of as-

Salar' s poems" 3 

lo I Fun., 234-235· 
2 • Ib id • , 2 2 9 • 

3 • Ib id • 9 23 9 .. 
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EEol2 Ibn....Funduq 

His name was 'Ali-fbn-Zayd ibn-Funduq. His kunya was 

He was born at Abu-~1-~asan and his lagab was Zahir-ad-Din
6 

Zabzawar9 the administrative centre of the rustaq of Bayhaq, 

in 1100 or in 1106b It seems, from the autobiography given 

in his lost treatise hlasharib at-tajarib and quoted by Yaqut, 

that he spent most of his life travelling in Khurasan. In 

1120-21, he arrived in Nishapur. He became a pupil of Abu-

Ja:far al-1viuqri' ( IVo DDo 4 ) and in the Ancient M.osque he 

studied the latter's own book, the Taj al-ma~adir, and the 

grammar of Ibn-Fa~9-a1 ( III" X.. 21 ), among other works. He 

then became the pupil of ~nad al-Maydani (IVo EEo 5 ) and 

studied his book which was called as-Sami fi~l-asami, while 

at the same time attending the theological lectures given by 

Ibr~Im al-Harraz. • Before leaving Nishapur for Marw, a 

year after his father's death in 1123, he studied the 

traditional compilation of al-Khattabi's ( IIo I. 44 ) 

Gharib under M~ammad al-Fazari. During his- residence in 

Marw from 1124-5 until 1127, he studied the khilaf under Ya}J.ya 

ibn- 'Abd-al-Malik ibn-Sa 'id and took part in the discussions 

which were held by him. In 1127, he returned to Bayhaq 

via NiShapur and married the sister of the governor· of Rayy, 

In 1131, probably due to the 

influence of his brother-in-law, he was appointe~ qa9-I of 

Bayhaq but, as he disliked the official duties of that post, 

he soon resigned and returned to his former scholarly pursuitso 
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Shortly after his resignation as q-a·d.-
1
·,. h 

e spent a year in Rayy 
where he was entertained by many of the cityts notables 

including his brother-in-law. 
He also took the opportunity 

to study algebra, geometry, astrology and the principles of 

jurisprudence under ustiidh 'Uthm9:n ibn-JS:dhilkS:P. In 1134, 

he returned to Nishapur and remained there a year before 

moving to Sarakhs to study philosophy under Qutb-ad-Din al-
.. :- 1 r·.'1arwaz1 .. 

He returned to Nishapur in 1137 with his teacher 

of philosophy and stayed there for four more yearso 

He travelled to Bayhaq in 1141 but left soon after arriving 

due to a quarrel between himself and his relatives. He 

finally decided to make Nishapur his permanent residence and 

remained there until 1154~ teaching and holding assemblieso 

It is re:ported that on Mondays he conducted assemblies in 

the ljaj j mosque, on Wednesdays in the Murabba 'a mosque and on 

Fridays in the Ancient Hosque. It is significant for his 

later career that the Vizier of the Sultan Sanjar~ i~ir 

ibn-Fakhr-al-Mulk~ and other distinguished scholars in 

Nishapur attended these assemblieso He returned to Bayhaq 

in 1154 to visit his family but both his mother and his 

brother ~ad had died during his stay in Nishapuro Ibn-

'Imad al-I~bahani gives some accoQnt of Ibn-Funduq's later 

career; he states that he became connected with the Seljuq 

sh V 228 2.11 cf. Storey~ Persian Literature! Iy 1. Ir · . , , - · 

353; Dunlop, E I 2 , "BayhB.ti11 
• 
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officials of Khurasan and was r ·a d . egar e by them with such high 

esteem that he was considered the favourite candidate for the 

viziership of the Sultan SanJ·ar~ 
V Ibn-Funduq himself tells 

us that in ll489 °11 the arrival in Khurasan at the Court of 

the Sulta~ Sanjar of an envoy from t' Ch ne ristian King of 

Georgia, Demetriusy certain questions were received in Arabic 

and Syriac and were answered at the instance of Sanjar by Ibn-
1 Funduq. However, when the Sultan was captured by the Ghuzz 

armies, Ibn-Funduq was also imprisoned and on his release Ibn-

Funduq went to Rayy ·,~,here he stayed as a guest of the new 

governor there, Sharaf-ad-DinQ He died in Rayy in ll69-70o 2 

Ibn-Funduq was held in the highest esteem by his contemporaries 

as man of letters, historian, theologian, jurist and physician. 

Yaqut lists more than 70 books which were vvri tten by him on a 

great variety of subjects, some in Arabic and others in 

Persiano In literature, Jne of his most famous books was an 

anthology of poetry entitled Wishah ad-dumyao This was 

intended to be a supplement to al-BBkharzi' s book the Dumyat 

al-qa9r ( III. Xo 15 ) and included specimens of his ovm 

:poetry. It was written in Arabic, in 1140-41, during the time 

of Ibn-Funduq's stay in Nishapur,and when Yaqut visited the 

city in 1112-13, he found the book still extant thereA Among 

his historical writings, the best known of his books was his 

history of Bayhaq, which is still extfu!t and is called simply 

Ta' rikh-i Bayhaq, in which he Gives us the earlier history of 

that city and the biographies of its better-known families, such 

1. I Fun., 162; I~bahani quoted by Yaqut; ·rrsho, V, 2l4o 

V .. 214,· Yaqut also gives specimen of Ibn-Funduq' s 
2 o Ibid. J' ~ 

poems: Ibid., V, 214-218. 
:~~~~--------_. ............ .-
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o · e biographical 
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important 

work the 
Siwan al-~ikffia and was entitled Tat1'mmat 

--------~?_i_w~an=-~a~l--~~~i=km=·=a. 
This was originally written in Arabic but was translated into 

Persian probably about 1330. 
Another work by him which is 

still extant and which was written 1·n Pers
1
·an 1 was a judicia 

astrological book entitled Jawami' al-~am.l 

EEol3 Ash'hari 

His name was Shahfur ibn-Muhammad 
0 • He was a native of 

Nisha:pur. He was said to be one of the sons of 'Umar al-

Khayyam ( IVo EEo 3 ) • Ash'hari was a poet attached to the 

court of' the Khwarizm Sh~s of Bukhara. It is related that 

the Sultan, Mu~ammad ibn-Takash, appointed him as the chief 

tax collector of the buildings in his kingdom and that he wrote 

a treatise on his work. He died in Tabriz in 1209 and was 

buried beside the poet ~atir-ad-Din al-Farayyabi. 

Ash'hari was called king of the poets. Some of his 

poems were quatrains. Dawlatshah gives one of his quatrains 

on drinking wine and another on Ghazal. 2 

1. Storey, Persian Literature, I, 354; II, 1105, 1295; Dunlop, 

E r 2 , uBayh~l", G A L, I, 395-396; G i'l. L S, I, 557-558 i 
see the preface Y.'hich is given by Liohammad S;haf'i, · "The 

Author of' the Oldest Biographical Notice on (Umar al-

Khayyam and notes in question", Isf;~amic Culture, VI 

(1932), 586-601 .. 
2. Dawlatshah, Tadhkirat ash-shu'ara', 102-3; Lutf-'Ali-Beg, 

Ateskade,. 673-4. 

II, 
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EE .. 14 

His name was A~mad ibn- 'Umar 1' bn- 'Al-l' 
and his kunya was 

- 7 

Abu- 1-~asan, but he was better known as Ni~ami-i-'ArUdi. He 

was born in Samarqand and the only information that we have 

about his life comes from himself .. 

He informs us that in 1110/1 he was 
1
·n s d amarqan , 

collecting information about the poet Rudagio 1 In 1112/3 

he met the astronomer and poet, 'Umar al-Khayyam ( IV .. EE .. 3 ) , 

at Balkh and three years later he was residing in Herat. 2 

In 1116/7 he was living in poverty in Nishapur and he decided 

to go to 1us with the object of obtaining the favour of the 

Sultan Sanjar~who was encamped on the outskirts of rus .. While 

he was in rus he visited the grave of the famous epic poet, 

Firdawsi, and collected material about his life which he 

- -incorporated into his book Chahar magalaft At the court of 

the Sultan Sanjar he became friends with the Sultan's poet 

laureate, Eu'izzi, and, encouraged by him, he succeeded in 

attracting the attention of Sanjar .. According to masse,3 

Ni~ami's fame and reputation probably date from this time. 

In 1118, he again visited Nishapur. In 1120 he was 

still at Nishapur~ where he heard from the 1i:Ps of Mu' izzi an 

- -:- 4 anecdote about Mahmud and Firdaws1. 
0 

1. Ni~ami-i- 6Arn~i, Ch~har magala, 33 .. 

2 .. Ibid.~ op.cit. 9 44, 63. 
6 L E r 1 

a 
11Niz .. ami 'Arndi" .. 3 .. Ibid .. 9 ou .. ci t .. 9 40-43, 9; hass~S' ..;;.,._ _ _..! 

4 .. Ni~ami-i- 'AruQ.i 9 op. ci t., 50-51 .. 
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In 1135/6 he returned to NI'shanu·r 
~~ to visit the grave of 

In 1152-3 he was with 'Ala,-ad-Din al-

Ghuri in the battle waged by that 
prince in a place near 

Herat9 against the Sultan Sanjar, and after the defeat of the 

Ghuri he was. for some time in hiding at Herat 
0 

2 From this 

time, nothing is known about his life except that his work 

Ghahar magala was probably written in ll56o3 

Ni~ami wrote both prose and poetry but the only work 

which has come dovm to us intact is the Chahar magala. 

consists of four discourses, each of which deals with a 

This 

separate class of men and is followed by ~necdotes often from 

the author's own personal experienceo It is from this work 

and that of Ibn-Funduq Tatimmat 9 that we have the earliest account 

of Firdawsi and 'Umar al-Khayyam. Brovme mentions that 
. Ll. DavJlatshah made great use of thls work. · 

With regard to his verse 9 most of it has been lost apart 

from fragments given by Dawlatsh~ and 'Awfi. He is also 

knovm to have composed several mathnawi but the titles of these 

works have not come dovm to us. 5 

1. Nizami-i- 6 Arudi, Chahar maqala, 63. . . 
2 .. Ibid., op.cit., 76-7, 87-8 .. 
3. Iviasse', E rl, uNifami 'Arug_i".. Ibid., .Anthologi~ p:rsane, 128; 

4. 

See biographical accounts vlhich are given by; 1-iirza I"iuJ:lammad 
"Pref'ace", Ni~ami-i- 'ArliQ.I Chahar magala, XI-XXIV; Browne, 
"ThP- Chahar Maqal8; 11

9 J R A S, ( 1899), 613 ff; L H P, II' 

336-7. 
B "The Sources of Dar,;latshELh;;, J R A S, ( 1899), 40, rowne, 

45. 

sh , ' -, 68· 'Awfi, Lubab al-5. Dawlatshih, Tadhkirat a - snu ara ' ' 
albab, II, 7, 207-208; L HP, II, 337. 
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Al-Harawi 

His name was Mal]mud Ibn-Abi-' 1-M·a 'ali. His lagab was 
Taj-ad-Din. 

He ~~sa native of Nishapur and studied literature 

under the distinguished master Abu-Sa'd al-Maydani ( IV. EE. 7 )~ 

He graduated with a great reputation of being skilful in 

philology and versed in prose and poetry. He composed a book 

on li terature 9 which is no longer extant, entitled 

Dallat al-adib fi'l-Jaml bayna as-sahih wa'l-tahdhib. Al-
, • 0 • • 

Harawi was reported by Yaqut to be still alive in the year 

1184, but the date of his death is not known. 1 

1. Irsh., VII, 151-152. 
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A NOTE ON THE LISTS 

The lists deal only with the scholars with whom 

I have dealt in this work. They are arranged in 

chronological ordero Regarding List No.l it excludes 

all traditionists except those who studied or taught 

other subjects besides tradition. 
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LIST NO.l: THE TEACHERS AND THEIR<PUPILS 

The teacher 

Abu-IJanifa 

" If 

11 

QaQ-i Abu-Yusuf 

If 

lviuhamm·ad ibn-al-Hasan 
0 - - • 

ash-Shaybani 

Bishruwayhi 
CI .B .6) 

Abu-'1-Hu§a~ an
NaysSburi 
(I .. B.lO) 

" 

A .. THE HANAFITES 
• 

year of 
death The pupil 

767 Ibn-Tanman 
{I.B.l) 

795 

Abu-'Umar a1-Faqih 
(I.B.2) 

Al-Jarnd 
(I.B.3) 

Ibn-Abi-'1-Azhar 
(I.B.5) 

Abu-'Ali ar-Ramjari 
(I.B.14) 

.AJ.:>11 ' l -·' A1=lb 2 s at 
Tabbani 
( 1 :G<J=;Ib ) 

802 Al- <A:mi ri 
(IoB.7) 

830 

852 

865 

Abu-'1-~gs~yn an
Naysaburi 
(I.B.lO) 

Al-Hasan ibn-Bishr 
"(r.B.9) 

Abu-Nasr al-Labbad 
(r:B .. l3) 

Al-Buzdtghari 
(I .. B .. 4) 

year of 
death 

776 

814 

818-19 

828 

851 

865 

893 

824 

Ibratim an-Naysaburi 
(II.J .. 5) 

920~1 



The teacher 

Abu-Nasr al-Labbad 
(I.B.l3) 

Harun ibn-Yazid 

An-Nagr ibn-Salama 

-- -
~ad al-Ju1abadhi 

11 

I! 

Abu-Sahl az-Zujjajl 
(II.J.8) 

11 

Abu-·' 1- • ~bQ_as at
Tabbani 
(II.J.lO) 

Qadi-al-Haramayn 
• (IIDj.11) 

Abu- ~ l-Haytham 
(III.R .. 2) 

If 

If 
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year of 
death The pupil 

893 Abu-Ishaa a1-Judhami 
(II~J .. 6) 

Abu-Ya~ya a1-'Ataki 
(I .. B.12) 

Abu-Bakr a1-Jarudi 
(II.J.I) 

year of 
death 

933 

881 

903 

949 Abu- '1- 'Abbas at-Tabbani 960 
(II.J.10) 

951 Abu-8~~1 az-Zujjaji 951 

951 

960 

962 

1015 

1039 

(II .. J.8) 

Qadi-a1-Haramayn 
· (rr:J.11) 

Abu-Bakr a1-Jassas 
(II.J.16)•o . 

11 

962 

980 

Abu-'A1i as-Sama~qandi 1005 
(III.R.1) 

Abu-Sadiq at-Tabbani 
.(II.J.17) 

Abu-'1-Haytham 
(III.R.2) 

Abu- 7 1-Mu~~ffar a1-
Harawi 
(III.X.4) 

Qadi sa'id 
· trrr.R.6) 

Ibn-Abi- 7 1-Haytham 
(III.R .. 7) 

Abu-'1-Mu~~far al
Harawi 
(III.X.4) 

Al-Huska.n.i · 
.. (IIIoQ.71) 

982 

1015 

1023 

1039 

1039 

1023 

1097 
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The teacher year of 
death The pu]?i1. 

Qa~i 9a'id (contd.) 1039 Abu-Ibrflhim al-(III.R.6) Dushtaniqani 
(III.R.16) 

Abu-'1-Hasan al- 1051 Abu-'1-Qasim a1-ustuwa~i 
(III.Q.45) 

ustuwa'i 
(III.R.ll) 

Abu-Nasr a1-Ustuwa 5 I 1089 Abu-Sa'd Muhammad 
(III.R.l2) (IVrZ.2) 

Abu-Sa' d Muhammad 1132-3 Abu-Ja'far a1-Faqih 
(IV.z;.2j (IV.Z.1) 

B. THE SflAFI'ITES AND ASH'ARITES 

The teacher 

Abu-'Ubayda 

IsJ.:lag_ ibn-R"iihuya 
(I.C.1) 

Ahmad ibn-Hanbal 
• 0 

Abu-'Abd.-All"iih a1 
Qurashi 
(I.C.2) 

Abu-Ibrlihim al
Muzani 

A~u-~Abd~All~ al
Marwazi 

Thn-Khuzayma 
~ ~- -- . \ 

year of 
death 

820 

825 

852 

855 

859 

877 

884 

906 

923 

The ]?U]?i1 

rs~aq ibn-RB:huya 
(I.C.1) 

Abu-'Abd-Al18:h a1-
Qurashi 
(I.C.2) 

Davrud az-ZB:hiri 
(r:D:1) 

11 

Ibn-Khuzayma 
(II.K.4) 

Abu-(Awana 
(II.I.l6) 

- \ -
Abu- 6Abd-Allah al-

Bushanji 
(II.K .. 1) 

Abu-'kli ath-Thaqafi 
(IIoK.6) 

Abu-'1-Hasan al-Bayhaqi 
rtr .. K .. '1) 

year of 
death 

1098 

1077 

1132-3 

1125 

year of 
death 

852 

859 

884 

923 

928-9 

902 

939 

935 
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The teacher· year of 
death The pupil year of 

death 

Ibn-Khuzayma (contd.) 923 Ibn-Hibban 
• (II .. K .. 9) 

965 

tt 

Abu-,1-'Abbas as-Sarraj 925 
(IIoi.l2) 

Abu-yl-~asan al-Bayhaqi 935 
(II .. K .. 5) 

If 

Ibn-Ash-Sharqi 
(II .. I.2l) 

Abu-yl-Hasan al-. - -
Ash'ari 

Abu- 6 Ali ath-Thaqafi 
(II .. K .. 6) 

936 

936 

939 

~Iusaynak 
(II.Kol2) 

Abu-,1-Husayn at-•- - .. 
t'ara' ifi 
(II.K.l4) 

Abu-~1-Hasan al-~Arudi 
(II.K.ll) . 

Abu-Muhammad al-1Iahfi_ni 
(II.K.l8) 

- -
Abu-Bakr a?-~ibghi 

(II .. K.7) 

Abu-Sahl as-Su'buki 
(IIoL:l) 

---
Abu-Muhammad al-Mahani 

(II.Kol8) 

Abu-Sahl as-Su 6 luki 
(IIoL:l) 

981 

998 

955 

980 

998 

980 

Abu-'Amr az-Zardi 
(IIoP .. 2) 

949 Abu:-Ivian?ur an-N aysaburi 998 
(IIoLo3) 

Abu-Hamid al-Khazranji 959 
o(II.Po3) 

Abu-Sahl~al-Khalili 

'All ibn-al-Walid 

Abu-Hurayra 

If 

Ibn-Surayj 

Abu-yl-Walid al-Qurashi 960 
(II.K.8) 

tl 

11 

Al-Hakim an-Naysaburi 
. (III.Q.3) 

Abu-'1-Walid al-Qurashi 960 
(II.Ko8) 

Muhammad al-Qurashi 
. (II.KolO) 

991 



The teacher 

Abu-~1-Walid al-Qurashi 
( contd .. ) 

11 

If 

If 

" 

- -
Abu-Is~aq al-Marwazi 

" 

If 

Ibn-Hibban 
·(rr.K .. 9) 

Abu-Bakr al-Qa~fa1 

11 

If 

Abu-Sahl a~-Su'lUki 
(II.L.lJ 
tt 

If 

year of 
death 

960 

The pupil 

Ibn-Naj jar 
(II .. K .. 15) 

611 

year o:f 
death 

991 

Al-~akim an-Naysaburi 1014 
(III.Q.3) 

Abu-tahir az-Ziyadi 1019 
(III.Q.6) 

- , - -
Abu- 1-Qasim as-Sarraj 1027 

(III.Q .. 17) 

Abu-Bakr a1-Hiri 1030 
(III .. S .. 6) 

- !I - - -Abu- 1-Qasim ad-Daraki 986 
(II .. K .. 13) 

- ' Abu- 1-Hasan a1- 994 -· -Masarjisi 
(II .. K.16) 

Abu-'1-Qasim al-Iskafi 1061 
(III.T .. 7) 

965 A1-~akim an-Naysaburi 
(III.Q.3) 

1014 

975 Abu-'A1i ad-Daqqaq 
(II.V.l) 

1014 

980 

Abu-Muhammad al-Juwayni 1047 
(III .. S .. 9) 

Abu-Sa'id al-Mayhani 1049 
(III.V .. 5) 

A1-Khatan 996 
(II .. K.17) 

Abu~t-iayyib at-rabari 1013 
(III.S.12) 

Al-Hakim an-Naysaburi 1014 
. (III .. Q .. 3) 

Abu-'Amr al-Bistami 1036 
(III.S.3) . 

Abu-Muhammad a1-Juwayni 1048 
(III .. S .. 9) 



The teacher year of 
death 

612 

The pupil year o:f 
death 

Abu-Sahl as-Su'lUki 
( contd.) 980 Abu~~l-~asan al-Bushanjl 1074 

(III.Q.56) 

Abu- 9 1-Hasan a1-_.. -
Masarjisi 
(II.K.l6) 

994 Abu-Sa'd al-KharkUshi 
(III.T.2) 

1017 

tt 

11 

-s -Abu-t-Tayyib at-Tabari 1058 
.. (III.S .. l2) . 

Abu-'1-~asan a1-'At~ar 1061 
( III .. S. 13) 

Daraqu~ni 995 Abu-~-Tayyib at-rabari 1058 
(III .. S .. l2) 

An-Nahrawani 1001 

Abu-Bakr al-Isma'l1l 1001 

Abu-i•.'lu.J:lammad as-Si j zi 

Abu-Muhammad al-Bafi 1007 
0 

!I 

Abu-~-+ayyib a~-~u'1ukl 1013 
(.III.S.2) 

11 

Al-Haitim an-Naysaburi 1014 
• ( III .Q .3) 

" 
Abu-Is~aq a1-Isfara~ini 

(III .. T.3) 

tl 

---Abu-Bakr an-Nuqani 
(III.S.5) 

Abu~t-rayyib at-Tabari 
(III.S.12) 

---
Abu-'Uthman as-Sabuni 

(III.Q.4§). .. 

Abu-, 1-Fat~ al- 'Umari . 
(III.S.ll) 

Abu-Ishaq ash-Shirazi 
(III .. S.20) 

Abu-Turab an-Narisi 
( III .R.15) 

Abu-Bakr al-Farisl 
(III.Q.21) 

Ibn-' Allk 
(III .. Q.38) 

- , -:-
Abu-Bakr al-Ba)naql 

(III.Q.54 . 

1027 

1025 

1058 

1041 

1053 

1083 

1097 

1029 

1039 

1066 



The teacher 

Abu-Hamid al
is:rara~ini 

11 

'Abd--All~ al-Isbahani 

Ibn-Furak 
(III.T.l) 

If 

I! 

11 

year of 
death The pupil 

1015-6 Abu-'Amr al-Bistami 
(III.S.3) . 

613 

year o:r 
death 

1016-7 

Abu-~-Tayyib at-Tabari 1058 
"(iii .. S.l2J .. 

Abu-~1-~asan a1-Bushanji 1074 

Ibn-FUrak 1015-6 
(III.T.l) 

1015-6 Abu-'Uthman as-Sabuni 1057 
( I I I . Q • 4B ) . 

Abu-'1-Qasim as-Sayra:ri 
(III.T.6) .. 

1059 

Abu-'1-Qasim a1-Qushayri 1072 
(III.Vo8) 

Abu-Sa1ih a1- 1084 
. Mu' adhdhin 
(III.Q.62) 

Abu-'1-Fath al-'Umari 1053 
(III.S.11) 

Abu-Ishaq al- 1027 
Is:fara'ini 

Abu-Man~tir a1·-Baghdadi 1037-8 

If 

·Abu>·Bakr at-Tusi 
0 .. 

Abu-'1-~~sayn a1-
Qaz_zaz 

(IIIoT.5) 

Abu-'1-Qasim a1-Qushayri 1072 
(III.V.8) 

Abu-Hatim a1-Khatibi 
.(III.S.24) . 

1095 

Abu->1-Qasim al-Qushayri 1072 
(III.V.8) 

Abu-'1-Qasim an-Nuqani 1086 
(III.S.21} 

Abu-Bakr a1-FUraki 1085 
(III.T.8) 

Abu-Muhammad a1- 1097 
A~tarabadhi 
(III.S.27) 

Abu-'1-Fath a1- 1141 
Arghiyani 
(IV~AA.l) 
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The teacher 
year of year of 
death The pupil death 

Abu-Sahl al-Abiwardi Abu-Bakr a1-Khujandi 1090 
(IV. S .23) 

'All-al-Jazari Abu-Ishaq ash-Shirazi 1083 
(III.S.20) 

Al-Ba.yg.awi 1033 If 

Ibn-Ramin 1039 !I 

Ibn-'A1ik 1039 A1-Juwayni, Imam-a1- 1085 (III.Q.38) Haramayn 
trrr.T.9) 

Abu-Muhammad a1- 1047 Abu-Bakr a~-9affar 1075 . -
Juwayni (III.S.16) 
(III.S .. 9) 

ff Abu-,1-Hasan a1- 1075 -· Bakharzi 
(III .. X.17) 

t: A1-Juwayni, Imam-a1- 1085 
Haramayn 
{III.T.9) 

- - a1-Qazwini - - - - - 1083 Abu .... l}atim 1049 Abu-Ishaq ash-Shirazi 
(III.S.20) 

Abu-'1-Fath a1-'Umari 
- - 1066 1053 Abu-Bakr a1-Ha)haqi 

(rrr.s:11) (III.Q.54 

ff Az-Zubayri 1081 
(III.S.18) 

" Abu-Muhammad al- 1097 
Astarabadhi 
(III.S.26) 

If Abu-'1-Mahasin ar- 1108-9 
Ruyruri 
(IV, AA.3) 

Abu-'1-Qasim al-Iskafi 1061 Al-Juwayni rmam-a1- 1085 
(III.Te~7) Haramayn 

(III.T.9) 

Abu-'1-Qasim a1- 1072 Abu-Bakr as-Saffar 1075 

~ushayri (III.S.i6) . 
III.V.8) 



The teacher 

Abu-'1-Qasim_ al
Qushayri (contd.) 

If 

If 

Abu-Ishaq ash-Shirazi 
(IIIoSo20) 

11 

- -

year of 
death The pupil 

1072 Abu-Bakr as-Sarraj 
(III.Q.70) 
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Abu-Na~r al-Qushayri 
(IVoBB.3) 

year o:f 
death 

1097 

1120 

'Abd-a1-Ghafir a1-Farisi 1134-5 
(IV.Y.8) 

1083 Abu-Bakr ash-Shashi 
(IV.AA.4) 

Abu-'1-Ghana'im a1-
Mushili 
(IV.AA.11) 

1114 

1130 

Al-Juwayni Imam-al- 1085 
~aramayn (IIIoTo9) 

Abu-'A1i a1-lUthmani 
(III.Xo17) 

1075 

I! 

11 

tr 

If 

Abu-'1-Muzaffar as- 1096 
sam lani 
(III.S.25) 

Abu-MQhammad a1- 1097 
Astarabadhi 
(IIIoS.26) 

Abu-'1-Qasim a1-Juwayni 1098 
(IIIoSo27) 

Abu-'1-Fath a1- 1105 
Arghiyani 
(IV .AA. .1) 

Abu-'1-Mu~a[far a1- 1106 
Khawa:fi 
(IV.AA.12) 

A1-Ghazali 1111 
(IV.CCo1) 

I1kiya-a1-Harrasi 1116 
(IV.BB.1) 

Abu-'1-Qasim a1-An~ari 1118 
(IVoBB.2) 

Abu-' 1-IJasan at-:fa·'I 1118 
.. (IV.AA.6) 



The teacher 

A1-Juwayni Imam-a1-
~aramayn (contd.) 

tt 

If 

If 

tt 

t! 

11 

If 

fl 

If 

ff 

AbU-'1-Muzaffar 
as-samlani 
(III.S.25) 

Al-Khawafi 
(IV.AA.2) 

ff 

616 

. year of 
death The pupil 

year of 
death 

1085 Ash-Shabb8k 
(IV.AA.7) 

1119 

Abu-Na~r al-Qushayri 1120 
· (IV.BB.3) 

Abu-'1-Ma~ali at-Tusi 1121 
(IV .AA o 8) o • 

Al-Abiwardi 1128-9 
(IV.AA.10) 

Abu-'1-Ghana'im al- 1130 
Mushi1i 
(IV.AA.ll) 

Abu-Na~r al-Ar~hiyani 1134 
(IV .. AA.12) 

'Abd-a1-Ghafir al- 1134-5 
Farisi 
(IV.Yo8) 

Abu-sa:d al-Mu~adh~hin 1136-7 
(IV .. BB.4) 

Al-Ahdath 1139 
• (IV .AAo 14) 

Al-Khuwari 1141 
(IVoAAol7) 

-
Ad-Damghani 1050 

(IVoAA.l8) 

Abu-'l-Ma:a1i al- 1160-1 
Khawafi 
(IV oAA. 28) 

1096 Abu-Sald al-
Mu' adhdhin 
(IV.BB.4) 

Abu-Bakr al-BUshanji 
(IVoAA.21) 

1106 Ash-Shahrastani 
(IV.BB.6) 

Muhammad ibn-Yahya 
• (IV.AA.22) • 

1136-7 

1151 

1153 

1153 



617 

The teacher year of 
The pupil year o:f 

death death 

Ad-Dihistani 1109 Al-Ghaza1I 1111 
(IVdY.4) (IV.CC .. 1) 

Abu-Na~r a1-Isma'ili If 

Ahmad ar-Radhakani 11 
" 

Al-Ghaza1I llll Abu-'1-Fath ad-Duwini 1151 
(IV .. GC .. l) (IV .AA .. 20) . 

If 
Muhammad ibn-Yahya 1153 

. (IV .. AA. 22) " 

" Abu-'1-Fath a~Baqarhi 1158 
(IV .AA. 27) . 

" Abu-Mansur a1-Wa'id 1177 
(IV. Al\. 0 2 9) 

Abu-Bakr as-Samtani 1115 Abu-'1-Qasim as-Sam'ani 1139 
(IV.A.A .. 5) (IV .. AA.15) 

~ , Abu-Muhammad al-Kufani 
(IV .. AA.25) 

1156-7 

.If Abu-Mansur a1-Wa '·id 1177 
(IV .. AA .. 29) 

tr 'Abd-ar-R~man a1- 1190 
Lab bad 
(IV .. AA .. 33) 

Ilki0a-al-Harrasi 1116 Abu-'1-Fatt a1-Baqarti 1158 
IV·. BB .1) (IV.AA.27) 

Abu-'1-Qasim al-Ansari 1118 Ash-Shahrastani 1153 
(IV .. BB.2) .. (IV .. BB .. 6) 

Abu-Na~r al-Qushayri 1120 A1-Aghmati 1122 
(IV .. BB.3) (IV .. AA.9) 

H Abtt-'1-Qasim_as- 1153 
Sakhtini 
(IV.A!\.23) 

tt Al-Kharjirdi 1153 
(IV .. AA.24) 

If Ash-Shahrastani 1153 
(IV .. BB.6) 

tr Abu-'1-Fath al-Baqarhi 
(IV.AA.27) • 

1158 
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The teacher year of year of 
death The pupil death 

Abu-Na~r al-Qushayri 1120 Abu-Hafs as-Saffar 1158 (IV.BB .. 3) • (IV .AA .. 26) 
If 

'A -bd-ar-R~an a1- 1190 
Labbad 
( IV o AA o 3 3 ) 

Muhammad ibn-Yahya 1153 Sharafsha 1151 
• (IV .AA. 22) 

0 

(IV oAf\.o19) 
tr - , -Abu- 1-FaQ-1 at-Tabari 1198 

(IV.CC.4J . 
If 

Qutb-ad-Din an-
0 - - -

1183 
Naysaburi 
(IV.AAo30) 

I! A1-Qazwini 1184-5 
(IVoAA.31) 

tr Abu-Hamid a1-Qazwini 1189 
0

(IVoAAo32) 
fl A1-Khubushani 1191 

(IVoAAo34) 

tr Abu-'1=~us~yg at- 1l93 
Ta1aqani 
tiV.AAo35) 

" Abu-,1-Muzaffar 
'Asakir 

ibn- 1194 

(IVoAA.36) 

H Ibn-Fad1an 1198 
(IV.AA .. 37) 

tr Abu-'A1i 
- -a1-Wasiti 1209 

(IV.BB .. 9) 

Qu-pb-ad-~i:n ~- 1183 Abu-,1-Muza:ffar ibn- 1194 
Naysaburi "Asakir 
(IV.AA.30) (IV.AA.36) 

" Abu-,1-Hasan a1-Juwayni 1220-1 
(IVoAA.39) 

Ibn-Fa9J-an Abu-"A1i 
- -

1198 a1-Wasiti 1209 
(IV.AA.37) (IV.BB.9) 

Fakhr-ad-Din ar-Razi 1209 Al-Qu(b al-Mi~ri 1221 
IV .BBolO) 
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C. THE KARRAMITES (HAY.pAlvliTES) 

The teacher 

Mu'adh ibn-M~ammad 

Ibn-al-Haydam 
(III.U" .. B) 

11 

!I 

If 

'Abd-as-Sallam ibn
al-Haydam 
(rrr.u:4) 

The teacher 

Christian Monk 

.A.:Q.mad i bn-~arb 

Ibn-KhaQ_ra.wayhi 
(I.F .. 3) 

Abu-Turab a.n
Nakhsha.bi 

Thn-Ka.rram 
(I.E.l) 

year of 
The pupil death 

MuJ;ammad i bn-Mu' adh 
(III.U .. 2) 

If 

'Abd-as-Sallam ibn-al-
Hay dam 
(III .. U .. 4) 

Abu-Bakr ibn-al-Haydam 
(III .. U.5) . 

Ad-Duri 
(III .. U.9) 

1048-9 Abu-Bakr ibn-al-
Hay dam 
(III .. U .. 5) 

D. THE MYSTICS 

year of 
death 

848 

854 

859 

869 

The pupil 

'Abd-All~ ibn-al
Mubarak 
(I .. F .. l) 

Ibn-Karram 
(I.E.l) 

Abu-Hafs al-Haddad 
"(r:F.5). 

Hamdiln al-Qassar 
. " (I.F .. 6) .• 

Sh~-Shuja' al-Kirmani 
(II .. N .. l) 

YaJ:lya ibg-Mu 'adh ar
Razi 
(I .. F.4) 

year of 
death 

1029 

1048-9 

1074 

107L~ 

year of 
death 

796 

869 

883 

884 

903 

871 



The teacher year of 
death 

Y~ya ibn-Mu 'adh ar-Razi 871 
(I.F.4) 

The pupil 

Abu-'Uthman a1-Hiri 
(IIoN .. 2) • 

620 

year of 
death 

910 

tayfur al-Bistami 874 Fattma-an-Naysaburiyya 
• . (IoFo2) 

837 

If 

Abu-Hafs a1-Haddad 
(IoFo5) • 

tl 

If 

Abu-'Uthman a1-Hiri 
(II.N .. 2) • 

ii 

ll 

If 

11 

If 

Ibn-Najid 
(II .. N.ll) 

883 

910 

976 

977 

Ibn-Khadrawayhi 
(r:F .. 3) 

Abu-'Uthman .al-Hiri 
( II .. N .. 2) " 

A1-Murta:'-ish 
(II.N.6) 

---
Mahfuz. an-N a;ysabur-i 

" {II .. N .. 3) 

854 

910 

915-6 

939 

916-17 

;~~~Ja'far al-ljiri 923 
:(IIoio1l) 

-
Abu>--' 1-:-l}usayn a1-Warraq_ 925 

(IIoNo5) 

A1~l'iurta'ish 939 
(II .. N.6) 

Ash-Sha'rani 964 
(II .. N .. 9) 

Ibn-Bundar 969 
(II .. N .. 10) 

Ibn-Najid 976 
(II.N .. ll) 

Abu-'Abd-ar-R~an 
as-Su1ami 
(III .. V .. 2) 

fl 

Abu-'Ali ad-Daqqaq 
(III .. V.l) 

1021-2 

1014 



The teacher year of 

Abu-'A1i ad-Daqqaq 
(III.V.1) 

" 

11 

11 

11 

Abu~'Abd-ar-Rahman - . 
as-Su1ami 

(III.V.2) 

If 

If 

11 

"· 

Abu-'l-Fa~1 al-tJ:asan 

Abu-'1-'Abbas a1-Qassab 
• 0 

Abu-'1-Qasim al
Qushayri 
(III.V .. 8) 

" 
,, 

tl 

death 

1014 

1021-22 

1072 

621 

The pupil year of 
death 

Abu- 9 1-Qasim a1- 1072 
Qushayri 
(III.V .. 8) 

Abu-'1-Muzaffar ash- 1072 
Shuja'i 
(III.V .. 9) 

Abu-' 1-tJ:asan al-Bushanji 1074 
(III.Q.56) 

Abu-Salih a1-Mu,adhdhin 1084 
0 

( III .Q .. 62) 

Abu-'Amr as-Sulami 1089 
(III.V .. l6) 

Ibn-·Bakuwayhi 1036-7 
(III .. V.3) 

Abu-Sa'id al-Khashshab 1063 
(III.Q.53) 

Abu-'1-Qasim_a1- 1072 
Qushayri 
(III.V.,8) 

Abu-'1-Hasan a1-Bushanji 1074 
· (rir.Q .. 56) 

Abu-Salid a1-Mayhani 
(III .. V.5) 

11 

!f 

---
Abu-Salih an-Naysaburi 

"(rri .. v .. 6) 

1049 

1066 

Abu-Sa1ih a1-Musadhdhin 1084 
"(rri.Q.62) 

Abu-sa~d al-Qushayri 1084 
(III.V .. 10) 

Abu-~A1i a1-Farmadhi 1084 
(III.V.11) 



The teacher 

Abu-'1-Qasim al
Qushayri (contd.) 

lt 

If 

Abu-Bakr Yusuf an
Nassaj 

Abu-lA1i a1-Farmadhi 
(IIIoVo11) 

622 

year of 
death The pupil year of 

death 

1072 Abu-Bakr ash-Shirazi 
(III.V.12) 

1085 

1084 

Abu-Bakr a1-Mawardi 1088 
(III .. V.l4) 

Abu-Sa1ih as-Sufi 1088 
·(rri .. v:1§) 

Abu-~1-Qasim al-Ansari 1118 
(IV .. BB .. 2) " 

Abu-'1-Fat~ a1-Qushayrf 1127 
(IV .. CC.3) 

A1-Ghaza1I 1111 
(IV.CC.1) 

!I 

Fatima bint-ad-Daqqaq 1087 Amat-ar-Ra~an 
(IIIoV .. 18) 

1093 

(III.V.13) 

E .. THE READERS AND THE CO-tH:lENTATORS OF TI-G c:.UR;, AN 

The teacher year of The pupil year of 
death death 

Bukayr ibn-Mg 1~f 779 
an-Naysaburi 
(IoGo1) 

Al-Kisa'i 805 Abu-'A1i an-N aysaburi 817 
(I .. A .. 1) 

Ibn-Abi-(~:£ ~- 825 
Naysaburi 
(I .. G .. 2) 

Abu-'1-Ash'ath Abu-Hamid a1-Muqri' 
.(II .. 0.2) 

955 
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The teacher year of' 
death The DUpil 

Ibn-Mujahid 935 Abu-'1-~U§a~ a1-
1}ajjaji 
\11.0.3) 

11 

'Ali ibn-an-Naqqash 

Abu-Bakr al-Hashimi 

'A1i ibn-a1-Akhram 

Qunbul a1-Makki 

- ' Abu- 1-I:Iasan an-N abbal 

Ibn-Mihran 998 
.(11 .. 0 .. 4) 

Abu-'1-~ath a1-Busti 1009 
( r r: .x· .. 3) 

Abu-·' l_:_Qasim an-Nahwl 1015 
(III.W.1) . 

Abu-'1-~usayn a1-Farisi 1030 
(III .. X.8) 

Abu-Ishaq ath-Tha'1abi 1038 
. ( rr.r. w .. 2) 

A1-WB:hidl 
(irr .. w .. 6) 

1076 

Abu-'A1i as-Sarakhsi 
(11.9.5) 

Ibn-Mihran 
(II .. 0 .. 4) 

If 

I! 

11 

If 

Abu-Sa'd ash-Shamati 
(III.W .. 4) 

A1-W~idi 
trrr .. w.6) 

Abu-Ishaq ath-Tha'1abi 
(III.W~2) 

- -
A1-Wahidi 

trrr.w .. 6) 

Abu-'1-Hasan a1-
Ivluf.ass:i r 
(III.W.8) 

year of' 
death 

978 

998 

998 

1062 

1076 

1038 

1076 

1096 

Abu~t-tayyib at-1abari 1058 
(III.S.12) 

Abu-'1-Qasim al-Kajj 

Abu-Na~r ar-Ramishi 
(III.X .. 20) 

At--Tayyan 
. • (IV oDD.2) 

I! 

1086 A1-Ghazza1 
(IV.DD.1) 

1134 Abu-Sa'd as-Sam'ani 
(IV.Y .. l7) 

1122 
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F o THE MEN OF LETTERS AND THE POETS 

The teacher 

A1-Kha1Il ibn-Ahmad • 

year of 
death 

791 

Abu-'1='~maythal al- 854 
A 'rabi 
(Iol-I.2) 

Abu-Sa'id ad-Darir 
(I.H.3) •. 

Al-lVIubarrad 

Tha'1ab 

Abu-Is~aq a1-Mughaythi 
(II.P.6) 

Abu-'Ali as-Sallami 
(II.P.1) 

Ibn-Durayd 

A1-Hasan ibn-al
Mihrajan 

Abu-Sa'id as-Sirafi 

895 

898 

904 

913 

934 

978 

Abu-'A1i a1-Farisi 

Abu-Bakr a1-Khwarizmi 992 
(II.P.5) 

Thn-Faris 1005 

Abu-'l-Fa~1 a~-9affar 1025-6 
(III.X.5) 

Thn-Dawast 
(III.X.9) 

1031 

The :pupil 

Abu-'1-Minha1 a1-
Muha11abi 
(I.H.4) 

Abu-Sa'id a~-~arir 
(I.H.3) 

Abu-Is~aq ad-Mughaythi 

11 

I! 

Abu-'Ali-as-Sallami 
(II.Po1) 

- -

year of 
death 

895 

913 

Abu-Bakr al-Khwarizmi 992 
(II.P.5) 

. Abu-'1-'Abbas al-Mikali 973 
(II.Po4) 

Abu-'1-Qasim a1-Iskafi 
(II.P.7) 

Al-Jawhari 
(IIIoXo1) 

If 

Abu-'1-Mu~affar a1-
Harawi 
(III.X.4) 

Ibn-al-As...hrus 
(III.X.6) 

Qadi sa'id 
{rri.R.6) 

Badi '-az=.Z?JUEm a1-
Hamadhani 
(III.X.2) 

- -A1--:-Wahidi 
(rri.w.6) 

-
A1-Bahhathi 

( rri ·.x .14) 

1002 

1023 

1027 

1039 

1008 

1070 

1070 



The teacher 

Ibn-Dawast (contd.) 

Ath-Tha'alibi 
(III.X.ll) 

Abu-'1-Qasim al
l.iaghribl 
(III.X.25) 

Abu-'A1i-al
Fanjukirdi 

A1-Bahhathi 
(irr.X.14) 

6 A1i a1-Adib 

- -
Al-Wahidi 

(III.W.6) 
11 

Ibn-F aQ-9-al 
(III.X.21) 

'Umar al-KhaY¥am 
(IV.EE.3) 

A1-Maydani 
(IV.EE.5) 

If 

Abu-Sa'd al-Maydani 
(IV.EE.7) 

Abu-yl-Fut~ RiQ.a 

Al-Hasan al-Ghazi • 

-!I 
Taj-al-Qu~r~ al-

Kirmani 

year of 
death The pupil 

1031 . Abu-Yusuf al-Kurdi 
(III.X.l8) 

1038 - !I Abu- 1-Hasan al--· Bak..harzi 
(III.X.15) 
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year of 
death 

1081 

1075 

Abu- '1-Qasim_a1-Q.ushayri 1072 
Qushayri 
(III.V .. 8) 

Abu-'1-Hasan a1- 1074 -· -Bushanji 
(III.Q.56) 

1070 Abu-,1-Qasim az-Zawzani 1098 
(III.X.23) 

A1-Fanjukirdi 
(IV.EE.2) 

1076 A1-Maydani 
(IV.EE.5) 

Abu-,1-Hasan al-. -
Quhandizi 
(III.X.24) 

1086 Ibn-Funduq 
(III.EE.12) 

1120 

1124 

1144-5 

ll 

Abu-Nasr a1-A1ma 6 i 
(IV.EE.4) 

Bu-Ja'farak 
(IV.DD.4) 

Ibn-Funduq 
( IV.EE.12) 

r.lahmud a1-Harawi 
. ( IV. EE .15) 

As-Sig_i1i 
(IV.EE.6) 

As-Sawabi 
.. (IV.EE.8) 

-
At-Tabarsi 

. • (IV .EE. 9 

1119 

1124 

1169-70 

1122 

1149 

1169-70 

1139 

1149 

1153 



LIST N0.2: 

The teacher 

- ' Abu- 1-Hasan al-
Bayhaqi 
(IIoKo5) 

- ' -Abu- 1-Walid al-
Qurashi 
(IIoKo8) 

Ibn-Hibban 
(IIoKo9) 

Abu-Bakr ash
Shahuwi 
(IloJol3) 

Abu-'Ali-as
samarqandi 
(IIIoRol) 

Ibn-FUrak 
(IIIoTol) 

Abu- I sJt.ag ~ al= 
Isfara ini 
(IIIoTo3) 

- -
Abu-Bakr al-Busti 

(II~.So8) 

Qadi sa'id 
.(IIIoRo6) 

Abu-'l::.Q~sim al
Iskafi 
(IIIoT .. ?) 

THE SCHOLAR3 V/HO TAUGHT IN THE MADRASAS 

year of 
death 

935 

960 

965 

972-3 

1005 

1015-16 

1037 

1039 

1061 

The name of the 
madrasa and its 
situation: 

Bayhaqiyya in 
Nishapur 

(un-named) in 
Nishapur 

Ibn-~ibban Khang~ 
in Nishapurl 

- -
Abu-Hafs al-Kabir in 

Bukhara 

(un-named) in 
Nishapur 

(un-named) in 
Nishapur 

(un-named) in 
Nishapur 

Al-Jami' al-Qadim 
in N i shapur 

(un-named) in 
Nishapur 

Bayhaqiyya in 
Nishapur 

founded by 

The teacher 
himself 

Unk_nown 

The teacher 
himself 

Abu-Hafs 
al-Kabir 

The teacher 
himself 

The people 
of Nishapl!r 
for Ibn-Furak 

The people of 
Nishapur_for_ 
al-Isfara'ini 

Unknown 

The military 
governor of 
Khurasru1. N a§'r 
ibn-S~b~ktigLn 
:for Qadi 
9a' id 

0 

1. The khanqah was altered into a madrasa after the death of 
the foundero cfo above, 182. 



The teacher 

Abu-Sa'd ash
Shamati 
(IIIoW .. 4) 

Ibn-Abi-'t-Tayyib 
(IIIoW:5) 

year of 
death 

1062 

1066 

Abu-Bakr a1-Bayhaqi 1066 
(IIIoQo54) 

Abu-Sah1 a1-
1vlarwazi 
(IIIoQ .. 55) 

Abu-Sa'd ar-- -Ramishi 
(IIIoQo60) 

Ash-Shashi 
(III.S .. 19) 

- -

1072 

1081 

1082 

Abu-I_§l)g_q_ash- 1083 
Shirazi 
(III .. So20) 

Abu-'1-gagim a1- 1084 
Jurjani 
(III·oQo61) 

Abu-Sa1ih a1- 1084 
M{t' aclhdhin 
(III .. Q .. 62) 

Abu-Bakr al-FUraki 1085 
(III .. T .. 8) 

- -
al-Juwayni~ Imam- 1085 

al-Haramayn 
(III .. T.9) 

Abu-Bak;l:l ash- 1085 
Shirazi 
(III.V .. 12) 

The name of the 
madrasa and its 
situation 

Mush shJ:~ iyy a in 
Nishapur 

(un-named) in 
Isfara'in 

Suri in Nishapur 

Nifamiyya in Baghdad 

Nizamiyya in Nishapur 

Ni~amiyya in Herat 

Ni~amiyya in Baghdad 

Ni~amiyya in Nishapur 

627 

founded by 

Unknown 

The notable 
Abu-'1-Qasim 
'Ali-ibn
Muhammad for 
Ibn -Abi-'t
t'ayyib 

UnknoVIm 

The Vizier 
Nizam:..a1-
Mulk 

11 

" 

Bayhaqiyya in Nishapur 

Ni~amiyya in Baghdad 

Ni~amiyya in Nishapur 

If 



The teacher 

Abu-Nasr ar
Ramishi 
(III.X.20) 

- ' -Abu- 1-Qasim an-
Nuqani. 
(III.S.21) 

Abu-'1-Fadl at
Tabasi" · 
(III.Q.66) 

Abu-'l=Q~sim ad
p-abusi 
(IIIoS.22) 

Abu-'1-Hasan al-
Mufassir 
(III.Wo8) 

Abu-Bakr al
Khujandi 
(IIIoS.23) 

Abu-'1-Hasan as-
Sandali · 
{III.R.l4) 

Abu-Hatim al
Khatibi 
(III.S.24) 

year of 
death 

1086 

1086 

1089 

1089 

1090 

1090 

1091 

1095 

Abu-'1-Muza:ffar as- 1096 
Sam' ani 
(III.S.25) 

Abu-'1-Ma'ali al
'Alawi 
( I I I •· Q • 7 3 ) 

Abu-_:1-I}y_sayn al
Wasiti 
(IIIoS.28) 

- ' -Abu- 1-Qasim al-
Maghl"~ibi 

(IIIoX.25) 

1098 

1098 

The name of the 
madrasa and its 
situation 

Ni~amiyya of Nishapur 

11 

11 

Ni~amiyya 1n Baghdad 

Ni~amiyya in Nishapur 

628 

founded by 

Ni~amiyya in I~pahan The_vizier 
Nizam-al
Muik 

9andaliyya in The ~anafites 
Nishapur of Nishapur 

for a~= 
?andali 

Murabba 6 a in The teacher 
Nishapur himself 

Shafi'iyya in 
Marw 

Mushshu~iyya in 
Nishapur 

tl 

Ni~amiyya in Nishapur 

Unknown 
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The teacher year of The name of the 
death madrasa and its 

siT.uat1on 

Abu-Sa 1id a1-
Qushayri 
(IVc~Y.1) 

1101 

Abu-~1-Mahasin ar- 1108-9 
Ruyani· 
(IV.AA .. 3) 

Abu-J:Iam.t_d_a1-
Ghaza1i 
(IV.CC.1) 

1111 

Abu-Bakr ash-Shashi 11~4 
(IV.AA.4) 

I1kiya -a1-Harrasi 
(IV.BBco1) 

Ash-Shabbak 
(IV.AA.7) 

Abu-Nasr a1-
Qushayri 
(IV .. ·BB .3) 

Abu-,1-M.a~a1I 
a-p-'fusi 
(IV.AA.8) 

A1-Furawi 
(IV.Y.9) 

Abu-~akr a_l
Bushanji 
(IV.AA.34) 

1116 

1119 

1120 

1121 

1136 

1151 

Muhammad ibn-Yahya 1153 
• (IV.AA.22) . 

Ash-Shahrastani 
(IV .. BB .. 6) 

Abu-'1-Fath al-- -· Baqar)fi 
(IV.AA .. 27) 

Abu-'1-Ma 1 ali a1-
Khawafi 
(IV .. AA.28) 

1153 

1158 

1160-61 

Ni~amiyya in Nishapur 

Ni~amiyya in 
':rabari stan 

Ni~amiyya in Baghdad 
and in Ni shapur 

~i~amiyya in Baghdad 

11 in N i shapur 
and Baghdad 

Un-named in Gurgan 

Ni~amiyya in Baghdad 

Ni~amiyya in Nishapur 

Nasihiyya in 
NiShapur 

Bayhaqiyya in 
Nishapur 

Nizamiyya in Herat and 
·in Nishapur 

Ni~amiyya in Baghdad 

If 

Nizamiyya in 
Nisha:pur 

founded by 

The Vizier 
Ni~am-a1-
Mulk 

TP,e teacher 
himself 

Unknown 
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The teacher 

Abu-Sa'd as
Sam'ani 
(IVoYol6) 

Qutb-ad-Din an-
0 Naysaburi 

(IVoAAo30) 

- -
A1-Khubushani 

(IV.AAo34) 

Abu-~1-~~s~yn at
Talaqani 
{IV .. AAo35) 

year of The name of the 
death madrasa and its 

situation 

1166 'Amidiyya in Marw 

1183 Ni?amiyya in Nishapur 

Mujadiyya in Damascus 

(un-named) in A11epo 

and 

(un-named) in Al1epo 

1191 

1193 Ni~amiyya in Baghdad 

Abu-~AQ.d=All~ an- 1195 
Naqani 
(IV.BBo8) 

Qaysaraniyya in 
Baghdad 

Abu-'Ali al-Wasiti 1209 
(IVoBB.9) • 

Ni~amiyya in Nishapur 

founded by 

Unknown 

Unknown 

The Sultan 
Nur-ad-Din 
Mal}.mud 

Asad-ad-Din 
Shiruh 

The Sultan 
Salah-ad
Din f'or the 
teacher 
himself 

The mother 
of the 
C§:liph an
Na?ir 
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LIST N0o3~ THE ~An-~--riS il':D TEZ CHI:G:5'S OF THE QAJ)IS 
-------------.... 0 

The scholar 

Abu-'Umar al-Faqih 
(I.B.2) 

Abu-'Amr as-Sulami 
(I.A.3) 

Al-Husayn al-Qa~i 
tr.B.B) 

Abu-Musa al-Ansari 
(I .A. 13) • 

Al-Hasan ibn-Bishr 
tr.B.9) 

Abu-Yahya a1-'Ataki 
(I .B .. 12) 

Ibn-Sa1muwayhi 
(II.J.4) 

Ibn-Mansur 
(II.I.29) 

Qa~i-a1-~aramayn 
(II.J.11) 

Abu-Muhammad a1-Marwazi 
(r:r;:J.l2) 

Ibn-Hibban 
(II.K.9) 

---
Abu-Bakr Ash-Shahuwi 

(II.J.l3) 

Abu-Sa'id as-Sijzi 
(II .. J.l4) 

Abu-~1-Qasim a1-Bukhari 
(II.J.15) 

year of occupied the office 
death of: 

779 qa~i of Nishapur 

814 

824 

846 

856 

881 

910 

956 

962 

964 

965 

972-3 

978 

979 

" 

If 

If 

11 

If 

If 

I! 

11 

11 

1f 

" 

I! 

11 

If 

fl 

If 

11 

11 

I! 

If 

11 

If 

11 

11 

1f 

If 

I! 

11 

Kirman 

Nishapur 

If 

11 

He rat 

Nishapur 

Maw~i1 
Ram1a 
(Mecca and 
Medina) 9 

and 
Nishapur 

Nishapur 

Samarqand 

Fars 

Samarqa11_d 
and Nasa 

11 11 Marw 9 !:!erat 
Samarqand, Shash 
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The scholar year or occupied the office 
death or: 

Abu-' 1-Qasim al-Bukhari ( contd.) 979 Farghana, Bukhara 

Abu-Nasr al-Qadi 
(rr:Jol8) 

0 

Abu-Ahmad al-Hakim 
(IIoio43) • 

Abu-'1-Haytham 
(III .. Ro2) 

Abu-'Umar al-Bistami 
(III.S .. 3) 

0 

Ash-Shalanji 
(III.Q.20) 

Abu-Bakr al-Hiri 
(III.So6). 

Qadi sa'id 
o(IIIoR.6) 

Ibn~Abi~ '1-Haytham 
(IIIoRo7) 

Abu-'1-Hasan al-Ustuwa'i 
(rrr:Q.45) 

Abu~t-tayyib at-t'abari 
(III.S.l2) 

Y al;,lya a~?-~a' i di 
( III .. Ro 9) 

Abu-'1-Qasim a1-Ustuwa'i 
(III .. R.11) 

Az-Zubayri 
(III.Sol8) 

998 

998 

1014 

1015 

1016-17 

1027 

1030 

1039 

1039 

1051 

1058 

1069 

1077 

1081 

and Nishapur 

fl " Nishapur 

. 
V 

If 

If lt 

If If 

tr If 

If 

11 If 

11 11 

I! If 

Shas!}, and 
r_rarsus 

Nasa 

Nisha:pur 

If 

Gurgan 

Nisha:pur 

If 

" 

qa<ji .al .... Qu<jat of 
all the cities or 
R~yy, 
r:rus~ and 
Nasa. 

qa(ii a1-qudat 
of Baghdad 

qa<ji or Rayy 

qagi al-quQ.at or 
Nisha:pur 

qaQ.i of t'abaristan 



The scholar 

Abu-Na~r ad-Ustuwa,i 
(IIIoR.12) 

Abu-Bakr an-Nasihi 
(III.Ro13) . 0 

Abu-'1-Fat~ a1-Arghiyani 
(IV olV\ .1) 

Abu-'1-Muzaffar a1-Khawafi 
(IVoAA:2) 

Abu-'1-Muzaffar a1-Juwayni 
(IV.Yo3) 

Abu-'1-Mahasin ar-Rllyani 
(IVoAA:3) 

- --I1kiya-a1-Harrasi 
(IVoBBo1) 

Abu-Sa'd Muhammad 
(IV. Z o 2). 

Ad-Damghani 
(IVoAAo18) 

-
A1-Burhan 

(IVoZo4) 

Ibn-Funduq 
(IV.EE.12) 

633 

year of occupied the office 
death of: 

1089 qa~i a1-qu~at of 
Nishapur 

1091 qa~i of Nishapur 

1105 

1106 

1107 

1108~9 

1116 

1132 

1150 

1157-8 

1169-70 

I! If Arghiyan 

11 11 Tus 
0 

11 If Juwayn 

If If '!' abari stan 

qa~i a1-qu~au of 
Baghdad 

" '' Nishapur 

11 11 

!I 11 Nishapur 

tr Bayhaq 

.. 
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LIST NO ~~4: THE SCHOLARS WHO ACTED AS MUFTIS 

The scholar year of acted as mufti or 
death gave f'atwa in: 

Ibn-Abi- 91-Azhar 828 Kufa 
(I .. B .. 5) 

Al-Hasan ibn-Bishr 
tr .. B .. 9) 

858 Nishapur 

I:Iikan 881 If 

(I .. B .. ll) 

Dawud az-ZBhiri 
(r .. n:1j 

884 Baghdad 

Abu-'Abd-A118:h a1-Marwazi 906 Nishapur 
(II .. K.2) 

Abu-'Amr al-Khaffaf 911 If 

(II.I .. 5) 

Abu-Hamza al-Khuraaani 
(II .. N.4) 

921 If 

. Abu-' 1-Ijasan a1-Bayhaqi 935 
11 

(II .. K .. 5) 

Abu-' 1- 'Abbas at-'tabbani 960 If 

(IIoJolO) 

Ash-Sharaki 965 He rat 
(II .. Io34) 

Abu-,1-Qasim 
- - 986 Baghdad ad-Daraki 

(II .. Ko13) 

Abu-Na~r a1-Qa~i 998 Nishapur 
(II .. J .. l8) 

Abu-'Ali as-Samarqandi 1005 .tr 

(III.R .. 1) 

as-Su'1uki 1013 
If 

Abu->t-Tayyib 
(III .. S .. 2) 

.. .. 

1015 
11 

Abu- '1-Haytham 
(III .. R.2) 

- . . -,-;- 1027 
1f 

Abu-Bakr an-Nasa 1 

(III .. Q .. l8) 



The scholar 

Abu-Bakr ash-Shalanji 
· (III.Q.20) 

Abu-Bakr an-Nuqani 
(III.So5) 

Qadi sa'id. 
"(III.Ro6) 

Abu-Muhammad a1-Juwayni 
(IIIoSo9) 

Abu-y1-Fath a1-'Urnari 
(IIIoS.il) 

Abu-~-Tayyib at-Tabari 
(IIIoS.12) 

0 0 

Abu- 1 1-Qasirn a1-Iskafi 
(IIIoT.7) 

Abu-~1-Hasan al-Bushanji 
(rrr:Q.56) 

- -Abu-Bakr as-Saffar 
(III.S.i6) 

A1-Juwayni, Irnam-a1-~ararnayn 
(III.T.9) 

A1-Ghaza1I 
(IV.CC.1) 

A1-Ghazza1 
(IV.DDo1) 

Abu-Na~r a1-Arghiyani 
(IV.AA .. l2) 

Al-Furawi 
(IV .. Y.l9) 

Abu-'1-Qasim as-Sam•ani 
(IV.AA .. 15) 

Al-Khuwari 
(IVoAAol7) 

year of' 
death 

1027 

1029 

1039 

1047 

1053 

1058 

1061 

1074 

1075 

1085 

1111 

1122 

1134 

1136 

1139 

1141 

635 

acted as mu:fti or 
gave fatwa in: 

Gurgan 

Nisha:pur 

I! 

11 

Baghdad 

Nisha:pur 

Bushanj 

Nisha:pur 

11 

Baghdad 

Nisha:pur 

Arghiyan 

Nisha:pur 

Marw 

Nisha:pur 
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The scholar year of acted a§ mufti 
death or fatwa in: 

Shara:fsha 1151 Nishapur 
(IVoAA .. 19) 

Qutb-ad-Din an-Naysaburi 
(IVoAA .. 30) 

1183 Damascus 

A1-Qazwini 1084-5 Qazwin 
(IVoAAo31) 

Abu-Bakr as-Saffar 
(IV .. AA .. 4o) 

1221 Nishapur 
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